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Preface
Message from the Chairs
It is our pleasure to welcome you to ECRTS 2021, the second — and hopefully last — fully
virtual instance of the conference. ECRTS is the premier European conference series in the
area of real-time systems and, alongside RTSS and RTAS, ranks as one of the top three
international conferences on this topic.
As we all wait for travel and life in general to normalize again, we are delighted to have
you join us for an exciting online program consisting of both scientific talks and opportunities
for socializing and networking. The centerpiece of the program will be a series of live
presentations introducing new results spanning the entire domain of real-time systems, from
algorithmic foundations to applied systems.
ECRTS 2021 received a total of 84 submissions from Asia, Europe, and North America.
Each submission was reviewed by at least three expert members of the program committee
(PC) and discussed at a virtual PC meeting that took place on April 19 and 20, 2021.
Ultimately, the PC decided to accept 16 papers for publication and presentation, which
translates to an acceptance rate of 19%.
ECRTS has been at the forefront of recent innovations in the real-time systems community
such as artifact evaluation and open-access proceedings. Continuing its tradition of innovation,
ECRTS trialed a flexible page limit this year. We believe that scientists should focus on the
content of their papers, and not worry too much about formatting tricks and layout microoptimizations to squeeze the last few paragraphs under a given hard page limit. Authors
should invest their time into making their manuscripts more compelling and more appealing
to readers, not into fighting LaTeX to comply with ultimately somewhat arbitrary page limits.
In this spirit, rather than policing formatting violations “with an iron fist,” the flexible page
limit introduced this year aimed at reducing the incentive for space hacks in the first place
by giving authors the option to submit manuscripts exceeding the typical length of 15-18
pages of content.
As the flexible page limit is a “new feature” without precedent in the community, cautious
rules were put in place. These rules required authors to provide a short justification of their
need for extra pages, and to obtain a priori permission from the PC Chair to submit a
manuscript exceeding the 18-page soft limit. Similarly, the policy allowed authors to request
additional pages for the camera-ready versions of their papers. This allowed reviewers and
shepherds to ask for expanded discussions, and gave authors the liberty to address reviewer
feedback fully even if it required additional space. The resulting variation in paper lengths is
reflected in these proceedings.
Ultimately, 9 out of 84 submissions made use of the flexible page policy to submit
manuscripts exceeding 18 pages of content (10.7%). Among the 16 papers accepted for
publication, 2 comprised more than 18 pages of content at the time of submission (12.5%).
It should be noted that the flexible page limit did not result in excessive amounts of content
that would have exceeded the limits or nature of a conference paper, which is perhaps not
surprising as concision is of course a hallmark of good academic writing.
Overall, we believe that the flexible page policy is a success in two ways: the PC was freed
from concerning itself with formatting minutiae and the policy made a positive difference for
some of the authors who opted to make use of it. However, uptake by the community was
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more subdued than expected. As of now, it is still undecided whether the page limit will
remain flexible (in a revised manner) in future years, or wether the conference series will
revert to a more traditional hard limit.
Double-blind peer reviewing is another innovation successfully adopted in 2021, meaning
that authors submitted blinded manuscripts that left reviewers unaware of the names and
affiliations of the authors. As a result, all major conferences of the real-time systems
community now follow a largely similar double-blind peer-reviewing process, which we
welcome as significant community-wide change for the better that has been accomplished in
just a few short years, thanks to the efforts by many in the community. We are thankful to
have had the opportunity to play a small role in this transition and are hopeful that it will
promote the fairness and the meritocratic nature of the evaluation process.
A major conference such as ECRTS rests on many shoulders. First of all, we thank the
PC members for their hard work and outstanding service, and in particular for delivering
high-quality reviews on time despite a very tight timeline and all the burdens of a strange
and difficult year. Similarly, we are grateful to all external and secondary reviewers, who
provided many valuable perspectives and important feedback. We are especially grateful
to those PC members and additional reviewers who went “above and beyond” serving as
anonymous shepherds — you know who you are. We would also like to extend our thanks to
the Artifact Evaluation Chairs Alessandro Biondi and Angeliki Kritikakou and their board
of Artifact Evaluators for running the AE process. Finally, we thank the new Euromicro
Real-Time Technical Committee (TC) for its trust in us and their valuable guidance along
the way.
Our very special thanks go to the former, long-serving Euromicro Real-Time TC Chair
Gerhard Fohler for making ECRTS what it is today. Thank you, Gerhard! You have built
and nurtured something very special here. The new TC will have to work hard to live up to
the example you set.
Last but not least, we thank all authors for submitting their work to ECRTS 2021.
Whether or not it was ultimately accepted for publication, we deeply appreciate your fine
work and the tremendous effort and care that has gone into it; this conference would not be
possible without you.
Thanks to the authors, we are looking forward to an inspiring, high-quality program.
Please join us in enjoying both the science and everything around it — not just despite, but
especially in these trying times.
Marcus Völp
General Chair, ECRTS 2021

Björn Brandenburg
Program Chair, ECRTS 2021
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Vicuna: A Timing-Predictable RISC-V Vector
Coprocessor for Scalable Parallel Computation
Michael Platzer #
TU Wien, Institute of Computer Engineering, Austria
Peter Puschner #
TU Wien, Institute of Computer Engineering, Austria
Abstract
In this work, we present Vicuna, a timing-predictable vector coprocessor. A vector processor
can be scaled to satisfy the performance requirements of massively parallel computation tasks,
yet its timing behavior can remain simple enough to be efficiently analyzable. Therefore, vector
processors are promising for highly parallel real-time applications, such as advanced driver assistance
systems and autonomous vehicles. Vicuna has been specifically tailored to address the needs
of real-time applications. It features predictable and repeatable timing behavior and is free of
timing anomalies, thus enabling effective and tight worst-case execution time (WCET) analysis
while retaining the performance and efficiency commonly seen in other vector processors. We
demonstrate our architecture’s predictability, scalability, and performance by running a set of
benchmark applications on several configurations of Vicuna synthesized on a Xilinx 7 Series FPGA
with a peak performance of over 10 billion 8-bit operations per second, which is in line with existing
non-predictable soft vector-processing architectures.
2012 ACM Subject Classification Computer systems organization → Real-time system architecture
Keywords and phrases Real-time Systems, Vector Processors, RISC-V
Digital Object Identifier 10.4230/LIPIcs.ECRTS.2021.1
Supplementary Material Software: https://github.com/vproc/vicuna

1

Introduction

Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET) analysis, which is essential to determine the maximum
execution time of tasks for real-time systems [46], has struggled to keep up with the advances
in processor design. Numerous optimizations such as caches, branch prediction, out-of-order
execution, and speculative execution have made the timing analysis of processing architectures
increasingly complex [45]. As a result, the performance of processors suitable for real-time
systems usually lags behind platforms optimized for average computational throughput at
the cost of predictability. Yet, the performance requirements of real-time applications are
growing, particularly in domains such as advanced driver assistance systems and self-driving
vehicles [23], thus forcing system architects to use multi-core architectures and hardware
accelerators such as Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) in real-time systems [13]. Analyzing
the timing behavior of such complex heterogeneous systems poses additional challenges as it
requires a timing analysis of the complex interconnection network in addition to analyzing
the individual processing cores of different types and architectures [36, 9].
However, current trends motivated by the quest for improved energy-efficiency and the
emergence of massively data-parallel workloads [8] have revived the interest in architectures
that might be more amenable to WCET analysis [29]. In particular, vector processors are
promising improved energy efficiency for data-parallel workloads [7] and have the potential
to reduce the performance gap between platforms suitable for time-critical applications and
mainline processors [29].
© Michael Platzer and Peter Puschner;
licensed under Creative Commons License CC-BY 4.0
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Vector processors are single-instruction multiple-data (SIMD) architectures, operating on
vectors of elements instead of individual values. The vector elements are processed simultaneously across several processing elements as well as successively over several cycles [2]. A single
vector instruction can operate on a very large vector, thus amortizing the overhead created
by fetching and decoding the instruction, which does not only increase its efficiency [4] but
also means that complex hardware-level optimizations become less effective [29]. Therefore,
vector processors can drop some of these optimizations and thus improve timing predictability
without notable performance degradation.
While vector processors have the potential to greatly simplify timing analysis compared to
other parallel architectures, existing vector processing platforms retain features that impact
timing-predictability, such as out-of-order execution or banked register files [5]. Even if some
vector architectures have simple in-order pipelines, they still exhibit timing anomalies (i.e.,
undesired timing phenomena which threaten timing predictability). Timing anomalies occur,
for instance, when memory accesses are not performed in program order [16], such as when
memory accesses by the vector unit interfere with accesses from the main core.
In this paper, we present a novel vector coprocessor addressing the needs of time-critical
applications without sacrificing performance. Our key contributions are as follows:
1. We present a timing-predictable 32-bit vector coprocessor implemented in SystemVerilog
that is fully compliant with the version 0.10 draft of the RISC-V vector extension [34].
All integer and fixed-point vector arithmetic instructions, as well as the vector reduction,
mask, and permutation instructions described in the specification, have been implemented.
Vicuna is open-source and available at https://github.com/vproc/vicuna.
2. We integrate our proposed coprocessor with the open-source RISC-V core Ibex [37] and
show that this combined processing system is free of timing anomalies while retaining a
peak performance of 128 8-bit multiply-accumulate (MAC) operations per cycle. The
combined processing system runs at a clock frequency of 80 MHz on Xilinx 7 Series
FPGAs, thus achieving a peak performance of 10.24 billion operations per second.
3. We evaluate the effective performance of our design on data-parallel benchmark applications, reaching over 90 % efficiency for compute-bound tasks. The evaluation also
demonstrates the predictability of our architecture as each benchmark program always
executes in the exact same number of CPU cycles.
This work is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces prior work in the domains of
parallel processing and vector architectures. Then, Section 3 presents the design of our
vector coprocessor Vicuna and Section 4 analyzes the timing behavior of our processing
system. Section 5 evaluates its performance on several benchmark algorithms, and Section 6
concludes this article.

2

Background and Related Work

This section gives an overview of existing parallelized computer architectures and vector
processors in particular and compares them to our proposed timing-predictable vector
coprocessor Vicuna. Table 1 summarizes the main aspects.

2.1

Parallel Processing Architectures

In the mid-2000s, power dissipation limits put an end to the acceleration of processor clock
frequencies, and computer architects were forced to exploit varying degrees of parallelism
in order to further enhance computational throughput. A relatively simple approach is to
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Table 1 Performance and timing predictability of parallel computer architectures.
Processor
Architecture
Generalpurpose

MultiCore
CPU

Generalpurpose
GPU

✓

✓

Efficient
parallelism

✓

✓

Timingpredictable
Max. OPs
per sec (·109 )
FPGA / ASIC
∗
∗∗
†
††

DomainSpecific
Accelerators

Existing
Vector
Processors

TimingPredictable
Platforms

Vicuna
(Our
work)

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
2.2 ∗ /
1 200 ∗∗

16-core Cobham LEON3
344-core Ambric Am2045B
FlexGrip soft GPU [1]
NVIDIA RTX 3090

3.2 † /
35 000 ††
‡
‡‡
§
§§

5 000 ‡ /
45 000 ‡‡

15 § / 128 §§

Srinivasan et al. [42]
Google TPU [21]
32-lane VEGAS [6]
16-lane PULP Ara [5]

✓

✓

2.4 ¶ / 49 ¶¶

10 / —

¶ 15-core T-CREST Patmos [38]
¶¶ 8-core ARM Cortex-R82

replicate a processor core several times, thus creating an array of independent cores each
executing a different stream of instructions. This multiple-instruction, multiple-data (MIMD)
paradigm [11] is ubiquitous in today’s computer architectures and has allowed a continued
performance increase. Timing-predictable multi-core processors have been proposed for
time-critical parallel workloads, most notably the parMERASA [43] and the T-CREST [38]
architectures, which demonstrated systems with up to 64 and 15 cores, respectively. A
similar timing-predictable multi-core architecture utilizing hard processing cores connected
by programmable logic has been implemented recently on an Multiprocessor System-onChip (MPSoC) platform [14]. However, several of the workloads capable of efficiently
exploiting this parallelism are actually highly data-parallel, and as a consequence, the many
cores in such a system frequently all execute the same sequence of instructions [7]. The
fetching and decoding of identical instructions throughout the cores represent a significant
overhead and increase the pressure on the underlying network infrastructure connecting
these cores to the memory system [28, 41]. Consequently, the effective performance of a
multi-core system does not scale linearly as more cores are added. For the T-CREST platform,
Schoeberl et al. report that the worst-case performance for parallel benchmark applications
scales only logarithmically with the number of cores [38]. As an alternative to multi-core
architectures, some timing-predictable single-core processors exploit parallelism by executing
multiple independent hardware threads [26, 50], thus avoiding the overhead of a complex
interconnection network. Yet, the scalability of this approach is limited since it does not
increase the available computational resources.
An architecture that overcomes many of the limitations of multi- and many-core systems
for highly parallel workloads are general-purpose GPUs (also referred to as GPGPUs) [31].
GPUs utilize data-parallel multithreading, referred to as the single-instruction multiplethreads (SIMT) paradigm [27], to achieve unprecedented energy-efficiency and performance.
GPUs are used as data-parallel accelerators in various domains and have found their way
into safety-critical areas such as autonomous driving [23, 13]. However, their use in hard
real-time systems still poses challenges [9]. GPUs are usually non-preemptive, i.e., tasks
cannot be interrupted, which requires software-preemption techniques to be used instead [13].
Also, contention among tasks competing for resources is typically resolved via undisclosed
arbitration schemes that do not account for task priorities [10].
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Recently, special-purpose accelerators emerged as another type of highly parallel platform
that sacrifices flexibility and often precision [42] to achieve impressive performance for domainspecific tasks. For instance, the Tensor Processing Unit (TPU) [21] is capable of 65536
8-bit MAC operations in one cycle, achieving a peak performance of 45 · 1012 operations per
second at a clock frequency of 700 MHz. Due to their simple application-specific capabilities,
the timing behavior of these accelerators is generally much easier to analyze [29]. While
domain-specific accelerators achieve impressive performance for a small subset of applications,
they are very inefficient at or even incapable of running other important algorithms, such
as Fourier Transforms, motion estimation, or encryption with the Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES). By contrast, a vector processor can execute any task that can be run on a
conventional processor.
As an alternative to parallelizing tasks across several cores or threads, single-instruction
multiple-data (SIMD) arrays have been added to several Instruction Set Architectures (ISAs).
These are usually fixed-size arrays using special functional units, one for each element in the
array, to apply the same operation to the entire array at once. However, array processors
require that the computational resources are replicated for each element of the longest
supported array [5].

2.2

Vector Processors

Vector processors are a time-multiplexed variant of array processors. Instead of limiting the
vector length by the number of processing elements, a vector processor has several specialized
execution units that process elements of the same vector across multiple cycles, thus enabling
the dynamic configuration of the vector length [7]. Fig. 1 shows how an instruction stream
with interleaved scalar and vector instructions executes on an array processor and a vector
processor, respectively. In an array processor, the entire vector of elements is processed at
once, and the processing elements remain idle during the execution of scalar instructions. In
the vector processor, functionality is distributed among several functional units, which can
execute in parallel with each other as well as concurrently with the scalar units.
Vector processors provide better energy-efficiency for data-parallel workloads than MIMD
architectures [7] and promise to address the van Neumann bottleneck very effectively [4]. A
single vector instruction can operate on a very large vector, which amortizes the overhead
created by fetching and decoding the instruction. In this regard, vector processors even
surpass GPUs, which can only amortize the instruction fetch over the number of parallel
execution units in a processing block [5].
Several supercomputers of the 1960s and 1970s were vector processors, such as the
Illiac IV [19] or the Cray series [35]. These early vector processors had functional units spread
across several modules containing thousands of ICs in total. At the end of the century, they
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Figure 1 Comparison of the execution patterns of array and vector processors. Instructions
prefixed with a v operate on a vector of elements, while the rest are regular scalar instructions.
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were superseded by integrated microprocessor systems, which surpassed their performance
and were significantly cheaper [2]. While disappearing from the high-performance computing
domain, vector processors have continued their existence as general-purpose accelerators
in Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). Several soft vector processors have been
presented, such as VESPA [48], which adds a vector coprocessor to a 3-stage MIPS-I pipeline,
VIPERS [49], a single-threaded core with a vector processing unit, VEGAS [6], a vector
coprocessor using a cacheless scratchpad memory, VENICE [39], an area-efficient improved
version of VEGAS, or MXP [40], which added additional support for fixed-point computation.
In addition to FPGA-based accelerators, vector processors have also been explored as
energy-efficient parallel computing platforms. Lee et al. [25] proposed a vector architecture
named Hwacha, which is based on the open RISC-V ISA. The instruction set for Hwacha has
been implemented as a custom extension. Despite sharing some features, it is incompatible
with the more recent official RISC-V vector extension. One of the first vector processors
based on the new RISC-V V extension is Ara, developed by Cavalcante et al. [5], as a
coprocessor for the RISC-V core Ariane. Another recent architecture implementing the
RISC-V V extension named RISC-V2 has been proposed by Patsidis et al. [32].
While existing vector processors are less complex and easier to analyze than other parallel
architectures, they still use speed-up mechanisms which are a source of timing anomalies,
such as run-time decisions for choosing a functional unit [44], banked register files, and greedy
memory arbitration [16]. By contrast, our proposed vector processor avoids such mechanisms,
with negligible impact on its performance thanks to the vector processing paradigm’s inherent
effectiveness. Vicuna is free of timing anomalies and hence suitable for compositional timing
analysis.

3

Architecture of Vicuna

This section introduces the architecture of Vicuna, a highly configurable, fully timingpredictable 32-bit in-order vector coprocessor implementing the integer and fixed-point
instructions of the RISC-V vector extension. The RISC-V instruction set is an open standard
ISA developed by the RISC-V foundation. It consists of a minimalist base instruction set
supported by all compliant processors and several optional extensions. The V extension
adds vector processing capabilities to the instruction set. RISC-V and the V extension are
supported by the GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) and the LLVM compiler.
Vicuna is a coprocessor and must be paired with a main processor. We use the 32-bit
in-order RISC-V core Ibex, developed initially as part of the PULP platform under the
name Zero-riscy [37], as the main processor. Ibex is a small core with only two pipeline
stages: an instruction fetch stage and a combined decode and execute stage. Ibex executes
all non-vector instructions, which we refer to as scalar instructions.
Vicuna is connected to the main core with a coprocessor interface through which instruction words and the content of registers are forwarded from the main core to the coprocessor,
and results can be read back. We added a coprocessor interface to Ibex to extend it with
Vicuna. Instruction words are forwarded to the vector core via this interface if the major
opcode indicates that it is a vector instruction. In addition to the instruction word, scalar
operands from the main core’s register file are also transmitted to the coprocessor since these
are required by some vector instructions which use the scalar registers as source registers,
such as for instance, a variant of the vector addition which adds a scalar value to every
element of a vector or the vector load and store instructions which read the memory address
from a scalar register.
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An overview of the architecture of Vicuna and its integration with Ibex as the main core
is shown in Fig. 2. Vicuna comprises a decoder for RISC-V vector instructions, which parses
and acknowledges valid vector instructions. Once Vicuna’s decoder has successfully decoded
a vector instruction, it acknowledges its receipt and informs the main core whether it needs
to wait for a scalar result. If the vector instruction produces no scalar result but instead
only writes to a vector register or memory, then the main core can proceed with further
instructions in parallel with the vector instruction’s execution on the coprocessor. However,
when a vector instruction writes back to a register in the main core, then the main core stalls
until the coprocessor has completed that instruction. Only four RISC-V vector instructions
produce a scalar result. Hence this scenario occurs rarely. Decoded vector instructions
are placed in an instruction queue where they await execution on one of the vector core’s
functional units. Vicuna is a strictly in-order coprocessor: Vector instructions from the
instruction queue are issued in the order they are received from the main core. A vector
instruction is issued as soon as any data hazards have been cleared (i.e., any instructions
producing data required by that instruction are complete) and the respective functional unit
becomes available.
Since our main goal is to design a timing-predictable vector processor, we refrain from
any features that cause timing anomalies, such as run-time decisions for choosing functional
units [44]. Both cores share a common 2-way data cache with a least recently used (LRU)
replacement policy, which always gives precedence to accesses by the vector core. Once a
vector instruction has been issued for execution on one of the functional units, it completes
within a fixed amount of time that depends only on the instruction type, the throughput of
the unit, and the current vector length setting. For vector loads and stores, the execution
time additionally depends on the state of the data cache, which is the only source of timing
variability. However, in-order memory access is guaranteed for scalar and vector memory
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Figure 2 Overview of Vicuna’s architecture and its integration with the main core Ibex. Both
cores share a common data cache. To guarantee in-order memory access, the memory arbiter delays
any access following a cache miss by the main core until pending vector load and store operations
are complete. When accessing the data cache, the vector core always takes precedence.
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operations by delaying any access following a cache miss in the main core until pending vector
load and stores are complete. Note that vector load and store instructions stall the main core
for a deterministic, bounded number of cycles since no additional vector instructions can
be forwarded to the vector core while the main core is stalled. This method is an extension
of the technique introduced by Hahn and Reineke [15] for the strictly in-order core SIC.
Due to the simple 2-stage pipeline of Ibex, conflicting memory accesses between its two
stages become visible simultaneously. In that situation, the memory arbiter maintains strict
ordering by serving the data access first.
Vicuna comprises several specialized functional units, each responsible for executing
a subset of the RISC-V vector instructions, which allows executing multiple instructions
concurrently. The execution units do not process an entire vector register at once. Instead,
during each clock cycle, only a portion of the vector register is processed, which may contain
several elements that are processed in parallel. Most array processors and several vector
processors are organized in lanes. Each lane replicates the computational resources required
to process one vector element at a time. In such a system, the number of lanes determines
the number of elements that can be processed in parallel, regardless of the type of operation.
By contrast, Vicuna uses dedicated execution units for different instruction types that each
process several elements at once. The ability to individually configure the throughput for
each unit improves the performance of heavily used operations by increasing the respective
unit’s data-path width (e.g., widening the data-path of the multiplier unit).
Some of the RISC-V vector instructions do not process the vector registers on a regular
element-wise basis. Instead, they feature an irregular access pattern, such as indexed
instructions, which use one vector register’s values as indices for reading elements from
another register, or the slide instructions, which slide all elements in a vector register up
or down that register. Vicuna uses different functional units for each vector register access
pattern, which allows us to implement regular access patterns more efficiently and hence to
improve the throughput of the respective unit, while complex access patterns require more
cycles.
Vicuna comprises the following execution units:
A Vector Load and Store Unit (VLSU) interfaces the memory and implements the vector
memory access instructions.
The Vector Arithmetic and Logical Unit (VALU) executes most of the arithmetic and
logical vector instructions.
A dedicated Vector Multiplier (VMUL) is used for vector multiplications.
The Vector Slide Unit (VSLDU) handles vector slide instructions that move all vector
elements up or down that vector synchronously.
A Vector Indexing Unit (VIDXU) takes care of the indexing vector instructions. It is the
only unit capable of writing back to a scalar register in the main core.
The VALU uses a fracturable adder for addition and subtraction, that consists of a series
of 8-bit adders whose carry chains can be cascaded for wider operations. Four cascaded
8-bit adders perform four 8-bit, two 16-bit, or one 32-bit operation depending on the current
element width. Similarly, the VMUL unit uses a fracturable multiplier to perform 8-bit,
16-bit, and 32-bit multiplications on the same hardware. Fracturable adders and multipliers
are commonly used for FPGA-based vector processors. We base our implementation on the
resource-efficient design that Chou et al. proposed for the VEGAS vector processor [6].
Selecting a relatively large sub-word from a large vector register consumes a substantial
amount of logic resources. Therefore, we avoid sub-word selection logic for all functional
units with a regular vector register access pattern. Instead, these units read the whole source
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vector registers into shift registers, as shown in Fig. 3 (a). The content of these is then shifted
by the number of elements that can simultaneously be processed by the unit each cycle, thus
making the next elements of the source vector register available to the processing pipeline.
Similarly, the results are aggregated into another shift register that saves the computed
elements until the entire vector is complete, upon which the whole vector register is written
back to the register file. The amount of combinatorial logic resources consumed by the shift
registers is less than those that are required by an index-based subword selection (they do,
however, require some extra flip-flops for buffering the whole vector register).
Vicuna’s vector register file contains 32 vector registers of configurable width. Multiple
read and write ports are required in order to supply the execution units operating in parallel
with operands and consume their results. We take advantage of the functional unit’s shift
registers, which fetch entire vector registers at once and accumulate results before storing a
whole register, to implement both read and write port multiplexing. Each functional unit
has a dedicated read port used to fetch the operand registers sequentially, storing them in
shift registers from where they are consumed iteratively. This adds one extra cycle when
fetching two operand registers but avoids the need for two read ports on each unit. As the
only exception, the VMUL unit has two read ports to better support the fused multiply-add
instruction, which uses three operands. Also, write ports are shared between units using
the circuitry shown in Fig. 3 (b). Due to the accumulation of results in shift registers
prior to write-back, a unit cannot write to the vector register file for two subsequent cycles.
Hence, whenever a collision between two units occurs on a shared write port, one unit
takes precedence and writes its result back first while the other unit writes its result into
a temporary buffer, from where it is stored to the register file in the subsequent cycle. A
second write request from the first unit cannot immediately follow the previous write. Hence
this delayed write-back is guaranteed to succeed. Regardless of whether the write-back is
delayed by one cycle or not, any data hazards of operations on units not taking precedence
on their shared write port are cleared one cycle after the operation completes to maintain
predictable instruction timings while accounting for a potentially delayed write-back.
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write enable

Operand B

VLSU

VREG addr & data

write
enable

Result

Result Shift Register
Vreg write

(a) Organization of the vector ALU. Operand registers are read sequentially into shift
registers and consumed over several cycles
by processing a fixed-width portion each
cycle. Results are again accumulated into a
shift register before write-back.
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(b) The VALU and VLSU share a common write port,
with the VLSU always taking precedence. In case of a
collision, the value and address of the VALU write request
are temporarily saved and written to the vector register file
in the next cycle. Neither unit can write for two subsequent
cycles. Hence the delayed write always succeeds.

Figure 3 Reading and writing whole registers from the vector register file avoids subword selection
logic and allows multiplexing of read and write ports without affecting timing predictability.
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Although multiplexing of both read and write ports is used to reduce the required number
of ports, the vector register file must still provide several concurrent ports. We decided
against banked registers, which allow concurrent access to registers of different banks but
introduce interdependencies between execution units which are a potential source of timing
anomalies in case two registers within the same bank are accessed simultaneously. Since a
large flip-flop-based register file does not scale well, we implemented it as multi-ported RAM.
The design has been inspired by work from Laforest et al. [24], who investigated ways of
constructing efficient multi-ported RAMs in FPGAs. We implemented it as an XOR-based
RAM since this allows selectively updating individual elements of a vector register for masked
operations.

4

Timing-Predictability

In this section, we analyze the timing-predictability of Vicuna and argue that it is free of
timing anomalies, thus enabling compositional timing analysis.
Timing predictability and timing compositionality are both essential properties to avoid
the need for exhaustively exploring all possible timing behaviors for a safe WCET bound
estimation. In particular, timing compositionality is necessary to safely decompose a timing
analysis into individual components and derive a global worst case based on local worst-case
behavior [18]. The presence of timing anomalies can violate both timing predictability and
compositionality.
A timing anomaly can either be a counterintuitive timing effect or a timing amplification.
Counterintuitive timing anomalies occur whenever the locally better case leads to a globally
worse case, such as a cache hit leading to increased global timing, thus inverting the expected
behavior. Amplification timing anomalies occur when a local timing variation induces a
larger global timing variation. While counterintuitive timing anomalies threaten the timing
predictability, amplification timing anomalies affect the timing compositionality [20].
Counterintuitive timing anomalies can occur, for instance, when an execution unit is
selected at run-time rather than statically [44]. In-order pipelines can also be affected by this
kind of anomalies for instructions with multi-cycle latencies [3]. While vector instructions
executed within Vicuna can occupy the respective functional unit for several cycles, there is
only one unit for each type of instruction, and hence there is no run-time decision involved
in the choice of that unit. The execution time of all vector instructions is completely
deterministic, thus avoiding counterintuitive timing anomalies.
Amplification timing anomalies can be more subtle to discover, as recently shown by
Hahn et al. [17], who identified the reordering of memory accesses on the memory bus as
another source for timing anomalies. The presence of amplification timing anomalies is due
to the non-monotonicity of the timing behavior w.r.t. the progress order of the processor
pipeline [15].
We show that Vicuna is free of amplification timing anomalies by extending the formalism
introduced by Hahn and Reineke [15] for their timing-predictable core SIC to our vector
processing system. A program consists of a fixed sequence of instructions I = {i0 , i1 , i2 , . . . }.
During the program’s execution, the pipeline state is a mapping of each instruction to its
current progress. The progress P := S × N0 of an instruction is given by the pipeline stage
s ∈ S in which it currently resides, as well as the number n ∈ N0 of cycles remaining in that
stage. For our processing system, comprising the main core Ibex and the vector coprocessor
Vicuna, we define the following set of pipeline stages:
S = {pre, IF , ID+EX , VQ, VEU , post S , post V }
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Analogous to the pipeline model used by Hahn and Reineke [15], we use the abstract
stages pre and post to model instructions that have not yet entered the pipeline or have
already left the pipeline, respectively. However, we distinguish between completed regular
(scalar) instructions and completed vector instruction by dividing the post stage into post S
and post V , respectively. IF is the main core’s fetch, while ID+EX denotes its combined
decode and execute stage. The vector coprocessor is divided into two abstract stages: VQ
represents the vector instruction queue, and VEU comprises all the vector execution units.
Vector instructions awaiting execution in the vector queue remain in program order, and
once a vector instruction has started executing on one of the vector core’s functional units, it
is no longer dependent on any other instruction since there are no interdependencies between
the individual vector units. Hence we do not need to explicitly model each of the concrete
stages in the vector core.
Guaranteeing the strict ordering of instructions requires the following ordering ⊏S of
these pipeline stages:

pre ⊏S IF ⊏S ID+EX

⊏S
⊏
S

post S
VQ ⊏S VEU ⊏S post V

Non-vector instructions exit the pipeline after the ID+EX stage, while vector instructions
enter the vector queue and eventually start executing on a vector execution unit. An
instruction that has fewer remaining cycles in a stage or is in a later stage than another
instruction has made more progress. Hence, for two instruction with current progress
(s, n), (s′ , n′ ) ∈ P respectively, an order on the progress is defined as:
(s, n) ⊑P (s′ , n′ ) ⇔ s ⊏S s′ ∨ (s = s′ ∧ n ≥ n′ )
The cycle behavior of a pipeline is monotonic w.r.t. the progress order ⊑P , if an instruction’s execution cannot be delayed by other instructions making more progress. For this
property to hold, an instruction’s progress must depend on previous instructions only and
never on a subsequent instruction [20]. Instructions are delayed by stalls in the pipeline.
Hence any pipeline stage must only be stalled by a subsequent stage.
The vector execution units cannot stall, except for the vector load and store unit in case
of a cache miss. Due to the strict ordering of memory accesses, the vector core cannot be
delayed by a memory access of the main core. Hence the VEU stage cannot be stalled by
any other stage. The vector queue holds instructions that await execution on a vector unit.
Thus the VQ stage can only be stalled by the VEU stage. The ID+EX stage, in turn, can
be stalled by an ongoing memory access of the vector core (the VEU stage), by a vector
instruction writing back to a scalar register, when a vector instruction has been decoded, but
the vector queue is full, or during memory loads and stores. Loads and stores are executed
while the IF stage fetches the next instruction. Hence in case of an instruction cache miss
on the subsequent instruction, a memory access by the ID+EX takes precedence over the
IF stage. Finally, the IF stage can be stalled by the ID+EX or by a memory access of
the vector core. Therefore, any pipeline stage of our processing system can only be stalled
by a subsequent stage. Hence, the progress order ⊑P of instructions is always maintained,
and instructions can only be delayed by previous instructions, but not by subsequent ones.
Consequently, the cycle behavior of our architecture is monotonic and hence free of timing
anomalies, which in turn is a sufficient condition for timing compositionality [20].
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Evaluation

This section evaluates our vector coprocessor’s performance by measuring the execution
time of parallel benchmark applications on a Xilinx 7 Series FPGA with an external SRAM
with a 32-bit memory interface and five cycles of access latency. We evaluate a small,
medium, and fast configuration of Vicuna with vector register lengths of 128, 512, and 2048
bits, respectively. Table 2 lists the parameters for each configuration, along with the peak
multiplier performance and the maximum clock frequency.
The performance of parallel computer architectures on real-world applications is often
degraded by various bottlenecks, such as the memory interface. While a large number of
parallel cores or execution units might yield an impressive theoretical performance figure,
efficiently utilizing these computing resources can be challenging. The roofline model [47]
visualizes the performance effectively achieved by application code w.r.t. a processor’s peak
performance and memory bandwidth. The model shows the theoretical peak performance in
operations per cycle in function of the arithmetic intensity, which is the ratio of operations
per byte of memory transfer of an application. According to the roofline model, an algorithm
can be either compute-bound or memory-bound [30], depending on whether the memory
bandwidth or the computational performance limits the effectively achievable performance.
The computational capability of a core can only be fully utilized if the algorithmic intensity
of an application is larger than the core’s performance per memory bandwidth.
Fig. 4 shows the roofline performance model of each of the three configurations of Vicuna,
along with the effectively achieved performance for three benchmark applications, namely
weighted vector addition, matrix multiplication, and the 3 × 3 image convolution. The
dashed lines show each configuration’s performance boundary, i.e., the maximum theoretical
performance in function of arithmetic intensity. The horizontal part of these boundaries
corresponds to the compute-bound region, where the throughput of the multipliers limits
the performance. The diagonal portion of the performance boundary shows the memorybound region, where the memory bandwidth limits the performance. Applications with
a high arithmetic intensity are compute-bound, while memory-intensive applications with
a low arithmetic intensity are memory-bound. Markers indicate the effectively achieved
performance for each benchmark program.
The first benchmark is AXPY, a common building block of many Basic Linear Algebra
Subroutine (BLAS). AXPY is defined as Y ← αX + Y , where X and Y are two vectors, and
α is a scalar. Hence, this algorithm adds the vector X weighted by α to the vector Y . We
implement AXPY for vectors of 8-bit elements. For a vector of length n, it requires n 8-bit
MAC operations and 3n bytes of memory transfer, which gives the algorithm an arithmetic
intensity of 1/3, thus placing it in the memory-bound region for all three configurations.
Table 2 Configurations of Vicuna for evaluation on a Xilinx 7 Series FPGA. Note that for larger
configurations, the maximum clock frequency decreases slightly as these require more resources
which complicates the routing process.
Config.
Name
Small

Configuration Parameters
Vector Reg.
Width (bit)

Multiplier DataPath Width (bit)

Data-Cache
Size (kB)

128

32

8

8-bit
MACs
per cycle

Clock
frequency
(MHz)

4

100

Medium

512

128

64

16

90

Fast

2048

1024

128

128

80
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Figure 4 Roofline plot of the performance results for the benchmark algorithms for each of
Vicuna’s three configurations listed in Table 2. The dashed lines are the performance boundaries
of each configuration, and the markers show the measured effective performance. The percentages
indicate the ratio of effective vs. theoretical performance.

The next benchmark program that we consider is the generalized matrix multiplication
(GEMM) C ← AB + C, which adds the product of two matrices, A and B, to a third matrix,
C. The arithmetic intensity of this algorithm depends on the size n × n of the matrices. It
requires loading each of the matrices A, B, and C and storing the result, which corresponds
to a minimum of 4n2 values that must be transferred between the core and memory. The
matrix multiplication itself requires n3 MAC operations. We again use 8-bit values, which
gives an arithmetic intensity of n/4 MACs per byte transferred. We evaluate Vicuna’s
performance for two matrix sizes, 256 × 256 and 1024 × 1024, with an arithmetic intensity of
64 and 256, respectively, which are heavily compute-bound.
Finally, we use the 3 × 3 image convolution, which is at the core of many convolutional
neural networks (CNNs). This algorithm loads an input image, applies a 3 × 3 convolution
kernel, and then stores the result back to memory. Hence, each pixel of the image must be
transferred through the memory interface twice, once for loading and once for storing. A
total of 9 MACs are applied per pixel. Thus the arithmetic intensity is 4.5.
The benchmark programs have been executed on all three configurations of Vicuna, and
the execution times were measured with performance counters. Table 3 lists the recorded
execution times. For all measurements, both data and instruction caches were initially cleared.
The results show that the performance of Vicuna scales almost linearly w.r.t. the maximum
throughput of its functional units, which is consistent with the capabilities observed in
high-performance vector processors. For highly compute-bound applications, such as the
matrix multiplication of size 1024 × 1024, the multipliers are utilized over 90 % of the time
for the fast configuration and over 99 % of the time for the smaller variants.
The resource usage of Vicuna is similar to that of other FPGA-based vector processors.
Fig. 5 shows a radar chart that compares the fast configuration of Vicuna to the VESPA [48]
and the VEGAS [6] architectures (we compare configurations that have the same theoretical
peak performance of 128 8-bit operations). Other FPGA-based vector architectures, such
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Table 3 Execution time measurements of the benchmark applications for each configuration.
Execution time in CPU cycles on the respective configuration

Benchmark
AXPY
CONV
GEMM

256 × 256

GEMM

1024 × 1024

Small

Medium

Fast

108 985

58 693

41 989

214 486

92 852

61 719

4 758 824

1 164 797

665 596

268 277 942

67 467 224

9 182 492

as VIPERS or VENICE, have only demonstrated smaller configurations and thus are not
included in this comparison. While the amount of logic resources consumed by Vicuna is
similar to that of the other soft vector processors, its minimum clock period is larger. This is
primarily due to the latency of the vector register file’s read and write ports. VESPA can
only execute one operation at a time and does not support a fused multiply-add instruction,
thus requiring much fewer register file ports than Vicuna. VEGAS replaces the vector register
file with a scratchpad memory with only two read and write ports. Despite its lower clock
frequency, Vicuna achieves a higher effective performance than VESPA and VEGAS because
of its ability to execute several operations in parallel, which allows it to better utilize its
computational resources. For VEGAS, Chou et al. report an execution time of 4.377 billion
cycles for a 4096 × 4096 matrix multiplication on a 32-lane configuration, which corresponds
to a multiplier utilization of only 49 %. Vicuna achieves an efficiency of over 90 % for
compute-bound workloads.
The efficiency of Vicuna is more in line with recent ASIC-based vector architectures, such
as Cavalcante et al.’s Ara [5] and Lee et al.’s Hwacha [25]. Both of these architectures achieve
over 90 % utilization of computational units, with Ara reaching close to 98 % for a 256 × 256
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Figure 5 Resource utilization and performance of the FPGA-based vector processors Vicuna,
VESPA, and VEGAS (each configured for a peak performance of 128 8-bit operations per cycle).
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matrix multiplication on a configuration with 16 64-bit lanes. Yet, both Ara and Hwacha
use features that are a source of timing anomalies. Ara resolves banking conflicts for its
banked vector register file dynamically with a weighted round-robin arbiter that prioritizes
arithmetic operations over memory operations. Therefore, run-time decisions are involved
in the progress of instructions, and slow memory operations can be delayed by subsequent
arithmetic instructions. Hence, Ara likely exhibits both counterintuitive and amplification
timing anomalies [44]. While Hwacha sequences the accesses of vector register elements
in a way that avoids banking conflicts, it uses an out-of-order write-back mechanism and
consequently also suffers from timing anomalies. In addition, none of the existing vector
processors that we investigated maintains the ordering of memory accesses, particularly when
the main core and the vector core both access the same memory. Thus all these architectures
are plagued by amplification timing anomalies [16].
A feature distinguishing Vicuna from other vector processors is its timing-predictability
and compositionality. Vicuna is free of timing anomalies, enabling compositional timing
analysis required for efficient WCET estimation in real-time systems. While the performance
figures for Vicuna were obtained via measurements instead of a timing analysis, the predictable
nature and low timing variability of Vicuna, as well as the absence of data-dependent controlflow branches in the benchmark programs, implies that their execution time is constant
(assuming that the cache is initially idle). Hence, the measured execution times in Table 3
are equal to the respective WCET. Repeating the measurements with varying input data
does not alter the timing and always yields the same execution times.
In contrast to timing-predictable multi-core architectures, Vicuna’s performance scales
significantly better. The performance of multi- and many-core systems typically does not
scale linearly with the number of cores since contention on the underlying network connecting
these cores to the memory interface becomes a limiting factor [28, 41]. This is particularly
true in real-time systems where tasks require guarantees regarding the bandwidth and latency
available to them [22, 33]. Schoeberl et al. found that the worst-case performance of the
T-CREST platforms scales only logarithmically with the number of cores [38]. Similar results
have been reported for the parMERASA multi-core architecture [12]. By contrast, the
fast configuration of Vicuna achieves over 90 % multiplier utilization for compute-bound
workloads, thus scaling almost linearly with the theoretical peak performance.
The combination of timing-predictability, efficiency, and scalability for parallel workloads
makes Vicuna a prime candidate for time-critical data-parallel applications. Besides, Vicuna
uses the RISC-V V extension as its instruction set, rather than custom extensions, as do
most vector processors, which eases its adoption.

6

Conclusion

The performance-enhancing features in modern processor architectures impede their timingpredictability. Therefore, the performance of architectures suited for time-critical systems lags
behind processors optimizing for high computational throughput. However, the increasingly
demanding tasks in real-time applications require more powerful platforms to handle complex
parallel workloads.
In this work, we presented Vicuna, a timing-predictable, efficient, and scalable 32-bit
RISC-V vector coprocessor for massively parallel computation. We have integrated Vicuna
with the Ibex processor as the main core and demonstrated that the combined processing
system is free of timing anomalies, thus enabling compositional timing analysis.
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The inherent efficiency of the vector processing paradigm allows us to drop common
micro-architectural optimizations that complicate WCET analysis without giving rise to a
significant performance loss. Despite its timing predictability, the effective performance of
Vicuna scales almost linearly w.r.t. the maximum throughput of its functional units, in line
with other high-performance vector processing platforms. Therefore, our vector coprocessor is
better suited for time-critical data-parallel computation than the current timing-predictable
multi-core architectures.
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Introduction

It is undeniable that the massive increase in expectation on the performance of next-generation
cyber-physical systems has deeply impacted the way we design modern embedded and realtime systems. High-resolution, high-bandwidth sensors such as lidars, and depth cameras on
the one hand, and data-intensive processing workload such as machine-learning applications
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on the other hand, have exacerbated the push for high-performance embedded platforms.
Following this performance moving target, chip manufactures have significantly scaled up
clock speeds, CPU count, and heterogeneity. For instance, the on-chip integration of powerful
graphic processing units (GPUs) has been the characterizing factor in the NVIDIA Tegra
series of embedded systems-on-a-chip (SoC).
In this context, an embedded architectural paradigm that is surging in popularity among
manufacturers, researchers, and industry practitioners is the PS-PL organization. This
class of embedded platforms integrates on the same die (1) traditional full-speed embedded
CPUs and (2) programmable logic constructed using field-programmable gate array (FPGA)
technology. This organization naturally defines two macro-domains, namely the Processing
System (PS) and the Programmable Logic (PL), hence the name. PS-PL platforms establish a
good trade-off between specialization, raw performance, and mission-specific re-configurability.
The current generation of commercially available PS-PL platforms is dominated by ARMbased products offered by, most notably, Intel [12] and Xilinx [37]. A pilot large-scale,
high-performance PS-PL system is the Enzian platform [3] being rolled out by ETH Zurich 2 .
Furthermore, a RISC-V-based solution has been recently made available by Microsemi with
their PolarFire SoC [18].
From a real-time perspective, the co-existence of traditional CPUs and a tightly-coupled
block of PL has more profound implications than expected. Clearly, it is possible to define
custom accelerators in PL and to relieve the main CPUs of some of the heavy data-processing
workload. However, more interestingly, recent studies have highlighted the possibility of using
the PL also as a way to manage the memory traffic originated from the main CPUs [13, 29].
Such a possibility opens the doors for memory traffic inspection and control at the level
of individual transactions; which in turn promises to unlock provable determinism for the
real-time workload.
In this paper, we embrace the concept of PL-aided memory traffic management and propose
an infrastructure to develop, test and evaluate memory scheduling policies. Specifically, we
propose a component, called the Scheduler In-the-Middle– or SchIM, for short – that can
be instantiated in the PL to enforce a set of configurable scheduling policies on individual
memory transactions generated by the CPUs in the PS.
The overarching goal of the proposed SchIM is twofold. First, we want to provide a
playground for researches to test promising novel memory scheduling ideas for multi-core
platforms, much like LITMUSRT [7] fostered research on CPU scheduling techniques. Second,
we want our SchIM to act as an intermediate stepping stone for industrial applications where
strong determinism over memory performance is required. The SchIM can be used to analyze
the behavior of realistic workload in a multitude of what-if memory management use-cases.
We note that such kind of analysis was previously possible only through full-system simulation
or by synthesizing the entire SoC on FPGA – that is, with a soft-core implementation.
In short, this paper makes the following contributions. (1) We demonstrate that a
configurable module could be interposed between the cores and the memory controller to
perform transaction-level scheduling in commercial PS-PL platforms; (2) we propose a
design for a memory scheduling infrastructure that focuses on extensibility and runtime
reconfigurability; (3) we address important issues to correctly account and regulate CPUgenerated traffic when a shared last-level cache is present; (4) we design and implement two
pilot memory scheduling policies as a proof-of-concept on the potential of our SchIM; and (5)
we perform a full system integration and implementation on a commercial PS-PL embedded
platform to evaluate the behavior of the SchIM with synthetic and realistic workload.
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Related Work

There is a broad consensus that memory resources represent the main performance bottleneck
in modern multi-core processors. The observation has sparked a host of research works
addressing the problem from multiple angles [17]. In this context, the works representing
the inspiration for our SchIM fall in two macro-categories, namely hardware-based and
software-based techniques for main memory traffic management.
The first category includes a large body of works aimed at achieving better and/or
more predictable performance by advancing novel hardware redesigns. The works in [22–24]
strive to construct high-performance and fair memory schedulers. The addition of softwarecontrolled memory deadlines and transactional semantics where explored in [33] and [10],
respectively. Next, the work by Åkesson et al. [1, 2] and Paolieri et al. [25] attains timing
predictability through careful scheduling of SDRAM commands. Finally, the MEDUSA
DRAM controller [9, 34] implements a two-tiers scheduler at the DRAM controller to ensure
predictability when accessing memory areas where access time strongly impact application
performance. Finally, the hardware designs proposed in [8, 26, 42] put their emphasis on
main memory bandwidth partitioning; clever dynamic pipelining is further explored in [20]
to better balance average performance and determinism.
Among the software-based techniques are the mechanisms that stemmed from MemGuard,
originally proposed in [41] and that rely on broadly available performance counters to regulate
the bandwidth extracted by individual CPUs. Later extensions to jointly consider regulation
and cache partitioning [38] and to expose control over memory bandwidth as a lockable
resource [39] were proposed. Software-based memory throttling has also been implemented at
the hypervisor-level [21, 30]. Remarkably, the work in [30] combines regulation mechanisms
for CPU and embedded accelerators through the ARM QoS extensions [4].
In addition to the two categories surveyed above, perhaps the most closely related works
are those that explored memory isolation techniques in PS-PL platforms. The work in [11]
demonstrated that the PL-side can be used to define private memory storage, control, and
bus units to strongly isolate high-criticality workload. A number of techniques developed
as part of the FRED framework [6] put an emphasis on memory traffic arbitration and
management for in-PL accelerators [27, 28]. The AXI HyperConnect [27] is perhaps the
component most similar to the SchIM in terms of high-level design. However, both are
substantially different as the SchIM is designed to manage embedded CPUs’ memory traffic.
Compared to the literature reviewed above, what sets this work apart are the following
aspects. (1) Our SchIM applies to existing PS-PL commercial systems without introducing
any hardware modification; (2) it allows management in the PL of memory traffic originated
by the embedded CPUs residing in the PS; (3) it provides the framework to test the feasibility
and performance of custom memory scheduling policies; and (4) it is designed such that
multiple schedulers can coexist, be activated, and configured at runtime.

3

Background Concepts

In this section, we introduce some fundamental concepts necessary to understand the overall
system design and the class of platforms targeted by this work.

3.1

Hybrid Multi-Core Platforms with Programmable Logic

This work targets the aforementioned class of embedded multi-core platforms with programmable logic – i.e., PS-PL platforms. In such platforms, the PS encompasses a multi-core
processor with a multi-level cache hierarchy and a main memory (DRAM) controller. A
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Figure 1 PS-PL interconnect block diagram.

simplified block diagram for a reference PS-PL organization is illustrated in Fig. 1. The
figure considers a platform with four CPUs denoted as C0 , C1 , C2 , and C3 .
A key feature in PS-PL platforms is the presence of high-performance communication
channels between the two domains. These come in the form of data exchange interfaces
and interrupt lines. Data exchange channels follow a master-slave paradigm. Specifically,
high-performance masters (HPM, Fig. 1 1 ) and high-performance slaves (HPS, Fig. 1 2 )
send and receive transactions to and from the PL, respectively. Additionally, there exist
programmable interrupt request (IRQ) lines (see Fig. 1 3 ) that can be driven by the PL
and are connected to the interrupt controller (Fig. 1 4 ) inside the PS. As we discuss in
Section 5.7, the presence of PS-PL interrupt lines is crucial to building PL-assisted memory
traffic regulation.
Note also that there might exist PS-PL data ports that are routed through a secondary
interconnect (Fig. 1 8 ). These can generally sustain less throughput compared to HPS ports;
hence we refer to them as low-performance masters (LPM, Fig. 1 9 ). LPM ports are useful
to perform memory-mapped configuration of PL modules.

3.2

Programmable Logic In-the-Middle

In this work, we leverage the ability to route main memory traffic originated by the CPUs
through the PL. This technique is known as Programmable Logic In-the-Middle, or PLIM
for short. PLIM was originally proposed in [29]. To fully grasp how PLIM can be achieved,
one needs to understand how memory accesses are routed in PS-PL platforms.
Any CPU-generated memory access that results in an LLC miss is routed directly to
main memory if its physical address falls within the aperture, say the address range [A, B]
handled by the DRAM controller. We refer to this as the normal route, depicted in Fig. 1 5
and highlighted in yellow.
Conversely, generic memory access resulting from an LLC cache miss will be sent on an
HPM port if the corresponding physical address falls within another range, say [C, D]. One
can then insert (1) a lightweight layer of virtualization to map all the physical addresses
of a guest OS to the PL, i.e., to fall in the range [C, D]; and (2) an address translator in
the PL that re-bases request physical addresses to access main memory and relays back the
data payload to the requesting CPU(s). In other words, one can find a constant k such that
C = A + k. Then, the translator in the PL, upon receiving any request at address x ∈ [C, D]
will issue a main memory request at the address (x − k) through the HPS port and provide
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(b) AXI communication mediated with SchIM.

the response to the CPU. The PLIM technique introduces a secondary memory route for
reaching the DRAM, called the PL loop-back, or simply loop-back, which is highlighted in
blue in Fig. 1 6 . Memory transactions on the loop-back route typically traverse the main
interconnect, as depicted in Fig. 1 7 . The advantage of PLIM is that transactions on the
loop-back route can be inspected, blocked, re-routed, and in general managed by custom
re-programmable logic. Importantly, switching from the direct to the loop-back route can
be done dynamically at runtime so that the overhead of PLIM can be avoided if deemed
detrimental for the application under analysis.
In this paper, we leverage the PLIM approach to perform memory scheduling, hence, we
call our module the Scheduler In-the-Middle, or SchIM for short.

3.3

Advanced eXtensible Interface (AXI)

The vast majority of PS-PL platforms currently available are ARM-based. This is also the
case for the platform we used for our evaluation, namely the Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+ MPSoC.
Thus, we briefly introduce the communication protocol used for on-chip communication
in ARM-based SoCs, namely the Advanced eXtensible Interface (AXI). The AXI is an
open specification bus protocol [5] used for high-bandwidth data exchanges between on-chip
subsystems – such as cache controllers, memory controllers, DMAs, PL modules. It is also
used in the PS-PL platforms of reference to exchange data on the HPM and HPS ports.
The AXI protocol is based on the master-slave duality. A master AXI interface can
initiate transactions toward a connected slave interface. The latter responds master-initiated
requests. Masters and the slaves communicate with each other through five different channels
named AW (address write), W (write), B (write acknowledgment), AR (address read) and R
(read), as illustrated in Fig. 2a.
A write transaction begins with an address phase 1 where the channel AW is used to
transmit the transaction’s meta-data, such as the destination address, the transaction ID,
and the cacheability attributes the type/length of the burst, and so on. Upon completing
this phase, follows the data phase 2 , which consists of the transmission of the data payload
to be written through the W channel. The response phase 3 concludes a successful write
transaction and occurs on the B channel.
The transmission of a read transaction is carried out in a similar way. The address
phase 1’ is transmitted through the equivalent AR channel and is directly followed by the
data phase 2’ . A response initiated by the slave follows where the read data is transferred over
the R channel. The protocol is asynchronous because different phases of different transactions
can interleave on any AXI bus segment. Hence, multiple outstanding transactions can be
emitted by a single master and the receipt of out-of-order responses is possible.
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Figure 3 SchIM internal organization connected to the PS via the HPM, LPM and HPS ports.

4

Design Goals and Overview

In this section, we introduce the proposed SchIM design and describe the overarching goals
of this work. We then provide a bird’s-eye view of the SchIM organization and principles
of operation.

4.1

Design Goals

As briefly surveyed in Section 2, there have been numerous proposals for better memory
controllers and approaches to manage memory traffic in modern multi-core embedded
platforms. With respect to the existing literature, the purpose of this work is twofold. First,
we want to demonstrate that scheduling CPU-originated memory traffic at the granularity
of individual transactions is possible in PS-PL platforms. Second, and more importantly,
we want to provide an infrastructure that is generic and extensible enough for the broader
research community to adopt and foster a new chapter on PL-assisted memory scheduling.
With this in mind, we establish the following goals.
Extensible memory scheduling infrastructure. First and foremost, the SchIM has been
designed with modularity and extensibility in mind. We separate the functionalities that concern handling, queuing, selection, and forwarding of memory requests inside our infrastructure.
Moreover, we design our SchIM to be able to support multiple memory scheduling policies
simultaneously. A simple, standardized interface is provided to define new memory scheduling
policies without impacting the design of the rest of the SchIM. We discuss in Section 5.5 the
generic interface provided by the SchIM to implement a new memory scheduling policy.
Runtime configuration and transparency. We want the SchIM to be a robust supporting
infrastructure to evaluate, compare, and contrast memory scheduling policies. As such, we
strive to provide (1) runtime reconfigurability and (2) operational transparency. It is possible
to rapidly identify desirable configuration parameters by allowing memory scheduling policies
to be switched at runtime. Besides, an adopted policy can be tuned according to the workload
criticality and memory intensiveness. For this purpose, the SchIM exposes a memory-mapped
configuration interface where all the operational parameters can be changed at runtime. At
the same time, we want to ensure that the applications and the (real-time) operating system
under analysis do not need to be modified to use the SchIM. Hence, we propose using a thin
virtualization layer to selectively route memory traffic through the SchIM without changes
to the binary of OS kernel and applications.
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Realistic performance with experimental policies. One of the limiting factors of research on
memory scheduling policies is the ability to construct evidence of performance improvements
with the realistic workload. Proposing a new memory scheduling policy is traditionally done
with either a simulated setup or with a full-system soft-core implementation. Both cases have
their drawbacks. The former gives a great deal of flexibility but achieving clock-level accuracy
requires simulating many SoC components whose details might not be publicly available. In
addition, simulated setups that propose custom hardware designs cannot be directly adopted
on real platforms without being first synthesized in hardware. Full soft-core-based SoC
implementations suffer from two shortcomings. First, they run at relatively low frequencies
and thus can extract only a fraction of the available DRAM bandwidth. Secondly, they are
typically based on processor IPs that do not feature the same Instructions Set Architecture
(ISA) as widely available COTS, which further limits the practical impacts of these works.
As reported in [29], re-routing the traffic of the core cluster through the PL-side comes at
a cost in terms of extra latency and reduced bandwidth. Nonetheless, as PS-PL platforms
mature and the interplay of PL and memory resources improves, a SchIM-like design could
be the way to go for mission-reconfigurable, upgradable embedded systems.

4.2

Design Overview

As previously mentioned, the SchIM leverages the PLIM approach. CPU-originated main
memory transactions are re-routed through the programmable logic and scheduled by the
SchIM according to a flexible and configurable policy. The result is that the timing of
memory transactions generated by real-time applications can be carefully determined and
reasoned upon. Because the SchIM follows a PLIM approach, transactions can be selectively
sent to the SchIM for scheduling. However, it is always possible to dynamically exclude the
SchIM and route transactions directly to the main memory. Toward this paper’s incentive,
we consider a setup in which SchIM handles all the CPU-generated memory transactions.
Fig. 1 provides an overview of the location of the SchIM in the reference platform, while
its internal organization is visible in Fig. 3. Application memory requests reach the SchIM the
aforementioned HPM ports. Without loss of generality, we consider a SchIM instance with
two arrival lanes, which are labeled as HPM1 and HPM2 in Fig. 3. The SchIM then forwards the
received transactions towards main memory through the HPS interface. A more detailed view
of the SchIM module is provided in Fig. 3 where the same convention is used to identify input
and output ports. In addition, as shown in Fig. 3, a fourth LPM port is used to configure the
SchIM from the PS.
The SchIM is composed of a number of sub-modules grouped into three different domains,
namely (i) the interfacing domain, (ii) the queuing domain, and (iii) the scheduling domain.
The interfacing domain encompasses the sub-modules to interface the core logic of
the SchIM with the rest of the system using the AXI protocol. This is comprised of three
sub-modules. These are (i) the packetizer(s), (ii) the serializer, and (iii) the previously
mentioned configuration interface.
The PS-facing end of the packetizer offers an AXI slave port to accept new incoming
transactions. Upon receipt, this module transforms each transaction into an equivalent packet
that can be queued and scheduled by SchIM. Packetization of AXI transactions is necessary
to be able to store transactions that are serial by nature. A standard AXI transaction is
composed of one address phase (AR or AW channel) followed by a data phase (R or W
channel), which can be itself composed of multiple successive bursts.
In many ways, the serializer is the dual module of the packetizer. Its purpose is to
transform the packets that encode CPU-generated memory requests back into AXI-compliant
transactions. As such, the serializer offers a master port to the rest of the system to be
routed to the main memory controller.
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The queuing domain handles how packets are stored between receipt and retrasnmission. This domain is comprised of (i) the dispatcher module, (ii) the transaction
queues, and (iii) the selector module.
The use of multiple transaction queues is necessary to differentiate the traffic of the
CPUs and perform scheduling. As such, the SchIM associates a queue to each of the active
cores – four in the platform of reference. The queues implemented in the SchIM not only act
as a holding space for in-flight memory transactions. They also (a) provide information to
the scheduling domain regarding their current state, and (b) they can generate a congestion
control signal to the associated CPU core.
Congestion control is vital because memory transactions originated at the LLC controller
follow the same route to the SchIM regardless of the originating CPU. The total number of
outstanding transactions that the cores can emit exceeds the queuing elements’ capacity on
the loop-back route. Hence, priority inversion arises if a low-priority CPU’s memory traffic
is (temporarily) held. Latter is due to the uncontrolled queue buildup, which provokes a
head-of-line blockage. Importantly, what described is true also for the normal route and it is
a direct consequence of the best-effort nature of traditional multi-core memory buses. The
SchIM allows the user to specify a configurable threshold on the occupancy of the queues
that, when reached, issues a regulation signal to the corresponding CPU. We describe in
greater detail how congestion control was implemented on the target platform in Section 5.7.
As suggested by Fig. 3, transactions are categorized and enqueued based on the source of
traffic. The dispatcher module performs the matching between an incoming transaction
and the destination queue. Similarly, transactions are dequeued by the selector module and
sent directly to the output of the SchIM following the scheduling domain’s resolutions.
The scheduling domain encompasses all the sub-modules that enable arbitration of
transactions issued by the different cores of the PS. The modules in this domain are intended
to be generic for extensibility, albeit the first set of two template schedulers is provided as
a proof of concept. The scheduling policies currently implemented in the SchIM are Fixed
Priority (FP) and Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA). Each of the parameters required
by the implemented policies – such as the priorities and the periods – can be adjusted at
runtime via the configuration interface.
The FP scheduler allows associating a priority value to each of the transaction queues.
Pending transactions at the queues are then forwarded out of the SchIM following the
user-defined priority order. The TDMA scheduler allows associating a transmission time slot
to each of the queues expressed in PL clock cycles. The module then builds a schedule by
concatenating the per-core slots so that only pending transactions from one queue at a time
are forwarded by the SchIM.

5

SchIM Design and Implementation

A full-system implementation was carried out on a Xilinx ZCU102 development system,
which is based on a Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+ XCZU9EG PS-PL SoC. The PS comprises four
ARM Cortex-A53 CPUs that share a unified 1 MB LLC. The PS includes a DDR4-2666
controller connected to a 4 GB DDR4 memory module. There are two high-performance
master interfaces (HPM1 and HPM2); and a third interface routed through the low power
domain (LPM). The PL is capable of driving up to 16 interrupt requests lines towards the
PS interrupt controller. We hereby provide key details on the operation of our SchIM in the
target platform. These include complementary software stack, memory traffic accounting,
regulation to prevent head-of-line blocking, and programming model.
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Software Stack

As mentioned in Section 4.1, we want to ensure that the SchIM can be used with no
modification to the OS and the applications under analysis. For this reason, we rely on a
thin virtualization layer that can be used to redirect memory traffic from the direct route to
the loop-back route (see Section 3.2). For this purpose, we use the open-source Jailhouse [16]
partitioning hypervisor3 Jailhouse does not boot the target machine. Instead, it relies on a
standard Linux kernel to perform the initial boot sequence. When enabled from a Linux
driver, Jailhouse dynamically virtualizes the original OS. In line with its partitioning-only
philosophy, Jailhouse has a small footprint and enforces virtualization-aided partitioning of
essential resources like CPUs, interrupts, main memory, I/O devices. It does not perform
any virtual-CPU scheduling.
Following Jailhouse’s nomenclature, a resource partition is called a cell, while guest OS’s
are referred to as inmates. An inmate can be either a bare-metal application, an RTOS
or a full-fledged OS like Linux. Jailhouse uses ARM hardware Virtualization Extensions
(VE) to offer a set of Intermediate Physical Address (IPA) to its inmates that is compatible
with the way they have been compiled. Jailhouse then maps IPA ranges of different cells
to configurable Physical Addresses (PAs) – stage-2 translation. By changing the configured
stage-2 mapping, it is possible to dynamically re-route via the loop-back the memory traffic
generated by each inmate.
As described below, some modifications were necessary to the mainline Jailhouse code for
our full system implementation4 .

5.2

Altered communication scheme

In order to achieve the objective of re-ordering transactions, one must alter the standard AXI
communication scheme explained in the Section 3.3. To this end, the SchIM is interposed
between the master (HPM) and the slave (HPS) as depicted in Fig. 2b. As shown in Fig. 2b,
only the phases initiated by the masters (i.e., address phase on AW and AR and the data
phase on W) are intercepted for re-ordering by the SchIM. The introduction of the SchIM
has a direct consequence on the overall communication scheme. Unlike the response phases
on channels R and B that remain unchanged, the address and write data phases are handled
following a store-and-forward scheme. Consequently, a write transaction will start exactly
as in the standard AXI scheme with its address phase 1 and data phase 2 . These two
transactions are buffered within the SchIM’s queues ( 3 ) and only relayed following the
internal memory scheduler’s logic. This release of the transaction leads to the initialization
of two new addresses and data phase 4 , and 5 . Finally, the response phase 6 goes directly
from the slave to the master without being intercepted. For read transactions, the same
modifications apply to the address phase 1’ which is buffered ( 2’ ) for some time before being
re-emitted in 3’ . Just like for write acknowledgments writing, the read response phase 4’ is
not intercepted by the SchIM.

5.3

Queueing Domain

At the heart of the queueing domain, lies the queues. They work as FIFOs. However, instead
of inserting the new data at the back of the queue, the new data is always inserted as close
as possible to the front of the queue. This mechanism helps avoiding gaps within the queues
prevents the loss of few clock cycles that would be required to move the data from the back
to the front. From the authors’ experiments, saving clock cycles in SchIM is vital to keep
the final bandwidth as high as possible.
3
4

The source code is available at https://github.com/siemens/jailhouse.git.
The modified Jailhouse sources are available at https://github.com/rntmancuso/jailhouse-rt.
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Furthermore, the queues have been designed to deal with three constraints. Firstly, the
queues store both read and write packets such that the order at which transactions arrived
is guaranteed. This implies that all the queue slots have the same size regardless of whether
they contain read or write packets. Secondly, due to the altered communication scheme (see
Section 5.2), each slot needs to be large enough to store both the address phase payload and
the corresponding data of an AXI write transaction (678 bits). The depth of each queue is
determined by considering the worst-case scenario. The latter consists of having to handle
the maximum number of outstanding read and write transactions simultaneously. Our SchIM
instance on the considered Xilinx UltraScale+ platform was configured with queues that are
16 slots in-depth. Indeed, the HPM ports in this platform cannot handle more than eight
transactions of each type [37].

5.4

LLC-SchIM Interface and Traffic Accounting

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the considered system features an LLC shared between the four cores
of the PS. For a non-cacheable read (resp., write) memory access, which CPU represents
the source of the traffic is carried in the ID bits of the corresponding AR (resp., AW) AXI
transaction. But for cacheable memory accesses, which is the norm for application workload,
this is not the case. This is mainly because cache controllers typically use a write-back
strategy. In this case, a read or write cache miss causes up to two events: (1) a cache refill
and (2) a cache eviction. The cache refill is carried out with a read AXI transaction. If
the line being evicted was previously written (dirty), then the eviction causes a write AXI
transaction. It follows that, while read AXI transactions have an easily identifiable source,
write transactions do not. Indeed, a CPU x might be causing the eviction of a line previously
allocated and modified by CPU y. Hence, accounting (and scheduling) the resulting write
transaction as if it originated from CPU x would be incorrect.
To ensure fair accounting for both read and write traffic, we rely on cache partitioning
through coloring. As studied in a number of previous works, cache coloring is easy to
implement at the hypervisor level [15, 21, 32]. In our system setup, we leverage the support
Jailhouse already provides. The standard support has been extended to support booting
a Linux inmate over colored memory. Cache partitioning allows us to establish a 1-to-1
relationship between any read/write transaction traversing the SchIM and the originating
CPU. Moreover, with cache coloring in place, the SchIM uses the color bits in the address
of the memory transactions (AR and AW channels) – instead of the AXI ID bits – to
differentiate between the traffic of the various cores.
Finally, recall that the SchIM forwards transactions between HPM and HPS ports. These
ports follow the asynchronous AXI protocol that allows issuing multiple outstanding AR and
AW transactions. The protocol dictates that any outstanding transaction must have a unique
AXI ID. This property is crucial to be able to match received responses with outstanding
requests. Unfortunately, a potential mismatch between the bit-width of the AXI ID emitted
at the HPM ports and the bit-width of AXI ID accepted by the HPS ports. For instance, in
the platform of reference, the HPMs emit 16-bit AXI IDs, while the HPS AXI ID bit-width
is 6 bits. Therefore, the SchIM also acts as an AXI ID translator.

5.5

Scheduling Interface and Implemented Policies

All the memory schedulers included in the scheduling domain share a common interface to
ease the integration of a new scheduler. In terms of input signals, a generic scheduler module
must define (1) a manual reset signal that can be triggered through the configuration port;
(2) a vector of bits where each bit indicates whether the associated queue is empty; and (3) a
signal indicating if the last scheduled transaction as been consumed. Alongside these inputs,
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the scheduling modules also have access to all the configuration registers listed in Table 1.
In terms of outputs a SchIM scheduler must define (1) a signal to the selector indicating
the queue considered for scheduling; and (2) a signal stating whether the current scheduling
decision is valid. We hereby review the initial set of memory scheduling policies implemented
in the SchIM.

5.5.1

Fixed Priority

The FP scheduling module aims at enforcing strict prioritization of cores’ memory traffic.
The priority ordering is explicitly defined by the user through the configuration port. While
the SchIM instance used in this paper only has four queues, 16 different levels of priority
are offered as the considered platform supports up to 16 different colors. This is useful if an
hypervisor that supports vCPU scheduling is used. In this case, the SchIM allows assigning
different priorities to different partitions sharing the same physical CPU. The core-to-priority
assignment must be strict, meaning that two cores cannot be assigned the same priority.
The FP scheduling module only needs two pieces of information. That is (1) the priority
associated with each queue and (2) whether a given queue contains at least one buffered
transaction. The module logic always selects the queue with the highest priority. Lower
priority queues are considered when higher priority queues do not have transactions. This is
done by internally setting the user-defined priority of a queue as 0 when the corresponding
queue is empty.

5.5.2

Time Division Multiple Access

The TDMA memory scheduler is a non-work conserving policy that operates by defining a
per-core time slot during which the core has exclusive access to main memory. The slots are
expressed in PL clock cycles, to maximize granularity. The configuration port can be used to
specify and change the slots specifications at runtime.
The implementation of the module uses a counter register to track the time elapsed in
the current TDMA primary frame – defined as the sum of all the cores’ slots. It is reset
to 0 at the beginning of a new major frame. Using the time-tracking register, the module
determines to which core the current slot belongs, and forwards the information to the queue
selector. This is done by summing up the length of all the previous slots, and determining if
the current time falls within the interval of the considered core’s slot.

5.6

Programming Model

The parameters that compose the programming interface of the SchIM are summarized in
Table 1. The base address referenced in the table can be set when the SchIM is deployed in
the PL. By default, this is set to 0x800000000. All the parameter registers are 32 bit wide,
except for the priorities of the FP scheduler. In this case, the priority values are encoded
using 8 bits. The last “Mode” register allows a user to select the active memory scheduler.

5.7

PL-to-PS Feedback

Each of the HPM ports interfacing the PS and the PL sides (HPM1 and HPM2) have two
dedicated queues for read and write transactions. Since transactions are being buffered inside
SchIM as well as in these port buffers, head-of-line blocking can happen. Head-of-the-line
blocking is harmful for performance; and can cancel out the benefits of transaction scheduling
performed by the SchIM. For instance, in the case of a non work-conserving policy (e.g.,
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Table 1 Available SchIM configuration registers.
Parameter

TDMA slots

User Thresholds
FP Priorities
Mode

Associated Core

Address

C0
C1
C2
C3
C0
C1
C2
C3

base+0x00
base+0x04
base+0x08
base+0x0C
base+0x10
base+0x14
base+0x18
base+0x1C
base+0x20

C0 C1 C2
Reserved
N/A

C3

base+0x38

TDMA), if the HPM port queue gets filled with transaction coming for the same core, no
other transaction will be able to reach the SchIM and thus be considered for scheduling. This
implies that no transaction would be scheduled until the end of the active core’s TDMA slot.
On the other hand, for work-conserving policies (e.g., FP) in the presence of head-of-line
blocking, the decisions being taken by SchIM would directly depend on the order at which
transactions are emitted by the HPM port buffer.
In both cases, one must prevent the cores from saturating the HPM port buffers. In
order to avoid such situation, we implemented a feedback scheme aimed at slowing down
the cores when necessary. As we mentioned in the context of Fig. 3, the SchIM’s queues are
associated a programmable threshold. Whenever the queue occupancy reaches (or exceeds)
the associated threshold, a per-core interrupt line is asserted from the PL to the PS side.
When received, the interrupt is treated by the platform software as a fast interrupt request
(FIQ) and directly handled by the hypervisor – invisible to any guest OS. The advantage of
using FIQs instead of regular IRQs is the significantly reduced handling latency [31]. Minor
modifications to the TrustZone monitor were necessary to correctly configure FIQ handling.
To minimize overhead, the installed FIQ handler only executes two assembly instructions.
These are (1) a dsb memory barrier that stops the core until all the outstanding memory
transactions have been completed, and (2) a eret instruction to exit the FIQ context. There
is not need to save/restore any register because FIQs have banked syndrome/status registers
and because no general purpose register is modified in the handler.
Ideally, the available space in the HPM buffers should be shared evenly between the cores.
Since each HPM port has a buffer with a depth of 8+8 transactions, each core should occupy
at most 2 slots in each buffer. Unfortunately, our experiments highlighted that the control
over amount of transactions buffered by each core is imperfect. Often times, the selected
threshold is exceeded by up to two transactions. This is the main reason why we propose
a dual-ported SchIM which uses both the available HPM ports. Indeed, by assigning two
cores on each of the ports, the ideal threshold on maximum amount buffered transactions
can be doubled. The increase provides enough room to compensate for imperfections in the
micro-regulation performed with PL-to-PS FIQ delivery.
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Evaluation

The present section aims at evaluating the behavior of the SchIM on the target platform, its
overhead and benefits. First, in subsection 6.1, we review our experimental setup. Thereafter,
we assess the overhead introduced by the SchIM in Section 6.2. Section 6.3 explores the
impact of the PL-to-PS feedback on the control and the performance. In Section 6.4, an
in-depth analysis of the SchIM’s behavior is presented. Finally, an evaluation of the temporal
behavior of a set of real-world benchmarks operating through the SchIM is provided in
Section 6.5.

6.1

Experimental Setup

The SchIM has been evaluated using synthetic benchmarks (or Memory Bombs), real
benchmarks selected from the San Diego Vision Benchmark Suite (SD-VBS) [35] and a
combination of the two. Specifically, seven memory-intensive benchmarks have been selected,
i.e. stitch, texture synthesis, disparity, tracking, localization, mser and sift. For our runs, we
have considered all the intermediate input sizes ranging from SQCIF (128×196 pixels) to
VGA (640×480 pixels). When running any benchmark, we use the cache coloring mechanism
implemented in the Jailhouse hypervisor [32] to partition the LLC evenly amongst the 4 cores
and to prevent our measurements from being affected by inter-core cache interference. As a
result, each benchmark operates on 1/4 of the total cache space – 256 KB. As extensively
discussed in [14, 40], it is also important to avoid inter-core DRAM bank conflicts, which
can cause the arbitrary re-ordering of transactions originating from different cores. This is
accomplished by (1) configuring the DRAM controller to disable DRAM bank interleaving;
and (2) by performing static cache bleaching [11, 29] at the SchIM’s output to re-compact
accesses to colored pages into contiguous DRAM accesses. In this platform, there are a
total of 16 DRAM banks of 256 MB each. Thanks to bleaching, we can assign the full size
of 4 banks (i.e., 1 GB) to each core, instead of being restricted to only 1/4 of that due to
non-overlapping color and bank address bits.
To evaluate the capabilities of the SchIM, two memory routes for the traffic generated
by the cores are compared. The first serves as baselines, whereas, the last one is the one
under analysis and involves the SchIM module. The first path consists in the cores directly
accessing the main memory. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the traffic simply goes through the
Main Interconnect before arriving at the DDR controller. This path is referred to as the
normal route. Secondly, we consider the case where the SchIM module is deployed and in use
to schedule memory traffic generated by the CPUs in the PL. Cores 0 and 1 target HPM1
aperture, while cores 2 and 3 target HPM2. In our analysis, the SchIM is used in all the
available modes, i.e., FP and TDMA.
Note that in the case of the normal route, combining both a strict cache partitioning and
strict bank partitioning could not be applied. In fact, as a direct consequence of the address
coloring and in the absence of a bleacher, only 1/16 of each 1 GB wide memory allocation
can be used by each core. The resulting reduced space of 64 MB is not enough for running
Linux. Consequently, in the case of the normal route, the cores have been split into two
groups of two, where each group targets independent sets of banks. This configuration allows
the cache to be partitioned using address coloring.
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Figure 4 Bandwidth in MBps for different path under increasing set of cores contending.

6.2

Platform Capabilities and performance degradation

Intuitively and as discussed in [29], redirecting the traffic coming from the cores to the PL
side incurs a performance hit. In spite of the lower frequency at which the SchIM operates
(250 MHz), the theoretical throughput when using both the HPM lanes should be around
8 GBps. We observe, however, that the achievable throughput through the HPM ports is
a fraction of what we measured by accessing the main memory through the normal route
(2116.5 MBps and 1207.41 MBps for solo and full contention by 3 other cores, respectively).
We further provide a discussion on the bandwidth drop when transactions are routed through
the PL in Section 7. For the sake of completeness, we quantify in Fig. 4 the maximum
bandwidth achieved through the PL – and hence through the SchIM. Nevertheless, it is
important to remember that the absolute figures are strictly platform dependent.
In Fig. 4, we have computed the throughput of one core under analysis, here core 0 (noted
C0 ) when a synthetic memory-intensive application is deployed on an increasing number
of cores denoted with the same notation. The first bar cluster (“Normal”) refers to the
throughput measured via the normal route. The other two clusters capture the observed
bandwidth when traffic is routed through and managed by the SchIM. One cluster is provided
for each of the implemented memory scheduling policies, namely – from left to right – FP
and TDMA. As expected, there is a sharp reduction (around 75%) in terms of absolute
bandwidth. Importantly, however, two aspects need to be highlighted. First, the bandwidth
achieved through the SchIM is still remarkably high and allows studying the behavior of the
realistic workload under custom memory scheduling policies, which is the primary goal of
this research. Second, it emerges that the implemented FP and TDMA policies are capable
of protecting the core under analysis from inter-core interference, while this is not the case
when going through the normal route.

6.3

PL-to-PS feedback performance impact

As mentioned in Section 5.7, the PL-to-PS feedback enables our SchIM to regulate the HPM
ports buffer occupancy to prevent head-of-line blocking. Since this feedback directly throttles
the desired core, the selection of an adequate threshold is important to preserve the balance
between control and performance. Therefore, in Fig. 5, we have explored the sensitivity to
the threshold for each of the proposed schedulers under different levels of contention. The
thresholds in use range from 1 to 8 and even include the case where the feedback mechanism
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(a) Threshold-Bandwidth relationship curves for the FP scheduler.
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(b) Threshold-Bandwidth relationship curves for the TDMA scheduler.

Figure 5 Figures showing the impact of the threshold in use on the final bandwidth experinced
by the cores for the offered schedulers.

is disabled (noted NA). The contention is created by up to four co-running cores emitting
write transactions. For each parameter applied to a scheduler (i.e., fixed priority or TDMA
slot), the co-running cores are assigned the most demanding parameters available (i.e., the
highest priority for FP or the biggest TDMA slot).
In the case of the FP scheduler (Fig. 5a), one can observe that when running alone, the
threshold has no influence on the throughput. However, as soon as co-runners are added, the
cores start to experience a decrease in throughput. Fig. 5b shows that the TDMA scheduler
is not impacted considerably by the threshold with respect to the throughput. Globally, the
scheduler manages to preserve a constant throughput regardless of the contention and the
assigned slot.
Nonetheless, under high contention, one can observe that the throughput of each core is
affected. The fourth inset of Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b illustrate the importance of the threshold and
the PL-to-PL feedback mechanism as a a considerable drop of throughput can be observed
for the highest priority of FP and for a TDMA period of 32.
Considering these experiments, setting the threshold to four for all the schedulers seems
to bring the best trade-off between control and performance. However, this value cannot be
blindly applied to all cases as this experiment is performed for a sequential and contiguous
access pattern.

6.4

Internal Behaviour of SchIM

The next objective is to verify the correct behavior of the schedulers at the granularity of
a clock cycle by observing the inputs, the outputs and the internal signals and registers
of the SchIM module. This is made possible thanks to the Integrated Logic Analyzer (or
ILA) provided by Xilinx [36]. The latter IP can be directly implemented on the PL side,
alongside the SchIM, and is able to probe the signals and to store them in a local memory.
For this experiment, a group of relevant internal signals have been probed and captured
during a window of 16384 contiguous clock cycles. Then, the information has been extracted
by post-processing the data. To characterize the behavior of the two different policies, the
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Figure 6 Trace snapshots of SchIM for FP (6a), TDMA (6b).

ILA has been instrumented to collect (i) the amount of transactions being buffered in the
queues at each clock cycle (inset 1 in Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b) (ii) the rate at which queues receive
new transactions from the cores cluster (inset 2 in Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b) and (iii) the queues
ID of each transaction forwarded by the SchIM module (inset 3 in Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b).
For the Fixed Priority trace snapshot displayed in Fig. 6a, the following strict priority
ordering has been considered: C0 ≻ C1 ≻ C2 ≻ C3 where the ≻ operator means that the
left argument has a strictly higher priority than the right argument. In this experiment,
a regulation threshold of 3 for each core has been used. As emphasized by the inset 2 in
Fig. 6a, the FP scheduler is able to prioritize the traffic of one core at the expense of the
others according to the priorities assignment. Furthermore, one can observe that the rate at
which the queues receive new transactions from their associated core is proportional to the
priority level in the priority ordering. Finally, the third inset in Fig. 6a confirms the correct
behavior of the FP policy.One can see that the cores with the highest priority also feature
the highest density of transactions at the output of the SchIM.
The trace snapshot displayed in Fig. 6b has been obtained by configuring the SchIM
module in TDMA mode. For the sake of clarity, a slot of 256 clock cycles has been set for each
core. Besides, the threshold of each core has been set to 4 to create sharp transitions. The
insets 2 and 3 of Fig. 6b clearly show the behavior expected from a TDMA schedule. In fact,
one can clearly see in the latter that transactions originating from one core are only being
repeated out of the SchIM module during a well-defined and periodic time slot of 256 clock
cycles. In the inset 2 of Fig. 6b, we can observe a similar pattern, with transactions arriving
only during the TDMA slot associated with their queue (and indirectly core). Globally, the
rate at which queues receive transactions is steady and constant.

6.5

Memory Isolation

On the platform considered for this set of experiments, the Xilinx ZCU102 development board,
we denote three main sources of inter-core performance interference: (1) cache contention,
(2) DRAM bank conflicts, and (3) the congestion and saturation of the memory controller.
Despite their orthogonality, the two first sources are tackled respectively via the integration
of page coloring in the hypervisor and static bleaching in the SchIM. On the other hand,
since the SchIM provides fine-grained control over the timing and ordering of transactions
originating from the application cores as they reach the memory controller. Thus, the SchIM
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stress

Figure 7 Normalized execution time for each benchmark and input size for Solo and Stress. Each
column denotes a given benchmark of the SD-VBS suite, while each row denotes a specific input
size (in increasing order from top to bottom).

brings memory bandwidth management into the PL, and provides not only regulation but a
generic infrastructure to experiment with custom bandwidth management techniques, both
work-conserving and non-work-conserving.
The evaluation setup considered for this experiment is identical to the one presented in
Section 6.1. The routes going through the PL and using our SchIM (i.e., FP and TDMA)
benefit from both cache partitioning and bank partitioning. On the other hand, the normal
route uses cache partitioning and sees its cores divided into two sets targeting each a different
group of private banks.
To evaluate the capability of our SchIM with respect to its ability to ensure performance
isolation between the cores, a set of experiments involving SD-VBS benchmarks were designed.
Here, we compare the execution time of an application on a given core when running alone
(referred to as Solo) and when running alongside interfering synthetic benchmarks (write
memory bombs) on all the other cores (referred to as Stress). For each combination of a
route to main memory (i.e., the normal route or the SchIM route) and scheduler, the result
obtained for Stress is normalized with respect to the equivalent configuration in Solo. The
results obtained on the considered benchmarks are listed in Fig. 7. The results in the Fig. 7
are the aggregation (arithmetic average) of 30 different runs in the same configuration. Each
bar cluster of the Fig. 7 insets represents one of the aforementioned configuration for Solo
and Stress. The height of each bar denotes its normalized execution time.
For this set of experiments, the FP scheduler was configured such that the core under
analysis (i.e., the one running the benchmark) has the highest priority and a threshold of 8.
The other cores are assigned lower priorities and thresholds matching their priority order
(i.e., 4, 2, 1). Under TDMA scheduling, the core under analysis has a slot of 512 clock cycles
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and a threshold of 14 while the co-runners are assigned slots of 32 and 16 clock cycles with
thresholds of 4 and 1.
The normal route is used as a baseline for this experiment because no scheduling is
performed in this configuration. The Fig. 7 highlights the sensitivity of both disparity and
mser to inter-core interference on the normal route. This is especially the case for large
input sizes such as cif and vga. On the other hand, texture synthesis and localization do
not suffer from inter-core interference. Globally, the TDMA scheduler always manages to
preserve the isolation of the core, having execution times under Stress similar or smaller than
the normal route. This is particularly visible for qcif, cif and vga input sizes of disparity
and mser. Similarly, the FP scheduler is also capable of ensuring sound isolation of the core
under analysis.

7

Discussion and Limitations

By design, the PLiM module proposed in this paper, the SchIM, centralizes the memory
traffic and its scheduling. A centralized design makes sense on the specific target platform
because there exist only one memory controller and thus a single path between the LLC and
the DRAM controller. In systems where multiple paths between the processing units and the
memory controllers exist, for instance when multiple controllers and channels are present, a
decentralized design is to be preferable to better exploit the available memory parallelism.
In such platforms, a possible avenue could be instantiating multiple SchIM modules, roughly
one per channel, and introducing appropriate out-of-band signaling between the modules for
coordination off the critical path.
As we mentioned in Section 6.1, our setup includes the Jailhouse partitioning hypervisor.
While the SchIM module does not strictly require the PS side to use a hypervisor, Jailhouse
has been extensively used for the evalution as it provides convenient features to control
physical memory allocation. For instance, the support for page coloring has been used to
both partition the LLC space and to easily identify the owner of each memory transactions
in the SchIM (as presented in Section 5.4). However, instead of enforcing cache partitioning,
one could instead identify the ownership of memory transactions by extracting a different
subset of address bits. For instance, if the physical memory allocated to different partitions
is not interleaved, then the most significant bits of the address can be used to perform
traffic accounting. In addition, the IPA address virtualization is convenient to transparently
redirect the memory traffic of the application partitions through the PL side, even if they
are initially booted through the normal route. Finally, the cores throttling mechanism (see
Section 5.7) via the FIQs can be implemented at EL3 (Secure Monitor) or in the individual
guest OS’s instead (EL1). Implementing FIQ handling in the hypervisor (EL2), however,
has the advantage of not requiring any change in the guest OS’s, as well as not requiring a
full switch into secure mode compared to an implementation at EL3.
On the same note, provided that the FIQ lines are not used by the inmates, the feedback
regulation mechanism is entirely transparent to the guest OS’s (or even for bare-metal
applications) and introduces minimum overhead. The Linux kernel do not use FIQs, and
the same goes for typical RTOS’s. Nonetheless, it must be acknowledged that defining a
FIQ handler to be used for CPU throttling might interfere with (and be interfered by) the
latency of FIQ handling in guest OS’s that rely on the same functionality. This is mainly
because FIQ handling is non-preemptive. We also recognize that the PL-to-PS feedback
mechanism is relatively coarse. Inset 1 of Fig. 6b highlights this problem. Even though
all the queues have been assigned a threshold of 4, the threshold is often exceeded. The
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worst-case being queue 3 exceeding the threshold by 2 on the right-hand side of the plot.
This problem can be attributed to the reaction time of the FIQ routine, and to the fact that
jumping to the FIQ handler itself might cause a few memory transactions depending on the
cache state. Currently, the thresholds used for FIQ-based regulation require to be fine-tuned
manually by the user. Future extensions of the SchIM will explore the implementation of
schedulers capable of dynamically adapting the thresholds to maximize performance and
improve isolation.
The loss in bandwidth caused by routing transactions through the PL is important and a
serious drawback against the adoption of the SchIM. Our experiments in Section 6.2 have
shown that rerouting the traffic through the PL has a cost. As illustrated in Fig. 4, up to
2100 MBps can be extracted from the normal route whereas any route through the PL only
achieves around 320 MBps. In contrast, a back-of-the-envelope calculation reveals that for
a PL operating at 250 MHz (the SchIM frequency), and with a bus width of 128 bits, a
full-duplex throughput of approximately 3.7 GBps can be sustained. This calculation is in
line with the reported throughput in an experiment conducted in [19], in which PL-originated
transactions targeting the DRAM passed through the one of the HP ports. This suggests
that the PL-to-DRAM route can sustain a much higher throughput than what has been
experimentally observed in our evaluation setup, where transactions originate from the PS
side. In light of these considerations, we can conclude that the source of the bandwidth
loss can be imputed to the bus segments connecting the CPU cluster to the HPM ports.
A focused study is necessary to narrow down the exact reason for the performance drop.
Nonetheless, vendor-imposed bandwidth throttling, PS-to-PL clock-domain crossing delays,
and shallow FIFOs at the HPM ports and/or at the main PS-side interconnect represent
plausible reasons. We anticipate that due to the platform-specific nature of this issue, the
raw performance of the SchIM will substantially vary across different SoCs.

8

Conclusion

In the present article we introduced the SchIM, a memory transactions scheduler framework
that can be integrated with commercially available platforms featuring a tightly coupled
processing system and programmable logic. A full-system implementation in a commercially
available PS-PL platform has been detailed, which encompasses the accompanying software
stack and the platform-specific integration steps.
Through a set of experiments, we assessed the capabilities of the framework and demonstrated the correct behavior of the proposed scheduling policies, namely Fixed Priority and
Time Division Multiple Access. Finally, we showed using a suite of real-world benchmarks
that the SchIM is capable of enforcing strong temporal isolation despite heavy memory
contention.
The authors see the proposed SchIM as a stepping stone to propose, test and validate novel
memory scheduling policies to be tested on embedded platforms with realistic performance
and complex workload. For this reason, the SchIM has been designed to be open-source and
with extensibility in mind. Especially, we strongly envision that the SchIM could represent a
stepping-stone toward profile-based memory traffic scheduling.
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Introduction

Satisfying the increasing computing performance demands of critical software applications
requires Multi-Processor System-on-Chip (MPSoC) devices that incorporate diverse computing elements [42, 59]. Distributed interconnects are also required on the MPSoC for fast
communication between masters (e.g. CPUs) and slaves (e.g. on-chip memories and memory
controllers). For instance, the Zynq UltraScale+ MPSoC [59], which we refer to as ZUS+ in
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this work, comprises two CPU clusters, with CPUs with different power and performance
points, a Graphics Processing Unit (GPU), a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) that
allows synthesizing specific accelerators, and an AXI4-based distributed interconnect.
Complex MPSoCs accentuate the problem of multicore contention, i.e. controlling the
interference co-running tasks generate on each other. In an MPSoC, tasks can interact in
many hardware resources and controlling how such resources are shared becomes a necessary
precondition to derive useful timing bounds. This can be achieved via software-controlled
hardware mechanisms like cache partitioning (e.g. provided in the NXP T2080 [27]) to
prevent tasks from evicting each other’s cache data, and hardware-thread prioritization
in simultaneous multithreading (SMT) IBM [15] and Intel [31] processors. Hardware QoS
mechanisms like these help controlling multicore contention: by properly configuring the
hardware QoS mechanisms, the system software (RTOS or hypervisor) can favor the execution
of specific tasks, reducing the slowdown they suffer due to contention, at the cost of increasing
the impact of contention on (less time-constrained) co-runner tasks. This offers a rich set of
platform configurations that allow the end-user to better adapt to the criticality and timing
constraints of the running application workload.
In this paper, we analyze the hardware support for QoS in the ZUS+, which is assessed
for on-board computing in avionics [58]. The ZUS+ offers a rich set of QoS mechanisms
implemented in different hardware IP blocks of the interconnect and the memory controller.
The number, diversity, and complexity of those mechanisms are, at a first sight, simply
overwhelming: up to 4 different hardware IP components in the ZUS+ are QoS improved.
Some of those components are instantiated several times resulting in (i) over 30 different
QoS points that control the flow of traffic in the interconnect and the access to the slaves;
and (ii) millions of possible QoS configurations. However, QoS can only work effectively if
the QoS points work coordinately. Otherwise, a QoS point down the path from the source
to the destination can cancel out all the prioritization benefits achieved through previous
QoS points. This calls for a detailed analysis of the different QoS mechanisms and their
dependencies to reach a global predictability goal. In this line, our contributions are:

Individual QoS mechanisms. (Section 3) We analyze several QoS-enabled IP components
from 2 different IP providers instantiated in the ZUS+: the Arm NIC-400 [4], and its QoS400 [5] and QVN-400 [6] extensions, the Arm CCI-400 [9], and the Synopsys uMCTL2 [55]
DDR memory controller. We describe the main QoS features in each of these components as
building blocks of the analysis performed in the rest of this work.

Coordinated QoS mechanisms. (Section 4) Following the individual analysis of QoS-enabled
IP blocks, we analyze how QoS mechanisms can work coordinately to achieve a global goal, e.g.
favoring the traffic of the Real-time Processing Unit (RPU) over the Application Processing
Unit (APU). This analysis, which is not provided in the ZUS+ or its IP blocks’ technical
reference manuals, presents key insights to fully master the QoS support in the ZUS+. In
particular, (i) we show that some QoS features, especially when provisioned by different
IP providers, can be fundamentally incompatible and hence, cannot be deployed together
towards reaching a common predictability goal; (ii) for compatible QoS features in different IP
blocks, we show the particular range of QoS configuration values that can be used to prevent
that one feature cancels out the benefits brought by another. In doing so, we introduce the
new concepts of QoS domain and QoS domain mapping; and (iii) we also show the missing
information about QoS mechanisms in the technical manuals of the ZUS+.
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Characterization. (Section 5) Driven by the analysis in Section 4, we perform controlled
experiments to characterize QoS mechanisms in different IP blocks, with a view to determining
some of the design choices made by Xilinx when instantiating Arm IP blocks as they are
not documented in the corresponding technical manuals. Also, we note that all four A53
cores in the APU share a single QoS-enabled port to the interconnect that allows controlling
the aggregated traffic but not per-core traffic, which in practice prevents having several
applications in the APU if they have different QoS needs. We unveil how QoS and packet
routing can be combined to overcome this limitation, allowing two applications to run in the
APU with heterogeneous QoS requirements.
Case Study. (Section 6) We focus on a composite deployment scenario comprising several
applications, each one potentially subject to different predictability requirements, to show
how hardware QoS configuration is a central element of the platform configuration to ensure
applications meet their timing constraints. We use representative neural network kernels to
show that, by deploying specific QoS setups, the time constraints of the different applications
can be accommodated while other metrics, like average performance, can be improved. This
is very useful in different domains for platform configuration selection, referred to as intended
final configuration (IFC) in CAST-32A [18] in the avionics domain.
The rest of this work is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the most relevant
related works. Section 3 to Section 6 cover the main technical contributions of this work, as
described above. Last but not least, Section 7 provides the main conclusions of this work
and discusses future research directions.

2

Background and Related Works

Multicore contention is at the heart of the complexities for the adoption of MPSoCs in
high-integrity systems (e.g. avionics and automotive). This has impacted domain-specific
safety standards and support documents [18, 2, 32] and led to the proliferation of academic
and industrial studies on modeling multicore interference [46].
Contention Modelling. Contention Modelling is one of the main multicore-contention
related research lines covering COTS chips for avionics [40] and automotive [22]. Analytical
approaches aim at bounding the contention impact on shared hardware resources, initially
focusing on the timing interference in shared on-chip buses [52, 19, 20] and later extended
to include other shared resources. Solutions have been proposed to make Advanced Microcontroller Bus Architecture (AMBA) protocols time-composable [33], and to achieve a fair
bandwidth allocation across cores considering requests with different durations [50]. Other
works target more complex interconnects, bounding their worst-case traversal time [35, 26],
focusing on Network on Chips (NoCs) specifically [49, 21, 17, 57, 13], and modeling contention
with network calculus [34, 47]. For the DDR memory, some authors build on static analyses to
derive bounds to the latencies of memory requests considering other potential requests in the
memory controller [29], as well as information about tasks and requests simultaneously [30].
For cache memories, contention has been modeled statically, as surveyed in [36], as well as
analyzed with measurements on COTS multicores, targeting the coherence protocol [53].
The tightness and precision of analytical approaches are challenged by the complexity of the
hardware and software under analysis. For this reason, other approaches are proposed to
exploit specific application semantics or dedicated hardware and software support.
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Application Semantics. Several works have been advocating the enforcement of predictable
application semantics where task memory operations are only allowed to happen in dedicated
phases (e.g., read-compute-write). This enables the computation of tighter contention bounds
and the formulation of contention-aware co-scheduling approaches [45, 44, 12, 14]. While
unquestionably effective, not all applications can support an execution semantics allowing a
reasonable and clear separation into phases.
Exploiting hardware support for QoS in COTS. For simultaneous multi-threading processors some authors have exploited existing fetch policies to allocate core resources to
threads in the context of HPC applications running for IBM POWER- processors [15] and
Intel processors [31]. In real-time systems, other authors have focused on an individual
Arm QoS element and a specific example (memory traffic from accelerators) to show that
QoS mechanisms could be effectively leveraged for a better application consolidation [54].
Other authors evaluate the throughput of DDR memory on a ZUS+, including the impact
of one QoS parameter in the memory controller [37]. In our work, we analyze/characterize
the specific realization of Arm QoS IPs in the ZUS+ SoC and consider how to orchestrate
multiple QoS mechanisms for an effective QoS management. In the short and mid term, we
foresee chip providers will further support advanced QoS features and mechanisms such as,
for instance, the Memory System Resource Partitioning and Monitoring (MPAM) in Arm-V8
architectures [8], which is under evaluation by industry in the real-time domain [23].
Software-only solutions. Software-only solutions for contention control do not require
specific hardware support for either enforcing task segregation or providing a given level
of QoS guarantees. These techniques leverage information on set and bank indexing in
caches and memory, and hypervisor/RTOS allocation support to force different tasks to be
mapped to different cache sets and DDR memory banks/ranks [28, 38]. Other solutions
focus on controlling the access to shared resources (e.g. memory) as a way to control the
maximum contention an offending task can generate on its co-runners [60] and also to
guarantee performance of critical tasks while dynamically minimizing the impact on best
effort tasks [1].
Specific hardware proposals. Specific hardware proposals for contention control include
some general resource management policies [39]. The number of resource-specific proposals is high and covers a wide variety of mechanisms including changes in the arbitration
and communication protocols [33], memory bandwidth regulation [24], support for cache
partitioning [38] (in some cases building on existing programmable logic in the SoC [51]),
control contention bounds [16], exploit AMBA AXI bandwidth regulation for accelerators in
FPGAs [43].
In this work, we do not propose hardware support for contention control, but build on
that provided by default by the MPSoC integrator. Unlike previous works that focus on
centralized QoS control, we address the challenge of understanding, characterizing, and
showing the limitations and benefits of a distributed QoS system like the one in the ZUS+.

3

Analysis of the QoS Mechanisms in the Zynq UltraScale+ MPSoC

The ZUS+ integrates several computing and memory components, all connected by a
distributed interconnect fabric, see Figure 1. The main computing elements are the quad-core
Arm Cortex-A53 APU, the dual-core Arm Cortex-R5 RPU, the Arm Mali-400 GPU, and
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Table 1 Main QoS-related terms used in this work.
Term
QoS mechanism
QoS slot (point)
QoS feature
QoS value
QoS setup

Definition
Specific hardware mechanisms in a QoS-enabled block to control QoS
Refers to the instantiation of a QoS-enabled block or mechanism
Specific QoS characteristic implemented by a QoS mechanism
Specific value given to a QoS feature
Set of values for the QoS features of all QoS points under evaluation

Figure 1 Simplified ZUS+ block diagram emphasizing APU/RPU/PL and OCM/DDRC.

the accelerators that can be implemented in the Programmable Logic (PL). The memory
system comprises several on-chip units like the On-Chip Memory (OCM) and the controller
of the DDR SDRAM, which is the main off-chip memory. The interconnect comprises
top-level switches, namely, the Cache Coherent Interconnect (CCI), the low-power domain
(LPD) switch, full-power domain (FPD) switch, and the OCM switch; and a high number of
second-level switches, highlighted as “x” in Figure 1. In this work, we focus on communication
from the APU, RPU, and the PL to the OCM and the DDR DRAM. Other blocks that are
not the focus of this work are not developed in the figure, e.g., IP blocks related to I/O are
abstracted as “Other Switches” and “I/O”. APM are the Xilinx AXI performance monitoring
point blocks used to collect statistics on the packets sent over an AXI link (reads, writes,
amount of data transferred, etc.).
In terms of third party IPs, the ZUS+ equips a distributed AMBA AXI4 [11] interconnect,
with switches based on the Arm NIC-400 [4] and its QoS-400 extension [5]. The CCI, instead,
is based on the Arm CCI-400 [9] and equips similar features to the Arm QVN-400 [6] IPs.
The memory controller builds on the Synopsys uMCTL2 [55]. Each block provides hardware
support for QoS, which we analyze here. To support our discussion, Table 1 introduces the
main terms we use in this work.

3.1

QoS support per IP-block

The ZUS+ technical documentation [59] provides very limited information about the functional behavior of the underlying IP blocks on which it builds. Hence, we start by analyzing
the information on supported QoS features that can be obtained from each IP’s technical
specification. How each IP is instantiated in the ZUS+ is covered in Section 4.3.
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Figure 2 Arm QoS-400
Figure 3 QoS features in the
Figure 4 Block Diagram of the
QoS relay and dynamic QoS. Arm CCI-400.
DDR memory controller.

Arm AXI4 [11]. AXI4 presents 5 communications channels, three from master to slave
(address read, address write, and write data) and two from slave to master (read data
and write response). In the read address and write address channels, AXI4 implements
QoS-specific signals by supporting two 4-bit QoS identifiers for read (ARQOS) and write
(AWQOS) transactions, indistinctly referred to as AXQOS. Transaction initiators (masters)
set the QoS value for each read/write request. QoS values range from 0 (default or neutral
QoS) to 15, with higher values meaning higher priority. We refer to this feature as static QoS.
Arm NIC-400 [4]. On arrival to a NIC-400, every transaction allocates a QoS value by
assigning (i) a fixed value statically defined when the NIC-400 IP is integrated into the
SoC; (ii) a programmable value provided via NIC-400 control registers; or (iii) the QoS
value received from the attached master. We call this feature QoS relay. As the transaction
traverses internal switches in the NIC-400, static QoS values are used to decide which
transaction has to be served first. In these arbitration points, the transaction with the
highest value is prioritized using Least Recently Granted (LRG) as a tie-breaker.
Arm QoS-400 [5]. Arm QoS-400 is an extension to the NIC-400 that provides additional QoS
features, remarkably three dynamic QoS regulation mechanisms: outstanding transaction
that limits the maximum number of read, write, or read+write in-flight transactions allowed;
transaction rate that dynamically increases QoS value of transactions if the latency is
greater than the target and vice versa; and transaction latency that controls the period
between successive request handshakes dynamically increasing/decreasing QoS values when
the observed period is greater/lower than the target [5] . The regulation builds on three
parameters: the Peak, Burstiness and Average. The average controls how many transactions
need to be made within a period of time. When not achieved this amount of transactions due
to the system congestion, then the regulator allows performing a limited set of transactions
(burstiness) to restore the average. In addition, the control can be configured to limit this
transactions issue to not overuse the shared resources (Peak). As an illustrative example,
Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the QoS features in a Arm NIC-400 interconnect block
encompassing QoS extensions with 3 slaves and 2 master ports, and 3 arbiters.
Arm QVN-400 [6]. Arm QVN-400 is an extension to the CoreLink NIC-400. The QVN
protocol creates virtual networks by using tokens to control transaction flows. QVN extends
the common AXI channels with extra signals ensuring that a transaction can always be
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accepted at its destination before a source sends it. The number of VN (virtual network) is
defined during the IP implementation. QVN enables transactions on virtual networks with
different QoS values to avoid a blocking (less priority) transaction in a queue (Head-Of-Line).
Arm CCI-400 [9]. Arm CCI-400 has similar features to the QoS relay, QoS dynamic and
QoS static features in the QoS-400, and QVN in the QVN-400. A unique feature of the
CCI-400 is that each master interface implements a read queue with several slots reserved for
high priority requests, other for high+medium priority requests and the rest for low-priority
requests (see Figure 3). The QoS values considered as high, medium, low are configurable.
So is the number of reserved entries medium and high priority requests. We call this feature
CCIrq.
Memory Controller. It comprises the DDR-controller (DDRC) that schedules and converts
AXI requests (AXIrq in Figure 4) into DDR commands (DDRCm in Figure 4) and the
DDR-PHY (DFI) that translates the requests into specific signals to the target DDR device.
The DDRC dynamic scheduling optimizes both bandwidth and latency using a programmable
QoS controller to prioritize the DFI requests, allowing out-of-order execution.
Six AXI ports (XPI) receive traffic, i.e. flow of AXI requests, going to the DDRC. XPIs
are referred to as P0-P5 in Figure 1. In each XPI, the DDRC translates and classifies
AXI transactions into a set of DDR commands. In each port, different queues temporarily
store transactions depending on their type (read/write and request/data), see Figure 4.
Read transactions are classified into low, high, and video traffic classes (LPR, HPR, and
VPR, respectively), while write transactions are classified into low (or normal) and video
(LPW/NPW and VPW, respectively) traffic classes. Commands with VPR/VPW behave as
low priority when the command has not expired (i.e. there is not a transaction timeout). Once
expired, the command are promoted to a priority higher than the HPR/NPW commands.
Once the transactions make their entry on the DDRC and their translation into DRAM
commands are generated, those commands are stored into the counter addressable memories
(CAMs). A read CAM and a write CAM are shared by all ports in a way that the maximum
number of entries that can be allocated to a traffic class can be limited.
The Port Arbiter (PA), which is shared among all ports, selects the command to be sent
to the CAMs based on several levels of arbitration, as shown next. Operation type: reads
are prioritized while there are VPR expired or there are reads and no expired VPW. Writes
are executed when there are no reads and if there are expired VPW and no expired VPR.
The expiration period can be configured via setting timeouts for VPR/VPW 1 . Also, ports
can be individually flagged as “urgent” to force all its request to be processed immediately.
Channel: the PA prioritizes commands from higher priority classes: HPR has higher priority
than LPR/VPR on the read channel and NPW/VPW has the same initial priority on the
write channel, with VPR/VPW prioritized if they time out. AXQOS: in the next layer,
priorities are given per command based on AXQOS signals. Tie breaker: in the bottom tier
conflicts are resolved using round-robin arbitration.
This nominal behavior is affected by port throttling based on the occupancy of CAMs.
When the available entries for HPR/LPR in the read CAM is below an HPR/LPR threshold,
low-latency(HPR)/best-effort ports can be throttled. Likewise, if the available entries for
NPW in the write CAM is below a threshold best-effort ports can be throttled.

1

Note that there is a port “aging” feature that is set at boot time and is explicitly recommended not to
be used with AXQOS: “aging counters cannot be used to set port priorities when external dynamic
priority inputs (arqos) are enabled”. Hence, we do not enable this feature in our experiments.
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When issuing commands from CAMs to the DFI, command reordering is allowed to favor
page hits, potentially causing out-of-order execution of the commands. A regulator limits
the issue to up to 4 out-of-order commands. When it is disabled, no restriction is applied,
resulting in no control in the number of out-of-order command executed. In our setup for
predictability reasons, we limit it to its minimum value, 4. Also, HPR and LPR partitions in
read CAM and the write CAM can enter a “critical” state if they spend more than a given
number of cycles without issuing a command to the DFI.

4

Interaction Among QoS-enabled IP Blocks

We faced two main challenges in our attempt to orchestrate the different and distributed
QoS mechanisms implemented in the ZUS+.
1. Xilinx provides very limited information about the QoS-enabled blocks it integrates into
the ZUS+ and, instead, refers the reader to the technical manuals of each IP provider.
However, the latter provides implementation-independent descriptions rather than details
on the particular implementation options selected for the ZUS+ IP blocks. As a result,
we could not find the specific implementation options for some IP blocks (Section 4.3)
and had to derive them empirically instead (Section 5).
2. Xilinx provides almost no information on how the different QoS mechanisms – coming
from different IP providers – can work coordinately. However, to effectively exploit all
QoS features in view of a common predictability goal, it is necessary to properly configure
all the QoS points from the different masters to the slave. For instance, in the ZUS+ a
request from the RPU to the DDR, see Figure 1, crosses: a static QoS point in the RPU
switch; read queue priority, QoS relay, and dynamic QoS in the CCI; QVN between the
DDRC and the DRAM controller; and the multilayer arbitration in the DRAM controller
which involves XPI, Port Arbiter, and CAMs.
This section tackles those issues by providing key insights and unveiling details, not
documented in any technical reference manual, about the instantiation of QoS-enabled blocks
in the ZUS+ and the interaction among them. This required cross-matching information in
the technical manuals of the different IP providers and covering the conceptual holes found
in the documentation by analyzing dozens of processor registers that control the operation of
the QoS. The outcome of the analysis is the central element to guide the experimental part 2 .
Overall, this section encompasses two well-differentiated parts. First, an engineering
effort to derive missing information on QoS-enabled IP blocks, which is complemented with
specific characterization and reverse-engineering experiments in Section 5. And second, a
structured attempt to orchestrate the different QoS mechanisms by introducing concepts like
QoS domains and QoS domain mapping. The former is more ZUS+ dependent, while the
latter sets the basis for a methodology for analyzing the QoS support in other MPSoCs.

4.1

QoS domains and mappings

In order to capture the interactions between different QoS-enabled IP blocks, we define the
concept of QoS domain as a set of QoS-enabled IP devices, or elements thereof, under which
request prioritization is carried out using the same QoS abstraction (i.e. QoS values that vary

2

It is worth noting that the analysis in this section required several months of effort by hardware experts.
In fact, deriving the information in this section has taken longer than the experimentation part itself.
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over the same range and have the same meaning). We also define the QoS domain mapping
abstraction to capture the interaction among QoS domains and how the priorities levels in
different domains are related. In the ZUS+, we differentiate the following QoS domains.
AXQOS. Prioritization of AXI requests based on AXI QoS (ARQOS and AWQOS),
classified in the previous Section as static QoS.
CCIrq. Prioritization of read requests arriving at the slave interfaces, based on three
levels (high, medium, low), with requests in the high tier being reserved some entries
in the read queue, high+medium being reserved another set of entries, and low-priority
requests using the rest of the entries in the queues.
QVN. Prioritization using the virtual network ID. The master id determines for each
transaction the virtual network it is mapped to.
DDRCreg. Prioritization over traffic regions. On every port of the DDR controller
(P0-P5) two regions 3 are defined, respectively referred to as region0 and region1.
DDRCtc. Prioritization over traffic classes. The read channel is associated one traffic
class: high-priority (HPR), low priority (LPR), or video priority (VPR). For the write
channel the traffic class is normal write priority (NPW) or video priority write (VPW).
From these QoS domains, we define the following QoS domain mappings:
AXQOS-CCIrq allows defining the set of static QoS values assigned to the high, medium,
and low priorities. QoS values from 0 to i mapped to the low priority, from i to j mapped
to the medium priority, and from j to 15 mapped to the high priority (with 0 < i < j < 15).
As this is defined per slave port, the same static QoS of requests arriving via different
slave interfaces will be assigned to different priorities.
AXQOS-DDRCreg. On every port, AXI requests are mapped to regions based on
AXQOS, i.e. those lower than a threshold are mapped to region0 and the rest to region1.
DDRCreg-DDRCtc. In each DDRC port, one traffic class (HPR, LPR, VPR) can be
assigned to read channel in region0/region1 and one traffic class (NPW/VPW) can be
associated to write channel in region0/region1.
AXQOS-DDRCtc. It combines the previous two. For the read channel the static QoS
(AXQOS) values are mapped to region0/1, which are then mapped to HPR/LPR/VPR
traffic classes. For the write channel, also the static QoS (AXQOS) values are mapped to
region0/1, which are mapped to either NPW or VPW.
There is no explicit mapping for AXQOS-QVN, CCIrq-QVN, DDRCreg-QVN, and
DDRCtc-QVN, as we capture later in this section. As a result, if both QoS domains in those
pairs are activated, different QoS features could be working towards opposing objectives,
thus defying the potential benefits of hardware support for QoS.

4.2

Incompatible QoS features and Incongruous QoS Values

We have detected several QoS features, either in the same or different QoS domains, that are
simply incompatible given their nature. As a result, simultaneously enabling them can result
in unknown results in terms of predictability and isolation.
INCOMP1 Arm’s dynamic QoS mechanisms transaction rate and transaction latency are
incompatible with the QoS mechanisms in the DDR controller by Synopsis. Both QoS-400
and CCI-400 implement these dynamic QoS mechanisms. The source of the problem

3

As explained later in this section regions help mapping static QoS, which ranges from 0 to 15, and
Traffic Classes (low priority, high priority, and video).
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lies in that these mechanisms change per-request static QoS priorities dynamically by
overwriting static priority (AXQOS) settings. Hence, the hardware, without any software
guidance, determines the QoS value of each request. This confronts with the use made of
static QoS priority to split requests into classes or groups in the DDR controller: a given
flow of requests that leaves the master with a given static QoS value can arrive at the
target – after crossing a dynamic QoS mechanism – with requests having different and
variable priorities. Despite a QoS range register controls the range of variation allowed
for the dynamic QoS mechanisms, for this feature to be effective, the range must be so
that the requests to be prioritized get higher priority than requests from other flows.
Otherwise, dynamic QoS would have no effect. The net result, however, is that requests
from the flow being prioritized can arbitrarily take different static QoS values, and hence
they can be mapped to any region and traffic class in the memory controller. This makes
dynamic QoS and the memory controller QoS fundamentally incompatible.
INCOMP2 The QoS relay for an IP block in the path from a master to a destination can
overwrite the QoS set by the master. This can be done either with an IP integration time
value in the QoS-400/CCI-400 block or a configurable value set in the control registers
causing that all mappings and prioritization based on AXQOS can be lost regardless of
the QoS set by the master. When the QoS value is hardwired at IP integration time, it
can effectively become an incompatible feature with other QoS mechanisms that vary
AXQOS values. Instead, when configurable via a control register, it becomes a feature to
be properly set to avoid incongruities.
For compatible QoS features, there are a set of mutually incongruous QoS configurations
whose combined effect can heavily affect or even cancel out the expected QoS behavior. This,
in turn, can prevent achieving an overall predictability goal.
INCONG1 The lack of explicit mapping for AXQOS-QVN, CCIrq-QVN, DDRCregQVN, and DDRCtc-QVN makes that requests arriving at the CCI can have high AXI QoS
priority while being assigned to a low-priority virtual channel (and vice versa). Likewise,
requests from different sources going to the CCI can be mapped to different VNs; however,
they can be mapped to the same CAMs in the DDRC so one flow with lower VN priority
can stall the other, as the VN control is done at the port (XPI) level.
INCONG2 Traffic class in ports and channels. When the number of entries for HPR/LPR
in the read CAM is below a HPR/LPR threshold, low-latency/best-effort ports (respectively) can be throttled. Likewise, when write CAM entries for NPW is below a threshold,
best-effort ports can be throttled. However, nothing prevents ports to be setup as video
while they issue HPR/LPR/NPW requests, causing CAM-based port throttling not to
achieve its expected effect.
INCONG3 On arrival to a CCI slave port, read requests can be assigned few read queue
entries (e.g. they are assigned to the low priority), while they are prioritized with QVN.
INCONG4 In the DDR controller, requests arriving via the two ports connected to the
CCI, can be mapped to VPR/HPR hence being prioritized, while on the CCI the same
requests can be assigned a low priority in the read queue, which will ultimately result in
a low priority assignation.

4.3

QoS-Enabled IP Block Instantiation

The descriptions of the QoS features of each IP block in Section 3 come from IP providers and
are agnostic to the particular instantiation of the IP block on a specific SoC. Those IP blocks
have configuration options to be fixed at integration time, which hence are not described in
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Table 2 Main QoS points in the path from the APU/RPU to the DDRC/OCM.
Type

IDs

Description

QoS-400
QoS-400
QoS-400
QoS-400
QVN-400
CCI-400
DDRC

2, 3
12, 13, 14
30, 32, 33
23, 26, 27
QVN1/2
CCI-400
MC-QoS

Prioritizes requests from PL ports HP1 and HP2
Prioritizes requests from HP0 (mem. port P3), HP1-HP2 (P4), & HP3 (P5)
Prioritizes requests from the APU, HPC0-HPC1, & ACE
Prioritizes requests from the 2 RPUs and the FPDswitch to the OCM
Prioritizes requests to the DDR that pass through the CCI
Handles requests traversing the CCI-400
Handles ports, CAMs, and other QoS mechanisms in the mem. controller

the IP provider information. Unfortunately, nor they are in the Xilinx documentation [59].
This section describes the instantiation of QoS-enabled IP blocks in the ZUS+, capitalizing
on the missing (unknown) information and observed limitations in QoS control.
There are more than 30 QoS points in the ZUS+. Table 2 lists those related to the access
to the OCM and DDR from the APU, RPU, and PL. The first four rows correspond to
static QoS mechanisms. QoS points based on AXI QoS are identified with numbers in the
Figure 1, with values in light grey showing QoS-400 points that do not control the access to
the DDR/OCM from the APU/RPU/PL and hence we do not cover. Static QoS points are
referred to as “QoSpi” in the text where “i’ is the QoS point id. For instance, QoSp8 controls
the traffic generated from the display port and QoSp9 the traffic from FPD DMA. The types
of QoS-enabled IP blocks are identified as “CCI-400”, “QVN” (QoS virtual networks), and
“MC-QoS” (DDRC with QoS from Synopsis).
QoS missing information. A subset of the QoS features of some IP blocks are to be fixed
at IP integration time by the integrator (Xilinx). However, several of these decisions are
not described in Xilinx documentation and hence must be assessed empirically, as we do in
Section 5 for the first two below.
UNKN01 There is no control register to select the behavior of QoS relay feature for
NIC-400 second-level switches, that is, all switches but the FPD switch, the OCM switch,
and the LPD switch. Nor is it documented whether there is some default behavior.
UNKN02 AXI3 FIFO queues are used to connect the PL with the Processing System
(PS) and dealing with the clock and power region conversion. These FIFOs are 16-entry
deep and independent for reads and write transactions. The implementation is AXI3
compliant and hence does not provide some of the AXI4 protocol signals, like the QoS
signals. The ZUS+ documentation does not clarify whether and how the requests from the
PL to memory keep the static QoS set in the PL ports. However, the field FABRIC_QOS_EN
in the registers RDCTRL and WRCTRL in the AFIFM module seems to control this feature.
UNKN03 The CCI-400 provides no feature to control the number of slots to reserve to
high and medium priority requests in the read queue of each slave. We conclude that
either this feature is not implemented or the split of the queue is carried out with default,
not controllable values. In any case, it is not a configurable QoS feature.

QoS limitations. From the instantiation of QoS-enabled blocks in the ZUS+ we derive the
following limitation.
LIMIT01 All requests from the four A53 cores are routed via the only port between
the APU and the CCI. Hence, the same QoS is assigned to requests from all 4 cores.
QoSp32 helps controlling the aggregated traffic from all cores but not per-core traffic.
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Table 3 QoS features analyzed and fixed to deal with inconsistencies and incongruities.
Feature
(1) Static QoS
(2) Dynamic QoS
(3) Outst. Transact.
(4) QVN

Description
Enabled. All requests in the same flow have the same static QoS.
Disabled as it is incompatible with the QoS domains in the DDRC (INCOMP1)
Enabled
Disabled as it was not possible to relate it to other QoS domains: AXQOS,
DDRC, ... (INCONG1 and INCONG3)
(5) CCI read queue
It is not configurable. It is either not implemented or configurable (preventing
INCONG4, and UNKN02)
(6) Urgent Port
Disabled not to override traffic class prioritization
(7) DDRC QoS
Enabled as it is central to achieve predictability goals. The particular parameters
used are described later in Section 6 (Table 5).
(8) Traffic Class in
We keep the same traffic class in the read/write channels and keep it congruent
ports & channels with the port type. We use: (VR/VW,V), (HPR/NPW,LL), (LPW/NPW,BE).
(9) Command
DRAM command reordering is limited to the minimum value (4) to limit
reordering
the impact on predictability
(10) CAM exhaustion Fixed to the default value in the Xilinx provided setup

The same limitation has been identified for other NXP SoCs integrating Arm IPs [54]. In
this work, we show how such limitation can be pragmatically overcome through other
routing mechanism since there are two ports (P0 and P1) the A53 can use to access the
DDR.

4.4

Putting it All Together: Key Insights of the Analysis

The main outcomes of the analysis performed in this section relate to:
1. the particular QoS setups that make sense to experimentally evaluate, i.e. for which it
has not been determined that they are fundamentally incompatible;
2. the range of values to prevent incongruities in the expected QoS behavior;
3. a set of QoS mechanisms that require empirical evidence to be validated/rejected as, from
the analysis, it was not possible to determine the particular setup (values) selected in
their instantiation in the ZUS+; and
4. a set of QoS-related open challenges that cannot be solved from the analysis, e.g. dealing
with the fact that all A53 cores share a single port to the CCI (QoSp32 in Figure 1).
A decision we take for this work is to set static QoS priorities at the level of requests
flows, see (1) in Table 3. For instance, we keep the same QoS for all requests from a source
like the APU to the destination like the DDRC. This is in contrast to changing static
QoS at the request level that, although possible, it would heavily complicate modeling and
characterization usually performed in real-time systems. We also disable the urgent feature
as it disruptively overwrites the nominal behavior based on traffic classes (6).
We discard for our evaluation the dynamic QoS features transaction rate and latency (2)
in the CCI-400, NIC-400 as we conclude they are incompatible with the QoS features in the
DDR, hence preventing INCOMP1 from arising. We analyze the outstanding transaction
(3) dynamic QoS feature, but we conclude it provides limited benefits as the R5 cores are
in-order and hence allow one in-flight load/store [10] and the A53 [7] ones allow a maximum
of 3 loads in flight. The QVN feature (4) is disabled as we cannot map it to other QoS
domains, which can have unexpected results, affecting the predictability/isolation goals
(effectively preventing INCONG1 and INCONG3). The CCIrq feature is not configurable or
not implemented (5), so we cannot set incongruous QoS values for it, preventing INCONG3
and INCONG4. The multi-layer arbitration in the DDRC is evaluated maintaining the type
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Table 4 Routing in the CCI.

Setup

APM4.1
ReadTC WriteTC
Default 64
64
ForceP1 128
128
ForceP2 0
0

APM4.2
ReadTC WriteTC
64
64
0
0
128
128
Figure 5 QoS among APU cores.

of port and QoS-traffic class mapping per port congruent (8) preventing INCONG2; fixing
reordering to its minimum value of 4 (9); and using the default CAM exhaustion (critical)
mechanism.
The features to be empirically assessed include how to provide different QoS to different
A53 cores (LIMIT1), and the determination of the QoS relay mechanism in second level
switches (UNKN01 and INCOMP2) in the AXI3 FIFO queues (UNKN02).

5

QoS mechanisms characterization

Next, we characterize some QoS mechanisms by addressing undocumented design choices
made by Xilinx when instantiating Arm IP blocks, and the limitation of the distributed QoS
mechanisms in the ZUS+ introduced in Section 4.3.

5.1

Experimental Environment

We perform experiments on a Xilinx ZCU102 board that is equipped with a Zynq Ultrascale
EG+ MPSoC. We run no operating system (bare-metal) or any external code, except for the
First Stage Boot Loader (FSBL) provided by Xilinx toolchain (Vitis-2019.2), reducing nonhardware sources of interference. In fact, when executing several time the same experiments,
we observe negligible execution time variability.
We run a low-overhead software configurator and a software collector. The former
configures at boot time and during operation more than 60 SoC registers controlling the
operation of the distributed QoS mechanisms. The latter provides measurements from several
internal counters, including A53 and R5 performance counters and counters in the AXI
Performance Monitors (APM).
Benchmarks. In this section, we use a set of benchmarks that generate intense read/write
traffic to the OCM/DDR from the R5 and A53 cores by missing in each core’s cache(s). The
PL has been customized using the Xilinx Vivado tool to synthesize HDL designs, integrate
multiples IPs, and generate the platform bitstream. We build on the AXI Traffic Generators
(ATG) provided by Xilinx to generate read/write traffic to stress the target slave devices
(OCM and DDR). To that end, we instantiate one or several ATGs per PL port so that we
can vary the intensity of the generated read/write traffic.

5.2

Unveiling QoS features in the ZUS+

We empirically unveil relevant undocumented QoS features in the ZUS+. The same features
will be further exploited in Section 6 to support the deployment scenario in our case study.
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Figure 6 DDR transaction distribution under the same and different QoS setups.

A53 prioritization (LIMIT1). As introduced in Section 4, the APU has a single port to
the CCI that acts as the master for all requests from all four A53 cores to the CCI. This, in
theory, prevents different QoS for the A53 cores, only allowing controlling their aggregated
traffic. This challenges the use of the ZUS+ in critical systems since all applications in the
APU are forced to have the same priority.
We circumvent this limitation by exploiting a characteristic that we have discovered
empirically in our default configuration: while the traffic from the APU to the DDR uses
ports P1 and P2 of the DDR, addresses in the same 8KB boundary are mapped to the same
DDR controller port (P1 or P2), with P1 and P2 8KB address segments interleaved. We
validated this feature by developing a benchmark that performs 128,000 read accesses and
128,000 write accesses to addresses mapped to different 8KB regions. We used the monitoring
counters in APM 4.1 and 4.2, see Figure 1. As shown in Table 4, in the default setup accesses
evenly distribute on P1 and P2. If we force the benchmark to use 8KB chunks mapped to P1
(ForceP1) requests are sent only to P1. The same happens if we force the benchmark to use
address regions mapped to P2 (ForceP2).
In order to assess whether we can achieve different service for two A53 cores, we run
four copies of a read benchmark, each of which runs in a A53 core (APU1-4). The first
two are mapped to P1 and the other two to P2 as described above. In this experiment,
all 4 benchmarks miss systematically in all data cache levels, so interference occurs almost
exclusively in the access to DDR memory, i.e. benchmarks suffer almost no extra L2 miss
when run simultaneously. In a first experiment, we put traffic class for read/write requests
on P1 and P2 as HPR/HPW and VPR/VPW, respectively, with the latter having a high
timeout. In a second experiment, we put traffic class as LPR/LPW - VPR/VPW, respectively.
As shown in Figure 5, for the former experiment (left bars) APU1-APU2 get high relative
performance (execution time in the 4-core experiment vs. execution time when each pair
of benchmarks runs in isolation). This occurs since APU3-APU4 get priority only when
their timeout expires every 1024 cycles. In the latter experiment (right bars), APU1-APU2
first compete with APU3-APU4 with the same priority, and whenever the timeout of the
latter expires, APU3-APU4 get prioritized. Overall, the APUs mapped to the same port get
the same relative performance, whereas those in different ports can have different relative
performance. This confirms that our solution combining routing and QoS can offer different
predictability guarantees to two different A53 cores.
PL priorities (UNKN01 and UNKN03). In these experiments, we aim at confirming (i)
that FIFO queues in the PL, which use AXI3, effectively forward the static QoS value we
set in each PL port (UNKN03), and (ii) that the QoS relay approach in the second level
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switches, which connect the ports to the memory, effectively forwards the input’s AXQOS
provided by the master (UNKN01). To that end, we configure from 1 to 3 of ATGs per
each PL port: HP0 (mapped to memory port P3), HP1 and HP2 (mapped to P4), and HP3
(mapped to P5). Increasing the number of ATGs per port also increases the traffic to the
DDR until reaching saturation. The traffic from HP0 and the display port (not shown in
Figure 1) go to the same switch; so does the traffic of HP1 and HP2; and the traffic of HP3
and the FPD DMA (not shown in Figure 1). In this experiment, we focus on QoSp2 and
QoSp3 that control HP1 and HP2, respectively; and QoSp12, QoSp13, and QoSp14 that
control the traffic from the three switches to the OCM or the DDR. In ports P3, P4, and P5
we map static QoS priorities 0-3 to region0 and 4-15 to region1. We also map region0 to
LPR/NPW traffic class and region1 to VPR/VPW and enable a request timeout for VPX
requests so that they get prioritized.
As it can be seen in Figure 6 (left plot), under the same QoS setup (0,0,0,0), as we increase
the ATGs per port from 1 to 3, the bandwidth usage increases, achieving the expected
bandwidth allocation for the latter scenario: even bandwidth distribution with 1/3 of the
bandwidth for HP0 (memory port P3) and HP3 (memory port P5) and 1/6 for HP1 and
HP2 as they share the same port to memory (P4). Figure 6 (right plot) shows results for
the setup (3,7,7,3), i.e. lower priority for HP0 and HP3. For 1 ATG per port, we see no
impact of the QoS mechanism as each ATG can send as many requests per unit of time as in
an isolation setup. With 2 or 3 ATGs per port, we see how effectively HP1 and HP2 get
more bandwidth than HP0 and HP3. Both tasks contending for the central DDR get most
of the bandwidth (3̃5% each), which matches their maximum bandwidth usage when run in
isolation. For 2 and 3 ATGs per port, we also see that the ports with lower priority, HP0/P3
and HP3/P5, enjoy an uneven bandwidth despite both receive the same type of traffic and
the configuration for both ports is the same. Our hypothesis is that HP1+2/P4 improves
its performance due to a change of region from NPW to VPW. In contrast, HP0/P3 and
HP3/P5 get unbalanced traffic due to the round-robin arbiter, which seems to arbitrate
HP0/P3 before HP3/P5 and by the time it has to grant access to HP3/P5 a request in
HP1+2/P4 gains higher priority, hence delaying HP3/P5 requests systematically.

APU and RPU to OCM. In our deployment scenario (Section 6), the APU and the RPU
issue read/writes requests to the OCM to handle control variables. While this is unlikely
to cause performance issues, we empirically show the impact of sharing the OCM and the
potential benefits of using QoS hardware support to control it. In this experiment, the APU
and RPU perform transactions to the OCM. RPU1 and RPU2 are first prioritized in the
RPU switch (QoSp26 and QoSp27) and the request winning that arbitration competes with
the requests arriving from the APU – when active – in the OCM switch (QoSp23).
The left chart in Figure 7 shows that, for reads, the APU suffers a maximum slowdown of
1.03x (i.e. 3%) due to the contention in the OCM, whereas RPU1/RPU2 suffer no slowdown.
This occurs because the R5 [10] implements an in-order pipeline and the A53 [7] allows at
most 3 loads in flight. Hence, since tasks run almost as in isolation, QoS has no room for
improvement. For writes (right chart), when running the two RPUs alone without the APU
(referred to as RPUx2), we observe that RPUs do not generate enough pressure on the OCM,
as for loads. When adding the APU (RPUx2,APU), the APU suffers a 1.5x slowdown. This
occurs because A53 cores are out-of-order cores that, thanks to the use of store/write buffers,
support in-flight write requests, increasing the pressure on the target. However, this also
makes APU’s high-frequency write requests to be more sensitive to contention. Increasing
the static priority of any of the RPUs, setups (7,0,0) and (0,7,0), reduces the slowdown
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Figure 7 Impact of static QoS when the RPU/APU target the OCM.

on the APU down to 1.3x. When both RPUs have low priority, (0,0,7) the APU reduces
its slowdown to zero (1.0x). This also causes a non-homogeneous impact on RPU1/RPU2,
suffering a slowdown of 1.2x and 1.05x, respectively. As before, it seems that RPU1 and
RPU2 are arbitrated using a round-robin arbiter that arbitrates RPU2 before RPU1 after
APU accesses are served, and since the access patterns repeat, this small difference magnifies
and leads to those different slowdowns for each RPU.
Overall, despite some contention can occur in some corner situations (RPUs and APUs
making writes to the OCM), the OCM is not a bottleneck in our deployment scenario as
it is used mainly for control/synchronization variables. Hence, the potential slowdown is
minimum and no QoS mechanism is needed to control contention.
Summary. We unveiled how to combine routing and QoS so that up to two A53 cores can
be provided different QoS service. We also showed that FIFO queues in the PL and the
second-level switches relay the static QoS received from the master starting the transaction.
Finally, we showed that QoS is not needed for the OCM in our deployment scenario.

6

Case Study: IFC selection

In this section we build on the analysis and characterization in previous sections to show the
benefits of the hardware QoS support of the ZUS+ to increase the chances of finding valid
platform setups. In avionics, this is referred to as selection of the intended final configuration
(IFC) in CAST-32A [18]. In our case, the IFC includes the setting of QoS mechanisms so
that time constraints of each process are met as required by CAST-32A.
Deployment Scenario. We address a deployment scenario in which the MPSoC is configured
to host a set of mixed-criticality applications, organized into several software partitions
(SWP). Such scenario is representative, for example, of multicore partitioned systems in
the avionics domain [3, 41, 18]. Depending on the specific resource and time partitioning
approach, SWPs may be allowed to execute in one or multiple computing elements, either
exclusively or in parallel with other partitions. In this respect, we focus on a relatively
flexible, performance-oriented deployment configuration where three SWPs are executed in
parallel on the ZUS+. Each software partition comprises several processes that execute in
the RPU, APU and PL. The OCM is used for exchanging control data while the DDR is used
as main memory for sharing compute data. SWP1 runs one process on a R5 core, another in
a A53 core, and uses the PL for acceleration. We refer to them as RPU1, APU1, and PL1,
respectively. The processes of SWP2 are mapped in the same manner and are referred to as
RP2, APU2, and PL2. Finally, SWP3 basically runs on the PL (PL3) though it has a small
control process that runs on an A53 core.
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Figure 8 Routing and port mapping in our deployment scenario.

Providing Guaranteed Service. The specific QoS configuration is meant to meet the
diverse predictability requirements of each SWPs. We focus on three hierarchically ordered
predictability goals. First, provide guaranteed service to SWP1, i.e. preventing that SWP1
receives no service due to the load generated by other SWPs. Second, provide guaranteed
service to SWP2 as long as SWP1 leaves enough resources to that end. And third, in all
scenarios SWP3 is provided best effort (average performance centric setup). We achieve the
required guarantees by deploying QoS setups with specific values fixed for some QoS features
while factoring in the outcome of the analysis (Table 3).
1. The traffic of different SWPs does not share the same memory port. As it can be seen
in Figure 8, APU1/RPU1 share memory port P1 and PL1 uses P3 (solid blue line);
APU2/RPU2 share P2 and PL2 uses P5 (green dotted line), whereas PL3 uses P4. Note
that, as PL3 is assumed to be a number crunching accelerator, it uses two ports in the
PL (HP1 and HP2) to support more traffic from/to memory.
2. Requests from SWP1 have the highest static QoS or the same as SWP2 (in the latter
case, round-robin is used for arbitration, ensuring that both SWPs get service).
3. We map SWP1 requests to video traffic class (VPR and VPW) and all the ports it uses,
P1 and P3, are also set as video traffic class. For SWP2, we use high priority traffic class
for reads/writes (HPR/NPW) and low-latency type for P2 and P5. SWP3 is mapped to
the low priority traffic class and the port it uses, namely P4, is set as best effort.
Under this set of constraints in the QoS setup, SWP1 requests have the highest priority
when their associated timeout expires. When they are not expired, SWP2 requests have the
highest priority. The values for other QoS parameters can be varied to adjust the service
provided to the needs of the particular processes. This includes the following, see Table 5:
The number of entries in the CAMs for each traffic class: (i) high-priority and low-priority
thresholds for the read CAM and the (ii) normal priority threshold for the write CAM. (iii)
The timeout for VPR/VPW traffic class on each port that can be increased when tasks have
low utilization, i.e. the ratio between their execution time and deadline is low and vice versa.
(iv) The traffic class of port/channels. (v) The static QoS of APU/RPU in each SWP. While
they both remain mapped to the same traffic class, we can assign either APUi or RPUi
higher static QoS to adjust their latency as needed. We explore 3 different QoS values to
provide three different prioritization levels. In particular, we use QoS values 3, 7, and 10.
Any other three different values can be used. And (vi) the outstanding transactions.
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Table 5 QoS values explored in this work.
Feature

Description

read CAM
write CAM
Timeout
Traffic Class
Channels/Ports
Static QoS
OT

High/Low priority threshold [0, 1, 2, ..., 32][0, 1, 2, ..., 32]
Normal priority threshold [0, 1, 2, ... , 32]
[1, 8, 16, 32... 1024]
3 classes available for each channel/port
SWP1 always at highest priorities and SWP3 at relative lowest ones
3 values so that SWP1 has the highest priority and SWP3 the lowest
Outstanding Transactions: 4-16

Kernels. We create several workloads from kernels used in many applications in critical
systems. These kernels, which run in the APU and the RPU, are: (i) Matrix Multiplication
(MM) is one of the most common kernels for many functionalities like object detection or path
planning in autonomous navigation 4 ; (ii) Matrix Transpose (MT) is another quite common
matrix operator and often used along with MM; (iii) Rectifier (ReLu) is an activation function
in neural networks defined as the positive value of its argument; (iv) the Image-to-Columns
(I2C) function for transforming raw RGB images into matrices in the format needed by neural
networks; and (v) vector-multiply-add (VMA) that is a type of linear algebra operator. In
the PL we run several instances of the ATG performing reads or write bursted transactions
(ATGr and ATGw) to match burst-oriented accelerators transfers. PL1 instantiates 1 ATG,
PL2 2 ATGs, and PL3 4 ATGs to generate asymmetric traffic demands.
We focus on the setup presented above with three SWPs. We compose several workloads
from the kernels: WRKLD1 (MM,VMA,ATGr)(MT,I2C,ATGr)(ATGr) that runs MM, VAM as
APU1 and RPU1 respectively; MT and I2C as APU2 and RPU2, respectively; and ATGr
used as PL1/2/3; and WRKLD2 (MM,I2C,ATGw)(ReLu,I2C,ATGw)(ATGw). When creating
a workload, we allocate memory of these kernels properly to ensure they use either P1 or P2,
see Section 5.2. Also, note that these workloads put high pressure on DDR memory, with 7
ATGs in the PL (1, 2, and 4 respectively instantiated for PL1, PL2, PL3), 2 A53 cores, and
2 R5 cores sending requests simultaneously to the DDR memory system.

6.1

Malleability

We start assessing the malleability of the QoS mechanisms in the ZUS+ for several workloads.
Malleability measures whether the used QoS setups effectively bias the execution of those
tasks with higher priority, though this causes the other tasks to suffer more contention
interference. Without this property, the use of QoS would be ineffective. For two different
workloads Figure 9 reports the relative performance of each process with respect to the
scenario in which its SWP runs in isolation. A relative performance of X% means a slowdown
of (100/X), e.g. 50% relative performance means 2x slowdown. In particular, Figure 9 shows
the impact of changing the timeout for video requests (VPR/VPW) when both SWP1 and
SWP2 are mapped to the video traffic class, while SWP3 is mapped to the low-priority
class. As we decrease the timeout of all video ports from 1024 by half until reaching 2, the
performance of SWP1/SWP2 (RPU1/APU1/PL1 and RPU2/APU2/PL2) processes increases
at a similar pace, while PL3 relative performance sharply decreases when the timeout goes
from 1024 to 256 and remains around 10% for lower VPR/VPW timeout values.

4

Matrix multiplication is the central part of machine learning libraries like YOLOv3 [56] and account for
67% of YOLO’s execution time [25].
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Figure 9 Impact of changing the duration of the timeout period

Figure 10 Malleability for different QoS setups varying read CAM entries for HPR and timeout.

Figure 10 captures a scenario in which the processes of the workload vary their relative
performance under the combined effect of decreasing the timeout and decreasing the number
of read CAM entries for HPR (where SWP3 is mapped to). For each group of 7 configurations,
we see increased performance for all computing units except PL3 when decreasing CAMs.
Timeouts for VPR/VPW, on which SWP1/SWP2 are mapped to, decrease across 7-setup
groups from left to right, bringing the combined effect in which SWP1/SWP2 relative
performances increase within each 7-setup group and across groups. In both figures, we see
how QoS in the ZUS+ achieves both (1) a good range of variation in the relative performance
of the processes; and (2) smooth variations in relative performance across different QoS setups.
These are fundamental traits for malleability and the main building block in our study.

6.2

QoS for Improved Platform Setup

In this section, we explore over 30,000 different QoS setups that (i) already factor in the
outcome of our analysis (see Table 3), and (ii) provide guaranteed service to SWP1, also
to SWP2 if there are enough resources left by SWP1 to achieve it, while SWP3 receives
best-effort service. The values for the rest of the QoS parameters are explored to adapt
to the timing constraints of the different tasks, as summarized in Table 5. The difference
between guarantees and real-time requirements is better explained with an example. For
some scenarios RPU1, which receives guaranteed service, might have a loose deadline so it
requires achieving reduced, yet guaranteed, relative performance (e.g. 20%); while in others
RPU1 has a tight deadline requiring high relative performance (e.g. 80%).
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Figure 11 Ratio of accepted QoS setups with uniform thresholds for Workload 1.

Figure 12 Ratio of accepted QoS setups with heterogeneous thresholds for Workload 1.

We set different thresholds for the maximum slowdown admissible for the processes in a
SWP with respect to the performance obtained when the SWP executes in isolation. We
explored 5 minimum relative performance scenarios: VeryTight or VT (80%) Tight or T
(60%), Moderate or M (40%), Loose or L (20%), and VeryLoose or VL (1%). Note that
VL allows an almost unbounded performance degradation. These thresholds can be set
homogeneously for all processes in a SWP or heterogeneously, e.g. (VT, T, L) meaning that
all involved APUs, RPUs, and PLs can sustain different maximum performance degradation.
Workload 1. Figure 11 summarizes the ratio of accepted QoS setups for WRKLD1, when
uniform thresholds are applied across computing elements, in the set of experiments. An
accepted QoS setup meets the performance thresholds considered for the specific scenario.
The cutoff criteria are applied to different subsets of computing elements, corresponding
to the scenario where performance guarantees are extended from cores (e.g. APU1 only,
referred to as APU1) to SWP1 (that includes RPU1/APU1/PL1) and SWP1-SWP2 that
sets the VT/T/M/L/VL in all processes (RPU1/APU1/PL1 and RPU2/APU2/PL2).
Even under the tightest constraints, VeryTight (set of bars VT-VT-VT), around 30%
of the QoS setups meet the constraints for RPU1. If constraints are also to be met for
APU1 (RPU1-APU1), still 26% of the QoS setups are accepted. If RPU2 constraints are
considered (RPU1-RPU2), 1.3% of the QoS setups are successful, and 1.1% if APU1 and
APU2 constraints also need being met (RPU1-APU1-RPU2-APU2). When considering
the PLs, only 1 setup (0.003%) meets all SWP1 constraints, and none SWP1 and SWP2
constraints simultaneously. If we relax the constraints (from VT to T, M, L and VL), the fraction
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Figure 14 RP U 1 > 60% and AP U 1 > 20%.

of successful QoS setups increases in all cases except when SWP1 and SWP2 constraints need
to be met simultaneously, which is only doable with loose (L) or very loose (VL) constraints
for 12% and 95% of the QoS setups respectively. This occurs because ATGs in the PL are
highly bandwidth demanding and hence, under those QoS setups where one ATG gets higher
priority than another computing unit systematically, the latter can experience starvation.
Figure 12 analyzes heterogeneous scenarios where RPU constraints are VT/T, and APU
and PL constraints are relaxed. For instance, the second group of columns, (VT-T-M) imposes
VT constraints on RPUs, T on APUs and M on PLs. If we compare each group w.r.t. their
homogeneous counterpart with identical RPU constraints (e.g. four leftmost groups of
bars VT - T/M - T/M/L in Figure 12 and VT-VT-VT in Figure 11), the fraction of successful
QoS setups increases. This shows that we can exploit QoS to accommodate the timing
requirements of the different processes. Similar conclusions are achieved comparing the four
right-most groups of bars in Figure 12 and T-T-T in Figure 11, with the number of successful
QoS setups increasing as the time constraints on some computing elements relax.
The presence of several accepted QoS setups in every configuration offers the possibility
of satisfying different timing requirements. This, in turn, enables the system developer to
apply and optimize any relevant metric to the set of valid QoS setups. As an illustrative
example, Figure 13 shows how it is possible to meet the stringent performance constraints of a
critical SWP while still maximizing the throughput of best effort functionalities. Specifically,
Figure 13 considers QoS setups selected to preserve 80% of the reference performance for
the critical software mapped to RPU1 in WRKLD1, and orders them according to the
performance guaranteed for the best effort functions deployed to SWP3 (i.e., PL3). We see
how the performance exhibited by PL3 under a conservative setting for RPU1 still covers a
wide range of values, while the relative performance of RPU1 is always above the threshold
(80%) represented with a black horizontal line. Even for a larger sets of constraints, a
non-negligible number of QoS setups is able to meet them, offering optimization options. For
instance, in Figure 14 we set the constraint that RPU1 relative performance must be above
60% and APU1 above 20%. In this scenario, PL3 shows a range of variation of around 40
percentage points. Overall, we see how smartly deploying hardware QoS support allows the
system designer to optimize different metrics, while fulfilling timing requirements.
Workload 2. Figures 15 and 16 show results for WRKLD2. We observe the same trends as
those for WRKLD1. The most significant difference is that WRKLD1 includes ATGr (so
intensive PL read operations), whereas WRKLD2 includes ATGw (so intensive PL write
operations) for both SWP1 and SWP2. The first consequence is that RPU and APU kernels
are successful in a much larger fraction of setups, as kernels running in the RPUs and APUs
are more sensitive to interference in their read operations than in their write operations (e.g.
writes tolerate delays in store buffers), and DDR channels for read and write operations are
decoupled to a large extent. Hence, ATGr in WRKLD1 creates much higher interference
than ATGw in WRKLD2 on RPU and APU kernels, and therefore, the first four columns for
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Figure 15 Ratio of accepted QoS setups with uniform thresholds for WRKLD2.

Figure 16 Ratio of accepted QoS setups with heterogeneous thresholds for WRKLD2.

each set of constraints has a much larger fraction of successful QoS setups when compared
with WRKLD1. On the other hand, when PLs are considered, the fraction of successful QoS
setups for SWP1 only, or both SWP1 and SWP2, is much larger for WRKLD2. For instance,
VT-M-L has 5.4% and 0% successful setups for SWP1 and SWP1+SWP2 respectively for
WRKLD1, and 64.5% and 2.7% for WRKLD2.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

Hardware support for QoS is increasingly becoming a seamless technology. In a MPSoC
this will be realized by a distributed QoS mechanism with QoS-enabled IP blocks (likely)
coming from different providers, which calls for mechanisms to orchestrate them. In this
work, we analyzed the nominal behavior of individual QoS mechanisms in the Xilinx Zynq
UltraScale+ MPSoC as well as their combined behavior. We capitalize on their combined
behavior including incompatible mechanisms, compatible mechanisms under specific setups,
and limitations. We empirically show how to circumvent some of the limitations (e.g. using
routing to allow several A53 cores to have different QoS) and provide insights on unknown
features (e.g. QoS relay mechanism in second-level switches). Building on the gained
knowledge, we expose a wide set of QoS setups that help providing guarantees to certain
processes while allowing adapting to processes timing constraints. Indeed, we show that the
QoS mechanisms in the Zynq UltraScale+ are very powerful and can successfully adapt to
different constraints, offering great flexibility to the system designer to optimize the system
configuration along different metrics.
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From the analysis performed, it also follows that, in order to consolidate the use of QoS
in critical domains, technical reference manuals should provide more focused information.
In particular, IP integrators should better describe the options selected for each IP block
instantiated. Also, clear examples describing how to coordinate several QoS mechanisms to
achieve higher-level isolation and predictability goals will significantly reduce the effort of
the software/system integrator in using hardware support for QoS.
In terms of future research directions we aim at formalizing a more generic process for
orchestrating the QoS features in other MPSoCs. This includes (i) the identification of QoS
domains; (ii) mapping of QoS domains; and (iii) finding compatible QoS features. We envision
the definition of a set of QoS rules whose validation involves passing a set of (potentially
automated) tests, assessing the validity of any QoS setup and its benefits towards achieving
different isolation/predictability goals. This is in line with current practice in avionics and
automotive that builds on formulating test designs to produce evidence that serves to accept
or reject a hypothesis set over a specific functional or non-functional system behavior [48].
We also plan to develop more advanced search algorithms to make an efficient exploration of
the QoS configuration space. Such algorithms are needed since, in the general case, with
more complex workloads and different predictability constraints, the number of potential
QoS setups is too large to allow an exhaustive space exploration.
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Introduction

The evolution of multi-core architectures and the ever-widening gap between the performance
of processor and memory has rendered the adoption of system-level management strategies for
shared memory resources a must. Indeed, inter-core interference is a fundamental challenge
for the practical adoption of multi-core systems in safety-critical real-time applications, as
extensively surveyed in [25]. In a nutshell, the problem of inter-core interference arises due
to priority- and criticality-agnostic arbitration for the allocation of and access to shared
memory components of application workload deployed in parallel on multiple cores. Important
achievements have been accomplished by the research community in the design of practical
memory management techniques to mitigate inter-core interference.
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Unfortunately, however, the most widely used techniques rely on the enforcement of strict
resource partitioning – e.g., shared cache space coloring [22], sustainable memory bandwidth
partitioning [39, 37]. Often times, the rigidity of strict resource partitioning results in
what is known as the one-out-of-m multi-core problem [19]. That is, the performance loss
resulting from enacting strict partitioning outweighs its benefits. We argue that at the
core of the problem is a fundamental lack of methodologies to analyze exactly how realistic,
data-intensive applications interact with and benefit from the complex hierarchy of memory
resources in modern high-performance embedded systems.
The goal of this paper is to provide one such methodology that goes under the name of
Black-Box Profiling, or BBProf for short. Specifically, we propose a profiling strategy that
can be used to accurately understand how an application’s temporal behavior is affected by
the presence/absence in the cache of individual memory pages. This sets our work apart
from other profiling strategies that compute only end-to-end metrics such as the total cache
hit/miss rate, number of bus accesses, resulting runtime when adopting a given resource
partitioning scheme, and so on. The BBProf methodology is designed to operate without
requiring a micro-architectural model, which is often unavailable (or just too complex) for
high-performance systems. The proposed BBProf adopts a measurement-based approach
that does not rely on any platform-specific hardware support, and can be ported to virtually
any platform.
With this paper, we make the following contributions. First, we propose a novel profiling
methodology that requires no special hardware support to produce insights about the relative
importance of each memory page towards the overall timing of a target application. Second,
we describe how said methodology can be applied to profile realistic, pre-compiled black-box
applications without requiring any source-level or compile-time modifications. Third, we
propose a proof-of-concept, open-source, full-system implementation and show its capability
of profiling real-world vision applications. Fourth, we demonstrate that profile-driven shared
cache management is enabled by our BBProf methodology and highlight its benefit in
two scenarios: (1) to enact flexible interference mitigation with absolute guarantees that
are comparable to strict partitioning; and (2) as an efficient solution to the previously
undocumented problem of Contention-Induced Instruction Stall (C2IS).

2

Related Work

Research interest for workload-aware cache management has been spurred a large body of
works targeting real-time systems and general-purpose systems alike. A number of works
have proposed techniques to estimate the working-set size (WSS) of applications for the
purpose of performing informed cache management. One such work is [6], where the WSS of
a periodic application is estimated by computing the average per-activation number of cache
misses. This information, albeit coarse, is proven useful to avoid concurrently scheduling
applications with incompatible WSS. In a spirit quite similar to our BBProf, the work in [40]
proposes a technique to detect hot memory pages and to dynamically perform re-coloring to
improve average performance. Hot pages detection is performed by periodically scanning
the accessed-bit in all the page-table entries that belong to the target application. This
methodology, however, only provides an indirect estimation of the importance of each page
that depends on the frequency of sampling. It also relies on the presence of the accessed-bit,
which is an Intel-specific hardware feature. The work in [32] uses a similar approach that
relies on PowerPC-specific sampled-address data registers (SDAR).
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Several works [18, 16, 4] propose scheduling models where the balance between loss
of performance due to smaller cache partitions and performance improvements thanks to
reduced cache interference is studied. Generally, these model assume that certain intrinsic
properties – e.g. their characteristic miss rates – of the applications under analysis are known.
In this case, the BBProf methodology proposed hereby could be used to determine key
behavioral parameters required to instantiate such and similar analytical frameworks. More
recently, a seminal piece of work has proposed an approach to jointly profile an application’s
sensitivity to cache size and resulting increase/decrease in the requirement for main memory
bandwidth [37]. In many ways, the information collected through the sensitivity study
represent an experimentally driven profile. Yet, the workload characterization is quite coarse
grained and cannot be directly used, for instance, to determine which specific pages of an
application need to be shielded from interference.
BBProf shares many similarities, at least in terms of the end goal, with a number of
well-established performance analysis toolkits. The survey in [3] provides a good overview of
popular toolkits such as Oprofile [7], Dprof [29], Zoom [31], DynamoRIO [5], Valgrind [27],
and Pin [23]. The latter three employ dynamic binary instrumentation (DBI), i.e. the ability
to translate and instrument on the fly a target binary. DBI-based tools require extensive
platform-specific porting. Translation layers for multiple platforms are already provided in
Valgrind and DynamoRIO. DBI heavily impacts the timing of an application, so profiling of
memory pages has to be performed by instrumenting all the memory references and then
conducting a frequency analysis. To the best of our knowledge, the only work that uses one
of these tools – the Lackey sub-tool in Valgrind – in this manner is [24]. In [24], a list of
hot memory pages to be locked in cache is constructed via meomory tracing, but due to
extreme performance degradation incurred, the evaluation is limited to small benchmarks.
Lastly, DBI frameworks meant for general-purpose systems seldomly work out of the box
on embedded systems due to the complex tree of library dependencies that they rely on, as
also reported in [21]. Oprofile, Dprof, and Zoom rely on hardware performance counters to
collect information. Oprofile records a variety of statistics such as the mix of hit/miss for
L1/L2 caches. It relies on runtime sampling and provides a configurable trade-off between
accuracy and overhead. Zoom and Dprof operate on similar principles but the development
of Zoom has been discontinued in 2015, while Dprof relies on AMD-specific debug registers.
Similarly, the profiling approach proposed in the recently published CacheFlow toolkit [34]
relies on the hardware-specific ability, available in a subset of Aarch64 CPUs, to snapshot
the full content of CPU caches.
Since BBProf follows a measurement-based approach, it shares some similarities with the
vast literature on measurement-based WCET estimation tools. For instance, the work in [30]
aims at producing more accurate WCET estimates by designing synthetic benchmarks that
stress different hardware resources in the target system. The purpose of BBProf is not to
construct WCET estimates, but rather to extract the importance of each page for the timing
of an application. This information can then be used to perform more fine-grained cache
management. WCET analysis should be performed after a given management strategy has
been applied, and it thus represents an orthogonal goal.
In light of the discussion above, what sets the proposed BBProf methodology apart is its
unique capability of extracting fine-grained statistics on the contribution of each memory
page to the overall runtime of an application under analysis. It does so without leveraging
any hardware-specific support, by requiring no source- or compiler-level manipulation, and
by operating directly on the black-box binary of the target application. Moreover, we
demonstrate that the profile acquired through our BBProf can be used to enact advanced
cache management techniques beyond strict task-level or core-level cache partitioning.
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3

Background

In this section, we summarize the inner workings of the system components utilized by our
tool for unfamiliar readers. We first present a brief overview of multi-level set-associative
caches. Next, we review the notion of cache coloring, before concluding with a conspectus on
memory representation and management in modern computing architectures.
Multi-Level Set-Associative Caches. Modern computing architectures implement several
levels of caching. The L1 cache resides closest to the CPU and is private to a specific core. A
cache miss in L1 triggers a lookup in the level below (L2, in this instance). Some architectures
restrict the L2 cache to specific cores, making them private similar to the L1. A miss in the
L2 cache may trigger a lookup in the level below (L3 and subsequently, L4) if it exists or
failing that, a memory lookup. We constrain our discussion here to a normative ARM-based
cache, with private L1 caches and a globally shared, last-level L2 cache.
At all levels, caches adhere to a set-associative modality where a set-associative cache
with associativity W consists of W identically-structured ways. Blocks of consecutive bytes
are stored in lines referred to as cache blocks. The constant LS denotes the number of bytes
in a cache line, with most line sizes being 32 or 64 bytes. Memory addresses in the cache are
divided into three groups of bits: the offset, index, and tag bits that affect the specifics of
a cache lookup. Shared cache levels are physically indexed and physically tagged (PIPT),
meaning all addresses used for cache lookups must be physical addresses.
Memory Abstractions in Operating Systems. Most modern operating systems employ a
combination of hardware and software features to effectively encapsulate physical addresses
into virtual addresses. Virtual addressing allows each process an exclusive view of the system’s
memory, alleviating problems such as memory fragmentation or the limited availability of
physical memory. The OS maps virtual and physical addresses using page tables. When a
process references a virtual address, the Memory Management Unit (MMU) performs a page
table walk to locate the entry (PTE) – if any – that points to the corresponding physical
memory page. If the walk is successful, the accessed virtual address is resolved into a physical
address and the result of the translation is stored in the Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB).
If the address is not found, a page fault is triggered by the MMU and handled by the OS. If
the access is legitimate, a new physical memory page is allocated and mapped to the process
(demand paging); if it falls outside any valid range of virtual addresses, a segmentation fault
(SIGSEGV) signal is delivered to the offending application.
Linux defines and manages the layout of legitimate contiguous regions of virtual memory
by representing them as virtual memory areas or VMAs. VMAs consist of a range of start
and end addresses, allowing for fine-grained control of virtual memory regions on a per-VMA
basis. They have been a part of the Linux kernel since version 2.6 [8].
Cache Coloring. A major source of interference in multicore systems is LLC contention.
One of the solutions to this problem is cache coloring, a purely software-based partitioning
technique. With cache coloring, memory pages are assigned “colors” based on the cache sets
they map to, which is determined by the value of the index bits. It is possible to allocate
virtually-contiguous memory pages to physically discontiguous pages that have the same color.
By doing this on a per-application or per-core basis, one can achieve strict cache partitioning,
which is a well-known mitigation strategy for cache interference [12]. In multicore embedded
SoCs that support two-stage address translations, the OS entirely manages the translation of
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the first layer address (user virtual address) into the intermediate physical address (IPA).
The second stage of translation, however, is controlled by the hypervisor [28, 9] which maps
IPAs to physical addresses. Hypervisor-level coloring is advantageous to transparently color
entire guest OS’s, as demonstrated in [26, 20, 13].

4

Design

In this section, we describe the main principles that comprise the design of the proposed
BBProf. We describe the operational approach and functional components that allow it to
carry out a fine-grained experiment-driven memory analysis of generic applications. While
we advocate for the benefits of the proposed BBProf as a methodology for memory analysis,
we have also carried out a proof-of-concept open-source implementation [11]. As we show in
Section 7, the information extracted by our BBProf toolkit opens new avenues to perform
fine-tuned management of shared memory resources.
In a nutshell, the main goal of the proposed BBProf toolkit can be formulated as follows.
To consider a target application’s memory footprint decomposed into its smallest manageable
entities – individual memory pages. And with that, to produce a ranking that captures and
quantifies how crucial is each page for the temporal behavior of the application. In other
words, BBProf allows extracting the relative importance of memory pages towards the overall
temporal behavior of a target application. Importantly, our BBProf should be able to handle
applications of realistic complexity, while requiring minimum knowledge and understanding
of the application itself – i.e., by largely treating the application as a black-box.

4.1

Core Principles

The core principles that have driven the design of the BBProf methodology can be summarized
as follows.
Model-free Operation. Modern high-performance embedded systems are soaring in complexity. Additionally, manufacturers are often wary of providing exhaustive platform implementation details, as many of them constitute corporate intellectual property. Even if
a formal micro-architectural model can be constructed, the high degree of complexity – in
both software and hardware layers – can result in a state-space explosion even with simple
workloads. It follows that, unfortunately, traditional static analysis methods might not be
easily applicable to the considered class of embedded systems. In light of this, we aim to
design a methodology that can be used in an arbitrarily complex system without the need
for a micro-architectural model.
Platform Independence. A key design-time constraint we impose is for our BBProf methodology to be feasible regardless of the specific target platform. In other words, our BBProf
should not rely on hardware support that exists only in a fraction of existing and future
platforms. Instead, it should leverage widely available hardware features that are exposed by
embedded and general-purpose platforms alike, and that are unlikely to be phased out in
future generations.
Usable for Realistic, Unknown Workload. There exists a fundamental lack of practically
viable toolkits that are industry-ready and capable of carrying out the memory analysis
of complex applications in complex embedded platforms. The proposed BBProf aims that
bridging such a gap with a solution that can be immediately adopted to better characterize
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(a) Profiling mode workflow.

(b) Ranking mode workflow.

Figure 1 High-level workflow of BBProf in two of the main modes of operation.

the behavior of realistic applications. This implies that not only a minimal understanding of
the target application should be required to perform profiling; but also that BBProf should
be capable of handling widely used system-level features such as dynamically linked libraries
and dynamic virtual memory allocation.
Linear-time Profiling. To be practically useful, we impose our BBProf methodology to be
able to operate in linear time with respect to the memory footprint of the application under
analysis. Because our strategy is centered around a runtime measurement-based approach,
we deem as viable an analysis strategy with a linear time complexity that is impacted by
(1) the runtime of the core logic of the application under analysis; and (2) the size of the
memory footprint of the target application.

4.2

High-level BBProf Workflow

The proposed BBProf methodology pivots around the idea that it is possible to manipulate
the memory allocation policy on a per-memory page basis. Thus, for a target application, it
is possible to understand the importance of individual pages towards application timing by
changing the allocation policy one page at a time. Albeit this idea is generic, the specific
set of memory allocation policies depends on the type of analysis to be conducted. For the
remainder of this paper we direct our focus to shared CPU cache analysis, which is a primary
target of this work. Therefore, cacheability is the memory policy of choice to isolate the
impact of a single memory page on the timing of an application.
Figure 1 provides a high-level overview of the logical workflow of BBProf in its two
main modes of operation. In the profile mode described in greater detail in Section 4.3 and
depicted in Figure 1a, the required inputs to BBProf are (1) the path to the binary of the
ELF executable to be profiled; and (2) the name of the C function whose timing needs to be
profiled. This function corresponds to the observation segment defined below. The full list of
optional operational parameters are described in [11]. The output produced in this mode is a
binary file1 encoding the relative importance recorded for each page of each considered VMA.
BBProf allows performing multiple profiling runs and will aggregate the result of all the
runs into the same file keeping track of max, min, and average statistics on a per-page basis.

1

The binary profile can be translated into human-readable format using the -t parameter as described
in [11].
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Figure 2 Logical interplay between modules of BBProf in profile mode.

BBProf includes a number of other analysis modes described in Section 4.4. These modes
require a profile file previously obtained on the target application. For instance, Figure 1b
depicts the high-level workflow of the ranking mode which produces a human-readable output
describing the runtime of the target function as an increasing number of most important
pages are made cacheable.
We base our analysis on the presence of a single aforementioned observation segment,
which represents a segment of logic whose temporal behavior is of interest. Although the
observation segment can be extended to cover the entire application’s logic, in practice this is
often not the case. Realistic applications are typically characterized into three main phases:
(1) an initialization phase where parameters and inputs are parsed and pre-processed; (2) the
main computational payload, which might be executed multiple times in a periodic fashion;
and (3) a teardown phase where any acquired resource is released. The observation segment
corresponds to the main computational payload of the target application. For the sake of
simplicity, we assume that such a phase is encapsulated into a single function called the
target_func, and hence that the target application has a structure similar to what depicted
in the right-hand side of Figure 2. Any initialization and de-initialization logic is excluded
from the analysis.

4.3

Profiling Strategy

When operating in profiling mode, the adopted strategy is visualized in Figure 2 and described
in the following. (1) Perform a first run of the target application to identify its virtual memory
layout; (2) re-execute the target application as many times as the number of memory pages
M that comprise its memory footprint; (3) at each re-execution and before the invocation of
the target_func, switch memory allocation policy for all the pages except the one under
analysis; and (4) collect the impact of the selected policy over the execution time of the
target_func. It is crucial that the profiling of an application is conducted in isolation, i.e.,
with the lowest possible amount of noise in the target system.
For instance, consider an application whose memory footprint is comprised of 4 pages
and assume that its runtime when all the pages are marked as non-cacheable is some time
Tnc . BBProf first detects the footprint of the application. Next, it performs 4 iterations. In
the first iteration, only the first page is marked as cacheable, while all the others are marked
as non-cacheable. Then, it measures the runtime of the target_func which will be of the
form (Tnc − x1 ), with x1 being the performance gain that arises from having the first page
in cache. We then repeat the same steps for the remaining three pages to extract the terms
x2 , x3 , and x4 in the same way.
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To accomplish the strategy outlined above, our methodology relies on the definition
of two components, as also depicted in Figure 1: a user-space driver and a kernel-space
driver, which we refer to as UProfiler and KProfiler, respectively. Intuitively, the UProfiler
is responsible for launching and collecting data about the temporal behavior of the target
application, while the KProfiler is used to enforce the selected memory allocation policy. The
main key design principles for the two components are reviewed in the following.

4.3.1

User-Space Driver (UProfiler)

The design of the UProfiler component shares a number of similarities with a typical debugger.
Indeed, it operates by taking in two pieces of information – which are the only ones strictly
required to launch profiling. These are (1) the location of the executable binary (and any
parameters it requires) of the target application; and (2) the name of the target function
that corresponds to the observation segment.
First, UProfiler parses the provided binary executable to translate the name of the
function into the address that corresponds to the first instruction of the target function –
i.e., the beginning of the observation segment. With this information at hand, UProfiler can
launch the target application and set a breakpoint, called the entry breakpoint right at the
beginning of its computational payload (Figure 2, step 1). As soon as the entry breakpoint
is reached, UProfiler pauses the target application and performs a sequence of preparatory
actions, called the entry sequence. The actions performed in the entry sequence depend on
the type of analysis being carried out.
As part of the entry sequence, UProfiler always detects the end of the observation segment.
This is done by inspecting the return address of the target function. With this information,
an exit breakpoint is installed by UProfiler (Figure 2, step 2). Before resuming the execution
of the target application, UProfiler removes the entry breakpoint and snapshots the current
start timestamp (Figure 2, step 3). In a similar way, as soon as the exit breakpoint is
reached, UProfiler immediately snapshots the current end timestamp (Figure 2, step 4);
removes the exit breakpoint, and performs a variable sequence of actions – the exit sequence.
During the very first run of the target application (iteration 0), UProfiler detects its
layout and the number of memory pages M that comprise its footprint. This information is
collected during the entry sequence and double-checked during the exit sequence. Additional
implementation-specific details about this step are provided in Section 5.
In the generic profiling iteration i, the entry sequence is used by UProfiler to prepare
a descriptor that determines the memory policy to be applied to each of the pages subject
to profiling. Given the current focus on cache analysis, the descriptor prepared at profiling
iteration i instructs the KProfiler to turn all the considered pages non-cacheable except for
the i-th page. In the exit sequence, the difference between start and end timestamp is
recorded and associated to page i.
Here, the use of timestamps represents the preferred metric for two main reasons. First,
it allows UProfiler to be a valid methodology regardless of the target platform, since time
sampling primitives are commonplace in (modern) hardware platforms. Second, it allows
UProfiler to directly correlate the impact of the selected memory policy on the timing of the
observation segment. Nonetheless, UProfiler can be easily extended to capture additional
platform-specific performance metrics such as number of cache references, hits, misses, number
of retired instructions, instructions-per-cycles, and so on.
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Kernel-side Driver (KProfiler)

The KProfiler encapsulates all the logic that requires elevated kernel-level privileges to
manipulate the properties of the memory pages mapped to the target application.
Following the proposed design, the KProfiler defines a communication interface exposed
to the UProfiler (Figure 2, step 3). As needed – usually during the entry sequence – the
interface is used to pass a descriptor with the list of changes to be applied to the target
memory pages. Because absolute memory addresses change from run to run, UProfiler and
KProfiler use relative addressing to uniquely identify memory pages across runs. Pages are
grouped by the memory policy modification to be carried out over them.
It is responsibility of the KProfiler module to leverage appropriate kernel-level APIs to
apply the requested memory policy modifications for the target pages. So far we have only
discussed the most basic operation mode of the proposed BBProf. In this case, the descriptor
passed by the UProfiler always follows the same structure. Only one page is selected to be
kept cacheable, while all the others are requested to be made uncacheable.

4.4

Additional Operational Modes

So far we have described the design of UProfiler and KProfiler with respect to the main
operational mode, which is page-level cache profiling. Our current design includes two
additional modes that are briefly described in the following.
Page Ranking Analysis. Once per-page statistics have been extracted, it is possible to
globally rank all the memory pages that comprise an application’s footprint. Intuitively,
those pages that led to the best time improvements will be ranked as more important towards
the temporal behavior of our target. The page ranking analysis allows to understand the
cumulative benefit of selecting the top-ranked k pages to be cacheable, where 0 ≤ k ≤ M .
Notably, the case k = M corresponds to the default case where all the memory pages are
considered cacheable. Expectedly, as we increase k, the observed runtime of the observed
segment will generally decrease. Importantly, however, if a threshold of k ∗ < M is found
where the resulting runtime already approaches the case k = M , then k ∗ corresponds to the
working-set size (WSS) of the target application.
Page Migration Analysis. A final useful operation provided in our design is the possibility
of changing the physical location of a group of pages based on the information collected
during profiling and ranking. For instance, consider a platform that includes a block of
scratchpad memory. First profiling and ranking is performed to identify the pages that
comprise the working-set of the target application. Next, our BBProf toolkit can be used to
test what-if scenarios where all or a part of this group of pages is migrated to scratchpad
memory. We will demonstrate two concrete use-cases where page migration can be used to
efficiently mitigate inter-core cache interference.

5

Implementation

We hereby review the main details concerning a proof-of-concept Linux implementation of
the proposed BBProf toolkit.

5.1

UProfiler Implementation

As we mentioned in Section 4, the UProfiler component is designed to act akin to a debugger. For this purpose, it leverages the ptrace family of system calls to manipulate
the flow of a child process. Indeed, launch a new run of the target application, UProfiler
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performs the following sequence: (1) a fork system call to spawn a new child process, (2)
a ptrace(PTRACE_TRACEME) in the spawned child allowing the parent to trace the child’s
execution, (3) an exec system call to execute the target application under tracing.
The ptrace system call represents a standard Linux interface. Albeit it is Linux-specific,
it is possible to achieve a similar behavior even in a bare-metal system or RTOS by relying
on basic debugging features. Indeed, the only features used by UProfiler are (1) the ability
to set/remove breakpoints, and (2) the ability to read the content of CPU registers. These
capabilities are available even in simple microcontrollers.
Breakpoint Handling. To set a breakpoint in an architecture-independent way via the
ptrace interface, one can replace (PTRACE_POKETEXT) the instruction at the desired breakpoint address with any illegal opcode. This way, when the execution of the tracee reaches
the modified instruction, the process is paused by a SIGILL POSIX signal and a SIGCHLD
signal is delivered to the parent process – i.e., to our UProfiler. Before setting the breakpoint,
UProfiler records the value of the instruction being replaced (PTRACE_PEEKTEXT) so that it
can be restored once the breakpoint is reached. As soon as the breakpoint is hit, UProfiler
records the value of the tracee’s program-counter (PC) register. To allow the tracee to resume
from the breakpoint, UProfiler (1) restores the original instruction at the breakpoint address
and (2) rewinds the PC of the tracee to the recorded address. Accessing the tracee’s CPU
registers can be done via a combination of PTRACE_GETREGS/PTRACE_SETREGS operations2 .
As discussed in Section 4, UProfiler only sets two breakpoints. The entry breakpoint is
set upon launching the target application and at the first instruction of the target function.
The exit breakpoint is installed at the address to which the target function is set to return.
To find the address of the entry breakpoint, UProfiler accepts as a command-line parameter
the name of the target function whose body corresponds to the observation segment. It then
uses the LibELF3 library to translate the provided function name into the corresponding
instruction address by performing a lookup in the target ELF’s symbols table (SHT_SYMTAB).
The address of the exit breakpoint is only known once the tracee hits the entry breakpoints.
In ARM32 and ARM64, it is enough to read the content of the link register (LR) to retrieve the
return address of the target function.
Layout Detection and Enforcement. In a generic POSIX-compliant application, there is a
number of system calls that can dynamically modify the memory layout of an application.
Most notably, sbrk is internally used by the libc to implement functions that perform
dynamic memory (de)allocation, such as malloc and free. Calling the sbrk can affect the
size of the heap virtual memory area (VMA). Similarly, the mmap and unmap system calls can
cause the addition, deletion, or modification of VMAs in the tracee’s layout. Importantly,
the libc uses mmap instead of performing a heap extension when applications allocate large
buffers. For the final output of our BBProf to be valid, it is crucial that no memory layout
changes occur during the execution of the observation segment. This is not a concern with
applications written for embedded/safety-critical systems where memory is always statically
allocated. Nonetheless, UProfiler includes logic to enforce a deterministic memory layout
even on applications that use dynamic memory allocation primitives.

2
3

Note: this is true for many platforms, including x86, x86_64 and ARM32. Equivalent operations can be
carried out in ARM64 through PTRACE_GETREGSET and PTRACE_SETREGSET.
LibELF is part of the elfutils open-source project which is a toolkit to read, create and modify
Executable and Linkable Format (ELF) binaries.
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To achieve that, when the tracee is spawned for the first time, UProfiler runs the tracee a
first time and records the peak amount (VmPeak) of data that was used during the target
function. Once the maximum amount of memory required by the observation segment
is known, all the subsequent runs of the target application are performed by setting two
environmental variables that modify the behavior of the libc memory allocation routines.
These are (1) the MALLOC_TOP_PAD_ and (2) the MALLOC_MMAP_MAX_ variables. The former
allows setting an initial size for the heap and is set to the peak memory size detected by
UProfiler in the first run. The latter is set to 0 to disable the use of mmap to handle dynamic
memory allocations.
All the subsequent runs of the target application can be used to perform profiling. In the
first of such runs, UProfiler further detects the actual memory layout that results from setting
the aforementioned environmental variables. It does so by querying the /proc/PID/maps
interface as soon as the entry breakpoint is reached. Additional launch parameters are
accepted by UProfiler to include/exclude certain types of VMAs in the profiling. For instance,
in order to make profiling faster, one might want to exclude VMAs that belong to shared
libraries and that are not used during the observation segment.
Single-page Profiling. Once UProfiler has computed the number of pages M in the target
VMAs, the single-page profiling phase can be initiated. Of course, the M pages can be
distributed across multiple VMAs (e.g. text, heap, stack). Moreover, their absolute address
will change from run to run due to address space layout randomization (ASLR). To operate
even with ASLR in place, UProfiler uses a run-independent relative encoding to express
the coordinate of memory pages. Specifically, we use two indices to identify each page: (1)
the index v of the VMA that contains the page; and (2) the offset o of the page from the
beginning of the VMA.
To profile a generic page i ∈ {1, . . . , M } with coordinates ⟨v, o⟩, the UProfiler prepares a
descriptor to instruct the KProfiler module to modify the cacheability of the pages in the
target VMAs. In profiling mode, this descriptor contains the list of all the VMAs under
analysis. For each of them, a list of pages whose cacheability attributes need to be modified
is included, with an opcode field that determines how the cacheability attributes should be
altered. In this case, the cacheability of page i is unchanged, but that of all the other pages
is the target VMAs is set to become non-cacheable. The descriptor prepared as mentioned
above is then passed to KProfiler to apply the necessary changes once the entry breakpoint
is reached. The target application is resumed only once all the pending changes are effective.
Note that any timestamp acquisition is performed after the cacheability changes have been
applied, so that the overhead required to switch the cacheability attributes is excluded from
the time measurements.
Time Measurements. Albeit extensible, the current use of the BBProf toolkit is to analyze
the relative importance of individual memory pages toward the overall temporal behavior
of the observation segment. The most direct and platform-independent way to extract this
information is by acquiring timing samples of the target function as we vary which page is
allowed to be allocated in cache. In order to be as precise as possible, UProfiler directly
reads CPU cycle counters instead of relying on system primitives.
Time measurements are acquired right before resuming the application from the entry
breakpoint and right after it reaches the exit breakpoint. Moreover, since timestamps can
be affected by random system noise, UProfiler allows specifying an arbitrary number of
samples to be collected for the same profiled page. System noise originates from workload
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on other cores, interrupt handlers, non-deterministic hardware behavior, and inaccuracy of
time sampling instructions. Various mitigations strategies can be adopted to reduce the
magnitude of system noise, such as turning off other cores and disabling peripherals. The
only mitigation strategy used by BBProf is running UProfiler and the target process with the
SCHED_FIFO Linux policy and with a high real-time priority. As we evaluate in Section 7.2,
the observed degree of noise was negligible and did not impact the validity of our profiles.
The final profile stores, for each page, the maximum, minimum, and average runtime of
the observed segment across all the acquired samples. Note that with this infrastructure in
place, it is straightforward to extend UProfiler to collect additional metrics such as hardware
counters for micro-architectural events – e.g. cache references, misses, hits, bus accesses,
to name a few. This can be done in a platform-agnostic fashion by leveraging the perf
infrastructure [10].
Page Ranking and Migration. The implementation of the other two modes of operation
is similar to what has been discussed above, hence much of the details are omitted. To
perform page ranking and migration, it is assumed that a profile has been previously acquired
for the target application. The pages in the profile are then arranged in a sorted set in
descending order of their impact on the timing of the target application. Examples of the
output produced by a ranking experiment are provided in Figure 8.
In the ranking phase, UProfiler performs M runs where in run k, the top k pages in the
sorted set are requested to be kept cacheable by the KProfiler, while all the remaining pages
in the set are turned non-cacheable. The timing of the M runs is collected and stored for
later analysis.
In a similar way, a page migration experiment requires a pre-acquired profile. The M
pages in the target VMAs are sorted according to the same criterion described above. In this
case, however, a single run is performed where the UProfiler instructs the KProfiler module to
migrate the top k pages in the sorted set to a new location in physical memory. The value of
k represents a parameter supplied by the user. The destination of the migration is determined
by the KProfiler, as we discuss below. The support to conduct page migration directly from
the profiler allows quick testing of what-if scenarios for the allocation of important pages.
As part of our future work, we plan to directly modify the way applications are launched to
take advantage of profiling information without the need to go through the profiler.

5.2

KProfiler Implementation

The KProfiler component is implemented as a Linux kernel module. Our current implementation targets Linux 5.4. At startup, a communication channel with the UProfiler is created in
the form of a file in the proc pseudo-file system. Whenever the UProfiler needs to trigger a
kernel-side operation, the write system call is used to pass the content of the aforementioned
operation descriptor. The descriptor also contains the PID of the tracee that will be targeted
for the current operation. A combination of find_get_pid and get_pid_task kernel APIs
is used to retrieve the descriptor of the tracee’s process given the provided PID. Moreover,
the descriptor contains redundant information about the structure of the memory layout of
the tracee as detected by UProfiler. This is used to perform a sanity-check in the KProfiler
and ensure that the desired operations are performed on the right VMAs and pages.
Cacheability Modification. For the profiling and ranking phases in which only the cacheability of the target page(s) is changed, no changes to the source code of the Linux kernel
are required.
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For each VMA in the passed descriptor, the KProfiler retrieves the corresponding
vm_area_struct descriptor by scanning the kernel-maintained linked list of tracee’s VMAs.
It then ensures that any page that will be affected by the current operation is present in
physical memory. This is done by faulting-in the target pages that can be achieved via
the kernel API revget_user_pages_remote and with flags FOLL_POPULATE, FOLL_TOUCH
and FOLL_MLOCK. Next, the kernel API apply_to_page_range is used to invoke a custom
function for each page on which a change in cacheability attributes needs to be carried out.
Such a function already invokes our custom routine with a pointer to the Page Table Entry
(PTE) that needs to be manipulated to change the cacheability attributes of the page.
Given a page that is set to be made non-cacheable, the following steps are performed.
First, a new PTE is prepared to mirror the same exact value of the existing PTE, but where
the page attributes have been switched to encode for normal, non-cacheable memory. Next,
we clean and invalidate data and instruction caches to make sure that any dirty line is written
back to main memory. Then, we install the newly created PTE to replace the previous entry.
Finally, we invalidate any TLB entry (if any) for the current page on all the online CPUs.
Page Migration. Being able to support page migration requires some changes to the
kernel sources4 . A total of around 200 lines have been modified to implement the required
changes. Specifically, we have generalized the existing support for the migration of physical
memory pages across NUMA nodes used to implement the move_pages system call. We have
introduced a new exported kernel API with the following prototype:
int move_pages_to_pvtpool(struct mm_struct *mm, unsigned long nr_pages,
unsigned long * vaddrs, new_page_t get_new_page,
unsigned long private);
Here mm is the virtual address space descriptor of the process targeted for page migration,
nr_pages is the number of pages to be migrated, vaddrs is an array of nr_pages virtual
addresses of pages to be migrated, get_new_page is a function pointer used by the internal
routines to allocate destination pages, and private is a parameter to be passed to the
allocation function.
At load time, the KProfiler module internally maps an area of memory reserved at boot
for page migration. The reservation is performed via a modified Device Tree Blob (DTB).
Here we use the reserved-memory attribute 5 to exclude a given range of physical addresses
from the default Linux allocator – the Buddy System. We do not mark this region with the
no-map attribute to allow the kernel to initialize the necessary page descriptors to correctly
map kernel virtual addresses and physical addresses in the reserved region.
If a valid reservation is found by the KProfiler at load time, the module uses a combination
of memremap and gen_pool_create kernel APIs to instantiate a new general-purpose memory
allocator over the reserved memory region 6 . The former produces a valid kernel virtual
address that can be used to access the reserved memory region, while the latter enables the
allocation of new pages from the region.
With our custom allocator in place, whenever UProfiler requests the migration of a set of
pages, a set of initial steps similar to those required to change the cacheability attributes is
performed. But instead of manipulating the cacheability attribute of the exiting pages, a

4
5
6

The modified kernel sources are available at https://github.com/rntmancuso/linux-xlnx-prof.
See
https://www.kernel.org/doc/Documentation/devicetree/bindings/reserved-memory/
reserved-memory.txt.
See https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/v5.4/core-api/genalloc.html.
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list of pages to be migrated is compiled and the newly introduced move_pages_to_pvtpool
API is invoked. When doing so, a wrapper to a gen_pool_alloc call is passed as the
get_new_page function pointer to allow internal book-keeping.
We describe in Section 7.4 how profile-driven page migration can be used to enact
advanced techniques to manage inter-core interference in the shared cache. Nonetheless, the
implications of profile-driven page migration are deeper than what presented in Section 7.4.
Indeed, this support allows defining a distinct memory pool for each heterogeneous memory
component available in the system, e.g. scratchpad memory, in-FPGA block RAM, nonvolatile memory, reduced-latency DRAM blocks (RL-DRAM) [14], to name a few. By
leveraging profiling information, one can then decide which pages need to be mapped to the
various memory resources.

6

System Instantiation

In this section, we review the full-system setup that was carried out to evaluate the potential
of the proposed BBProf approach and proof-of-concept implementation.We have deployed
the implemented UProfiler and KProfiler modules on an ARM64 platform that we also use for
all our experiments. Specifically, we use a Xilinx-ZCU102 development platform featuring
a Zynq UltraScale+ XCZU9EG MPSoC [36] with a quad-core ARM Cortex-A53 [2] 64-bit
CPU operating at 1.5 GHz and implementing the ARMv8-A [15] architecture profile. The
L1 cache consists of a split cache with a 32 KB 2-way instruction (I) cache plus a 32 KB
4-way data cache. The L2, which is also the last-level cache (LLC) is unified and 1 MB in
size; it has associativity 16, and it is shared among all the A53 cores. The cache line size is
64 bytes for both L1 and L2.
Profiling and ranking analysis can be carried out directly under Linux. Conversely, to
evaluate the ability to enact advanced memory management via profile-driven page migration,
we additionally deploy a thin partitioning hypervisor, namely Jailhouse [1]. Jailhouse is
used to perform cache coloring [38, 18, 26, 20] in a way that remains transparent to the
Linux environment where we conduct our experiments. Our goal is to conduct a series of
experiments centered around the problem of shared cache management. To achieve this,
we have reproduced the setup described in [20] on the ZCU102 system, where dynamic
re-coloring of the Linux environment is available. We use coloring in two ways. First, in a
traditional way to statically restrict the applications running in the Linux environment to
only a subset of the available colors – we vary this amount from two to 15, with 16 being the
maximum value and corresponding to no partitioning. In this case, Linux is restricted to use
only one CPU. Moreover, when strict coloring is used, interfering workload (Interf) consists
of bare-metal memory-intensive synthetic applications deployed on all the other cores as
stand-alone virtual machines (VM).
We then use Jailhouse and page coloring to illustrate a new technique enabled by the
profiler to mitigate the problem of shared cache interference. The setup, illustrated in
Figure 3, essentially defines two contiguous ranges of intermediate physical addresses (IPA).
The first corresponds to all the memory that Linux uses for legacy memory allocations
through the Buddy System and is mapped by Jailhouse to 12/16 = 3/4 of the available colors.
The second IPA range is mapped to pages with the remaining 4/16 = 1/4 of the available
colors. The latter is then used by the KProfiler to instantiate a privately managed allocation
pool. It follows that pages can be allocated in the pool only through explicit profiler-driven
page migration. We refer to this setup with the PVT+SH short-hand notation. Note also
that this setup provides page-level granularity over memory allocated in the private cache
pool. This sets this work apart from the large literature on colored page allocators proposed
in the past that assign colors at the process or core granularity [17, 19, 18, 22].
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Figure 3 Overview of PVT+SH setup.
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Figure 4 Interference as a function of WSS.

In terms of workload, apart from the aforementioned Interf workload, an equivalent
synthetic memory-intensive application, namely bandwidth from the IsolBench suite7 , is
used to generate cache contention when no other VMs are active in the system and Linux is
used in SMP mode on all the cores. For the purposes of building confidence in the ability of
the profiler to characterize the importance of memory pages, we use the Staircase synthetic
benchmark described more in detail in Section 7.2. For our observed realistic workload,
we used the San Diego Vision Benchmark (SD-VBS) suite [35]. While we conducted all
our experiments on all the benchmarks, due to space constraints we only include a subset
of the results that capture the more interesting cases. We also limit our discussion to the
input sizes SqCif, QCif, Cif, and Vga. We exclude the FullHD sizes as the runtime of
the benchmarks on the target platform is excessively high. As we mentioned in Section 5,
the observed system noise was quite negligible which resulted in the timing of the profiled
applications to be remarkably deterministic. Thus, five independent runs were sufficient to
acquire each profile. For production systems with worse signal-to-noise ratios, we expect that
a much larger number of runs might be needed to construct meaningful profiles.

7

Evaluation

In this section, we describe the evaluation that we have carried out on the system setup
described in the previous section. We focus our attention on four main aspects. First,
in Section 7.1 we evaluate the amount of shared cache contention that can be suffered by
applications in this platform and understand the ability of strict cache coloring to mitigate such
interference. Next, we show in Section 7.2 that our proof-of-concept BBProf implementation
is capable of extracting useful profiling information for the considered synthetic and real-world
applications. Third, we discuss how profile-driven migration can be used efficiently to solve
the problem of contention-induced instruction stall in Section 7.3. Finally, we evaluate in
Section 7.4 how profile-driven page migration can be used to controllably mitigate shared
cache contention in real-world applications.
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Figure 5 Performance of SD-VBS benchmarks under strict partitioning with (orange) and without
(blue) cache contention.

7.1

Interference and Mitigation via Strict Partitioning

In the experiments presented in this section, we focus on cache contention. Generating
cache contention for an application under analysis is done by deploying a set of interfering
synthetic memory-intensive applications on all the other cores. In order to set the WSS of
the interfering workload with the goal of maximizing contention, we have conducted the
experiment depicted in Figure 4. In this experiment, the application under analysis is Mser
from the SD-VBS suite with input size SqCif. Three interfering applications deployed on
the remaining cores continuously perform cache-allocate store operations over a buffer of
increasing size (x-axis). We plot on the left y-axis (red) the runtime normalized to the case in
which Mser runs in isolation (solo case) in the system. We display the memory bandwidth
observed by the interfering workload on the right y-axis (blue). A clear trend emerges that
highlights how the cache interference is maximized (both in average and maximum terms)
when each interfering application accesses a buffer of around 420 KB, i.e. access in a total of
about 1.23 MB.
In light of the results highlighted above, we have set our interfering tasks to have a
WSS of 420 KB. With this in mind, we want to understand how well strict coloring is able
to mitigate cache interference. We have conducted a study where all the strict coloring
configurations described in Section 6 are explored for all of our SD-VBS benchmarks and
considered input sizes. The most interesting nine cases are presented in Figure 5. In all
the sub-plots, the vertical bars represent the slowdown of the application under analysis
when no cache partitioning is performed. The blue bars (resp., orange) report the runtime
of the application under analysis in the solo case (resp., under interference). It emerges
that partitioning leads to significant improvements in certain circumstances, especially for
workload with L2-sensitive footprint such as Disparity and Mser with input sizes QCif

7

See https://github.com/CSL-KU/IsolBench/blob/master/bench/bandwidth.c.
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Figure 6 Profile of Staircase benchmark.

and SqCif, and for Stitch with input size Cif. However, the ability to mitigate cache
contention with coloring alone is limited in some cases. This is due to contention over memory
bandwidth which exacerbates as larger partitions are given to large-footprint applications –
see Disparity and Mser with input sizes Cif and Vga. Indeed, the stress over the main
memory subsystem placed by the interfering workload increases as it is confined to a smaller
cache partition. Traditionally, bandwidth throttling techniques are used to solve this problem,
such as MemGuard [39, 33].
But an important takeaway from this study is that strict partitioning is just too rigid to
(1) be able to efficiently mitigate cache contention for a wide variety of tasks deployed on
the same core. And (2) that over-throttling of the interfering workload might be required to
compensate for the lack of flexibility in coloring-based cache partitioning. Conversely, as
shown in the following, the proposed BBProf toolkit can be used to strike a balance between
strict partitioning and unregulated interference.

7.2

Profiling of Staircase and SD-VBS benchmarks

The first step toward profile-driven cache management is to use the proposed BBProf toolkit
to acquire the page-level profile about the applications to be managed. As a first step to
build confidence on the correctness of BBProf, we have designed the Staircase benchmark8
to exhibit a well-recognizable behavior in terms of memory accesses that can serve as the
ground truth on the extracted profile. Specifically, the benchmark allocates a buffer of 100
heap memory pages. It then performs a total of 1000 iterations reading over the buffer. In
the first 200 iterations, the buffer is read entirely; in the next 200 iterations, the first 20 pages
are skipped; after 200 additional iterations, the first 40 pages are skipped and so on. The
result is that the second group of 20 pages is accessed 2× more than those at the beginning
of the buffer. The third 20-pages group 3× more, and so on. Thus if we were to plot the
importance of each page from beginning to end, the resulting plot would resemble a staircase,
hence the name. Figure 6 provides a visualization of the extracted profile focused on the
heap VMA. In the figure, the x-axis represents the index of the page under profiling. The
blue bars from the top of the plot visualize by how much (in percentage) the runtime of
the benchmark is reduced when each page is kept cacheable while all the others are not. A
taller bar signifies a page with relatively higher importance for the temporal behavior of the

8

The code of the Staircase benchmark is available in the project repository [11].
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Figure 7 Profile of Disparity (left), Mser (center), and Stitch (right) – heap, stack pages only.

application under analysis. For all the bars, the normalization baseline is always taken as the
application’s runtime when none of the pages in the target VMAs is made cacheable. The
pages are sorted based on their importance rather than their offset in the VMA. Because of
the by-importance sorting, the most-accessed pages appear to the left-hand side of the plot,
with the recognizable staircase characterization having been reconstructed by BBProf. One
can also note that the gap between min and max in each profile sample is quite small, thus
leading to the conclusion that the overall measurement noise is negligible.
Next, we have acquired a profile for all the benchmarks in the SD-VBS suite, one for
each of the considered input sizes. Due to space constraints we only visualize the three most
representative profiles, namely those for Disparity, Mser with input size QCif, and for
SVM with input size Cif. These are displayed in Figure 7, where we limit the plots only
to the heap and stack VMAs. The style of the sub-plots in Figure 7 is identical to that of
Figure 6, with the only difference that the bars of stack pages are color-coded in red and
that we have omitted max/min error bars to avoid over-plotting. From the figure it emerges
that in all the cases there exists a small group (1-3 pages) of heap pages that has a large
impact on the runtime of the application. From left to right, these alone cause a reduction
of around 1.8%, 69%, and 7.9% when kept cacheable. Moreover, the temporal behavior of
Mser and Stitch is more heavily impacted by stack pages; the Disparity benchmark has
a core set of around 65 heap pages that comprise its working-set. Taken individually, the
presence in cache of each of these pages alone contributes to a runtime reduction between
1.25% and 1.5%.
To further understand the relationship between important pages and overall application
runtime, we conduct a ranking analysis (see Section 4.4) given the profiles obtained at
the previous step. In Figure 8 we depict the result of the ranking analysis conducted on
Disparity, Mser, Localization, and Stitch. In each subplot, the x-axis reports the
number of pages, sorted in order of importance, that are made cacheable. The y-axis reports
the resulting normalized runtime of the application under analysis. The normalization
baseline is the runtime when only the most important page is made cacheable. A stark
contrast emerged in the behavior of the considered applications. Specifically, Disparity
features a block of pages with comparable importance that produces a constant slope in
the runtime reduction as more pages are made cacheable. It is also possible to appreciate
how the WSS size increases as the input size goes from SqCif to Vga. Conversely, the
WSS of Mser is concentrated in a very small set of pages for the SqCif and QCif case,
and increases rapidly for input sizes Cif and Vga. Next, Localization is characterized
by quantized temporal improvements unlocked only when a certain threshold of pages is
allocated in cache. Finally, Stitch appears to be relatively insensitive to caching as long as
a core set of about 10 pages is allocated.
Once the profile has been acquired, it is important to understand if the set of memory
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Figure 8 From left to right, ranking analysis of Disparity, Mser, Localization, and Stitch.

pages deemed important remains the same as when the content of the input images changes
while their size remains the same. In the general case, this might not be true while for some
applications the profile might transcend the specific data input. We hereby conduct a sample
evaluation to understand in which category the considered benchmarks fall. Note that this
is not meant to represent an exhaustive evaluation. For this experiment, we consider the
profiles acquired on the default (“def”) input images provided with the SD-VBS suite. In
terms of benchmarks, we limit ourselves to Disparity, Mser, Tracking, and Stitch.
Compared to Figure 8, we have replaced Localization with Tracking because the latter
uses images as input while the former takes as input a text file with an unknown format.
The selected input size is VGA for Disparity, Mser, and Tracking and CIF for Stitch
because the latter runs for too long over the VGA input size. For each benchmark, we have
produced four additional input images. The first two called “nor1” and “nor2” are meaningful
(normal) scenes, while the last two, namely “deg1” and “deg2” are scenes that correspond to
corner (degenerative) cases. Specifically, “deg1” corresponds to random noise while “deg2” to
a solid-color frame. Due to space contraints, we refer the reader to the project repository [11]
for the full list of images used in this experiment.
Figure 9 provides the same type of analysis used to construct Figure 8. The key difference
here is that for each of the considered benchmarks we construct the displayed ranking curves
using the profile originally acquired with the “def” input images. To more clearly appreciate
the difference in absolute runtimes as we vary the images supplied in input, the runtimes
are not normalized and are instead expressed in CPU cycles. Among the four considered
benchmarks, the runtime of Mser is the most heavily affected by the content of the input
data. Nonetheless, the general trend in terms of runtime reduction as an increasing number
of ranked pages is made cacheable is consistent across experiments. In the Disparity case,
all the curves remain quite consistent. This suggests that the benchmark remains quite
insensitive to the input image and that the profile acquired with the default input captures
well the relative importance of individual memory pages regardless of the supplied input
images. The Tracking case is quite similar to the Disparity case, with the trend of the
curve remaining consistent across experiments. Conversely, Stitch shows visible variations
in the relative importance of memory pages, especially when comparing between the “deg1”
and “deg2” cases. In this case, the profile obtained with the “def” input images does not
generalize well. We can conclude that what captured by BBProf remains mostly accurate for
three out of the four benchmarks considered in this experiment. The fourth case (Stitch)
displays important dependencies between input images and memory usage, in which case the
profile constructed by BBProf does not generalize.
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Figure 9 From left to right, ranking analysis of Disparity, Mser, Tracking, and Stitch with
profiles acquired under “def” and varying input images.

7.3

Mitigation of Contention-induced Instruction Stall

We hereby want to bring to the attention of the community a previously understudied
problem, namely the problem of contention-induced instruction stall, or C2IS, for short.
We also demonstrate that profile-driven page migration represents an effective strategy to
mitigate the problem.
In a nutshell, C2IS can occur in platforms with small L1 caches and shared, unified
L2/LLC caches. The problem manifests itself when a process operates in a periodic fashion
over a large block of instructions (e.g. a long function) that spans more pages than the size
of the L1 instruction cache. For instance, in the target ZCU102 platform, the size of the
L1 cache can hold up to eight pages. When such a threshold is crossed, instruction pages
spill over L1 and are allocated in L2. But when the L2 is shared, these instruction pages
are subject to be evicted by data fetched by any interfering workload. Unlike with missed
over data items, an L1 and L2 miss during an instruction fetch cannot be hidden by the
micro-architecture, which causes an immediate pipeline stall. The resulting impact on the
runtime of the application under analysis can be dramatic.
We observed this effect in the wild and created a synthetic benchmark, namely C2ISbm,
to isolate and study the C2IS problem. Our C2ISbm is a process that invokes a long function
that spans through 65 text pages – i.e., it performs around 64,000 nops. Using as a baseline
its solo performance, the runtime increases by a factor of 6.5× when Interf workload is
activated on all the other cores. We extract a profile of the C2ISbm benchmark, where the
instruction pages are identified as important. We then configure our system in the PVT+SH
mode (see Section 6), and progressively select the instruction pages to be migrated to the
PVT pool. Recall that in the PVT+SH configuration, the PVT pool is exclusively allocated
to 1/4 of the L2 cache. Gradually migrating the profiled instruction pages to the private
pool allows us to gradually de-conflict these pages and to create an equivalent L2 instruction
cache with a size that is proportional to the number of migrated pages. The resulting impact
on the runtime of the C2ISbm process is plotted in Figure 10. A sharp improvement in
runtime can be observed until around 43 pages are migrated. After that, the benchmark
becomes unaffected by the interfering workload as around 51 (43 + 8 in the I-cache) of the
65 instruction pages are deterministically present in the cache. It can be noted that a slight
runtime increase is visible when more than 64 pages are migrated because the private pool
can hold up to 1/4 of the L2 cache size, i.e. 64 pages.
In the presented use-case, being able to identify those pages that are crucial for the
application’s performance and selectively migrate them to a reserved portion of the cache,
space is an efficient solution to the C2IS problem. By contrast, strict coloring would force all
the pages of the application to share the same color, which would require the allocation of a
much larger cache partition to achieve the same degree of interference mitigation.
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Figure 12 Mitigation of cache interference with profile-driven migration of interfering data pages.

7.4

Controllable Mitigation of Cache Interference

In the last set of experiments, we use our BBProf toolkit and PVT+SH setup to demonstrate
that (1) profile-driven interference mitigation is effective for real-world applications, and
(2) that, albeit more flexible, its effectiveness is comparable to strict partitioning. For this
experiment, we leverage the fact that we can profile the interfering workload and progressively
migrate to the private pool the pages that are responsible for the generated cache contention,
while we keep the pages of the application under analysis in their original location. Doing
this allows cache-sensitive applications to benefit from 12/16 of the LLC space. First, we
study the temporal behavior of the Mser benchmark with input size SqCif in Figure 11.
On the x-axis we track the number of pages migrated to the private pool for each of the three
Interf benchmarks – hence the total size of migrated pages is three times this value. The
timing behavior of Mser starts to improve after 123 pages from the Interf benchmarks are
migrated away. That is because each Interf process accesses a total of 315 pages (420 KB
each, see Section 7.1), meaning that only 192 pages are left to migrate, which is exactly
12/16 of the total LLC size.
Lastly, Figure 12 summarizes the behavior of the most interesting benchmarks when a full
migration of interfering pages is performed – see last bar of each cluster (“Interf.+Migration”).
The resulting runtime is compared against a number of notable cases: (1) the “Solo” case
where no Interf is deployed and no cache partitioning is performed. This is also the
normalization baseline for all the other cases; (2) and (3) the solo runtime where only four
(“Solo+Col.4”) or 12 (“Solo+Col.12”) cache colors are assigned to the application under
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analysis; (4) the “Interf.+No Col” case where Interf is deployed on all the other cores
and no partitioning is enforced; (5) and (6) the cases “Interf.+Col.4” and “Interf.+Col.12”
that correspond to (2) and (3) but with Interf active on all the other cores. Profile-driven
migration has comparable performance to the case where 12 page colors are dedicated to
the application under analysis. In a few cases (see Mser with input sizes SqCif and QCif)
migration does worse. The reason is likely interference over shared Linux meta-data (e.g.
page tables, kernel code and data structures). This kind of contention does not occur with
strict partitioning because the Interf workload operates in a different, fully colored VM.

8

Known Limitations

The proposed method and current implementation present a number of limitations. First (i),
BBProf is not designed to handle multithreaded applications, or applications comprised by
multiple processes with complex data sharing, synchronization and dependencies. Second
(ii), for applications that that exhibit strong dependencies between inputs and memory
usage, the profile produced by BBProf on a given input might not generalize well to the
entire input space. Third (iii), the only piece of information used by BBProf to construct
profiles is timing. While this is a deliberate choice that allows BBProf to better generalize
on many COTS platforms, we envision that being able to integrate additional metrics (e.g.
L1/L2 cache/miss count, consumed main memory bandwidth, energy consumption) might
be useful to characterize page importance along additional dimensions beyond timing. In
our current implementation, we only provide sample code to integrate calls to Perf [10]
APIs during the entry/exit protocols, but more comprehensive handling of the additional
metrics that can be collected is required. Fourth (iv), our current implementation relies on a
number of Linux-specific features, such as PTRACE and the proc filesystem. Thus, while
porting to other non-Linux OS’s or even bare-metal environments is possible, some heavy
re-engineering is required. We expect that PTRACE might need to be replaced with direct
interaction with platform-specific debug registers, while memory layout information currently
collected via proc interfaces might need to be exported at compile-time. Next (v), BBProf
does not rely on any hardware features that are not widely available. Nonetheless, a few
architecture-dependent features are leveraged, requiring some porting effort when moving
to different architectures. These are (1) cacheability manipulation, (2) sampling of CPU
clock cycles, and (3) cache maintenance operations. Lastly (vi), the time required to carry
out profiling is strictly dependent on the WSS of the target application and on the runtime
of the observation segment. Thus, BBProf might become impractically slow at profiling
large-footprint and/or long-running applications. Operating on groups of adjacent pages
instead of individual pages might mitigate this problem, but the trade-off between loss in
granularity and speed-up needs to be investigated.

9

Concluding Remarks

In this work, we introduced BBProf, a methodology and toolkit to extract the importance of
individual memory pages towards the runtime of a target application. The proposed BBProf
does not rely by design on any hardware-specific feature, and thus it can be implemented
on any platform where (1) it is possible to change cacheability attributes at a single-page
granularity; and (2) it is possible to acquire time samples. Additionally, BBProf can operate
on the unmodified, pre-compiled binaries of complex applications, and includes strategies
to cope with the use of dynamic memory allocation primitives. We have performed and
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described an open-source full system implementation and setup on a state-of-the-art highperformance embedded platform. With this setup, we have shown three main aspects. First,
that BBProf is capable of extracting the profile of real-world complex vision applications.
Second, that the extracted page-level profiles can be used to enact fine-grained shared cache
management. Third, that a previously undocumented variant of inter-core interference,
namely contention-induced instruction stall can arise in multi-core embedded platforms; in
which case profile-driven selective page migration represents an efficient mitigation strategy.
As part of our future work, we intend to relax some of the limitations described above.
For instance, we aim at expanding the capabilities of BBProf to capture additional per-page
properties. Moreover, we plan to develop strategies to use profiling information for OS-driven
mapping of pages to heterogeneous memory resources – e.g., scratchpad memory, FPGA
BRAM. Finally, we plan to further improve the level of detail of the collected information by
identifying how each page impacts the runtime of multiple code sub-segments.
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1

Introduction

These days, SoCs include more and more heterogeneous processing elements that execute
dedicated functions in parallel. Traditional shared communication buses, which used to
connect all the computation nodes together, are a major performance bottleneck of modern
SoCs. Therefore, NoCs emerged as a new standard communication infrastructure for SoC as
they present a scalable and versatile solution for systems with a high level of parallelism [2, 15].
The literature on NoCs is extensive. However, real-time systems add new constraints on
the NoC infrastructures. In addition to ensure that messages arrive at their destination in
a correct fashion, real-time NoCs must guarantee that packet transmissions respect strong
timing constraints [16]. Over the years, there have been several attempts to design realtime NoCs by considering different approaches. A large body of solutions consider a mesh
topology and rely on wormhole switching with VCs. That strategy leads to powerful NoC
infrastructures with bounded WCCT but they rely extensively on buffers and virtual channels
to provide timing guarantees. This makes them expensive to implement in terms of silicon
footprint, and increases their power consumption.
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These last years, buffer-less NoCs have gain popularity as an alternative to VC-based
NoCs. Buffer-less NoCs are compact; their implementation cost and power consumption are
lower than traditional approaches. Therefore, they are more suitable to (embedded) systems
with area and/or power consumption constraints. In [39] and [31] two novel buffer-less
deflection-based real-time NoCs called HopliteRT and HopliteRT* were proposed. They
ensure predictable timing behaviors, accommodates dynamic workload and have an extremely
low hardware consumption footprint. Noticeably, HopliteRT* uses the characteristics of a
circulant topology to ensure bounded worst-case communication delays.
NoCs are an attractive and promising alternative for the traditional shared-buses. Yet,
most of the existing literature for real-time systems focuses on 2-Dimensional NoCs (2DNoCs), i.e., where routers are connected according to a mesh or torus topology for example.
However, in a non-real-time setting, Romanov [32] shows that circulant topologies possess
better characteristics over traditional mesh and torus topologies. Circulant topologies are a
type of n-dimensional topologies for networks. Thus, in this work, we explore the design of
n-dimensional NoCs architectures compatible with real-time systems requirements.
This line of research is also motivated by the recent evolution in the integrated circuit
(IC) industry. Indeed, three-dimensional integrated circuits (3D-ICs) seem to be the future
of ICs [19, 5, 20, 33, 29]. 3D-ICs achieve higher performance, while reducing average
interconnection length; provide higher packing density thanks to the added third dimension;
reduce power consumption; and enhance computation bandwidth. Hence, there is currently
a drive towards creating new powerful NoCs solutions that meet the requirements of future
large-scale MPSoCs by combining the advantages of 3D integration and NoC architecture.
Contribution. We propose nDimNoC, a new D-dimensional NoC that provides real-time
guarantees for systems implemented upon MPSoCs, reduces average network communication
latency and provides greater flexibility compared to more traditional 2D NoCs. The main
contributions of our work are: (1) to design a new buffer-less router architecture that allows
synthesizing D-dimensional NoCs; (2) to propose a new deflection-based routing policy that
uses the characteristics of D-dimensional circulant topologies to ensure bounded worst-case
communication delays; (3) to develop a generic WCCT analysis for packets transmitted over
nDimNoC; (4) to implement a 3D version of nDimNoC in Verilog (a hardware description
language) that can be instantiated on a real FPGA platform; and (5) to assess our new design
against related works in terms of computed WCCT bounds and hardware requirements.

2

Related work

Most 2D-NoC solutions rely on wormhole switching with virtual channels (VCs) (e.g.,
CONNECT [27], IDAMC [37]). In [34], Shi et al. propose an analysis of the worst-case
network latency for a new real-time fixed priority preemptive wormhole NoC in which each
priority level is assigned its own VC. Several variations of that approach were proposed over
the years [36, 7, 37, 6, 30], for instance, handling the case where several flows share the
same priority [21], changing the routing policy to EDF [25] or supporting communication
flows with different criticality levels [3, 18]. The complexity of those designs and their
routing policies led to complex WCCT analyses inspired by both the classic real-time system
theory [41, 42, 17, 26] and Network Calculus [10, 11].
In [24], a new type of NoC called SBT-NoC was proposed. In this work, Nikolic et al.
introduced a global arbitration protocol inspired by the CAN protocol. Theoretical results
are promising but this NoC solution has not been implemented in a real platform yet.
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Recently, Wasly et al. in [39] proposed a new buffer-less NoC for real-time systems. Their
NoC is called HopliteRT. The design of HopliteRT ensures that the WCCT of packets is
upper-bounded. HopliteRT* is an evolution of HopliteRT proposed in [31]. It introduces a
notion of quality of service in the routing policy and uses a circulant topology in order to
improve the packets’ WCCT in comparison to HopliteRT.
In [32], various routing strategies, i.e., table routing, Clockwise routing and Adaptive
routing, were studied for two-dimensional ring circulant networks. The author shows that
several characteristics of NoCs are improved in comparison to mesh and torus topologies
when circulant graphs are used as a topological basis.
From a 3D-NoC perspective, Park et al. [28] proposed a Multi-layered on-chip Interconnect
Router Architecture (MIRA). Their approach assumes 3D processor designs (i.e., processor
cores partitioned into multiple layers), and is therefore inadequate for existing highly optimized
2D processor designs. In [9], Ghidini et al. presented a 3D-NoC mesh architecture called Lasio
relying on wormhole switching with FIFO queues. In order to minimize packet communication
latency and NoC area, Tiny 3D mesh NoC was later proposed in [22]. Tiny NoC reduces the
number of routers and links in the network by connecting multiple programming elements to
the same router. This solution minimizes the total NoC area as compared to Lasio NoC,
however, average packets latency improves only when there are few flows and/or under a low
packet injection rate. In [4], a 3D NoC architecture based on De-Bruijn graph was proposed.
Tree-based interconnect architectures have been also considered in some works [13, 14, 12].
However, they are very complex to implement due to their irregular and complex network
topologies. In [8], a NoC/Bus-based hybrid 3D architecture was proposed, but the approach
suffers from low throughput due to inefficient hybridization between the NoC and bus media.
To the best of our knowledge, none of the 3D-NoC solutions developed so far targets
real-time systems. Therefore, they do not provide guaranteed upper-bounds on the packets
WCCT, and do not come with a WCCT analysis. In this work, we develop a new real-time
D-dimensional NoC (with D ≥ 2) and its associated timing analysis.

3

System model

In this paper, we assume a system composed of N programming elements {π1 , ..., πN }. Each
programming element πq is connected to a different router Rq of a D-dimensional NoC. The coq
ordinates of a router Rq in the D-dimensional network are noted (r1q , r2q , ..., rD
). Each programming element πq injects a set of nq communication flows F q = {f1q , f2q , ..., fnq } into the network.
A communication flow fj is defined by the parameters {(sj1 , sj2 , ..., sjD ), (dj1 , dj2 , ..., djD ), Cj , Tj }.
A communication flow fj generates a potentially infinite number of packets that are injected
at coordinates (sj1 , sj2 , ..., sjD ) of the NoC and must reach the programming element at coordinates (dj1 , dj2 , ..., djD ). fj respects a minimum inter-arrival time Tj between the generation
of every two packets. Each packet sent by flow fj is divided in Cj flits that are sequentially
injected in the network. Each flit has a size Sf lit (in bits). We assume that all the routing
information is encoded in each flit of the packet, i.e., there is no distinction between header,
body or tail flits. The routing information is the coordinates of the destination programming
element of the associated flow.
In the rest of this paper, we use the notations Rorig (fj ) and Rdest (fj ) to refer to the
origin and destination router of flow fj , respectively. That is, Rorig (fj ) has coordinates
(sj1 , sj2 , ..., sjD ) and Rdest (fj ) has coordinates (dj1 , dj2 , ..., djD ).
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(a) Circulant topology C(16; 1, 2, 4).

(b) Equiv. 4x2x2 gridbased 3D-network.

(c) nDimNoc router architecture.

Figure 1 nDimNoc’s topology and router architecture.

4

nDimNoC architecture

In this section, we present nDimNoC. More specifically, we describe: (1) the network topology,
(2) the router architecture, and (3) the routing policy. We later provide the timing analysis
for nDimNoC in Section 5.

4.1

NoC topology

Consider a network composed of N routers R0 to RN −1 . In nDimNoC, the routers are
connected together according to a ring circulant topology C(N ; g1 , g2 , ..., gD ) where g1 = 1, N
is the total number of routers, D indicates the dimensionality of the network, and g1 , g2 , ..., gD
are the generatrices of the network. We assume that the generatrices follow the following
properties: 1 = g1 < g2 < ... < gD < N , and that their values are harmonic (i.e., for any pair
of generatrices gi and gj such that i < j, gi is a divider of gj ). Under the circulant topology
C(N ; 1, g2 , ..., gD ), all routers have D inputs I1 , I2 , ..., ID and D outputs O1 , O2 , ..., OD for
inter-routers communications. All routers are connected by a single unidirectional ring using
one of their inputs and one of their outputs (see blue line in Figure 1a). Then, each router
is also connected to the routers that are g2 , g3 , ..., gD hops away on the ring (see red, green
and black lines in Figure 1a). Formally stated, for each router Rq (with 0 ≤ q < N ), its uth
output port Ou (1 ≤ u ≤ N ) is connected to the uth input port Iu of the router R(q+gu ) mod N .
A circulant network C(N ; 1, g2 , ..., gD ) may also be represented as a S1 xS2 x...xSD gridbased D-dimensional network, where S1 , S2 , ...SD correspond to the number of routers on
−
→−
→ −→
the dimension D1 ,D2 ,...,DD , respectively. The size of the network on each dimension can
gD
be computed as follows S1 = gND , S2 = gD−1
, S3 = ggD−1
, ..., SD = gg21 . The coordinates
D−2
q
(r1q , r2q , ..., rD
) of a router Rq defines the position of the router Rq in the grid representation.
As an example, Fig. 1a shows the circulant network C(16; 1, 2, 4). In Fig. 1b, we provide
the equivalent representation as a 4x2x2 grid-based 3-Dimensional network of the circulant
network shown in Fig. 1a. The red, green, and blue links in Fig. 1a correspond to the red,
green, and blue links in Fig. 1b, respectively.
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In the rest of this paper, we often reason about the position posq of a router Rq on the
main unidirection ring of the circulant topology. That position can be inferred from the
coordinates of the router in the grid topology as follows
posq =

D
X

rkq × gD−k+1

(1)

k=1

To simplify some of our further discussions, we define the helping function dist(Rq , Rm )
as the distance between routers Rq and Rm on the main ring, i.e.,
dist(Rq , Rm ) = (posm − posq + N ) mod N

(2)

Note that the following properties hold for circulant topologies.
−→
▶ Property 1. Let Rl be a router at which flit p is located. After one hop on dimension Du
of the network, flit p reaches a router Rm located gD−u+1 steps further on the main ring of
the network, i.e., dist(Rl , Rm ) = gD−u+1 .
Finally, we define ringu (Rq ) as the set of routers that are on the same ring of dimension
−→
Du as Rq . That is,
ringu (Rq ) = {Rl | ∀b ∈ [u + 1, D], rbl = rbq }

(3)

As an example, let R0 be the router at coordinates (0; 0; 0) in Figure 1a, then all the
routers connected by the green links are in ring1 (R0 ), and all the routers connected by red
links are in ring2 (R0 ).

4.2

Router architecture

In order to reduce implementation cost in terms of hardware resources utilization and network
analysis complexity, nDimNoC does not use VCs and does not rely on extensive buffer.
As we discuss in the previous section, nDimNoC routers have D inputs (i.e., I1 , I2 , ...,
ID ) and D output ports (i.e., O1 , O2 , ..., OD ) connected to neighboring routers to allow for
inter-routers communication (see Fig. 1c). In addition, all routers also have D input ports
PE
(i.e., I1P E , I2P E , ..., ID
) that may be used by the programming element to inject packets
into the network. Therefore, in total, each router has 2 × D input ports and D output ports.
−
→−
→ −→
A programming element can inject packets on any of the D dimensions D1 ,D2 ,...,DD of the
PE
network by using the input ports I1P E , I2P E , ...ID
, respectively. Therefore, several packets
may be injected to different dimensions simultaneously. Thus, the waiting times suffered by
the packets inside the programming elements decreases. Indeed, in solutions that support a
single input port to inject packets into the network, all packets compete for the same input
port. In nDimNoc, however, a packet that is waiting to be injected into the network only
conflicts with the subset of packets that must be injected to the same input port IuP E .
▶ Property 2. In this paper, we assume that a flit of a flow fj with origin and destination
coordinates (sj1 , sj2 , ..., sjD ) and (dj1 , dj2 , ..., djD ) is injected in the network using port IuP E if
and only if sju ̸= dju and ∀x | u < x ≤ D, sjx = djx .
From Property 2, we get that all the packets of a given flow will be injected using the
same input port.
The ports O1 , O2 ,..., OD of a router are connected to the ports I1 , I2 ,..., ID of its
neighboring routers, but also serve as inputs to the programming elements. That is, the
programming element connected to a router can reads packets from all the output ports
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Table 1 Generic routing policy table of nDimNoC with D dimensions.
Rule

Flows
requests

Conflicting
requests

Routing
decisions

Explanation

1

I D → OD

None

I D → OD

No contention over OD .

2

I D → O1

Any

I D → O1

ID → O1 always wins.

None

I u → Ou

No contention over Ou .

Iu−1 deflected to Ou

Iu → Ou+1

Flows coming from the Iu−1 and Iu ports
conflict over Ou . Iu−1 → Ou always wins
over Iu → Ou . The flow coming from the Iu
port is deflected to the Ou+1 port.

None or
Iv<u → O1

I u → O1

No flow entering by a port on a higher dimension than Iu requests O1 . Iu → O1 wins.

Iv>u

Iu → Ou+1

A flow entering by a port on a higher dimension than Iu wins O1 . The flow coming from
the Iu port is deflected to the Ou+1 port.

None

IuP E → Ou

There is no flow coming from another port
that requests Ou . The flow on IuP E is injected
in the network via Ou .

I v → Ou
and/or Iu−1
deflected to
Ou

None

The flow waiting on the IuP E port conflicts
over the Ou port with flows coming from
neighboring routers. Since flows from IuP E
have the lowest priority, the flow waiting on
the IuP E port is not injected in the network.

3

I u → Ou

4

5

I u → O1

6

7

8

IuP E → Ou

O1 , O2 ,..., OD . We show this property (i.e., that the programming element has read-access
PE
to all output ports of the router) using the notations O1P E , O2P E , ..., OD
in Fig. 1c. We
assume that a programming element can read packets from several different output ports
simultaneously. This may be done by considering that each programming element has a
FIFO queue connected to each port OuP E (with 1 ≤ u ≤ D). We assume that those FIFO
queues are large enough to prevent back pressure in the network. Although this design
solution may lead to increased router programming logic complexity, it avoids the extra cost
of implementing expensive exit multiplexers.
We consider that each programming element has also a FIFO queue connected to each
port IuP E . These queues store flits that are pending to be injected in the network. Note that,
the FIFO queues connected to each OuP E and IuP E port could be implemented in software or
hardware. Their specific implementation is irrelevant to the matter discussed in this work.
We assume that no traffic injection regulator exists at the programming elements. Therefore, they can inject flits into the network as fast as possible. Nonetheless, we assume that
each flow fj can have a maximum of one packet in the FIFO queue pending to be injected in
the network at any moment in time. That is, only after a packet is injected, a new packet
from the same flow fj can be stored in the FIFO queue. The implicit assumption is that the
minimum inter-arrival time Tj between the generation of every two packets of fj is larger or
equal than the worst-case packet injection time wcitj of that flow, i.e., ∀fj , Tj ≥ wcitj . Note
that, the restriction is only related to the content of the FIFO queues at the injection ports
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(a) Packet request to
use I1 .

(b) Situation after routing arbitration and new
packet requests.
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(c) Situation after routing arbitration and new
packet requests.

(d) Situation after routing arbitration.

Figure 2 nDimNoc’s routing policy example.

and does not limit the number of in-flight packets in the network. That is to say, several
packets from the same flow fj can be traveling around the network at the same time. Also
note that this assumption is less constraining than those made in many works on real-time
NoCs that assume periods larger than the worst-case communication time (of which the
injection time is just one component).

4.3

Routing policy

Consider a flit that must travel from router (0;0;0) to router (2;0;0) in the example network
of Figure 1a. It will reach its destination faster if it travels on the green link than if it hops
through the red or blue links. Since the green, red and blue links correspond to dimensions
−
→−
→
−
→
D1 ,D2 , and D3 , respectively, it is equivalent to say that it is faster for the flit to travel on
a dimension of lower order. nDimNoC’s routing policy simply builds upon that property.
Additionally, it uses the idea of deflection routing [1] to avoid the cost of packet buffering.
The approach is as follows.
Consider a flit of a flow fj that has been injected at the origin router (sj1 , sj2 , ..., sjD ) and
with destination (dj1 , dj2 , ..., djD ). As mentioned in Section 4.2, the programming element
injects that flit on port IuP E such that sju ̸= dju and ∀x | u < x ≤ D, sjx = djx .
If the flit was transmitted in isolation (i.e., without any interfering flow), it would
−→
travel along the dimension Du of the network by entering in each router by input port Iu
and requesting output port Ou . Then, when it reaches the first router Rk with the same
k
coordinates r2k , r3k ,...,rD
as its destination (i.e., rbk = djb , ∀b ∈ [2, D]), it would request the
−
→
output port O1k and travel along dimension D1 until reaching its destination. It results that
flits entering by input port Iu (such that 2 ≤ u ≤ D) may only request the output port Ou
or O1 . Flits entering by the input port I1 may only request the output port O1 .
If there is interfering traffic, nDimNoC’s routing policy allows flits to be “deflected” to
make place for “higher priority” traffic. Two such scenarios may happen:
1. If multiple flits entering by different input ports request the output port O1 at the same
time, nDimNoC always gives the highest priority to the flit that entered by the input port
with highest dimension (i.e., ID wins over ID−1 , which wins over ID−2 , etc.). Consider
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two flits entering by ports Iu and Iv such that u < v and that request output port O1 .
Then, the flit entering by Iv exists through O1 , and the flit entering by Iu exists through
−−−→
Ou+1 . We say that the flit that entered by Iu is deflected to dimension Du+1 .
2. A flit entering by port Iu that was deflected to the output port Ou+1 may now conflict
for port Ou+1 with a flit coming from Iu+1 and that requests Ou+1 at the same time.
Under this contention scenario, the flit coming from Iu and that was deflected towards
Ou+1 wins the right to use Ou+1 and the flit coming from Iu+1 is deflected towards the
output port Ou+2 .
Note that deflections redirect deflected flits on longer paths towards their destination.
However, the topology presented in Section 4.1 ensures that it still progresses towards its
destination router. Therefore, nDimNoC’s routing policy is deadlock-free and livelock-free.
Furthermore, after each deflection, a flit’s priority to request output port O1 in a future
router increases (since flits traveling on higher dimensions have higher priorities). Therefore,
its probability to be able to later travel on a shorter route increases too.
Finally, flits injected by the programming element (i.e., flits entering by any port IuP E ),
always have the lowest priority and must wait for the respective port Ou to be free. Table 1
summarizes the routing policy of a D-dimensional nDimNoC.
Example. Consider a 4x2x2 3-dimensional nDimNoC (i.e., D = 3) (see Figure 2a-2d). Each
3D-nDimNoC router has six input ports (I1 , I2 , I3 , I1P E , I2P E , and I3P E ) and three output
ports (O1 , O2 , and O3 ). Consider also a flit of a flow fj (yellow flit in Figure 2a) with
origin and destination coordinates (0; 0; 1) and (3; 1; 0), respectively. Since sj3 =
̸ dj3 , the flit
is injected via input port I3P E (see Figure 2a). The flit then travels along the dimension
−
→
k
D3 until it reaches router Rk with the same coordinates r2k , r3k ,...,rD
as its destination, i.e.,
j
j
k
k
r2 = d2 = 1 and r3 = d3 = 0 (see Figure 2a). In Rk , the flit enters by input port I3 and
−
→
requests output port O1 to travel along the dimension D1 until its destination (see Figure 2b).
According to rule 2 of nDimNoC’s routing policy (see Table 1), it has the highest priority to
−
→
use O1 and therefore enters the router (1; 1; 0) (next router to Rk on dimension D1 ) by its
port I1 , and requests port O1 (see Figure 2b). If a flit enters by the input I2 (blue flit in
Figure 2b) and/or I3 port (pink flit in Figure 2b) and request O1 at the same time as the
yellow flit, then the yellow flit is deflected to the output port O2 (see Figure 2c and rule 6
−
→
in Table 1). Thus, it must now travel along dimension D2 until it reaches the same router
as it would have if it could have used the O1 port instead. Note that the yellow flit may
−
→
still suffer additional deflections to dimension D3 in any router it reaches while traveling
−
→
along dimension D2 as it is the case on Figure 2c where both a flit entering by the I1 port
(violet flit) and a flit entering by the I3 port (orange flit) request the O1 port. Then, the
request I3 → O1 wins over the other requests and the flits entering by the I1 and I2 ports
are deflected to the O2 and O3 ports, respectively (see Fig. 2d and rule 4 in Table 1).

5

Bound on the worst-case communication time

In Section 4, we presented nDimNoC’s design. In this section, we present an analysis for
the worst-case communication time (WCCT) between two processing elements connected
with nDimNoC. The WCCT of a packet is defined as the sum of the maximum amount of
time wcit during which the last flit of the packet must wait in the programming element
before to be injected into the network, and the maximum amount of time wctt taken by
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any flit of the packet to traverse the network and reach its destination. We refer to those
as the worst-case injection time (wcitj ) and the worst-case traversal time (wcttj ) of flow fj ,
respectively. Then, the WCCT of a packet of a flow fj is defined as:
wcctj = wcitj + wcttj ,

5.1

(4)

Worst-case and best-case traversal time

In this section, we compute bounds on the worst- and best-case traversal time of a flit p
(abbreviated WCTT and BCTT, respectively). A bound on the WCIT is later derived in
Section 5.2.
As discussed in the previous section, a flit p of flow fj that travels through nDimNoC
can be deflected in any router on its path to its destination, but there is only a limited set
of routers in which it can actively request to change the dimension it travels along. Those
routers are (i) the origin router of the flit with coordinates (sj1 , sj2 , ..., sjD ), and (ii) every
router Rk on the path of p such that its coordinates respect rbk = djb , ∀b ∈ [2, D]. We formally
denote this set of routers by R where
R = {Rk | ∀l ∈ [1, D], rlk = sjl ∨ ∀b ∈ [2, D], rbk = djb }.

(5)

Note that the destination router of flow fj is obviously in R since that router has the
coordinates (dj1 , dj2 , ..., djD ).
As will be shown later in this section, the routing decisions in the routers in R are the
only ones that must be analyzed to get a bound on the BCTT and WCTT of a flit p.
We use a directed acyclic graph (DAG) G to compute the WCTT and BCTT of a flit of
a flow fj that traverses an D-dimensional nDimNoC. A DAG G = (V, E) is formed by a set
of vertices V and a set of edges E. Each edge e ∈ E connects two vertices u and v in E. We
note e = (u, v). Each edge is assigned a weight w(u, v).
The DAG compactly represents all the routes that the flit p may potentially follow (from
its origin to its destination) when it traverses nDimNoC. Each vertex v in the DAG G
represents one input port of a router in R. Let R(u) and I(u) be the router and the input
port of the router represented by vertex u in the graph, then we note u = (R(u), I(u)). Each
edge e = (u, v) ∈ E connecting vertices u and v represents a possible path taken by the flit
from input port I(u) of router R(u) to the input port I(v) of another router R(v) on its
path. The weight of the edge e = (u, v) is the maximum number of hops from I(u) to I(v)
according to that path. Additionally, we label each edge e = (u, v) with the specific output
port taken by the flit in router R(u).
Example. Figure 3 shows the DAG of the example of Section 4.3 (Figure 2). It shows
the potential paths that a flit of a flow fj may follow from the origin router (0; 0; 1) to the
destination router (3; 1; 0) when it traverses a 4x2x2 3-dimensional nDimNoC. The source
vertex v0 at level 0 of the graph represents the input port I3P E of the origin router Rs at
which the flit is injected by the programming element. Since the flit p is injected by I3P E ,
it can only exist by output port O3 of Rs . Rk is the first router p reaches after leaving Rs
where p may request output port O1 . Flit p may only enter Rk by the input port I3 . Vertex
v1 on Level 1 represents input port I3 of Rk . The weight w1 is the number of hops the flit p
does from the O3 port of Rs to the I3 port of Rk . In router Rk , the flit enters by the I3 port
−
→
and requests the O1 port to travel along dimension D1 . According to rule 2 of nDimNoC’s
routing policy (see Table 1), the routing decision for that request is always I3 → O1 (because
any flit entering by the I3 port has the highest priority to use the O1 port in a 3-dimensional
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Figure 3 DAG of the potential trajectories that a flit may take from the origin (0; 0; 1) to the
destination (3; 1; 0) when it traverses a 4x2x2 3-D nDimNoC.

nDimNoC). Therefore, p reaches router Rk+1 in one hop, and certainly enters Rk+1 by port
I1 . Since Rk+1 is also in R, it is represented by vertex v2 . According to Table 1, two different
routing decisions may be taken in Rk+1 : (1) p is routed to the O1 port if there is no conflict
over O1 (see rule 5 in Table 1); or (2) p is deflected to the O2 port if there is one or more
flows coming from other ports that request the O1 port at the same time as p (see rule 6
in Table 1). If situation (1) happens (i.e., the flit under analysis is routed to the O1 port),
it enters the router Rk+2 using port I1 . We represent the I1 port of Rk+2 as vertex v3 in
Level 3. If situation (2) occurs (i.e., the flit is deflected to the O2 port), it may enter router
Rk+2 from: (1) the I2 port if it suffer no further deflection to reaching Rk+2 (see rule 3 in
Table 1) or (2) the I3 port if it suffers more deflections on its path to Rk+2 (see rule 4 in
Table 1). We represent the I2 and I3 ports of Rk+2 as vertices v4 and v5 in the level 3 of the
graph, respectively. Considering the potential routing decisions to which the flit p may be
subjected after it enters Rk+2 by the ports I1 , I2 or I3 , p may reach its destination router
Rd by input ports I1 , I2 or I3 (vertices v6 , v7 , and v8 on Level 4) in a maximum number of
hops represented by the weights of the edges connecting the vertices of level 3 to those of
level 4. Note that, the flit will always be received by the programming element regardless of
the routing decision taken in the destination router.
After building the graph G as exemplified above, the WCTT of flit p is the longest
weighted path in graph G, and its BCTT is the shortest weighted path in G. For the example
of Figure 3, the WCTT is thus equal to 8 and corresponds to the case where the flit p follows
the path represented by vertices v0 , v1 , v2 , v4 and v8 . Similarly, taking the shortest weighted
path, we get that the BCTT of p is 4 in that example. Note that the WCTT may not always
be obtained when the flit experiences its maximum number of deflection, hence the need for
building the full graph G.
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Following the reasoning above, the graph G can systematically be built using Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 uses Lemmas 1 to 5 to compute the set of input and output ports to which the
flit p may be routed in each router in R, and to compute the weight of each edge. We now
present and prove those lemmas.
In the following, we denote by Rcur and Rnext any two routers in R such that Rnext is
the first router in R reached by p after leaving Rcur .
▶ Lemma 1. A flit p of a flow fj that enters router Rcur by port IuP E will be routed to the
output port Ou .
Proof. By rule 7 of nDimNoC’s routing policy (Table 1).

◀

Algorithm 1 Building the DAG of the potential trajectories.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Input: flow fj ;
Output: V , E;
V ← ∅; E ← ∅;
Build set R according to Equation (5);
Rcur ← source router of fj ;
Iu ← input port by which fj is injected in its source router according to Property 2;
Create vertex vcur = (Rcur , Iu );
V ← V ∪ {vcur };
ΓI ← {Iu };
ΓInew ← ∅;
while Rcur is not the destination router of fj do
Rnext ← first router in R reached by any flit of fj after it leaves Rcur ;
foreach Icur ∈ ΓI do
vcur ← get vertex (Rcur , Icur ) in V ;
ΓO ← Set of output ports to which the flit may be routed if it enters Rcur by the
input port Icur ;
// use Lemmas 1 and 2
foreach Ocur ∈ ΓO do
ΓInext ← Set of input ports by which the flit may enter Rnext if it exits Rcur by
the output port Ocur ;
// use Lemmas 3 and 4
foreach Inext ∈ ΓInext do
if Inext ∈
/ ΓInew then
I
Γnew ← ΓInew ∪ {Inext } ;
Create vertex vnext = (Rnext , Inext );
V ← V ∪ {vnext };
else
vnext ← get vertex (Rnext , Inext ) in V ;
end
Rcur →Rnext
Create edge e = (vcur , vnext ) with weight hO
;
// use Lemma 5
cur →Inext
E ← E ∪ {e};
end
end
end
ΓI ← ΓInew ;
ΓInew ← ∅ ;
Rcur ← Rnext ;
end
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▶ Lemma 2. A flit p that enters router Rcur by port Iu may be routed to any of the output
ports belonging to the set ΓO
u , such that
(
{O1 }
when u = D
ΓO
(6)
u =
{O1 } ∪ {Ou+1 } when u ̸= D
Proof. According to rule 2 in Table 1, a flit entering by the ID port has the highest priority
to use the O1 port and will never be deflected to any other output port. This proves the first
case of Equation (6). If the flit enters the router by an input port Iu such that u < D and
requests output port O1 , two scenarios may happen according to Table 1: (1) it wins port
O1 (see rule 5 in Table 1), or (2) it is deflected to port Ou+1 (see rule 6 in Table 1). This
proves the second case of Equation (6).
◀
▶ Lemma 3. Let Ou be the output port by which flit p exits the router Rcur . If Rnext is only
−→
one hop further on dimension Du , then flit p enters Rnext by its port Iu .
Proof. Since, according to the network topology defined in Section 4.1, the output port Ou
of Rcur is connected to the input port Iu of Rnext , and because flit p exits Rcur by port Ou ,
the lemma follows.
◀
▶ Lemma 4. Let Ou be the output port by which flit p exits the router Rcur . If Rnext is
−→
more than one hop away from Rcur on dimension Du , then the flit p will enter Rnext by one
of the input ports belonging to the set ΓIu , such that,
ΓIu = {Iv | u ≤ v ≤ D}

(7)

−→
Proof. If Rnext is more than one hop away from Rcur on dimension Du , flit p must hop
through at least one other router between Rcur and Rnext . First, we note that by definition,
Rnext is the first router after Rcur on flit p’s path where p may request output port O1 .
Thus, according to nDimNoC’s routing policy (Section 4.3), p may only continue to travel
along the same dimension (see rule 3 in Table 1) or be deflected to a higher order dimension
while traveling between Rcur and Rnext (see rule 4 in Table 1).
If no deflection happens in the routers located between Rcur and Rnext , flit p will enter
Rnext by input port Iu . However, according to rule 4 of nDimNoC’s routing policy (Table 1),
−−−→
if u < D, the flit p may also be deflected to dimension Du+1 in one of those intermediate
routers. If no further deflection happen until reaching Rnext , p will then enter Rnext by the
input port Iu+1 . Yet, if u + 1 < D, Table 1 states that the flit p may still be deflected to
−−−→
−−−→
dimension Du+2 while traveling along dimension Du+1 . Repeating this reasoning, we get
that flit p may enter Rnext by any input port Iv such that u ≤ v ≤ D.
◀
▶ Lemma 5. The maximum number of hops from the output port Ou of Rcur to the input
port Iv of Rnext (with u ≤ v) is upper bounded by
′

cur →Rnext
hR
Ou →Iv

(posnext − poscur + N ) mod N
= (v − u) +
gD−v+1

(8)

where
pos

cur ′

= (pos

cur

+

v−1
X

gD−k+1 )

k=u

and poscur and posnext are computed with Equation (1).

(9)
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Proof. According to nDimNoC’s routing policy and following the same explanation as in
the proof of Lemma 4, a flit that exits Rcur by port Ou and enters Rnext by port Iv must
have been deflected exactly (v − u) times.
According to Property 1, flit p bypasses gD−k+1 routers on the main ring of the network
−→
with every hop it does on dimension Dk . Because, by definition of our circulant topology,
we have gD−k+1 > gD−k for all k, the flit p will make its maximum number of hops when it
suffers its (v − u) deflections as early as possible and thus travels as long as possible along
−→
the highest order dimension, i.e., along Dv .
−→ −−−→ −−−→
In such scenario, the flit does exactly one hop on each dimension Du , Du+1 , Du+2 , ...,
P
−−−→
v−1
Dv−1 and bypasses k=u gD−k+1 routers on the network’s main ring. Thus, after the (v − u)
Pv−1
initial hops, the flit reaches router Rcur′ situated k=u gD−k+1 steps further than Rcur on
the main ring. That is, the position of Rcur′ on the main ring is given by Equation (9).
′
Since the network contain N routers on its main ring, the router Rcur
and Rnext are still
next
cur ′
(pos
− pos
+ N ) mod N steps away from each other on that ring. However, since the
−→
′
flit p only travels along dimension Dv after it reached Rcur
, it bypasses gD−v+1 routers of
next

cur ′

−pos
+N ) mod N
the main ring at each hop. Thus, it needs (pos
hops from port Ov of
gD−v+1
′
Rcur′ to port Iv of Rnext . Therefore, in total, flit p does (v − u) hops to reach Rcur
and
′

(posnext −poscur +N ) mod N
gD−v+1

additional hops to reach Rnext , hence proving Equation (8).

◀

cur →Rnext
▶ Corollary 6. If u = v, then hR
is an exact bound on the number of hops between
Ou →Iv
the output port Ou of Rcur and the input port Iv of Rnext .

Proof. According to nDimNoC’s routing policy, any deflection of a flit p between Rcur and
Rnext would result in p entering Rnext by an input port Iv such that v > u. Therefore, if
−→
u = v, flit p must not have suffered any deflection and must have travel along dimension Du
only. Because (posnext − poscur + N ) mod N is the distance between Rcur and Rnext on the
−→
main ring of the network, and because for every hop on dimension Du , packet p bypasses
gD−u+1 routers on the main ring (by Property 1), we have that p reaches Rnext in exactly
(posnext −poscur +N ) mod N
cur →Rnext
hops. Note that this last equation is equal to hR
when
Ou →Iv
gD−v+1
v = u, which proves the claim.
◀
We now prove that the WCTT and BCTT of a flit of flow fj are bounded by the longest
and the shortest weighted path of the graph G returned by Algorithm 1, respectively. To do
so, we first prove that the graph G built using Algorithm 1 contains all routes that may be
taken by packets of flow fj between its origin and destination.
▶ Lemma 7. The DAG built using Algorithm 1 contains one edge for each possible path
between any two routers in R that may be successively traversed by any flit of flow fj .
Proof. Algorithm 1 iterates over all routers in R that are on the path of fj from its origin
to its destination router (Lines 3, 9, 10 and 31). For each pair of routers Rcur , Rnext , the
algorithm computes the set ΓI of all input ports by which fj may enter Rcur . For each such
input, it uses Lemmas 1 and 2 to compute the set ΓO of all output ports by which fj may exit
Rcur (Line 13). For each output port Ocur ∈ ΓO , it then uses Lemmas 3 and 4 to compute
the set ΓInext of all input ports by which fj may enter Rnext (Line 15). It finally creates an
edge for every path between Ocur and the input ports in ΓInext (Line 24). Since Lemmas 1 to
4 were all proven correct, we have that Algorithm 1 creates an edge for every possible path
between any two routers Rcur and Rnext in R, i.e., one edge for any combination of output
and input port of Rcur and Rnext that may be successively traversed by a packet of fj . ◀
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Lemma 7 has the following corollary as direct consequence.
▶ Corollary 8. The DAG built using Algorithm 1 contains all possible paths taken by flow fj
from its origin to its destination router.
▶ Theorem 9. The longest weighted path of the DAG built with Algorithm 1 is an upper
bound on the WCTT of any flit of flow fj .
Proof. By Lemma 7 and Corollary 8, the DAG built with Algorithm 1 contains all possible
routes from the origin to the destination of fj encoded as a different path in the graph.
Furthermore, by Lemma 5 and Line 24 of Algorithm 1, the weight of every edge in the graph
is an upper bound on the number of hops on the longest path between the output and input
ports of the two routers represented by the vertices connected by that edge. Thus, the longest
weighted path in the graph is an upper bound on the number of hops between all routers on
the path of fj from its origin to its destination. This proves the Theorem.
◀
▶ Theorem 10. The shortest weighted path of the DAG built with Algorithm 1 is the BCTT
of any flit of flow fj .
Proof. According to nDimNoC’s routing policy and its discussion in Section 4.3, a flit p of
flow fj performs its minimum number of hops between its origin and destination router when
it does not suffer any deflection.
Since the DAG built with Algorithm 1 contains all possible routes from the origin to the
destination of fj encoded as a different path in the graph (by Lemma 7 and Corollary 8), it
also contains the path where the flit of fj does not suffer any deflection. Furthermore, by
Corollary 6 and Line 24 of Algorithm 1, the weight of every edge corresponding to a path
where p does not suffer deflection is equal to the exact number of hops performed by p on
that path. Therefore, the shortest weighted path in the graph is an exact bound on the
BCTT of fj from its origin to its destination. This proves the Theorem.
◀

5.2

Worst-case injection time

In the previous section, we explained how to compute bounds on the BCTT and WCTT of
any flit of a packet injected by a flow fj . In this section, we derive a bound on the worst-case
injection time WCIT of any packet of fj (see Theorem 12).
First, we recall a bound on the maximum number of packets that may be injected in the
network by any flow fj . This bound was already proven in [31].
▶ Lemma 11. In any
n time
l intervalm of olength ∆t, the flow fj can inject in the network at
∆t+wcitj
most λj (∆t) = min ∆t,
Cj flits.
Tj
Proof. The proof is similar to that of the maximum workload that can be executed by a task
with minimum inter-arrival time Tj and release jitter wcitj . The complete proof is provided
in Lemma 14 of [31].
◀
Then, we prove an upper bound on the WCIT of any packet of fj using Theorem 12.
To prove that theorem, we use the following notation: flow fj is injected in router Rinj via
PE
input port Iinj
(i.e., Rinj is the origin router of fj ). We define Finj as the set of all flows
PE
(including fj ) injected in the same input port Iinj
of the same router Rinj as fj . Note that
this set of flows is a property of the system and thus we assume that it is given as an input
to the analysis. We also define Γconf
inj as the set of all flows originating from other routers
than Rinj and that may conflict with the injection of flow fj in router Rinj . The content of
Γconf
inj is computed using Lemmas 13 and 17 proven later in this section.
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▶ Theorem 12. The WCIT wcitj of any packet of flow fj is given by the smallest positive
solution to the recursive equation


X
X
wcitj ≥ 
Ci  − 2 +
λl (wcitj + 1 + Jl )
(10)
∀fi ∈Finj

∀fl ∈Γconf
inj

where Jl = wctt′l − bctt′l is the difference between the worst-case and the best-case traversal
time of flow fl until router Rinj (computed with Theorems 9 and 10).
Proof. Let p be the last flit of any packet of flow fj . According to nDimNoC’s routing policy,
the flit p will be injected in the network as soon as : 1) all flits ahead of p in the FIFO queue
of the input port by which it is injected in the network have been injected, and 2) there is
one clock cycle during which no packet entering Rinj from other input ports conflicts for the
same output port as p.
Let nf lits be the maximum number of flits ahead of p in the FIFO queue, and let Wu (∆t)
be the maximum number of flits entering into Rinj by another input port than p and
requesting the same output port as p in a time interval of length ∆t. Then, conditions 1)
and 2) are met as soon as
∆t + 1 ≥ nf lits + Wu (∆t + 1)

(11)

for ∆t ≥ 0. The solution to Equation (11) is thus equal to the WCIT wcitj of flow fj .
To solve the above equation, we first derive a bound on nf lits , and then derive a bound
on Wu (∆t + 1).
Bound on nf lits : Section 4.2 explains that each flow in Finj may have at most one
packet in the FIFO queue of the input port by which they are injected in the network.
Therefore, in the worst-case scenario, there is one packet of each other flow injected via the
PE
same port Iinj
as fj ahead of p in the FIFO queue. Since p is the last flit of fj ’s packet,
there must also be (Cj − 1) other flits of fj ahead of p in the FIFO queue. That is,


X
nf lits ≤ 
Ci  − 1
(12)
∀fi ∈Finj

Bound on Wu (∆t + 1): Let fl be a flow entering the router Rinj by another input
port than p but requesting the same output port as p (i.e., fl ∈ ΓC
inj ). In the best and worst
case scenarios, a flit from fl takes bctt′l and wctt′l clock cycles to reach Rinj , respectively.
Therefore, the first flit of fl that may conflict with the injection of p must have been injected
no earlier than wctt′l clock cycles before the beginning of the period during which p is
interfered with. Conversely, the last flit of fl that may conflict with the injection of p must
have been injected no later than bctt′l clock cycles before the end of the interference with p.
Therefore, the length of the interval during which fl may inject flits that conflict with the
injection of p is
∆t + 1 + wctt′l − bctt′l = ∆t + 1 + Jl .

(13)

Lemma 11 states that a flow fl may inject at most λl (∆t + 1 + Jl ) flits in that time interval.
Therefore, the total number of flits from all conflicting flows fl ∈ ΓC
inj is upper bounded as
X
Wu (∆t + 1) ≤
λl (∆t + 1 + Jl )
(14)
∀fl ∈ΓC
inj

Injecting Equations (12) and (14) in Equation (11), we prove the lemma.

◀
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Theorem 12 requires to know the set of all flows ΓC
inj that may conflict with the injection
of fj in router Rinj . The content of that set depends on the specific output port requested
by the packets of fj . Lemmas 13 and 17 below provide a means to compute the content of
ΓC
inj when fj request output port O1 or Ou (with u ̸= 1), respectively.
▶ Lemma 13. The set of flows coming from other routers than Rinj and that may be routed
to output port O1 of Rinj is given by
Γ1inj = {fl | ∀b ∈ [2, D], dlb = rbinj ∧ dist(Rorig (fl ), Rinj ) ≤ dist(Rorig (fl ), Rdest (fl ))} (15)
Proof. According to nDimNoC’s routing policy, a flow fl may request the output port O1
of Rinj only if (i) fl may hop through router Rinj , and (ii) ∀b > 1, dlb = rbinj . Condition (i) requires that Rinj is located between the origin and destination router of fl , i.e.,
dist(Rorig (fl ), Rinj ) ≤ dist(Rorig (fl ), Rdest (fl )). Combining both (i) and (ii) proves the
lemma.
◀
To compute the set ΓC
inj for the case where fj requests output port Ou (with u ̸= 1), we
must first prove some intermediate results using Lemmas 14 to 16.
u
To prove those lemmas, we define Finj
as the set of all flows that may enter router Rinj
by input port Iu . That set can easily be built by checking all paths that may be taken by
each flow in the network according to Table 1. All those that have at least one path in which
u
they enter Rinj by input port Iu are then added to the set Finj
.
▶ Lemma 14. The set of flows that may enter Rinj by input port Iu and request output port
u→u
u
Ou is given by Γinj
= Finj
\ {fl | ∀b ∈ [2, D], rbinj = dlb }
Proof. According to Table 1, a flow entering by input port Iu and requesting output port O1
cannot be routed to output port Ou (only to O1 or Ou+1 ) (see rules 2, 5, and 6 in Table 1).
Therefore, the set of flows entering by Iu that may be routed to Ou is the set of flows that
u
enters Rinj by Iu (i.e., Finj
) minus those that request O1 , i.e., all the flows fl that have
a destination such that ∀b ∈ [2, D], rbinj = dlb (see routing policy explained in Section 4.3).
This proves the lemma.
◀
▶ Lemma 15. Let def q be a boolean equal to true if a deflection may happen in router Rq ,
and equal to false otherwise. Then, we have
(
def q =

true

q
if ∃u, v with u ̸= v | ∃fl ∈ Fqu , ∃fm ∈ Fqv s.t. l ̸= m ∧ ∀b ∈ [2, D], dlb = dm
b = rb

false

otherwise.

(16)
Proof. According to Table 1, a deflection may happen in router Rq only if at least two
different flows compete to access the output port O1 . For that situation to happen, there must
exist at least two different flows fl and fm entering by two different input ports (i.e., ∃u, v
with u =
̸ v | ∃fl ∈ Fqu , ∃fm ∈ Fqv s.t. l ̸= m) that both request output port O1 . According
q
to the routing policy explained in Section 4.3, this happens only if ∀b ∈ [2, D], dlb = dm
b = rb .
This proves the lemma.
◀
▶ Lemma 16. The set of flows that may enter Rinj by input port Iu−1 and be routed to
output port Ou is given by
(
u−1
Finj
if def inj = true
u−1→u
(17)
Γinj
=
∅
if def inj = false
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Table 2 Resources utilization of different NoCs in Kirtex-7 FPGAs.
NoC

LUTs

% Resource utilization of the platform

8x8 ProNoC

100000

20%-150%

8x8 IDAMC

83000

18%-127%

8x8 CONNECT

96000

20%-147%

8x8 HopliteRT*

5632

1.1%-8.5%

4x4x4 3D-nDimNoC

18560

3.9%-28%

Proof. According to Table 1, all flows that enter router Rinj by input port Iu−1 (i.e., those in
u−1
Finj
) may be deflected to output port Ou (see rules 4 and 6 in Table 1). Thus, the set of flows
u−1
entering by Iu−1 and routed to Ou is given by all flows in Finj
if a deflection may happen
in Rinj , i.e., if def inj = true. If no deflection may happen in Rinj (i.e., def inj = false), then
Table 1 states that none of the flows entering by Iu−1 may be routed to Ou . This proves
both cases of Equation (17).
◀
▶ Lemma 17. The set of flows coming from other routers than Rinj and that may be routed
to output port Ou of Rinj (with u ̸= 1) is given by
u−1→u
Γuinj = Γu→u
inj ∪ Γinj

(18)

Proof. According to Table 1, only flows that enter a router by its input ports Iu or Iu−1
u−1→u
can be routed to output port Ou . Since, according to Lemmas 14 and 16, Γu→u
inj and Γinj
contain all the flows entering Rinj by input ports Iu and Iu−1 , respectively, that may be
routed to output port Ou , their union contains all flows that may come from other routers
than Rinj and may be routed to output port Ou of Rinj .
◀
1
The content of ΓC
inj is thus equal to Γinj if fj requests output port O1 (Lemma 13), and
u
to Γinj if it requests any other output port (Lemma 17). Using ΓC
inj in Theorem 12 we can
now bound the WCIT of fj .

6
6.1

Experimental results
Implementation of nDimNoC

We implemented a 3D-nDimNoC with the hardware description language Verilog. We
synthesized a single router of 3D-nDimNoC for flits of 64 bits. The target platform was a
Xilinx Virtex-7 485T FPGA. It required 290 LUTs and 202 Flip-Flops (FFs) in total. This
corresponds to only 0.1% and 0.03% of the total number of LUTs and FFs available in the
target FPGA, respectively.
We compared the hardware cost of a 3D-nDimNoC with HopliteRT* [31], as well as
to some other NoCs based on virtual channels (VCs): ProNoC [23], IDAMC [37], and
CONNECT [27]. The target platform was a Xilinx Kirtex-7 FPGA. Kirtex-7 is a mid-range
family of FPGAs that contains approximately between 65,600 and 477,760 LUTs depending
on which one you pick. Table 2 shows the synthesis results. A ProNoC router with two
VCs required 1574 LUTs, a HopliteRT* router required 88 LUTs, and according to [38]
and [27], an IDAMC and a CONNECT router require approximately 1300 and 1500 LUTs,
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(a) Max WCTT NoC.

(b) Average WCTT NoC.

(c) Max WCIT NoC.

(d) Average WCIT NoC.

(e) Max WCCT NoC.

(f) Avg WCCT NoC.

Figure 4 Experimental results for a random traffic pattern.

respectively. Then, as reported in Table 2, an 8x8 ProNoC, IDAMC, and CONNECT NoCs
require ≈100,000, ≈83,000, and ≈96,000 LUTs, respectively, eating up a big portion (if not
all in some cases) of the logic available in the FPGA. This leaves limited resources available
for any computation logic. Therefore, those solutions are not really suitable for systems
implemented over mid-range FPGAs. On the other hand, a 4x4x4 3D-nDimNoC requires
18,560 LUTs, i.e., between 3.9% to 28% of the Xilinx Kirtex-7 resources. It is three times
more expensive than HopliteRT* (which requires 5632 LUTs) but approximately 5-times
cheaper than ProNoC, IDAMC, and CONNECT NoCs in terms of LUTs utilization. We
thus conclude that 3D-nDimNoC is a suitable solution for such FPGA platforms.
Finally, we connected the nDimNoC router to a Microblaze soft-core and synthesized a
4x2x2 3D-network for a Virtex-7 485T using Xilinx Vivado. We computed the maximum
operating frequency of the network with Xilinx Vivado. We obtained ≈210 MHz for a 4x2x2
3D-nDimNoC against ≈275 MHz for an equivalent 4x4 HopliteRT* NoC. This degradation in
terms of maximum operating frequency may be explained by the fact that (1) an nDimNoC
router requires more complex logic to route packets from its input to its output ports, and
(2) the additinal dimensions increase the number of wires between routers, which increases
the complexity of the placement and routing during the logic synthesis.

6.2

Analyses results

In this section, we provide experimental results by computing the WCTT, WCIT, and WCCT
of sets of communication flows that traverse NoCs of different dimensionalities.
As a starting point, we generated sets of communication flows for a 16x16 2D-NoC
according to a random traffic pattern. The origin and destination coordinates of each flow
were randomly generated using a uniform probability distribution. The number of flits
of packets released by a communication flow was randomly chosen between 1 and 5, and
their inter-arrival times were generated as in [36]. Then, we made a one-to-one mapping
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of the routers in the 16x16 2D-NoC to the routers of a 4x8x8 3D-nDimNoC, a 4x4x4x4
4D-nDimNoC, a 2x2x4x4x4 5D-nDimNoC, and a 2x2x2x2x4x4 6D-nDimNoC. The origin
and destination of each flow were accordingly updated for each network topology.
In Figs. 4a and 4b, we show the maximum and average packets WCTT for an increasing
number of flows in NoCs of different dimensionalities. The results were computed by using
the analysis of HopliteRT [39, 40] and HopliteRT* [31] (assuming a 16x16 2D-NoC), and the
analysis presented in Section 5.1 for the 2D, 3D, 4D, 5D and 6D-nDimNoC topology. To
establish a fair comparison, we assume one priority level (i.e., all flows were assigned the
highest priority) for the analysis proposed in [31]. Each point in the plot is the result of 100
repetitions (100 different random flow sets). We varied the number of generated flows from
10 to 300 by steps of 10.
In 4a, we observe that the maximum WCTT is slightly worse with nDimNoC as compared
to HopliteRT*. Nonetheless, Fig 4b) shows that the average traversal time improves with
nDimNoC as the dimensionality of the network increases. This can easily be explained by the
fact that new routes, possibly shorter and faster, are made available between pairs of routers
when a new dimension is added to the network. Moreover, the number of interfering flows,
and therefore, the number of deflections that flows may suffer on each link decreases since
the number of routers on each dimension decreases. Note that, the average packets WCTT is
reduced by ≈40% and ≈60% with a 5D-nDimNoC and a 6D-nDimNoC, respectively, against
HopliteRT*. We also show that the maximum and average worst-case traversal times are
noticeably reduced with nDimNoC as compared to HopliteRT.
In Fig. 4c and 4d, we show the maximum and average WCIT of flows using the analysis
of HopliteRT* and nDimNoC. We also computed the maximum and average WCIT by using
the analysis of HopliteRT, but we do not show them on the graphs as they are extremely
pessimistic and would render the plots unreadable by cluttering all other lines together.
As shown, the packets see their WCIT drastically reduced in nDimNoC in comparison to
HopliteRT*. This is expected since nDimNoC allows the programming element connected to
a router to inject packets simultaneously via as many input ports as there are dimensions
in the network. A router of HopliteRT*, on the other hand, can inject at most one flit per
cycle in the network (on either of the router output ports). Furthermore, the number of
communication flows that may interfere with the injection of a packet at a router decreases
since more routes are available in the network, and thus less traffic uses each individual route.
In Fig. 4e and 4f, we show the maximum and average packets WCCT (which we recall to
be equal to the sum of the WCTT and WCIT of those packets). We varied the number of
generated flows from 10 to 100 by steps of 10. The results were obtained by using the analysis
of nDimNoC, and the analyses proposed in [31] and [21] for HopliteRT* and a VC-based
real-time NoC, respectively. The analysis presented in [21] by Liu et al. is an improved
analysis of that proposed in [36, 35] by Shi and Burns. To establish a fair comparison, we
assume one VC (i.e., one priority level) for the analysis presented in [21]. As shown in
Figure 4e, for almost all configurations, the WCCT returned by the analysis of nDimNoC
outperforms that returned by the analysis of [31] and [21]. The average WCCT is only better
with the analysis by Liu et al. when the network is completely underloaded and very few
flows are traversing the network (i.e., less than 30 flows). Note also that, [21] considers
that each flow may only have one packet of each flow traveling across the network at the
same time, whilst nDimNoC supports the transmission of several packets from the same
communication flow simultaneously.
The average WCCT with nDimNoC improves when the network’s dimensionality increases
and is barely impacted by the number of flows. Therefore, we conclude that increasing the
dimensionality of nDimNoC has a positive impact from an average performance perspective
for a limited impact on the worst-case performance of the flows.
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7

Summary and conclusion

In this paper, we presented nDimNoC, a new and flexible real-time D-dimensional NoC
that uses the properties of circulant topologies to provide real-time guarantees to the flows
transmitted over that NoC. We proposed a timing analysis for nDimNoC. We also did
a complete implementation of 3D-nDimNoC in HDL Verilog. Experimental results show
improvements in terms of network communication latency in comparison to existing 2D
solutions.
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Light Reading

Figure 1 Throughput for red-black tree lookups. This read-only scenario is representative of use
cases where writes can occur but are so infrequent that over long intervals, only reads occur.

1

Introduction

In an ongoing project, our research group has been investigating real-time use cases where
shared resources exist that are much more frequently read than written. The importance of
such read-dominant use cases has been well documented by McKenney [24], who devised a
non-blocking synchronization solution called Read-Copy-Update (RCU) to support resource
sharing. As explained later, RCU can be problematic in real-time systems, so for our use
cases, a better option is reader/writer locks, a now-standard synchronization solution first
proposed five decades ago [16]. A reader/writer lock extends a mutex lock by distinguishing
between read accesses (non-modifying) and write accesses (potentially modifying) and seeks
to allow reads to execute concurrently with one another while supporting exclusive writing.
At the outset of our project, it was our belief that reader/writer locking was a solved
problem for real-time systems. This belief was rooted in the existence of reader/writer locking
protocols that are asymptotically optimal with respect to blocking times [12], and the apparent
ease with which such blocking times can be factored into schedulability analysis [3]. In delving
further, however, we found this belief to be wrong. In particular, for read-dominant use cases,
we found major deficiencies with respect to both state-of-the-art real-time reader/writer
locking protocols and the schedulability analysis needed to apply them.
These experiences motivated this paper, which is directed at the goal of efficiently
supporting read-dominant real-time workloads. Our contributions towards this goal include a
new reader/writer locking-protocol implementation and schedulability analysis. We expound
on these contributions below, after first elaborating on the deficiencies noted above.
Surprising performance limitations in existing reader/writer locks. In the real-time
literature, Brandenburg and Anderson presented a category of reader/writer locks called
phase-fair locks over a deacade ago [12] and established the optimality of such locks under
common definitions of priority-inversion blocking (pi-blocking). To our knowledge, phase-fair
locks stand as the state-of-the-art for spin-based (our focus) real-time reader/writer locking.
In our work on read-dominant workloads, we employed a phase-fair ticket lock (PF-T), one
of Brandenburg and Anderson’s proposed phase-fair variants [11]. In experiments involving
PF-Ts, we observed perplexing behavior, shown in Fig. 1: throughput did not scale beyond
four cores for a purely read-only workload. This was surprising as the phase-fair lock logic
should allow all reads to execute without ever blocking. So why then did the PF-T not scale
to match the case of having no synchronization at all (NO-SYNC)?
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The answer relates to the overhead of the PF-T’s lock/unlock logic. In particular, every
lock and unlock call updates the shared lock state. Even under a read-only workload,
these updates invalidate cached lock state on other cores. Contention for this shared lock
state incurs significant overhead that severely hampers throughput. Additionally, many
shared-state updates require the use of an atomic instruction.
Analytically leveraging the sparsity of writes. In examining existing schedulability analysis
for phase-fair locks [11], we found that they do not exploit the sparsity of writes in readmostly workloads. In particular, reads are pessimistically assumed to always incur some
write blocking. Thus, even if lock performance close to NO-SYNC could be achieved, such
improvements would be lost analytically in checking schedulability. In recent years, holistic,
inflation-free blocking analysis has been developed for mutex locks that limits over-estimates
of blocking. However, such analysis has not been extended to apply to reader/writer locks.
Contributions. The contributions of this paper are four-fold. First, in Sec. 3, we present
the spin-based phase-fair with light reading ticket lock (PF-L), which is optimized for readdominant workloads. The PF-L achieves low read overhead by eliminating shared lock state
between readers (at the expense of forcing write requests to check additional state) and by
eliminating atomic instructions from read lock/unlock logic. It also enables sequences of
reads to access cached lock state exclusively if they are uninterrupted by writes.
Second, in Sec. 4, we present an experimental evaluation of the PF-L compared to other
alternatives on the basis of throughput and locking overheads. Across all of our experiments,
the PF-L enabled throughput increases over the state-of-the-art PF-T in the range 2–450%,
and overhead reductions for reading in the range 40–73% for read-dominant workloads.
Third, in Sec. 5, we extend prior inflation-free blocking analysis proposed for mutex
locks [9] to apply to reader/writer locks. This analysis involves modifying an integer linear
program (ILP), as the introduction of reads requires applying numerous additional constraints.
Fourth, in Sec. 6, we present the results of a schedulability study that we conducted to
compare our new PF-L implementation and inflation-free reader/writer blocking analysis to
prior alternatives. In this study, our new analysis improved schedulability by up to 159%
compared to previous state-of-the-art methods.

2

Background

In this section, we present our assumed models and relevant background and related work.
Task model. We consider a sporadic task system Γ comprised of n constrained-deadline tasks
scheduled by the Partitioned Earliest-Deadline-First (P-EDF) scheduler on a multiprocessor
platform with m cores. (We assume familiarity with the sporadic model and P-EDF.)
An arbitrary task is denoted τi . When conducting analysis, the partition (core) under
consideration is denoted P ∗ , and an arbitrary partition is denoted Pk .
Resource model. We assume a set of nr shared resources, with an arbitrary resource
denoted ℓq . A job of a task can issue a request for only one resource at a time (no nesting).
Each request is either a read request (which may execute concurrently with other reads) or a
write request (which must be exclusive). We use Rri , Rw
i , and Ri to denote a read, write, or
arbitrary (read or write) request, respectively, issued by a job of τi . Once a request Ri for a
resource ℓq has been granted, Ri is satisfied, and the issuing job holds ℓq until Ri completes.
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Figure 2 Phase-fair request satisfaction.

Phase-fair locks. Phase-fair (PF) reader/writer (RW) locks were proposed to improve
blocking bounds in real-time systems [12]. Some prior approaches to RW locking can starve
read (resp., write) requests by prioritizing writes (resp., reads) over them [16, 25]. PF locks
instead employ alternating read and write phases. Assuming non-preemptive spin-based
locking (as we do here), the orchestration of these phases is defined by four rules [12]:
PF1 reader phases and writer phases alternate;
PF2 writers are subject to FIFO ordering, but only with regard to other writers;
PF3 at the start of each reader phase, all currently unsatisfied reads are satisfied (exactly
one write request is satisfied at the start of a writer phase); and
PF4 during a reader phase, newly issued read requests are satisfied only if there are no
unsatisfied write requests pending.
▶ Example 1. Consider the six tasks depicted in Fig. 2. For simplicity, we assume that each
task requires access to the same resource; the type of access is indicated for each request. At
time t = 1, the first job of τ3 issues a read request, Rr3 , which is satisfied immediately. Just
after this, at t = 1 + ϵ, τ2 issues a write request Rw
2 , which must wait (Rule PF1). At t = 2
and t = 4, τ0 and τ4 issue read requests Rr0 and Rr4 , respectively, which also must wait (Rule
PF4). At t = 3, τ5 issues a write request, which waits; it will not be satisfied before the write
request issued by τ2 (Rule PF2). When Rr3 completes, Rw
2 is satisfied (Rule PF1). When
r
r
Rw
completes,
both
R
and
R
are
satisfied
(Rule
PF3).
Read
and write phases continue to
2
0
4
alternate, as shown. Note that the job of τ1 released at t = 2 does not preempt the currently
executing job of τ0 on P0 because the latter is executing non-preemptively.
Different implementation strategies can be applied to realize the phase-fair rules. Brandenburg and Anderson presented several implementations, including a ticket-lock-based implementation (PF-T), a more compact version for embedded systems (PF-C), and a queue-based
implementation with O(1) RMR time complexity (PF-Q) [12]; as discussed more fully later,
RMR time complexity counts only operations that entail an interconnect traversal to access
memory. An alternative O(1) implementation has been given by Bhatt and Jayanti [8].
Blocking analysis. When checking schedulability, locking delays must be accounted for.
The simplest approach involves inflating execution times by per-request worst-case blocking
bounds. This approach is safe but pessimistic, as the worst case may not always occur.
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Figure 3 Example of blocking between two tasks.

Recently, holistic, inflation-free analysis, which accounts for blocking over an analysis interval,
has been proposed for mutexes [9, 27, 30]. Such analysis seeks to avoid over-estimating
locking delays.
▶ Example 2. Fig. 3 depicts a schedule of two tasks, τ0 and τ1 , that write a common
resource. Note that each request of τ0 can potentially be blocked by one request of τ1 . Under
conventional inflation-based blocking analysis, the execution time of τ0 would thus be inflated
by the cost of four requests. However, only two requests may be issued by τ1 during one job
of τ0 . Holistic analysis leverages such knowledge to more tightly bound total blocking, and
an inflation-free approach accounts for this blocking without inflating task execution times.

Related work. As mentioned in Sec. 1, RCU, like our PF-L implementation, was designed
for read-dominant workloads. However, RCU is not linearizable [19]. Furthermore, RCU
efficiently executes reads by requiring writes to copy shared-object state and this copying
results in a need for garbage collection. To our knowledge, no schedulability analysis exists
for RCU, in part due to the non-deterministic behavior of garbage collection.
In addition to the RW locks already mentioned, FIFO-based and reader-preference locks
have been developed for higher throughput [23], and reader-preference, writer-preference, and
no-preference RW locks with O(1) RMR time complexity (see Sec. 3) have been presented [7].
Of the PF variants by Brandenburg and Anderson mentioned earlier, the two ticketlock-based approaches, the PF-T and PF-C, have O(m) RMR time complexity, while the
queue-based PF-Q has O(1) RMR time complexity [12]. However, when measuring worst-case
overheads, the sub-optimal PF-T outperforms the asymptotically optimal PF-Q [12] due to
the lower frequency of atomic operations. Similarly, the O(1) implementation of Bhatt and
Jayanti [7] also includes multiple atomic instructions within the entry and exit sections of
both reads and writes. We therefore focus our experiments to compare with PF-Ts.
Brandenburg and Anderson also developed suspension-based phase-fair implementations for clustered-scheduled systems [13].1 Finally, Ward and Anderson applied phase-fair
reasoning to support nested reader/writer locking [28].

3

The PF-L: A New Phase-Fair Lock with Light Reading

Our proposed PF-L is shown in Alg. 1. In this section, we described its motivation, data
structures and how its code works, and analyze its RMR time complexity.
PF-L motivation. Recall from Fig. 1 that PF-T fails to scale for a read-only workload. We
conjectured this was due to overheads, particularly cache-line bouncing and interconnect
traffic triggered by updates to shared lock state. Therefore, we designed the PF-L to isolate,
with respect to caches, lock state where possible, especially among reads on different cores.

1

Clustered scheduling generalizes partitioned and global scheduling.
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Figure 5 Distribution of locking protocol data structures across cache lines.

Data structures. Like the PF-T, the PF-L uses variables to count the number of write
requests “in” and “out” (i.e., the number issued and completed), win and wout, respectively.
In the lowest-order byte of win, the PF-L maintains two bits indicating if a write request is
present and the current write-phase – each write request is satisfied during either a 0-phase
or a 1-phase. (The alternation of these phases prevents a race condition in which read
requests could otherwise fail to distinguish the end of one write phase from the waiting of
the subsequent active write request.) WBITS refers to these two bits, with PRES being the
writer-present bit and PHID the write-phase bit, as illustrated in Fig. 4. The PF-T uses two
global counters for the number of read reqests issued (rin) and the number of read requests
completed (rout). In contrast, the PF-L uses a per-core variable, read_status, to maintain the
status of any read requests. This difference is illustrated for a four-core system in Fig. 5, in
which all of the variables for the PF-T are stored on the same cache line and each variable for
the PF-L is allocated a separate cache line. Even if rin and rout were separated in the PF-T,
all read requests would require updating those same locations. Instead, in the PF-L, a read
request only updates read_status for its processor, avoiding conflicts with other read requests.
This per-core definition enables isolating the variables to reduce cache interference (described
in depth below). Coordination of read and write phases is achieved by requests updating and
reading these variables. As such, this lock state is essential to ensuring linearizability [19].

Code description. We explain the code in Alg. 1 by walking through part of the example
illustrated in Fig. 2. We describe the execution of the code at several time instants.
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Algorithm 1 Phase-Fair with Light Reading (PF-L).
1: type res_state: record // all aligned on different cache lines
2:
read_status: array of unsigned integer, each initially COMPLETED
3:
win, wout: unsigned integer, initially 0

▷ Cache aligned

4: constant
5:
WINC 0x100 // writer increment value
6:
WBITS 0x3 // writer bits in win
7:
PRES 0x2 // writer-present bit
8:
PHID 0x1 // write-phase bit
9:
PRESENT 0x3 // reader present indicator
10:
COMPLETED 0x4 // reader completed indicator
11: procedure Read_Lock(ℓ: ptr to res_state, k: core index)
12:
var w: unsigned int
13:
ℓ read_status[k] := PRESENT
14:
w := ℓwin & WBITS
15:
ℓ read_status[k] := w & PHID
▷ To wait on write phase (w & PHID), if active
16:
await (w & PRES = 0) or (w ̸= (ℓwin & WBITS))
▷ Satisfied
17: procedure Read_Unlock(ℓ: ptr to res_state, k: core index)
18:
ℓ read_status[k] := COMPLETED
19: procedure Write_Lock(ℓ: ptr to res_state)
20:
var wticket, read_waiting: unsigned int
21:
wticket := fetch&add(ℓwin, WINC) and ¬WBITS
▷ In write queue
22:
await (wticket = ℓwout)
▷ Head of write queue
23:
fetch&xor(ℓwin, 0x3)
▷ Marked present and new phase for reads to see
24:
read_waiting := ℓwin & PHID
25:
for k in core numbers do
26:
await (read_status[k] = read_waiting) or (read_status[k] = COMPLETED)
27: procedure Write_Unlock(ℓ: ptr to res_state)
28:
fetch&and(ℓwin, 0xFFFFFF01)
29:
ℓwout := ℓwout + WINC

▷ Clear PRES, but keep PHID

Time t = 1. When Rr3 is issued on P2 , it first marks read_status[2] = PRESENT (Line 13).
Then it reads the value in win (Line 14). This is the first request in the system, so w = 0.
Now, read_status[2] = 0, indicating that Rr3 would wait for a satisfied write request in
Phase 0, if there is one, but none exists, so Rr3 is satisfied immediately (Line 16).
w
Just as Rr3 finishes executing Read_Lock, Rw
2 begins executing Write_Lock. R2
increments win (Line 21), storing wticket = 0 and waits for wticket = wout (Line 22). This
serves as a ticket lock to ensure at most one write request is executing any of the following
lines of Write_Lock. Next, Rw
2 sets the writer-present bit and flips the write-phase bit
(Line 23), resulting in the last two bits of win holding 0b11. This is how the presence and
phase of an active write request is shared with read requests. Rw
2 then computes that a read
waiting for the completion of its write phase would display a read_status value of 1. Rw
2
next checks for active read requests on each core. For P0 and P1 , it reads the read_status
as COMPLETED and proceeds. However, for P2 , Rw
2 reads read_status[2] = 0. Thus, the read
request on P2 is not waiting for Rw
but
is
satisfied;
Rw
2
2 waits for this request to complete.
r
Time t = 2. As illustrated in Fig. 2, while Rw
2 waits, R0 is issued. At t = 2, the resource
is in a read phase, but the waiting write request requires Rr0 to wait until the subsequent
read phase (by Rule PF4). This is accomplished in Read_Lock as follows. Rr0 sets
read_status[0]=PRESENT, stores w = 3, and sets read_status[0] = 1. It then awaits a change
in the WBITS of win, which will not occur until Rw
2 completes. Note that from the perspective
of Rw
,
P
was
already
checked
for
active
read
requests,
but the newly issued read request
0
2
will safely wait based on the check of win, so no additional checks are required.
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Time t = 4. Once Rr3 completes, and Rw
2 becomes satisfied by the phase-fair rules.
We now illustrate how that is accomplished in the PF-L. When Rr3 completes, it marks
read_status[2] = COMPLETED (Line 18). Then Rw
2 sees read_status[2] = COMPLETED and
resumes checking cores. Next, Rw
checks
P
and
sees
read_status[3] = PRESENT, as Rr4 has
3
2
just been issued. However, like Rr0 , Rr4 soon sets read_status[3] = 1, indicating that the
w
read request on P3 is waiting for the execution of a write Phase 1 (Rw
2 ’s write phase). R2
proceeds, reads read_status[4] = COMPLETED, and becomes satisfied.
Time t = 7. Once Rw
2 completes, it clears the writer-present bit (Line 28); the last two
bits of win subsequently hold 0b01, indicating that there is not a writer present and that
the prior write phase was Phase 1. The waiting read requests, Rr0 and Rr4 , observe this
w
change and are satisfied immediately. Next Rw
2 increments wout (Line 29), prompting R5
to execute the remaining logic of Write_Lock.
RMR time complexity. The remote memory references (RMR) time-complexity measure
was proposed in work on spin-based synchronization algorithms [33]. Under this measure,
only operations that generate an interconnect traversal are counted; other operations are
ignored. In applying this measure, architectural details are dealt with somewhat abstractly.
In this work, we use a refined notion of RMR time complexity that incorporates such details.
Specifically, we assume a write-back, write-invalidate cache coherence protocol [17],
which is consistent with many commodity processors (e.g., x86 Intel and AMD processors).
Abstractly, a write-back cache is one in which a memory write is cached and not written
until later necessary (e.g., due to a cache eviction). In a write-invalidate cache, when a
memory write occurs, if that address is cached on a remote core, it is marked as invalid and
subsequent accesses must be re-read. Any communication among caches is performed over
an interconnect that all caches snoop or listen upon for any events that require updating
their state. This interconnect introduces latency into cache and memory operations. We
refer the reader to [18] for further discussion, but highlight the two most salient properties of
such caches that influence the PF-L’s design:
C1 When a cache block is written it becomes write hot. Any subsequent core-local reads or
writes of that block do not generate interconnect traffic while the block is write hot. The
block stays write hot until it is evicted, or read or written by another core.
C2 A cache block that is read that is not write hot becomes read hot. Any subsequent
core-local reads of that block do not generate interconnect traffic while the block is read
hot. The block stays read hot until it is evicted or modified by any core.
Given this model, we define a local memory reference (LMR) to be one in which no
interconnect traversal is generated from the L1 data cache. For simplicity, we assume that
atomic operations generate interconnect traffic, and are therefore not LMRs. Conversely,
remote memory references (RMRs) are ones that are not local.
When analyzing RMR time complexity, we assume there are no conflict misses, i.e., that
there is sufficient cache space for all lock state to be cached concurrently. Furthermore, we
assume cached lock state persists both during and between critical sections. Finally, we
assume there are no cache evictions due to preemptions or migrations, as such costs are
typically accounted for through separate analyses [6]. While in practice these assumptions
may not always hold, they enable analysis of RMRs inherent to the protocol over a sequence
of lock invocations, rather than on a per-invocation basis. This is relevant in cases where
there is high lock contention, and potentially many requests to the same lock by one task.
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RMR time complexity of the PF-L. Assuming the cache behavior defined above, the PF-L
has O(1) amortized RMR time complexity for an arbitrary sequence of r consecutive read
requests on the same core uninterrupted by a write request, instead of Ω(r) as in all prior
phase-fair approaches. Towards establishing this, we define a read interval to be an interval
[t, t′ ) in which there is no pending or completed write request. Note that read requests from
any and all cores may be issued and satisfied during a read interval. Now consider a read
interval [t, t′ ) and a sequence of read requests Rr1 , . . . , Rrr on core P ∗ that are issued after t
and completed before t′ . We make no assumption about the initial cache state at time t,
and therefore at Line 16, Rr1 incurs an RMR to cache win. This leaves win read hot and
read_status[P ∗ ] write hot on P ∗ when Rr1 completes. Rr1 therefore incurs O(1) RMRs.
Continuing inductively, we show that each subsequent read request Rrj where j ∈
{2, . . . , r}, incurs no RMRs, and leaves the cache in the same state. First, observe that win
is only modified by write requests (Lines 21, 23, and 28), which by definition do not occur in
a read interval. Therefore, win will not be invalidated by Rrj , and will remain read hot (C2).
Thus, any access to win by Rrj will be an LMR.
Next, observe that read_status[P ∗ ] is (i) only modified by read requests on P ∗ (Lines 13,
15, and 18), and (ii) only read by write requests, which by definition do not occur in the read
interval. Thus, the accesses to read_status[P ∗ ] are writes to a write-hot block, which are
LMRs, and leave read_status[P ∗ ] write hot (C1). Taken together, this reasoning inductively
proves O(1) amortized RMR time complexity as claimed.
We note that, in the presence of write requests, reads in the PF-L have O(m) RMR time
complexity. In particular, before a read request is satisfied, it spins on win, which may be
updated by at most m − 2 other newly issued write requests. Write requests in the PF-L
clearly have O(m) RMR time complexity. The spinning at Line 22 generates O(m) RMRs
(like any ticket lock), as does the for loop at Lines 25-26.

4

Evaluation of the PF-L

We empirically compared the PF-L to Brandenburg’s PF-T implementation [11]. The results
of this comparison include throughput graphs, including Fig. 1, as well as overhead data
measured as a function of varying workloads. We conducted all experiments on a two-socket,
18-cores-per-socket x86 machine running the Linux 4.9.30 LITMUSRT kernel [2], with two
Intel Xeon E5-2699 v3 CPUs @ 2.30 GHz, 128 GB of RAM, and three levels of cache: per-core
32 KB L1 data and instruction caches, 256 KB L2 caches shared by pairs of cores, and
46,080 KB L3 caches shared by all cores on the same socket. We performed each evaluation
on m ∈ {2, . . . , 36} cores and two sockets. For m ≤ 18, only one socket was used.
Recall that in the PF-L all lock-status variables are aligned to be cached on different
lines. This allows each read_status variable to exist in a core-local L1 cache and never be
invalidated by readers on other cores. Brandenburg’s PF-T variables are all packed into
a single cache line by design to minimize cache-line reloading costs [11]. All subsequent
references to the PF-T are to Brandenburg’s original implementation unless otherwise stated.
In conducting the following experiments, the contents of the cache were not protected.
However, these experiments were conducted in isolation, so the cache behavior can be entirely
attributed to the experiments. We did not conduct experiments in which another workload
was designed to evict cache lines, as our focus was on capturing the overhead of cache
evictions inherent to the execution of the protocol itself. There is prior work on protecting
caches lines in real-time systems [4, 14, 15, 20, 21, 22, 29, 31, 32, 34], and one of these
approaches could be applied to ensure competing workloads in a system do not evict the
data structures of the locking protocol from the cache.
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Figure 6 Red-black tree throughput.

Throughput. We evaluated throughput using a realistic workload of lookups (reads) and
inserts (writes) in a shared red-black tree, as this was the motivating use case that inspired
this paper. Throughput was measured holistically to include locking overheads, blocking,
and varying critical-section lengths based on whether an operation was a read or write. All
operations were partitioned evenly across cores executing a single task per core. For each
experiment, we averaged the throughput for ten unique random trees, each with a million
nodes. The results for an all-read workload are shown in Fig. 1, which includes a plot for the
same experimental setup with no synchronization. Fig. 6 presents throughput trends for a
read-dominant workload and a workload with evenly distributed reads and writes.
▶ Observation 3. The PF-L exhibited linear scaling with increasing core counts for an
all-read workload.
Fig. 1 highlights the pitfalls of the PF-T for an all-read workload. In comparison,
throughput under the PF-L scaled linearly with the core count as the read_status variable
was maintained write hot in the L1 data cache. Cache behavior enabled better scaling on
one-socket for read-dominant workloads, as shown in Fig. 6a. On two sockets, throughput
decreased with higher core counts due to more expensive interconnect operations. For more
balanced workloads of reads and writes, as shown in Fig. 6b, throughput did not increase for
either the PF-L or PF-T. This is because, with both reads and writes present, the RMR
complexity for all requests in the PF-L is O(m), as shown earlier. However, throughput was
still higher by up to 25% than for the PF-T due to overheads.
After observing the benefits of cache-aligned variables in the PF-L, we tested aligning
each PF-T variable in its own cache line. We discovered this version outperformed the
original PF-T– a useful contribution in its own right. Throughput for the cache-aligned
PF-T is also shown in Fig. 6; the cache-aligned PF-T actually performed similarly to the
PF-L in the evenly distributed workload of reads and writes on high core counts.
Overheads. In measuring overheads, it is necessary to distinguish time spent in operations
inherent to the algorithm (overheads) from those incurred while spinning (blocking). For
overhead-measurement purposes only, we instrumented both the PF-T and the PF-L to
measure overheads and blocking separately. We recorded blocking and overhead times
for 100,000 lock and unlock calls across an increasing number of cores. To simulate high
contention and record worst-case overheads, critical sections were empty. All figures present
the 99th percentile observed overheads to filter outliers due to interrupts and other jitter due
to userspace timing. Fig. 7 shows overhead trends for several different workloads. Overheads
were measured separately for reads and writes, each including both lock and unlock costs.
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Figure 7 Total overheads for lock and unlock operations.

▶ Observation 4. The PF-L exhibited constant overheads for an all-read workload.
Fig. 7a shows that the PF-L exhibited constant lock and unlock overheads of about 0.1µs
across both sockets, while the PF-T overheads were on average 0.4µs on one socket, and up
to 1.3µs on two sockets. This is attributable to the fact that in the PF-L, read lock and
unlock operations only modify a single core-local variable. The PF-T read lock atomically
increments a shared variable, which in turn invalidates other caches and bounces the variable
across cores and sockets, yielding increased overhead.
As write percentages increase, read operations become more costly as read_status variables
are read by writers on other cores and the write-related variables are constantly updated
on all cores with read requests. This behavior also causes an increase in write overheads.
The PF-T experienced higher overheads for read-dominant (Fig. 7b) and evenly distributed
(Fig. 7c) workloads. Since all PF-T variables are on a single cache line, each update invalidates
cache-line values for all other cores, resulting in an RMR for every entry and exit section.
▶ Observation 5. For all workloads with some writes, overheads increased by up to 3× on
two sockets.
All insets in Fig. 7 show higher overheads on two sockets other than the PF-L for an all-read
workload. This is attributable to higher cross-socket RMR latencies for both the PF-T
and the PF-L for mixed workloads. Fig. 7a highlights the case in which reads in the PF-L
generate no RMRs (by design) and does not exhibit increased overheads when executing on
two sockets. This claim is further supported by throughput results in Fig. 6, where execution
on two sockets consistently yielded lower throughput.
▶ Observation 6. Reading under the PF-L incurred less overhead than reading under
the PF-T.
For all tested scenarios across varying write percentages and core counts, read operations
under the PF-L yielded lower overheads than the PF-T. Fig. 7d shows trends in read
overheads with varying write percentages. Beyond 50% writes, overheads were consistent for
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all read operations and at most 0.7µs. The PF-L overheads for write-dominant workloads
did not appreciably increase beyond 50% writes. With more writes, cache-line invalidations
become frequent and cause higher overheads.

5

Schedulability Analysis of Phase-Fair Reader-Writer Locks

Recent work [9] presented an analysis framework for P-EDF built around a prior schedulability
test [5]. Within this framework, each processor is analyzed in turn, incorporating the delays
caused to the execution of tasks on that processor due to waiting for access to shared
resources. In the discussion below, the processor under consideration is denoted P ∗ . The
schedulability framework uses a fixed point iteration to bound the length of the analysis
interval on P ∗ , which we denote I, by using the concept of an arrival curve (AC) [26] and
processor demand criterion (PDC) [5]. At each iteration, a bound on the delays over I
caused by shared resources is required; this bound is what we must provide. Along with the
original presentation of the analysis framework, an integer linear programming approach to
bounding delays for mutex locks was given [9]. In order to apply this analysis framework to
a system in which shared resources are instead managed by phase-fair reader/writer locks,
we must instead provide bounds for that locking protocol. The schedulability framework
is described in full detail in prior work [9], and the remainder of this section is devoted to
determining a bound on delays under phase-fair reader/writer locks.
We build on the previously presented inflation-free analysis for mutex locks [9] to obtain
such analysis. We begin by describing the types of delay, along with the constants and
variables used in the formulation of our optimization problem. The remainder of the section
is devoted to showing that the constraints we apply hold.
Types of delay. To check schedulability, analysis is required to bound synchronization delay,
which includes delays due to both spinning and non-preemptive execution. Spin delay is the
delay incurred on P ∗ when a task on P ∗ waits for a resource by spinning. Arrival delay is
the delay on P ∗ that is incurred when a job is unable to begin executing due to the nonpreemptive execution of a lower-priority job. Note that the job executing non-preemptively
may be either spinning or executing with a satisfied request. Both types of blocking are
illustrated in Fig. 2.
To constrain the computed arrival blocking, the inflation-free approach [9] leverages two
key observations that are derived from existing schedulability analysis [5], generalized here:
O1: Arrival blocking in an analysis interval I of length t is caused only by tasks with a
relative deadline larger than t.
O2: Only a single blocking request can cause arrival blocking.
In the rest of this section, we describe the creation of the optimization problem that
we define for I to compute the maximum synchronization delay (denoted B(P ∗ , t)). This
problem can be solved with a linear-programming solver, such as GLPK [1]. While we build
on an existing framework, the assumptions that informed the construction of the approach
for mutex locks do not all hold for phase-fair locks, which require new reasoning.
We begin by describing the constants and variables of our optimization problem. Then,
we briefly describe the set of constraints that are straightforward modifications of the original
approach; the proofs of these constraints are given in App. A. Finally, we present the
constraints that require new reasoning unique to PF locks.
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Constants and variables. We conduct schedulability analysis for each partition separately.
Here, we focus on the analysis for partition P ∗ . We denote the set of all partitions by P,
and the set of all tasks by Γ. We refer to the set of tasks partitioned to a remote processor
(any processor other than P ∗ ) as Γr , and the set of tasks on a given processor Pk as Γ(Pk ).
We denote the period of an arbitrary task, τi , by Ti , and its relative deadline by Di . We
reason about an arbitrary resource ℓq in the set of all resources Q. We use constants for
the number of requests each job issues and the duration of requests by type; we denote the
maximum duration of a read (resp., write) request issued by a job of τi for a resource ℓq with
W
R
W
LR
i,q (resp., Li,q ). A job of τi issues at most Ni,q (resp., Ni,q ) read (resp., write) requests.
The following variables are used in our optimization problem to bound blocking:
S,R
Xi,q
is the spin delay caused by read requests issued by τi for ℓq .
S,W
Xi,q
is the spin delay caused by write requests issued by τi for ℓq .
A,R
Xi,q
is the arrival blocking caused by read requests issued by τi for ℓq .
A,W
is the arrival blocking caused by write requests issued by τi for ℓq .
Xi,q
R
Aq is an indicator (i.e., binary) variable. AR
q = 1 indicates that arrival blocking is caused
by a read request for ℓq , whereas AR
q = 0 indicates that no arrival blocking is caused by a
read request for ℓq .
AW
q is similarly an indicator of arrival blocking caused by a write request for ℓq .

For the specification of the optimization problem given below, we are applying the PDC.
As such, the number of jobs τj on P ∗ (a localj task) that
k must be considered during the
t+Tj −Dj
. The number of jobs of a remote
Tj
m
l
t+D
nrjobs(τj , t) = Tj j . The modifications described

analysis interval I of length t is nljobs(τj , t) =

task τj that must be accounted for is
previously [9] allow for simple changes to the specification of the optimization problem to
instead reason about the AC.

Optimization problem. The optimization problem we seek to solve is formulated to maximize
the computed blocking subject to a set of constraints that limit this blocking by considering
scenarios that cannot occur. This problem is as follows.
P
P
S,R
A,R
S,W
A,W
W
maximize B(t) = ∀τi ∈Γ ℓq ∈Q [(Xi,q
+ Xi,q
) · LR
i,q + (Xi,q + Xi,q ) · Li,q ]
subject to the constrains in Tbl. 1.
Foundational RW constraints. The first set of constraints builds directly on the inflationfree analysis presented for mutex locks [9], with the distinction that we instead specify readand write-versions of each variable, as detailed above. We describe these constraints briefly
here and present the full versions in App. A.
Constraint (1) limits the computed arrival blocking terms for read and write requests
by comparing the relative deadline of each task to the length of the deadline busy-period.
Constraint (2) enforces that spin delay can be caused only by tasks remote to P ∗ . Constraints (3) and (4) limit the contribution of each request (read and write requests, resp.) to
delays; each request can contribute to either arrival blocking or spin delay, but not both.
The next five constraints focus on arrival blocking. As arrival blocking can be caused
by only a single request (Observation O2), it can be caused by either a read request or a
write request (not both); this is enforced by Constraint (5). Constraints (6) and (7) leverage
the fact that resources for which there are no read (resp., write) requests cannot cause read
(resp., write) arrival blocking. Finally, Constraints (8) and (9) bound the total number of
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read (resp., write) requests that can cause arrival blocking by the binary variable indicating
if arrival blocking is caused by a read (resp. write) request for that resource.
S,R-to-W
S,R-to-R
S,W-to-W
Helper variables. We introduce four helper variables, Xi,q
, Xi,q
, Xi,q
, and
S,W-to-R
Xi,q
, to analyze the spin blocking caused by remote requests by cases. For example,
S,R-to-W
Xi,q
is the number of read requests issued by τi that delay write requests.

Constraints on spin blocking. The following constraints limit the spin blocking that can be
computed based on the possible interactions between read and write requests. These must
account for the access patterns that can occur under phase-fair locks. Constraints (10) and
(11) join the helper variables to those counting total read and write spin delay.
Proof of (10). Each read by a remote task τi can induce spin delay on a read request or
a write request, but not both, on P ∗ , as all requests execute non-preemptively. Thus, the
S,R
number of read requests of τi for ℓq that cause spin delay (Xi,q
) is obtained by summing the
S,R-to-R
S,R-to-W
number that delay read requests (Xi,q
) and write requests (Xi,q
), respectively. ◀
Proof of (11). Similar to that of Constraint (10).

◀

Constraints (12) and (13) limit the contribution of write requests to spin delay by
considering the total number of read and write requests on P ∗ during I.
Proof of (12). By Rules PF1 and PF3, a given read request may be delayed by at most one
P
R
write phase. There are at most τi ∈Γ(P ∗ ) nljobs(τi , t)·Ni,q
read requests for ℓq on P ∗ during I.
Thus, that number upper bounds the number of write requests from other processors that can
P
P
S,W-to-R
cause delay to read requests for ℓq on P ∗ , which is Pk ∈P|Pk ̸=P ∗ τx ∈Γ(Pk ) Xx,q
. ◀
P
W
write requests on P ∗ during
Proof of (13). There are at most τi ∈Γ(P ∗ ) nljobs(τi , t) · Ni,q
I. At most one write request per processor can delay the execution of each write request
on P ∗ , because write requests are satisfied in FIFO order (by Rule PF2), requests execute
non-preemptively, and only one write request is satisfied during each write phase (by Rule
PF3). Thus, for each processor Pk , the number of write requests delaying write requests on
P
S,W-to-W
P ∗ ( τx ∈Γ(Pk ) Xx,q
) is bounded by the number of write requests on P ∗ in I.
◀
Constraints (14) and (15) bound the impact of remote read requests on read requests on
P ∗ . We use the following lemma and corollary in verifying them.
▶ Lemma 7. A read request Rri is blocked by at most one read phase and one write phase.
Proof. If there are no active requests when Rri is issued, it will be satisfied immediately.
If instead there are active read requests and no active write requests, Rri is satisfied
immediately upon issuance by Rule PF4.
If there are active write requests and no active read requests when Rri is issued, it will
be delayed by the current write phase and then satisfied after the currently satisfied write
request completes by Rules PF1 and PF3.
If there is at least one active write request and one active read request when Rri is issued,
then either a write request or a read request is currently satisfied. If a write request is
satisfied, then Rri will be satisfied upon the completion of that request by Rules PF1 and
PF3. If instead the resource is in a read phase, Rri must wait for the completion of this read
phase (by Rule PF4) and the completion of a single write phase (by Rules PF1 and PF3).
Thus, in all cases, Rri is blocked by at most one read phase and one write phase.
◀
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Table 1 Linear-program constraints. Constraints (1)–(9) are described in App. A.

Number

Constraint Specification

(2)

A,R
A,W
∀τ ∈ Γ(P ∗ )|Di ≤ t, ∀ℓq ∈ Q, Xi,q
+ Xi,q
=0
P
P
S,W
S,R
=0
τi ∈Γ(P ∗ )
ℓq ∈Q Xi,q + Xi,q

(3)

S,R
A,R
R
∀τi ∈ Γr , ∀ℓq ∈ Q, Xi,q
+ Xi,q
≤ nrjobs(τi , t) · Ni,q

(4)

A,W
S,W
W
≤ nrjobs(τi , t) · Ni,q
+ Xi,q
∀τi ∈ Γr , ∀ℓq ∈ Q, Xi,q
P
R
W
ℓq ∈Q Aq + Aq ≤ 1
P
R
∀ℓq ∈ Q, AR
q ≤
τi ∈Γ(P ∗ )|Di >t Ni,q
P
W
∀ℓq ∈ Q, AW
q ≤
τi ∈Γ(P ∗ )|Di >t Ni,q
P
A,R
≤ AR
∀ℓq ∈ Q, ∀τi ∈Γ(P ∗ ) Xi,q
q
P
A,W
∀ℓq ∈ Q, ∀τi ∈Γ(P ∗ ) Xi,q
≤ AW
Constraints adapted from [9]
q

(1)

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)

S,R
S,R-to-R
S,R-to-W
∀τi ∈ Γr , ∀ℓq ∈ Q, Xi,q
= Xi,q
+ Xi,q
r

New Constraints

S,W-to-W
S,W-to-R
+ Xi,q
= Xi,q
P
P
S,W-to-R
≤ τi ∈Γ(P ∗ )
τx ∈Γ(Pk ) Xx,q

S,W
Xi,q

∀τi ∈ Γ , ∀ℓq ∈ Q,
P
R
∀ℓq ∈ Q, Pk ∈P|Pk ̸=P ∗
nljobs(τi , t) · Ni,q
P
P
S,W-to-W
W
∀Pk ∈ P, ∀ℓq ∈ Q, τx ∈Γ(Pk ) Xx,q
≤ τi ∈Γ(P ∗ ) nljobs(τi , t) · Ni,q
P
P
P
S,R-to-R
R
∀ℓq ∈ Q, Pk ∈P|Pk ̸=P ∗ τx ∈Γ(Pk ) Xx,q
≤ τi ∈Γ(P ∗ ) nljobs(τi , t) · Ni,q
P
P
P
P
S,W-to-R
S,R-to-R
∀ℓq ∈ Q, Pk ∈P|Pk ̸=P ∗ τx ∈Γ(Pk ) Xx,q
≤ Pk ∈P|Pk ̸=P ∗ τx ∈Γ(Pk ) Xi,q
P
P
S,R-to-W
∀ℓq ∈ Q, Pk ∈P|Pk ̸=P ∗ τx ∈Γ(Pk ) Xx,q
P
P
P
W
S,W-to-W
≤ τi ∈Γ(P ∗ ) (nljobs(τi , t) · Ni,q
) + Pk ∈P|Pk ̸=P ∗ τx ∈Γ(Pk ) Xx,q
P
S,W-to-W
W
≤ nrjobs(τx , t) · τi ∈Γ(P ∗ ) (nrjobs(τi , Dx ) · Ni,q
∀τx ∈ ΓR , ∀ℓq ∈ Q, Xx,q
)
P
S,W-to-R
R
≤ nrjobs(τx , t) · τi ∈Γ(P ∗ ) (nrjobs(τi , Dx ) · Ni,q
∀τx ∈ ΓR , ∀ℓq ∈ Q, Xx,q
)
P
S,R-to-R
R
∀τx ∈ ΓR , ∀ℓq ∈ Q, Xx,q
≤ nrjobs(τx , t) · τi ∈Γ(P ∗ ) (nrjobs(τi , Dx ) · Ni,q
)
P
P
A,W
W
A,R
R
∀ℓq ∈ Q, Aq + Aq = 0 ⇒ Pk ∈P|Pk ̸=P ∗ τx ∈Γ(Pk ) Xx,q + Xx,q ≤ 0
P
P
A,R
∀ℓq ∈ Q, AR
q =1⇒
Pk ∈P|Pk ̸=P ∗
τx ∈Γ(Pk ) Xx,q ≤ 1
P
P
A,W
∀ℓq ∈ Q, AR
q =1⇒
Pk ∈P|Pk ̸=P ∗
τx ∈Γ(Pk ) Xx,q ≤ 1
P
P
A,R
∀ℓq ∈ Q, AR
q =1⇒
τx ∈Γ(Pk ) Xx,q
Pk ∈P|Pk ̸=
P∗
P
P
A,W
≤ Pk ∈P|Pk ̸=P ∗ τx ∈Γ(Pk ) Xx,q
P
P
A,R
∀ℓq ∈ Q, AW
Xx,q
∗
q =1⇒
P Pk ∈P|Pk ̸=P P τx ∈Γ(Pk ) A,W
≤ 1 + Pk ∈P|Pk ̸=P ∗ τx ∈Γ(Pk ) Xx,q
P
∗
A,W
∀Pk ̸= P , ∀ℓq ∈ Q, AW
q =1⇒
τx ∈Γ(Pk ) Xx,q ≤ 1

▶ Corollary 8. If a read request Rri is blocked by W write requests, it is blocked by at most
W read phases.
Proof. In the proof of Lemma 7, which enumerated all possible blocking scenarios for a read
request Rri , the only scenario in which a request Rri is blocked by a read request is when a
write request also blocks Rri .
◀
P
R
Proof of (14). During I, there are at most
τi ∈Γ(P ∗ ) nljobs(τi , t) · Ni,q read requests
∗
on P . By Lemma 7, each read requests can be delayed by at most one read phase.
Thus the total number of read requests that cause spin blocking for read requests on P ∗
P
P
S,R-to-R
( Pk ∈P|Pk ̸=P ∗ τx ∈Γ(Pk ) Xx,q
) is bounded by the number of read requests on P ∗ . ◀
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Proof of (15). By Cor. 8, a read request can be delayed by a read phase only if it is also delayed by a write phase. Thus, the total number of read requests causing spin blocking for read
P
P
S,R-to-R
requests on P ∗ ( Pk ∈P|Pk ̸=P ∗ τx ∈Γ(Pk ) Xx,q
) is bounded by the total number of write
P
P
S,W-to-R
requests causing spin blocking for those requests ( Pk ∈P|Pk ̸=P ∗ τx ∈Γ(Pk ) Xi,q
). ◀
We now examine how read requests can delay write requests.
w
▶ Lemma 9. If W write phases block a write request Rw
i , at most W + 1 read phases block Ri .

Proof. By Rule PF1, read phases and write phases alternate. Before each of the W write
phases that block Rw
i , a read phase can occur. Additionally, after the last blocking write
phase and before the satisfaction of Rw
i , an additional read phase can occur. Therefore, at
most W + 1 read phases can block Rw
◀
i .
Constraint (16) limits read-to-write blocking and its proof leverages Lemma 9.
P
W
∗
Proof of (16). There are
τi ∈Γ(P ∗ ) (nljobs(τi , t) · Ni,q ) write request to consider on P
during I. For each of these requests individually, if some number W write phases block
the request, up to W + 1 read phases can also block that request, by Lemma 9. In total,
P
P
S,W-to-W
write requests can block these write requests, by definiPk ∈P|Pk ̸=P ∗
τx ∈Γ(Pk ) Xx,q
tion. As each write request can incur one additional blocking by a read request, an additional
P
W
∗
τi ∈Γ(P ∗ ) (nljobs(τi , t) · Ni,q ) read requests can block write requests on P . Thus, in total the
P
P
S,R-to-W
number of read requests that can delay write requests ( Pk ∈P|Pk ̸=P ∗ τx ∈Γ(Pk ) Xx,q
)
P
P
P
W
S,W-to-W
is bounded by τi ∈Γ(P ∗ ) (nljobs(τi , t) · Ni,q ) + Pk ∈P|Pk ̸=P ∗ τx ∈Γ(Pk ) Xx,q
.
◀
Finally, we constrain the impact of each remote task on tasks on P ∗ by considering how
jobs may overlap based on their respective periods and deadlines. The next two lemmas are
used in verifying Constraints (17)–(19).
▶ Lemma 10. The requests for ℓq issued by a single job of a remote task τx ∈ Γr overlap
w
with at most nrjobs(τi , Dx ) · Ni,q
write requests for ℓq issued by jobs of τi ∈ Γ(P ∗ ).
Proof. The number of jobs of τi that overlap with a single job of τx is at most nrjobs(τi , Dx ).
w
Each job of τi issues up to Ni,q
write requests. Thus, the requests from a single job of τx ∈ Γr
w
overlap with at most nrjobs(τi , Dx ) · Ni,q
write requests for ℓq issued by jobs of τi .
◀
▶ Lemma 11. The requests for ℓq issued by a single job of a remote task τx ∈ Γr overlap
r
with at most nrjobs(τi , Dx ) · Ni,q
read requests for ℓq issued by jobs of τi ∈ Γ(P ∗ ).
Proof. Follows as above, but for read requests.

◀

Constraint (17) limits blocking caused by write requests.
Proof of (17). By Lemma 10, a single job of a task τx ∈ Γr overlaps with up to nrjobs(τi , Dx )·
w
Ni,q
write requests of an arbitrary task τi ∈ Γ(P ∗ ). Thus, a single job of τx can overlap
P
W
with a total of τi ∈Γ(P ∗ ) (nrjobs(τi , Dx ) · Ni,q
) write requests issued on P ∗ . Because of the
non-preemptive execution and FIFO satisfaction order of write requests (Rule PF2), each
of these write requests on P ∗ can be delayed by at most one overlapping write request per
job of a remote task. During I, nrjobs(τx , t) jobs of τx must be considered. Thus, the total
S,W-to-W
number of write requests of τx that can cause spin delay on P ∗ (Xx,q
) is bounded by
P
W
nrjobs(τx , t) · τi ∈Γ(P ∗ ) (nrjobs(τi , Dx ) · Ni,q
).
◀
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Constraints (18) and (19) limit blocking caused to read requests on P ∗ .
Proof of (18). Lemma 11 bounds the number of read requests that a job of τx ∈ Γr may
overlap with. By Lemma 7, at most one write phase can delay each read request, implying
that at most one write request per job can delay each read request. Thus, the constraint
follows similarly to Constraint (17).
◀
Proof of (19). Follows similarly to Constraint (18) by instead applying that each read
request can be blocked by at most one read request (by Lemma 7).
◀
Constraints on arrival blocking. A single request on P ∗ can cause arrival blocking by
its non-preemptive blocking and then execution. The duration of this arrival blocking is
impacted by the type of request that causes it.
The following constraints are indicator constraints; if a variable in the optimization
problem holds a specified value, an additional constraint is imposed. Some linear programming
solvers allow the direct specification of indicator constraints. Alternatively, each indicator
constraint can be converted to a set of linear constraints by using Big-M techniques [10].
Constraint (20) accounts for the case in which no requests for ℓq cause arrival blocking.
Proof of (20). If neither a read request nor a write request for ℓq can cause arrival blocking
(AR
+ AW
the total number of remote requests that can contribute to arrival blocking
q = 0),
Pq
P
A,R
A,W
( Pk ∈P|Pk ̸=P ∗ τx ∈Γ(Pk ) Xx,q
+ Xx,q
) is 0.
◀
Because any arrival blocking is caused by a single request on P ∗ , we apply reasoning
based on request type to eliminate blocking that cannot possibly occur. Constraints (21)–(23)
apply if a read request causes arrival blocking. Recall that a single read request can be
blocked by at most one read request and one write request by Lemma 7.
Proof of (21). If a read request on P ∗ causes arrival blocking (AR
q = 1), at most one read
phase can contribute to its delay by Lemma 7. Thus, the total number of read requests
P
P
A,R
) is
from remote processors that can cause arrival blocking ( Pk ∈P|Pk ̸=P ∗ τx ∈Γ(Pk ) Xx,q
bounded by 1.
◀
Proof of (22). Similarly, the total number of write requests from remote processors that
P
P
A,W
can cause arrival blocking ( Pk ∈P|Pk ̸=P ∗ τx ∈Γ(Pk ) Xx,q
) is bounded by 1.
◀
Proof of (23). If a read request on P ∗ causes arrival blocking (AR
q = 1), then by Cor. 8,
if it is blocked by W write requests, it will be blocked by at most W read requests. Because of the non-preemptive execution of requests, any requests that contribute to the
blocking of the read on P ∗ that causes arrival blocking are requests issued by tasks on
remote processors. Thus, the total number of write requests that block this read request
P
P
A,W
( Pk ∈P|Pk ̸=P ∗ τx ∈Γ(Pk ) Xx,q
) upper bounds the number of read requests that block this
P
P
A,R
read request ( Pk ∈P|Pk ̸=P ∗ τx ∈Γ(Pk ) Xx,q
).
◀
Constraints (24) and (25) consider arrival blocking that is caused by a write request.
Proof of (24). If a write request on P ∗ causes arrival blocking (AW
q = 1), the number of
read requests that can block it is bounded by one more than the write requests causing delay
(by Lemma 9). Thus, the total number of remote read requests that cause arrival blocking
P
P
A,R
( Pk ∈P|Pk ̸=P ∗ τx ∈Γ(Pk ) Xx,q
) is bounded by one more than the number write requests on
P
P
A,W
remote processors that cause arrival blocking ( Pk ∈P|Pk ̸=P ∗ τx ∈Γ(Pk ) Xx,q
).
◀
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Table 2 Summary of percentage TSA improvement of LP:PF.

Inflation:PF

Min
0.383

Q1
10.1

Median
28.5

Q3
54.5

Max
158.6

Proof of (25). If a write request on P ∗ causes arrival blocking (AW
q = 1), by Rules PF2 and
PF3 and the non-preemptive execution of requests, at most one write request per remote
processor can delay that write request, as requests execute non-preemptively. Thus, the total
P
A,W
number of write requests that cause arrival blocking issued by tasks on Pk ( τx ∈Γ(Pk ) Xx,q
)
is bounded by 1.
◀

6

Schedulability Evaluation

To explore the benefit of our new approaches we conducted a schedulability study by using
the SchedCAT toolkit [3] and building upon a prior implementation [9].
Schedulability improvements. We begin by comparing our inflation-free analysis for phasefair reader-writer locking protocols (labeled “LP:PF”) to the existing per-request inflationbased PF analysis (labeled “Inflation:PF”). To reduce the time it took to compute schedulability, we applied our holistic analysis for phase-fair locks only if the per-request inflation-based
approach failed to be schedulable. The line labeled “NOLOCK” shows the computed
schedulability if the delays for resource accesses are ignored.
In this study, we computed schedulability for increasing task counts under different
scenarios, with 216 scenarios total. Each scenario is a different combination of certain system
parameters. We considered a system with eight processors. Task periods were selected from
a log-uniform distribution in [10ms, 100ms] or in [1ms, 1000ms]. Each task’s utilization was
chosen from an exponential distribution with a mean of 0.1. The number of resources (nr )
in a scenario was selected from {4, 8, 16}. For each resource, the probability that a task
requires that resource was chosen from {0.1, 0.25, 0.5}. The number of times a task accesses
a given resource was either 1 or was selected from {1, . . . , 5}. For a given access to be write
access (instead of a read access) was chosen with a probability selected from {0.01, 0.1, 0.5}.
Request durations were either short (selected uniformly from [1µs, 25µs]) or medium (selected
uniformly from [25µs, 100µs]). These parameters closely reflect those on which the original
holistic analysis framework [9] was analyzed.
This study resulted in 216 schedulability graphs (one per scenario), which show the
ratio of schedulable tasks systems out of the 1,000 systems generated for each data point.
Performance is evaluated on the basis of task schedulable area (TSA), the area under a given
curve as computed by a midpoint Riemann sum. In Tbl. 2, we summarize the data on the
percentage TSA improvement of LP:PF, and we highlight some key scenarios in Fig. 8.
▶ Observation 12. The LP:PF approach always resulted in a higher TSA than Inflation:PF.
This is illustrated in Fig. 8. The cases in which LP:PF resulted in the largest percentage
improvement (50.% to 158.6%) were primarily for scenarios with write probability of 0.1 or
0.5; 96.9% of these scenarios had write probability of 0.1 or 0.5.
▶ Observation 13. In some scenarios, the LP:PF resulted in only small increases in
schedulability.

NOLOCK
Inflation:PF
LP:PF

Schedulability Ratio
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Number of Tasks
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(d) Significant improvements (110%)

Figure 8 Comparisons against Inflation:PF.

This is illustrated in Tbl. 2 and Fig. 8a. For the scenarios with TSA improvements in the
first quartile, in which the LP:PF had a small percentage of improvement, both approaches
tended to yield a TSA close to that of NOLOCK.
Overhead-aware schedulability. We conducted an additional scheduability study in which
we incorporated protocol overheads. We inflated requests by the corresponding overhead
and analyzed the resulting systems with our PF analysis; “LP+PF-T” (resp., “LP+PF-L”)
represents the computed schedulability with the PF-T (resp., PF-L) overheads added. We
measured overheads as described in Sec. 4 with eight cores across two sockets for scenarios
with up to 10% write requests. For the PF-T, this resulted in read (resp., write) overhead of
2.2µs (resp., 1.7µs), and for the PF-L, read (resp., write) overhead of 0.5µs (resp., 0.9µs).
In our study of read-dominated workloads (write probability in {0.01, 0.1}), we observed
moderate differences, with an average TSA improvement for LP+PF-L of 1.01%. In some
scenarios, the overhead was negligible relative to the blocking. In others, generally those with
more resource accesses, the TSA difference was more pronounced. We observed scenarios
with up to a 10.4% improvement, as depicted in Fig. 9a. These results support the following.
▶ Observation 14. For read-dominant workloads, our new PF-L protocol and schedulability
analysis dominated prior state-of-the art approaches.
The schedulability improvements initially seemed modest relative to the impacts of lower
overhead on throughput. However, the task systems considered in Sec. 4 are quite different
(e.g., significant execution time spent in the execution of requests) from those detailed in
the schedulability study just discussed. Therefore, to assess the impact of overheads alone
(without blocking) in a system with significant resource requirements, we conducted an
additional overhead-aware schedulability study that focused on read-only workloads with
a variable number of requests for a single shared resource. Here, we applied overheads
measured from a system with 0% write requests; thus, we applied overheads of 1.2µs for
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one resource, access probability of 1.0, and write
probability of 0.

Figure 9 Schedulability with protocol overhead incorporated.

the PF-T and 0.2µs for the PF-L. Fig. 9b gives the schedulability graph that resulted from
this study. These findings are consistent with the throughput experiments (e.g., Fig. 1),
and confirm that small overheads can significantly affect throughput and schedulability for
synchronization-heavy read-dominant workloads.

7

Conclusion

We presented a new phase-fair reader/writer lock implementation and inflation-free PF
schedulability analysis that, taken together, can improve both throughput and schedulability
in comparison to prior alternatives when supporting read-mostly workloads. While this work
was motivated by heavily read-dominant workloads, our findings suggest that the presented
lock implementation may be competitive, if not superior, to previous RW locking protocols
in most applications. We have demonstrated these improvements via experiments on real
hardware and via a schedulability study. In future work, we intend to explore how other
concurrent algorithms can be adapted based on cache coherence and performance properties
to improve scalability similar to that we have demonstrated herein.
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Additional Constraints

Constraints (1)-(9), proven here, are similar to constraints in prior inflation-free analysis [9].
Proof of (1). Follows directly from Observation O1.

◀

Proof of (2). In order to cause spin delay, a local task must have a satisfied request while
another request is blocked. However, because tasks spin and execute critical sections nonpreemptively, there can be at most one active request on P ∗ at any given time. Therefore,
tasks on P ∗ cannot cause spin delay; only remote tasks can cause spin delay.
◀
The following lemma can be proven using reasoning on the behavior of the PF lock similar
to that used to prove Lemmas 7 and 9.
▶ Lemma 15. Each remote request Rx can contribute to delaying requests on P ∗ at most
once, and that delay is realized as either arrival blocking or spin delay, but not both.
Proof of (3) and (4). Both follow from Lemma 15.

◀

Constraints (5)–(9) concern arrival blocking.
Proof of (5). Follows from Observation O2; only one request can cause arrival blocking, and
each request is only for a single resource and is either a read request or a write request. ◀
Proof of (6). Recall that AR
q is a binary indicator variable. By Observation O1, arrival
blocking is only caused by tasks with a relative deadline larger than t. If no read request for
ℓq is issued by any task with a deadline greater than t (i.e., the sum on the right-hand side
is 0), then is is not possible to have a read request for ℓq cause arrival blocking.
◀
Proof of (7). Similarly, we constrain arrival blocking due to a write request.

◀

Proof of (8). For each resource ℓq , the number of read requests that can cause arrival blocking
is upper-bounded by AR
q ; at most one request can cause arrival blocking (Observation O2),
and if AR
=
0,
no
request
for that resource can cause arrival blocking.
◀
q
Proof of (9). Similarly, the arrival blocking caused by write requests is constrained.

◀
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1

Introduction

1.1

Background

The survey published by Akesson et al. in 2020 [1], shows that about 80% of industry
practitioners developing real-time systems are using multi-core processors, about twice the
number that are using single-cores. On a single-core processor, when a task executes without
interruption or pre-emption it has exclusive access to the hardware resources that it needs.
The execution time of the task therefore depends only on its own behavior and the initial state
of the hardware. This is in marked contrast to what happens when a task executes on one
core of a multi-core processor. Multi-core processors are typically designed to provide high
average-case performance at low cost, with hardware resources shared between cores. These
shared hardware resources typically include, the interconnect, caches, and main memory, as
well as other platform specific components. As a consequence, the execution time of a task
running on one core of a multi-core system can be extended by interference due to contention
for shared hardware resources emanating from co-running tasks on the other cores.
© Robert I. Davis, David Griffin, and Iain Bate;
licensed under Creative Commons License CC-BY 4.0
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This problem of cross-core contention and interference has led to timing verification of
multi-core systems becoming a hot topic of real-time systems research in the decade to 2020.
The survey published by Maiza et al. in 2019 [32] classifies approximately 120 research papers
in this area. Much of this research relies on detailed information about shared hardware
resources and the policies used to arbitrate access to them. This information is then used
to derive analytical bounds on the maximum interference possible due to contending tasks
running on the other cores. In practice, however, there can be substantial difficulties in
obtaining and using such detailed low-level information, since it is not typically disclosed by
hardware vendors. This is because the complex resource arbitration policies and low-level
hardware design features employed comprise valuable intellectual property. Further, even if
such information is available, then the overall behavior can be so complex as to preclude a
static analysis that provides meaningful bounds, as opposed to substantial overestimates.
The predominant industry practice is to use measurement-based timing analysis techniques to estimate worst-case execution times1 (WCETs). However, the simple extension of
measurement-based techniques to multi-core systems cannot provide an adequate solution
that bounds the impact of cross-core interference. This is because cross-core interference is
highly dependent on the timing of accesses to shared hardware resources by both the task
under analysis and its co-runners. In practice, it is not possible to choose the worst-case
combination of behavior (inputs, paths, and timing) for co-running tasks that will result in
the maximum interference occurring [33]. A potential solution to this problem, which is being
taken up commercially [37], is to employ a more nuanced measurement-based approach using
micro-benchmarks [36, 16, 33, 24]. These micro-benchmarks sustain a high level of resource
accesses, ameliorating the timing alignment issues inherent in the naive approach discussed
above. Micro-benchmarks can be used to characterize tasks in terms of the interference that
they can cause, or be subject to, due to contention over a particular hardware resource.
The timing verification of single-core systems has traditionally been solved via a two-step
approach [32]. First context-independent WCET estimates are obtained, either via static or
measurement-based timing analysis. Second, these estimates are used as parameter values in
a task model, with schedulability analysis employed to determine if all of the tasks can meet
their timing constraints when executed under a specific scheduling policy. This separation of
concerns between timing analysis and schedulability analysis brings many benefits; however,
its effectiveness is greatly diminished in multi-core systems due to the fact that execution
times heavily depend on co-runner behavior and the cross-core interference that they bring.
Inflating individual task execution time estimates to account for the maximum amount of
context-independent interference that could potentially occur during the time interval in
which each task executes can result in gross over-estimates that are not viable in practice [27].
Rather, research [2, 10] has shown that it is more effective to consider contention over the
longer time frame of task response times.

1.2

Contribution and Organization

In Section 2, we introduce the Multi-core Resource Stress and Sensitivity (MRSS) task model
that characterizes how much each task stresses shared hardware resources and how much each
task is sensitive to such resource stress. The MRSS task model provides a simple interface and
a separation of concerns between timing analysis and schedulability analysis, thus retaining

1

About 66% of the industry practitioners surveyed by Akesson et al. [1] used some form of measurementbased timing analysis, whereas only about 33% used some form of static timing analysis.
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the advantages of the traditional two-step approach to overall timing verification. The MRSS
task model relies on timing analysis, either measurement-based or static, to provide task
parameter values characterizing stand-alone (i.e. no contention) WCETs, resource stresses,
and resource sensitivities. Thus, it provides the information needed by schedulability analysis
to integrate cross-core interference into the computation of bounds on task response times,
and hence determine the schedulability of tasks running on multi-core systems. The MRSS
task model is generic and versatile. It supports different types of interference that occur via
cross-core contention for shared hardware resources, as follows:
(i) Limited interference where contention for the resource is ameliorated by parallelism
in the hardware. Here, the interference is sub-additive, i.e. less than the time that the
co-running task on another core spends accessing the resource.
(ii) Direct interference where the bandwidth of the resource is shared between contending
cores, for example with Round-Robin bus. Here, the interference is additive, directly
matching the time that co-running tasks spend accessing the resource.
(iii) Indirect interference where contention causes additional interference, over and above
the bandwidth consumed by co-running tasks (i.e. a super-additive effect), due to
changes in the state of the resource that cause further delays to subsequent accesses.
An example of indirect interference occurs with main memory (DRAM) [22] when
interleaved accesses target different rows, resulting in additional row close and row open
operations, increasing memory access latency.
The MRSS task model is not however a panacea, it cannot support unbounded interference
where task execution is disproportionately impacted by contending accesses. This includes
cases where contenders can effectively lock a resource for an extended or unbounded amount
of time, or change the information stored in the resource in such a way that it needs to be
obtained from elsewhere. Problems of cache thrashing [36], cache coherence [17], and cache
miss status handling registers [41] can all cause effectively unbounded interference, and need
to be eliminated from systems aimed at providing real-time predictability.
Section 3 introduces schedulability analysis for the MRSS task model, considering task
sets scheduled according to partitioned fixed priority preemptive scheduling (pFPPS) and
partitioned fixed priority non-preemptive scheduling (pFPNS) policies 2 . Two types of
schedulability test are derived: (i) context-dependent tests that make use of information
about the co-running tasks on the other cores, and (ii) context-independent tests that use
only information about the tasks running on the same core. The latter are less precise, but
fully composable, meaning that if the tasks on one core are changed, then only those tasks
need have their schedulability re-assessed; task schedulability on the other cores is unaffected.
Composability is an important issue for industry, particularly when different companies or
departments are responsible for the sub-systems running on different cores.
In systems that use fixed priority scheduling, appropriate priority assignment is a crucial aspect of achieving a schedulable system [14]. Section 4 investigates optimal priority
assignment, proving that Deadline Monotonic [31] priority ordering is optimal for both
the context-independent and the simpler context-dependent schedulability tests for pFPPS.
Similarly, Audsley’s optimal priority assignment algorithm [4] is proven to be applicable and
optimal for the equivalent tests for pFPNS. The more complex and precise context-dependent
tests are proven incompatible with Audsley’s algorithm [4].

2

The most commonly used real-time scheduling polices in industry practice [1].
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Section 5, provides a systematic evaluation of the effectiveness of the schedulability tests
derived in Section 3. The results of this evaluation follow the dominance relationships
demonstrated earlier, indicating the superiority of the more complex context-dependent
schedulability tests, while also highlighting the additional contention that adding further
cores brings. Section 6 concludes with a summary and directions for future work.
The appendix presents the findings from a case study examining 24 tasks from a RollsRoyce aero-engine control system. These tasks were assessed using measurement-based
timing analysis to obtain broad-brush estimates of their stand-alone WCETs, as well as
characterizing their resource stress and resource sensitivity parameters. The purpose of the
case study was not to try to determine definitive values for these parameters, in itself a
challenging research problem, rather our aim was to obtain proof-of-concept data to act as
an exemplar underpinning the MRSS task model and its analysis.

1.3

Related Work

Prior publications that relate to the research presented in this paper include work on microbenchmarks [36, 16, 33, 24, 37] that can be used to stress resources in multi-core systems,
and work on the integration of interference effects into schedulability analysis. Many of
the latter papers are summarized in Section 4 of the survey [32] by Maiza et al. Unlike
the analysis presented in this paper, which uses a generic task model that is applicable to
many different types of interference and a variety of different shared hardware resources,
most of these prior works focus on the details of one or more specific hardware resources.
They require detailed information about the resource arbitration policy used, the number
of resource accesses made by each task, and in some cases the timing of those accesses. By
contrast, this paper takes a more abstract, but nonetheless valid view, that interference can
be modeled in terms of its execution time impact via resource sensitivity and resource stress
parameters for each task. This approach requires less detail about the resource behavior,
and is more amenable to practical use, since it can still be used when full details of shared
resource behavior are not available from the hardware vendor.
Early work on the integration of interference effects into schedulability analysis by
Schliecker et al. [39] used arrival curves to model the resource accesses of each task, and hence
how resource access delays due to contention impact upon task response times. Schliecker’s
work focused on contention over the memory bus. Further work in this area by Schranzhofer
et al. [40], Pellizzoni et al. [35], Giannopoulou et al. [19], and Lampka et al. [28] used the
superblock model that divides each task into a sequence of blocks, and uses information
about the number of resource accesses within different phases of these blocks.
Dasari et al. [9] used a request function to model the maximum number of resource
accesses from each task in a given time interval, and integrated this request function into
response time analysis. Kim et al. [26] and Yun et al. [42] provided a detailed analysis of
contention caused by DRAM accesses, accounting for access scheduling and variations in
latencies due to differing states e.g. open and closed rows. The delays due to contention were
then integrated into response time analysis. Altmeyer et al. [2, 10] introduced a multi-core
response time analysis framework, aimed at combining the demands that tasks place on
difference types of resources (e.g. CPU, memory bus, and DRAM) with the resource supply
provided by those hardware resources. The resulting explicit interference was then integrated
directly into response time analysis. Rihani et al. [38] built on this framework, using it to
analyze complex bus arbitration policies on a many-core processor. Huang et al. [23] and
Cheng et al. [8] leveraged the symmetry between processing and resource access, viewing
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tasks as executing and then suspending execution while accessing a shared resource. Using
this suspension model in the schedulability analysis, they obtained results that were broadly
comparable to those of Altmeyer et al. [2].
Paolieri et al. [34] proposed using a WCET-matrix and WCET-sensitivity values to
characterize the variation in task execution times in different execution environments (e.g. with
different numbers of contending cores, and different cache partition sizes). This information
was then used to determine efficient task partitioning and task allocation strategies. Andersson
et al. [3] presented a schedulability test where tasks have different execution times dependent
on their co-runners. Here, tasks are represented by a sequence of segments, each of which
has execution requirements and co-runner slowdown factors with respect to sets of other
segments that could execute in parallel with it. The schedulability test involves solving a
linear program to bound the longest response time given the possible ways in which different
segments could execute in parallel and the slowdown in execution that this would entail. The
method has significant scalability issues that effectively limit the total number of tasks it
can handle to approximately 32 tasks on a 4 core system (i.e. 8 tasks per core).

1.4

Inspiration

The research presented in this paper was inspired by the desire to combine a practical approach
to characterizing contention via micro-benchmarks and measurement-based techniques with
a generic form of schedulability analysis that can be applied to a wide range of homogeneous
multi-core systems with different types of shared hardware resources. The aim being to
provide an effective form of timing verification that, while retaining the traditional twostep approach, is able to avoid undue pessimism by accounting for interference over long
time intervals equating to task response times rather than short time intervals equating to
task execution times. With industry practice in mind, the schedulability analysis derived
includes context-dependent (non-composable), context-independent (fully composable), and
partially composable schedulability tests. The overall method enables task timing behavior
on multi-cores to be assessed without necessitating recourse to detailed information about
the hardware behavior, something that most chip vendors do not make publicly available.

2

System Model and Assumptions

We assume a multi-core system with m homogeneous cores that executes tasks under either
partitioned fixed priority preemptive (pFPPS) or partitioned fixed priority non-preemptive
(pFPNS) scheduling. With partitioning, tasks are assigned to a specific core and do not
migrate. The tasks are assumed to be independent, but may access a set of shared hardware
resources r ∈ H, thus causing interference on the execution of tasks on other cores via
cross-core contention. We omit from consideration the effects of resource contention between
tasks on the same core, since they are executed sequentially rather than in parallel. We
assume that appropriate techniques are used to avoid substantial preemption effects when
preemptive scheduling is employed, for example cache partitioning can be used to eliminate
cache-related preemption delays. The costs of scheduling decisions and any context switching
are assumed to be subsumed into the task execution times. Each task τi is characterised
by: the minimum inter-arrival time or period between releases of its jobs, Ti , its relative
deadline, Di , and its WCET, Ci , when executing stand-alone, i.e. with no co-runners. All
task deadlines are assumed to be constrained i.e. Di ≤ Ti .
Further aspects of the model are based on the concept of resource sensitive contenders
and resource stressing contenders. A resource stressing contender maximizes the stress on
a resource r by repeatedly making accesses to it that cause the most contention. Hence,
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running a resource stressing contender in parallel with a task creates the maximum increase
in execution time for the task due to contention over resource r from any single co-runner.
A resource sensitive contender for a resource r, suffers the maximum possible interference
by repeatedly making accesses to the resource that suffer from the most contention. Hence,
running a resource sensitive contender in parallel with a task creates the maximum increase
in execution time for any single co-running contender due to contention over resource r from
the task. Note, resource stressing and resource sensitive contenders for a given resource are
not necessarily one and the same.
Each task is further characterised by its resource sensitivity Xir and resource stress Yir
for each shared hardware resource r ∈ H. Xir captures the increase in execution time of task
τi (from Ci to Ci + Xir ) when it is executed in parallel with a resource stressing contender
for resource r. Thus Xir models how much task τi behaves like a resource sensitive contender.
Similarly, Yir captures the increase in execution time of a resource sensitive contender (from
C to C + Yir ) for resource r, when it is executed in parallel with task τi . Hence Yir models
how much task τi behaves like a resource stressing contender. With this model, the execution
time of a task τi running on one core, subject to interference via shared hardware resource
r from task τk running in parallel on another core, is increased by at most min(Xir , Ykr )
i.e. from Ci to Ci + min(Xir , Ykr ). The notation Γx is used to denote the set of tasks that
execute on the same core (with index x) as the task of interest τi . Similarly, Γy is used
to denote the set of tasks that execute on some other core (with index y). Each task τi is
assumed to have a unique priority. hp(i) (resp. lp(i)) is used to denote the set of tasks with
higher (resp. lower) priority than task τi . Similarly, hep(i) (resp. lep(i)) is used to denote
the set of tasks with higher (resp. lower) than or equal priority to task τi .
The schedulability tests introduced in this paper are named using the following convention:
CpSched-m-X, where C indicates a contention-based test for p partitioned scheduling,
using scheduling policy Sched, which is either FPPS or FPNS. The test is applicable to
systems with m cores, and makes use of information X, which is either D or R meaning the
deadlines or the response times of the tasks on other cores, or fc meaning fully composable,
i.e. the test does not rely on any information about the tasks running on the other cores.
The MRSS task model assumes that the resource sensitivity Xir and resource stress Yir
parameters for each task τi are provided by timing analysis. Obtaining precise bounds for
these parameters is a challenging timing analysis problem that is beyond the scope of this
paper; nevertheless, below we give a brief overview of how such values could be estimated.
Using measurement-based timing analysis techniques, the resource sensitivity Xir can
be obtained by capturing the maximum difference between the execution time of task τi
when it runs in parallel with a resource stressing contender, and the corresponding execution
time when it runs stand-alone, assuming that the same inputs and initial state are used in
each case. Similarly, the resource stress Yir can be obtained by capturing the maximum
difference between the execution time of a resource sensitive contender when it runs in
parallel with task τi , and the corresponding execution time of the contender when it runs
stand-alone. As with measurement-based WCET estimation, such an approach needs to
explore a representative set of inputs and initial states in order to obtain valid estimates.
Further, resource stressing and resource sensitive contenders need to be carefully designed to
meet their requirements in terms of creating/suffering the maximum amount of interference
via contention over the resource [24]. Bounds on resource sensitivity and resource stress can
also be obtained via static timing analysis. Static analysis first needs to compute an upper
bound on the maximum number of accesses Ari that task τi can make to the resource. The
resource sensitivity Xir can then be computed by determining the maximum increase in the
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execution time of task τi assuming that Ari accesses are made in contention with an arbitrary
number of accesses emanating from one other core. Similarly, the resource stress Yir equates
to the maximum increase in the execution time of any arbitrary resource sensitive contender,
due to contention over the resource caused by Ari accesses emanating from one other core.
The schedulability analysis presented in Section 3 assumes that the total interference
occurring via multiple different resources can be upper bounded by the sum of the interference
occurring via each of those resources individually. This assumption can reasonably be expected
to hold provided that the resource contention is independent. In other words, that contention
over one resource does not create additional contention over another resource. An example
that breaks this assumption occurs with a cache that is shared between cores. In this case,
cache thrashing [36] can result in additional accesses to main memory, and hence further
contention and interference over that disparate resource. Cache partitioning (per core) would
be an effective way of addressing this issue, thus improving timing predictability.
The analysis also assumes that the total interference occurring due to co-running tasks
on multiple other cores can be upper bounded by the sum of the interference occurring due
to co-running tasks on each of those cores individually. This assumption can reasonably be
expected to hold provided that there are no discontinuities in the amount of interference
that can occur that can be triggered by co-running tasks on a multiple cores, but not by
co-runners on just one core. An example that breaks this assumption occurs with cache miss
status handling registers (MSHR) [41]. In this case, contention from tasks on multiple cores
can exhaust all of the available MSHRs, resulting in substantial blocking delays. Depending
on the local memory level parallelism, utilizing all of the MSHRs is typically not be possible
with just one contending core. Increasing the number of MSHRs, or reducing the local
memory level parallelism, such that contention from all m cores cannot exhaust the set of
MSHRs, are effective ways of addressing this problem [41] and restoring timing predictability.
To validate the use of the analysis given in Section 3, each of the above assumptions needs
to be assessed for the hardware architecture considered.

3

Schedulability Analysis

In this section, we introduce schedulability tests for the MRSS task model, assuming
partitioned fixed priority preemptive scheduling (pFPPS) (Section 3.1), and partitioned
fixed priority non-preemptive scheduling (pFPNS) (Section 3.2). In Section 3.3 we consider
composability and derive context-independent schedulability tests for both pFPPS and pFPNS.
The dominance relationships between the various tests are derived in Section 3.4.

3.1

pFPPS Schedulability Analysis

In the absence of any interference via shared hardware resources, the worst-case response
time of task τi under pFPPS is given via standard response time analysis [25, 5]:
 
X
Ri
Ri = C i +
Cj
(1)
Tj
j∈Γx ∧j∈hp(i)

Adding cross-core interference considering each resource r ∈ H, we may compute the worstcase response time as follows:
 
X
X
Ri
Ri = C i +
Cj +
Iir (Ri )
(2)
Tj
j∈Γx ∧j∈hp(i)

r∈H

where Iir (Ri ) is an upper bound on the interference that may occur within the response time
of task τi , via shared hardware resource r, due to tasks executing on the other cores.
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The interference term Iir (Ri ) depends on: (i) the total resource sensitivity for resource
r, denoted by Sir (Ri , x), for the tasks executing on the same core x as task τi within its
response time Ri ; and (ii) the total resource stress on resource r, denoted by Eir (Ri , y), that
can be produced by tasks executing on each of the other cores y within an interval of length
Ri . The total resource sensitivity Sir (Ri , x) is computed based on the jobs that may execute
within the worst-case response time of task τi , hence with reference to (1) we have:
 
X
Ri
r
r
Si (Ri , x) = Xi +
Xjr
(3)
Tj
j∈Γx ∧j∈hp(i)

The total resource stress Eir (Ri , y) due to tasks that execute on another core y in the interval
Ri can be upper bounded as follows. Here, unlike in (3), the worst-case does not occur when
these tasks are released synchronously, but rather when the resource contention occurs as late
as possible for one job of a task, and then as early as possible for subsequent jobs. Further,
tasks of any priority can cause interference when executing on other cores. Thus we have:
X  Ri + D j 
Eir (Ri , y) =
Yjr
(4)
Tj
j∈Γy

The analysis in (4) does not make any assumptions about how long task τj needs to execute
in order to cause an increase in execution time of up to Yjr in a task running on another
core. In particular, there is no assumption that task τj needs to run for at least Yjr , since Yjr
is a measure of the maximum increase in execution time of another task due to contention
from task τj , not a measure of the time for which task τj needs to execute to cause that
contention. Assuming that the execution causing contention can occur instantaneously, as is
done in (4), is potentially pessimistic; however, it ensures that the analysis is sound even
when there is considerable asymmetry in the (small) execution time required to stress a
resource and the (large) increase in execution time of another task, which is sensitive to that
resource stress. Since Xkr represents the maximum sensitivity of a task τk when subject to
continuous interference via resource r from a maximally resource stressing contender on one
single other core, the maximum interference from other cores that can impact the response
time of task τi via resource r can be upper bounded by:
X
Iir (Ri ) =
min(Eir (Ri , y), Sir (Ri , x))
(5)
∀y̸=x

This is the case, since the maximum interference due to contention from each core y cannot
exceed the total resource stress Eir (Ri , y) emanating from that core within a time Ri .
We refer to the schedulability test given by (2), (3), (4), and (5) as the CpFPPS-m-D
test, since this test uses information about the deadlines of the tasks running on other cores.
A more precise analysis may be obtained by substituting Rj for Dj in (4) as follows, since
a schedulable job of task τj cannot execute beyond its worst-case response time.
X  Ri + Rj 
r
Ei (Ri , y) =
Yjr
(6)
Tj
j∈Γy

Using this formulation, the response times of the tasks become interdependent. This problem
can be solved via fixed point iteration. Here, an outer iteration starts with Ri = Ci , Rj = Cj
etc. for all tasks in the system, and repeatedly computes the response times for all tasks on
all cores. This is done using the Rj values in the right hand side of (6) from the previous
round, until all response times either converge (i.e. are unchanged from the previous round)
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or one of them exceeds the associated deadline. Since Eir (Ri , y) in (6) is a monotonically
non-decreasing function of each Rj , then on each round, each Rj value can only increase or
remain the same, it cannot decrease. Thus, the outer fixed point iteration is guaranteed to
either converge giving the set of schedulable Ri ≤ Di for all tasks in the system, or to result
in some Ri > Di , in which case that task and the system as a whole is unschedulable. We
refer to the schedulability test given by (2), (3), (5), and (6) as the CpFPPS-m-R test,
since it uses information about the response times of the tasks running on the other cores.

3.2

pFPNS Schedulability Analysis

In the absence of any cross-core contention and interference via shared hardware resources,
the worst-case response time of task τi under pFPNS can be upper bounded via a sufficient
response time analysis [13]:



X
Ri − C i
Ri =
max
(Ck ) +
+ 1 Cj + Ci
(7)
Tj
k∈Γx ∧k∈lep(i)
j∈Γx ∧j∈hp(i)

Here, we have reformulated the sufficient analysis for FPNS [13] into a single equation. The
changes involve compacting the blocking term (max()), and bringing the execution time Ci
of the task under analysis into the equation. To compensate for the latter, the time interval
in which higher priority tasks can execute is changed to (Ri − Ci ). This excludes the time at
the end of the interval when task τi is executing non-preemptively. We also use a ⌊ ⌋ + 1
formulation rather than ⌈ ⌉ to avoid the need for a term equal to the time unit granularity.
Similar to the case for pFPPS in (2), adding cross-core interference considering each
resource r ∈ H, we may compute an upper bound on the worst-case response time as follows:

Ri =

max

k∈Γx ∧k∈lep(i)

(Ck ) +

X
j∈Γx ∧j∈hp(i)





X
Ri − C i
+ 1 Cj + Ci +
Iir (Ri )
Tj

(8)

r∈H

where Iir (Ri ) is an upper bound on the interference that may occur within the response time
of task τi , via shared hardware resource r, due to tasks executing on other cores. Here, we
make the sound, but potentially pessimistic, assumption that even though the execution
time of task τi may be increased to more than Ci due to contention, only during the final Ci
time units of the task’s response time are other tasks on core x precluded from executing
(i.e. we continue to use (Ri − Ci ) in the ⌊ ⌋ function). Further, we use Ri in the final term,
since cross-core contention still occurs during non-preemptive execution.
The interference term Iir (Ri ) depends on: (i) the total resource sensitivity for resource
r, denoted by Sir (Ri , x), for the tasks executing on the same core x as task τi within its
response time Ri ; and (ii) the total resource stress on resource r, denoted by Eir (Ri , y), that
can be produced by tasks executing on each of the other cores y within an interval of length
Ri . The total resource sensitivity Sir (Ri , x) is computed based on the jobs that may execute
within the worst-case response time of task τi , hence with reference to (7) we have:



X
Ri − C i
r
r
Si (Ri , x) =
max
(Xk ) +
+ 1 Xjr + Xir
(9)
Tj
k∈Γx ∧k∈lep(i)
j∈Γx ∧j∈hp(i)

The two equations (4) and (6) for the total resource stress Eir (Ri , y) due to tasks that
execute on another core y in the interval Ri depend only on the tasks parameters and
response times, but not the scheduling policy per se. Thus by redefining Sir (Ri , x) according
to (9) for the non-preemptive case, we obtain the following pFPNS schedulability tests for
the MRSS task model.
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The CpFPNS-m-D test given by (8), (9), (4), and (5) makes use of the deadlines of the
tasks running on the other cores.
The CpFPNS-m-R test given by (8), (9), (6), and (5) makes use of the response times
of the tasks running on the other cores.

3.3

Composability

The schedulability analyses derived in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 make use of information about
the resource contention due to tasks executing on other cores. In other words, these analyses
requires that the resource stress (Yjr ) values are known for all tasks executing on the other
cores, as well as their other parameters i.e. Tj , Dj , Rj . While this results in tighter response
time bounds, it also means that the analyses are not fully composable, since the schedulability
of the tasks running on one core depend on the parameters of the tasks running on the other
cores. A fully composable analysis can, however, be obtained by redefining (5) as follows:
X
Iir (Ri ) =
Sir (Ri , x) = (m − 1) · Sir (Ri , x)
(10)
∀y̸=x

This equates to assuming a worst-case scenario of resource stressing contenders for each
resource r running on every core. This may be pessimistic on two counts: Firstly, the resource
stressing contenders may cause significantly more interference than the tasks actually running
on the other cores, and secondly, with more than one resource it may not be possible to
maximally stress all resources simultaneously.
Using (10) results in fully composable context-independent schedulability tests. These
tests are able to check the schedulability of task sets on each of the m cores in a system,
without needing to know any of the parameters of the tasks on the other cores. We refer to
the schedulability test given by (2), (3), and (10) as the CpFPPS-m-fc test. Similarly, we
refer to the schedulability test given by (8), (9), and (10) as the CpFPNS-m-fc test.
Finally, an intermediate partially composable analysis can be provided if resource access
regulation mechanisms or budgets are employed to limit the amount of contention emanating
from each core. Let Fir (t, y) be the maximum increase in execution time of a resource
sensitive contender on another core that can occur due to contention over resource r caused
by a resource stressing contender running on core y for a time period of t, subject to resource
regulation. Partially composable analysis can be obtained by redefining (5) as follows:
X
Iir (Ri ) =
min(Fir (Ri , y), Sir (Ri , x))
(11)
∀y̸=x

Note, this analysis only holds if the resource regulation on each core y does not actually limit
the accesses to each resource r made by tasks on that core over any time interval. Provided
that is guaranteed, no actual runtime enforcement is necessary, the budget function Fir (t, y)
simply acts as an intermediate value that permits a separation of concerns and composition.

3.4

Dominance Relations

A schedulability test S is said to dominate another test Z for a given task model and
scheduling algorithm, if every task set that is deemed schedulable according to test Z is also
deemed schedulable by test S, and there exists some task sets that are schedulable according
to test S, but not according to test Z.
Comparing the definitions of Eir (Ri , y) given by (6) for the CpFPPS-m-R and CpFPNSm-R tests and by (4) for the CpFPPS-m-D and CpFPNS-m-D tests, it is evident that
each of the former tests deems schedulable all task sets that are schedulable according to the
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corresponding latter test. This is the case, since in any schedulable system, the response
time of a task is no greater than its deadline (Rj ≤ Dj ), and hence the Eir (Ri , y) term for
the former tests, given by (6), is less then or equal to the equivalent term, given by (4),
for the latter tests. Further, it is easy to see that there exist task sets that are schedulable
according to the each of the former tests, but not according to the corresponding latter test
due to a larger contention contribution emanating from the larger Eir (Ri , y) term. Hence
the CpFPPS-m-R test dominates the CpFPPS-m-D test, and the CpFPNS-m-R test
dominates the CpFPNS-m-D test.
Comparing the definitions of Iir (Ri ) given by (5) for the CpFPPS-m-D CpFPNSm-D tests and by (10) for the CpFPPS-m-fc and CpFPNS-m-fc tests, it is evident
that the former tests deems schedulable all task sets that are schedulable according to
the corresponding latter test. Further, it is easy to see that there exist task sets that are
schedulable according to the each of the former tests, but not according to the corresponding
latter test due to a larger contention contribution emanating from the larger Iir (Ri ) term.
Hence the CpFPPS-m-D test dominates the CpFPPS-m-fc test, and the CpFPNS-m-D
test dominates the CpFPNS-m-fc test.
As dominance is transitive, we have: CpFPPS-m-R → CpFPPS-m-D → CpFPPSm-fc and CpFPNS-m-R → CpFPNS-m-D → CpFPNS-m-fc where S → Z indicates
that test S dominates test Z.
Finally, comparing a system of m cores to one with m + 1 cores, where in each case
the first m cores execute exactly the tasks, and the m + 1 core system has extra tasks that
executes on core m + 1, then there is a dominance relationship between the systems as
analysed by any of the schedulability tests. In other words, adding a core and the contention
that it brings cannot improve schedulability for the tasks running on the existing cores, but
may make their schedulability worse. Schedulability for m cores thus dominates that for
m + 1 cores with added tasks: CpSched-m-X → CpSched-(m + 1)-X

4

Priority Assignment

To maximize schedulability it is necessary to assign task priorities in an optimal way [14].
This section considers optimal priority assignment for the schedulability tests introduced in
Section 3.

4.1

pFPPS Priority Assignment

Leung and Whitehead [31] showed that Deadline Monotonic Priority Ordering (DMPO) is
optimal for constrained-deadline task sets with parameters (C, D, T ) under fixed priority
preemptive scheduling. We observe that this result also holds for constrained-deadline
MRSS task sets compliant with model described in Section 2 and analysed according to
the CpFPPS-m-fc test introduced in Section 3.3. This is because that formulation can
be re-arranged to match the basic response time analysis (1), with the execution time of
P
each task τk increased by r∈H (m − 1)Xkr . DMPO is also optimal for constrained-deadline
MRSS task sets analysed according to the CpFPPS-m-D test, introduced in Section 3.1.
Proof is given below using the standard apparatus for proving the optimality of such priority
orderings, as described in section IV of [14]. This proof technique is applicable in cases where
task priorities can be defined directly from fixed task parameters, for example periods and
deadlines. To show that a priority assignment policy P (i.e. DMPO) is optimal, it suffices to
prove that any task set that is schedulable according to the schedulability test considered
using some priority assignment policy Q is also schedulable using priority ordering P . Proof
is obtained by transforming priority ordering Q into priority ordering P , while ensuring that
no tasks become unschedulable during the transformation. The proof proceeds by induction.
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▶ Theorem 1. Deadline Monotonic Priority Ordering is optimal for constrained-deadline
MRSS task sets compliant with the model described in Section 2 and analysed according to
the CpFPPS-m-D test introduced in Section 3.1.
Proof. Base case: The task set is schedulable with priority order Q = Qk , where k is the
iteration count.
Inductive step: We select a pair of tasks that are at adjacent priorities i and j where
j = i + 1 in priority ordering Qk , but out of Deadline Monotonic relative priority order. Let
these tasks be τA and τB , with τA having the higher priority in Qk . Note that DA > DB as
the tasks are out of Deadline Monotonic relative order. Let i be the priority of task τA in Qk
and j be the priority of task τB . We need to prove that all of the tasks remain schedulable
with priority order Qk−1 , which switches the priorities of these two tasks. There are four
groups of tasks to consider:
hp(i): tasks in this set have higher priorities than both τA and τB in both Qk and Qk−1 .
Since the schedulability of these tasks is unaffected by the relative priority ordering of τA
and τB , they remain schedulable in Qk−1 .
τA : Let w = RB be the response time of task τB in priority order Qk . Since task τB is
schedulable in Qk , we have w = RB ≤ DB < DA ≤ TA , hence in (2), the contribution from
τA within the response time of τB is exactly one job (i.e. CA ), and there is also a contribution
r
of CB from task τB itself. Considering interference, the total resource sensitivity SB
(w, x)
given by (3) depends only on the value w and fixed parameters of the set of tasks with
priorities higher than or equal to task τB in Qk that is τA , τB , and hp(i). Further, the total
r
resource stress EB
(w, y) due to tasks executing on some other core y depends only on the
value of w and the fixed parameters of the tasks executing on that core. It follows that the
r
interference term IB
(w) given by (5) and used in (2) depends only on the value of w and the
fixed parameters of the set of tasks τA , τB , and hp(i), as well as the fixed parameters of the
tasks executing on all other cores. Now consider the response time of task τA under priority
order Qk+1 . This response time is RA = w , as there is exactly the same contribution from
tasks τA , τB and all the higher priority tasks, and further the interference due to resource
r
r
contention is the same, in other words IB
(w) for Qk equates to IA
(w) for Qk+1 , since the
value of w is the same, and the set of tasks that this term is dependent upon is unchanged
(τA , τB , and hp(i) on core x, and all of the task on the other cores). Since w < DA , task τA
remains schedulable.
τB : as the priority of τB has increased its response time is no greater in Qk+1 than in
k
Q . This is the case because the only change to the response time calculation for τB is the
removal of the contribution from task τA , and also the removal of its contribution to the
r
(w). Thus τB remains
total resource sensitivity, and hence from the interference term IB
schedulable.
lp(j) : tasks in this set have lower priorities than tasks τA and τB in both Qk and Qk+1 .
Since the schedulability of these tasks is unaffected by the relative priority ordering of tasks
τA and τB , they remain schedulable.
All tasks therefore remain schedulable in Qk+1 .
At most k = n(n − 1)/2 steps are required to transform priority ordering Q into P without
any loss of schedulability
◀
Next, we consider optimal priority assignment with respect to the CpFPPS-m-R test
introduced in Section 3.1. Davis and Burns proved in [12] that it is both sufficient and
necessary to show that a schedulability test meets three simple conditions in order for
Audsley’s Optimal Priority Assignment (OPA) algorithm [4] algorithm to be applicable.
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Condition 1: The schedulability of a task according to the test must be independent of the
relative priority order of higher priority tasks.
Condition 2: The schedulability of a task according to the test must be independent of the
relative priority order of lower priority tasks.
Condition 3: The schedulability of a task according to the test must not get worse if the
task is moved up one place in the priority order (i.e. its priority is swapped with that of
the task immediately above it in the priority order).
▶ Theorem 2. The CpFPPS-m-R test, given in Section 3.1, is not compatible with Audsey’s
Optimal Priority Assignment (OPA) algorithm [4], and hence that algorithm cannot be used
to obtain an optimal priority assignment with respect to the test.
Proof. To prove non-compatibility, it suffices to show that any one of the three conditions
set out in [12] and listed above is broken by the test. In this case, we show that Condition 1
does not hold. According to the CpFPPS-m-R test, the schedulability of a task τi on core
x can depend on the response time of task τj on a different core y via Ejr (Ri , y) given by
(6). In turn, the response time of task τj can depend on the response time of some higher
priority task τk on the same core x as task τi via Ekr (Rj , x) also given by (6). Since the
response time of task τk depends on its relative priority order among those tasks with higher
priority than task τi , Condition 1 does not hold and therefore the CpFPPS-m-R test is
not compatible with Audsley’s OPA algorithm
◀
Although the CpFPPS-m-R test is not compatible with Audsley’s OPA algorithm, the
form of the test, with its dependence on the response times of other tasks, means that a
back-tracking search, as proposed in [11], could potential be used to obtain a schedulable
priority assignment without having to explore all possible priority orderings. The same
applies to the CpFPNS-m-R test discussed in Section 4.2 below.

4.2

pFPNS Priority Assignment

George et al. [18] showed that Deadline Monotonic Priority Ordering (DMPO) is not
optimal for constrained-deadline task sets with parameters (C, D, T ) under fixed priority nonpreemptive scheduling, and proved that Audsley’s algorithm [4] is able to provide an optimal
priority ordering in this case. We observe that this result also holds for constrained-deadline
MRSS task sets compliant with the model described in Section 2 and analysed according to
the CpFPNS-m-fc test introduced in Section 3.3. This is the case because the formulation
can be re-arranged to match the basic response time analysis (7), with the execution time of
each task τk increased by (m − 1)Xkr . Audsley’s algorithm [4] is also optimal with respect to
the CpFPNS-m-D test, as proved below.
▶ Theorem 3. Audsley’s algorithm [4] is optimal for constrained-deadline MRSS task sets
compliant with the model described in Section 2 and analysed according to the CpFPNS-m-D
test introduced in Section 3.2.
Proof. It suffices to show that the schedulability test meets the three conditions, given in [12]
and set out in Section 4.1. With respect to Condition 1 and Condition 2, inspection
of (8) shows that the first two terms are dependent on the set of lower and equal priority
tasks lep(i) and the set of higher priority tasks hp(i) respectively, but do not depend on the
relative priority order of the tasks within those sets. Considering the fourth term in (8),
Iir (t) is given by (5). In the definition of Iir (t), the total resource sensitivity Sir (t, x) is given
by (9), which is dependent on the set of tasks lep(i) and the set of tasks hp(i), but does
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not depend on the relative priority order of the tasks within those sets. Finally, the total
resource contention Eir (t, y) given by (4) has no dependence on the relative priority order of
the tasks in the sets hp(i) and lep(i) (or lp(i)), thus Condition 1 and Condition 2 hold.
With respect to Condition 3, moving task τi up one place in the priority order is
equivalent to moving another task τh that also executes on core x from the set hp(i) to the
set lep(i). Considering (8), such a change may increase the first term by no more than Ch ,
but is guaranteed to also reduce the second term by at least Ch . Further, with respect to the
total resource sensitivity Sir (t, x), given by (9), such a change may increase the first term by
no more than Xhr , but is guaranteed to also reduce the second term by at least Xhr . There is
no change to the total resource stress Eir (t, y) given by (4). Hence the schedulability of task
τi cannot get worse if the task is moved up one place in the priority order.
◀
Finally, we note that the CpFPNS-m-R test is not compatible with Audsley’s OPA
algorithm, since it breaks Condition 1, as proven below.
▶ Theorem 4. The CpFPNS-m-R test given in Section 3.1, is not compatible with Audsey’s
Optimal Priority Assignment (OPA) algorithm [4], and hence that algorithm cannot be used
to obtain an optimal priority assignment with respect to the test.
Proof. Proof follows via exactly the same argument as given in the proof of Theorem 2 in
Section 4.1, replacing the CpFPPS-m-R test with the CpFPNS-m-R test.
◀

5

Evaluation

In this section, we present an empirical evaluation of the schedulability tests introduced in
Section 3 for MRSS task sets executing on a multi-core system, assuming a single hardware
resource shared between all cores. (Note, multiple shared hardware resources resulting in the
same total interference would have the same impact on schedulability, due to the summation
terms in (2) and (8)). Experiments were performed for 1, 2, 3, and 4 cores3 , with the single
core case considered for comparison purposes.

5.1

Task Set Parameter Generation

The task set parameters used in our experiments were generated as follows:
Task utilizations (Ui = Ci /Ti ) were generated using the Dirichlet-Rescale (DRS) algorithm [21] (open source Python software [20]) providing an unbiased distribution of
utilization values that sum to the total utilization U required.
Task periods Ti were generated according to a log-uniform distribution [15] with a factor
of 100 difference between the minimum and maximum possible period. This represents a
spread of task periods from 10ms to 1 second, as found in many real-time applications.
(When considering non-preemptive scheduling, a factor of 10 difference was used, otherwise
most task sets would not be schedulable).
Task deadlines Di were set equal to their periods Ti .
The stand-alone execution time of each task was given by: Ci = Ui · Ti .

3

The analysis scales to more than 4 cores; however, we limited consideration to this range, since 4 cores
represents a typical cluster size beyond which sharing hardware resources can become a significant
performance bottleneck.
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Task resource sensitivity values Xir were determined as follows. The DRS algorithm was
used to generate task resource sensitivity utilization values Vir , such that the total resource
sensitivity utilization was SF (the Sensitivity Factor, default SF = 0.25) times the total
P
task utilization (i.e. ∀i Vir = U · SF ), and each individual task resource sensitivity
utilization was upper bounded by the corresponding task utilization (i.e. Vir ≤ Ui ). Each
task resource sensitivity value was then given by Xir = Vir · Ti .
Task resource stress values Yir were set to a fixed proportion of the corresponding resource
sensitivity value Yir = Xir · RF , where RF is the Stress Factor, default RF = 0.5.
The default value for the Sensitivity Factor (SF = 0.25) was set to approximately twice
the average value (13.6%) obtained for the tasks in the industry case study described in the
Appendix. This is justified since the case study considers a single shared hardware resource,
whereas in practice contention would likely occur via multiple shared hardware resources,
resulting in higher levels of interference. The default value for the Stress Factor (RF = 0.5)
was set within the range found in the case study (0.23 to 1.58). Further, specific experiments
were also used to evaluate performance over a wide range of values for these parameters.

5.2

Experiments

The experiments considered systems with 1, 2, 3, and 4 cores, with a different task set
(generated according to the same parameters) assigned to each core. The per core task
set utilization U (shown on x-axis of the graphs) was varied from 0.05 to 0.95. For each
utilization value examined, 1000 task sets were generated for each core considered, (100
in the case of experiments using the weighted schedulability measure [6]). The default
cardinality of the task sets on each core was n = 10. In the experiments, a system was
deemed schedulable if and only if the different task sets assigned to each of its m cores were
schedulable, i.e. if all m · n tasks in the system were schedulable. With a single core, there is
no cross-core resource contention and hence no interference, and so task set schedulability can
be determined via standard response time analysis. With multiple cores, contention and the
resulting interference was modelled as described in Section 2. The experiments investigated
the performance of the following schedulability tests for partitioned fixed priority preemptive
and non-preemptive scheduling:
No-CpFPPS-m: The exact analysis of pFPPS [25, 5] with no contention, recapped in
Section 3.1, and given by (1).
CpFPPS-m-R: The response time based analysis of pFPPS with contention, introduced
in Section 3.1, and given by (2), (3), (5), and (6).
CpFPPS-m-D: The deadline based analysis of pFPPS with contention, introduced in
Section 3.1, and given by (2), (3), (4), and (5).
CpFPPS-m-fc: The fully composable analysis of pFPPS with contention, introduced in
Section 3.3, and given by (2), (3), and (10).
No-CpFPNS-m: The sufficient analysis of pFPNS [13] with no contention, recapped in
Section 3.2, and given by (7)).
CpFPNS-m-R: The response time based analysis of pFPNS with contention, introduced
in Section 3.2, and given by (8), (9), (6), and (5).
CpFPNS-m-D: The deadline based analysis of pFPNS with contention, introduced in
Section 3.2, and given by (8), (9), (4), and (5).
CpFPNS-m-fc: The fully composable analysis of pFPNS with contention, introduced
in Section 3.3, and given by (8), (9), and (10).
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For consistency of comparison, Deadline Monotonic Priority Ordering (DMPO) [31] was
used to assign priorities to tasks on the individual cores. As shown in Section 4, DMPO is
optimal with respect to the No-CpFPPS-m, CpFPPS-m-fc, and CpFPPS-m-D tests,
but only a heuristic policy with respect to the CpFPPS-m-R test and the tests for fixed
priority non-preemptive scheduling.
Note, the results for the fully composable analyses (tests CpFPPS-m-fc and CpFPNSm-fc) equate to the performance obtained via the use of resource sensitivity information
only, as outlined in prior works [36, 16, 33, 24].

5.3

Results

In the first experiment, we compared the performance of the various schedulability tests,
assuming 1, 2, 3, and 4 cores, using the default parameters given in Section 5.1. The Success
Ratio, i.e. the percentage of systems generated that were deemed schedulable, is shown for
each of the pFPPS schedulability tests in Figure 1a, and for the pFPNS schedulability tests
in Figure 1b. The dominance relationships between the tests, discussed in Section 3.4, are
evidenced by the lines on the graphs. Note, schedulability depends on the number of cores
even when contention is not taken into account. This is because for an m-core system the
task sets on all m cores have to be schedulable for the system to be deemed schedulable.
Observe, that the performance advantage that the context-independent tests have over
their context-dependent counterparts is more pronounced with pFPPS than with pFPNS.
The reason for this is that the increased response times due to the blocking factor with
pFPNS mean that the critical task(s) (those that become unschedulable as utilization is
increased) are much more likely to be medium or high priority tasks than is the case with
pFPPS. For higher priority tasks, the balance between total resource sensitivity Sir (Ri , x) and
total resource stress Eir (Ri , y) tends towards the latter being larger, since Eir (Ri , y) includes
a contribution from all of the tasks on core y, while Sir (Ri , x) only includes a contribution
from a single lower priority (blocking) task in the case of pFPNS, and no lower priority tasks
at all in the case of pFPPS. When Eir (Ri , y) exceeds Sir (Ri , x) then the performance of the
context-independent tests is reduced to that of their context-dependent counterparts.
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Figure 3 Weighted Schedulability: Varying Stress Factor (RF).

In the second set of experiments, we used the weighted schedulability measure [6] to assess
schedulability test performance, while varying an additional parameter. In these experiments,
the other parameters were set to their default values given in Section 5.1. In all of the
weighted schedulability experiments the relative performance of the different tests follows
the pattern illustrated in the first experiment, as dictated by the dominance relationships.
The results of varying the Sensitivity Factor SF from 0.05 to 0.5 in steps of 0.05, are
shown in Figure 2a for pFPPS, and Figure 2b for pFPNS. Recall that the Sensitivity Factor
determines the ratio of the total resource sensitivity utilization to the total task utilization.
As expected, increasing the Sensitivity Factor and hence the amount of interference that
tasks can be subject to due to cross-core contention for resources results in a rapid decline in
the weighted schedulability measure for all of the tests that take into account contention.
The results of varying the Stress Factor RF from 0 to 1.2 in steps of 0.1 are shown in
Figure 3a for pFPPS, and Figure 3b for pFPNS. Recall that the Stress Factor determines
the ratio of the resource stress for each task to its resource sensitivity. Here, it is interesting
to note that interference effective saturates once the Stress Factor reaches 1.0. By then, the
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Figure 4 Weighted Schedulability: Varying number of tasks in each task set.
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Figure 5 Weighted Schedulability: Varying range of task periods.

total resource stress Eir (t, y), given by (4) or (6), emanating from each additional core y in a
time interval t tends to exceed the total resource sensitivity Sir (t, x), given by (3), for core x
in that same time interval. Hence, for pFPPS the CpFPPS-m-R and CpFPPS-m-D tests
reduce to exactly the same performance as the CpFPPS-m-fc test. Similarly, for pFPNS the
CpFPNS-m-R and CpFPNS-m-D tests reduce to exactly the same performance as the
CpFPNS-m-fc test. This is because the min(Eir (t, y), Sir (t, x)) term in (5) ceases to reduce
the value in the summation below Sir (t, x). At the other extreme a Stress Factor RF of zero
means that Eir (t, y) = 0 whether computed via (4) or (6). For pFPPS, the CpFPPS-m-R
and CpFPPS-m-D tests therefore have the same performance as the no contention NoCpFPPS-m test, and similarly for pFPNS the CpFPNS-m-R and CpFPNS-m-D tests
have the same performance as the No-CpFPNS-m test. Between the two extremes, the
smaller values of Eir (t, y) given by (6) as opposed to (4) mean that the CpFPPS-m-R test
outperforms the CpFPPS-m-D test, and similarly the CpFPNS-m-R test outperforms
the CpFPNS-m-D test.
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Figure 6 Weighted Schedulability: Varying ratio of deadlines to periods.

The results of varying the cardinality of task sets running on each core from 2 to 32 in
steps of 2 are shown in Figure 4a for pFPPS, and Figure 4b for pFPNS. In the preemptive
case, task set cardinality typically has only a limited effect on schedulability test performance;
however, in the non-preemptive case (Figure 4b), larger task sets equate to smaller execution
times for each task and hence smaller blocking factors. Thus schedulability improves with
increasing cardinality for all of the pFPNS schedulability tests. In the preemptive case (Figure
4a) the gap between the CpFPPS-m-R and CpFPPS-m-D tests and the CpFPPS-m-fc
test increases with larger numbers of tasks. This is due to changes in the shape of the total
resource stress function Eir (t, y), which typically consists of many small steps when there are
a large number of tasks, and fewer larger steps when there are a smaller number of tasks. As
the function Eir (t, y) is above the same gradient line in both cases, this difference acts to
improve schedulability for the CpFPPS-m-R and CpFPPS-m-D tests at higher task set
cardinality. The same effect is also evident in Figure 4a for the pFPNS schedulability tests.
The effects of varying the range of task periods (ratio of the max/min possible task
period) from 100.5 ≈ 3 to 104 = 10, 000 are shown in Figure 5a for pFPPS, and Figure 5b for
pFPNS. As expected, increasing the range of task periods results in a gradual improvement
in pFPPS schedulability test performance, a well-known effect with fixed priority preemptive
scheduling. In contrast, with non-preemptive scheduling, once the range of task periods
exceeds 100 (i.e. r = 2), hardly any task sets are schedulable. This happens because tasks
with short periods (and deadlines) cannot tolerate being blocked by tasks with long periods
and commensurate large execution times.
Finally, the results of varying task deadlines from 25% to 100% of the task’s period
are shown in Figure 6a for pFPPS, and Figure 6b for pFPNS. As expected, schedulability
improves for all approaches as task deadlines are increased. Further, the performance
advantage of the CpFPPS-m-R test over the CpFPPS-m-D test increases with increasing
deadlines. This occurs because larger deadlines provide a more pessimistic approximation of
response times for schedulable tasks, impacting the total resource stress as assumed by the
CpFPPS-m-D test.
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Conclusions

The main contributions of this paper are the Multi-core Resource Stress and Sensitivity
(MRSS) task model and its accompanying schedulability analyses. The MRSS task model:
Characterizes how much each task stresses shared hardware resources and how much it is
sensitive to such resource stress.
Provides a simple yet effective interface between timing analysis and schedulability analysis,
facilitating a separation of concerns that retains the advantages of the traditional two-step
approach to timing verification.
Caters for a variety of different shared hardware resources in a way that is both generic
and versatile.
The accompanying schedulability analyses:
Provide efficient context-dependent and context independent schedulability tests for both
fixed priority preemptive and fixed priority non-preemptive scheduling.
Exhibit dominance relationships illustrating the trade-off between context independence
and schedulability.
Were proven compatible or incompatible with efficient optimal priority assignment algorithms.
Were subject to a systematic evaluation illustrating their effectiveness across a wide range
of parameter values.
In future, we aim to investigate task allocation strategies for partitioned fixed priority
scheduling of MRSS tasks. Details of a preliminary case study that explores the resource
stress and resource sensitivity of tasks from a Rolls-Royce aero-engine control system are
given in the appendix. This case study provides an underpinning proof-of-concept for the
MRSS task model.

A

Case Study

In this appendix, we present a preliminary case study that investigates the resource stress
and resource sensitivity of tasks from a real-time industrial application. The purpose of this
case study is not to try to determine definitive values for task WCETs, resource sensitivities
and resource stresses, in itself a challenging research problem that is beyond the scope of this
work. Rather our aim is to obtain proof-of-concept data to act as an exemplar underpinning
the MRSS task model and its accompanying schedulability analysis.
The case study focuses on a set of 24 tasks from a Rolls-Royce aero engine control
system or FADEC (Full Authority Digital Engine Controller). The industrial software was
developed in SPARK-Ada and has been verified according to DO-178C standards (level A).
The software was provided in an anonymized object code format, derived from that used in
the case studies reported in [29] and [30]. The tasks have object code libraries ranging in size
from 300 KBytes to 40 MBytes, including compiled in data structures, but not including any
framework or Linux additions. The software was originally designed to run on a Rolls-Royce
specific packaged processor that integrates a single core, memory, I/O, and tracing interfaces;
however, for research purposes, it was ported to run on a Raspberry Pi 3B+ [30], along with
a framework that facilitates taking timing measurements [7].
The Raspberry Pi 3B+ uses a Broadcom BCM2837 System-on-Chip with a quad-core
ARM Cortex-A53 processor. It has a 16 KByte L1 data cache, 16 KByte L1 instruction
cache, 512 KByte L2 shared cache, and 1 GByte of DDR2-DRAM. The L2 cache was, as is
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the default, configured for use as local memory for the GPU4 , and so was not available to
the four CPUs. The experimental hardware set-up involved a cluster of Raspberry Pi 3B+s,
configured to run at a clock frequency of 600MHz, so as to eliminate any possible disruption
due to thermal throttling. The cluster was powered by specialized power rails to ensure a
stable supply voltage and frequency. The Pi 3B+s used the Raspberry Pi OS Lite (updated
on 01/25/2021) and the Linux Kernel 5.10.11-v7+. The isolcpus Linux option was used to
minimize activity on the two cores used for the experiments. Timing measurements were
obtained using a nanosecond clock, and cross-referenced against a 600MHz cycle counter.
Prior to each run of a task, the L1 data and L1 instruction caches were flushed. Given that
the L2 cache was not accessible to the CPUs, the case study focussed on the key shared
hardware resource, main memory (DDR2-DRAM).

A.1

Case Study Experiments

For each of the 24 tasks, we considered 10,000 randomly selected traces of execution. When
a task was called for a specific trace, each of its input parameters was set to a random value
based on the type (float, integer, or boolean) and the range of values permitted. The inputs
were thus randomized, but nevertheless reproducible via the trace number, which controlled
the random seed used. In the following, for brevity we use trace to mean a task with a
specific set of input parameters corresponding to the trace number.
In Experiment A.1, for each trace we obtained the stand-alone execution time, the
resource sensitivity, and the resource stress as measured against each of the three contenders
described below. These values were obtained by: (i) running the trace stand alone, (ii)
running the trace in parallel with the contender, (iii) running the contender stand alone.
In (i) and (ii) the execution time of the trace was recorded. In addition, in (ii) the number
of times L that the contender looped while the trace was running was recorded, along
with the execution time of the contender for that number of loops. Finally, in (iii) the
stand-alone execution time of the contender was recorded for L loops. The loop count L thus
enabled comparable measurements to be made irrespective of the trace execution times. The
stand-alone execution time of the trace came directly from (i), while the resource sensitivity
(per contender) for the trace was given by the difference between the trace execution times in
(i) and (ii), and the resource stress for the trace by the difference in the contender’s execution
times in (ii) and (iii).
We repeated the runs for each trace 9 times to ensure consistency. Post processing of the
raw timing data was used to eliminate anomalies caused by the kernel scheduler tick and
the clock synchronization interrupt, neither of which could be disabled. The cycle counter
was configured to pause when the scheduler was running, and so we were able to detect and
eliminate anomalies due to the scheduler by comparing nanosecond clock and cycle counter
readings. Measurement noise caused by the clock synchronization interrupt was more difficult
to detect; however, we were able to filter out these anomalies by taking the median value for
the 9 repeated runs for each trace, and by using the 95th percentile value (over the 10,000
traces) as the reference “maximum” increase in execution time for each task and contender.
Three contenders were used that cause contention by repeatedly accessing main memory.
The contenders both stress the resource and are sensitive to contention. The three contenders
have a similar structure, they differ only in the instruction patterns used: Read-Read (RR),
Read-Write (RW), and Write-Write (WW). The read and write operations both compile down

4

The case study software does not use the GPU.
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to a single instruction. Each contender loop body included 100 memory access instructions,
ensuring that the loop overhead, i.e. checking when the contender should stop, was small in
comparison to the loop body. Hence each contender achieved close to the maximum possible
load in terms of instructions that access memory and cause contention. The addresses used
were such that the accesses had to go to memory, rather than being satisfied by the L1 cache.
A handshaking protocol was used between task and contender to ensure that the contender
started before and finished after the task. Further, dummy loops with no memory accesses
were added before and after each task, to ensure that the experimental framework did not
cause extra interference on the contender when it was running but the task was not.
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Figure 7 Estimated resource stress and resource sensitivity values for 24 tasks from a Rolls-Royce
aero-engine control systems normalized to the task’s estimated stand-alone WCET.
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Figure 8 Increase in execution time of a (victim) task co-running with its paired task. Maximum
observed value and computed bound derived from resource sensitivity and resource stress values,
normalized to the stand-alone execution time of the victim task.

Figure 7 shows the results of Experiment A.1, for 24 tasks from the Rolls-Royce aeroengine application, giving their maximum resource sensitivity and maximum resource stress
normalized to the task’s maximum stand-alone execution time. Note, the tasks appear in the
figure ordered by their maximum stand-alone execution time, largest first. The RW contender
was responsible for the maximum increase in task execution time (resource sensitivity) in all
24 cases. However, in terms of which contender suffered the maximum increase in execution
time due to the task (i.e. resource stress), this was the RR contender in 2 cases, the RW
contender in 3 cases, and the WW contender in 19 cases. Running a contender in parallel
with a task increased the task’s execution time by between 3.8% and 15.0% compared
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to stand-alone execution, thus characterizing the tasks’ resource sensitivity. Further, the
contender’s execution time increased by between 1.5% and 19.3% of the task’s stand-alone
execution time, thus characterizing the tasks’ resource stress. The ratio of resource stress to
resource sensitivity for each task varied from 0.23 to 1.58. Some negative correlation can
be observed between the stand-alone execution time and the percentage resource sensitivity
and resource stress, with longer running tasks often having lower percentage values for these
metrics. This is to be expected, since longer tasks typically spend more of their execution
time in loops, running code that is cached, and therefore causes less resource contention.
As well as running tasks (traces) in parallel with the synthetic contenders, we also
conducted Experiment A.2, running pairs of tasks in parallel on different cores. For each
pair of tasks, we ran 10,000 pairs of their traces in parallel, with the inputs randomly selected
as described previously. Figure 8 shows the maximum increase in execution time for each
(victim) task due to cross-core contention from the task it was paired with. (The tasks
were sorted by stand-alone execution time and then paired 1-2, 3-4, 5-6 and so on). The
values shown are the maximum over the 10,000 pairs of traces, and are normalized to the
stand-alone execution time of the victim task. Also shown is the bound computed from the
minimum of (i) the resource sensitivity for the victim task and (ii) the resource stress for the
task it was paired with, both obtained via Experiment A.1 using the synthetic contenders.
The maximum measured increase in execution time is no greater than the computed bound.
On average it is approx. 69% of the bound, and varies between 26% and 99%.
This preliminary case study underpins the MRSS task model, illustrating the relevance
of using both resource sensitivity and resource stress to characterize cross-core contention,
and thus bound interference.
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1

Introduction

Multi-cores are becoming the mainstream of real-time systems for performance and energy
efficiency. To utilize the power of multi-cores, software must be parallelized. Many parallel
real-time applications can be modeled as directed acyclic graph (DAG) tasks. The DAG task
model has gained much attention in the past few years [6, 22, 23, 25]. In real-time community,
researchers studied how to derive safe upper bounds for the response time of DAG tasks,
which is a crucial characteristic for schedulability test.
When scheduling a DAG task, the execution order of eligible vertices has a large impact
on the system schedulability [17,26]. A recent work [17] proposed to assign different priorities
to vertices of a DAG task (i.e., intra-task priority assignment) to control the execution
order of eligible vertices of a DAG task, and developed efficient algorithms to calculate safe
response time bound of the DAG task in polynomial time. However, the approach in [17]
is subject to the constraint that the intra-task priority must comply with the topological
order of the graph (i.e., a vertex’s priority cannot be higher than any of its ancestors). In
general, allowing priority orders not complying with the topological order can lead to smaller
response time bounds. The target of this work is to get rid of this constraint and further
improve the schedulability of DAG tasks. More precisely, we develop algorithms to compute
response time bounds of DAG tasks with arbitrary intra-task priority assignment.
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The major challenge we face is how to deal with dependencies between different parts
of the graph incurred by intra-task priority assignment when it does not comply with the
topological order (see Example 4). We explore insights into these dependencies and the
structure of the problem, and propose solving the problem by abstracting the graph in a
context-free manner. An essential observation is that vertices with lower priorities can serve
to isolate dependencies. With our computing method unleashing possibilities for arbitrary
priority assignment, we devise a quite simple but effective priority assignment policy, leading
to a much smaller bound. Experiments with both single-DAG systems and multi-DAG
systems show that our method outperforms the previous method in [17] with a considerable
margin.

2

Preliminary

2.1

Task Model

The parallel real-time task is modeled as a DAG G = (V, E), where V is the set of vertices
and E ⊆ V × V is the set of edges. Each vertex vi ∈ V represents a piece of sequential
workload with worst-case execution time (WCET) c(vi ) (for brevity, also denoted as ci ). An
edge (vi , vj ) ∈ E represents the precedence relation between vi and vj , i.e., vj can only start
execution after vertex vi finishes its execution. A vertex with no incoming (outgoing) edges
is called a source vertex (sink vertex). Without loss of generality, we assume that G has
exactly one source (denoted as vsrc ), and one sink (denoted as vsink ). In case G has multiple
source/sink vertices, a dummy source/sink vertex with zero WCET can be added to comply
with our assumption.
A path λ starting from vertex π0 and ending at vertex πk (̸= π0 ) is a sequence of vertices
(π0 , · · · , πk ) such that ∀i ∈ [0, k), (πi , πi+1 ) ∈ E, where π0 , πk are the start vertex and end
vertex of path λ respectively. We also use λ to denote the set of vertices which are in the
P
path λ. The length of a path λ is defined as len(λ) = πi ∈λ c(πi ). A complete path is a
path (π0 , · · · , πk ) such that π0 = vsrc and πk = vsink , i.e., a complete path is a path starting
from the single source vertex and ending at the single sink vertex.
If there is an edge (u, v) ∈ E, u is a predecessor of v, and v is a successor of u. If there is
a path in G from u to v, u is an ancestor of v and v is a descendant of u. We use pred(v),
succ(v), ance(v) and desc(v) to denote the set of predecessors, successors, ancestors and
descendants of v, respectively.
P
For any vertex set V ′ ⊂ V , we define vol(V ′ ) = vi ∈V ′ ci . The volume of a DAG G
P
denoted as vol(G) is defined as vol(V ), i.e., vi ∈V ci , which is the total WCET of all vertices
in G. The longest path is a complete path with largest len(λ) in G. len(G) is defined as the
length of the longest path.

2.2

Scheduling Model

We consider vertices of DAG G scheduled on a multi-core platform with m identical cores.
The approach is divided into two phases:
Analysis phase. In this phase, first, priorities are assigned to vertices (different vertices
with identical priority are allowed). Formally, we assign a priority p(vi ) to each vertex
vi of the DAG, and say vertex vi has a higher priority than vertex vj , if p(vi ) < p(vj ).
Second, response time bound is computed (the focus of this paper), and schedulability
test is applied (not the focus of this paper).
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Scheduling phase. The scheduling algorithm for one DAG task with priority assignment
is prioritized list scheduling [17], which is work-conserving and preemptive and always
chooses at most m highest-priority eligible vertices for execution.

2.3

Problem Formulation

We first state some notations to present the problem. The parallel set of a vertex v ∈ V is
defined as para(v) = {u ∈ V \ {v}|u ∈
/ ance(v) ∧ u ∈
/ desc(v)}.
▶ Definition 1 (Interference Set [17]). The interference set of a vertex v ∈ V is defined as
I(v) = {u ∈ V |u ∈ para(v) ∧ p(u) ≤ p(v)}. The interference set of a path λ is defined as
S
I(λ) = πi ∈λ I(πi ).
▶ Definition 2. For a path λ, R(λ) is defined in [17] as
R(λ) = len(λ) +

vol(I(λ))
m

R(λ) can be think of as the response time bound of this path λ. A response time bound
for a DAG task was derived in [17] as stated in the following. The response time R of a DAG
G with priority assignment scheduled by prioritized list scheduling on a platform with m
cores is bounded by:
R ≤ max {R(λ)}

(1)

λ∈Π(G)

where Π(G) is the set of all complete paths of G.
It can be easily checked that this bound is timing-anomaly free or sustainable [8], thus
providing a safe bound if some vertices execute for less than its WCET and self-sustainable [2],
thus the bound not increasing if the number of cores increases. Actually, when some vertices
execute for less than its WCET, for a path λ, its inference set I(λ) being not change, len(λ)
and vol(I(λ)) do not increase. As a result, the computed R in Equation 1 does not increase.
For a DAG task, the bound defined above varies for different priority assignments. In the
computation of Equation 1, first, for a path, its interference set is computed which includes
vertices that may interfere with the execution of this path. Second, the response time bound
of the graph can be computed by searching all paths in this graph.
Although the bound is clearly defined in Equation 1, the computation of it can be a
challenging task. Since the number of paths can be exponential in the size of the DAG,
it is impractical to enumerate all the paths to compute the bound. Moreover, since the
interference sets of two vertices in a path may contain the same vertex (see Example 4),
which means dependencies exist among different parts of the graph, or different subproblems
of the whole problem, it can be challenging to find a clear abstraction to compute the bound.
We call the computation of Equation 1 as graph interference problem formulated as follows:
Graph Interference Problem. For a DAG G with priority assignment and the number of
cores m, the objective of this problem is to compute the bound defined in Equation 1.

2.4

An Illustrating Example

An example is given to explain concepts introduced in Section 2.
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▶ Example 3. Figure 2b shows a DAG task with a priority assignment. The number inside
the circles (representing vertices) is the WCET of vertices, and the red number besides
vertices is its priority. v0 , v5 are the single source vertex and the single sink vertex respectively
(both are dummy vertices with zero WCET). The longest path is λ1 = (v0 , v1 , v4 , v5 ), and
path λ2 = (v0 , v2 , v4 , v5 ) is a complete path. We can compute vol(G) = 18 and len(G) = 9.
For vertex v4 , pred(v4 ) = {v1 , v2 }, succ(v4 ) = {v5 }, ance(v4 ) = {v0 , v1 , v2 }, desc(v4 ) = {v5 }.
The priority of v1 is higher than that of v2 with p(v1 ) = 1, p(v2 ) = 5. para(v2 ) = {v1 , v3 },
I(v2 ) = {v1 , v3 }. len(λ2 ) = 4, I(λ2 ) = {v1 , v3 }.
Suppose that the number of cores is m = 2. R(λ2 ) = len(λ2 )+vol(I(λ2 ))/m = 4+14/2 =
11. The graph has three complete paths. We can compute the bound defined in Equation 1
being 11 by searching all three complete paths exhaustively, and path λ2 = (v0 , v2 , v4 , v5 )
leads to this bound.

3

Motivation

3.1

Discussion on Existing Work

In [17], a dynamic programming algorithm was proposed to compute the bound defined in
Equation 1, alongside its response time analysis. But its computing method assumes the
intra-task priority assignment should comply with the topological order of the DAG. In the
following, we briefly introduce the computing method of [17] given in Algorithm 1, and use
an example to show that its method may not produce a correct bound for a DAG with a
priority assignment not complying with the topological order.
Algorithm 1 Bound Computation in [17].
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

σ ← T opologicalOrder(G)
λvsrc ← {vsrc }
for vi ∈ σ from vsrc to vsink do
if vi ̸= vsrc then
u∗ ← arg maxu∈pred(vi ) {len(λu ) + ci +
λvi ← λu∗ ∪ {vi }
end
end
return R(λvsink )

vol(I(λu )∪I(vi ))
}
m

The Algorithm first computes a topological order of the graph G (Line 1), then searches
through the topological order for a path with max R(λ). In Line 5, whenever two paths join
at a vertex vi , it search through the predecessors of vi to find a path with maximum R(λ) in
the subgraph consisting of ancestors of vi . This path is stored in λvi . In Line 9, the searching
reaches vsink , and R(λvsink ) is returned as the response time bound of the whole graph.
The following example shows that Algorithm 1 may not compute a correct bound defined
in Equation 1.
▶ Example 4. Figure 1 presents a DAG with a priority assignment. Red numbers besides
vertices are priorities, and the sets above vertices are interference sets. Suppose that the
number of cores is m = 2. We can compute the bound being 8 by searching all three complete
paths exhaustively, and path (v0 , v1 , v4 , v5 , v6 ) leads to this bound. However, according to
Algorithm 1, the computed bound is 7.5 and path (v0 , v2 , v4 , v5 , v6 ) leads to this bound,
which is wrong and not the bound in Equation 1.
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Figure 1 A counterexample of Algorithm 1.
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Figure 2 A motivational example.

During Algorithm 1 for Example 4, when computing v4 (v4 as vi in Line 5), it chooses path
λ1 = (v0 , v2 , v4 ) as λv4 because λ1 suffers interference from v3 , thus λ1 having a larger R(λ)
than that of path (v0 , v1 , v4 ). When computing v5 in Line 5, it chooses path (v0 , v2 , v4 , v5 ) as
λv5 because v5 has only one predecessor v4 and the path stored in λv4 is (v0 , v2 , v4 ). However,
this choice leads to a wrong result as shown in Example 4.
The reason why Algorithm 1 produces a wrong bound for the above example is that
vertex v3 , being in the interference sets of both v2 and v5 , incurs dependencies between
subgraph {v0 , v1 , v2 , v4 } and subgraph {v4 , v5 }. In fact, priority assignment, when it becomes
arbitrary, may incur dependencies between different parts of the graph, which the method
in [17] cannot resolve. Actually, the computing method in [17] is only valid when the priority
assignment satisfies topology constraint, i.e., a vertex’s priority is not higher than any of its
ancestors.

3.2

Motivation of this Work

Two reasons motivate us to study the problem of computing response time bound for DAG
tasks with arbitrary intra-task priority assignment.
First, there are situations where priorities are predetermined (e.g, by industry practitioners) before the schedulability analysis phase. For example, in OpenMP [1], practitioners can
use the priority clause to specify a priority for a task construct. It is not necessary that
these priority assignments satisfy topology constraint. In these cases, the computing method
in [17] cannot be applied.
Second, for priority assignment determined during analysis phase as the scheduling model
in Section 2.2 assumes, it is possible that much smaller response time bounds can be achieved
by relaxing topology constraint and allowing arbitrary priority assignment. Example 5 is an
illustration of this finding.
▶ Example 5. Figure 2 shows a DAG with two priority assignments (red numbers besides
vertices are priorities). Figure 2a is the priority assignment according to [17] with topology
constraint, while the priority assignment in Figure 2b is without this constraint (because v2 ,
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as an ancestor of v4 , has a priority lower than that of v4 ). Suppose that the number of cores
is m = 2. In Figure 2a, we can compute the bound being 12 by searching all three complete
paths exhaustively, and path λ1 = (v0 , v3 , v5 ) leads to this bound. In Figure 2b, as shown in
Example 3, the computed bound is 11, and path λ2 = (v0 , v2 , v4 , v5 ) leads to it.
As shown in [17], assigning higher priorities to vertices in a longer path may lead to a
smaller response time. However, in Figure 2a, under topology constraint without which the
method in [17] is invalid, v3 in a path with length 6 has a priority lower (i.e., p(v3 ) > p(v2 ))
than that of v2 in a path with length 4, leading to a larger bound than that of Figure 2b.
With the two motivations, this paper focuses on solving the graph interference problem
with arbitrary priority assignment, thus unleashing the possibilities for a better (possibly
optimal) priority assignment policy without topology constraint.

4

Computing Response Time Bound

In this section, we solve the graph interference problem precisely through abstraction of the
graph in a context-free manner, assuming priority assignment is arbitrary.
We first give an overview of our abstraction framework. A DAG with priority assignment
is treated as a sentence of a formal language, and the graph interference problem is how to
parse the graph to compute an abstraction of the graph (i.e., the bound in Equation 1) under
a context-free grammar [18]. The abstraction of (part of) the graph is represented as tuple
(Definition 6). Starting from edges represented as simple tuples, through tuples connecting
into new tuples, the abstraction of the whole graph (i.e. the bound) is constructed gradually.
On one hand, the context-free grammar is expressed by the connection principle (Definition
9), which functions to identify the context-free parts of the graph to isolate dependencies
on other parts in the graph. On the other hand, why these parts of graph are context-free
and can be computed independently without having to consider the other parts of the graph
connecting to them is explained in Lemma 13, which states that these tuple connections
only depend on a limited number of vertices, whose information is included in these tuples
themselves, not the other parts of the graph. An illustrative example of the above concepts
is shown in Figure 3 located after the computing algorithm (Algorithm 2).
Next, we will go into the details of our abstraction framework.
▶ Definition 6 (Tuple). For a path λ = (π0 , · · · , πk ), we define a tuple
⟨π0 , πk , R(λ)⟩
where π0 , πk are the start vertex, end vertex of path λ.
We say the tuple defined above corresponds to path λ, or path λ corresponds to this
tuple. We also call π0 , πk as the start vertex, end vertex of this tuple.
▶ Definition 7 (Connection Vertex). For a tuple ⟨u, v, R(λ)⟩, the connection vertex (denoted
as κ(u, v)) of this tuple is defined as:


⊥ u = vsrc ∧ v = vsink






v u = vsrc ∧ v ̸= vsink
κ(u, v) = u u ̸= vsrc ∧ v = vsink




u u ̸= vsrc ∧ v ̸= vsink ∧ p(u) ≤ p(v)



v u ̸= v ∧ v ̸= v
∧ p(u) > p(v)
src

sink

where ⊥ means no connection vertex.
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Although the equation for connection vertex seems complex, actually only two guidelines need
to be kept in mind: (1) never choose a terminate vertex (i.e., vsrc , vsink ); (2) always choose
the vertex with a higher priority (i.e., p(v) with a smaller value). According to Definition 7,
except for tuples corresponding to a complete path, there is exactly one connection vertex
in a tuple. For a tuple ⟨u, v, R(λ)⟩ with u =
̸ vsrc ∨ v ̸= vsink , we denote the priority of the
connection vertex of this tuple as p(κ(u, v))(for brevity, also denoted as p(u, v)).
Two paths λ0 , λ1 can be connected into a new path λ, if the end vertex of λ0 is the same
as the start vertex of λ1 , denoted as λ = λ0 ∪ λ1 . Similarly, two tuples can be connected
into a new tuple, if the end vertex of the first tuple is the same as the start vertex of the
second tuple.
▶ Example 8. For the graph in Figure 2b, path λ0 = (v2 , v4 ) corresponds to a tuple
α0 = ⟨v2 , v4 , R(λ0 )⟩, and path λ1 = (v4 , v5 ) corresponds to a tuple α1 = ⟨v4 , v5 , R(λ1 )⟩.
κ(v2 , v4 ) = v4 , κ(v4 , v5 ) = v4 . Since v4 is the end vertex of α0 and the start vertex of α1 ,
tuple α0 and α1 can be connected into a new tuple α = ⟨v2 , v5 , R(λ)⟩, where λ = λ0 ∪ λ1 =
(v2 , v4 , v5 ).
With respect to tuple connection, we introduce the following connection principle.
▶ Definition 9 (Connection Principle). For two tuples ⟨u, v, R(λ0 )⟩, ⟨v, w, R(λ1 )⟩, if vertex v
is the connection vertex of these two tuples, then they can be connected into a new tuple.
We call these two tuples are connected under the connection principle denoted by
⟨u, v, R(λ0 )⟩ + ⟨v, w, R(λ1 )⟩ ⇝ ⟨u, w, R(λ)⟩

(2)

where λ = λ0 ∪ λ1 .
Note that since R(λ0 ) is just a value, the detailed information of a path is not stored in
a tuple, which means R(λ) cannot be computed by the above equation. Later in Lemma 14,
the formula of computing the resulting tuple will be given.
For an edge (u, v) ∈ E, there is a path λ = (u, v) and a tuple ⟨u, v, R(λ)⟩. A simple tuple
is defined as a tuple ⟨u, v, R(λ)⟩, where λ is actually an edge.
▶ Definition 10 (Tuple under Connection Principle). The definition is given by the following
two recursive rules:
A simple tuple is under connection principle;
A tuple, which is computed according to Equation 2 by tuples under connection principle,
is also under connection principle.
▶ Example 11. In Example 8, since α0 , α1 are simple tuples, these two tuples are under
connection principle. Since v4 is the connection vertex of α0 , α1 , this tuple connection is
also under connection principle, thus the resulting tuple α being under connection principle.
For the rest of this paper, unless explicitly specified, all tuples and tuple connections are
under connection principle.
▶ Lemma 12 (Connection Property). For a tuple ⟨u, w, R(λ)⟩ with u ̸= vsrc ∨ w ̸= vsink
under connection principle, the following holds:
∀πi ∈ λ \ {u, w}, p(πi ) ≤ p(u, w)
Proof. We prove it by induction.
Base case: For a simple tuple, since λ \ {u, v} = ∅, the lemma holds trivially.
Induction step: For a tuple α = ⟨u, w, R(λ)⟩ that is not a simple tuple. Since α is under
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connection principle, by Definition 10, there exist two tuples α0 = ⟨u, v, R(λ0 )⟩, α1 =
⟨v, w, R(λ1 )⟩, both being under connection principle, satisfying α0 + α1 ⇝ α. Since α0 , α1
are under connection principle, by induction hypothesis, both α0 and α1 satisfy connection
property.
It is clear that v ̸= vsrc ∧ v ̸= vsink , and we already have κ(u, v) = v, κ(v, w) = v, which
means p(u, v) = p(v), p(v, w) = p(v).
There are three cases: (1) u = vsrc ∧ w ̸= vsink ; (2) u ̸= vsrc ∧ w = vsink ; (3) u ̸=
vsrc ∧ w ̸= vsink . For the first case, according to Definition 7, we have κ(u, w) = w, which
means p(u, w) = p(w). Since κ(v, w) = v, we have p(v) ≤ p(w), which means p(v) ≤ p(u, w).
For the second case, according to similar reasons, we have p(v) ≤ p(u, w). For the third
case, since κ(u, v) = v, κ(v, w) = v, according to Definition 7, we have p(v) ≤ p(u) and
p(v) ≤ p(w), which means p(v) ≤ p(u, w). In summary, for the three cases, p(v) ≤ p(u, w).
Since α0 satisfies connection property, we have
∀πi ∈ λ0 \ {u, v}, p(πi ) ≤ p(u, v)
Note that p(u, v) = p(v) and p(v) ≤ p(u, w), we have
∀πi ∈ λ0 \ {u, v}, p(πi ) ≤ p(u, w)
For the same reason, we have
∀πi ∈ λ1 \ {v, w}, p(πi ) ≤ p(u, w)
Note that λ = λ0 ∪ λ1 , we have
∀πi ∈ λ \ {u, w}, p(πi ) ≤ p(u, w)
which means that tuple α satisfies connection property. The lemma follows.

◀

Under the principle, a key observation for the connection of tuples is that the computation
does not depend on the whole path necessarily, actually only depends on a limited number
of vertices on this path, as stated in the following lemma.
▶ Lemma 13. If two tuples ⟨u, v, R(λ0 )⟩, ⟨v, w, R(λ1 )⟩ under connection principle are
connected into a new tuple ⟨u, w, R(λ)⟩ according to Equation 2, then
I(λ0 ) ∩ I(λ1 ) = I(v) ∪ (I(u) ∩ I(w))

(3)

Proof. We use LHS and RHS to represent the left-hand side and right-hand side of Equation 3.
Next, we shall prove the lemma by showing that both RHS⊆LHS and LHS⊆RHS hold.
(1) RHS⊆LHS. Since v ∈ λ0 and v ∈ λ1 , we have
I(v) ⊆ I(λ0 ) ∩ I(λ1 )
Since u ∈ λ0 and w ∈ λ1 , we have
I(u) ∩ I(w) ⊆ I(λ0 ) ∩ I(λ1 )
In summary, we reach that
I(v) ∪ (I(u) ∩ I(w)) ⊆ I(λ0 ) ∩ I(λ1 )
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(2) LHS⊆RHS. Obviously, κ(u, v) = v, κ(v, w) = v, p(u, v) = p(v), p(v, w) = p(v). According
to Definition 1, ∀x ∈ I(λ0 ) ∩ I(λ1 ), ∃πi ∈ λ0 and ∃πj ∈ λ1 , such that vertex x ∈ I(πi )
and x ∈ I(πj ), which means p(x) ≤ p(πi ) and p(x) ≤ p(πj ).
Next, we shall prove that x ∈ para(v). If x ∈ ance(v), since v ∈ ance(πj ) ∨ v = πj , then
x ∈ ance(πj ), which contradicts x ∈ I(πj ). We have x ∈
/ ance(v). By similar reasons,
x∈
/ desc(v). In summary, x ∈ para(v).
In the following, we prove by exhaustion. There are three cases:
(a) πi ̸= u. Since κ(u, v) = v, by Lemma 12, we have p(πi ) ≤ p(v). Note that
p(x) ≤ p(πi ), so p(x) ≤ p(v). Together with x ∈ para(v), we have x ∈ I(v), which
means x ∈ I(v) ∪ (I(u) ∩ I(w)).
(b) πj ̸= w. For similar reasons to the first case, x ∈ I(v), so x ∈ I(v) ∪ (I(u) ∩ I(w)).
(c) πi = u ∧ πj = w. Since x ∈ I(πi ) and x ∈ I(πj ), we have x ∈ I(u) and x ∈ I(w),
which means x ∈ I(u) ∩ I(w). We reach that x ∈ I(v) ∪ (I(u) ∩ I(w)).
Summarizing these three cases, we have ∀x ∈ I(λ0 ) ∩ I(λ1 ), x ∈ I(v) ∪ (I(u) ∩ I(w)).
◀

In conclusion, the lemma follows.

▶ Lemma 14. If two tuples ⟨u, v, R(λ0 )⟩, ⟨v, w, R(λ1 )⟩ under connection principle are
connected into a new tuple ⟨u, w, R(λ)⟩ according to Equation 2, then
R(λ) = R(λ0 ) + R(λ1 ) − c(v) −

vol(I(v) ∪ (I(u) ∩ I(w)))
m

(4)

Proof. By Definition 2,
R(λ) = len(λ) +

vol(I(λ))
m

Since λ = λ0 ∪ λ1 , we have len(λ) = len(λ0 ) + len(λ1 ) − c(v) and I(λ) = I(λ0 ) ∪ I(λ1 ).
Further,

R(λ) = R(λ0 ) + R(λ1 ) − c(v) −

vol(I(λ0 )) + vol(I(λ1 )) − vol(I(λ))
m

Since I(λ) = I(λ0 ) ∪ I(λ1 ), we have
vol(I(λ0 )) + vol(I(λ1 )) − vol(I(λ)) = vol(I(λ0 ) ∩ I(λ1 ))
By Lemma 13, we have
vol(I(λ0 )) + vol(I(λ1 )) − vol(I(λ)) = vol(I(v) ∪ (I(u) ∩ I(w)))
Together, we reach the conclusion.

◀

The meaning of the above lemma is twofold. First, it gives a formula to compute the
connection of tuples iteratively. Second, it implies that for two paths with the same start
and end vertex, the path with a smaller R(λ) cannot result in a path with a larger R(λ), as
stated in Lemma 16 formally.
▶ Definition 15 (Domination). Given two paths with the same start and end vertex, there are
two tuples ⟨u, v, R(λ)⟩, ⟨u, v, R(λ′ )⟩. We say ⟨u, v, R(λ)⟩ dominates ⟨u, v, R(λ′ )⟩, denoted by
⟨u, v, R(λ)⟩ ≽ ⟨u, v, R(λ′ )⟩
if and only if R(λ) ≥ R(λ′ ).
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Figure 3 An example illustrating Algorithm 2.

▶ Lemma 16. Under connection principle, given
⟨u, v, R(λ0 )⟩ + ⟨v, w, R(λ1 )⟩ ⇝ ⟨u, w, R(λ)⟩
and
⟨u, v, R(λ′0 )⟩ + ⟨v, w, R(λ1 )⟩ ⇝ ⟨u, w, R(λ′ )⟩
If
⟨u, v, R(λ0 )⟩ ≽ ⟨u, v, R(λ′0 )⟩
then
⟨u, w, R(λ)⟩ ≽ ⟨u, w, R(λ′ )⟩
Proof. According to Definition 15, we have R(λ0 ) ≥ R(λ′0 )
vol(I(v) ∪ (I(u) ∩ I(w)))
m
vol(I(v) ∪ (I(u) ∩ I(w)))
′
≥ R(λ0 ) + R(λ1 ) − c(v) −
m
⇒ R(λ) ≥ R(λ′ )
⇒ R(λ0 ) + R(λ1 ) − c(v) −

⇒ ⟨u, w, R(λ)⟩ ≽ ⟨u, w, R(λ′ )⟩
The conclusion is reached.

◀

The above lemma means when computing Equation 1, tuples with a smaller R can be
discarded safely, since in future computation they cannot result in a tuple with a larger R.
We summarize the above discussion into Algorithm 2 to compute the response time bound of
a DAG as defined in Equation 1.
Figure 3 provides an illustrative example of Algorithm 2 to show the steps of abstraction
of the graph. The graph is at the bottom of Figure 3 where the number inside each vertex
is its priority (The WCET of each vertex is irrelevant to the example, and we omit such
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Algorithm 2 Computing graph interference problem.

: DAG G = (V, E); every vertex vi ∈ V is with its WCET ci and its priority
p(vi ); the number of cores m
Output : the response time bound defined in Equation 1
TS ← {⟨u, v, R(λ)⟩ | λ = (u, v) ∈ E}
repeat
for each (αi , αj ) ∈ TS × TS do
if αi , αj can be connected by Definition 9 then
α ← αi + αj by Equation 2, 4
if ∃β ∈ TS such that β ≽ α then
continue
else if ∃β ∈ TS such that α ≽ β then
TS ← (TS \ {β}) ∪ {α}
else
TS ← TS ∪ {α}
end
end
end
until nothing changes in TS
return R such that ⟨vsrc , vsink , R⟩ ∈ TS
Input

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

information in the figure). In the example, since each vertex has a unique priority, we also use
the priority to identify the vertex. After the first iteration of the loop in Line 2-15, with tuple
connections under the connection principle, the original graph is transformed as illustrated
in the figure. After three iterations of the loop, the tuple with start vertex and end vertex
being vsrc and vsink respectively appears, which means the bound in Equation 1 is computed.
It is easy to observe that all tuple connections in Figure 3 follow the connection principle
in Definition 9. The context-free parts of the graph are indicated as colored rectangles in
Figure 3. The relations between the context-free parts of the graph and their abstractions
during each iteration are indicated as dashed arrows, which form an abstract syntax tree of
the original graph.
Note that for clear and concise presentation of the principle behind Algorithm 2, the
illustration of Figure 3 is not exactly the same as Algorithm 2. In Algorithm 2, during one
iteration, plenty of tuples are connected, much of them being redundant and having been
connected in the previous iterations. Since these redundant tuple connections are irrelevant
to the correctness and theoretical computational complexity of Algorithm 2, we do not show
these connections in Figure 3.
Next, we introduce the concept of abstract path, which is useful for proving the correctness
of Algorithm 2.
▶ Definition 17 (Abstract Path). An abstract path λ = (π0 , · · · , πk ) (k > 0) is a sequence
of vertices such that ∀i ∈ [0, k), there is a path λi with start and end vertex being πi ,
πi+1 respectively. Further, for an abstract path λ = (π0 , · · · , πk ), we define TS(λ) =
{⟨πi , πi+1 , R(λi )⟩ | i ∈ [0, k)} as the set of tuples corresponding to λi .
Note that an abstract path is always an abstraction of a concrete path(i.e., ∪i∈[0,k) λi by using
the above notation). To compute TS(λ), the concrete path behind the abstract path λ should
be given. Since TS(λ) only serves as an intermediate concept when proving the correctness
of Algorithm 2, for brevity, we will omit this concrete path. According to the definition of
abstract path, a path is an abstract path, while an abstract path is not necessarily a path.
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▶ Lemma 18 (Connection Lemma). For an arbitrary abstract path λ = (π0 , · · · , πk ) with
k > 1 ∧ π0 = vsrc ∧ πk = vsink , ∃α, β ∈ TS(λ), such that tuple α, β can be connected under
connection principle.
Proof. Since k > 1, there are at least two tuples in TS(λ). In the following, we prove
this by contradiction. Assume that there are not two tuples which can be connected under
connection principle, next we will consider the priority assignment along this abstract path
starting from π0 = vsrc . There are four cases.
(1) p(π0 ) > p(π1 ) ∧ p(π1 ) ≤ p(π2 ). Since κ(π0 , π1 ) = κ(π1 , π2 ) = π1 , then ⟨π0 , π1 , R(λ0 )⟩,
⟨π1 , π2 , R(λ1 )⟩ can be connected under connection principle, which is a contradiction.
Note that the reasoning in this case does not rely on π0 = vsrc , which means if π0 is an
arbitrary vertex in λ, the above reasoning is valid.
(2) p(π0 ) > p(π1 ) ∧ p(π1 ) > p(π2 ). The reasoning in this case does not rely on π0 = vsrc
either.
(2a) If π2 = vsink , then κ(π0 , π1 ) = κ(π1 , π2 ) = π1 , which means a contradiction.
(2b) If π2 ̸= vsink , consider p(π3 ). If p(π2 ) ≤ p(π3 ), we have the pattern p(π1 ) > p(π2 ) ∧
p(π2 ) ≤ p(π3 ). Since case (1) does not rely on π0 = vsrc , this pattern is the same as case
(1) and finally leads to a contradiction. Actually in this case, to ensure two tuples cannot
be connected under connection principle as indicated in the assumption, by the above
reasoning, the priority of the next vertex πi+1 must be higher than that of the previous
vertex πi , formally p(πi ) > p(πi+1 ). Considering all vertices along λ, finally we reach
πk = vsink , and we have p(πk−2 ) > p(πk−1 ) ∧ p(πk−1 ) > p(vsink ), which is the case in
(2a) and finally leads to a contradiction.
(3) p(π0 ) ≤ p(π1 ) ∧ p(π1 ) ≤ p(π2 ). Since π0 = vsrc , then κ(π0 , π1 ) = κ(π1 , π2 ) = π1 , which
means a contradiction.
(4) p(π0 ) ≤ p(π1 ) ∧ p(π1 ) > p(π2 ).
(4a) If π2 = vsink , since π0 = vsrc , then κ(π0 , π1 ) = κ(π1 , π2 ) = π1 , which means a
contradiction.
(4b) If π2 ̸= vsink , consider p(π3 ). If p(π2 ) ≤ p(π3 ), we have p(π1 ) > p(π2 ) ∧ p(π2 ) ≤ p(π3 ),
which is the case in (1) and finally leads to a contradiction. If p(π2 ) > p(π3 ), we have
p(π1 ) > p(π2 ) ∧ p(π2 ) > p(π3 ), which is the case in (2) and finally leads to a contradiction.
In summary, all cases lead to a contradiction, therefore the initial assumption must be
false. We reach the conclusion.
◀
For an abstract path λ = (π0 , · · · , πi , πi+1 , πi+2 , · · · , πk ), tuple α = ⟨πi , πi+1 , R(λi )⟩,
β = ⟨πi+1 , πi+2 , R(λi+1 )⟩ ∈ TS(λ), suppose α, β can be connected under connection principle,
this connection will result in a new abstract path λ′ = (π0 , · · · , πi , πi+2 , · · · , πk ) and a new
TS(λ′ ) with |TS(λ′ )| = |TS(λ)| − 1.
▶ Example 19. For the graph in Figure 2b, for path λ = (v0 , v2 , v4 , v5 ) (which is also an
abstract path by definition), TS(λ) = {α0 = (v0 , v2 , R0 ), α1 = (v2 , v4 , R1 ), α2 = (v4 , v5 , R2 )}.
From Example 8, by Lemma 18, we know in TS(λ), there exist α1 , α2 that can be connected
under connection principle. This tuple connection results in a new abstract path λ′ =
{v0 , v2 , v5 } and TS(λ′ ) = {(v0 , v2 , R0′ ), (v2 , v5 , R1′ )}. It is obvious that |TS(λ′ )| = |TS(λ)|−1.
Concerning the correctness and complexity of Algorithm 2, two aspects need to be
considered. On one hand, according to connection principle in Definition 9, if two tuples
are to be connected, first the end vertex of a tuple should be the start vertex of another
tuple; second the connection vertex of these two tuples should be the same. Since we do not
make any assumption about priority assignment, which is different from [17] where priority
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assignment should comply with topological order, is it possible that after the loop in Line
2-15 finishes, there is not a tuple ⟨u, v, R⟩ with u = vsrc ∧ v = vsink in TS as required by
Line 16? On the other hand, since the loop in Line 2-15 does not exit until nothing changes
in TS, how can we guarantee that the loop will be completed within a reasonable number of
iterations? By using Lemma 18, we address these concerns in the following theorem.
▶ Theorem 20. The return value of Algorithm 2 equals the bound in Equation 1.
Proof. We define TS max = {⟨u, v, R⟩ ∈ TS|u = vsrc ∧ v = vsink }. The theorem is proved by
the following three steps:
(1) In Line 16 of Algorithm 2, |TS max | = 1.
a. |TS max | ≥ 1. For ∀λ ∈ Π(G), if only two vertices in this path (i.e., |λ| = 2), then these
two vertices must be vsrc and vsink , which means α = ⟨vsrc , vsink , R(λ)⟩ is added to
TS in Line 1. Although α might be removed from TS in Line 9, this only happens
when α is dominated by a new tuple with start vertex and end vertex being vsrc , vsink
respectively. If |λ| > 2, according to Lemma 18, after one iteration of the loop in
Line 2-15, at least two tuples in TS(λ) must be connected under connection principle,
resulting in a new abstract path λ′ with |TS(λ′ )| ≤ |TS(λ)| − 1. This fact means
after at most |V | iterations of the loop in Line 2-15, a tuple with start vertex being
vsrc and end vertex being vsink corresponding to λ (or a tuple dominating the tuple
corresponding to λ) will be eventually computed. Since Π(G) ̸= ∅, |TS max | ≥ 1.
b. |TS max | ≤ 1. According to Definition 15, It is sufficient to show that in any step of
the algorithm, ∄α, β ∈ TS, such that α ≽ β ∨ β ≽ α. First, obviously in Line 1, the
statement is true. Second, during the loop in Line 2-15, according to the conditions
in Line 6, 8, it is evident that Line 9, 11 will not lead to domination between tuples
in TS.
We denote the only tuple in TS max as αmax .
(2) There is a complete path λmax ∈ Π(G) corresponding to αmax . It is sufficient to show
that ∀α ∈ TS, there is a path corresponding to α. First, in Line 1, all simple tuples are
added to TS. It is evident that a simple tuple corresponds to an edge, which is also a
path. Second, in Line 5, according to Equation 2, for every tuple connection, two paths
are connected into a new path corresponding to the newly computed tuple.
(3) There is no complete path λ ∈ Π(G) such that R(λ) > R(λmax ). We prove this statement
by showing that ∀λ ∈ Π(G), ⟨vsrc , vsink , R(λmax )⟩ ≽ ⟨vsrc , vsink , R(λ)⟩. First, in Line 1,
all simple tuples are added to TS. We have ∀λ ∈ Π(G), TS(λ) ⊆ TS, which means all
complete paths have a representation (i.e. TS(λ)) in TS. Second, it is obvious that all
tuples in TS are under connection principle. According to Definition 15, together with
the discussion in 1(a), ∀λ ∈ Π(G), after at most |V | iterations of the loop in Line 2-15,
⟨vsrc , vsink , R(λ)⟩ will either be computed in TS (in this case, R(λ) = R(λmax )), or be
dominated (in this case, R(λ) ≤ R(λmax )). We reach the conclusion.
Summarizing above three steps, the theorem is proved.

◀

▶ Theorem 21. The time complexity of Algorithm 2 is polynomially bounded in |V |.
In the above proof, from (1a), the number of iterations of the loop in Line 2-15 will not
exceed |V |; from (1b), since no tuple domination in TS, the number of tuples in TS will
not exceed |V |2 . In Line 3, there is TS × TS. So the number of iterations of the loop in
Line 3-14 will not exceed |V |4 . The time complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(|V |5 ). However, in
Line 4, when tuple αi is determined, the end vertex of αi being determined, actually only
|V | number of αj in TS need to be examined. Consequently, the algorithm can be easily
implemented with time complexity being O(|V |4 ).
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Figure 4 An example illustrating priority assignment.

5

Priority Assignment

To illustrate the performance of arbitrary priority assignment supported by our computing
method in Section 4, we devise a priority assignment policy without topology constraint,
leading to a much smaller bound as shown in Section 7. The guideline is to assign higher
priorities to vertices in a longer path as indicated in Section 3.2. We first introduce a concept
to identify vertices in a longer path.
▶ Definition 22 (Vertex Length). The vertex length of v (denoted as l(v)) is defined as
l(v) = max{len(λ) | λ ∈ Π(G) ∧ v ∈ λ}

(5)

Intuitively, vertex length is the longest path length among all the paths which go through
the vertex. Vertex length can be computed by a straightforward dynamic programming
in polynomial time with respect to the size of the graph (Algorithm 3 in [17]). The fixed
priorities of vertices are assigned based on vertex length as follows.
A vertex with a larger length is assigned a higher priority, formally p(vi ) < p(vj ) if
l(vi ) > l(vj );
If two vertices have the same length, the vertex with a smaller index in the graph is given
a higher priority, formally p(vi ) < p(vj ) if l(vi ) = l(vj ) ∧ i < j.
The vertex index does not necessarily follow topological order. Ties can be broken by any
other rules. The second rule is introduced to make the priority assignment policy determinate
and make the evaluation in Section 7 reproducible.
▶ Example 23. For the graph in Figure 2b, the length (the blue number below vertices) of
each vertex is labelled in Figure 4, and a priority assignment (the red number above vertices)
according to the proposed policy is also illustrated.
In Figure 4, the priority of v4 is higher (smaller priority value means higher priority) than
the priority of v2 (note that v2 is an ancestor of v4 ), which does not comply with topology
constraint (i.e., a vertex’s priority is not higher than any of its ancestors). In consequence, the
proposed priority policy is without topology constraint. As an illustrative specific example,
the proposed priority assignment policy indeed relies on some topological characteristics
(e.g., the vertex length in Definition 22). However, the claim and the main contribution of
this paper is that our computing method is valid for arbitrary priority assignment, thus not
limited to topology constraint required in [17].
We note that the proposed priority assignment policy does not strictly dominate the
policy in [17], i.e., not always producing a bound smaller than the bound of the policy in [17].
However, the proposed policy is much simpler, and leads to a smaller bound in general cases
(actually, only in very rare cases with a larger bound, see Section 7.1).
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Extension to Multi-DAG Systems

The proposed method for computing response time bound for single DAG task can also
be applied to multi-DAG sporadic systems. The approach of utilizing intra-task priority
to improve the schedulability of multi-DAG systems was introduced in [17]. Although the
intra-task priority studied in this work is without topology constraint, thus the computing
method and priority assignment policy being completely different, the response time analysis
behind the bound in Equation 1 is still the same. Therefore, the approach of [17] can be
used directly to extend our method to multi-DAG systems. We briefly introduce it to help
understanding the experiments in Section 7.2.
The scheduling algorithm for multi-DAG systems is global prioritized list scheduling [17],
which has two levels: task level and vertex level. In task level, a priority policy, e.g., early
deadline first (EDF) and rate monotonic (RM), is employed to determine the highest-priority
ready DAG task; in vertex level, prioritized list scheduling is used. After priorities between
tasks and further between vertices are determined, the scheduling behavior is unchanged,
which is global, work-conserving, preemptive, and always chooses at most m (the core number)
highest-priority eligible vertices for execution.
▶ Theorem 24 ( [17]). For a multi-DAG sporadic system with constrained deadlines scheduled
by global prioritized list scheduling on a platform with m cores, a bound Rj on the response
time of a task τj can be derived by the fixed-point iteration of the following equation, starting
with Rj = len(Gj ):
P
i
vol(I(λ))
i̸=j Ij (Rj )
Rj = max {len(λ) +
}+
(6)
m
m
λ∈Π(Gj )
where Iji (Rj ) is the upper bound of the interference of task τi to τj during an interval of
length Rj .
In Equation 6, Iji (Rj ) is related to task level priority policies and is computed by the
method in [25]. The computation of this term for EDF and RM is detailed in Lemma V.2
and Lemma V.1 of [25], respectively. For details of Theorem 24, please refer to [17].

7

Performance Evaluation

In this section, the performance of the proposed method is evaluated. During the evaluation,
we conduct experiments of both scheduling single-DAG systems and scheduling multi-DAG
systems using randomly generated task graphs.

7.1

Evaluation of Single-DAG Systems

In this section, the following methods are compared:
B-OUR. The bound in Equation 1 computed by our method with priority assignment
policy introduced in Section 5.
B-ZHAO. The bound proposed in [29] with explicit execution order developed alongside
its analysis.
B-HE. The bound proposed in [17] with its priority assignment policy.
These three bounds are normalized with respect to B-HE as the metric for comparison. So
in the figures with respect to normalized bound, B-HE is always one. The bounds computed
by other priority assignment algorithms [21], [19] are shown dominated by [17], thus not
included in the evaluation.
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Table 1 The percentage of inferior cases comparing with B-HE and B-ZHAO.
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Figure 5 Normalized bound with different pf .

Task Generation. The DAG tasks are generated using the Erdos-Renyi method [10], where
the number of vertices |V | is randomly chosen in a specified interval. For each pair of vertices,
the method generates a random value in [0, 1] and adds the edge to the graph if the generated
value is less than a predefined parallelism factor pf . The larger pf , the more sequential the
graph is. If the generated graph has multiple source/sink vertices, a dummy source/sink
vertex with zero WCET is added to the graph.
For experiments, we first give a default parameter setting, then tune different parameters
for evaluation. The default setting is as follows. The vertex number |V | and the WCET of
vertices ci are randomly chosen in [50, 250] and [50, 100] respectively. For each configuration,
we randomly generate 1000 DAG tasks to compute the average normalized bound.
Evaluation with Task Parallelism. We conduct experiments by changing parallelism factor
pf with core number m = 16. The results are presented in Figure 5. Since the normalized
bound is always smaller than one, our method consistently outperforms B-HE on average,
especially when the DAG task has high parallelism (when pf is small), which is the typical case
as benchmarks (such as [11, 15]) and practical applications generally possess high parallelism.
This is because paths of a DAG with higher parallelism suffer more interference. The priority
assignment enabled by our computing method can balance such interference among different
paths better, thus reducing the response time bound. From experimental results, compared
with B-HE, the improvement of response time bound is up to 18.1%. For pf less than 0.2,
the performance of our method is better than B-ZHAO on average, which further shows our
method can balance interference among different paths effectively for DAG tasks with high
parallelism. When pf becomes larger, the DAG being more sequential, both bounds becomes
closer to B-HE, and finally approach to the length of the longest path in the graph. This
observation is also obtained in [17, 29].
In the following experiments, we randomly choose pf in [0.01, 0.1] to better represent
real world applications which generally possess high parallelism as mentioned above.
Evaluation with Core Number. The objective of this experiment is to demonstrate how
sensitive the evaluated method is to core number. Figure 6 shows that our method always
produces smaller bounds than B-HE on average and outperforms B-HE by up to 13.3%
with m = 12. With core number being smaller and larger, B-OUR is close to B-HE. This is
because for core number being smaller, both bounds approach vol(G); for core number being
larger, both bounds approach len(G).
When core number is small, B-ZHAO performs better than our method. This is because,
for a small core number, the computing resource for non-critical vertices (vertices not in the
longest path) becomes scarce, which results in non-critical vertices having a large impact
on the response time bound. The method for B-ZHAO can delicately adjust the execution
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order of non-critical vertices, which is utilized by its analysis method subsequently, finally
leading to a smaller bound. With core number increasing, our method, being able to balance
interference among different paths effectively, outperforms B-ZHAO (e.g., by up to 7.5% with
m = 20). Real world applications, generally possessing high parallelism [17], may require
executing on computing platforms with a larger core number to meet their deadlines. What’s
more, nowadays mainstream computing platforms generally have a large number of cores.
These facts render our method more useful and effective in practice.
Table 1 reports the percentage of inferior cases (cases where the bound B-OUR is larger
than B-HE or B-ZHAO) during experiments of Figure 6. For example, in Table 1, for m in
[11, 16], no inferior case with respect to B-HE is observed and there are 17.38% cases where
bounds computed by our method are larger than that of B-ZHAO. Table 1 is consistent with
Figure 6: for small core numbers, B-ZHAO performs better; with core number increasing,
our method becomes more effective. We observe that during experiments of Figure 6, the
overall inferior cases are less than 0.04% with respect to B-HE and less than 24.38% with
respect to B-ZHAO. This observation further demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed
method.
In the following experiments, we choose core number m = 16 as the representative to
evaluate the performance.
Evaluation with Vertex Number. This experiment evaluates the sensitivity of the proposed
analysis to the vertex number, and results are shown in Figure 7. For |V | < 30, the proposed
method provides similar results to B-HE, which is because the parallelism of the DAG is
relatively low when vertex number is small. As analysed above, our method is more effective
when parallelism is relatively higher. With vertex number increasing, our method becomes
more effective and outperforms B-HE more than 10% on average and up to 13.1% and
|V | = 240. For almost all vertex numbers in this experiment, our method outperforms
B-ZHAO. We also observe that for small vertex numbers, B-ZHAO may produce a bound
larger than B-HE.

7.2

Evaluation of Multi-DAG Systems

This section evaluates the performance of our method for multi-DAG systems with constrained
deadlines. All three methods in Section 7.1 extended their bounds for single DAG task to
multi-DAG systems. For task level priority policy, B-OUR and B-HE can be applied to
both dynamic priority (e.g., EDF) and static priority (e.g., RM), denoted as EDF-OUR,
RM-OUR, EDF-HE, RM-HE respectively; B-ZHAO can only be applied to static priority,
denoted as RM-ZHAO. These five methods are compared in this section.
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Task Set Generation. DAG tasks are generated by the same method as Section 7.1 with
pf , |V | and ci in [0.01, 0.1], [50, 250] and [50, 100] respectively. The period T (which is
also the deadline in the experiment) of a DAG task is randomly chosen in [L, 6L], where
L is the length of the longest path of the task graph. To generate a task set with specific
utilization, we randomly generate a DAG task and add it to the task set until the total
utilization reaches the required value.

Evaluation Using Acceptance Ratio. We first test the schedulability of multi-DAG systems
using acceptance ratio to evaluate our method. For configuration, we randomly generate
1000 task sets. From the results reported in Figure 8, the proposed method offers better
schedulability than that of the state-of-the-art under all settings, especially when normalized
utilization is in [0.4, 0.7]. Compared with methods in [17], the improvement of acceptance
ratio for EDF and RM is up to 22.2% and 32.0% respectively. RM-ZHAO performs worse
than RM-HE, the reason of which is explained in the following. First, the scheduling
for task set in [29] is not work-conserving. Only when a DAG task finishes its execution
completely, it can schedule another DAG task to execute. However, before a DAG task
finishes its execution completely, some cores may be idle and available to execute tasks (this
behavior is fundamental to its underlying response time analysis), which wastes a lot of
computing resources. Second, the (α, β)-pair analysis for one DAG task proposed in [29] is
not incorporated into its analysis for task set, which makes its performance even worse. The
acceptance ratio for RM-ZHAO reported in our experiments is consistent with the results
reported in [29].

Evaluation Using Normalized Bound. The normalized bound of a task set is the average
value among normalized bounds of its tasks. Even if a task set is deemed to be unschedulable,
we still try to iterate until all tasks reach a fixed point to compute the response time bound
for all tasks. If a task set cannot reach a fixed point, it will be discarded. As reported in
Figure 8, the performance of RM-ZHAO is relatively poor, which results in that the response
time bound cannot be computed for lots of task sets (in our experiment, the fixed point
iteration procedure for computing bounds cannot converge before the iterated bounds reach
thirty times of its deadlines). Therefore, RM-ZHAO is not included in the result of this
experiment. For each configuration, we have at least 1000 task sets to compute the average
normalized bound. As shown in Figure 9, since the normalized bound is always smaller than
1, our method completely dominates B-HE for both EDF and RM, reducing the response
time bound by up to 12.3% for EDF and up to 12.4% for RM. The results are consistent
with the evaluation of single-DAG systems.
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Summary. Experiments in this section show that our computing method and priority
assignment can reduce response time bound, improve system schedulability compared to
the state-of-the-art by a considerable margin. Specifically, compared to [17], our method
reduces response time bound by more than 10% on average and improves schedulability up
to 20%. The effectiveness of the method is also supported by the number of DAG tasks with
a smaller bound than the state-of-the-art.

8

Related Work

He et al. [17] proposed a dynamic programming algorithm to compute response time bound
for DAG tasks with intra-task priority assignment, alongside its response time analysis, which
is the most relevant work to this paper. Their computing method assumed that priority
assignment should comply with topology constraint. For a wide range of priority assignment
without this constraint, their algorithm may produce a wrong bound.
The response time analysis for multi-DAG systems has been intensively studied in recent
years, with different scheduling strategies including global scheduling [3, 7, 12, 13, 22, 25] and
federated scheduling [4–6, 23, 24]. All the above works involve using the response time bound
of a single DAG to bound the intra-task interference, which is the focus of this paper. Fonseca
et al. [14] proposed a partitioned scheduling for sporadic DAG tasks.
For response time bound of a single DAG task, zhao et al. [29] explored parallelism and
dependencies in DAG structure, and proposed a priority assignment policy and response
time bounds based on its CPC (concurrent provider and consumer) model. Han et al. [16]
studied typed DAG task for heterogeneous multi-core platform. Sun et al. [27] proposed a
method to compute the exact worst case response time with exponential time complexity
while being efficient for DAG tasks with small number of vertices. Chen et al. [9] proposed a
bound for a DAG with conditional branches by simulating the DAG task with a predefined
execution order. The bound in [9] was proved to be timing-anomaly free.
For intra-task priority assignment, in real-time community, Voudouris et al. [28] computed
response time bound by simulating the timing-anomaly free scheduler. Pathan et al. [26]
proposed a method to utilize intra-task priority assignment to improve resource utilization,
and used the idea of ready time and response time of vertices to reduce intra-task interference.
Besides research work from real-time community, there are plenty of techniques concerning
scheduling task graphs on multiprocessor platform with intra-task priority assignment.
Their objective is to reduce the response time on average, not the response time bound.
Works [19, 21] considered priority assignment for static scheduling algorithms for DAGs.
Kwok and Ahmad proposed a static scheduling algorithm for allocating task graphs to fully
connected multiprocessor based on the critical path of task graphs [20].

9

Conclusion, Limitations and Future Work

Computing response time bound of DAG tasks is one of the most important problems in the
real-time community. In this paper, we address a serious constraint of the previous result, and
propose a method capable of computing response time bound for DAG tasks with arbitrary
intra-task priority assignment. Experiments show that our method can greatly reduce the
response time bound. In the future, we plan to formulate the graph interference problem
into a formal language, clearly identify the context-free grammar inherently associated with
this problem, and utilize the automata theory [18] to compute it within a constant number
of iterations (the method of this paper computing within |V | iterations) and further improve
efficiency. Another direction is searching for an optimal priority assignment with respect to
the bound in Equation 1.
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1

Introduction

A model for mixed-criticality workloads was proposed by Vestal [30] as a means of achieving
timing predictability upon modern processors. In this model, individual pieces of real-time
code are represented as jobs with associated deadlines that are characterized by multiple
worst-case execution time (WCET) parameters. These different WCET parameters represent
different estimates, made at differing levels of assurance, of the actual unknown WCET of
the code. Each job is also assigned a criticality – in the two-criticality level model considered
in this paper (and much of the mixed-criticality scheduling theory literature), these are called
hi and lo, denoting greater and lesser criticality respectively. The two WCET parameters
are determined for each job, one at a level of assurance consistent with hi criticality and
a second at a level of assurance consistent with lo criticality. The correctness criterion in
the Vestal mixed-criticality model is that if each job completes execution within a duration
not exceeding its lo-criticality WCET estimate then all the jobs should complete execution
by their respective deadlines, whereas if some jobs do not complete execution within their
lo-criticality WCET estimates (but all jobs would complete execution if allowed to execute
for as much as their hi-criticality WCET), then all the hi-criticality jobs should complete
execution by their respective deadlines although the lo-criticality jobs may fail to do so.
Run-time monitoring. The methodology introduced by Vestal [30] was initially applied for
the verification of timing correctness of criticality-agnostic scheduling algorithms: algorithms
that do not seek to determine during run-time whether or not lo-criticality WCET estimates
have been exceeded. It was later observed [12] that if system state were monitored during
run-time to determine when jobs execute in excess of their lo-criticality WCETs, then
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custom-designed mixed-criticality scheduling algorithms could be developed that explicitly
exploit such run-time information. Several such mixed-criticality algorithms were developed
– OCBP [10], MC-EDF [29], EDF-VD [5], AMC [7], MC-Fluid [26], etc. – that determine
during run-time if and when the system “mode” transitions from lo-criticality mode (no job
has executed beyond its lo-criticality WCET) to hi-criticality mode (some job has executed
for more than its lo-criticality WCET), and adjusts its scheduling decisions accordingly.
Forms of Clairvoyance. The notion of clairvoyance, which has previously been used to
quantify the effectiveness of on-line algorithms (see, e.g., [25]), forms the basis of the speedup
factor metric that is widely used for quantitatively characterizing these mixed-criticality
scheduling algorithms. In the context of mixed-criticality scheduling, a clairvoyant algorithm
is one that knows prior to run-time whether any job is going to exceed its lo-criticality WCET
or not. Generally speaking, a clairvoyant scheduling algorithm is an idealized abstraction
against which to compare the performance of actual scheduling algorithms.
More recently, the concept of semi-clairvoyance was introduced for mixed-criticality
scheduling [1] (also see [14]). A semi-clairvoyant scheduling algorithm is one that knows,
at the instant of a job’s arrival, whether it will complete execution within its lo-criticality
WCET. Unlike [full] clairvoyance, which is a purely conceptual abstraction that is not
realisable in practice, it is persuasively argued in both [1] and [14] that semi-clairvoyance
is a realistic and practically useful model for certain circumstances. For instance, a system
developer may provide two separate implementations of a job: upon arrival, the system
determines which implementation it is appropriate to execute given the current circumstances –
i.e., the current mode. (E.g., one implementation may be intended for execution under regular
conditions, and another for execution under unexpected – i.e., hi criticality – conditions: the
hi-criticality implementation including code to perform crisis-mitigation functionalities). As
stated in [14], semi-clairvoyance is particularly applicable “when the execution time [. . . ]
depends on the state of the system at the time the job arrives, rather than on some internal
property that emerges as it executes.”
Graceful degradation and mixed-criticality scheduling. Despite its very significant impact
on the real-time scheduling theory literature, Vestal’s mixed-criticality workload model [30]
has been criticized [20, 19, 31] for not matching systems developers’ expectations in some
important aspects. Our focus here is upon one such aspect: that lo-criticality jobs ought to
be guaranteed some amount of execution prior to their deadlines even in hi-criticality modes.
Modifications to the Vestal model have been proposed (e.g., in [13] and [18]) that allows for
the specification of some degraded service for lo-criticality jobs even in hi-criticality system
behaviors – we will describe such a model in Section 2. Many algorithms have been proposed
(e.g., [8, 23, 24, 22]) that seek to ensure such graceful degradation for systems.
This research. In this paper, we study graceful degradation for semi-clairvoyant algorithms
upon preemptive uniprocessors – to our knowledge, this is the first piece of research that
integrates consideration of these two concepts. We consider three different notions of graceful
degradation, characterized here as three different correctness criteria, by placing different
requirements as to which lo-criticality jobs it is acceptable to provide degraded service to,
upon some hi-criticality job’s arrival signalling hi-criticality mode:
CC-1. all lo-criticality jobs that have deadlines after this instant;
CC-2. all lo-criticality jobs that begin execution after this instant; or
CC-3. all lo-criticality jobs that arrive after this instant.
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Although the three correctness criteria appear very similar, differing only in the treatment
accorded to lo-criticality jobs that span a mode-change instant, we will see that the associated
schedulability analysis problems are very different. We will show that determining whether a
collection of independent jobs can be scheduled correctly upon a preemptive uniprocessor can
be done in polynomial time via reduction to a linear program for correctness criterion CC-1,
is NP-complete in the strong sense for CC-2, and reduces to a variant of EDF-schedulability
analysis for CC-3 that is also solvable in polynomial time.1
Correctness criterion CC-1 is consistent with standard interpretations of mixed-criticality
scheduling (and most prior work). It can be a sensible criterion when lo-criticality jobs,
unlike hi-criticality jobs, do not have multiple available implementations, but their execution
times are instead enforced by budgeting. The reduced execution time of lo-criticality jobs
in hi-criticality mode is then simply achieved by lowering their execution-time budgets.
This can be done even to started jobs, and jobs that do not finish within their budgets are
suspended or discarded.
However, there are circumstances where the other two criteria are more appropriate.
Under the scenario in which multiple implementations of each job are available and the
run-time system chooses which to execute based upon current system state, it is reasonable to
expect, as in CC-2, that once an implementation is chosen and its execution has commenced,
it must be completed.
For systems observing “commitment upon job arrival” semantics [16], the choice as to
which available implementation of a job to execute must be made upon the job’s arrival. It
is reasonable to expect that for jobs arriving before the mode-change instant, this choice will
favor the lo-criticality implementations – this is what CC-3 requires.
Contributions. We have seen above that there are very good reasons for studying all three
correctness criteria, which is what we do in this research. Specifically
We formally define our three correctness criteria in Section 2, within the framework of a
workload model integrating graceful degradation and mixed criticality considerations.
In Section 3 we present a table-based run-time scheduling algorithm for scheduling
collections of independent jobs, and a fluid-based algorithm for scheduling implicitdeadline sporadic task systems, under correctness criterion CC-1. Exact schedulability
tests that run in polynomial time are presented for both cases.
In Section 4 we prove that it is NP-hard in the strong sense to determine schedulability
of a collection of independent jobs under correctness criterion CC-2. We also provide
a mixed integer linear program (MILP) representation of this schedulability problem:
solving this MILP allows one to construct a table-based run-time scheduling algorithm.
In Section 5 we show that EDF is an optimal scheduling algorithm under CC-3 and
present exact schedulability tests for scheduling both collections of independent jobs and
three-parameter sporadic task systems with bounded utilization under this correctness
criterion. These tests run in polynomial and pseudo-polynomial time, respectively.
We place all these above results within a broader context in Section 6, explaining how
they fit together and how they suggest some guidelines for implementation and analysis
of semi-clairvoyant systems; while the benefits of these guidelines will be quite evident,
we will additionally provide a quantitative evaluation of their cost.

1

By comparison, schedulability analysis for non-clairvoyant scheduling of mixed-criticality jobs under
the ordinary mixed-criticality semantics (corresponding to CC-1) without graceful degradation – this is
the default mixed-criticality setting seen in most previous work – is NP-hard in the strong sense [4].
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2

Workload Model

As mentioned in Section 1 we will restrict our attention here to dual-criticality systems:
systems with two distinct criticality levels denoted lo and hi, that are to execute upon a
single preemptive processor. We consider both collections of independent jobs and recurrent
(sporadic) tasks.
For jobs, an instance is a collection of n dual-criticality jobs J = {J1 , J2 , ..., Jn }. Each
job Ji is characterized by a tuple of parameters: Ji = (χi , ai , [ci (lo), ci (hi)], di ) where
χi ∈ {lo, hi} and the remaining parameters are non-negative integers, with the interpretation
that
χi denotes the criticality of the job;
ai denotes its release time;
di denotes its deadline; and
ci (lo) and ci (hi) denote lo-criticality and hi-criticality specifications of the job’s worstcase execution time (WCET) parameter respectively. We require that the WCETs satisfy
the constraint that


ci (hi) ≤ ci (lo), if χi = lo and ci (hi) ≥ ci (lo), if χi = hi
(I.e., a lo-criticality job receives degraded service whereas a hi-criticality job receives
enhanced service in hi-criticality mode.)
For sporadic tasks, an instance (or system) τ is a collection of n tasks {τ1 , τ2 , . . . , τn }.
Each τi is characterized by the parameters (χi , [Ci (lo), Ci (hi)], Di , Ti ), where χi ∈ {lo, hi}
denotes its criticality, Ci (lo) and Ci (hi) its lo and hi criticality WCETs, Di ∈ N its relative
deadline parameter, and Ti ∈ N its period. Analogously to jobs, we require that the WCETs
satisfy the constraint


Ci (hi) ≤ Ci (lo), if χi = lo and Ci (hi) ≥ Ci (lo), if χi = hi
Some additional notation: Let τ (lo) and τ (hi) denote the subsets of tasks τi with χi = lo
and χi = hi, respectively. Let Ui (lo) = Ci (lo)/Ti and Ui (hi) = Ci (hi)/Ti . Finally, let
P
P
Ulo = τi ∈τ Ui (lo) and Uhi = τi ∈τ Ui (hi).
Correctness criteria. Any task system or collection of jobs is assumed to begin execution
in lo-criticality mode, with each job requiring an amount of execution that is no greater
than its lo-criticality WCET. Any hi-criticality job may signal a transition to hi-criticality
mode upon its arrival. If this happens at some time-instant tswitch , then each hi-criticality
job that arrives at or after tswitch may require up to its (potentially larger) hi-criticality
WCET. Likewise, each lo-criticality job with deadline at or before tswitch requires up to its
lo-criticality WCET, while each lo-criticality job that arrives at or after tswitch can only
require up to its (potentially smaller) hi-criticality WCET. As mentioned in Section 1, we
consider three different notions of correctness for lo-criticality jobs that are active at time
point tswitch , and we will see that this choice has significant consequences for how to schedule
and analyse such systems. These three different correctness criteria are defined as follows.
CC-1. Any lo-criticality job that has its deadline after time tswitch may only require its
smaller hi-criticality WCET.
CC-2. Any lo-criticality job that is active and has already started executing at time tswitch
is permitted to require its larger lo-criticality WCET.
CC-3. Any lo-criticality job that is active at time tswitch is permitted to require its larger
lo-criticality WCET.
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Here we can note that if we restrict all lo-criticality jobs/tasks to have zero-valued WCETs
at hi-criticality (i.e., ci (hi) and Ci (hi) equal zero for all lo-criticality jobs/tasks), then
correctness criterion CC-1 reduces to the model that was studied in previous work on
semi-clairvoyant scheduling [1, 14].

3

Correctness Criterion CC-1

In this section we devise algorithms for scheduling dual-criticality instances of independent
jobs (Section 3.1), and implicit-deadline sporadic task systems (Section 3.2) under the
requirement that all lo-criticality jobs completing after the arrival of a hi-criticality job that
signals hi-criticality mode receive an amount of execution at least equal to their hi-criticality
WCETs. The following example illustrates some of the challenges in determining whether
such an instance can be correctly scheduled under semi-clairvoyant scheduling.
▶ Example 1. Consider an instance comprising the following three jobs:
J1
J2
J3

χi
lo
lo
hi

ai
0
0
1

ci (lo)
1
2
0

ci (hi)
0
1
2

di
2
3
3

First, we point out that this instance is clairvoyant schedulable:
in lo-criticality mode one could execute J1 over the interval [0, 1], and J2 over [1, 3];
in hi-criticality mode one could execute J2 over [0, 1], and J3 over [1, 3].
Observe that a different job is scheduled over [0, 1] in the two modes. However under
semi-clairvoyant scheduling the mode only becomes known at time-instant 1 (i.e., upon
J3 ’s arrival). An EDF schedule would choose J1 over the interval [0, 1]; if job J3 were to
signal hi-criticality mode upon arrival, that would require that an execution amount equal
to c2 (hi) + c3 (hi) = (1 + 2) = 3 units be completed over the next two time units. Hence
EDF is not able to schedule this instance correctly; we leave it to the reader to verify that
the following on-line scheduling strategy is correct:
Execute J2 over [0, 1]
if J3 signals lo-criticality mode upon its arrival
execute J1 over [1, 2], and J2 over [2, 3]
else // (i.e., J3 signals hi-criticality mode upon its arrival)
⌟
execute J3 over [1, 3]
In the remainder of this section we describe how such strategies may be determined
for collections of jobs and implicit-deadline task systems. Our results for CC-1 are closely
inspired by those of [1] (which effectively targets CC-1 without graceful degradation), though
in order to enable graceful degradation we take a very different approach to the formulation
of the linear program that we will see next.

3.1

Jobs

We partition the time-line by the release-dates and the deadlines (the ai and di parameters)
of the jobs. I.e., the time-line from the first release date to the last deadline is divided into
subintervals by dividing it at every ai and di . Let I1 , I2 , . . . denote these subintervals and
note that there are at most 2n − 1 of them. Let t1 , t2 , . . . denote the distinct time instants
at which hi-criticality jobs arrive, in order (i.e., tk < tk+1 ). There are at most n such time
instants tk .
In the following we let i range over jobs Ji , let j range over subintervals Ij , and let k
range over the time points tk where a hi-criticality job arrives.
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Variables. Our LP uses the following variables:
1. The variable xij represents the amount of execution assigned to the i’th job Ji in the
j’th interval Ij , in a schedule in which no hi-criticality job signals the transition to
hi-criticality mode. There are O(n2 ) such variables.
(k)
2. For each k, the variable yij represents the amount of execution assigned to job Ji in
the interval Ij , in a schedule in which hi-criticality mode is signalled at time-instant tk .
There are O(n3 ) such variables – O(n2 ) for each value of k.
For the example instance of Example 1 there are 3 × 3 = 9 xij variables, and the same
(1)
number of yij variables.
Constructing Scheduling Tables. A solution to our LP will assign values to these variables.
We will use these assigned values to construct several scheduling tables prior to run-time:
Scheduling table So will schedule job Ji for a duration xij during the interval Ij .
(k)
For each k, there will be a scheduling table Sk that schedules job Ji for a duration yij
during the interval Ij .
Our run-time scheduling strategy is then to start out making scheduling decisions according to
So , and to switch to Sk if hi-criticality mode is first signalled by the arrival of a hi-criticality
(k)
job at tk . The Constraints in Eq. 1 below enforce that yij = xij for all intervals Ij before
tk ; hence in the event that the arrival of a hi-criticality job at time tk signals hi-criticality
mode we are effectively following scheduling table Sk from the very beginning.
▶ Example 2. For the 3-job example instance in Example 1, there are three subintervals
I1 = [0, 1], I2 = [1, 2], and I3 = [2, 3]. Since there is only one hi-criticality job, we have
t1 = 1 as the only instant at which hi-criticality jobs arrive. Below is a possible assignment
(1)
(1)
of values for xij and yij for this example instance (these happen to be the xij and yij
values corresponding to the correct scheduling strategy described in Example 1):
j=1
(1)
0, y11

j=2

i=1

x11 =

i=2

x21 = 1, y21 = 1

i=3

x31 = 0, y31 = 0

j=3
(1)

=0

x13 = 0, y13 = 0

(1)

x22 = 0, y22 = 0

(1)

x23 = 1, y23 = 0

(1)

x32 = 0, y32 = 1

(1)

x33 = 0, y33 = 1

=0

x12 =

(1)
1, y12

(1)
(1)

The following scheduling tables are constructed from these xi,j and yi,j values:
1. So schedules J2 over I1 = [0, 1], J1 over I2 = [1, 2], and J2 over I3 = [2, 3].
2. S1 schedules J2 over I1 , and J3 over both I2 and I3 .
During run-time we start out scheduling according to So ; if job J3 signals hi-criticality mode
upon arrival at time-instant 1 then we subsequently switch to schedule S1 .
⌟
Constraints. We will now describe the constraints added to our LP in order to ensure
that the variables defined above have their intended interpretations.
(Non-clairvoyance.) For each k, for all i, and for all j such that the interval Ij completes
no later than time-instant tk , we have
(k)

yij = xij
There are O(n3 ) such constraints.
(Correctness in lo criticality.) For each i
X
xij ≥ ci (lo)
Ij ⊆[ri ,di ]

(1)

(2)
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There are O(n) such constraints – one per job.
(Correctness in hi criticality.) For each k (hi-criticality signalled at tk )
For each i for which χi = hi

X
ci (lo) if ri < tk
(k)
yij ≥
ci (hi) if ri ≥ tk
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(3)

Ij ⊆[ri ,di ]

There are O(n2 ) such constraints.
For each i for which χi = lo

X
ci (lo) if di ≤ tk
(k)
yij ≥
ci (hi) if di > tk

(4)

Ij ⊆[ri ,di ]

There are O(n2 ) such constraints.
Notice the difference between Expression 3 and Expression 4: the first case in Expression 3
applies to all jobs that arrive before tk ; in Expression 4, to all jobs that have deadlines
no later than tk .
(Adequate computing capacity to construct scheduling table So .) For each j
X
xij ≤ |Ij |,
(5)
i

where |I| denotes the length of an interval I. There are O(n) such constraints.
(Adequate computing capacity to construct scheduling table Sk .) For each k, for each j
X (k)
yij ≤ |Ij |
(6)
i

There are O(n2 ) such constraints.

3.2

Tasks

We now give an optimal algorithm for scheduling systems of implicit-deadline sporadic
tasks2 – task systems in which the relative deadline parameter Di of each task τi is equal
to its period parameter Ti . Our algorithm is based on the fluid scheduling paradigm. Such
algorithms are allowed to assign individual tasks a fraction ≤ 1 of a processor (rather than an
entire processor, or none) at each instant in time. The MC-Fluid non-clairvoyant scheduling
algorithm [26, 9] was designed for scheduling dual-criticality implicit-deadline sporadic task
systems upon identical multiprocessor platforms. Prior to run-time, MC-Fluid computes
lo-criticality and hi-criticality execution rates θi (lo) and θi (hi) for each task τi ∈ τ . Each
task τi is initially scheduled at a rate θi (lo); if any job does not complete despite having
executed for its lo-criticality WCET, all lo-criticality tasks are immediately discarded and
each hi-criticality task τi henceforth executes at a rate θi (hi). An algorithm for computing
suitable values for the θi (lo) and θi (hi) parameters is presented in [26], and a somewhat
simpler algorithm subsequently derived in [9], and shown to be speedup-optimal3 , with
speedup factor 43 .
2

3

We do not yet have an algorithm for scheduling task systems in which the Di and Ti parameters of
individual tasks may differ – to our knowledge, there are no non-trivial speedup-competitive prior results
known for semi-clairvoyant scheduling of task systems that are not implicit-deadline. In Section 6 we
will describe how a correct but non-optimal algorithm may be obtained for scheduling such systems.
The reader is referred to [25, 15] for in-depth discussions about speedup factors.
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The non-clairvoyant MC-Fluid algorithm is easily modified to form an optimal semiclairvoyant algorithm for dual criticality implicit-deadline tasks upon uniprocessors. Observe
first that for an implicit-deadline sporadic task system τ to be schedulable by any scheduler
(including a clairvoyant one), it is necessary that the following condition hold:
Ulo ≤ 1 and Uhi ≤ 1

(7)

The schedulability test associated with our optimal semi-clairvoyant scheduling algorithm is
straightforward: any task system τ satisfying the condition above will be correctly scheduled
by our algorithm. The algorithm assigns the θi (lo) and θi (hi) execution rates to each task
τi as follows:




θi (lo) = Ui (lo) and θi (hi) = Ui (hi)
(We point out that therefore θi (hi) ≤ θi (lo) for lo-criticality tasks while θi (hi) ≥ θi (lo) for
hi-criticality tasks.) It initially executes each task τi at a rate θi (lo); if any hi-criticality job
signals a transition to hi-criticality mode upon arrival, the algorithm subsequently executes
each task τi at a rate θi (hi). It is evident that this algorithm is feasible upon a uniprocessor
since the rates of all the tasks both before and after such a transition sum to ≤ 1.
Proof of Correctness. We show that any task system τ satisfying the necessary schedulability
conditions in Eq. 7 is scheduled correctly as per correctness criterion CC-1.
It is evident that all tasks execute correctly in all lo-criticality behaviors (since each
job of each task τi receives a total execution θi (lo) × Ti = Ui (lo) × Ti = Ci (lo) units of
execution). Consider now some hi-criticality behavior, and let tswitch denote the instant at
which hi-criticality behavior is signalled. It is evident that any job that has both its arrival
time and its deadline ≤ tswitch , as well as any job that has both its arrival time and its
deadline ≥ tswitch , receives adequate execution. It remains to consider jobs that arrive before,
but have deadline after, time-instant tswitch .
hi-criticality tasks. Under semi-clairvoyant scheduling, all such hi-criticality jobs, having
arrived before hi-criticality mode was signalled, are guaranteed to complete upon having
executed for no more than their lo-criticality WCETs. Since θi (lo) ≤ θi (hi) for any
hi-criticality task τi , any job of such a τi clearly receives at least θi (lo) × Ti = Ci (lo)
units of execution by its deadline.
lo-criticality tasks. Symmetrically to the case above, under correctness criterion CC-1 all
such lo-criticality jobs are to be assigned an amount of execution not exceeding their
hi-criticality WCETs. Since θi (lo) ≥ θi (hi) for any lo-criticality task τi , any job of such
a τi receives at least θi (hi) × Ti = Ci (hi) units of execution by its deadline.

4

Correctness Criterion CC-2

lo-criticality jobs that begin executing before a mode-transition has been signalled are
required to execute for their (larger) lo-criticality WCETs under correctness criterion CC-2.
It turns out that establishing the schedulability of systems under this correctness criterion is
a computationally harder problem than under correctness criterion CC-1: while we saw above
(Section 3.1) that schedulability analysis of collections of jobs can be done in polynomial
time under CC-1, we now show that this is NP-complete in the strong sense under CC-2.
▶ Theorem 3. Under correctness criterion CC-2, it is NP-hard in the strong sense to determine whether an instance of jobs can be correctly scheduled upon a preemptive uniprocessor.
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Proof. We will give a reduction from the 3-Partition problem, which is well known to be NPcomplete in the strong sense [21]. An instance of 3-Partition is a set S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , s3m }
P
of 3m positive integers, such that si ∈S si = mk for some integer k. We are asked whether
S can be partitioned into m disjoint subsets, such that each subset sums to k.
Let an instance S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , s3m } of 3-Partition be given. We create the following
set J of jobs.
Ji = (lo, 0, [2si , si ], 2mk),

for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3m

J3m+j = (hi, 2jk, [0, k], (2j + 1)k),

for 1 ≤ j < m.

It is clear that this reduction can be carried out in polynomial time and that the values of
the produced numerical parameters are polynomially related to those given. In the following
we show that J is schedulable under correctness criterion CC-2 if and only if S can be
partitioned into subsets S0 , S1 , . . . , Sm−1 with the same sum. We consider the two directions
separately. Let Jlo and Jhi denote the sets of lo- and hi-criticality jobs in J , respectively.
S can be partitioned ⇒ J is schedulable: Assume S can be partitioned into S0 , S1 , . . . , Sm−1
such that each partition sums to k. Let Jj denote the set of jobs Ji ∈ Jlo such that si ∈ Sj ,
for 0 ≤ j < m. That is, Ji ∈ Jj if and only if si ∈ Sj .
The following scheduling strategy will be successful: We allocate time interval [0, 2k) for
the jobs in J0 where they are executed in any order. Then for all j such that 1 ≤ j < m we
allocate time interval [2jk, 2(j + 1)k) for first executing hi-criticality job J3m+j and then the
jobs in Jj in any order. If the jobs that are allocated to a time interval have finished early,
then we idle the processor until the start of the next allocated time interval.
P
We note that the total execution time of the jobs in J0 is at most Ji ∈J0 ci (lo) =
P
si ∈S0 2si = 2k, and therefore they can all finish in their allocated time interval [0, 2k).
We then note that for 1 ≤ j < m, if neither J3m+j nor any previous hi-criticality job
has signaled hi-criticality behavior, then the lo-criticality jobs in Jj have the entire time
P
interval [2jk, 2(j + 1)k) to execute in, which is enough since Ji ∈Jj ci (lo) = 2k. If, on the
other hand, J3m+j or some previous hi-criticality job has signaled hi-criticality behavior,
then the jobs in Jj might only have the time interval [(2j + 1)k, 2(j + 1)k) to execute in, but
P
this is still enough as they then only need to execute for up to Ji ∈Jj ci (hi) = k.
The hi-criticality tasks J3m+j , for 1 ≤ j < m, all execute first in their allocated time
intervals. Those time intervals start at the arrival time of the corresponding hi-criticality
job, so the hi-criticality jobs will always finish no later than their deadlines.
S cannot be partitioned ⇒ J is unschedulable: Assume that S cannot be partitioned into
m subsets of equal sum. We will show that no matter what scheduling decisions are
taken, there will always exist some runtime behaviors that lead to a deadline miss. In the
following we consider only behaviors where each job Ji requires an execution time of either
exactly ci (lo) or ci (hi). We then note that no job has a deadline later than 2mk and that
P
Ji ∈Jlo ci (lo) = 2mk. Therefore, no idle time can possibly be allowed in a successful
schedule as long as hi-criticality behavior has not been signaled. In time interval [0, 2k),
start
lo-criticality jobs must then be scheduled for the entire 2k time units. Let Jlo
be the
P
jobs that begin execution in [0, 2k), and let x = Ji ∈J start ci (lo). We consider two cases.
lo

Case 1 (x > 2k) Suppose the hi-criticality job J3m+1 that arrives at time 2k signals hicriticality behavior, and that this and all following hi-criticality jobs require their hicriticality WCETs. The total execution time of the hi-criticality jobs is then (m − 1)k,
and the total time left over for the lo-criticality jobs until their deadline at 2mk is
2mk − 2k − (m − 1)k = (m − 1)k. However, the lo-criticality jobs that started execution
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before time 2k require their larger lo-criticality WCET. The total remaining execution
time requirement of the lo-criticality jobs is then
X
X
X
X
ci (hi) +
ci (lo) − 2k =
ci (hi) +
ci (hi) − 2k
Ji ∈Jlo \J start

lo

Ji ∈J start

lo

Ji ∈Jlo

x
= mk + − 2k
2
> (m − 1)k,

Ji ∈J start

lo

and they can not all finish before their deadline.
P
start
Case 2 (x = 2k) Since Ji ∈J start ci (lo) = 2k, the jobs in Jlo
correspond to a subset of
lo
S that sums to k. In this case, let the hi-criticality job J3m+1 that arrives at time 2k
require zero execution time and therefore not signal hi-criticality behavior.
If the second case holds, we simply note that the lo-criticality jobs that were executed
corresponds to a subset of S that sums to k and repeat the same argument, but starting
from time 2k instead. If again the second case holds, we note that the rest of S again has a
subset that sums to k and repeat the argument from time 4k and so on. Since by assumption
S cannot be partitioned completely into subsets that each sum to k, any scheduler must
eventually either idle the processor or behave according to Case 1 above, both of which can
then lead to a deadline miss.
◀
An MILP for schedulability analysis under CC-2. Theorem 3 above establishes that we
cannot analyze schedulability of collections of jobs under CC-2 even in pseudo-polynomial
time (assuming P̸=NP). This means that we cannot solve it with a polynomially-sized LP,
but below we adapt the LP obtained in Section 3.1 for correctness criterion CC-1 to make it
applicable to schedulability analysis under correctness criterion CC-2 by introducing some
additional binary integer variables, which in effect turns the LP into a mixed-integer linear
program (MILP). Since it is known [11] that determining whether an MILP has a feasible
solution is in NP, the existence of this MILP also serves to show that schedulability analysis
of collections of jobs under correctness criterion CC-2 is in the complexity class NP. This
fact, in conjunction with Theorem 3, establishes that the problem is NP-complete.
Observe that the difference between correctness criteria CC-1 and CC-2 is in the execution
time that lo-criticality jobs may require when some hi-criticality job signals hi-criticality
behavior. This was captured by the constraints in Eq. 4 for CC-1; reproduced below:
For each i for which χi = lo

X
ci (lo) if di ≤ tk
(k)
yij ≥
ci (hi) if di > tk
Ij ⊆[ri ,di ]

We replace the constraints in Eq. 4 by the following set of constraints, keeping the other
constraints of the LP in Section 3.1 as they are.
For each lo-criticality job Ji and time instant tk where some hi-criticality job arrives, let
(k)
bi be a new binary (i.e., 0–1 valued) integer variable. The intended interpretation is that
(k)
job Ji has started execution before tk in schedule So if and only if bi = 1. Instead of the
constraints in Eq. 4 we add the following constraints.
For each k (hi-criticality signalled at tk ) and each i for which χi = lo:
If di ≤ tk (i.e., the entire job must be scheduled by time-instant tk ),
X
(k)
yij ≥ ci (lo)
(8)
Ij ⊆[ri ,di ]
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If ri > tk (i.e., the entire job must be scheduled after time-instant tk ),
X

(k)

yij ≥ ci (hi)

(9)

Ij ⊆[ri ,di ]

Otherwise (i.e., the job spans tk ),
X

(k)

(k)

yij ≥ ci (lo) × bi

(10)

Ij ⊆[ri ,di ]

X

(k)

(k)

yij ≥ ci (hi) × (1 − bi )

(11)

Ij ⊆[tk ,di ]

X

(k)

(k)

yij ≤ M × bi ,

(12)

Ij ⊆[ri ,tk ]

where M is some large enough positive constant (e.g., M = maxi (ci (lo)) can be used).
(k)
We note that if bi = 1, then the constraint in Eq. 10 “forces” job Ji to be allocated at least
ci (lo) units of execution, while the constraints in Eqs. 11 and 12 are trivially satisfied. If
(k)
instead bi = 0, then the constraint in Eq. 10 is always satisfied, while the constraint in
Eq. 11 forces Ji to be allocated at least ci (hi) units of execution after tk , and the constraint
in Eq. 12 forces Ji to not have begun execution before tk .

5

Correctness Criterion CC-3

Under correctness criterion CC-3, it is required that all lo-criticality jobs arriving before
mode-change is signalled receive an amount of service equal to their (larger) lo-criticality
WCETs. It is easily seen that unlike with regards to correctness criteria CC-1 and CC-2,
under correctness criterion CC-3 the WCET of each job is known upon the job’s arrival
regardless of whether some future job will signal hi-criticality mode upon arrival or not. And
it follows from the optimality property of the Earliest Deadline First scheduling algorithm
(EDF) upon preemptive uniprocessor platforms [27, 17] that any collection of such jobs that
can be scheduled to all complete by their deadlines is scheduled to all complete by their
deadlines by EDF. Therefore, under correctness criterion CC-3 EDF is an optimal run-time
algorithm. This is in contrast to correctness criteria CC-1 and CC-2, for neither of which do
we have a general, efficient, run-time scheduling algorithm. In the remainder of this section
we derive efficient schedulability-analysis for the EDF scheduling of dual-criticality instances
of independent jobs (Section 5.1), and three-parameter sporadic task systems (Section 5.2)
under this correctness criterion.

5.1

Jobs

In Sections 3.1 and 4, we had solved a linear program and an MILP respectively in order
to construct scheduling tables for the run-time scheduling of collections of jobs subject
to correctness criteria CC-1 and CC-2. Such an approach is not necessary for CC-3: as
observed above, we know that EDF is an optimal algorithm for scheduling instances subject
to correctness criterion CC-3. An associated schedulability test is easily obtained: simply
simulate the EDF scheduling of the instance multiple times, once assuming lo-criticality
behavior and once each under the assumption that each individual hi-criticality job is the
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one that signals transition to hi-criticality behavior.4 For an instance with n jobs, O(n) such
simulations of EDF need to be performed; each can be done in O(n log n) time [28], yielding
an overall complexity of O(n2 log n) for the schedulability test.

5.2

Tasks

As stated above, EDF is an optimal run-time scheduling algorithm under correctness criterion
CC-3. We now derive an exact EDF schedulability test for 3-parameter sporadic task systems
under this correctness criterion; our test holds for “arbitrary-deadline” systems – i.e., systems
in which tasks may have relative deadlines smaller than, equal to, or larger than their periods.
We will show that our schedulability test has pseudo-polynomial running time upon systems
in which max(Ulo , Uhi ) is a priori bounded by some constant c < 1.
Demand bound function. Let dbfi (t, s) denote the demand bound function [2] (see [3,
Chapter 10.3] for a text-book description) of task τi in an interval of length t, where hicriticality mode is first signalled s time units into the interval (possibly by some other task).
That is, the function dbfi (t, s) bounds the maximum sum of execution times of jobs from τi
that have both release times and deadlines within any such interval.
Let t and s be given. We make the following observations (illustrated in Figure 1).
For a hi-criticality task τi , the execution demand is maximized when as many jobs as
possible fit into the interval, and as many of those as possible are released at or after the
signalling of hi-criticality mode, and therefore can have the larger WCET Ci (hi). This
corresponds to a scenario where one job from τi has its deadline at the end of the interval,
and the previous jobs are each released as late as possible.
For a lo-criticality task τi , the execution demand is instead maximized when the maximum
number of jobs from τi fit into the interval, but as many as possible are released before
the time instant where hi-criticality mode is signalled, and therefore can have the larger
WCET Ci (lo). This corresponds to a scenario where one job is released at the start of
the interval and subsequent jobs as early as possible.

lo task

lo

hi task

lo

lo

x

hi

x+s

hi

hi

hi

hi

x+t

Figure 1 An interval of length t with hi-criticality mode revealed s time units into the interval.
The lo-criticality task maximizes execution demand within the interval by fitting two jobs with
WCET C(lo) and one job with WCET C(hi). The hi-criticality task maximizes demand by fitting
four jobs with WCET C(hi) and one with WCET C(lo).

We use the above observations to express dbfi (t, s). Let ψi (t) denote the maximum
number of jobs of τi that both arrive in, and have their deadlines within, any contiguous

4

It follows from the sustainability property of EDF [6] that each such simulation can be done assuming
that each job executes to exactly its WCET.
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interval of duration t; it is known [2] that



t − Di
ψi (t) = max
+ 1, 0 .
Ti
For a hi-criticality task τi , a total of ψi (t) jobs can fit inside the interval, and a total of
ψi (t − s) of those jobs can have an execution time requirement of Ci (hi). We therefore have
dbfi (t, s) = ψi (t) × Ci (lo) + ψi (t − s) × (Ci (hi) − Ci (lo)).
For a lo-criticality task τi the number of jobs that can fit in the interval is also at most ψi (t).
No more than ⌊s/Ti ⌋ + 1 of those jobs can be released before5 the instant when hi-criticality
behavior is first signaled, and therefore have the larger execution time requirement Ci (lo).
We have

 

s
dbfi (t, s) = ψi (t) × Ci (hi) + min ψi (t),
+ 1 × (Ci (lo) − Ci (hi)).
Ti
Putting the above together, we have the following expression to bound the maximum total
execution time demand of jobs from task τi in an interval of size t, where hi-criticality
behavior is first revealed s time units into the interval.

ψi (t) × Ci (lo) + ψi (t − s) × (Ci (hi)−Ci (lo)),
if χi = hi
dbfi (t, s) =
(13)



ψ (t) × C (hi) + min ψ (t), s + 1 × (C (lo)−C (hi)), if χ = lo
i
i
i
i
i
i
Ti

The Schedulability Test
We assume here that max(Ulo , Uhi ) < 1. Before establishing the schedulability test we
present three lemmas. Let B and S(t) be defined for any task system τ as follows.
P
τi ∈τ Ci (χi )
B =
,
1 − max(Ulo , Uhi )
[
S(t) =
{t − kTi − Di | 0 ≤ k < ψi (t)} ∪ {t}.
τi ∈τ (hi)

As we will see in the following, B is the upper bound for the values of t that we need to
consider when using dbfi (t, s) for a schedulability test, and S(t) is the set of values for s
that needs to be considered for each t. In our first lemma we show that the demand bound
function for a task set is maximized at some value of s ∈ S(t), which corresponds to a release
of a job from a hi-criticality task when its jobs are aligned as in Figure 1.
▶ Lemma 4. Let t and s be given, where t > 0 and s ∈ [0, t]. Then there exists s′ ∈ S(t)
P
P
′
such that τi ∈τ dbfi (t, s) ≤
τi ∈τ dbfi (t, s ).
Proof. Let s′ be the smallest s′ ∈ S(t) such that s′ ≥ s.
For all τi ∈ τ (hi) , the set of values s′ where ψi (t−s′ ) is discontinuous in the interval [0, t] is
a subset of S(t). As ψi is a right-continuous step function, we must have ψi (t − s) = ψi (t − s′ ).
Hence, dbfi (t, s) = dbfi (t, s′ ) if χi = hi.
5

In fact, this captures the maximum number of jobs that can be released before or at the time point
where hi-criticality is signaled. It seems as if we should replace ⌊s/Ti ⌋ + 1 by ⌈s/Ti ⌉, but we will see
later that this is in fact the suitable formulation in order to use the demand bound function for an
efficient schedulability test that is both sufficient and necessary. Specifically, this formulation is required
for Lemma 6, but we will see in Theorem 7 that it does not detract from the exactness of the test.
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If τi ∈ τ (lo) , then dbfi (t, s) in non-decreasing in s. Therefore dbfi (t, s) ≤ dbfi (t, s′ ) if
χi = lo, which completes the proof.
◀
Our second lemma puts an upper bound on the values of t that need to be considered.
P
▶ Lemma 5. If t ≥ B, then τi ∈τ dbfi (t, s) ≤ t for all s ∈ [0, t].
Proof. Take any τi ∈ τ . We first note that ψi (x) ≤ x/Ti + 1 and then consider two cases.
Case 1 (χi = hi): We must have

dbfi (t, s) ≤
=




t−s
t
+ 1 × Ci (lo) +
+ 1 × (Ci (hi) − Ci (lo))
Ti
Ti

Ci (lo)
Ci (hi) − Ci (lo)
× t + Ci (lo) +
× (t − s) + Ci (hi) − Ci (lo)
Ti
Ti

= Ui (hi) × (t − s) + Ui (lo) × s + Ci (hi).
Case 2 (χi = lo): Similarly, we have




t
s
dbfi (t, s) ≤
+ 1 × Ci (hi) +
+ 1 × (Ci (lo) − Ci (hi))
Ti
Ti
=

Ci (lo) − Ci (hi)
Ci (hi)
× t + Ci (hi) +
× s + Ci (lo) − Ci (hi)
Ti
Ti

= Ui (hi) × (t − s) + Ui (lo) × s + Ci (lo).
In both cases we then have
dbfi (t, s) ≤ Ui (hi) × (t − s) + Ui (lo) × s + Ci (χi )
and therefore
X
X
dbfi (t, s) ≤ Uhi × (t − s) + Ulo × s +
Ci (χi )
τi ∈τ

τi ∈τ

≤ max(Ulo , Uhi ) × t +

X

Ci (χi ).

τi ∈τ

But if t ≥ B, then
X
X
dbfi (t, s) ≤ max(Ulo , Uhi ) × t +
Ci (χi ) ≤ t,
τi ∈τ

which concludes the proof.

τi ∈τ

◀

Our third lemma puts the above two together to limit the values of both t and s that we
must consider.
P
▶ Lemma 6. If
some t > 0 and s ∈ [0, t], then there exists
τi ∈τ dbfi (t, s) > t for P
t′ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , ⌊B⌋} and s′ ∈ S(t′ ) such that τi ∈τ dbfi (t′ , s′ ) > t′ .
P
Proof. Assume that τi ∈τ dbfi (t, s) > t for some t > 0 and s ∈ [0, t]. By Lemma 4 there
P
P
exists s′ ∈ S(t) such that τi ∈τ dbfi (t, s′ ) ≥ τi ∈τ dbfi (t, s).
Let t′ = ⌊t⌋ and s′′ = ⌊s′ ⌋. We note then that for any task τi , we have ψi (t) = ψi (t′ )
as ψi is a right-continuous step function that only changes value at integers. Further, we
note that by definition of S(t) it must be the case that the fractional parts of t and s′
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are the same. We must then have t − s′ = t′ − s′′ and ψi (t − s′ ) = ψi (t′ − s′′ ). Also, we
note that as Ti is integer we must have ⌊s/Ti ⌋ = ⌊s′ /Ti ⌋. From Eq. 13 it follows then that
P
P
′
′ ′′
τi ∈τ dbfi (t, s ) =
τi ∈τ dbfi (t , s ).
P
′ ′′
Finally, by Lemma 4 there must exist s′′′ ∈ S(t′ ) such that
τi ∈τ dbfi (t , s ) ≤
P
′ ′′′
τi ∈τ dbfi (t , s ). Putting the above together we have
X

dbfi (t′ , s′′′ ) ≥

τi ∈τ

X

dbfi (t′ , s′′ )

τi ∈τ

=

X

dbfi (t, s′ )

τi ∈τ

≥

X

dbfi (t, s)

τi ∈τ

> t
≥ t′
By Lemma 5 we must have t < B and therefore t′ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , ⌊B⌋}. As s′′′ ∈ S(t′ ), the
lemma follows.
◀
We can now establish the schedulability test.
▶ Theorem 7. Let τ be a task set of arbitrary-deadlines sporadic mixed-criticality tasks with
max(Ulo , Uhi ) < 1. The task set τ is schedulable by EDF under correctness criterion CC-3
on a single preemptive processor if and only if
X
∀t ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , ⌊B⌋}, ∀s ∈ S(t) :
dbfi (t, s) ≤ t.
τi ∈τ

Proof. We separately prove the necessity and sufficiency of the schedulability test.
Test fails ⇒ τ is unschedulable: Assume there exists t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ⌊B⌋} and s ∈ S(t) such
P
that τi ∈τ dbfi (t, s) > t. Let τ release jobs in an interval of length t + ϵ, for some 0 < ϵ < 1,
such that all lo-criticality tasks release a job at the start of the interval and then subsequent
jobs as early as possible. Let hi-criticality tasks instead release jobs such that one job has a
deadline at the end of the interval, and previous jobs are released as late as possible in the
interval.
By definition of S(t), at least one hi-criticality task must then release a job exactly s + ϵ
time units into the interval. Let that job be the first to signal hi-criticality behavior, and let
all other jobs require their largest allowed execution time.
Any hi-criticality task τi then releases ψi (t + ϵ) jobs with both release times and deadlines
within the interval, of which ψi (t + ϵ − (s + ϵ)) are released at or after the time point where
hi-criticality behavior is signaled, for a total execution time requirement of
ψi (t + ϵ) × Ci (lo) + ψi (t + ϵ − (s + ϵ)) × (Ci (hi)−Ci (lo))
=

ψi (t) × Ci (lo) + ψi (t − s) × (Ci (hi)−Ci (lo))

=

dbfi (t, s),

where ψi (t + ϵ) = ψ(t) since t is integer and ψi only changes value at integers.
Similarly, any lo-criticality task τi will release ψi (t + ϵ) jobs in total, of which at most
⌈(s + ϵ)/Ti ⌉ are released before the time point where hi-criticality behavior is signaled, for a
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total execution time requirement of

l s + ϵ m
ψi (t + ϵ) × Ci (hi) + min ψi (t + ϵ),
× (Ci (lo)−Ci (hi))
T
 i

jsk
+ 1 × (Ci (lo)−Ci (hi))
= ψi (t) × Ci (hi) + min ψi (t),
Ti
= dbfi (t, s),
where ⌈(s + ϵ)/Ti ⌉ = ⌊(s + ϵ)/Ti ⌋ + 1 = ⌊s/Ti ⌋ + 1 since both s and Ti are integer.
The total workload of jobs with both release time and deadline within the interval
P
P
of size t + ϵ is then τi ∈τ dbfi (t, s). Since τi ∈τ dbfi (t, s) is integer-valued and since
P
P
τi ∈τ dbfi (t, s) > t by assumption, we must also have
τi ∈τ dbfi (t, s) > t + ϵ. It follows
that the total workload that must be scheduled inside the interval is greater than the length
of the interval, hence it is impossible to meet all deadlines on a single processor.
τ is unschedulable ⇒ test fails: Assume that τ is unschedulable by EDF and let t2 be the
time point of a deadline miss. Let t1 be the earliest time point before t2 such that there
exists at least one active job with deadline no later than t2 at any time in the interval [t1 , t2 ].
By definition of t1 , there are no active jobs in [t1 , t2 ] with deadline latest at t2 that are also
released earlier than t1 . It follows that EDF schedules jobs that both arrive no earlier than
t1 and have deadline no later than t2 during the entirety of [t1 , t2 ]. Still one of those jobs
misses its deadline at t2 , so the total workload of those jobs must exceed t2 − t1 .
We let t = t2 − t1 and consider three cases.
hi-criticality behavior is signaled before t1 : The total workload of all jobs scheduled by
P
EDF in [t1 , t2 ] can be no more than τi ∈τ ψi (t) × Ci (hi). By Eq. 13 we have
X
τi ∈τ

ψi (t) × Ci (hi) ≤

X

dbfi (t, 0).

τi ∈τ

hi-criticality behavior has not been signaled by t2 : The total workload of all jobs scheduled
P
by EDF in [t1 , t2 ] can be no more than τi ∈τ ψi (t) × Ci (lo). Using ψi (t) ≤ ⌊t/Ti ⌋ + 1
and Eq. 13 we get
X
X
ψi (t) × Ci (lo) =
dbfi (t, t).
τi ∈τ

τi ∈τ

hi-criticality behavior is first signaled in [t1 , t2 ]: Let tsignal be the time point where
hi-criticality behavior is first signaled. The total workload of all jobs scheduled by EDF
P
in [t1 , t2 ] can be no more than τi ∈τ dbfi (t, tsignal − t1 ).
In all three cases, the total workload of the jobs scheduled by EDF in [t1 , t2 ] can be no
P
more than τi ∈τ dbfi (t, s) for some s ∈ [0, t]. Since the total workload of those jobs must
P
exceed t, we then have τi ∈τ dbfi (t, s) > t for some s ∈ [0, t].
By Lemma 6, there must then exist t′ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , ⌊B⌋} and s′ ∈ S(t′ ) such that
P
′ ′
′
τi ∈τ dbfi (t , s ) > t . This demonstrates the sufficiency of the test and concludes the
proof.
◀
▶ Corollary 8. The schedulability test described in Theorem 7 can be implemented to run in
pseudo-polynomial time if max(Ulo , Uhi ) ≤ c for some constant c < 1.
Proof. If max(Ulo , Uhi ) ≤ c, then B is clearly pseudo-polynomially bounded. It follows that
{0, 1, . . . , ⌊B⌋} is of pseudo-polynomial size, and so is S(t) for any t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , ⌊B⌋}.
◀
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Comparison and Recommendations

The results in Sections 3–5 above establish that CC-3 is the most tractable of our three
correctness criteria both from the run-time complexity perspective and in the sense that we
have the most positive results regarding sporadic task systems about this criterion. We point
out that correctness criterion CC-3 is a stronger constraint than correctness criterion CC-2 –
any schedule for an instance that satisfies correctness criterion CC-3 also satisfies correctness
criterion CC-2 for that instance (this follows from the observation that CC-3 guarantees any
lo-criticality job spanning a mode-transition instant its larger WCET, while correctness
criterion CC-2 only requires this for those lo-criticality jobs that have already begun execution
prior to the mode transition). In a similar vein correctness criterion CC-2 is a stronger
constraint than correctness criterion CC-1 since CC-2 guarantees some lo-criticality jobs
spanning a mode-transition instant (those that began execution prior to the transition) their
larger WCET, while correctness criterion CC-1 does not require this for any lo-criticality
job. It therefore follows that a schedule for an instance satisfying correctness criterion CC-3
also satisfies correctness criteria CC-2 and CC-1: correctness criterion CC-3 is a conservative
over-approximation of correctness criteria CC-2 and CC-1. Based on this observation and
the additional tractability of CC-3 compared to CC-1 and CC-2, we recommend that when
graceful degradation is the goal correctness criterion CC-3 be considered the default
correctness criterion for semi-clairvoyant scheduling, and furthermore that EDF be
considered the default preferred run-time semi-clairvoyant scheduling algorithm.
Quantifying the cost. We now quantify the cost of our recommendation: how much faster
does a processor need to be in order to ensure that an instance that can be correctly scheduled
under either of the weaker correctness criteria CC-1 or CC-2 can also be correctly scheduled
under the more conservative correctness criterion CC-3? We formalize this metric as the
criteria loss:
▶ Definition 9 (Criteria Loss). For two different correctness criteria CC-x and CC-y for
x, y ∈ {1, 2, 3}, (x ̸= y), the criteria loss of CC-x compared to CC-y is the smallest number ℓ
such that any collection of jobs J that is schedulable under correctness criterion CC-y on
a unit-speed processor is also schedulable on a speed-ℓ processor under correctness criterion
CC-x.
We start with an upper bound for the criteria loss of CC-3 compared to the others.
▶ Lemma 10. The criteria loss of CC-3 compared to CC-1 or CC-2 is no greater than 2.
Proof. First, we note that a necessary condition for schedulability of a collection of jobs J
with any algorithm under CC-1 or CC-2 is that it should meet all deadlines in the two cases
where either (i) every job Ji ∈ J executes for exactly ci (lo) time units (i.e., hi-criticality
mode is never signaled) or (ii) every job Ji ∈ J executes for exactly ci (hi) time units (i.e.,
hi-criticality mode is signaled at the first hi-criticality job arrival, and each lo-criticality job
completes upon having executed for exactly ci (hi) time units, even if it would be allowed to
execute for ci (lo) time units).
Second, due to the sustainability of EDF [6], we note that a sufficient condition for EDF
to successfully schedule J under CC-3 is that it could meet all deadlines if (iii) every job
Ji ∈ J executes for exactly max(ci (lo), ci (hi)) time units. It follows directly from standard
analysis of EDF on non-mixed criticality jobs that it will succeed with (iii) on a speed-2
processor if any algorithm can succeed with both (i) and (ii) on a unit-speed processor. ◀
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Next we see that this bound is tight compared to CC-2.
▶ Lemma 11. The criteria loss of CC-3 compared to CC-2 is at least 2.
Proof. Consider the collection J = {J1 = (lo, 0, [k − 1, 0], k), J2 = (hi, 1, [0, k − 1], k)} of
two jobs. Clearly J is schedulable under CC-2: simply idle the processor until the arrival of
J2 at time instant 1, after which there will be at most (k − 1) work to be done no matter if
J2 signals hi-criticality behavior or not.
Under CC-3, J1 , having arrived prior to J2 , can require up to c1 (lo) = k − 1 units of
execution. If J2 then signals hi-criticality behavior, the total workload over [0, k] may be as
high as 2(k − 1). As k → ∞, we see that this would require a speed-2 processor.
◀
Lemmas 10 and 11 together yield the following theorem which completely characterizes the
worst-case penalty of over-approximating CC-1 or CC-2 by CC-3.
▶ Theorem 12. The criteria loss of CC-3 compared to either CC-1 or CC-2 is exactly 2.
Proof. From Lemma 10 we know that the criteria loss of CC-3 compared to CC-1 or CC-2
is at most 2. From Lemma 11 we know that the criteria loss of CC-3 compared to CC-2 is at
least 2. Since CC-2 is a conservative over-approximation of CC-1, the criteria loss of CC-3
compared to CC-1 must be at least 2 as well.
◀
For the sake of completeness we also present bounds on the criteria loss of CC-2 compared
to CC-1.
The criteria loss of CC-2 compared to CC-1 is in [φ, 2], where φ is the golden
▶ Lemma 13. √
ratio φ = (1 + 5)/2 ≈ 1.618.
Proof. First, observe that the upper bound of 2 clearly holds here as well. For simplicity of
presentation in deriving the lower bound we use real-valued job parameters in this proof,
with the observation that we can approximate those to an arbitrary level of precision with
rational parameters. Rational parameters can in turn be changed to integer parameters by
scaling everything with the least common multiple of the denominators without affecting the
schedulability of the jobs.
√
Let x = (3 − 5)/2 and consider the collection of jobs J = {J1 , J2 }, where
J1 = (lo, 0, [1, 0], 1),
J2 = (hi, x, [0, 1 − x], 1).
Note that J is schedulable under CC-1 since we can simply schedule J1 in [0, x) and then see
whether J2 signals hi-criticality behavior when it arrives. If J2 does not signal hi-criticality
behavior we continue executing J1 until it finishes, otherwise we execute J2 until it finishes
since J1 already has received more than c1 (hi) execution time.
Under CC-2 we must make the choice of whether to start executing J1 before the arrival
of J2 . If we do start executing J1 immediately and J2 later signals hi-criticality behavior,
then we need to finish a total of 1 + (1 − x) units of work over [0, 1], and we need a speed-ℓ
processor where
√
1+ 5
= φ.
ℓ≥2−x=
2
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If we instead decide to idle the processor until the arrival of J2 and J2 arrives without
signaling hi-criticality behavior, then we need to finish J1 ’s entire execution time c1 (lo) = 1
in [x, 1]. For this we need a speed-ℓ processor where
√
1
2
1+ 5
ℓ≥
=√
=
= φ,
1−x
2
5−1
which completes the proof.

7

◀

Context and Conclusions

Since the mixed-criticality model was introduced by Vestal [30], several extensions and
variations have been proposed. Criticism of the original model has made it clear that some
form of graceful degradation often is necessary for mixed-criticality scheduling to be used
in practice. In this paper we have combined graceful degradation with semi-clairvoyant
scheduling, an interesting new take on how and when information becomes available at
runtime to a scheduler, and studied this under three different correctness criteria that we
labeled CC-1, CC-2 and CC-3. Although the differences between the correctness criteria
appear minor – they differ only in the treatment of lo-criticality jobs that are active when
a hi-criticality job signals hi-criticality behavior – we have seen that they require wildly
differing solutions. The difference in the complexity of the associated schedulability problems
is also stark: schedulability for a collection of jobs is solvable in O(n2 log n) time for CC-3,
but is NP-complete in the strong sense for CC-2.
There is no single correctness criterion which is the correct one in all situations: each is a
reasonable model for some types of systems. However, as CC-3 is a safe over-approximation
of the other criteria it looks particularly useful as a default model. This is especially true
considering that it leads to easy scheduling (plain EDF is an optimal scheduler) and that
it is easy to analyze (in polynomial time for jobs, in pseudo-polynomial time for arbitrary
deadline tasks if utilization is bounded).
While we have studied these problems with the added generalization of graceful degradation, it should be noted that the correctness criteria – and the results of this paper – are
equally valid without graceful degradation. This is represented by simply having ci (hi) = 0
or Ci (hi) = 0 for all lo-criticality jobs or tasks.
We also note that the correctness criteria can apply equally to systems without semiclairvoyance: in ordinary (non-clairvoyant) mixed-criticality scheduling we can still have
different correctness criteria for the lo-criticality jobs that are active when it is first discovered
that the system is exhibiting hi-criticality behavior (i.e., when a job has executed for its
lo-criticality WCET without signaling completion). In such systems, CC-1 would correspond
to the standard semantics as studied in most previous work, but it is not necessarily the
most appropriate one, or the one that is easiest to work with.
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1

Introduction

In hard real-time systems, it is mandatory to verify the temporal behavior of the application,
e.g., the compliance to deadline constraints, by means of timing analysis. Due to the
high computational demands of modern real-time systems, multiprocessor platforms are
increasingly utilized since they potentially allow parallel tasks to be executed efficiently.
In parallel task scheduling, inter- and intra-task parallelism has to be considered in the
timing analysis, where inter-task parallelism refers to the co-scheduling of different tasks
and intra-task parallelism refers to parallel execution of a single task. In the context of task
models for parallel computing, fork/join models [26], synchronous parallel task models, and
DAG (directed-acyclic graph) based task models [4, 5, 10, 11, 18, 19, 28] have been proposed
and analyzed with respect to real-time constraints.
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The scheduling algorithms for parallel tasks can be classified into three models: rigid,
moldable, and malleable tasks. A parallel task is called rigid if the number of processors
assigned to it is specified externally to the scheduler a priori and does not change throughout
its execution; moldable if the number of processors assigned to it is determined by the scheduler
and does not change throughout its execution; and malleable if the number of processors
assigned to it can be changed by the scheduler during its execution. Such classifications can
be found in the literature of multiprocessor scheduling and real-time systems such as [20].
In the gang task model, a set of threads is grouped together into a so called gang with
the additional constraint that all threads of a gang must be co-scheduled at the same time
on available processors. It has been demonstrated that gang-based parallel computing can
improve the performance in many cases [17, 23]. Even more, Wasly et al. [32] provided
experimental evidence of negative effects of non-gang scheduling with respect to the number
of context-switches and increased thread execution time due to blocking when threads are
not executed together. Moreover, the authors argue that by scheduling all threads of a task
in-parallel, the communication time can be easily accounted for, given that the inter-processor
interconnect provides real-time bounds. Due to its practicability, the gang model is supported
by many parallel computing standards, e.g., MPI, OpenMP, Open ACC, or GPU computing.
One advantage of the rigid gang model is that the interference caused by shared resource
and intra-task parallelism can potentially be quantified better, thus reducing the worstcase execution time of the gang. Within a gang, co-scheduling of memory accesses and
computation is possible, which can also potentially reduce the worst-case execution time of
the gang. Specifically, one strict view of this is the RT-Gang model by Ali and Yun [1], in
which all processors are allocated to a gang at the same time.
The computational complexity of the rigid gang scheduling problem was studied back
in 1980s. Specifically, it has been shown that finding the optimal schedule for the rigid
gang scheduling problem is NP-hard in the strong sense even when all the tasks have the
same period and the same deadline [25]. Even simpler cases, like three machines [9] or unit
execution time per task [22] are also shown to be NP-hard in the strong sense.
To schedule a set of ordinary periodic [27] or sporadic [29] real-time tasks on a multiprocessor platform, three paradigms have been widely adopted: partitioned, global, and
semi-partitioned multiprocessor scheduling. A comprehensive survey can be found in [15].
For the rigid gang scheduling problem, the three scheduling paradigms are slightly modified
and called stationary, global, and semi-stationary (rigid) gang scheduling. The stationary
gang scheduling paradigm statically assigns a gang task to a set of processors, in which
the cardinality of the set is equal to the gang size of the task. After this assignment is
done, a gang task is only eligible to be executed on stationary processors assigned to it.
The semi-stationary scheduling paradigm allows a gang task to execute on any subset of
processors within a given set of processors that is larger than the gang size itself. That is, it
allows a job of the gang task to migrate from one subset of processors to another sub set
of the given processors at any time. The global rigid gang scheduler allows a gang task to
migrate to any available set of processors as long as the gang size constraints are met.
Note that when the gang size is 1 for each task (i.e., tasks are not executed in parallel
and are ordinary periodic or sporadic tasks), the stationary, global, and semi-stationary
gang scheduling paradigms correspond to the partitioned, global, and semi-partitioned
multiprocessor scheduling paradigms, respectively.
In real-time systems, rigid gang scheduling has been mostly studied under global earliestdeadline-first (EDF) scheduling, in which the set of processors used by a gang task is not fixed
and can be dynamically relocated at runtime, e.g., [16,24,30]. Specifically, in [24], the authors
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extended Baruah’s [3] multiprocessor global EDF analysis for ordinary sporadic real-time tasks
to deal with global EDF gang scheduling, which has been disproved by Richard et al. [30].
The only valid analysis for global EDF gang scheduling is from Dong and Liu [16] and
restricted to implicit-deadline sporadic real-time rigid gang task systems. They provide two
utilization-based analyses, one optimized and one approximated.
Goossens and Richard [20] studied fixed-priority scheduling for the rigid gang scheduling
problem for implicit-deadline periodic real-time task systems. They presented two algorithms,
one based on linear programming and another based on a heuristic algorithm, providing
exact and sufficient schedulability tests. Moreover algorithms based on deadline partitioning
(DP-Fair) for periodic gang systems have been proposed. However the many preemptions of
DP-Fair make this algorithm impractical and the complexity of the proposed algorithms is
high especially for a large number of processors. The authors themselves discuss the problems
to extend their algorithms to sporadic job arrival sequences due to its non-determinism.
For classical multiprocessor scheduling, is has been recently shown that global staticpriority scheduling [31] and global EDF as well as global FIFO scheduling [8] are dominated by
partitioned scheduling under state-of-the-art efficient sufficient schedulability tests, e.g., [6,21].
The main reason is due to the inherited pessimism in those tests, which all stem from the work
by Baker [2]. Hence, they all use carry-in interference to compensate the lack of a critical
instant theorem and divide the higher-priority interference by the number of processors, i.e.,
they have a multiplicative factor of 1/M in the corresponding analyses. We note that the
factor 1/M also appears in the schedulability tests in [16].

Contributions: In this paper we explore stationary gang scheduling for a set of sporadic realtime tasks with constrained deadlines (i.e., the relative deadline of a task is no more than its
minimum inter-arrival time) on a homogeneous symmetric multiprocessor system consisting
of M processors. We develop the corresponding schedulability analyses for fixed-priority
scheduling and a heuristic algorithm for stationary gang assignments.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
We present schedulability tests for stationary gang assignments for constrained-deadline
sporadic real-time tasks in Section 3. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first schedulability analysis that is capable of verifying the schedulability of sporadic
constrained-deadline gang task systems, whilst the analysis in [16] is limited to implicitdeadline sporadic real-time rigid gang task systems and the algorithm in [20] is limited to
implicit-deadline periodic tasks. Our success is due to the observation of self-suspension
behavior in Section 3.2 and the recent improvement of optimizations and analyses for
dynamic self-suspension task behavior [12, 13].
We propose a class of partitioning algorithms based on the concept of consecutive
stationary gang assignment in Section 4. Furthermore, we show that consecutive stationary
gang assigments yield beneficial theoretical properties that can be used to upper-bound
the worst-case interference suffered by any task according to the ratio of gang sizes of
two tasks.
In Section 5, we compare our algorithm to the state-of-the-art schedulability analysis for
global EDF by Dong and Liu [16] by evaluation synthetically generated sporadic real-time
task systems with implicit deadlines. The evaluation results show that our algorithm
outperforms the algorithm by Dong and Liu [16]. Furthermore, we conducted evaluations
for constrained-deadline task systems and observe reasonable schedulability.
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2

System Model and Stationary GANG Scheduling

In this paper we consider a symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) system composed of M identical
processors and analyze the response-times of a gang task set with constrained deadlines using
our proposed stationary gang scheduler.
We consider a set T = {τ0 , τ1 , ..., τn−1 } of n constrained-deadline gang tasks to be
scheduled on a set P = {P0 , P1 , . . . , PM −1 } of M identical processors using fixed-priority
rigid gang schedulers under the additional constraint of stationary gang assignments. Each
task has a fixed-priority that is inherited by each instantiated job. We use πi to denote the
priority of task τi and say τj has higher priority than τi if and only if πj > πi . We assume
that no two tasks have the same priority, i.e., there are sufficient priority levels. Moreover,
each task is assigned and restricted to a subset of processor, namely its stationary gang
assignment, to execute on. This subset does not change in time, i.e., it is rigid. Throughout
this section, we will assume that a stationary gang assignment is given for each task and
revisit the problem to generate provably good stationary assignments in Section 4.
▶ Definition 1. A sporadic constrained-deadline gang task τi is defined by (Ci , Ei , Di , Ti ) and
releases an infinite number of task instances, called jobs. Each job of a task releases a gang
of Ei sub-jobs with worst-case execution time Ci , that have to be executed in parallel. That
is, either all Ei sub-jobs are scheduled simultaneously or none is. Hence, a total workload of
Ei · Ci has to be executed in the time interval between job release and deadline. The period Ti
denotes the minimal inter-arrival time of two jobs of τi and each task has a relative deadline
Di ≤ Ti . Moreover, the utilization of a gang task is given by Ui = Ei · Ci /Ti .
This means that when a job of τi is released at time t, the subsequent job of τi must be
released not earlier than at time t + Ti . Furthermore, to fulfill its timing constraints, this job
must be able to finish its execution not later than its absolute deadline at time t + Di . The
response time of a job of τi is its finishing time minus its release time, and the worst-case
response time Ri of task τi under a given scheduling policy is the maximum response time of
any job of τi for any job arrival sequence possible according to the parameters of tasks in T.
We now define stationary gang assignment and the related schedules.
▶ Definition 2. A stationary gang assignment Ai ⊆ {P0 , P1 , . . . , PM −1 } of a gang task τi is
a subset of processors of size |Ai |= Ei ≤ M , that are assigned to execute jobs of task τi .
In order to formalize the properties of a fixed-priority stationary gang scheduler, we first
formalize the definition of an arbitrary schedule.
▶ Definition 3. A schedule σPq : R 7→ T ∪ {⊥} for a processor Pq with q ∈ {0, . . . , M − 1} is
a mapping from the continuous time domain to the task that is executed at time t or to ⊥ if
the processor idles, i.e.,
(
τi if task τi is executed on Pq at time t
σPq : R 7→ T ∪ {⊥} , σPq (t) =
(1)
⊥ if Pq is idle at time t
Despite that a realistic schedule does not perform context switch arbitrarily, e.g., due to
granularity determined by the system tick duration, our analysis can in general be applied in
the continuous time domain. A stationary gang schedule is described as follows.
▶ Definition 4. A schedule for a multiprocessor system satisfies the stationary gang property
if for each task τi and its stationary gang assignment Ai , the following property holds:
^
(σPq (t) = τi ) if and only if τi is scheduled at time t
(2)
Pq ∈Ai
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Whenever we argue about schedules that satisfy the stationary gang property, we for
example write σAi (t) = τi , if task τi is scheduled on all the processors in Pq ∈ Ai at time t.
Throughout this paper, we say that a gang task τi is active at time t if a job of τi is released
and not yet finished. The stationary gang scheduler then schedules all active tasks τi that
are the highest-priority tasks with respect to all other tasks that use processors in Ai .
▶ Example 5. Consider the stationary gang schedule illustrated in Figure 1 with two tasks τk
and τi with the stationary gang assignments Ak = {P2 , P3 } and Ai = {P1 , P2 , P3 }. Moreover,
let πk < πi . Therefore τi that releases a job at time 1 preempts task τk . Whenever τi is
preempted on Ai , τk is the highest-priority task amongst all tasks that compete for processors
P2 and P3 and is thus scheduled.
◀

3

Schedulability Test for Stationary Gang Scheduling

This section presents the schedulability test for stationary gang scheduling, provided that
each task τi has a predefined stationary gang assignment Ai . How to achieve good stationary
gang assignments is discussed in Section 4. Throughout this section, our analysis focuses
on the analysis to validate whether task τk can meet its deadline constraint, provided that
the tasks with higher priorities than τk are validated beforehand. Hence, the validation of
schedulability iterates from the highest-priority task to the lowest-priority task in T.
Towards this, we present methods to analyze the contention between a higher-priority
task τi and the task τk under analysis in Section 3.1. Specifically, our result shows that
τi can be considered as a self-suspending task under certain circumstances. Due to this
observation that some higher-priority tasks can be transformed into self-suspending tasks,
we employ existing suspension-aware schedulability analysis and present our schedulability
test for stationary gang scheduling in Section 3.2.

3.1

Contention Analysis

The preemptive fixed-priority stationary gang scheduler always schedules the active task τk
that has the highest priority with respect to all other tasks that use processors in Ak .
▶ Definition 6. The contention domain δ(Ak ) of a set of processors Ak is defined as
δ(Ak ) := {τℓ ∈ T | Ak ∩ Aℓ ̸= ∅}

(3)

Based on this behavior, we can formalize the condition for a higher-priority task τi to be
able to interfere with a task τk (πi > πk ) as follows
τi interferes with τk ⇐⇒ τi ∈ δ(Ak )

(4)

This is simply due to the fact that a task τi is able to preempt another task τk if and
only if it starts to be executed on a processor Pq on which τk is assigned. In such a case,
Pq ∈ Ak and Pq ∈ Ai and in conclusion Pq ∈ Ak ∩ Ai , i.e., τi ∈ δ(Ak ).
As a consequence, the schedulability of gang task τk can be reduced to the schedulability of
a single job with worst-case execution time Ck that is subjected to the maximum interference
by jobs of tasks in δ(Ak ). In the remainder of this subsection, we show that the interfering
behavior of task τi in δ(Ak ) can be over approximated by the interference behaviour of a
corresponding sequential task with dynamic self-suspension behavior, where the suspensiontime depends on the stationary gang assignments of the interfering tasks.
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Figure 1 An illustration of the suspension behavior of task τk from the point of view of the
task τi . The gray boxes denote interference due to other higher-priority tasks on processor P1 .

▶ Definition 7 (Dynamic Self-Suspension [13, 14]). A task is said to have dynamic selfsuspension behavior if an active task can transition from a ready state into a suspended state,
in which the task is exempted from the scheduling decisions, and resume into a ready state at
any time. The cumulative amount of time that an active task τi can spend in a suspended
state is upper-bounded by a parameter Si .
◀
The link between stationary gang schedules and dynamic self-suspension behavior can be
illustrated in the following example.
▶ Example 8. Assume an arbitrary fixed-priority gang schedule for two tasks τk , τi with
πk < πi and a stationary gang assignments Ak = {P2 , P3 } and Ai = {P1 , P2 , P3 } as shown in
Figure 1. We analyze the execution of task τk solely from the perspective of the processors
specified in Ak , i.e., P2 and P3 . Due to the arrival of the higher-priority task τi at time t = 1,
τk is preempted. However, execution on a processor not in Ak interferes with the execution
of τi . Whenever τi is preempted by some interfering tasks on P1 (denoted by the gray boxes),
τk is scheduled on its assigned processors as described in the definition of the stationary
gang scheduling paradigm. Hence, if we only analyze the execution of τk with respect to its
assigned processors, then transparent preemption of τi equates to self-suspending behavior
that needs to be accounted for in the response-time analysis of τk .
◀
In the following, we formalize and explain how these task model substitutions can be
safely obtained. Before moving into the formal proof, we present the conditions that hold for
our scheduling policy.
▶ Definition 9. A task τj is executed at time t if and only if
1. Task τj is active at time t.
2. There exists no task τℓ ∈ δ(Aj ) with higher priority, i.e., πℓ > πj , such that τℓ is executed
at time t.
For further clarification, assume that we are interested in the response-time of task τk
and thus analyze the interference caused by higher-priority tasks that use some processors
in Ak . Assume that τi is active and has the highest priority among all active jobs that use
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some processors in Ak at time t, but is interfered by a higher-priority task τℓ ∈ δ(Ai ) (e.g.,
the grey boxes in Figure 1). From the perspective of task τk this job is self-suspended and is
resumed when the interfering task τℓ releases the processor. More specifically, we provide
the following definition.
▶ Definition 10. A task τi ∈ δ(Ak ) is in a suspended state at time t with respect to a task
τk under analysis if and only if
1. Task τi is active at time t.
2. Task τi has the highest priority among all active tasks on the processors in Ak , i.e.,
πi ≥ max {πj | τj ∈ δ(Ak ) active at t}
3. Task τi is not executed.
We use the following definition to collect the set of tasks that may interfere with a
higher-priority task τi ∈ δ(Ak ) but not interfere with the task τk under analysis.
▶ Definition 11 (Self-Suspension Inducing Tasks). The set of tasks that can induce selfsuspending behavior of τi when analyzing task τk is denoted by
Vi,k = {τℓ ∈ δ(Ai ) | τℓ ∈
/ δ(Ak ) and πℓ > πi }

(5)

We now validate that only these tasks induce self-suspending behavior for τi .
▶ Lemma 12. Suppose that task τi is in a suspended state at time t with respect to a task τk
under analysis, then at least one task in Vi,k is executed at time t.
Proof. By Definition 10, (i) τi is active at time t, (ii) πi ≥ max {πj | τj ∈ δ(Ak ) active at t},
and (iii) τi is not executed. Due to Definition 9 and since (i) and (iii) hold, there exists some
task τℓ ∈ δ(Ai ) with πℓ > πi that is executed at time t. It remains to show that τℓ ∈
/ δ(Ak ).
Assume that τℓ ∈ δ(Ak ), then from (ii) follows that πi > πℓ which contradicts πℓ > πi . ◀
Now, we can provide a safe upper bound of the self-suspension time if Vi,k is not empty.
▶ Theorem 13. Suppose that πi > πk and Ri ≤ Di ≤ Ti , where Ri is an upper bound on the
worst-case response time of task τi , which was already verified beforehand. The amount of
time Si,k that a job of an active task τi self-suspends with respect to τk is at most


 


X 
Ri
1+
Si,k ≤ min Ri − Ci ,
· Cj
(6)


Tj
τj ∈Vi,k

Proof. Suppose that a job of τi is released at time ti and finished at time at ti + ∆. By the
assumption, ∆ ≤ Ri . Let f (t) be 1 if tasks τk and τi are both active at time t and πi > πk
but task τk is executed at time t; otherwise f (t) is 0. Therefore, the amount of time that
f (t) is set to 1 is the amount of time Si,k that the job of task τi self-suspends instead of
preempting τk . Therefore, Si,k can be calculated by integrating the function f (t) from ti to
R t +∆
ti + ∆, i.e., Si,k = tii
f (t)dt.
Suppose the amount of time that the job of τi suspends during ti and ti + ∆ is > Ri − Ci
for contradiction. This implies that the job of τi has only completed ∆ − Ri + Ci amount of
computation. This violates the assumption that Ri is the worst-case response time of τi .
In addition, the suspension behavior of τi is in fact induced by the tasks in Vi,k when
analyzing task τk . By Lemma 12, we know that such interference can only come from tasks
in Vi,k . Since Rj ≤ Tj for every task τj with πj > πk, we know
l m that
 the amount of time that
a task τj is executed from ti to ti + ∆ is at most 1 +

∆
Tj

Cj . This can be proved by
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showing that the jobs of τj that are executed in the interval [ti , ti + ∆) are (i) at most only
one job released prior to ti , and (ii) the amount of jobs that we get by releasing jobs after t1
as soon as possible.1
Summing all tasks in Vi,k together, we have
  
  
X 
X 
Ri
∆
Cj ≤
1+
Cj
Si,k =
1+
Tj
Tj
τj ∈Vi,k

τj ∈Vi,k

where the inequality is due to the assumption that ∆ ≤ Ri .
Putting these two safe conditions together, we reach the conclusion.

◀

Note that the estimation in Theorem 13 may not be precise as it counts the higher-priority
interference of τj ∈ δ(Ai ) and τj ∈ δ(Ak ) as the suspension time of τi as well. This is in fact
standard higher-priority interference as in uniprocessor systems.
The following corollary is a direct implication from Theorem 13.
▶ Corollary 14. If Vi,k is empty, then task τi does not have any self-suspension behavior,
i.e., Si,k = 0 when analyzing task τk .
Proof. This is because the right-hand side of Equation (6) is 0 under this condition.

3.2

◀

Schedulability Analysis

After analyzing the link between the stationary gang scheduling problem and the dynamic selfsuspension problem, we now construct a worst-case response time analysis and schedulability
analysis for task τk . We provide such a bound based on suspension-aware analyses on
uniprocessor systems.
On the basis of Theorem 13 and Corollary 14, we can safely upper-bound the interference
of task τk . We first collect the higher-priority tasks that interfere with τk in Ψk , i.e.,
Ψk = {τi | τi ∈ δ(Ak ) ∧ πi > πk }. For every task in Ψk , we transform it to an equivalent
dynamic self-suspension task as follows:
▶ Definition 15. Let a sporadic gang task τi ∈ Ψk be transformed to the corresponding
self-suspending task τisus = (Ci , Di , Ti , Si,k ) with the same Ci , Di , and Ti as for τi , where

o
n

l m
Ri
 S = min R − C , P
·
C
if Vi,k ̸= ∅
1
+
i,k
i
i
j
τj ∈Vi,k
Tj
(7)
 Si,k = 0
otherwise
and Vi,k is defined as in Definition 11.
The set Ψsus
is the set of all transformed tasks, i.e., Ψsus
= ∪τi ∈Ψk τisus .
k
k
▶ Theorem 16. Suppose that all higher-priority tasks τ0 , τ1 , . . . τk−1 with given stationary gang assignments A0 , A1 , . . . , Ak−1 are already verified to be schedulable. A sporadic
constrained-deadline gang task τk with stationary gang assignment Ak is schedulable by the
fixed-priority stationary gang scheduling algorithm if the worst-case response time of executing
Ck time units (without suspending task τk ) is at most Dk ≤ Tk under the interference of
Ψsus
on one processor under the same priority assignment.
k
1

This is typically done with the concept of carry-in jobs. Since Ri ≤ Ti , there is at most one carry-in
job of τj released before ti .
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Proof. Suppose that a job of task τk is released at time tk and there is no other job of τk
active at time tk . From tk , the schedule σ either executes τk or higher-priority jobs on the
processors in Ak . Therefore, the job of τk is either executed or interfered by higher-priority
tasks in δ(Ak ). Hence, only tasks in Ψk have interference with τk . The equivalence of the
self-suspension behavior is due to Theorem 13. Therefore, the proof is complete.
◀
We adopt the current sound state-of-the-art self-suspension aware uniprocessor schedulability analyses by Chen et al. [12] for gang-scheduling, hence the correctness follows directly
from the related proofs in [12] and Theorem 16.
▶ Corollary 17. By the statement in Theorem 16, a gang sporadic task τk is schedulable by
the stationary gang scheduling algorithm if
X
X t
∃0 < t ≤ Dk , Ck +
min{Ci , Si,k } +
· Ci ≤ t
(8)
Ti
sus
sus
sus
sus
τi

∈Ψk

τi

∈Ψk

▶ Corollary 18. By the statement in Theorem 16, a gang sporadic task τk is schedulable by
the stationary gang scheduling algorithm if
X  t + Ri − C i 
∃0 < t ≤ Dk , Ck +
· Ci ≤ t
(9)
Ti
sus
sus
τi

∈Ψk

▶ Corollary 19. Suppose that there are k tasks in Ψsus
k , indexed from the highest priority
to the lowest priority, i.e., τ0sus is the highest-priority task in Ψsus
k . By the statement in
Theorem 16, a gang sporadic task τk is schedulable by the stationary gang scheduling if there
is a vector ⃗x = (x0 , x1 , . . . , xk−1 ) with xi ∈ {0, 1} such that
X  t + Qi (x) + (1 − xi )(Ri − Ci ) 
∃0 < t ≤ Dk , Ck +
≤t
(10)
Ti
sus
sus
τi

where Qi (⃗x) =

Pk−1
j=i

∈Ψk

Sj,k · xj .

The provided schedulability analyses in Corollary 17, Corollary 18, and Corollary 19
can be evaluated using fixed-point iteration techniques. More precisely, let Wk (t) denote
the left-hand sides of the inequalities in the above corollaries and ϵ > 0, then we verify all
test-points t0 = Wk (ϵ), t1 = Wk (t0 ), . . . , tn = Wk (tn−1 ) until convergence is reached or
tn > Dk . Due to the fact that the above equations are step-functions and can thus only change
at discontinuity points of Wk (t), the amount of test-points is at most k · Dk /mini<k {Ti }
resulting in pseudo-polynomial time-complexity. In the remainder of this paper, we only use
O(kDk ) for time-complexity, since the scaling of the deadline does not change the asymptotic
complexity.
As reported in [12], neither of the schedulability analyses in Corollary 17 and Corollary 18
dominate each other analytically and are incomparable. The authors also showed that the
test in Corollary 19 dominates those in Corollary 17 (i.e., Lemma 17 in [12]) and Corollary 18
(i.e., Lemma 16 in [12]). To efficiently find a vector ⃗x for Corollary 19, they suggest to use
three vectors, one is based on a linear approximation, one sets all elements of ⃗x to 0, and
one sets the xi in ⃗x to 1 if Si,k ≤ Ci , and 0 otherwise. Specifically, in the case when the
entries in ⃗x are all 0, Equation (19) is the same as Equation (18). In our evaluations we use
Corollary 19 with the above three vectors and choose the best one, i.e., a task is determined
schedulable if it is schedulable for at least one of the three vectors.
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4

GANG Assignment Algorithm

Since finding optimal schedules for the rigid gang scheduling problem is NP-hard in the
strong sense even in the simplest settings, we seek for approximation algorithms to solve the
gang assignment problem.
In fixed-priority stationary gang scheduling, next to priority assignments, the gang
assignments determine the schedulability of the task set T. A key problem in finding
stationary gang assignments is the dependency of gang assignments and the resulting
interference behaviour
of higher-priority tasks. In general, each task τk under consideration

M
can have Ek many distinct gang assignments in terms of gang to processor mappings.
However, for any given gang assignment of all higher-priority tasks, there may exist subsets
of these distinct gang assignments, in which the interference of all higher-priority tasks of
τk is equivalent. A trivial example is the gang assignment of the first task, in which all
gang assignments are equivalent, since there is no interfering tasks. In that case, all distinct
gang assignments belong to the same equivalence class and any representative can be chosen
for the gang assignment. However, finding all equivalence classes results in an exhaustive
exploration of all possible solutions, which is computationally expensive especially for larger
task sets.
A0k
P0 P1 P2 P3

A1k
P0 P1 P2 P3

A2k
P0 P1 P2 P3

A3k
P0 P1 P2 P3

Figure 2 Consecutive stationary gang assignments A0k , A1k , A2k , A3k of a gang task τk with Ek = 3
on a system using 4 processors are generated by a sliding window.

We intend to identify a class of computationally feasible gang assignment algorithms that
allow to formulate worst-case performance guarantees with respect to any optimal rigid gang
scheduling algorithm. In order to get worst-case performance guarantees, it is mandatory to
find (preferably small) upper bounds of interference caused by higher-priority tasks. Thus,
instead of arbitrary gang assignments, we restrict ourselves to consecutive stationary gang
assignments that allow to bound interference. We note however that other gang assignments
can be explored starting from the consecutive assignments. By this, the approximation
properties can be kept whilst improving the schedulability using any heuristic.
▶ Definition 20. A consecutive stationary gang assignment Aℓk , ℓ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , M − 1} for a
gang task τk in a system of M processors is a set of consecutive processor indices
ℓ mod M, (ℓ + 1) mod M, . . . , (ℓ + Ek − 1) mod M

(11)

where |Aℓk |= Ek ≤ M .
An example of consecutive stationary gang assignments of a task τk with Ek = 3 on a
platform of 4 processors is illustrated in Figure 2. Intuitively, the consecutive stationary
gang assignments are generated by a sliding window of length 3.
Another restriction in our algorithm is to devise gang assignments in priority-order under
the premise that all higher-priority tasks are verified to be schedulable. By this restriction,
we only have to determine the interference behaviour of each higher-priority task that only
depends on the gang assignment Ak of task τk .
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A2k
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A3k
P0 P1 P2 P3
A3k
P0 P1 P2 P3
A3k
P0 P1 P2 P3
A3k
P0 P1 P2 P3

Figure 3 Enumeration of all consecutive stationary gang assignments of a task τk (black window)
under the condition of a given consecutive stationary gang assignment of a higher-priority task (light
blue window).

The above restrictions yield the following two important theoretical properties:
1. There are always M different consecutive stationary gang assignments for each task.
2. Out of these M assignments, we are able to find upper-bounds for the number of
consecutive stationary gang assignments of τk , in which higher-priority tasks have selfsuspension behaviour and non self-suspension behaviour respectively. That means, we are
able to argue that in at most x out of the M consecutive stationary gang assignments, a
higher-priority task τi has self-suspension behaviour irrespective of the actual consecutive
assignment of τi .
In Figure 3, each column illustrates the M consecutive stationary gang assignments of τk ,
that is subject to assignment and analysis, given a consecutive stationary gang assignment
of a higher-priority task. Each row shows a different assignment of a higher-priority task τi
indicated by the light blue window. According to the discussion in Section 3, τi interferes
with τk if and only if Ak ∩ Ai , i.e., whenever the windows in Figure 3 intersect. If for a column
(consecutive assignment of τk ) there exists at least one row (consecutive assignment of τi )
in which both windows intersect then τi interferes with τk for the consecutive assignment
under consideration. In the provided example, all consecutive assignments suffer interference
from τi . In Lemma 21 we prove that there are at most Ek + Ei − 1 out of the M consecutive
stationary gang assignments of τk , in which τi interferes with τk .
Moreover, guided by the observation that if Ak ⊆ Ai then τi can not have self-suspension
behaviour with respect to τk under analysis, we can lower-bound the number of consecutive
stationary gang assignments of τk in which τi can not exhibit self-suspension behaviour.
For better illustration of this observation, assume that τi has self-suspension behavior with
respect to τk then there exists a task τℓ with higher priority than τi (and subsequently higher
priority than τk ) such that Aℓ ∩ Ai ̸= ∅ and Aℓ ∩ Ak = ∅. This however implies that Ak ̸⊆ Ai
and contradicts the assumption. This can only happen if Ei ≥ Ek and if so then Ei − Ek
many of the M consecutive stationary assignments satisfy this property. In the next two
lemmas, we formally prove the intuition described above.
▶ Lemma 21. Given a task τk under analysis, each higher-priority task τi causes interference,
i.e., τi ∈ δ(Ak ), in at most Ei +Ek −1 of the M -many consecutive stationary gang assignments.
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Proof. Let the consecutive stationary gang assignments for some higher-priority tasks i < k
be given by the following processor indices:
j mod M, (j + 1) mod M, . . . , (j + Ei − 1) mod M

(12)

where j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , M − 1} is already given (fixed). Furthermore, let
ℓ + h mod M, (ℓ + h + 1) mod M, . . . , (ℓ + h + Ek − 1) mod M

(13)

denote the processor indices of a consecutive stationary gang assignment of task τk after the
h-iteration for some arbitrary initial ℓ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , M − 1} (we only need this to show that
this works for an arbitrary initial position and can be set to 0 for comprehension). Then let
h′ denote the first iteration such that (ℓ + h′ + Ek − 1) mod M ≡ j − 1 mod M (we shift
the window of Ak to the border of window of Ai , i.e., the two consecutive stationary gang
assignments intersect in the next iteration for the first time. Therefore,
(ℓ + h′ ) mod M ≡ (j − Ek ) mod M.
We have to iterate further z allocations unil the index of the first processor in the allocation
of τk , i.e., (ℓ + h′ + z) mod M ≡ (j + Ei − 1) mod M coincides with the index of the last
processor in the assignment of task τi . More formally, we seek to find the smallest z > 0
such that:
(ℓ + h′ + z) mod M ≡ (j + Ei − 1) mod M
((ℓ + h′ ) mod M ) + (z mod M ) ≡ (j + Ei − 1) mod M
(j − Ek + z) mod M ≡ (j + Ei − 1) mod M
which implies that z = Ei + Ek − 1, i.e., z consecutive stationary gang assignments yield an
intersection of both tasks.
◀
We can furthermore bound the interference for self-suspending tasks as follows:
▶ Lemma 22. For task τk (under analysis), there are at most min{2Ek −1, Ei +Ek −1} many
consecutive stationary gang assignments, in which a higher-priority task τi has self-suspension
behavior with respect to task τk .
Proof. From Lemma 21, we know that at most Ek + Ei − 1 many consecutive stationary
gang assigments cause an intersection of consecutive stationary gang assignments of task
τi and task τk . We hence substract max{Ei − Ek , 0}, namely the number of consecutive
stationary gang assignments in which self-suspension behavior of τi is impossible, from the
above. Clearly, in the case that Ek ≤ Ei we have (Ek + Ei − 1) − Ei + Ek = 2Ek − 1. Since
2Ek − 1 ≤ Ei + Ek − 1 implies that Ek ≤ Ei we can write it as min{2Ek − 1, Ei + Ek − 1}. ◀
For the rest of this paper, we used deadline-monotonic priority assignment and index the
tasks such that D1 ≤ D2 ≤ · · · ≤ Dn , in which τi has a higher priority than τk if i < k. Due
to the additional restrictions described above, it is possible to prove interference bounds and
in consequence approximation guarantees in terms of schedulability for any stationary gang
assignment algorithm that uses the following algorithm as a basis.
We first sort the tasks according to the relative deadlines. Starting from the highestpriority task, we consider each of the possible stationary gang assignment candidates
−1
A0k , A1k , . . . , AM
and check whether it is feasible to assign task τk to the consecutive
k
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gang assignment. It starts from ℓ = 0, 1, . . . , M − 1. If the consecutive gang assignment candidate Aℓk is feasible, we assign the gang task to the consecutive gang assignment; otherwise,
we move to the next candidate. If none of the M possible consecutive gang assignments is
feasible, this assignment step fails and the algorithm returns failure.
In Theorem 16, we assume that all stationary gang assignments Ai are given for all tasks
with higher priority than τk . Based on the information, we need to calculate Vi,k , δ(Ak ), and
δ(Ai ) before using Theorem 16.
To facilitate efficient implementation, we use a matrix representation to indicate whether
task τi is assigned on processor Pj . Let ρ be a n × M matrix in which
(
T rue Pj ∈ Ai
ρ(i, j) :=
.
(14)
F alse Pj ∈
/ Ai
Given the stationary gang assignment matrix ρ, the algorithm constructs the interference
matrix
(
T rue Ai ∩ Aj ̸= ∅
Γ(i, j) :=
(15)
F alse otherwise
by the boolean matrix multiplication ρ · ρT , where ρT is the transpose matrix of ρ. That
is, the multiplication operation of two elements is replaced with the logical and operation
and the addition operation of two elements is replaced with a logical or operation. More
precisely, each entry in the interference matrix is computed as follows:
Γ(i, j) =

M
−1
_

ρ(i, m) ∧ ρ(j, m)

m=0

which is true only if task τi and task τj share at least one processor in their stationary
gang assignments. The asymptotic time-complexity for the matrix multiplication is given by
O(n2 M ). The space complexity is given by O(nM ).
The transformation of the higher-priority tasks in T into Ψk , which is later needed to
construct Ψsus
k , can be done by the following operation:
(
Wi−1
τi ∈ Ψk if ℓ=1 Γ(ℓ, i) ∧ Γ(ℓ, k)
(16)
τi ∈
/ Ψk otherwise
We now analyze the time-complexity of Algorithm 1. Line 4 requires O(i) for each task τi
and therefore O(k 2 ) for one iteration. Line 5 requires to calculate the right-hand side of
Equation (6), which can be done in O(1) if we only take Ri − Ci or O(i) if both terms are
evaluated in Equation (6) for a task τi ∈ Ψk . Therefore, Line 5 in one iteration requires O(k 2 ).
The schedulability test in Line 6 from Corollaries 17, 18 and 19 is O(kDk ). Line 7 is O(M ).
Since the loop can run up to O(nM ) iterations, the time complexity is O(nM 2 + n3 M Dn ).

5

Evaluation

In this section, we present evaluations with synthetically generated gang task sets to evaluate
our proposed algorithm (denoted as OUR-DM here) against the current state-of-the art
by Dong and Liu [16] for sporadic implicit-deadline gang task systems under global EDF.
Specifically, we compare to the optimized schedulability test in [16], denoted as DONG-OPT,
based on the acceptance ratio, i.e., the number of schedulable task sets compared to the
number of tested task sets.
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Algorithm 1 Deadline-Monotonic Stationary GANG Schedulability Analysis and Assignment.
1: Sort task set T such that Di ≤ Dj for i < j (ties are broken arbitrarily);
2: for k in {1, 2, . . . , n} do {Loop tasks.}
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

for ℓ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , M − 1} do {Loop candidates.}
Generate Ψk given the candidate Aℓk from Def. 20;
Transform Ψk to Ψsus
using Def. 15;
k
sus
if (Ck , Dk , Tk ) ∪ Ψk is schedulable according to any self-suspension aware uniprocessor schedulability test (from Cor. 17, 18 and 19) then
Assign Ak ← Aℓk ;
break;
return No feasible stationary gang assignments found;
return Feasible stationary gang assignment Ai for each task τi ;

We also evaluate our algorithm for sporadic constrained-deadline gang task systems under
different settings of gang sizes, but without comparison due to the absence of research results
for constrained-deadline gang tasks. In these experiments, we seek to explore how much the
imposed constraints in terms of stationary gang assignments and fixed-priority scheduling
algorithms impact the schedulability of the tested task sets.

5.1

Experimental Setup

We generate synthetic task sets of sporadic gang tasks with implicit- and constraineddeadlines in the following way. To generate the task sets, we use the UUniFast algorithm [7]
to draw n samples of xi = Ei · Ci /M Ti uniform at random where xi ∈ (0, 1] such that
Pn
i=1 xi = x for x ∈ {0.05, 0.1, 0.15, . . . , 1}. Moreover, the periods Ti are drawn from a
log-uniform distribution in the range of [10, 100] ms.
The generated task sets are classified by the range of admissible gang sizes into light,
moderate, and heavy. We differentiate two different settings for these gang sizes:
1. Setting I - with variable gang sizes: In the first setting, each light gang task can have a
gang size in [1, M/8], a moderate task can gang size in [1, M/4], and a heavy task can
have gang size in [M/8, M/2].
2. Setting II - with fixed gang sizes: In this setting, a fixed gang size number is assigned
to each task of a category. Namely, each light task has gang size M/8, each moderate
task has gang size M/4 and each heavy task has a gang size 3M/8.
We avoid the generation of too heavy tasks, since in these cases the scheduling problem
is degraded to uniprocessor scheduling.2 With respect to constrained-deadlines, we only
demonstrate our proposed algorithm by a case of variable gang sizes (Setting I) in Figure 7
and a case of fixed gang sizes (Setting II) in Figure 8.

2

Dong and Liu [16] also performed their evaluations for gang size in [5M/8, M ] for all tasks. This
configuration is not considered here as this setup implies that there is no possibility to concurrently
execute two gang tasks in parallel due to the imposed gang size. The problem becomes equivalent to
uniprocessor scheduling by viewing all processors as one virtual group. In this case, preemptive EDF is
the optimal solution and the classical timing analysis for uniprocessor EDF scheduling can be applied.
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Evaluation Results
OUR-DM
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(b) M = 32
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Figure 4 Acceptance ratio for light sporadic implicit-deadline gang task sets where the gang size
of each task is chosen according Setting II.
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Figure 5 Acceptance ratio for moderate sporadic implicit-deadline gang task sets where the gang
size of each task is chosen according to Setting I.

5.2.1

Evaluation results for implicit-deadline task sets

For sporadic implicit-deadline gang task systems, we compare our algorithm (OUR-DM ) with
the approach by Dong and Liu [16] (DONG-OPT ) under the setting with variable gang sizes,
in which each configuration is evaluated with 100 task sets and 20 tasks for each task set. In
all conducted experiments shown in Figures 4, 5, and 6, our algorithm OUR-DM outperforms
DONG-OPT for all evaluated scenarios under the setting with variable gang sizes. The most
significant improvement of OUR-DM compared with DONG-OPT is demonstrated for the
moderate task set in Figure 5 where up to 40% can be achieved for 50% normalized utilization.
The smallest improvement can be observed for heavy gang task sets, where OUR-DM slightly
outperforms DONG-OPT. This is due to the fact that the heavier the task sets are, the more
similar the schedulability is to the uniprocessor schedulability problem. This also implies
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Figure 6 Acceptance ratio for heavy sporadic implicit-deadline gang task sets where the gang
size of each task is chosen according to Setting I.

that the stationary gang scheduling has less choices for gang assignments. Since EDF is an
optimal uniprocessor schedulability, the trouble to deal with the heavy gang task sets comes
from the adopted schedulability tests. For OUR-DM, we have to consider more tasks in Ψk
and for DONG-OPT their analysis becomes less pessimistic as the multiplicative of 1/M in
their analysis decreases.

5.2.2

Evaluation results for constrained-deadline task sets

For constrained-deadlines, we show our schedulability test for light, moderate, and heavy
task sets for gang sizes compliant to Setting I in Figure 7 and gang sizes compliant to the
Setting II described in Figure 8, in which each configuration is tested with 100 task sets and
20 tasks per task set. The behavior of Setting I is almost similar to the results in Figures 4, 5,
and 6 but with lower acceptance ratios.
For constrained-deadlines with fixed numbers of gang sizes as explained in Setting II, a
similar trend can be observed. However, moderate as well as heavy task sets almost show
the same acceptance ratio and the acceptance ratio of light tasks also increases. This further
supports the assumption, that the increased number of tasks with self-suspension behaviour
decreases the overall schedulability. This is explained by the fact that it is less likely to have
self-suspension behaviour of interfering tasks if all tasks have the same gang size.

5.3

Summary of Evaluation Results

In summary, the evaluations demonstrate, that the restriction of fixed-priority stationary
gang scheduling does not significantly sacrifice the schedulability of sporadic implicit-deadline
rigid gang task systems, in comparison to the state-of-the-art. In contrast, the schedulability
could be improved slightly without even considering performance benefits of implementations
in real systems, e.g., reduced context switches and migrations.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we propose a specialization of the rigid gang scheduling problem for hard realtime systems. We present how this problem can be analyzed and reduced to the uniprocessor
self-suspension problem and the schedulability analyses thereof. We show how to derive
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Figure 7 Acceptance ratio for light sporadic constrained-deadline gang task sets according to
Setting I. The deadline is chosen randomly between 70% − 100% of the minimum inter-arrival time.
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Figure 8 Acceptance ratio for light, moderate, heavy sporadic constrained-deadline gang task
sets according to Setting I. The deadline is chosen randomly between 70% − 100% of the minimum
inter-arrival time.

stationary gang assignments for deadline-monotonic gang scheduling that yields worst-case
interference bounds proportional to parameters defined by the ratios of the gang sizes of
tasks in the task set.
This paper is limited to constrained-deadline task systems, as there is no result known
for schedulability analyses for arbitrary-deadline dynamic self-suspending task systems. The
concept in this paper can be extended to EDF by adopting the proper schedulability tests
and suspension analysis. As future work, we plan to implement a fixed-priority stationary
gang scheduler in real-time operating systems and evaluate if there are significant benefits in
terms of scheduling overheads and investigate potential benefits with respect to improved
worst-case execution time.
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1

Introduction

The rise of multicore platforms has generated much interest in global schedulers such as
the global earliest-deadline-first (GEDF) scheduler. Although the preemptive uniprocessor
earliest-deadline-first (EDF) scheduler is hard real-time (HRT) optimal, meaning it can
schedule any task system that does not over-utilize the underlying platform without any
deadline misses, preemptive GEDF1 is not HRT-optimal [10]. Despite this, GEDF and many
of its variants guarantee bounded tardiness on different types of multiprocessor platforms
for any task system that does not over-utilize the platform [9, 20, 26, 28], making them soft
real-time (SRT) optimal. The significance of GEDF’s SRT-optimality is reflected by references
to it in the documentation of SCHED_DEADLINE [13], Linux’s GEDF implementation.
Unfortunately, all known tardiness bounds for GEDF and its variants increase with
respect to the number of processors. Moreover, experimental evaluations have shown that
these bounds tend to become looser as the processor count increases [27]. This causes the
corresponding SRT guarantees to be of questionable utility on large platforms and may
even increase system cost. For example, the ill effects of tardiness can be “hidden” by
buffering [11, 16] and the needed buffers must be sized based upon established tardiness
bounds. While HRT-optimal schedulers can ameliorate these problems by eliminating all
tardiness, they come at the expense of large overheads [2, 4, 5, 23]. Hence, a tardiness bound
that does not scale with the number of tasks or processors under practical global schedulers
like GEDF would be desirable; the derivation of such a bound has remained an open problem
since the first work on SRT-optimality in 2005 [8].
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In this paper, we close this problem for an important category of task systems, namely
pseudo-harmonic periodic task systems, where every period divides the maximum period. In
particular, we establish a tight tardiness bound for pseudo-harmonic periodic tasks under
global-EDF-like (GEL) schedulers on identical multiprocessor platforms. Our tardiness bound
does not depend on the processor or task count, but scales with respect to the task parameters,
e.g, periods. The class of GEL schedulers includes not only GEDF, but first-in-first-out (FIFO)
and various other related schedulers. Pseudo-harmonic tasks are common in automotive
applications [17]. Moreover, the class of pseudo-harmonic task systems contains harmonic
task systems, where every period is an integer multiple of each smaller period. Harmonic
task systems are common in different application domains such as avionics, robotics, control
applications, etc. [3, 6, 14, 21, 24]. To our knowledge, we are the first to establish a tardiness
bound that is tight in general for a class of task systems of practical interest under a job-level
fixed-priority global scheduler. Our work was inspired by prior seminal work on the periodic
behavior of GEDF schedules for HRT periodic systems [7, 15, 22].

Prior work. The SRT-optimality of GEDF on identical multiprocessor platforms was first
shown by Devi and Anderson [9]. A tighter tardiness bound under GEDF can be obtained by
compliant vector analysis (CVA), proposed by Erickson et. al [11,12]. The current best-known
GEDF tardiness bound, the harmonic bound, was given by Valente [27]. Window-constrained
schedulers, a class of schedulers containing all GEL schedulers, were proven to be SRToptimal by Leontyev and Anderson [20]. Recent works have established the SRT-optimality
of both GEDF on uniform heterogeneous multiprocessor platforms, and window-constrained
schedulers on identical multiprocessor platforms with arbitrary affinity masks [25, 28].

Contributions. Our contributions are four-fold. First, we give a tardiness bound that is
independent of the task or processor count for pseudo-harmonic periodic tasks under GEL
schedulers. In a GEL scheduler, each task has a task-level fixed parameter called its relative
priority point, which is used to assign a priority point (PP) to each of its jobs: the PP of a
job is determined by adding its task’s relative PP to the job’s release time. The priority of a
job is determined by its PP, with earlier PPs denoting higher priority. For example, under
GEDF (resp., FIFO), a job’s PP is given by its deadline (resp., release time). Additionally, we
show that our bound can be exploited to ensure tardiness bounds that do not depend on the
processor count for pseudo-harmonic sporadic tasks by using periodic servers scheduled by a
GEL scheduler. Second, we show the general tightness of our bound by an example. Third,
we give an upper bound on the length of the interval that needs to be simulated to derive an
exact tardiness bound of any task in a pseudo-harmonic periodic task system. Using this, we
show how to determine exact tardiness bounds in pseudo-polynomial time. To our knowledge,
this is the first work on GEL schedulers that shows how to bound tardiness exactly. Fourth,
we compare both of our bounds with each other and prior bounds by simulation experiments.

Organization. In the rest of this paper, we give necessary background information (Sec. 2),
derive a tight tardiness bound for GEL schedulers (Sec. 3), show how to determine exact
tardiness bounds in pseudo-polynomial time via schedule simulation (Sec. 4), discuss our
experimental results (Sec. 5), and conclude (Sec. 6).
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Preliminaries

We consider a task system τ consisting of n implicit-deadline periodic tasks τ1 , τ2 , . . . , τn to
be scheduled on m identical processors. Each task τi releases a potentially infinite sequence
of jobs τi,1 , τi,2 , . . .. The period of task τi , denoted by Ti , is the separation time between two
consecutive job releases by it. The largest period among all tasks is denoted by Tmax . A
task system is called sporadic when the separation time between consecutive jobs of each
task τi can be more than Ti . The worst-case execution cost of τi is denoted by Ci . The offset
of a periodic task τi , denoted by Φi , is the release time of τi,1 . The relative deadline of τi is
Di = Ti . For brevity, we denote a periodic task τi by (Φi , Ci , Ti ).
The release time, absolute deadline, completion time, and execution cost of job τi,k are
denoted by ri,k , di,k , fi,k , and Ci,k , respectively. The jobs of each task are sequential, i.e.,
τi,k+1 cannot start execution before τi,k completes. The tardiness of a job τi,k is defined as
max{0, fi,k − di,k }. The tardiness of task τi is the maximum tardiness among any of its jobs.
Pn
The utilization of τi is ui = Ci /Ti . The utilization of the task system τ is U = i=1 ui .
We require ui ≤ 1.0 and U ≤ m to hold; both are necessary for bounded tardiness [9]. The
hyperperiod H is the least common multiple of all periods. The periods are pseudo-harmonic
when each period divides Tmax , i.e., H = Tmax holds.
The relative PP of a task τi is denoted by Yi . We assume Yi ≥ 0 holds for each task τi .
The maximum and minimum relative PP among all tasks in τ are denoted by Ymax and
Ymin , respectively. The priority point (PP) of a job τi,k , denoted by yi,k , is defined as
yi,k = ri,k + Yi .

(1)

If yi,k < yj,ℓ , then job τi,k has higher priority than job τj,ℓ . We assume ties to be broken
arbitrarily but consistently by task index.
We assume time to be discrete and a unit of time to be 1.0. All scheduling decisions are
taken at integer points in time. We also assume all task parameters to be integers. Therefore,
when a task τi executes during an unit interval [t − 1, t), it means τi continuously executes
during [t − 1, t). A job completes execution at t if it executes for the last time during [t − 1, t).
A job completes execution before t if it completes at or before t − 1. (It can be shown that
the tardiness bound presented in Sec. 3 also holds when time is continuous.) The following
definitions closely follow from material in [1, 9, 28].
▶ Definition 1. A job τi,k is active at time t in a schedule S if ri,k ≤ t < di,k .
▶ Definition 2. A job τi,k is pending at time t in a schedule S if ri,k ≤ t and τi,k has not
completed execution at or before t in S.
Allocation. The cumulative processor capacity allocated to a task τi (resp., task system
τ ) in a schedule S over an interval [t, t′ ) is denoted by Ai (t, t′ , S) (resp., A(t, t′ , S)). Thus,
P
A(t, t′ , S) = τi ∈τ Ai (t, t′ , S).
Ideal schedule. Let π
b1 , π
b2 , . . . , π
bn be n processors with speeds u1 , u2 , . . . , un , respectively.
In an ideal schedule I, each task τi is partitioned to execute on processor π
bi . Each job
starts execution as soon as it is released and completes execution by its deadline in I. For
task τi (resp., task system τ ), Ai (t, t′ , I) ≤ ui (t′ − t) (resp., A(t, t, I) ≤ U (t′ − t)) holds. If
τi is periodic and each job executes for its worst case Ci , then Ai (t, t′ , I) = ui (t′ − t) where
t, t′ ≥ Φi .
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Figure 1 (a) A GEDF schedule and (b) an ideal schedule of the task system in Ex. 3.

lag and LAG.

The lag of a task τi at time t in a schedule S is defined as

lagi (t, S) = Ai (0, t, I) − Ai (0, t, S).

(2)

Since lagi (0, S) = 0, for t′ ≥ t we have
lagi (t′ , S) = lagi (t, S) + Ai (t, t′ , I) − Ai (t, t′ , S).
The LAG of a task system τ in a schedule S at time t is defined as
X
LAG(t, S) =
lagi (t, S) = A(0, t, I) − A(0, t, S).

(3)

(4)

τi ∈τ

Since LAG(0, S) = 0, for t′ ≥ t we have
LAG(t′ , S) = LAG(t, S) + A(t, t′ , I) − A(t, t′ , S).

(5)

▶ Example 3. Consider a periodic task system τ with tasks τ1 = (0, 2, 3), τ2 = (0, 2, 3), and
τ3 = (0, 4, 6). A GEDF schedule S and an ideal schedule I of the task system is shown in
insets (a) and (b) of Fig. 1, respectively. τ1 ’s allocation over interval [0, 5) in S and I are 4.0
and 10/3 execution units, respectively. τ1 ’s lag in S at time 5 is lag1 (5, S) = 10/3 − 4 = −2/3.
The LAG of the task system τ at time 5 is 1.0.
◀

3

Tardiness Bound

In this section, we derive a tardiness bound for pseudo-harmonic periodic task systems under
a GEL scheduler. We assume n > m as each job meets its deadline otherwise. We initially
assume the following, which we relax later.
(B) Each job of any task τi executes for its worst-case execution cost Ci .
We consider a GEL schedule S of τ satisfying (B) to derive our tardiness bound. We derive our
tardiness bound (Theorem 28) by giving an upper bound on per-task lag (Lemma 27) using a
lag-monotonicity property (Lemma 17). Informally, the lag-monotonicity property states that
no task τi receives more allocation in S than I, i.e., lag does not decrease, over any interval of
length Tmax beginning at or after Φi . We first establish the lag-monotonicity property using
a series of properties of lag proved in Sec. 3.1. We then use the lag-monotonicity property to
derive our tardiness bound in Sec. 3.2.
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lag Properties

We begin by proving some properties of lag. All properties specified here also hold for
non-pseudo-harmonic periodic task systems satisfying (B) with Tmax replaced by H in the
properties that reference Tmax . Since the lag-monotonicity property compares lag values
between two time instants, we first establish several properties concering such comparisons
between a pair of lag values (Lemmas 11–15) based on the simpler properties of lag (Lemmas 4–
10). Readers familiar with the concept of lag may skip the proofs of Lemmas 4–10.
▶ Lemma 4. For any task τi and interval [t, t′ ) with t ≥ Φi , the following hold.
(a) If τi continuously executes during [t, t′ ) in S, then lagi (t′ , S) = lagi (t, S) + (t′ − t)(ui − 1).
(b) If τi does not execute during [t, t′ ) in S, then lagi (t′ , S) = lagi (t, S) + (t′ − t)ui .
Proof. Since t ≥ Φi , by the definition of I, we have Ai (t, t′ , I) = (t′ − t)ui .
(a) Since τi continuously executes throughout [t, t′ ) in S, Ai (t, t′ , S) = (t′ − t) holds. Substituting Ai (t, t′ , I) and Ai (t, t′ , S) in (3), we have lagi (t′ , S) = lagi (t, S) + (t′ − t)ui − (t′ − t) =
lagi (t, S) + (t′ − t)(ui − 1).
(b) Since τi does not execute during [t, t′ ) in S, we have Ai (t, t′ , S) = 0. Substituting Ai (t, t′ , I)
and Ai (t, t′ , S) in (3), we have lagi (t′ , S) = lagi (t, S)+(t′ −t)ui −0 = lagi (t, S)+(t′ −t)ui . ◀
▶ Lemma 5 ([28]). If lagi (t, S) > 0, then τi has a pending job at t in S.
The following lemma states that the lag of any task τi is non-negative in S at any time
instant t when it releases a job. Intuitively, all of τi ’s jobs released before t complete execution
in I by time t, and thus, τi cannot receive more allocation in S than I.
▶ Lemma 6. For any task τi and non-negative integer c, lagi (Φi + cTi , S) ≥ 0.
Proof. If c = 0, then the lemma trivially holds. Assume that there is a task τi and an integer
c ≥ 1 such that lagi (Φi +cTi , S) < 0 holds. Then, by (2), Ai (0, Φi +cTi , S) > Ai (0, Φi +cTi , I)
holds. Since τi releases periodically, Φi + cTi is the deadline (resp., release time) of τi,c−1
(resp., τi,c ). By the definition of I, all jobs of τi released before Φi + cTi complete execution
by time Φi + cTi in I. Since no job can execute before its release, Ai (0, Φi + cTi , S) cannot
be larger than Ai (0, Φi + cTi , I), a contradiction.
◀
Lemmas 7–10 give relationships among a task τi ’s lag at time t, its utilization, and the
deadline or release time of a job of τi . We prove these lemmas by expressing τi ’s allocation
in S by time t in terms of τi ’s utilization and the deadline or release time of a job of τi .
▶ Lemma 7. If τi has no pending job at time t ≥ Φi in S and τi,k is the active job of τi
at t, then lagi (t, S) = (t − di,k )ui .
Proof. Since τi,k completes execution at or before t, all jobs of τi released at or before ri,k
complete execution at or before t. Since t < di,k , no jobs released after ri,k execute before t.
Pk
Pk
Pk
Hence, Ai (0, t, S) = j=1 Ci = j=1 Ti ui = j=1 (ri,j+1 − ri,j )ui = (ri,k+1 − ri,1 )ui =
(di,k − Φi )ui . By the definition of I, we have Ai (0, t, I) = (t − Φi )ui . Substituting Ai (0, t, I)
and Ai (0, t, S) in (2), we have lagi (t, S) = (t − Φi )ui − (di,k − Φi )ui = (t − di,k )ui .
◀
For the task set in Ex. 3 and its GEDF schedule in Fig. 1(a), τ1 ’s active job at time 2 is τ1,1 and
it has no pending job at time 2 in S. The lag of τ1 at time 2 in S is lag1 (2, S) = (2−3) 23 = − 32 .
▶ Lemma 8. If τi,k completes execution at or before t ≥ Φi in S, then lagi (t, S) ≤ (t−di,k )ui .
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Proof. Since τi,k completes execution at or before t, all jobs of τi released at or before
Pk
Pk
ri,k complete execution at or before t. Hence, Ai (0, t, S) ≥
j=1 Ci =
j=1 Ti ui =
Pk
j=1 (ri,j+1 − ri,j )ui = (ri,k+1 − ri,1 )ui = (di,k − Φi )ui . By the definition of I, we have
Ai (0, t, I) = (t − Φi )ui . Substituting Ai (0, t, I) and Ai (0, t, S) in (2), we have lagi (t, S) =
Ai (0, t, I) − Ai (0, t, S) ≤ (t − Φi )ui − (di,k − Φi )ui = (t − di,k )ui .
◀
▶ Lemma 9. If τi has a pending job τi,k at t ≥ Φi in S, then lagi (t, S) > (t − di,k )ui .
Pk
Pk
Proof. Since τi,k is pending at time t, we have Ai (0, t, S) <
j=1 Ti ui =
j=1 Ci =
Pk
j=1 (ri,j+1 − ri,j )ui = (ri,k+1 − ri,1 )ui = (di,k − Φi )ui . By the definition of I, Ai (0, t, I) =
(t−Φi )ui holds. Substituting Ai (0, t, I) and Ai (0, t, S) in (2), we have lagi (t, S) = Ai (0, t, I)−
Ai (0, t, S) > (t − Φi )ui − (di,k − Φi )ui = (t − di,k )ui .
◀
▶ Lemma 10. If τi,k is the earliest pending job of τi at t ≥ Φi in S, then lagi (t, S) ≤
(t − ri,k )ui .
Proof. Since τi,k is the earliest pending job of τi at t, all jobs of τi prior to τi,k complete
Pk−1
Pk−1
Pk−1
execution at or before t. Thus, Ai (0, t, S) ≥ j=1 Ci = j=1 Ti ui = j=1 (ri,j+1 − ri,j )ui =
(ri,k −ri,1 )ui = (ri,k −Φi )ui . By the definition of I, Ai (0, t, I) = (t−Φi )ui holds. Substituting
Ai (0, t, I) and Ai (0, t, S) in (2), we have lagi (t, S) ≤ (t−Φi )ui −(ri,k −Φi )ui = (t−ri,k )ui . ◀
For the task system in Ex. 3 and its GEDF schedule in Fig. 1(a), τ3,1 is τ3 ’s earliest pending
job at at time 4. τ3 ’s lag at time 4 is 4 × 2/3 − 1 = 5/3. By Lemma 9, lag3 (4, S) = 5/3 >
(4 − 6) × 2/3 = −4/3. By Lemma 10, lag3 (4, S) = 5/3 ≤ (4 − 0) × 2/3 = 8/3.
Using Lemmas 7–10, we now prove Lemmas 11–14, which pertain to the relationship
between the lag of a task τi at a pair of time instants that are separated by an integer
multiple of τi ’s period. For any integer c and any pair of time instants t, t + cTi ≥ Φi , the
active jobs of τi at t and t + cTi receive the same allocation in I by time t and t + cTi ,
respectively. If τi ’s active job τi,k at t completes execution in S at or before t, then τi,k+c
cannot receive more allocation by time t + cTi than τi,k receives by t. The following lemma
pertains to this scenario.
▶ Lemma 11. For any time t and integer c such that min{t, t + cTi } ≥ Φi , if τi has no
pending job at t in S, then lagi (t, S) ≤ lagi (t + cTi , S).
Proof. Let τi,k be the active job of τi at t, i.e., ri,k ≤ t < di,k . Since τi has no pending job
at t ≥ Φi , by Lemma 7 we have
lagi (t, S) = (t − di,k )ui .

(6)

Since the jobs of a task are released periodically and t + cTi ≥ Φi holds, τi,k+c is the active
job of τi at time t + cTi . By Lemmas 7 and 9, we have
lagi (t + cTi , S) ≥ (t + cTi − di,k+c )ui
= {Since τi releases periodically, di,k+c = di,k + cTi }
(t + cTi − di,k − cTi )ui
= (t − di,k )ui
= {By (6)}
lagi (t, S).

◀
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For the task system in Ex. 3 and its GEDF schedule in Fig. 1(a), τ2 has no pending job at time 5
but has a pending job at time 8 in S. By Lemma 11, lag2 (5, S) = −2/3 ≤ 4/3 = lag2 (8, S).
The following lemma considers the case when lagi (t, S) is not larger than lagi (t + cTi , S).
Informally, for any non-negative integer c, τi receives no more than cTi ui = c · Ci units of
allocation over the interval [t, t + cTi ). Therefore, if τi,k is pending at t, then τi,k+c must
also be pending at t + cTi .
▶ Lemma 12. For any integer c such that min{t, t + cTi } ≥ Φi , if lagi (t, S) ≤ lagi (t + cTi , S)
holds and τi,k is the earliest pending job of τi at t in S, then τi,k+c is pending at t + cTi in S.
Proof. Assume for a contradiction that τi,k+c is not pending at time t + cTi . Since τi,k is
pending at t ≥ Φi , ri,k ≤ t holds, and by Lemma 9 we have
lagi (t, S) > (t − di,k )ui .

(7)

Since jobs are released periodically and ri,k ≤ t holds, we have ri,k+c ≤ t + cTi . Thus, τi,k+c
finishes execution at or before t + cTi (as it is not pending then). By Lemma 8, we have
lagi (t + cTi , S) ≤ (t + cTi − di,k+c )ui
= {Since τi releases periodically, di,k+c = di,k + cTi }
(t + cTi − di,k − cTi )ui
= (t − di,k )ui
< {By (7)}
lagi (t, S),
a contradiction.

◀

For the task system in Ex. 3 and its GEDF schedule in Fig. 1(a), lag2 (4, S) = −1/3 ≤ 2/3 =
lag2 (7, S). By Lemma 12, since τ2,2 is the earliest pending job of τ2 at time 4 in S and time 7
corresponds to c = 1, τ2,3 is pending at time 7 in S.
Similarly, we consider the case where lagi (t, S) is either not smaller or larger than
lagi (t + cTi , S).
▶ Lemma 13. For any integer c such that min{t, t + cTi } ≥ Φi , if τi,k is the earliest pending
job of τi at time t in S, then the following hold.
(a) If lagi (t, S) ≥ lagi (t + cTi , S), then all jobs of τi released before ri,k+c complete execution
at or before t + cTi in S.
(b) If lagi (t, S) > lagi (t + cTi , S), then all jobs of τi released before ri,k+c complete execution
before t + cTi in S.
Proof. If k + c = 1, then ri,k+c = ri,1 = Φi and the lemma trivially holds. So assume
k + c > 1. Since τi,k is the earliest pending job at t ≥ Φi , by Lemma 10,
lagi (t, S) ≤ (t − ri,k )ui .

(8)

(a) Assume for a contradiction that τi has a job that is released before ri,k+c but does not
complete execution at or before t + cTi . Therefore, τi,k+c−1 does not complete execution
at or before t + cTi as the jobs of each task are sequential. Since τi,k is the earliest
pending job of τi at t, we have ri,k ≤ t. Since jobs are released periodically, we have
ri,k+c ≤ t + cTi , which implies ri,k+c−1 ≤ t + cTi . Therefore, τi,k+c−1 is pending at
t + cTi . Thus, by Lemma 9,
lagi (t + cTi , S) > (t + cTi − di,k+c−1 )ui
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= {Since τi releases periodically, di,k+c−1 = di,k + (c − 1)Ti }
(t + cTi − di,k − (c − 1)Ti )ui
= (t − di,k + Ti )ui
= {Since ri,k = di,k − Ti }
(t − ri,k )ui
≥ {By (8)}
lagi (t, S),
a contradiction.
(b) Since lagi (t, S) > lagi (t + cTi , S), by (a), all jobs of τi released before ri,k+c finish
execution at or before t + cTi . Assume that they do not complete execution before
t + cTi . Thus, they complete execution at t + cTi , and no job released at or after ri,k+c
Pk+c−1
Pk+c−1
executes at or before t + cTi . Thus, Ai (0, t + cTi , S) = j=1 Ci = j=1 Ti ui =
Pk+c−1
(ri,j+1 − ri,j )ui = (ri,k+c − Φi )ui = (ri,k + cTi − Φi )ui . Thus, by the definition of
j=1
I and (2), lagi (t + cTi , S) = (t + cTi − Φi )ui − (ri,k + cTi − Φi )ui = (t − ri,k )ui ≥ lagi (t, S),
a contradiction.
◀
For the task system in Ex. 3 and its GEDF schedule in Fig. 1(a), lag2 (8, S) = 4/3 > 1/3 =
lag2 (11, S). By Lemma 13(b), since τ2,3 is the earliest pending job of τ2 at time 8 in S and
time 11 corresponds to c = 1, all jobs of τ2 prior to τ2,4 complete execution before time 11
in S.
We now utilize Lemmas 12 and 13(a) to establish a necessary condition for lagi (t, S) =
lagi (t + cTi , S) to hold. Intuitively, if lagi (t, S) = lagi (t + cTi , S) holds, then in S any job
τi,k ’s allocation at or before t must equal the allocation of job τi,k+c at or before t + cTi .
▶ Lemma 14. For any time t and integer c such that min{t, t + cTi } ≥ Φi , if lagi (t, S) =
lagi (t + cTi , S), then the following hold.
(a) If there is no pending job of τi at t in S, then there is no pending job of τi at t + cTi in
S.
(b) If τi,k is the earliest pending job of τi at t in S, then τi,k+c is the earliest pending job of
τi at t + cTi in S.
Proof.
(a) Assume that there is a pending job of τi at t + cTi and let τi,k be the earliest pending
job of τi at t + cTi . Substituting t and c in Lemma 12 by t + cTi and −c, respectively,
job τi,k−c is pending at t, a contradiction.
(b) By Lemma 12, τi,k+c is pending at t + cTi . By Lemma 13(a), all jobs of τi released before
ri,k+c finish execution at or before t + cTi . Thus, τi,k+c is the earliest pending job of τi
at t + cTi .
◀
We now give a necessary condition for the lag-monotonicity property to not hold.
▶ Lemma 15. Let t ≥ Φi + Tmax be the first time instant (if one exists) such that lagi (t −
Tmax , S) > lagi (t, S) holds in S. Then, the following hold.
(a) t > Φi + Tmax .
(b) τi executes during [t − 1, t), but does not execute during [t − Tmax − 1, t − Tmax ) in S.
Proof.
(a) Assume that t = Φi +Tmax . Since t−Tmax = Φi , we have lagi (t−Tmax , S) = lagi (Φi , S) =
0. Since Ti divides Tmax , by Lemma 6, we have lagi (t, S) = lagi (Φi + Tmax , S) ≥ 0.
Therefore, lagi (t − Tmax , S) ≤ lagi (t, S), a contradiction.
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(b) By (a), t − 1 ≥ Φi + Tmax holds. By the definition of t, we have
lagi (t − Tmax − 1, S) ≤ lagi (t − 1, S).

(9)

Assume that τi does not execute during [t − 1, t) or does execute during [t − Tmax −
1, t − Tmax ). Then, one of the following three cases holds.
Case 1. τi executes during both [t − Tmax − 1, t − Tmax ) and [t − 1, t). By Lemma 4(a),
lagi (t − Tmax , S) = lagi (t − Tmax − 1, S) + ui − 1,

(10)

and
lagi (t, S) = lagi (t − 1, S) + ui − 1.

(11)

Since lagi (t − Tmax , S) > lagi (t, S), by (10) and (11), we have lagi (t − Tmax − 1, S) >
lagi (t − 1, S), which contradicts (9).
Case 2. τi does not execute during both [t − Tmax − 1, t − Tmax ) and [t − 1, t). By
Lemma 4(b),
lagi (t − Tmax , S) = lagi (t − Tmax − 1, S) + ui ,

(12)

and
lagi (t, S) = lagi (t − 1, S) + ui .

(13)

Since lagi (t − Tmax , S) > lagi (t, S), by (12) and (13), we have lagi (t − Tmax − 1, S) >
lagi (t − 1, S), which contradicts (9).
Case 3. τi executes during [t − Tmax − 1, t − Tmax ) but does not execute during [t − 1, t).
Thus, (10) and (13) hold. Therefore, by (10), we have
lagi (t − Tmax − 1, S) = lagi (t − Tmax , S) + 1 − ui
≥ {Since ui ≤ 1}
lagi (t − Tmax , S)
> {By the definition of t}
lagi (t, S)
≥ {By (13) and ui ≥ 0}
lagi (t − 1, S),
a contradiction to (9).

◀

▶ Definition 16. Let hi = Tmax /Ti .
The following lemma gives a lag-monotonicity property for SRT-schedulable systems that is
similar to one given previously for HRT-schedulable systems under a job-level fixed-priority
scheduler [7]. Informally, we show that, using Lemmas 11–13 and 15, no task can receive more
allocation in S than I over an interval [t − Tmax , t) because of the existence of higher-priority
jobs of other tasks, i.e., over-allocating a task would require under-allocating another task,
violating the priority ordering of the jobs.
▶ Lemma 17. For any task τi and any time t ≥ Φi + Tmax , lagi (t − Tmax , S) ≤ lagi (t, S).
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Figure 2 Illustration of the proof of Lemma 17.

Proof. We use Fig. 2 to illustrate the proof. Assume for a contradiction that t is the first
time instant such that t ≥ Φi + Tmax and there is a task τi with lagi (t − Tmax , S) > lagi (t, S).
By Lemma 15(b), τi executes during [t − 1, t). Let τi,p be the job of τi that executes during
[t − 1, t). Since Ti divides Tmax , by the contrapositive of Lemma 11 (with t and c replaced
by t − Tmax and hi , respectively), there is a pending job of τi at t − Tmax . Let τi,k be the
earliest pending job of τi at t − Tmax .
▷ Claim. ri,k < t − Tmax .
Proof. Assume otherwise. Then, ri,k = t − Tmax and lagi (t − Tmax , S) = 0 hold. Since jobs
are released periodically and t = ri,k + Tmax holds, there is a non-negative integer c such
that t = Φi + cTi , which by Lemma 6 implies lagi (t, S) = lagi (Φi + cTi , S) ≥ 0. Therefore,
lagi (t − Tmax , S) = 0 ≤ lagi (t, S), and t cannot be a time instant with lagi (t − Tmax , S) >
lagi (t, S). Therefore, ri,k < t − Tmax holds.
◁
By the above claim, τi,k is pending at t − Tmax − 1. By Lemma 15(b), τi,k does not
execute during [t − Tmax − 1, t − Tmax ) (see Fig. 2). Since lagi (t − Tmax , S) > lagi (t, S),
substituting t and c in Lemma 13(b) by t − Tmax and hi (Def. 16), respectively, all jobs of τi
released before ri,k+hi complete execution before t (at or before t − 1). Thus, p ≥ k + hi and
we have
yi,p ≥ yi,k+hi
= {Since τi releases periodically, yi,k+hi = yi,k + hi Ti holds and by Def. 16}
yi,k + Tmax .

(14)

Since τi,k is pending but does not execute during [t − Tmax − 1, t − Tmax ) and τi,p executes
during [t − 1, t), there must be a task τj that executes during [t − Tmax − 1, t − Tmax ), but
does not execute during [t − 1, t). Let τj,ℓ executes during [t − Tmax − 1, t − Tmax ) (see Fig. 2).
By Lemma 15(a), t > Φi + Tmax , and hence, t − 1 ≥ Φi + Tmax . Thus, by the definition of t,
lagj (t − Tmax − 1, S) ≤ lagj (t − 1, S) holds. Since τj,ℓ executes during [t − Tmax − 1, t − Tmax ),
it is the earliest pending job of τj at t − Tmax − 1. Substituting τi,k , t, and c in Lemma 12
by τj,ℓ , t − Tmax − 1, and hj , respectively, τj,ℓ+hj is pending at t − 1. Therefore, τj has a
pending job at t − 1; let τj,q be the earliest pending job of τj at t − 1. Thus, we have
yj,q ≤ yj,ℓ+hj
= {Since τj releases periodically, yj,ℓ+hj = yj,ℓ + hj Tj holds and by Def. 16}
yj,ℓ + Tmax .

(15)

Since τi,k is the earliest pending job of τi at t − Tmax − 1 but does not execute during
[t − Tmax − 1, t − Tmax ), and τj,ℓ executes during [t − Tmax − 1, t − Tmax ), we have two cases.
Case 1.

yj,ℓ < yi,k . Substituting yj,ℓ by yi,k in (15), we have

yj,q < yi,k + Tmax
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≤ {By (14)}
yi,p .
Therefore, τj,q has higher priority than τi,p . Hence, τi,p cannot execute during [t − 1, t), while
τj,ℓ is not executing during [t − 1, t), a contradiction.
Case 2. yj,ℓ = yi,k and j < i (as ties are broken by task index). Substituting yj,ℓ by yi,k in
(15), we have
yj,q ≤ yi,k + Tmax
≤ {By (14)}
yi,p .
Therefore, τj,q has higher or equal priority than τi,p . Since j < i, τi,p cannot execute during
[t − 1, t), while τj,ℓ is not executing during [t − 1, t), a contradiction.
◀
By (4) and Lemma 17, we have the following LAG-monotonicity property.
▶ Corollary 18. For any time instant t ≥ Φmax + Tmax , LAG(t − Tmax , S) ≤ LAG(t, S).
For the task system in Ex. 3 and its GEDF schedule in Fig. 1(a), we have Tmax = 6,
lag2 (4, S) = −1/3 ≤ 2/3 = lag2 (10, S) and LAG(4, S) = 1 ≤ 2 = LAG(10, S).
The following lemma, proved in [28], gives a relationship between lag and the deadline of
the earliest pending job of a task. The lemma, originally proved for GEDF, holds for any
schedule S provided that tasks are periodic and (B) holds.
▶ Lemma 19 ([28]). If τi,k is the earliest pending job of τi at time t in S, then
di,k ≤ t −

lagi (t, S)
+ Ti .
ui

▶ Corollary 20. If τi,k is the earliest pending job of τi at t in S, then yi,k ≤ t −

(16)
lagi (t,S)
ui

+ Yi .

Proof. Adding (Yi − Ti ) in both side of (16), we have
di,k + (Yi − Ti ) ≤ t −

lagi (t, S)
+ Ti + (Yi − Ti ),
ui

which by (1) and the expression di,k = ri,k + Ti implies
yi,k ≤ t −

lagi (t, S)
+ Yi .
ui

◀

The following lemma provides a relationship between lag and tardiness. The proof of this
lemma only depends on Lemma 19.
▶ Lemma 21 ([28]). If lagi (t, S) ≤ Li holds for any t, then the tardiness of τi is at most

3.2

Li
ui .

Deriving Tardiness Bounds

We now derive tardiness bounds for pseudo-harmonic periodic tasks using the properties of
lag derived in Sec. 3.1. We derive our tardiness bounds by first deriving an upper bound
on the lag (Lemma 27) of any task τi , and then applying Lemma 21 on the derived upper
bound. To derive an upper bound on per-task lag, we first give Lemmas 23–26. Def. 22 is
adapted from [1, 9, 20].
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▶ Definition 22. A time instant t is called busy if at least ⌈U ⌉ tasks have pending jobs at
t, and non-busy otherwise. A time interval [t, t′ ) is called busy (resp., non-busy) if each
instant in the interval is busy (resp., non-busy).
▶ Lemma 23. If τi continuously executes during [t, t′ ) in S, then lagi (t′ , S) ≤ lagi (t, S).
Proof. Follows from Lemma 4(a) and ui ≤ 1.

◀

▶ Lemma 24. If [t, t′ ) is a busy interval in S, then LAG(t′ , S) ≤ LAG(t, S).
Proof. By the definition of I, A(t, t′ , I) ≤ U (t′ − t) holds. By Def. 22, we have A(t, t′ , S) ≥
⌈U ⌉(t′ − t). Therefore, by (5) and U ≤ ⌈U ⌉, LAG(t′ , S) = LAG(t, S) + A(t, t′ , I) − A(t, t′ , S) ≤
LAG(t, S) + U (t′ − t) − ⌈U ⌉(t′ − t) ≤ LAG(t, S).
◀
▶ Lemma 25. For any t ≥ Φmax + Tmax , if LAG(t − Tmax , S) = LAG(t, S) holds, then for
each τi , lagi (t − Tmax , S) = lagi (t, S) holds.
Proof. Assume that there is a task τi with lagi (t − Tmax , S) ̸= lagi (t, S). Since t ≥ Φmax +
Tmax , by Lemma 17, lagj (t − Tmax , S) ≤ lagj (t, S) holds for any task τj including τi .
Therefore, lagi (t − Tmax , S) < lagi (t, S) holds. By (4), we have
X
LAG(t − Tmax , S) =
lagj (t − Tmax , S) + lagi (t − Tmax , S)
τj ∈τ \{τi }

< {Since lagi (t − Tmax , S) < lagi (t, S) and for all j,
lagj (t − Tmax , S) ≤ lagj (t, S)}
X

lagj (t, S) + lagi (t, S)

τj ∈τ \{τi }

= LAG(t, S),
a contradiction.

◀

For the task system in Ex. 3 and its GEDF schedule in Fig. 1(a), LAG(7, S) = 2 = LAG(13, S)
holds. By Lemma 25, we have lag1 (7, S) = lag1 (13, S) = −1/3, lag2 (7, S) = lag2 (13, S) = 2/3,
and lag3 (7, S) = lag3 (13, S) = 5/3.
▶ Lemma 26. For any Li > 0, if t is the first time instant such that lagi (t, S) > Li , then τi
does not execute during [t − 1, t).
Proof. Since Li > 0 and for any t′ ≤ Φi , lagi (t′ , S) = 0 holds, we have t > Φi . Therefore,
lagi (t − 1, S) ≤ Li holds. Assume that τi executes during [t − 1, t). By Lemma 23, lagi (t, S) ≤
lagi (t − 1, S) ≤ Li , a contradiction.
◀
We now show that each task τi ’s lag cannot exceed (Tmax + Yi − Ymin )ui . Informally, assume
that t is the first time instant where a task τi ’s lag exceeds (Tmax + Yi − Ymin )ui in S. If
[t − Tmax , t) is a busy-interval, then by Lemma 24 (LAG does not increase over a busy interval)
and Corollary 18 (LAG-monotonicity), LAG at t − Tmax and t must be the same in S, which
by Lemma 25 implies τi ’s lag at t − Tmax and t is also same. Otherwise, if there is a non-busy
instant tb in [t − Tmax , t), then by Corollary 20, τi ’s earliest pending job’s priority must be
higher than any job released at or after tb throughout [tb , t). Therefore, τi would execute
continuously throughout [tb , t), violating Lemma 26. We now give the formal proof.
▶ Lemma 27. For any task τi and any time instant t in S, lagi (t, S) ≤ (Tmax + Yi − Ymin )ui .
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Figure 3 Illustration of the proof of Lemma 27.

Proof. We use Fig. 3 to illustrate the proof. Assume that there is a time instant t such that
there is a task τi with lagi (t, S) > (Tmax + Yi − Ymin )ui and let t be the first such time instant.
Since I executes τi at the rate of ui , lagi (t′ , S) ≤ Tmax ui holds for any t′ ≤ Φi + Tmax .
Therefore, t > Φi + Tmax ≥ Tmax holds.
We first prove that [t − Tmax , t) is a busy interval. Since t > Tmax , [t − Tmax , t) is a valid
time interval. By Lemma 5, there is a pending job of τi at t because lagi (t, S) > 0. Let τi,k
be the earliest pending job of τi at t. By Corollary 20, we have
lagi (t, S)
+ Yi
ui
< {Since lagi (t, S) > (Tmax + Yi − Ymin )ui }

yi,k ≤ t −

(Tmax + Yi − Ymin )ui
+ Yi
ui
= t − Tmax + Ymin .
t−

(17)

By (1), we have
ri,k = yi,k − Yi
< {By (17)}
t − Tmax + Ymin − Yi
≤ {Since Ymin ≤ Yi }
t − Tmax .

(18)

Thus, τi,k is pending throughout [t−Tmax , t). Since t is the first time instant with lagi (t, S) >
(Tmax + Yi − Ymin )ui , by Lemma 26, τi,k does not execute during [t − 1, t). Thus, there are
at least m tasks with higher priority jobs than τi,k at t − 1. Let τ h be the set of tasks having
higher priority jobs than τi,k at t − 1. Then, |τ h | ≥ m holds. By the definition of τ h , for
any task τj ∈ τ h , yj,ℓ ≤ yi,k holds where τj,ℓ is the earliest pending job of τj at t − 1 (see
Fig. 3). By a calculation similar to that yielding (18), rj,ℓ < t − Tmax holds, which implies
τj,ℓ is pending throughout [t − Tmax , t). Thus, by (17) we have the following property.
Property P: Each task in τ h ∪ {τi } has pending jobs with PPs less than Tmax + Yi − Ymin
throughout [t − Tmax , t).
By Property P, [t − Tmax , t) is a busy interval. By Lemma 24, we therefore have
LAG(t, S) ≤ LAG(t − Tmax , S).

(19)

We now consider two cases.
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Case 1.

t ≥ Φmax + Tmax . By Corollary 18, we have

LAG(t, S) ≥ LAG(t − Tmax , S).

(20)

By (19) and (20), we have
LAG(t, S) = LAG(t − Tmax , S).

(21)

Since t ≥ Φmax + Tmax and (21) holds, by Lemma 25, lagi (t, S) = lagi (t − Tmax , S) holds.
Therefore, t cannot be the first time instant with lagi (t, S) > (Tmax + Yi − Ymin )ui .
Case 2. t < Φmax + Tmax . Let τ s be the set of tasks such that for each τp ∈ τ s , t − Tmax <
Φp ≤ Φmax holds. Since each task τp ∈ τ s releases its first job after t − Tmax , rp,1 > t − Tmax
and lagp (t − Tmax , S) = 0 hold (see Fig. 3). Thus, by (1) and Yp ≥ Ymin , we have
(∀τp ∈ τ s : yp,1 > t − Tmax + Ymin ).

(22)

By Property P and (22), no task τp ∈ τ s executes during [t − Tmax , t). Therefore, we have
(∀τp ∈ τ s : lagp (t, S) ≥ 0 = lagp (t − Tmax , S)).

(23)

By the definition of τ s , for any task τq ∈ τ \ τ s , t − Tmax ≥ Φq holds, which implies
t ≥ Φq + Tmax . Therefore, by Lemma 17, we have
(∀τq ∈ τ \ τ s : lagq (t, S) ≥ lagq (t − Tmax , S)).

(24)

Since t is the first time instant with lagi (t, S) > (Tmax + Yi − Ymin )ui > 0, lagi (t′ , S) ≤
(Tmax + Yi − Ymin )ui holds for any t′ < t. Thus, we have
lagi (t, S) > lagi (t − Tmax , S).

(25)

By (4), we have
LAG(t, S) =

X

lagj (t, S)

τj ∈τ

=

X

X

lagj (t, S) +

τj ∈τ s

τj

lagj (t, S) + lagi (t, S)

∈τ \(τ s ∪{τ

> {By (23), (24), and (25)}
X
lagj (t − Tmax , S) +
τj ∈τ s

i })

X

lagj (t − Tmax , S) + lagi (t − Tmax , S)

τj ∈τ \(τ s ∪{τi })

= LAG(t − Tmax , S),
a contradiction to (19).

◀

We now give our tardiness bound in the following Theorem.
▶ Theorem 28. The tardiness of task τi is at most Tmax + Yi − Ymin in S.
Proof. The theorem follows from Lemmas 21 and 27.

◀

By Theorem 28, we have following tardiness bounds under GEDF and FIFO.
▶ Theorem 29. The tardiness of a task τi in a GEDF and FIFO schedule is at most Tmax +
Ti − Tmin and Tmax , respectively.
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Figure 4 Schedule corresponding to Ex. 31.
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Figure 5 Scheduling sporadic tasks by GEL-scheduled periodic servers.

Removing Assumption (B). Prior work has shown that removing Assumption (B) does not
invalidate GEDF tardiness bounds because its removal cannot cause work to shift later [28].
It can be similarly removed for any GEL scheduler.
▶ Theorem 30. Let τ be a periodic task set, S be a GEL schedule of τ satisfying (B), and S ′
be a GEL schedule with the same PP for each job of τ without satisfying (B). Then no job in
S ′ finishes later than in S.
Tightness.

The following example shows the tightness of the tardiness bound in Theorem 28.

▶ Example 31. Consider a task system τ with m + 1 tasks where τi = (0, m, m + 1). For any
job-level fixed-priority scheduler, the maximum tardiness among all tasks is m − 1 = Tmax − 2.
For both FIFO and GEDF, the tardiness bound of τ by Theorem 28 is Tmax . A GEDF/FIFO
schedule corresponding to m = 5 is shown in Fig. 4. Jobs τ6,1 , τ5,2 , and τ4,3 have tardiness
of 4.0, 3.0, and 2.0 time units, respectively. Similarly, τ3,4 has tardiness of 1.0 time unit (not
shown in Fig. 4). τ1 and τ2 have no tardy job. The schedule repeats after 30.0 time units.◀
Sporadic tasks. We can enable similar tardiness bounds for sporadic tasks using GELscheduled periodic servers. For each task τi , we create a server task τis = (0, Ci , Ti ). We
schedule the server tasks by a GEL scheduler where each server job of τis receives an allocation
s
s
of exactly Ci time units. We schedule job τi,k on server job τi,ℓ
where di,k ∈ (ri,ℓ
, dsi,ℓ ] (see
s
Fig. 5). Since both τi and τi have the same period, no other job of τi is scheduled on
s
s
s
τi,ℓ
. Since τi,ℓ
receives allocation of Ci time units, τi,k finishes execution at or before τi,ℓ
s
completes. Since di,ℓ − di,k ≤ Ti , we have the following theorem.
▶ Theorem 32. A pseudo-harmonic sporadic task system τ can be scheduled using periodic
servers scheduled by a GEL scheduler such that each task τi ’s tardiness is at most Tmax +
Yi − Ymin + Ti .
Discussion. While the tardiness bound given in Theorem 28 is tight in general, the tardiness
bound is not tight for task systems with a smaller total utilization than m. For instance, a
HRT-schedulable task system also has the tardiness bound specified in Theorem 28. Although
the tardiness bounds in [9, 11, 27] can have smaller bounds when the total utilization is less
than m compared to systems with full utilization, they also have similar issues, e.g., positive
tardiness bounds for HRT-schedulable task systems.
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Although the tardiness bound given in Theorem 28 is Tmax under FIFO, the tardiness
bound under GEDF can be larger than Tmax . The tardiness of a task can actually exceed
Tmax under GEDF as illustrated in the following example.
▶ Example 33. Consider a task system with five tasks τ1 = (1, 4, 5), τ2 = (3, 3, 4), τ3 =
(9, 19, 25), τ4 = (20, 99, 100), τ5 = (75, 70, 100) scheduled on four processors by GEDF. It can
be shown that the tardiness of the job τ4,48 is 104 time units, which is Tmax + 4.

4

Exact Tardiness Bounds

Having derived a tardiness bound for pseudo-harmonic periodic tasks that does not depend
on the processor or task count in Sec. 3, we now show how to derive an exact tardiness bound
in pseudo-polynomial time. We do so by deriving an upper bound on the length of the prefix
of a schedule during which tasks may experience increasing tardiness (afterwards, they do
not). We show, in Lemma 39, that if there is a time instant t ≥ Φmax when LAG has the
same values at t and t − Tmax , then for any t′ ≥ t, the LAG values at t′ and t′ − Tmax are also
equal. Intuitively, this implies that the schedule in the interval [t − Tmax , t) repeats after t.
Moreover, since the lag of each task is bounded (Lemma 27), we can derive an upper bound
on LAG (Lemma 38). Therefore, since LAG does not decrease over any interval of length
Tmax starting after Φmax (LAG-monotonicity), there must be a finite interval [Φmax , t′ ) such
that LAG strictly increases over any interval of length Tmax in [Φmax , t′ ). We derive an upper
bound on such an interval in Lemma 41. Intuitively, for each task, a job with the maximum
tardiness of the task must complete at or before the schedule starts to cycle. We first consider
task systems satisfying (B). We define a max-tardiness-increasing interval as follows.
▶ Definition 34. Given a periodic task system τ , a max-tardiness-increasing interval in a
schedule S is a finite interval of time [0, t] such that for each task τi ∈ τ , if the maximum
tardiness of τi ’s jobs that complete execution at or before t is xi in S, then the tardiness of
τi is xi in S.
We now derive an upper bound on the max-tardiness-increasing interval of a pseudo-harmonic
periodic task system τ satisfying (B).
▶ Definition 35. Let F be the sum of the n − 1 largest values of Ci (1 − ui ); i.e., F =
P
C (1−ui ). Let G be the sum of the ⌈U ⌉−1 largest values of (Tmax +Yi −Ymin )ui ;
n−1 largest
P i
i.e., G = ⌈U ⌉−1 largest (Tmax + Yi − Ymin )ui . Let E = ⌈F + G + 1⌉.
The following lemma gives a trivial lower bound on the lag of a task at any time t in S. A
task’s lag is minimum when its active job finishes execution as early as possible in S, i.e., Ci
time units after its release.
▶ Lemma 36. For any task τi and time instant t, lagi (t, S) ≥ −Ci (1 − ui ).
Proof. If t ≤ Φi , then lagi (t, S) = 0, so assume t > Φi . Let τi,k be the active job of
τi at t and ei be the cost of the completed portion of τi,k at or before t in S. Therefore,
Pk−1
Ai (0, t, S) = j=1 Ci +ei . By the definition of I, all jobs of τi prior to τi,k complete execution
by t in I. Since jobs can only execute after their release, by the time τi,k executes for ei units
Pk−1
in S, τi,k must execute at least ei ui units of τi,k in I. Therefore, Ai (0, t, I) ≥ j=1 Ci + ei ui .
Pk−1
Pk−1
Substituting Ai (0, t, I) and Ai (0, t, S) in (2), we have lagi (t, S) ≥ j=1 Ci +ei ui − j=1 Ci −
ei = −ei (1 − ui ). Since ei ≤ Ci , we have lagi (t, S) ≥ −Ci (1 − ui ).
◀
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We now give a lower bound on LAG at Φmax in S. By the definition of Φmax , there is at
least one task with lag that equals 0 at Φmax .
▶ Lemma 37. LAG(Φmax , S) ≥ −F .
Proof. Let τ ′ be the set of tasks such that for any τi ∈ τ ′ , Φi = Φmax holds. Therefore,
P
lagi (Φmax , S) = 0 holds for any τi ∈ τ ′ . Thus, τi ∈τ ′ lagi (Φmax , S) = 0. Hence, by (4), we
P
P
have LAG(Φmax , S) = τi ∈τ lagi (Φmax , S) = τi ∈τ \τ ′ lagi (Φmax , S), which by Lemma 36
P
implies, LAG(Φmax , S) ≥ τi ∈τ \τ ′ −Ci (1 − ui ). By the definition of Φmax , |τ ′ | ≥ 1 holds.
P
Therefore, by Def. 35, we have LAG(Φmax , S) ≥ − n−1 largest Ci (1 − ui ) = −F .
◀
We now derive an upper bound on LAG at any time t in S by determining an upper bound
on LAG at the latest non-busy time instant at or before t.
▶ Lemma 38. For any t, LAG(t, S) ≤ G.
Proof. Let tb be the latest non-busy time instant at or before t, otherwise let tb = 0. We
first derive an upper bound on LAG(tb , S). If tb = 0, then LAG(tb , S) = 0. Otherwise, let
τ ′ ⊆ τ be the tasks with pending jobs at tb . By (4),
X
X
LAG(tb , S) =
lagi (tb , S) +
lagi (tb , S)
τi ∈τ ′

τi ∈τ
/ ′

≤ {By the contrapositive of Lemma 5, (∀τi ∈
/ τ ′ : lagi (tb , S) ≤ 0) holds}
X
lagi (tb , S)
τi ∈τ ′

≤ {By Lemma 27}
X
(Tmax + Yi − Ymin )ui
τi ∈τ ′

≤ {By Def. 22, |τ ′ | < ⌈U ⌉}
X
(Tmax + Yi − Ymin )ui
⌈U ⌉−1 largest

= {By Def. 35}
G.
By Lemma 24, LAG(t, S) ≤ LAG(tb , S) ≤ G holds.

◀

Lemmas 37 and 38 imply that LAG cannot increase more than F + G units over any interval
[Φmax , t). We use this fact later in Lemma 41. We now show that once LAG(t, S) =
LAG(t − Tmax , S) holds for some t, the equality also holds for all time instances after t.
Informally, by Lemma 25, if LAG(t, S) = LAG(t − Tmax , S) holds, then for any task τi ,
lagi (t, S) = lagi (t − Tmax , S) also holds. This implies that the scheduling decisions at t are
the same as at t − Tmax . Therefore, the schedule in [t − Tmax , t) repeats in [t, t + Tmax ).
▶ Lemma 39. If there is a time instant t′ ≥ Φmax + Tmax such that LAG(t′ − Tmax , S) =
LAG(t′ , S) holds, then for any t ≥ t′ , LAG(t − Tmax , S) = LAG(t, S) holds.
Proof. Assume for a contradiction that there exists a t ≥ t′ such that LAG(t − Tmax , S) ̸=
LAG(t, S) and let t be the first such time instant. By the definition of t and t′ , t > t′ ≥
Φmax + Tmax and t − 1 ≥ Φmax + Tmax hold. Therefore, LAG(t − Tmax − 1, S) = LAG(t − 1, S)
holds. Thus, by Lemma 25, we have
(∀τi : lagi (t − Tmax − 1, S) = lagi (t − 1, S)).

(26)

Since Ti divides Tmax , by (26) and Lemma 14(a) (with t and c replaced by t − Tmax − 1 and
hi , respectively), we have the following property.
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Property Q: Any task with no pending job at t − Tmax − 1 has no pending job at t − 1.
Let τ ′ ⊆ τ be the set of tasks with pending jobs at t − Tmax − 1. Let τi,k be the earliest
pending job of τi ∈ τ ′ at t − Tmax − 1. By Def. 16, (26) and Lemma 14(b) (with t and c
replaced by t − Tmax − 1 and hi , respectively), τi,k+hi is the earliest pending job of τi at
t − 1. Since τi releases jobs periodically, we have yi,k+hi = yi,k + hi Ti = yi,k + Tmax . Thus,
the tasks in τ ′ have the same priority ordering at both t − Tmax − 1 and t − 1, which along
with Property Q implies that the same set of tasks execute during both [t − Tmax − 1) and
[t − 1, t). Hence, A(t − Tmax − 1, t − Tmax , S) = A(t − 1, t, S). Since t − Tmax − 1 ≥ Φmax ,
we have A(t − Tmax − 1, t − Tmax , I) = A(t − 1, t, I). Thus, by (5) we have
LAG(t, S) = LAG(t − 1, S) + A(t − 1, t, I) − A(t − 1, t, S)
= {Since LAG(t − 1, S) = LAG(t + Tmax − 1)}
LAG(t − Tmax − 1, S) + A(t − 1, t, I) − A(t − 1, t, S)
= {Since A(t − 1, t, S) = A(t − Tmax − 1, t − Tmax , S) and
A(t − 1, t, I) = A(t − Tmax − 1, t − Tmax , I)}
= LAG(t − Tmax − 1, S) + A(t − Tmax − 1, t − Tmax , I)
− A(t − Tmax − 1, t − Tmax , S)
= {By (5)}
LAG(t − Tmax , S),
◀

a contradiction.

▶ Corollary 40. If there is a time instant t′ ≥ Φmax + Tmax such that LAG(t′ − Tmax , S) =
LAG(t′ , S) holds, then lagi (t − Tmax , S) = lagi (t, S) holds for any t ≥ t′ and τi ∈ τ .
Proof. Follows from Lemmas 39 and 25.

◀

For the task system in Ex. 3 and its GEDF schedule in Fig. 1(a), LAG(6, S) = LAG(12, S) holds.
Therefore, for all task τi and t ≥ 12, LAG(t−Tmax , S) = LAG(t, S) = 2 and lagi (t−Tmax , S) =
lagi (t, S) hold. We now show that there is a time instant t after Φmax + Tmax and at or
before Φmax + ETmax where LAG has the same value at t and t − Tmax . Therefore, the
schedule starts to cycle at or before Φmax + ETmax . Intuitively, LAG must increase by at
least 1.0 execution unit, if not equal, over each interval [Φmax + iTmax , Φmax + (i + 1)Tmax )
where 0 ≤ i < E. Therefore, since E = ⌈F + G + 1⌉, LAG at Φmax + ETmax must be more
than G, contradicting Lemma 38.
▶ Lemma 41. There is a time instant t ∈ [Φmax + Tmax , Φmax + ETmax ] such that LAG(t −
Tmax , S) = LAG(t, S) holds.
Proof. Assume LAG(t − Tmax , S) ̸= LAG(t, S) holds for all t ∈ [Φmax + Tmax , Φmax + ETmax ].
Let t be any arbitrary time instant in [Φmax + Tmax , Φmax + ETmax ]. Since t ≥ Φmax + Tmax ,
by Corollary 18, we have LAG(t − Tmax , S) ≤ LAG(t, S). Thus, LAG(t − Tmax , S) < LAG(t, S)
holds. Since tasks release jobs periodically and t − Tmax ≥ Φmax holds, we have
A(t − Tmax , t, I) = U Tmax .

(27)
Pn

P n Ci
h i Ci
i=1
Since U =
. Therefore, U Tmax =
i=1 Ti and hi = Tmax /Ti , we have U =
Tmax
Pn
h
C
.
Since
both
h
and
C
are
integers,
U
T
is
also
an
integer.
By (5), we have
i
i
i
i
max
i=1
A(t − Tmax , t, S) = A(t − Tmax , t, I) + LAG(t − Tmax , S) − LAG(t, S)
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< {Since LAG(t − Tmax , S) < LAG(t, S)}
A(t − Tmax , t, I)
= {Since A(t − Tmax , t, I) = U Tmax }
U Tmax

(28)

Since U Tmax and A(t − Tmax , t, S) are integers, by (28) we have
A(t − Tmax , t, S) ≤ U Tmax − 1.

(29)

Now, by (5), we have
LAG(Φmax + ETmax , S) = LAG(Φmax , S) + A(Φmax , Φmax + ETmax , I)
− A(Φmax , Φmax + ETmax , S)
= {Since [Φmax , Φmax + ETmax ) =
∪E−1
i=0 [Φmax + iTmax , Φmax + (i + 1)Tmax ).}
E−1

LAG(Φmax , S) +

X

(A(Φmax + iTmax , Φmax + (i + 1)Tmax , I)

i=0

− A(Φmax + iTmax , Φmax + (i + 1)Tmax , S))
≥ {Substituting t = Φmax + (i + 1)Tmax in (27) and (29)}
E−1

LAG(Φmax , S) +

X

(U Tmax − U Tmax + 1)

i=0
E−1

= LAG(Φmax , S) +

X

1

i=0

≥ {By Lemma 37 and Def. 35}
−F +F +G+1
> G,

a contradiction to Lemma 38.

◀

We now show that a job with the maximum tardiness must complete execution at or before
Φmax + ETmax by Lemma 42 and Theorem 43.
▶ Lemma 42. If there is a time instant t′ ≥ Φmax + Tmax such that LAG(t′ − Tmax , S) =
LAG(t′ , S) holds and xi is the maximum tardiness of any of task τi ’s jobs that complete
execution at or before t′ in S, then the tardiness of τi is xi in S.
Proof. Assume that the tardiness of τi is more than xi and let τi,k be the first job with
tardiness exceeding xi . Let t be the time instant when τi,k finishes execution. Then, t > t′
holds. Since LAG(t′ − Tmax , S) = LAG(t′ , S) and t − 1 ≥ t′ hold, by Corollary 40, we have
lagi (t − Tmax − 1, S) = lagi (t − 1, S). Since hi = Tmax /Ti and τi,k is pending at t − 1,
substituting t and c in Lemma 14(b) by t − 1 and −hi , respectively, τi,k−hi is pending at
t − 1 − Tmax . Therefore, τi,k−hi finishes execution at or after t − Tmax . Hence, we have
fi,k−hi − di,k−hi ≥ t − Tmax − di,k−hi
= {Since τi releases periodically, di,k−hi = di,k − hi Ti }
t − Tmax − di,k + hi Ti
= {By the definition of t and Def. 16}
fi,k − di,k .
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Therefore, max{0, fi,k−hi − di,k−hi } ≥ max{0, fi,k − di,k } holds and τi,k ’s tardiness cannot
exceed τi,k−hi ’s tardiness.
◀
For the task system in Ex. 3 and its GEDF schedule in Fig. 1(a), LAG(t−Tmax , S) = LAG(t, S)
holds for the first time at time 12. Job τ3,1 has the maximum tardiness in S.
▶ Theorem 43. If the maximum tardiness of a task τi ’s jobs that completes at or before
Φmax + ETmax is xi in S, then the tardiness of τi is xi in S.
Proof. By Lemma 41, there is a time instant t ∈ [Φmax + Tmax , Φmax + ETmax ] such that
LAG(t − Tmax , S) = LAG(t, S) holds. Let zi be the maximum tardiness of τi ’s jobs that
complete execution at or before t in S. By Lemma 42, the tardiness of τi is zi . Since
t ∈ [Φmax + Tmax , Φmax + ETmax ], by the definition of xi , zi ≤ xi holds. Since the tardiness
of τi in S is zi , zi ≥ xi holds. Therefore, xi = zi .
◀
By Theorems 30 and 43, if the maximum tardiness of τi ’s jobs that complete at or before
Φmax + ETmax is xi in a GEL schedule S satisfying (B), then τi ’s tardiness is at most xi in a
GEL schedule S ′ not satisfying (B).
Deriving tardiness. By Theorem 43, we can determine an exact tardiness bound of each
task by simulating a schedule up to time Φmax + ETmax . By Def. 35, we have F =
P
Pn
Pn
Pn
C (1 − ui ) ≤
T u ≤ Tmax i=1 ui ≤ mTmax . By Def. 35,
n−1
i=1
i=1 Ci =
P i i
Plargest i
G = ⌈U ⌉−1 largest (Tmax +Yi −Ymin )ui ≤ m−1 largest (Tmax +Ymax ) = (m−1)(Tmax +Ymax )
holds. Therefore, we have E = ⌈F + G + 1⌉ ≤ ⌈mTmax + (m − 1)(Tmax + Ymax ) + 1⌉. Since
scheduling decisions at each time instant are determined in polynomial time, simulating a
schedule up to time Φmax + ETmax takes pseudo-polynomial time. By Lemma 42, we can
terminate the simulation early at time t ≥ Φmax + Tmax by checking whether LAG(t, S) =
LAG(t − Tmax , S) holds. This would require storing the last Tmax values of LAG at any time.
We can also store one value of LAG at any time, e.g., the last time instant that is multiple
of Tmax , and check for LAG-equality Tmax time after the last-stored instance. This would
require simulating for at most Tmax time units more than that required when Tmax values of
LAG are stored. We note that this method can be adapted for non-pseudo-harmonic systems
with Tmax and G replaced with H and a corresponding upper bound on LAG, respectively.

5

Experiments

We now present the results of simulation experiments we conducted to evaluate our tardiness
bounds and the effectiveness of our approach to derive exact tardiness bounds.
We generated task systems randomly for systems with 4 to 32 processors. We chose
light, medium, heavy, or wide task utilizations, for which task utilizations were uniformly
distributed in [0.01, 0.3], [0.3, 0.7], [0.7, 1], and [0.01, 1], respectively. We chose task periods
uniformly from {4, 5, 10, 20, 25, 50, 100}ms. In case there was no task with a period of 100ms,
we randomly chose a task and scaled its parameters to set its period to 100ms. We rounded
down each execution cost to its nearest integer and disregarded any task if its execution cost
became zero. We chose the offset of each task randomly between 0 and its period. For each
utilization cap m and utilization distribution, we generated 1,000 task systems by adding
tasks until five attempts to add a next task without exceeding the utilization cap failed. To
compare tardiness bounds with respect to system utilization, we considered a 24-processor
platform and generated 1,000 task systems for each utilization cap within [16, 24] with a step
size of 0.5.
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Figure 6 Average and maximum relative tardiness with respect to the number of processors and
system utilizations.

We used relative tardiness bounds as our evaluation metric, where a task’s relative tardiness
is computed by dividing its tardiness by its period. For each task system, we computed exact
tardiness bounds using Theorem 43 and tardiness bounds using Theorem 28 under GEDF
(EDF-EXT and EDF-TGT, respectively) and FIFO (FIFO-EXT and FIFO-TGT, respectively).
We also computed tardiness bounds under GEDF and FIFO using methods by Devi and
Anderson [9] (EDF-DA), and Leontyev and Anderson [19] (FIFO-LA), respectively. We did not
compare against the tighter bounds under GEDF from [12, 27] as they are computationally
expensive to compute and have trends similar to EDF-DA [27] (In our attempt to compute
tardiness bounds from [27] using the most efficient implementation from [18], we found that
computing tardiness bounds for a task system on 16 or more processors can take several
hours to complete). We measured the time taken to compute EDF-EXT and FIFO-EXT for
each task system. We present a representative selection of our results in Fig. 6.
▶ Observation 1. For heavy utilizations, the average relative tardiness bound for EDF-TGT
was 7.58% smaller than for EDF-DA for large processor counts (at least 12 processors). The
maximum relative tardiness bound for EDF-TGT was 56.83% smaller than for EDF-DA. The
average and maximum relative tardiness bounds for FIFO-TGT were 58.47% and 83.70%
smaller than for FIFO-LA, respectively.
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This can be seen in insets (a) and (b) of Fig. 6. While the mean for EDF-DA can be smaller
than that for EDF-TGT for smaller processor counts (Fig. 6(a)), the maximum for EDF-DA
is generally larger than for EDF-TGT (Fig. 6(b)). This is because EDF-DA and FIFO-LA tend
to be larger when task utilizations are large.
▶ Observation 2. For light utilizations, the average and maximum relative tardiness bounds
for EDF-TGT were 1199% and 447% larger than for EDF-DA, respectively. The average and
maximum relative tardiness bounds for FIFO-TGT were 90.47% and 13.65% larger than for
FIFO-LA, respectively.
This can be seen in Fig. 6(c). EDF-DA (resp., FIFO-LA) is tighter than EDF-TGT (resp.,
FIFO-TGT) for light per-task utilizations. This is because EDF-DA and FIFO-LA are functions
of the sum of largest m − 1 task utilizations, while EDF-TGT and FIFO-TGT do not depend
on task utilizations. Note that it is possible to derive a tardiness bound that is a function of
task utilizations by a method similar to [9,19] using the upper bound on LAG from Lemma 38.
▶ Observation 3. Across all task systems, the average relative tardiness for EDF-EXT and
FIFO-EXT was 0.09 and 0.17, respectively. The maximum relative tardiness for EDF-EXT and
FIFO-EXT was 4.75 and 14.0, respectively. For heavy and light utilizations, the average relative
tardiness for EDF-EXT was 1.11% larger and 99.9% smaller than FIFO-EXT, respectively.
This can be seen in insets (a), (b), and (c) of Fig. 6. Average and maximum relative tardiness
are usually smaller under GEDF than FIFO. However, average and maximum tardiness can
be larger under GEDF than FIFO (see Ex. 33).
▶ Observation 4. For heavy utilizations and high system utilization, the average relative
tardiness for EDF-EXT was larger than FIFO-EXT. For the remaining utilization distributions,
the average relative tardiness for EDF-EXT were smaller than FIFO-EXT.
This can be seen in insets (d), (e), and (f) of Fig. 6. GEDF has smaller average relative
tardiness than FIFO on average.
▶ Observation 5. Across all task systems, the average time to compute EDF-EXT and
FIFO-EXT was 386 and 64.5 ms, respectively. The maximum time to compute EDF-EXT and
FIFO-EXT was 6.95 and 0.63 sec, respectively. (These computations were done on 2.50 GHz
Intel processors with 30M cache and 256GB RAM.)
This implies that exact tardiness bounds can often be efficiently computed. The running
time increases when the number of processors is large. Note that the running time may
increase significantly when Tmax is large.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a tardiness bound for pseudo-harmonic periodic tasks under
GEL schedulers. This is the first tardiness bound under any practical global scheduler that
does not increase with respect to the number of tasks or processors. We have shown the
tightness of our bound and provided a method to determine similar tardiness bounds for
pseudo-harmonic sporadic tasks. We have also provided a method to compute exact tardiness
bounds for pseudo-harmonic periodic tasks under GEL schedulers.
Several other issues regarding tardiness under global schedulers remain unresolved. For
example, we plan to investigate whether non-preemptive GEL schedulers provide tardiness
bounds that do not depend on the processor or task count for pseudo-harmonic task systems.
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We also want to investigate whether a similar tardiness bound exists for non-pseudo-harmonic
task systems under any GEL scheduler. Finally, we want to devise faster methods to compute
exact tardiness bounds for both pseudo-harmonic and non-pseudo-harmonic task systems.
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1

Introduction

This paper investigates the feasibility analysis problem for C-DAG tasks: the problem of
determining whether a given real-time workload which is specified in the Conditional Directed
Acyclic Graph task (C-DAG) model [6, 17] and is to be implemented upon a particular
multiprocessor platform, can be scheduled to always complete by a specified deadline. Since it
follows from earlier results [19] that a simpler version of this problem, in which the workload is
specified as a DAG (i.e., without any conditional nodes) is already NP-hard in the strong sense,
we should not expect to obtain algorithms with polynomial or pseudo-polynomial running
times that solve our problem exactly. Two approaches to such feasibility analysis problems
(i.e., those that are provably NP-hard in the strong sense) have previously been investigated
in the real-time literature: (i) design approximation algorithms that run in polynomial or
pseudo-polynomial time; or (ii) derive exact algorithms that (necessarily, assuming P ̸= NP)
run in exponential time. The latter approach is often based upon transforming the feasibility
analysis problem into an integer linear program (ILP), and leveraging the tremendous recent
improvements that have been obtained in the performance of ILP solvers to achieve running
times that are acceptable in practice for reasonably large problem instances. In this paper
we prove that an approach based on transformation to ILPs is unlikely to be applicable to
the general C-DAG feasibility-analysis problem – to our knowledge, this is amongst the first
feasibility-analysis problems for which such a negative result regarding the use of ILPs has
been obtained in the real-time literature. We also identify an important restricted case for
which ILP-solvers can in fact prove helpful: this special case essentially limits the number of
conditional constructs that may be present.
Our Contributions. Two major technical results are proved in this paper:
1. the C-DAG feasibility analysis problem is pspace complete; and
2. it is in NP if the number of conditional constructs is a priori bounded by a constant.
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s1

• G′1 = (V1′ , E1′ ) •

t1

c1

c2

s2

• G′2 = (V2′ , E2′ ) •

Vertices s1 and t1 (vertices s2 and t2 , resp.)
are the sole source vertex and sink vertex of
G′1 (of G′2 , resp.).

t2

Figure 1 A canonical conditional construct.

While at first glance these may appear to be highly theoretical results that are a poor fit for
ECRTS, we will establish that they do in fact have major implications to real-time systems
design and implementation. We will show that it follows from our first result that it is highly
unlikely we will be able to solve general C-DAG feasibility analysis problems in polynomial
time even when calls to an ILP solver are “for free” (and hence, regardless of how good
your ILP solver may be). The second result clearly shows that the root cause of this is
the presence of the conditional constructs, and thereby demarcates the boundary between
feasibility-analysis problems that are efficiently transformable to ILPs and those that are
not. We also offer evidence that the size of the ILP for solving an instance of this restricted
case grows exponentially with the number of conditional constructs that are present. This in
turn suggests a design guideline: conditional constructs be considered as a scarce “resource”
to be used only when their increased expressiveness is essential, since their presence can slow
down feasibility analysis exponentially.
Organization. The remainder of this manuscript is organized as follows. We describe the
Conditional DAG model in Section 2, and briefly review some needed results from complexity
theory in Section 3. Our main technical results are in Section 4 (the pspace completeness
proof) and Section 5 (the more tractable special case). We conclude in Section 6 by listing
some additional implications of our findings and placing these within the context of related
research, and briefly list some interesting directions for future research.

2

The Conditional DAG (C-DAG) Model

Task models based upon Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) seek to expose parallelism in realtime workloads: the sporadic DAG model [7] (see [4, Chapter 21] for a text-book description)
is an early example. A task in this model is specified as a 3-tuple (G, D, T ), where G is a
directed acyclic graph (DAG), and D and T are positive integers representing the relative
deadline and period parameters of the task respectively. The task repeatedly releases dag-jobs,
each of which is a collection of sequential jobs. Successive dag-jobs are released a duration
of at least T time units apart. The DAG G is specified as G = (V, E), where V is a set of
vertices and E a set of directed edges between these vertices. Each v ∈ V represents a job,
which corresponds to the execution of a sequential piece of code and is characterized by a
worst-case execution time (WCET). The edges represent dependencies between the jobs:
if (v1 , v2 ) ∈ E then job v1 must complete execution before job v2 can begin execution. A
release of a dag-job of the task at time-instant t means that all |V | jobs v ∈ V are released
at t. If a dag-job is released at time t then all |V | jobs that were released at t must complete
execution by time t + D.
Conditional DAG tasks. The Conditional DAG (C-DAG) task model was introduced [6, 17]
to model the execution of conditional (e.g., if-then-else) constructs in parallel real-time
code. A C-DAG task, too, is specified as a 3-tuple (G, D, T ), where G = (V, E) is a DAG,
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and D and T are positive integers denoting the relative deadline and period parameters of
the task. They differ from regular sporadic DAGs in that certain vertices ∈ V are designated
as conditional vertices that are defined in matched pairs, each such pair defining a conditional
construct. Let (c1 , c2 ) be such a pair in the DAG G = (V, E) – see Figure 1. Informally
speaking, vertex c1 represents a point in the code where a conditional expression is evaluated
and, depending upon the outcome of this evaluation, control will subsequently flow along
one of two different possible branches. It is required that these two different branches meet
again at a common point in the code, represented by the vertex c2 . More formally,
1. There are two outgoing edges from c1 in E (say, to the vertices s1 and s2 ), and two
incoming edges to c2 (say, from the vertices t1 and t2 ), in E – see Figure 1.
2. For each ℓ ∈ {1, 2}, let Vℓ′ ⊆ V and Eℓ′ ⊆ E denote all the vertices and edges on paths
reachable from sℓ that do not include vertex c2 . By definition, sℓ is the sole source vertex
def
of the DAG G′ℓ = (Vℓ′ , Eℓ′ ). Vertex tℓ must be the sole sink vertex of G′ℓ .
T
3. It must hold that V1′ V2′ = ∅. Additionally for each ℓ ∈ {1, 2}, with the exception of
(c1 , sℓ ) there should be no edges in E into vertices in Vℓ′ from vertices that are not in Vℓ′ .
Edges (v1 , v2 ) between pairs of vertices neither of which are conditional nodes represent precedence constraints exactly as in traditional sporadic DAGs, while edges involving conditional
nodes represent conditional execution of code. More specifically, let (c1 , c2 ) denote a defined
pair of conditional vertices that together define a conditional construct. The semantics of
conditional DAG execution mandate that
After the job c1 completes execution, exactly one of its two successor jobs becomes eligible
to execute; it is not known beforehand which successor job this may be.
Job c2 begins to execute upon the completion of exactly one of its two predecessor jobs.
In the remainder of this paper we make the simplifying assumption that each of the conditional
vertices c1 and c2 demarcating a conditional construct has zero execution time.
The C-DAG feasibility analysis problem. We are interested, from a real-time systems
perspective, in understanding how to implement specified collections of C-DAG tasks upon
a shared multiprocessor platform in a correct and resource-efficient manner. The federated
scheduling paradigm [15], in which each task is restricted to execute upon a specified subset of
the processors (and each processor is assigned to no more than one task), is a widely-studied
approach for implementing collections of tasks represented using DAG-based models upon
multiprocessor platforms. It is readily seen that federated scheduling of constrained-deadline
tasks – tasks (G, D, T ) for which the deadline parameter D is no larger than the period T –
reduces to the problem of scheduling a single C-DAG upon a dedicated set of processors within
a duration not exceeding the relative deadline parameter. Hence the problem considered in
this paper is this:
▶ Definition 1 (The C-DAG feasibility analysis problem). Given a C-DAG G, a number m ∈ N
of processors upon which G is to execute, and a relative deadline parameter D, determine
whether it is feasible to schedule G on the m processors such that it always completes execution
within an interval of duration D, regardless of which conditional constructs in G evaluate to
true and which evaluate to false?
⌟
The problem definition above is incomplete: several variants can be defined based upon
restrictions that are placed on how jobs may execute. For instance permitting or prohibiting
preemption results in different variants. Variants may be also be defined based upon which
processors each job is allowed to execute on:
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global: any job may execute upon any processor, and the decision as to which processor a job
executes upon may be made at run-time. When preemption is permitted, a preempted
job may resume execution upon a different processor.
partitioned: each job may execute upon only one processor, and the determination as to
which processor a job executes upon is made prior to run-time.
restricted (or typed [13]): each job is pre-assigned to a particular processor. I.e., a mapping
from vertices to processors is provided as part of the problem specifications.

Why this is a difficult problem. It has been widely recognized [11, 6, 17, 22] that combinatorial explosion is a major reason why C-DAG feasibility analysis is such a difficult problem:
exponentially many different combinations of outcomes are possible of the evaluation of the
conditional constructs in a single task, each of which may require a very different collection
of jobs to be scheduled for execution. There is, however, an additional aspect to the difficulty
of this problem that has received somewhat less attention: its inherently on line nature.
Consider the following simple illustrative example for a typed C-DAG (i.e., where vertices
are pre-assigned to individual processors):

D←4

D
H1

A

H2

E
B

F

J

C

G

K

Example: Each vertex has WCET equal to one (except the
conditional vertices – recall they have WCET zero). Processor
assignments are color-coded: A, H1 , & H2 share a processor, as
do B, C, J, & K; D & F ; and E & G.
If the conditional construct executes D, then C should execute
during [0, 1] – otherwise the “blue” processor will idle over [2, 3].
Else (i.e., the conditional construct executes E), B should execute during [0, 1].

There are two possible outcomes of the sole conditional construct, and it may be verified that
upon either outcome the set of vertices that must be executed is individually schedulable.
However, which of vertices B or C, both assigned to the same processor, should execute
over time-interval [0, 1] necessarily differs in these two schedules and hence depends upon
the outcome of the conditional construct’s evaluation. But the conditional construct is only
executed after time-instant 1, and hence this information is revealed too late. Thus this
C-DAG is infeasible despite the sets of vertices needing to be executed upon either outcome
being feasible.

Summarizing Prior Complexity Results. Ullman showed [19] that it is NP-complete in
the strong sense to determine whether a given DAG can be scheduled to meet a specified
deadline under global or partitioned scheduling upon an identical multiprocessor platform,
regardless of whether preemption is permitted or forbidden. Jansen subsequently showed [13]
that feasibility analysis of DAGs is NP-hard in the strong sense for restricted/ typed C-DAGs
(where each job is pre-assigned to a particular processor), again under both preemptive and
non-preemptive scheduling. Since these basic problems are already NP-hard in the strong
sense, so are the corresponding problems for the more general C-DAG model. It is easily
seen that all these problems are also in NP for (regular) DAGs.
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The innermost (blue) solid line represents the problems in
P, the intermediate (teal) one includes problems that are in
NP, and the outermost (red) one further includes problems
that are in pspace. The dotted black line depicts the class
PNP .
As shown in the Venn diagram, the problem of solving ILPs
is in NP but not in P (assuming P̸=NP).

Figure 2 Venn diagram depicting the relationship between some complexity classes.

3

Computational Complexity: Some Background

We now provide a brief introduction to concepts of computational complexity theory that are
used in this manuscript.1 We will make reference to the following four complexity classes:
1. P is the set of problems that can be solved by algorithms with running time polynomial
in the size of their inputs.
2. NP is the set of problems that can be verified by algorithms with running time polynomial
in the size of their inputs.
3. PNP is the set of problems that can be solved in polynomial time by an algorithm that
has access to an oracle for some NP-complete problem, where an oracle can be thought
of as a “black box” that is able to solve a specific decision problem in a single step.
4. pspace is the set of problems that can be solved by algorithms using an amount of space
(memory) that is polynomial in the size of their inputs. Since this complexity class has
not previously been widely used in real-time scheduling theory, we discus it a bit more
below, and provide some intuition of its relationship to C-DAG feasibility analysis.

It is widely believed, although not proved, that P ⊊ NP ⊊ PNP ⊊ pspace – see Figure 2.
PSPACE. The class pspace can be thought of as representing the existence of a winning
strategy for a particular player in bounded-length perfect-information games that can be
played in polynomial time. I.e., consider a two-player game where players alternate making
moves for a total of n moves. Given moves m1 , . . . , mn by the players, let M (m1 , . . . , mn ) = 1
if and only if player 1 has won the game. Then player 1 has a winning strategy in the game
if and only if there exists a move m1 that player 1 can make such that for every possible
response m2 of player 2 there is a move m3 for player 1, . . . and so on. Formalizations of
many popular two-player games, including checkers, generalized geography, and Sokoban,
have been proven to be pspace-complete [12].
We can cast C-DAG feasibility in this two-player game framework. Given a C-DAG and
a deadline D, then the first move of player 1 (the scheduler) is to decide the set of jobs to
be scheduled until the first branch is executed; then player 2 (the environment) decides the
outcome of the branch. The game continues until the scheduling is completed and the first
player wins the game if and only if its strategy is able to complete the schedule in D time
units for all outcomes of branches (i.e. all decisions of the second player).

1

In order to keep things simple the presentation in this section is intentionally informal and not always
precise: for instance, while most of the concepts discussed below differ in their applicability to decision
problems – those for which there is a “yes/ no” answer – and optimization problems, we do not make
this distinction here but treat both decision and optimization problems in similar fashion.
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ILP solvers. Determining whether an integer linear program (ILP) has a solution or not is
known to be NP-complete in the strong sense [14]. Assuming P ̸= NP, this implies that ILP
solvers with polynomial or pseudo-polynomial running time cannot be developed. Despite
this inherent intractability, however, the optimization community has devoted immense effort
to devise very efficient implementations of ILP solvers, and highly optimized libraries with
such efficient implementations are widely available today in both open-source and commercial
offerings. Modern ILP solvers, executing upon powerful computing clusters, are commonly
capable of solving ILPs with tens of thousands of variables and constraints.

4

C-DAG feasibility analysis is PSPACE-complete

One of our main results is a negative one: that the C-DAG feasibility analysis problem
(Definition 1) is pspace-hard for all the variants – preemptive and non-preemptive; global and
partitioned and restricted (or typed) – described in Section 2. As stated in Section 3 above, a
pspace complete problem is highly unlikely to be in NP or PNP ; hence we cannot solve it in
polynomial time by making additional calls to an ILP-solver, even if each such call took Θ(1)
(i.e., constant) time. In the remainder of this section we will prove this intractability result
for the variant2 of the C-DAG feasibility analysis problem where preemption is permitted
and migration is restricted (i.e., each job is pre-assigned to a particular processor):
▶ Theorem 1. The C-DAG feasibility problem when each job is pre-assigned to a particular
processor is pspace complete.
It is trivial to show that this problem is in pspace – an algorithm that repeatedly simulates
the scheduling of the C-DAG under all possible combinations of outcomes of the conditional
constructs would require polynomial space. The rest of this section is devoted to proving
that this problem is also pspace-hard. (Note that this hardness result strengthens a recent
result [2] showing this problem to be hard for the complexity class co-NPNP , since the
near-consensus view in computational complexity theory is that the class co-NP NP is strictly
contained in the class pspace.) pspace-hardness for our C-DAG feasibility analysis problem
is proved by deriving a polynomial-time reduction to the C-DAG feasibility analysis problem
from the following problem, which has previously [18, 21] been shown to be pspace complete:
▶ Definition 2 (The Quantified Boolean Formula Problem (QBF)).
Instance. A boolean formula in the following form:
∃x1 ∀y1 ∃x2 ∀y2 . . . ∃xn ∀yn

m
^

ℓj,1 ∨ ℓj,2 ∨ ℓj,3



(1)

j=1

where each xi and each yi is a boolean variable, and each ℓj,k is one of the xi or yi Boolean
variables or its negation.
Question. Does this formula evaluate to true?
⌟
We will describe a polynomial-time algorithm that accepts as input a Boolean formula of
the form given in Expression 1 above, and outputs a C-DAG, an assignment of jobs of the
def
C-DAG to processors, and a deadline D = 2n + 3, such that the C-DAG can complete
2

We have also proved this result for the variant that allows for global preemptive scheduling. We are
choosing to present the variant with pre-assigned processors for pedagogical reasons: the main ideas in
the proof of the hardness of the global preemptive case are also revealed in this proof while a lot of
grungy details that are not particularly novel but must be addressed for the global preemptive version
are not needed here.
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execution by the deadline if and only if Expression 1 is true. Since QBF is known to be
pspace-complete, this polynomial-time reduction from QBF to C-DAG feasibility analysis
suffices to show that C-DAG feasibility analysis is pspace hard. We start with a high-level
overview of our polynomial-time reduction.
We will define three kinds of “gadgets” – subgraphs that have each been designed to
achieve some particular purpose – in Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3. The first kind is used to
represent the clauses in Expression 1; the second, the existentially quantified (i.e., xi )
variables and the third, the universally quantified (i.e., yi ) variables. Our C-DAG will be
the union of m gadgets of the first kind, n gadgets of the second kind, and n gadgets of
the third kind.
For each boolean variable xi (yi , respectively), our C-DAG will have two jobs labeled Xi
and ¬Xi (Yi and ¬Yi , respectively). We will state that job Xi “corresponds to” literal
xi and job ¬Xi corresponds to the literal ¬xi (analogously, that Yi corresponds to yi and
¬Yi corresponds to ¬yi ).
We will see, in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, that we construct the gadgets for the xi ’s and the yi ’s
in a manner that enforces the constraint that at most one of each pair of jobs Xi and ¬Xi
(Yi and ¬Yi , respectively) can execute to completion by time-instant 2n in any schedule.
We can think of all these jobs that complete execution by time-instant 2n as defining a
truth assignment to the 2n variables {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn } ∪ {y1 , y2 , . . . , yn }: boolean variable
xi is assigned true if job Xi is executed and false if ¬Xi is executed, and analogously
for the yi variables.3 Furthermore, we will see in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 that such a truth
assignment happens in a manner that is consistent with the order and interpretation of
the quantifiers upon the boolean variables.
We will show, in Section 4.1 below, that the gadget representing each clause will complete
by the deadline if and only if at least one of the literals in the clause evaluates to true
in the truth assignment defined as above. Therefore, the gadgets representing all the
clauses can complete by the deadline if and only if the truth assignment defined above is
a satisfying one for all the clauses.
We detail the construction of the three kinds of gadgets in Sections 4.1–4.3; in Section 4.4
we show that the C-DAG thus obtained is feasible if and only if Expression 1 is true, and
hence this is indeed a polynomial-time reduction from QBF to C-DAG feasibility analysis.

4.1

Gadget for representing the clause (ℓj,1 ∨ ℓj,2 ∨ ℓj,3 )

For the j’th clause (ℓj,1 ∨ ℓj,2 ∨ ℓj,3 ), we have four jobs with precedence constraints as
depicted in Figure 3, all of which are assigned to a single dedicated processor. The WCET
of each job is written above the job in Figure 3. We will say that each of the three unit-sized
jobs “represents” one of the three literals in the clause. Observe that the sum of the
WCETs of the four jobs is 2n + 1 + 1 + 1 = 2n + 3, which equals the deadline D; since all
these jobs are assigned to the same processor the processor must therefore never idle over
[0, D] in schedules that meet the deadline. This enforces the following schedule for these jobs:
1. the job with WCET 2n must execute over the interval [0, 2n], and
2. at least one of the three unit-sized jobs, each of which has one additional input edge from
the job corresponding to the literal that it represents, must become eligible to execute at
time-instant 2n.

3

If neither Xi nor ¬Xi (neither Yi nor ¬Yi , respectively) are executed for any i, the truth assignment
will be a partial one.
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Edge from vertex ℓj,1
Edge from vertex ℓj,2

1
ℓj,1
1

2n

ℓj,2
1
Edge from vertex ℓj,3

ℓj,3

These four jobs are all assigned to the same processor; no other jobs are assigned to this processor. The
WCET of each job is written above the job (i.e., the
job with no predecessors has WCET = 2n and the
other three jobs each have WCET = 1). Each of the
unit-sized jobs represents a literal of the clause; the
dotted lines represent edges from the jobs that correspond to the literals (the notions of representation and
correspondence are both explained in Section 4).

Figure 3 “Gadget” representing the j’th clause.

Equivalently, in order for the part of the C-DAG we are constructing that is represented by
this gadget to complete by the deadline, it is necessary that the truth assignment defined
by the Xi , the ¬Xi , the Yi and the ¬Yi jobs that completed execution by time-instant 2n
have at least one of the literals ℓj,1 , ℓj,2 , and ℓj,3 assigned the value true. I.e., this truth
assignment must be a satisfying one for the clause (ℓj,1 ∨ ℓj,2 ∨ ℓj,3 ).
Hence all m gadgets of the form depicted in Figure 3, constructed for all m clauses in
Expression 1, can complete by the deadline if and only if the truth assignment defined by
the Xi , the ¬Xi , the Yi and the ¬Yi jobs that completed execution by time-instant 2n is
a satisfying one for each of the clauses in the QBF given in Expression 1. This is formally
stated in Fact 1:
▶ Fact 1. A schedule can complete the jobs representing (as depicted in Figure 3) all m
clauses by the deadline D = 2n + 3 if and only if the truth assignment, defined by the jobs
S
in 1≤i≤n {Xi , ¬Xi , Yi , ¬Yi } that have executed to completion by time-instant 2n in the
schedule, is a satisfying assignment for all the clauses.
⌟
Requirements of the remaining gadgets. The remainder of the C-DAG – i.e., the gadgets
for the xi and the yi boolean variables – must ensure that this truth assignment that is
defined by the Xi , the ¬Xi , the Yi and the ¬Yi jobs that completed execution by time-instant
2n is an accurate reflection of the alternating quantifiers in Expression 1:
∃x1 ∀y1 ∃x2 ∀y2 . . . ∃xn ∀yn
This desired alternation of quantifiers is achieved by ensuring the C-DAG is constructed to
enforce the requirement that for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
1. Prior to time-instant 2n, in any correct schedule the scheduler can execute the pair of
jobs Xi and ¬Xi , both of which are assigned to the same processor, only over the interval
[2i − 2, 2i − 1] – see Figure 4. Therefore, it can choose to execute only one of this pair
of jobs to completion prior to time-instant 2n. (We will also see that it can execute the
other job in the pair over [2n, 2n + 1]; hence both complete by time-instant 2n + 1.)
2. Prior to time-instant 2n, in any correct schedule the scheduler can execute only one of
the pair of jobs Yi and ¬Yi , over the interval [2i − 1, 2i] – see Figure 4. The decision as to
which job in the pair is able to execute over [2i − 1, 2i] is not made by the scheduler, but
is determined during run-time based on whether certain conditional constructs evaluate to
true or false. (We will also see that the scheduler can execute the other job in the pair
over the time-interval [2n, 2n + 1]; hence both the jobs complete by time-instant 2n + 1.)
The existential quantification (∃) of the xi variables is reflected by the fact that the scheduler
gets to decide whether to execute Xi or ¬Xi over the interval [2i − 2, 2i − 1], while the
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The scheduler may choose to execute one of {Xi , ¬Xi } over
the interval [2i − 2, 2i − 1]. Run-time evaluation of conditional constructs enables only one of {Yi , ¬Yi } to execute
over interval [2i − 1, 2i].

Figure 4 Illustrating the schedule over [2i − 2, 2i] for each i.

universal quantification (∀) of the yi variables is reflected by the fact that the environment
(i.e., run-time conditions) determines which of Yi or ¬Yi to execute, and the scheduler must
make subsequent scheduling decisions for both outcomes (i.e., regardless of whether Yi or
¬Yi is the job that was selected) by the environment. Notice that the order of the quantifiers
is also maintained: the scheduler must decide to execute one of {Xi , ¬Xi } before one of
{Yi , ¬Yi } is scheduled. And after one of {Yi , ¬Yi } is chosen for execution by the environment,
the scheduler must decide to schedule one of {Xi+1 , ¬Xi+1 }, and so on. In this manner the
truth assignment to the variables {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn } ∪ {y1 , y2 , . . . , yn } that is defined by the
schedule based on the jobs that complete execution by time-instant 2n reflects the order and
alternation of the quantifiers in Expression 1.
It remains to describe how these restrictions on the execution of the Xi , ¬Xi , Yi , and ¬Yi
jobs in a manner that reflects the order and nature of the quantifiers is enforced – this we do
in describing our other two kinds of gadgets. As stated previously, we will have one gadget
for each xi variable and one for each yi variable; each gadget is defined on a unique set of
jobs that are assigned to a unique set of processors. Our C-DAG is the union of all 2n of
these gadgets and the m subgraphs of the form of Figure 3 (one per clause).

4.2

Gadget for enforcing the desired execution of Xi and ¬Xi

We first discuss the instantiation of this gadget for (i = 1), before subsequently describing
the general case. The four jobs labeled A1 , B1 , C1 and D1 depicted below serve to ensure
that prior to time-instant 2n the scheduler can execute the two jobs labeled X1 , ¬X1 only
over the time-interval [0, 1] in any correct schedule.
1
0
A1

X1

1
¬X1

1
B1

(2n − 1)
C1

3
D1

The jobs A1 , X1 , ¬X1 , and C1 are all assigned to one processor, while B1 and D1 are both
assigned to another processor; furthermore, these two processors are used for no other
purpose. (In these diagrams vertex colors encode their processor assignments.) Since the
chain of jobs B1 → C1 → D1 has cumulative WCET 1 + (2n − 1) + 3 = 2n + 3 which is
equal to the deadline D, these three jobs must execute without interruption. Hence in any
correct schedule the processor shared by jobs A1 , X1 , ¬X1 , and C1 is only available to jobs
X1 and ¬X1 during the interval [0, 1], and after time 2n. Thus at most one of these jobs
may complete execution prior to time-instant 2n, and this job must do so by executing over
the interval [0, 1]. (We point out that the other one may execute over the time-interval
[2n, 2n + 1] and thereby complete by time-instant 2n + 1.)
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1
Xi
(2i − 2)

P (1, i)
1

Ai
P (1, i)

For each job its WCET is written above, and the
processor to which it is assigned is written below, the
job.
A possible schedule for these jobs is depicted below, in
Gantt-chart form.

¬Xi
P (1, i)

(2i − 1)

(2n − (2i − 1))

Bi
P (2, i)

P (1, i)

P (2, i)

(2i − 2)
2i
(2i − 1)
Ai

P (1, i)

3
Di

Ci

2n + 2

2n
2n + 1

Xi

¬Xi

Ci

Bi

P (2, i)

Di

Figure 5 Gadget for Xi , comprising the four jobs Ai –Di plus the two jobs Xi and ¬Xi , and the
four edges shown, assigned to the two processors P (1, i) and P (2, i).

The gadget depicted in Figure 5 generalizes the one described above for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
In this figure the two processors upon which the jobs are to execute are named as P (1, i)
and P (2, i) – the processor to which each job is assigned is written below the job. A correct
schedule for the jobs upon these two processors is depicted as a Gantt chart below the gadget.

4.3

Gadget for enforcing the desired execution of Yi and ¬Yi

As with the xi ’s above, we first discuss the instantiation of this gadget for (i = 1); we will
subsequently generalize to arbitrary i. The eight jobs labeled E1 , F1 , G1 ,H1 , J1 , K1 , L1 ,
and M1 along with one conditional construct,4 and ten edges as depicted below, together
ensure that at most one of the two jobs labeled Y1 , ¬Y1 , execute over the time-interval [1, 2]
in any correct schedule while the other must execute after time-instant 2n; furthermore,
which of Y1 , ¬Y1 executes over [1, 2] is determined not by the scheduler but by which branch
of the conditional construct ends up being executed during run-time.
1
¬Y1

1
E1

1

(2n − 2)

3

J1

L1

G1

1
1
F1

H1
1

(2n − 2)

3

K1

M1

Y1

4

Recall that in this paper we are assuming that the two nodes demarcating the start and the end of a
conditional construct each have WCET zero.
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1
¬Yi

(2i − 1)

P (3, i)

(2n − 2i)

Ei

1

Ji

3
Li

Gi

P (3, i)

P (5, i)

P (3, i)

P (3, i)

1
(2i − 1)

Hi

(2n − 2i)

Fi

P (4, i)

Ki

3
Mi

1

P (4, i)

P (6, i)

P (4, i)

Yi
(2i − 2)
2i
(2i − 1)

2n + 2

2n

P (4, i)

2n + 1

P (3, i)

Ei

Gi

Ji

P (4, i)

Fi

Yi

Ki

¬Yi

P (5, i)

Li

P (6, i)

Mi

Figure 6 Gadget for Yi (discussed in Section 4.3).

These ten jobs (E1 –M1 , plus the jobs Y1 and ¬Y1 ) are assigned to four processors in the
following manner; no other jobs are assigned to any of these four processors5 ;
Jobs E1 , G1 , ¬Y1 and J1 are assigned to one processor.
Jobs F1 , H1 , Y1 and K1 are assigned to a second processor;
Job L1 is assigned to a third processor; and job M1 to a fourth processor.
Let us first suppose that during some execution of this C-DAG the conditional construct
takes the upper branch (i.e., causes job G1 to execute).
Since the WCETs of the chain of jobs E1 → G1 → J1 → L1 sum to the deadline 3n + 3,
this chain of jobs must execute without interruption in any correct schedule. This in
turn implies that job ¬Y1 , which is assigned to the same processor as jobs E1 , G1 , and
J1 , cannot execute prior to time-instant 2n. (It may execute over the interval [2n, 2n + 1]
since there are no other jobs assigned to its processor.)
In order for the chain E1 → G1 → J1 → L1 to be able to execute without interruption,
job F1 must execute over the time-interval [0, 1]. Furthermore, the chain of jobs K1 → M1
is only eligible to execute after the conditional construct completes: this happens when
job G1 completes (at time-instant 2). Note that jobs J1 and L1 must now execute without
interruption over the interval [2, 2n + 3] in order to meet the deadline D = 2n + 3.
Therefore, the processor shared by jobs F1 , H1 (which does not need to execute when the
conditional construct takes the upper branch), Y1 , and K1 , is only free over the interval
[1, 2] prior to time-instant 2n; this implies that the job Y1 must execute over the interval
[1, 2] if it is to complete prior to time-instant 2n.

5

As in Figure 5, processor assignments are color-coded in this diagram. (Note that a fresh set of processors
is used for each gadget and hence these colors do not “carry over” from Figure 5.)
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When the conditional construct takes the lower branch and causes H1 to execute, the situation
mirrors the one above: job ¬Y1 may execute over the interval [1, 2] but job Y1 may only
execute after time-instant 2n. Summarizing, we conclude that in a feasible schedule that
completes by the deadline D = 2n + 3, one of the two jobs Y1 , ¬Y1 may execute over the
interval [1, 2] and the other may execute over [2n, 2n + 1]; the determination as to which does
which is made during run-time based on whether the conditional construct evaluates to true
or false.
The gadget depicted in Figure 6 generalizes the one described above for all i,
1 ≤ i ≤ n. In this figure the four processors upon which the jobs are to execute are
named as P (3, i), P (4, i), P (5, i) and P (6, i); as in Figure 5, the processor to which each job
is assigned is again written below the job. A correct schedule for the jobs upon these four
processors is depicted as a Gantt chart below the gadget.
The restrictions upon the execution of the jobs Xi , ¬Xi , Yi , and ¬Yi that are enforced by
the gadgets of Figure 5 and Figure 6 are stated in Facts 2 and 3 below (also see Figure 4):
▶ Fact 2. For each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, a scheduler may complete at most one of the two jobs
{Xi , ¬Xi } by time-instant 2n in any correct schedule. The choice as to which of these two
jobs (if any) to complete by time-instant
S2n must be made by the
 scheduler after it has
{X
,
¬X
,
Y
,
¬Y
}
already been decided which of the jobs
will complete by time
j
j
j
j
1≤j<i
instant 2n.
▶ Fact 3. For each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, a scheduler may complete at most one of the two
jobs {Yi , ¬Yi } by time-instant 2n. The determination as to which of these two jobs (if
either) to complete by time-instant 2n is made based on the outcome of the execution
of a conditional construct during run-time,
after it has already been decided which of


S
S
{X
,
¬X
,
Y
,
¬Y
}
{X
,
¬X
}
will
complete
by time instant 2n.
⌟
j
j
j
j
i
i
1≤j<i

4.4

Putting the pieces together

Consider now the truth assignment to the 2n variables {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn } ∪ {y1 , y2 , . . . , yn } that
is defined by the schedule over [0, 2n] in the following manner: for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, boolean
variable xi is assigned true if job Xi is executed and false if ¬Xi is executed, and boolean
variable yi is assigned true if job Yi is executed and false if ¬Yi is executed. By Fact 2, a
value is assigned by the scheduler to xi in this assignment after values have been determined
for xj and yj variables for all j < i, while by Fact 3 the value of yi that is determined by the
execution of conditional constructs at run-time happens after values have been determined
for xj and yj variables for all j < i, as well as after the value of xi has been assigned by the
scheduler. Fact 4 follows.
▶ Fact 4. The truth assignment to the xi and yi variables defined by the execution of
Xi , ¬Xi , Yi , and ¬Yi jobs over [0, 2n] is done in a manner that is compliant with the order of
alternation of quantifiers in Expression 1.
⌟
Summarizing the reduction.
boolean formula

We have seen that the DAG we construct for a given quantified

∃x1 ∀y1 ∃x2 ∀y2 . . . ∃xn ∀yn

m
^
j=1

comprises

ℓj,1 ∨ ℓj,2 ∨ ℓj,3
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1. For each of the m clauses, a sub-graph with four vertices and six edges as depicted in
Figure 3 that is to execute upon a single processor;
2. For each of the n xi variables, a sub-graph with the six vertices and four edges as depicted
in Figure 5 that is to execute upon two processors; and
3. For each of the n yi variables, a sub-graph with the ten vertices, one conditional construct,
and ten edges as depicted in Figure 6 that is to execute upon four processors.
It is easily seen that the reduction from quantified boolean formula to DAG is a polynomialtime one: the resulting DAG has (4m+16n) vertices, n conditional constructs, and (6m+14n)
edges, and is to be scheduled upon (m + 6n) processors, and that it can be obtained in
polynomial time from the quantified boolean formula.
▶ Lemma 1. If Expression 1 is true, then the C-DAG constructed above can be scheduled to
always complete by its deadline.
Proof. Suppose that Expression 1 is true. This implies that variable x1 can be assigned a
value such that for every assignment of value to y1 the formula
∃x2 ∀y2 ∃x3 . . .

m
^

(ℓj,1 ∨ ℓj,2 ∨ ℓj,3 )

j=2

is true. If the assigned value to x1 is true (false) then the scheduler completes job X1 (¬X1 )
by time 2n; then, when the outcome of the first conditional construct is known, the job from
amongst {Y1 , ¬Y1 } that can be completed by time 2n is scheduled. By Fact 3 this decision
is made before the scheduler gets to decide which job of the jobs amongst {X2 , ¬X2 } will
complete by time 2n.
By repeated applications of Facts 2 and 3, we can ensure that the jobs amongst the Xi ,
¬Xi , Yi , and ¬Yi jobs that execute over the interval [0, 2n] mimic each truth assignment to
the boolean variables {x1 , x2 , ..., xn } ∪ {y1 , y2 , ..., yn } that are made in a manner consistent
with the alternation of quantifiers in Expression 1. It follows from Fact 1 that the gadget
representing each clause (these are the gadgets depicted in Figure 3) will complete by the
deadline for each such truth assignment.
◀
▶ Lemma 2. If the C-DAG constructed above can be scheduled to always complete by its
deadline, then Expression 1 is true.
Proof. Suppose that the C-DAG that we have constructed can be scheduled to always
complete by its deadline, for all possible evaluations of the n conditional constructs in
it. (Recall that one conditional constructs is present in each of the gadgets described in
Section 4.3, and these are the only conditional constructs in the C-DAG t.)
Consider the schedule for any one of the 2n different possible combinations of outcomes
for the execution of these n conditional constructs. Fact 1 ensures that the truth assignment
S
defined by the jobs in 1≤i≤n {Xi , ¬Xi , Yi , ¬Yi } that have executed to completion by timeinstant 2n in this schedule is a satisfying assignment for all the clauses in Expression 1; by
Fact 4, this truth assignment is compliant with the order of alternation of quantifiers in
Expression 1.
Our premise is that the C-DAG completes by its deadline for each of the 2n different
possible combinations of outcomes for the execution of the conditional constructs. It follows
that each clause in Expression 1 evaluates to true in the corresponding truth assignments
S
defined by the jobs in 1≤i≤n {Xi , ¬Xi , Yi , ¬Yi } that have executed to completion by timeinstant 2n. Finally, it follows from Fact 3 that these 2n different possible combinations of
outcomes of the execution of the conditional constructs represent all possible interpretations
of the universal quantifications of the yi variables. The lemma follows.
◀
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Figure 7 A C-DAG instance with two conditional constructs. Each vertex has WCET=1, and all
are assigned to the same processor. Its “certificate” of feasibility is shown on the right: it comprises
three schedules, all of which are identical until the first conditional construct is executed (depicted
as a ⋄). The top two schedules, which correspond to the upper branch being taken, are further
identical until the second conditional construct is executed.

Lemmas 1 and 2 together establish that the C-DAG feasibility problem is pspace-hard
when each job is pre-assigned to a particular processor. We have already seen that this
problem is in pspace; this therefore completes the proof of Theorem 1.

5

A More Tractable Special Case

Theorem 1 above tells us that we are unlikely to be able to efficiently (i.e., in polynomial
time) reduce the problem of determining whether a C-DAG is feasible to the problem of
solving one, or even polynomially many, ILPs. In this section we will show that for C-DAGs
satisfying the additional restriction that the number of conditional constructs is bounded by a
constant, the feasibility-analysis problem can indeed be polynomial-time reduced to a single
ILP. Our method of showing this is indirect, and based upon the following reasoning.
As mentioned in Section 3, it is NP-complete to determine whether an ILP has a
solution [19]. It follows from definition that a consequence of a problem being NPcomplete is that all other problems in NP can be reduced to it in polynomial time.
Hence in order to show that feasibility analysis for C-DAGs in which the number of
conditional constructs is bounded by some constant can be reduced to an ILP in polynomial
time, it suffices to show that this feasibility analysis problem is in NP.
Below we will show that this problem is indeed in NP. We do so by appealing to the definition
of the complexity class NP: as stated in Section 3, a problem is defined to be in NP if a
claimed solution to any problem instance can be verified by an algorithm with running time
polynomial in the size of the instance. Hence we will describe a verification algorithm [10,
page 1063] that accepts as input a C-DAG and a “certificate” claiming to show that the
C-DAG is feasible, and verifies, in time polynomial in the representation of the C-DAG,
whether the certificate does indeed show feasibility.6
The certificate for a C-DAG instance with k conditional constructs will be an explicit
enumeration of the at most 2k individual schedules, one each for the vertices that must be
executed upon each possible combination of outcomes of the execution of the k conditional
expressions. The number of schedules in the certificate may be fewer than 2k since not
all outcomes may be possible – e.g., the C-DAG depicted in Figure 7 has two conditional
constructs but only 3 possible outcomes. A certificate with the three schedules is provided in
Figure 7 for when this C-DAG is to be implemented on a single processor.

6

We acknowledge that the following description of this verification algorithm is at a high level and
somewhat “hand-wavy”; however we believe it is adequate for conveying the main ideas as to what
information is contained in the certificate, and how the verifier checks this information.
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Given such a certificate, the verification algorithm verifies that
1. Each schedule in the certificate is indeed a feasible schedule for the vertices that must be
executed upon some possible outcome of the execution of the conditional constructs.
2. The sets of vertices that must be executed upon all possible outcomes have schedules in
the certificate.
3. The schedules in the certificate are consistent in the following sense:
They are all identical (i.e., schedule the same jobs at the same instants) until the end
of the first execution of a conditional expression (the diamond-shaped node marking
the beginning of a conditional construct).
After that the set of schedules is partitioned into two subsets, one representing each of
the two possible outcomes of the execution of that conditional expression.
Each of these two subsets must satisfy the two properties above: all schedules in the
subset are identical up to the next execution of a conditional expression, and split into
two sets representing the schedules for the two different outcomes thereafter.
This repeats until each set contains a single schedule.
This establishes that C-DAG feasibility analysis is in NP, and can therefore be reduced in
polynomial time to the NP-complete problem ILP. We are currently working on developing
such a polynomial-time algorithm: although the main ideas are fairly straightforward – in
essence, use integer decision variables to specify the different schedules in the certificate and
write constraints to enforce the requirements listed above as being checked by the verification
algorithm, there are a lot of rather tedious details that must be enumerated.
The number of variables and the number of constraints in the ILP depend upon the
number of schedules in the certificate. Notice the relationship between the number of
conditional constructs k and the number of schedules in the certificate (at most 2k ) – this
suggests that ILPs with fewer conditional constructs are likely to be representable using
smaller ILPs.

6

Context and Conclusions

Real-time scheduling theory has begun considering the use of ILP solvers to obtain efficient
algorithms for solving feasibility analysis problems. Several schedulability analysis problems
have recently been solved by representing them as ILPs (e.g.,[8, 3]); here we have shown that
an important problem cannot be solved efficiently in this manner (under the widely-held
assumption that NP ⊊ pspace). We note some additional implications of our main technical
results.
1. Observe that the workload model for heterogeneous multiprocessor platforms is unchanged
from the one for identical multiprocessors for typed systems (those in which all vertices
are pre-assigned to individual processors). Therefore our results for typed systems also
hold for heterogeneous multiprocessors. Many are also applicable to the recently proposed
more general Heterogeneous Parallel Conditional (HPC) DAG model [22].
2. Most solvers that are used in system design (including SAT solvers, many SMT [1] solvers,
etc.) actually solve problems that are in NP.7 Hence our main negative conclusion holds
for all these solvers as well: they are unlikely to be helpful for C-DAG feasibility analysis.

7

One important reason for this is that the results returned by such solvers can be verified efficiently, in
polynomial time. Solutions obtained by using solvers that solve problems not in NP must either be
accepted “on faith”, or inordinate amounts of time are required to validate their correctness.
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3. In this work we have required that problems be reducible to ILPs in polynomial time in
order to be considered tractable. As an alternative, we could have instead required that
there be a polynomial-sized ILP representation. However, this alternative definition is
unsatisfactory: one could conceivably determine feasibility for any instance of a problem
via exhaustive enumeration by taking inordinate amounts of time, and then represent
its feasibility as a simple ILP of just one or two variables and constraints which has a
solution if and only if the instance is feasible. Hence, one could argue that just about
any feasibility-analysis problem can be represented by a small ILP: the true measure of
tractability is how rapidly such an ILP can be obtained.
Some Related Work. ILP solvers have previously been used in real-time system design and
analysis – see, e.g., [16, 20]. But in the real-time scheduling theory community, where the focus
has primarily been on obtaining efficient algorithms with polynomial or pseudo-polynomial
running times, ILP-based techniques have traditionally not found much favor for obvious
reasons. The recent dramatic improvements in performance of modern solvers mentioned
in Section 3 is starting to change this, and the real-time scheduling theory community has
begun to investigate the use of ILP-based methods [5, 8, 3, 9].
Future work. We have established a conceptual and technical framework for both showing
problems to not be efficiently solvable using ILP solvers, and for identifying restricted versions
that are so solvable. We plan to apply our framework to better demarcate the boundary
between what if efficiently solvable and what is not with ILP solvers, as well as extend the
framework to answer additional questions of interest. For a start, we plan to investigate
notions of approximability – we could, e.g., seek sufficient ILP-based feasibility-analysis
algorithms of the following kind: given an instance generate, in polynomial time, an ILP
such that (i) if it is feasible, then the instance is feasible upon unit-speed processors; and
(ii) if it is infeasible, then the instance is not feasible on speed-s processors (for some s ≤ 1).
With regards to C-DAG feasibility, we have identified one specific structural property –
restrict the number of conditional constructs – that enables efficient solution via ILP’s. The
reason such instances are efficiently solved is that certificates attesting to their feasibility
contain relatively few schedules. We are currently identifying other such structural properties
of C-DAGs that also possess this property (of having “small” certificates of feasibility).
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Abstract
Reliability and safety are mandatory requirements for safety-critical embedded systems. The design of
a fault-tolerant system is required in many fields (e.g., railway, automotive, avionics) and redundancy
helps in achieving this goal. Redundant systems typically leverage voting techniques applied to the
outputs produced by tasks to detect and even tolerate failures.
This paper studies the integration of distributed voting protocols in fixed-priority real-time
systems from a scheduling perspective. It analyzes two scheduling strategies for implementing voting.
One is attractive and friendly for software developers and based on suspending the task execution
until the replica provides the data to be voted. The other one is inspired by the Logical Execution
Time (LET) paradigm and requires introducing additional tasks in the system to accomplish votingrelated activities. Queuing and delays introduced by inter-replica communication interfaces are also
analyzed.
Experimental results are finally presented to compare the two strategies, showing that LETinspired voting is much more predictable and hence more suitable than the other strategy for
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1

Introduction

Embedded computing systems have become more and more pervasive in our lives: they
are used to fulfill evermore functions, a lot of which are related to the safety of people and
the surrounding environment. Indeed, embedded systems are nowadays widely present in
avionic, railway, automotive, and military applications in a way that their failures could lead
to catastrophic consequences. As these systems are related to our safety, they are commonly
called safety-critical embedded systems.
In most application domains there exist a lot of regulations to which a safety-critical
system must comply [11, 12]. Such regulations mandate the use of certain techniques to
improve the reliability and the safety of a system. These techniques can be mainly classified
into two categories: fault avoidance (also known as fault intolerance) and fault tolerance.
Fault avoidance techniques aim at drastically reducing by design the probability of failure.
This approach is generally not viable for complex systems because, even by performing a
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meticulous design, it could be impossible to eliminate all the internal sources of faults, so that
the system will eventually experience a failure. On the other hand, fault tolerance techniques
aim at making a system capable of properly react to faults, avoiding that they lead to a
failure of the functionality offered by the system [31]. Redundancy is a widespread approach
to build fault-tolerant systems. Redundant systems are built by several subsystems, called
replicas, that perform the same computations over time. The replication allows the detection
and/or the masking of a fault through the voting (i.e., comparison) of the results computed
by all replicas. A redundant architecture is said to be r-out-of-n (with r ≤ n) if it is built by
n replicas, r of which have to properly work to make the whole system failure-free [30].
The 2-out-of-2 architecture is the most used redundant architecture in the railway domain.
It is an architecture that enables the detection of faults: if the results provided by the two
replicas are different, a fault is detected and the system goes into a fail-safe state (e.g.,
shutdown). As described by Shenghua and Li [29], in the railway domain, the 2-out-of-2
architecture is employed in a hierarchical framework where the entire system with two replicas
is further replicated to build a 1-out-of-2 system of systems. In normal conditions, only
the primary system provides the output to the external environment but, as soon as the
voting in the primary system detects a fault, the primary is shut down and the secondary
system (in hot standby) takes over. As a result, this architecture is capable of masking faults
increasing system availability.
Another architecture used in many domains, such as avionics, is the 2-out-of-3 (also
known as Triple Modular Redundancy) [17, 32]. It implements majority-voting and is known
to be capable of providing both fault-detection and fault-masking [31]: if one replica is faulty
(i.e., its output is different by the other two), a fault will be detected and the system output
will continue to rely on the outputs of the other two replicas.
Even though several other redundancy schemes have been proposed, most of them are
based on the same idea: replicated systems perform the same computations on the same
inputs, sending through a communication network their results to be voted. Voting can be
either centralized or distributed. In the former case, voting is implemented on a centralized
node that collects and votes all the results provided by the replicated subsystems. In this
case, the voter itself is clearly a single-point-of-failure. In the latter case, each replica has its
voter, either implemented with a hardware component or with a software algorithm, and
votes its data against the one produced by the other replicas.
In this work, we focus on distributed voting implemented with software techniques, which
is a more and more widespread approach (e.g., in the railway domain) to achieve flexibility
and contain cost in realizing fault-tolerant systems.
The implementation of distributed voting requires dealing with the transmission of
data among replicas, the waiting and synchronization among replicas, and the execution
of the voting protocol itself. These aspects clearly impact on the timing properties of
real-time tasks and call for the investigation of different strategies to suitably schedule all
voting-related activities.

1.1

This work

Informed by experience in safety-critical software for the railway industry, in this work we
analyze and compare two different strategies for scheduling voting-related activities under
2-out-of-2 redundancy. The first one corresponds to a case that is particularly attractive
and friendly for software developers: data is transmitted among replicas whenever they are
produced by the tasks and each task waits for the reception of the data sent by the other
replica by suspending its execution (e.g., by using a classical condition variable). When tasks
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are resumed, the data to be voted is available and they can proceed with the execution of
the voting protocol and then complete it. The second one is a new approach proposed in
this work inspired by the Logical Execution Time (LET) [19, 28] paradigm where voting is
delayed at the end of the tasks’ periods and delegated to dedicated tasks. Although the
first approach may be preferable by software developers, this work shows that it introduces
several sources of unpredictability that make it particularly challenging to be analyzed from
a worst-case perspective.
In summary, this work makes the following contributions:
It provides a response-time analysis for real-time tasks under two strategies for scheduling
voting-related activities, one of the two being novel and proposed in this work.
It provides an analysis of queuing effects and worst-case transmission delays introduced
during inter-replica communications.
It compares the two strategies by means of an experimental evaluation.
To the best of our records, this is the first work that analyzes in detail the timing
properties of distributed voting protocols implemented upon a fixed-priority real-time system
with periodic multitasking. Software engineers from the railway industry collaborated in this
work. Since this work only addresses how voting operations are scheduled, other aspects such
as fault detection and recovery strategies are not discussed as they depend on the target
application and the adopted voting protocol.
Paper structure. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the
related work. Section 3 presents the system model by considering both tasks and inter-replica
communication. Section 4 formalizes the behavior of the two voting strategies. Section 5
analyzes queuing effects and delays in inter-replica communications. Section 6 provides
response-time analysis under the two voting strategies. Section 7 presents the experimental
results and Section 8 concludes the paper.

2

Related Work

Several works in the literature studied fault-tolerant systems from both a hardware and
software perspective.
Davies et al. [14] proposed a hardware-level solution, called Synchronization Voting, for
achieving inter-replica synchronization in a redundant system, overcoming the need for a
common external clock, which is a source of common-mode failures. Their approach consists
of using a set of synchronizer modules (one for each replica) that, by exchanging mutual
feedback, allow replicas to correct for their inevitable drift. McConnel et al. [27] continued
this work by presenting voter designs for different signaling conventions (transition, level, and
pulse). These papers present elegant solutions to implement inter-replica synchronization
and voting at the hardware-level, but they do not consider the effects of multitasking on
the replicated systems, where the voting has to be implemented on the outputs produced
by tasks. Eris et al. [16] focused on railway systems (with 2-out-of-2 redundancy) with
diverse programming. Their approach allows the voter to move the system from a safe state
toward a less safe state only when all replicas agree. They also analyzed the effects of the
synchronization issues (i.e., race conditions) on the railway signaling protocols by proposing
a solution based on a centralized voter acting as a replica coordinator. Again, multitasking
has not been considered.
Some real-time scheduling strategies, aimed at improving the system resilience against
transient faults, have been proposed by Kim and Shin [21], and Kwak and Kim [24]. They are
based on executing different copies of the same task at different times so that the probability
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Figure 1 An overview of the system architecture.

that a common transient fault affects all of them is reduced. Back et al. [1] proposed
TL-NMR, a task-level N Modular Redundancy schema, which allows the execution of several
copies of tasks in parallel upon multiprocessor platforms scheduled by Global Fixed-Priority.
The authors provided an algorithm that allows selecting the number of copies for each task
along with a schedulability test based on the response-time analysis. However, these papers,
focused only on the schedulability of the tasks’ copies, without considering issues related to
inter-replica synchronization and the impact on the scheduling of voting protocols. Another
work that improves the fault-tolerance in the presence of environmentally-induced faults is
due to Gujarati et al. [18]. The authors proposed an algorithm, along with a suspension-free
model of its real-time implementation (based on the Liu and Layland task model), that
allows a distributed real-time system to solve the Interactive Consistency problem in the
presence of Byzantine faults. The authors also provided a detailed real-time-aware reliability
analysis of the proposed solution.
Bernat et al. [4, 5] presented a real-time fault-tolerant architecture capable of handling
transient overload conditions through the firm real-time task model. The proposed architecture comprises multiple replicated subsystems, each executing a copy of the same task
set, and a dedicated processor for the voting called Redundancy eXecutive (RX). Whenever
a task finishes its execution, it sends the computed results to the RX and suspends its
execution. As soon as the RX has collected enough replicas’ results (some replicas could be
failed), executes the voting protocol and sends the voted output back to the tasks’ copies,
allowing them to resume their computation. Similar to our work, the authors also provided
a detailed schedulability analysis based on the response-time analysis. They consider every
contribution to the tasks’ execution time, such as the communication time spent into the
results exchanging and executing the voting algorithm on the RX subsystem. These works
have several limitations. First, they consider one scheduling scheme for voting only. Second,
they rely on a dedicated subsystem to execute the voting algorithm, introducing a higher
system cost and requiring to deal with the RX subsystem’s potential faults. Third, they do
not provide any experimental evaluation.
From the perspective of voting protocols, researchers consolidated several algorithms such
as the ones presented in [2, 3, 7, 8, 14, 25, 33].
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System model

This work considers a 2-out-of-2 redundant system with two replicas R1 and R2 . Each replica
Rk consists in a uni-processor platform that executes a set Γk = {τ1k , . . . , τnk } of n periodic
tasks. Each periodic task τik is characterized by a worst-case execution time (WCET) Cik ,
a release period Tik , and a relative deadline Dik ≤ Tik . Tasks are scheduled according to
fixed-priority preemptive scheduling. The set of higher-priority tasks with respect to τik that
execute on the same replica Rk is denoted by hp(i, k).
Each periodic task τi1 running in the primary is associated with a corresponding periodic
task τi2 running in the secondary and the two tasks form a replica pair ri = {τi1 , τi2 }. The tasks
in a replica pair share the same period and deadline, i.e., Ti1 = Ti2 and Di1 = Di2 , ∀i = 1, . . . , n.
Given a replica Rk , the other replica is referred to as Ror(k) , where or(k) = (k + 1) mod 2.
The clocks of the two replicas are synchronized so that the release of the periodic tasks in
each replica pair is synchronized. The WCET of the tasks can be different from replica to
replica, i.e., Ci1 can be larger or shorter than Ci2 for some pairs of tasks τi1 and τi2 .
Inter-replica communication and voting. The two replicas are connected via two wired
inter-replica communication interfaces (ICI): one for sending the data from R1 to R2 , and
one for sending data from R2 to R1 . An overview of the system architecture is shown in
Figure 1. For instance, the ICI can be realized with serial peripheral interfaces (SPI) for
transmitting data and digital lines connected to general-purpose input/output (GPIO) for
the synchronization signals.
Data transmission via the ICI occurs by acting on memory-mapped device registers. The
ICI provides an output (resp., input) buffer organized as a first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue
of Q elements, each of size b bytes. The ICI also provides synchronization signals to notify
events among replicas (e.g., the completion of a computation). The minimum read/write
rate in accessing such registers is denoted by β (in bytes per time unit), while the maximum
one is denoted by β. The minimum transmission rate guaranteed by the ICI is denoted by α
(in bytes per time unit). The minimum read/write rate to access memory is γ 1 . For instance,
this means that a task that intends to send x bytes via one of the ICI spends (i) at most
x/γ time units to read the data to be sent from memory, (ii) at least x/β time units and at
most x/β time units of its computation time to fill the ICI queue with data, and (iii) that
such data will be transmitted to the other replica in at most x/α time units.
Periodic tasks may produce vital outputs, i.e., data that are critical for the system. Both
the tasks τi1 and τi2 of each replica pair produce the same set of vital outputs. Before the
completion of each job, each periodic task has to vote its vital outputs (if any) with the
corresponding task of its replica pair. Voting is implemented via a distributed voting protocol
[26] that exchanges data via the ICI.
Both the tasks in a replica pair ri exchange Mi data packets with a fixed size of b bytes
that contain the data to be voted.
Tasks that intend to send data via an ICI that has its queue full, busy-wait until at least
one slot in the queue becomes empty. In reception, the ICI can either operate in polling
mode or in interrupt mode. In the former case, tasks receive packets by actively sampling
the ICI queue, possibly wasting processor cycles if the queue is empty. In the latter case,

1

The authors acknowledge that memory write times are generally shorter than read times. A common
rate γ has been considered just for the sake of simplicity as it does not particularly affect the results of
this paper.
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the ICI notify receipt of packets through interrupts. The ICI are programmed to raise one
interrupt every time a packet is received. The corresponding interrupt service routine (ISR)
is in charge of reading the packets in the queue, by acting on the ICI device registers, and
copying them into a memory buffer shared with the task interested by the packet (interrupts
that are raised while the ISR is pending are ignored and the corresponding packets are
processed by the same). Each ISR introduces an overhead of at most σ ISR time units due to
the management of the ISR activation and completion (i.e., this overhead does not include
the time required to process packets).
The time that τik spends to perform computations lasts at most Eik time units. This
parameter does not account for packet transmissions and receptions and the execution
of the voting protocol. The transmissions performed by each job of the tasks consist of
copying the vital outputs from memory into the transmission registers of the ICI. For tasks
of the replica pair ri such transmissions take at most V Ti = Mi · P T time units, where
P T = γb + βb . The maximum time needed to receive the packets of the tasks of ri and store
them in a shared-memory buffer, to be later consumed by the voting protocol, is denoted by
V R i = Mi · P T .
The utilization of the ICI, intended as the amount of bytes transmitted per time unit in
Pn
the long run, is defined as U ICI = i=1 (Mi b)/Ti . To avoid dealing with cases in which the
ICI is overutilized, which clearly makes the system not feasible, we require α > U ICI and
β > U ICI .
After the two tasks in a replica pair ri exchanged the data to be voted, a voting protocol
can be executed, which takes at most V Pi time units.
The data transmission is performed by using one of the ICI in a mutually-exclusive
manner. To this end, each task may have to acquire and release a lock before and after
transmitting each packet, respectively. The immediate priority ceiling (IPC) locking protocol
is adopted. The case in which all tasks have to vote data is equivalent to a resource shared
by all tasks: hence, under the IPC protocol, the critical sections to access the communication
interface are equivalent to non-preemptive sections.

4

Voting implementations

This work is focused on analyzing and comparing two schemes to schedule the execution of
the voting protocol and the related data transmissions.
The first one, named passive waiting, is an approach that can be implemented with
a minimal impact on general-purpose programming paradigms, as it corresponds to the
case in which a task sequentially performs the following three operations: (i) compute, (ii)
wait for the other replica to complete by self-suspending its execution, and (iii) execute the
voting protocol. Note that passive waiting can be implemented with classical semaphores
and condition variables. The second one is inspired by the Logical Execution Time (LET)
paradigm and requires introducing additional tasks in the system.
The following rules characterize the behavior of each of the considered scheduling schemes:
Transmission Rule: it defines how data transmission is performed among replicas.
Reception Rule: it defines the behavior of the replica that receives the data.
or(k)

Waiting Rule: it defines how a task τik has to wait for the corresponding task τi
the other replica.
Voting Rule: it defines how the voting protocol is executed.

in
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Passive waiting

Under passive waiting tasks are composed of three serialized phases: (i) an execution phase
(E), in which the task computes the data to be voted; (ii) a transmission phase (VT) where
vital outputs are transmitted to the other replica; and (iii) a final phase where the voting
protocol (VP) is executed. The reception of packets is handled by ISRs (the ICI are used in
interrupt mode).
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Figure 2 Example schedule of two replica-pairs under passive waiting.

Transmission rule. When completing its computations, each task τik transmits Mi packets
of data to be voted on by the other replica. For each packet to transmit, the task first
acquires the lock on the communication interface, then transmits the packet, and finally
releases the lock.
Reception rule. Whenever a replica Rk receives a data packet, an ISR is executed by
preempting any task in execution in Rk , i.e., the ISRs run at the highest priority level and
are not affected by the locking of the communication interface as two independent ICI are
used for transmission and reception. The ISRs perform the operations specified in Section 3.
or(k)
For each task τik , when the last of the Mi packets sent by τi
(i.e., from the other replica
Ror(k) ) is received, the ISR that handles the packet notifies τik that all its data is ready in a
shared-memory buffer to be voted on.
Waiting rule. When a task τik completes its transmission phase it self-suspends its execution
or(k)
until all the Mi packets sent by the other replica task τi
are received and processed by
the corresponding ISRs. The self-suspension is skipped if all Mi packets have already been
received and processed by ISRs.
Voting rule. The voting protocol is executed after all the Mi packets have been received
and processed by ISRs, i.e., after the eventual self-suspension enforced by the voting rule.
The task terminates after the execution of the voting protocol.
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An example schedule under passive waiting is illustrated in Figure 2. In this example,
two replica-pairs are needing to vote two packets each. The first job of τ11 , according to
the waiting rule, does not experience any suspension as it already received all the packets
from the other replica when it becomes ready to vote. On the other hand, the first job of
τ12 completes its execution and transmission phases before τ11 , so it self-suspends until the
delivery of the second packet. As soon as the ISR of replica R2 handles the last packet, τ12 is
awakened to execute the voting protocol. The behaviors of the second jobs of the previous
tasks are dual: task τ12 completes without any suspension, instead, τ11 self-suspends to wait
for the other replica. Note that, at its release time, the second job of τ12 is blocked by τ22
because the latter acquires the lock on the ICI to transmit a packet.
Note that with this approach the ICI queues may contain packets of different tasks at
the same time. Indeed, some task τik can start sending packets and then be preempted
by another task τjk that sends its packets, and so on. As such, packets must contain the
identifier of the sender task to be correctly dispatched by ISRs in the other replica.

4.2

LET-inspired voting

The underlying idea of this scheduling scheme is to get rid of both the waiting times and the
any-time data transmission of the preceding scheme by confining all voting-related activities
in predefined time intervals.
Together with the task set Γk , each replica Rk serves the execution of a set Υk =
{υ1k , . . . , υnk } of voting tasks, one for each task τik , each of them executing at the same priority
equal to a value higher than the priority of any task in Γk . Voting tasks are executed with the
same period of the corresponding (regular) task, i.e., Tik,V = Tik , ∀i, ∀k. Tasks communicate
with their corresponding voting tasks via shared-memory buffers. A task completes as soon
as it finishes its computations, leaving the data to be voted in a shared-memory buffer. Then,
the voting-related activities are delegated to the corresponding voting task υik , which is
synchronously activated with τik . Note that, being υik executed at a higher priority than τik ,
it always executes before τik . As such, each j-th job of the voting task υik accomplishes the
voting-related activities for the preceding job, i.e., the (j − 1)-th one, of τik . Voting tasks
are synchronously-released among replicas and executed in the same order on both replicas
(voting tasks are selected according to their identifier whenever they are simultaneously
pending). The execution of the voting tasks is also synchronized among replicas, meaning
that a rendez-vous point is provided at their completion so that each voting task υik finishes
or(k)
together to υi
. The latter synchronization is implemented by means of the synchronization
signals offered by the ICI.
Voting tasks access the ICI in polling mode (no ICI-related ISRs are present under this
voting scheme). The voting tasks perform the transmission and reception of packets in
inverse order on the two replicas, as stated by the following rules.
Transmission rule. After completing their computations, the tasks terminate their execution
by leaving the packets to be transmitted in memory buffers shared with their corresponding
voting tasks. The transmission is then delegated to the voting tasks. On replica R1 , the
voting task υi1 of τi1 transmits Mi packets to R2 as soon as it is activated. On replica R2 ,
the voting task υi2 of τi2 transmits Mi packets to R1 after it received the packets sent by υi1 .
Receiving rule. On replica R1 , the voting task υi1 of τi1 receives (in polling mode) Mi
packets sent from R2 after it transmitted its packets. On replica R2 , the voting task υi2 of
τi2 receives (in polling mode) Mi packets from R1 as soon as it is activated.
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Figure 3 Example schedule under LET-inspired voting for a system with two replica pairs.

Waiting rule.

None: when a task has finished its execution phase it terminates.

Voting rule. The voting protocol is executed by voting tasks after they completed both the
packet transmission and reception. When the voting protocol terminates, the voting tasks
busy waits until the corresponding voting task on the other replica sends a signal through
the ICI synchronization line to notify the completion of the voting protocol.
The behavior of this LET-inspired scheduling scheme for voting is illustrated in Figure 3.
Note that, since voting tasks are synchronously released together with their corresponding
regular tasks and have a higher priority, voting is guaranteed to occur before starting
executing the next job of regular tasks. In this way, voting is still logically occurring in the
temporal context given by the period of the tasks that generate the data to be voted.

5

Inter-replica communication

This section deals with the analysis of inter-replica communications employing the ICI. Two
problems are addressed. First, since under passive waiting packets can be sent at any time
and that the communication is asynchronous (the ICI works in interrupt mode), packets
of different tasks can be enqueued together in the ICI queues. This makes the worst-case
transmission delay experienced by the packets of a certain task particularly challenging to
be bounded, especially if considering the additional delays introduced by the waiting for the
emptying of the queue. For this reason, we derive an analysis to ensure that the ICI queues
are never full, hence getting rid of these additional delays by construction. Subsequently, we
also provide a bound on the maximum delay introduced by the ICI.

5.1

Queuing analysis

We begin by bounding the amount of data sent within arbitrary time windows.
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▶ Lemma 1. In any time window of length t, the tasks can provide in the ICI queue at most
g(t) bytes of data, where
( n 
)
X t + Ti 
g(t) = min
Mi b, βt .
(1)
Ti
i=1
Proof. In any time window of length t a periodic task in ri can release at most ⌈(t + Ti )/Ti ⌉
jobs (e.g., see [9], Ch. 5). Each job of the tasks in ri sends at most Mi packets, each of size
b bytes. Hence the first term in the minimum of Eq. (1). Note that the amount of data the
tasks can send within a time window is also limited by the maximum rate with which the
ICI queue can be filled, which is given by β. Hence the lemma follows.
◀
The above lemma can then be used to derive a safe condition under which the ICI queues
are never full.
▶ Lemma 2. No task can find the ICI queues full if
∀t > 0, g(t) − αt ≤ Qb.

(2)

Proof. Assume by contradiction that at a certain time instant t1 a task finds an ICI queue
full. Let t0 < t1 be the latest time at which the ICI queue has been empty and let t = t1 − t0 .
It holds that (t0 , t1 ] is an interval of length t in which the ICI has always been busy with
packets to transmit to the other replica. Let x(t) be the amount of bytes issued by the tasks
to be provided in the ICI queue in (t0 , t1 ]. Note that during this interval the ICI must have
sent at least αt bytes: hence, if the queue is full at time t1 it holds that x(t) − αt > Qb.
By Lemma 1, in any time window of length t the cumulative amount of bytes provided in
the ICI queue is bounded by g(t). Hence, g(t) ≥ x(t), which implies g(t) − αt > Qb. This
contradicts Eq. (2). Hence the lemma follows.
◀
Note that Lemma 2 does not consist in a practical test as any possible value of t shall be
checked. This issue is solved below by limiting the test to a finite number of check-points.
▶ Lemma 3. Lemma 2 holds also if ∀t ∈ Φ, g(t) − αt ≤ Qb, where
Φ=

n
[

{kTi + ϵ ≤ t∗ , k = 0, 1, 2, . . .} ∪ {ψ}

(3)

i=1

with
Pn
2 i=1 Mi b
t =
,
Pn
α − i=1 MTiib
∗

(
ψ=

t≤t

∗

|


n 
X
t + Ti
i=1

Ti

)
Mi b = βt ,

(4)

and ϵ > 0 arbitrarily small.
Proof. We prove the lemma by showing that function g(t) − αt can be maximal only for
values t ∈ Φ. First note that the minimum of two functions is upper
bounded
by the upper

Pn 
i
bound of one of the two functions. Hence g(t) ≤ G(t) = i=1 t+T
+
1
M
b.
i
Ti
Pn
Note that both G(t) and αt are two lines with slope U ICI =
(M
i b)/Ti and α,
i=1
ICI
respectively. Recall that α > U
(see Section 3). Therefore G(t) and αt intersect and, from
their intersection on, we have g(t) ≤ G(t) ≤ αt and hence also g(t) − αt ≤ 0.
The intersection occurs for the value t∗ such that G(t∗ ) = αt∗ and can be computed
by solving the latter equality with respect to t∗ , hence getting the expression at the left of
Eq. (4). Therefore, for values of t > t∗ function g(t) − αt cannot be maximal.
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m
Pn l
i
If g(t) = i=1 t+T
Mi b note that function g(t) − αt can be maximal only for those
Ti
values of t that correspond to a step of the ceiling term of g(t). The values are of the form
t = kTi + ϵ with k being a non-negative integer and ϵ > 0 arbitrarily small. Conversely, if
g(t) = βt, being both the latter function and αt monotonic increasing, function g(t) − αt
can be maximal only for those values of t for which at t′ = t + ϵ (when α ≤ β) or t′ = t − ϵ
(when α > β), with ϵ > 0 arbitrarily small, it holds g(t′ ) ̸= βt. These values of t must be an
intersection between the two components that define g(t), which are those of the set ψ at
the right of Eq. (4). Hence the lemma follows.
◀

5.2

Delay analysis

▶ Definition 4. The ICI-related delay ∆ICI is an upper bound on the maximum time that
can elapse from the time a packet is stored in the ICI queue by the sender task to the time
the packet is available to be read from the ICI queue at the receiver.
In the following the ICI-related delay is studied with queuing theory for networks [6] [23].
Under this approach, the ICI-related delay is decomposed as
∆ICI = dprop + dtrans + dproc + dqueue ,
where dprop is the propagation delay, dtrans is the transmission delay, dproc is the processing
delay at the receiver, and dqueue is the queuing delay. We proceed by individually bounding
the above delay components.
Propagation delay. This delay corresponds to the physical propagation of the data along
the wires that connect the two replicas. Clearly, it depends on both the technology used
to realize the ICI and the wire length, as well as other physical properties such as the wire
material. For instance, a typical SPI has a propagation delay of 5 ns/m [22], which is hence
mostly negligible in an integrated system with short wiring. Hence dprop ≈ 0.
Transmission delay. This delay is simply bounded by the minimum guaranteed transmission
rate α of the ICI as dtrans ≤ b/α.
Processing delay. This delay corresponds to the time taken by the ICI peripheral to make
a packet available to be read from the ICI queue after it has been received. For instance, for
SPI it is typically in the order of a very few microseconds (e.g., see [34]) and is hence mostly
negligible. Thus dproc ≈ 0.
Queuing delay. This delay corresponds to the maximum time some data can remain in the
ICI queues before being actually transmitted. In order to bound this delay component, the
maximum number of packets that can be enqueued in the ICI queues at any time must be
bounded first.
▶ Lemma 5. The ICI queues never contain more than QMAX packets, where


g(t) − αt
QMAX = max
t∈Φ
b

(5)

and Φ is defined as in Lemma 3.
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Proof. Assume by contradiction that at a certain time instant t1 there are more than
QMAX packets in an ICI queue. Let t0 < t1 be the latest time at which the ICI queue has
in mthe proof of Lemma 2 this implies
been empty and let t = t1 − t0 . Similarly as argued
l
g(t)−αt
MAX
g(t) − αt > Q
b, which in turn also implies
> QMAX . By Lemma 3, function
b
g(t)
l − αtmcan be maximal only for values t ∈ Φ, hence Eq. (5) also gives the maximal value of
g(t)−αt
that must be both equal and larger to QMAX . This is a contradiction. The lemma
b
follows.
◀
The maximum time a packet can be delayed while being in the queue is guaranteed not
to be larger than the cumulative transmission time of all the preceding packets in the queue,
which can be at most QMAX − 1. Hence
dqueue ≤ (QMAX − 1) · b/α.

6

(6)

Response-time analysis

This section focuses on bounding the worst-case response time of tasks under both passive
waiting and LET-inspired voting.

6.1

Passive waiting

Following Section 4, besides its regular execution, which lasts at most Eik time units, each
task also executes the transfer of the data to be voted into the ICI registers and the voting
protocol, which last at most V Ti and V Pi time units, respectively, on both replicas. Hence,
the cumulative WCET of task τik is given by
Cik = Eik + V Ti + V Pi .

(7)

The analysis of tasks under passive waiting is split into two parts. First we bound the
partial response time of a task, which is defined as the response time up to the copy into the
ICI registers of the data to be voted, i.e., just before the start for the waiting of the other
replica. Subsequently, the response time of the whole task is bounded as a function of the
partial response time.
Up to the partial response time, task τik can be delayed by (i) its own execution and the
transfer of the data to be voted into the ICI registers, which can last at most Eik + V Ti time
units, (ii) the interference generated by high-priority tasks, (iii) the blocking time generated
by low-priority tasks, and (iv) the interference generated by the ISRs (which run at higher
priorities). We proceed by bounding these components individually.
Note that, under passive waiting, tasks behave as self-suspending tasks [13]. As such,
high-priority interference can be bounded utilizing a state-of-the-art result provided that the
WCET bound of Equation (7) is used.
▶ Lemma 6. Under passive waiting, the high-priority interference generated to a job of task
τi by high-priority tasks in any interval of length t is bounded by
&
'
k − Ck
X
t
+
R
j
j
Iik,hp (t) =
· Cjk ,
Tj
k
τj ∈hp(i,k)

where Rjk is an upper bound on the response time of τjk .
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◀

Now, we proceed by bounding the non-preemptive blocking generated by low-priority
tasks because of the locking of the ICI.
▶ Lemma 7. Under passive waiting, a job of task τi can be blocked at most twice, one before
its partial response time and one after, and each time by at most P T time units.
Proof. Due to the transmission rule under passive waiting (Sec. 4.1), a task can lock one
of the ICI to transmit a packet, hence entering a non-preemptive section that can delay a
higher-priority task. As the lock is released after the packet is stored in the ICI registers,
the non-preemptive section can last at most P T time units. Tasks can be prevented from
execution due to non-preemptive blocking (i) at their release, and (ii) when resuming their
execution after self-suspensions, which occurs after their partial response time. Case (ii) can
happen only once as tasks suspend once to wait for the completion of the replica task. Hence
the lemma follows.
◀
k

▶ Lemma 8. Let P Rj be an upper bound on the partial response time of task τjk . Under
passive waiting, the interference generated to a job of task τik , in any interval of length t, by
ISRs that handle packets for τjk is bounded by


or(k)
ICI
t
+
P
R
+
∆
j
k,ISR
 · Mj · (σ ISR + P T ).
Ii,j
(t) = 


T
j


Proof. Consider an arbitrary time interval [0, t] and a replica Rk . ISRs are activated by
or(k)
packets sent by jobs of tasks running in the other replica Ror(k) . Each job of task τj
in
Ror(k) can send at most Mj packets, each requiring P T time units to be read by ISRs in Rk .
or(k)
Each job of task τj
can also activate at most Mj ISRs in Rk , one per packet sent, each
introducing an overhead of at most σ ISR time units. Overall, the total ISR-related workload
or(k)
generated by a job τj
is bounded by Mj · (σ ISR + P T ).
Now, note that tasks can send packets only before the occurrence of their partial response
k
or(k)
time. Hence, a job of task τj
released before time −(P Rj + ∆ICI ) cannot activate an ISR
in Rk during [0, t] as its packets would have already been sent and transmitted before the
k
or(k)
beginning of the interval. Hence, only jobs of τj
released in interval [−(P Rj + ∆ICI ), t]


or(k)
t+P Rj
+∆ICI
or(k)
may activate ISRs in [0, t]. This means that there are most
jobs of τj
Tj
that can activate ISRs in Rk during [0, t]. Hence the lemma follows.

◀

Bounds on contributions (i)-(iv) mentioned above are hence now available. Following
classical response-time analysis, a bound on the worst-case partial response time P Rik of
each task τik can then be computed as the least positive fixed point of the recurrence:
P Rik = Eik + V Ti + Iik,hp (P Rik ) + P T +

n
X

k,ISR
Ii,j
(P Rik ).

(8)

j=1

Note that Equation (8) uses the interference bound of Lemma 8, which in turn requires
k
the knowledge of an upper bound on the partial response time P Rj that is to be computed
by Equation (8), hence introducing a circular dependency. This issue can be solved with
a typical refinement algorithm for response-time bounds starting from a safe value (e.g.,
see [10]), such as the task deadline.
It is now possible to bound the total response time of the tasks by bounding the worst-case
response time of the execution of the voting protocol.
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▶ Lemma 9. After at most
or(k)

Jik = max{P Rik , P Ri

} + ∆ICI + QMAX · (σ ISR + P T )

(9)

time units from the task release, the voting protocol of task τik is ready to start executing.
Proof. Given the task behavior under passive waiting specified in Section 4.1, the voting
protocol of task τik can start executing only after that (i) all its Mi packets have been sent
or(k)
to the other replica, and (ii) all packets sent by the replica task τi
have been received
and handled by ISRs.
or(k)
Let us consider times related to the release of τik . At time max{P Rik , P Ri
} both
or(k)
τik and τi
have sent their packets by definition of partial response time. The last
or(k)
packet sent by τi
will take at most ∆ICI to be transmitted to Rk . Hence, at time
or(k)
or(k)
k
max{P Ri , P Ri
} + ∆ICI all packets sent by τi
must already have been received by
Rk . When the last of such packets is received it may still be the case that there are some
other packets ahead in the ICI queue to be processed: by Lemma 5, they can be at most
QMAX − 1 and each of them can take at most (σ ISR + P T ) time units to be processed as
discussed in the proof of Lemma 8. At most other (σ ISR + P T ) time units are needed to
or(k)
process the last packet sent by τi
. Hence the lemma follows.
◀
The above lemma allows studying the execution of the voting protocol of each task τik as
a sub-task with jitter Jik whose completion corresponds to the completion of τik .
▶ Theorem 10. The response time of task τik is bounded by Jik + Rik , where Rik is the least
positive fixed point of the following recurrence:
Rik = V Pi + P T + Iik,hp (Rik ) +

n
X

k,ISR
Ii,j
(Rik ).

(10)

j=1
j̸=i

Proof. Task τik completes when the execution of the voting protocol completes. The latter
lasts at most V Pi time units and can be delayed by (i) non-preemptive blocking, (ii) the
execution of high-priority tasks, and (iii) the execution of ISRs. By Lemma 7, non-preemptive
blocking is no larger than P T time units. By Lemma 6, high-priority task interference is
bounded by Iik,hp (t). Note that only ISRs that handle packets of other tasks τjk ̸= τik can
interfere with the execution of the voting protocol as the latter becomes eligible for execution
only when all packets of τik have been received. Hence, by Lemma 8, the last term in Eq. (10)
bounds the ISR interference.
Due to the fact that all the phenomena that can delay the execution of the voting protocol
are safely bounded, by standard response-time analysis the least positive fixed point of
Eq. (10) bounds the largest amount of time the execution of the voting protocol can take to
complete from the time it becomes ready to execute. Therefore, after recalling Lemma 9,
Jik + Rik is a safe response time and the theorem follows.
◀

6.2

LET-inspired voting

Under the LET-inspired scheduling scheme for voting, the tasks compute their results and
terminate without undertaking any voting-related activity. Therefore, the WCET of each
task τik can be computed as just Cik = Eik .
Conversely, the voting tasks (i) receive the data produced by the other replica, (ii)
transmit the data to the other replica, (iii) execute the voting protocol, and (iv) finally wait
for the completion of the corresponding voting task on the other replica. As specified in
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Section 4.2, voting tasks are synchronized among replicas: being synchronously released and
synchronously terminated, the execution of the voting tasks running on the two replicas
perfectly overlaps in time. This allows bounding the WCET of the voting tasks as follows.
▶ Theorem 11. The WCET of voting task υik is bounded by


Mi b
Cik,V = 2 V Ti +
+ V R i + V Pi .
α

(11)

Proof. Following the behavior specified in Section 4.2, voting tasks execute the transmission
and reception of packets in different orders. We then separately study the voting tasks on
the two replicas. On R1 , υi1 first executes the transmission and then the reception. The
time taken to perform these operations is due to (i) the actual copies to and from the ICI
device registers and (ii) the eventual busy waiting either because the ICI queue is full during
transmission or because the ICI queue is empty during the reception. Contribution (i) can
be at most V Ti + V Ri time units.
Since voting tasks are synchronously executed on the two replicas and the transmission and
reception phases are performed in inverse orders on the two replicas, when υi1 is transmitting
packets υi2 can continuously make progress in receiving them, and vice versa. Furthermore,
since the completion of voting tasks is synchronized among replicas, the ICI queues are
guaranteed to be empty whenever the voting tasks are activated. Hence, during the execution
of υi1 and υi2 only packets related to replica pair ri can be present in the ICI queues. This
means that υi2 can take at most Mαi b + V Ri time units to receive the packets sent by υi1 and
υi2 can take at most Mαi b + V Ti time units to transmit its packets to υi1 . These terms bound
the corresponding waiting times experienced because the ICI queues are either full or empty.
Hence, contribution (ii) is bounded by 2 Mαi b + V Ri + V Ti .
Finally, since the reception is performed in polling mode, when υi1 starts executing the
voting protocol υi2 must already have transmitted its packets, otherwise the reception phase
of υi1 would not be completed. Hence, υi1 can either execute the voting protocol for at
most V Pi time units or wait for the completion of just the execution of the voting protocol
in R2 , which lasts anyway at most V Pi time units. Overall, υi1 can execute for at most
(V Ti + V Ri ) + (2 Mαi b + V Ri + V Ti ) + V Pi time units, hence matching Eq. (11).
Now, let us consider υi2 . For the same reasons discussed above, this task can wait at
most Mαi b + V Ti time units during the reception of packets performed at the beginning
of the task. At the time t∗ at which υi2 received all packets it is guaranteed that υi1 has
completed its transmission phase. Hence, υi2 cannot wait for more than the time υi1 can
take to complete its reception phase and the execution of the voting protocol, which is
bounded by Mαi b + V Ri + V Ti + V Pi as discussed above. From t∗ on, υi2 can also executes
its transmission phase and voting protocol for no more than V Ti + V Pi time units. Hence,
the total time υi2 can take from t∗ to its completion, either busy waiting or executing, is
bounded by max{ Mαi b + V Ri + V Ti + V Pi , V Ti + V Pi } = Mαi b + V Ri + V Ti + V Pi . Hence,
the total execution time of υi2 is bounded again by Eq. (11). The theorem follows.
◀
With the above lemma in place, it is now possible to bound the worst-case response time
of the tasks as follows. The worst-case response time of task τik is bounded by the least
positive solution of the following recurrence:
Rik = Cik + Iik,hp (Rik ) + Iik,V (Rik ),
where Iik,hp (Rik ) is a bound on the interference generated by high-priority tasks and Iik,V (Rik )
is a bound on the interference generated by voting tasks.
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▶ Lemma 12. It holds Iik,hp (Rik ) =

P

l
τjk ∈hp(i,k)

Rik
Tjk

m

· Cjk .

Proof. Under LET-inspired voting, tasks τik behave as regular periodic tasks (note that no
suspensions are involved). Thus, the lemma follows from standard response-time analysis for
periodic tasks under preemptive fixed-priority scheduling [20].
◀


P
Rik
▶ Lemma 13. It holds Iik,V (Rik ) = υk ∈Υk T k,V
· Cjk,V .
j

j

Proof. Voting tasks have a higher priority than any task in Γk , hence they all generate
high-priority interference to τik . They are also periodically activated and execute as standard
periodic tasks. Hence the lemma follows as for Lemma 12 provided that the WCET bound
of Theorem 11 is used.
◀

6.3

Discussion

As it can be noted from the above sections, the analysis of voting with passive waiting is
much more challenging than the one under LET-inspired voting due to the various sources of
unpredictability introduced by that scheme. In addition, passive waiting requires the analysis
of packet queuing presented in Section 5 to deal with any-time packet transmissions.
On the other hand, passive waiting is relatively simple to implement from the perspective of
the programmer and does not require introducing additional tasks in the system. Furthermore,
it introduces limited priority inversion related to voting: indeed, a high-priority task can
be delayed by voting-related activities of low-priority tasks only by the transmission of one
packet and the reception of packets by means of ISRs.
Conversely, LET-inspired voting does not require the packet queuing analysis since the
voting data is communicated in precise time intervals during which the interested voting tasks
are synchronously executed on both replicas. Nevertheless, this approach tends to introduce
larger priority inversion because all voting-related activities are executed by LET tasks at
the highest priority. Hence, the whole transmission and reception of packets as well as the
voting protocol of a low-priority task can interfere with the execution of a high-priority task.

7

Experimental results

This section reports the results of an experimental evaluation that was conducted to compare
those two voting scheduling strategies studied in this paper.
Workload generation. Given a target task set utilization U and a number of tasks n, N
task sets have been generated with the Emberson et al.’s generator [15], which was configured
to randomly select the task periods in the range [T min , T max ] with log-uniform distribution.
The task sets Γ1 and Γ2 of the two replicas were then generated as follows. For each replica
pair ri , one replica was randomly selected to be the slower in executing it, say Rk , then
or(k)
or(k)
Ei
was set to the WCET value obtained by the task generator and Eik = Ei
· ξ, where
min
ξ was randomly selected in [ξ
, 1] with uniform distribution. Note that, since the WCET
provided by the task generator is used to control the worst-case duration of the execution
phase of tasks (parameter Eik ), the utilization U used to control the generation refers to
the maximum per-replica utilization without voting-related activities. A random number
⌊pvital · n⌋ of tasks, with pvital randomly chosen in [0.6, 0.8] with uniform distribution, were
selected to be vital in each replica pair, and hence to require voting. For each vital replica pair,
the number of packets Mi was randomly generated in [0, M max ] with uniform distribution.
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Table 1 Nominal setting of the parameters that control the workload generation.
Parameter
N
n
pvital
T min
T max
ξ min
M max
α
b
Q
γ
β
β
σ ISR
λVP

Value
500
10
[0.6, 0.8]
5000
500000
0.85
5
15
16
8
13.24
13.24
56.47
2
50

Description
Number of task sets
Number of tasks per replica
Vital task ratio for each replica pair
Task minimum period (µs)
Task maximum period (µs)
Minimum faster-replica speed coefficient
Maximum number of packets sent by a task
ICI bandwidth (M B/s)
Number of bytes per packet
ICI queue size (packets)
Minimum read/write rate to access memory (M B/s)
Minimum read/write rate to access device registers (M B/s)
Maximum read/write rate to access device registers (M B/s)
ISR overhead (µs)
Time required to vote a packet of data (µs)

Parameters V Ri and V Ti were computed accordingly as a function of Mi . The WCET of the
voting protocol was also generated as V Pi = λVP · Mi where λVP ≥ 0 is another parameter
that control the generation. For non-vital replica pairs we set V Pi = V Ti = V Ri = 0. All
tasks were assigned implicit deadlines (i.e., Di = Ti ).
To configure the device register and memory access rates β, β, and γ we took the
Xilinx Ultrascale+ SoC (considering the Cortex-A cores running at 1.2 GHz) as a reference
platform, from which we obtain respectively, 725, 170, and 170 clock cycles by profiling. The
configuration of other parameters that are not mentioned above is varied in the experiments
presented next and, whenever mentioned, is kept fixed to the nominal setting reported in
Table 1.
Experiments. A first experiment was conducted by varying the utilization without voting
U and testing N = 500 task sets per utilization value. The results under four representative
configurations are reported in Figure 4. The plots report the schedulability performance of the
proposed analysis techniques for voting with passive waiting (Section 4.1) and LET-inspired
voting (Section 4.2), as well as for the system without voting activities (used as a reference
upper bound of the schedulability performance). These results were obtained under the
setting reported above each plot, where the parameters that are not mentioned were set to
the nominal configuration of Table 1.
As it can be noted from the plots, LET-inspired voting always outperforms passive waiting.
Passive waiting is strongly penalized in the presence of short ICI queues (see Fig. 4(a) vs.
Fig. 4(b)) due to the queuing analysis, while LET-inspired voting is almost insensitive to the
ICI queue size as expected. The performance of both approaches degrades as the number
of packets sent by tasks increases (see Fig. 4(c) vs. Fig. 4(d)), but LET-inspired voting is
capable of guaranteeing much better schedulability performance than passive waiting as
M max increases.
Another experiment was conducted to study the dependency of the schedulability performance of the two approaches as a function of other parameters different than U . The results
are reported in Figure 5, where 500 task sets have been tested for each value of the varied
parameters. Figure 5(a) illustrates the dependency of the schedulability performance on the
minimum task period T min in a condition of high system load (U= 0.9). This figure clearly
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(a) Q = 8, M max = 5

(b) Q = 20, M max = 5
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Figure 4 Schedulability ratio (y-axis of the plots) as a function of the voting-unrelated utilization
U used to control the task set generation under four representative configurations.

(a) Q = 20, M max = 5, U = 0.9, B = 16

(b) Q = 20, U = 0.9, B = 16
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Figure 5 Schedulability ratio (y-axis of the plots) as a function of T min , M max , λVP , and Q
under four representative configurations.
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Figure 6 Schedulability ratio (y-axis of the plots) as a function of n under four representative
configurations.

shows that LET-inspired voting is penalized in the presence of very short task periods due
to the priority-inversion generated by voting tasks discussed in Section 6.3. Figures 5(b)
and 5(c) show how the performance of both approaches degrades as either M max or λVP
increases, and that the gap between the two reduces for large values of these parameters.
Finally, Figure 5(d) confirms that passive waiting exhibits very poor performance in the
presence of short ICI queues and that LET-inspired voting is insensitive to this parameter.
The last experiment was conducted to assess how the schedulability ratio of both approaches
varies as a function of the number of tasks in the tested task sets. Figure 6(a) shows that
the performance of passive waiting quickly degrades by increasing the number of tasks while
LET-inspired voting is not affected by the size of the task set. Figure 6(b) reports the results
under the same configuration of Figure 6(a) but considering larger ICI queues: in this case,
the performance of passive waiting definitively improves but is still lower than the one of
LET-inspired voting. Furthermore, Figure 6(c) and Figure 6(d) show that the performance
of both approaches decreases as the number of tasks increases at high utilization (U = 0.9).
Nevertheless, LET-inspired voting always outperforms passive waiting in all the tested cases.

8

Conclusion and future work

This paper studied two scheduling strategies for distributed voting protocols in 2-out-of-2
redundant real-time systems, namely passive waiting (based on task self-suspensions to wait
for the other replica) and LET-inspired voting. Both queuing and delays related to interreplica communication interfaces have been studied. Response-time analysis for real-time
tasks under the two strategies has been presented. The pros and cons of the two scheduling
strategies have also been discussed. The two strategies have been experimentally compared
in terms of schedulability performance. The experimental results revealed that LET-inspired
voting is always preferable to passive waiting, exhibiting even a 100% performance gap
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in the presence of short packet queues of inter-replica communication interfaces. In other
configurations with longer queues, LET-inspired voting is also capable of scheduling up to
five more times task sets than passive waiting.
Future work should investigate the possibility of improving the analysis of passive waiting,
both in terms of packet queuing and response times, and on the design of improved scheduling
strategies that can better control the priority inversion introduced by LET-inspired voting.
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1

Introduction

Network calculus is a theory designed to compute upper bounds on delays and memory usage
in distributed real-time systems. Given such a system, network calculus offers different ways
to model it and different algorithms, producing different bounds at different computation
costs.
Even if network calculus is able to analyse realistic industrial configurations in a few
seconds [10], some operations have an exponential worst case complexity, related to the least
common multiple (lcm) of the periods of the involved flows.
Currently, when modelling periodic or sporadic flows, one often use either an affine (i.e.
fluid) model, with linear complexity, or a staircase model, with exponential complexity. This
paper presents a quadratic solution for a very common operation, involved in the computation
of a residual service for common scheduling policies.
This paper is inspired by [2], that gave a quadratic algorithm for the response time of
a set of periodic real-time tasks on a CPU with fixed-priority scheduling. Since network
calculus also offers methods to compute upper bounds on the response time of such systems,
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we had a look on the proof itself, and we found that it relies on the computation of the
CPU capacity that is left to some task by the higher priority flows. This notion also exists
in network calculus, where it is called “residual service” or “left-over capacity”. This paper
adapts the result in [2] to the network calculus framework and generalises it.
Since the proof is quite long, a formal proof, checked by the Coq proof assistant [13], is
also provided.
After a presentation of a relevant subset of network calculus in Section 2, and an overview
of related work in Section 3, the result itself is presented in Section 4, and evaluated on
benchmarks in Section 5.

2

Network calculus

This section provides a recall of network calculus formalism in Section 2.1, with a focus on
sporadic workload and rate-latency servers in Section 2.2.
Let R denote the set of real numbers, R+ the subset of non-negative real numbers, Z
the set of integers, for any i, j ∈ Z, Ji, jK = {i, i + 1, . . . , j}, ⌈·⌉ : R → Z the ceiling function
(⌈1.2⌉ = 2, ⌈4⌉ = 4, ⌈−1.2⌉ = −1). For any set X, |X| denotes its cardinal. For any number
+
x ∈ R, [x] = max(x, 0). For any function f : R+ → R, its non-decreasing non-negative
+
+
closure (illustrated in Figure 1) is defined by [f ]↑ (t) = max0≤s≤t [f (s)] .

2.1

Generic results

Network calculus is a theory for deriving deterministic upper bounds in networks. Network
calculus mainly manipulates non decreasing functions to model flows, workload and server
capacity. This section provides a short introduction. A more thorough treatment can be
found in [12, 20, 5].
In network calculus, input and output flows of data are modelled by cumulative functions
which represent the amount of data observed at some point the flow up to time t. Servers
are just relations between input and output flows: a server S receives an arrival/input flow,
A(t), and delivers the data after some delay, as a departure/output flow, D(t). We always
have the relation D ≤ A, meaning that data can only go out after its arrival.
If the order of data within the flow is preserved, the delay at time t is defined as
hDev(A, D, t), and the worst delay is hDev(A, D), with

def
hDev(A, D, t) = inf d ∈ R+ A(t) ≤ D(t + d) ,

def

hDev(A, D) = sup hDev(A, D, t)
t∈R+

(see Figure 3 for an illustration).
However, the exact input/output data flows are in general unknown at design time, or too
complex, and the calculus of these cumulative functions cannot be obtained. Nevertheless,
the evolution of input/output data flows can be bounded considering contracts on the traffic
and the services in the network. For this purpose, network calculus provides the concepts of
arrival curve (illustrated in Figure 2) and service curve.
▶ Definition 1 (Arrival curve). Let A be a flow, and α a function. Then, α is said to be an
arrival curve for flow A, iff ∀(t, d) ∈ R+ × R+ , A(t + d) − A(t) ≤ α(d).
The expression α(d) is an upper bound on the amount of data that can be generated on any
interval of duration d. For a given flow A, one may consider several arrival curves.
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▶ Definition 2 (Minimal service). A server S offers a strict minimal service curve β iff for all
input/output A,D and for any backlogged period (s, t] ( i.e. such that ∀x ∈ (s, t] : A(x) > D(x))
D(t) − D(s) ≥ β(t − s).

(1)

Let us now present the main network calculus result which allows, considering contracts,
to compute bounds on delay.
▶ Theorem 3 (Delay bound). Let S be a server transforming an arrival A into a departure
D. If A has arrival curve α and S offers a strict minimal service of curve β then
hDev(A, D) ≤ hDev(α, β).

(2)

A key point in network calculus is that arrival and service curves do not have to be tight.
Mathematically they only have to be, respectively, upper and lower bounds (cf. eq. (1),
eq. (1)). From a modelling point of view, they are not the exact behaviour, but only contracts.
It has two complementary consequences. On one hand, if the contract is too far away from
the real behaviour, the computed bounds will be large w.r.t. the real worst case. On the
other hand, a complex contract can be approximated by a simpler one and all results still
hold.

2.2

Sporadic workload, rate-latency servers and NP-SP policy

This paper focuses on periodic or sporadic flows and rate-latency servers.
Given a flow sending frames of maximal size or cost C ∈ R+ with a period or minimal
+
inter-arrival
J ∈ R+ , it admits the arrival curve νT,C,J : R+ → R+ ,
 t+J time T ∈ R and a+ jitter +
t 7→ C T
but also γr,b : R → R , t 7→ rt + b (1 ), with r = C
T and b = r(J + T ), as
1

Readers with some background in network calculus may notice that in our definition, γr,b (0) = b whereas
the common practice is to set γr,b (0) = 0. But the results are simpler to prove with this definition, and
can be easily extended to the case where the function is null at origin.
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illustrated in Figure 4. Using νT,C,J is called “staircase modelling” while using γr,b is called
“fluid modelling”.
Servers often offer a rate-latency service, i.e. a constant rate R (a data link bandwidth for
example) after some latency L (some switching delay for example), modelled by a function
+
βR,L : t 7→ R [t − L] .
When several flows share a server, its capacity β is shared between the flows, and to
compute an upper bound on the delay for a flow of interest, network calculus offers to
compute a residual service (aka. left-over service). The expression depends on the scheduling
policy.
▶ Theorem 4 (NP-SP residual service). Let S be a server shared by n flows using a nonpreemptive static priority scheduling policy. If S offers a strict minimal service curve βR,0 ,
and each flow i has arrival curve αi and a maximal frame size Si , then each flow j receives
a residual service

+
X
βj = βR,Sjmax /R −
αk 
(3)
k∈hp(j)

↑

with Sjmax = max Sk , and hp(j) (resp. lp(j)) the set of flows with higher (resp. lower)
k∈lp(j)

priority than j.
The same kind of result holds, with some variations, with other type of service curves, or
preemptive static priority server, FIFO or even EDF [5]2 .

2.3

Illustrative example

Consider a bus with a bandwidth of 125kb/s, a non-preemptive static priority arbitration
rule, and a latency of 0.75ms. Three periodic flows, with period and packets sizes given in
Table 1 are sharing this bus. Flow 3 has the lowest priority, then hp(3) = {1, 2}.
To compute the delay of this flow 3, one may choose to apply eq. (3). One may then
either set αi = νTi ,Ci ,Ji (staircase modelling) or αi = γri ,bi (fluid modelling). In the top
plot of Figure 5 are plotted the two staircase arrival curves, ν1 , ν2 and the corresponding
fluid arrival curves γ1 , γ2 . Eq. (3) involves the sum α1 + α2 , being either ν1 + ν2 or γ1 + γ2
+
(both are in the second plot of Figure 5), and the two residual services β3stc = [β − ν1 − ν2 ]↑ ,
+
β3fluid = [β − γ1 − γ2 ]↑ are also plotted (given in the third and fourth plots of Figure 5). The
latency is then bounded either by hDev(α3 , β3stc ) = h1 or hDev(α3 , β3fluid ) = h1 + h2 + h3 .
As expected, the staircase modelling, that captures in a more accurate way the behaviour
of the flows, gives a smaller bound than the fluid modelling.

2.4

Problem statement

Whereas the staircase modelling computes better bounds, it has several drawbacks.
P
One problem is the cost of the addition (i.e. the term k∈hp(j) αk in equation 3). With a
fluid model (when it exists real values rk , bk such that αk = γrk ,bk ) there exists a closed-form
P
formula whose cost is linear w.r.t. the number of curves (it holds k∈hp(j) γrk ,bk = γr,b with

2

Readers with a background in network calculus may have noticed only strict minimal service is presented,
whereas applications of these results also involve min-plus minimal service. Since the contribution of
this paper is independent of the service type, only one notion has been presented.
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Table 1 Flow parameters of illustrative example.
i
1
2
3

Ti
2.5 ms
3.5 ms
3 ms

Ci
125 b
125 b
100 b

ri
50 kb/s
35.72kb/s
33.33 kb/s

bi
125 b
125 b
100 b

P
P
r = k∈hp(j) rk and b = k∈hp(j) bk ). On the contrary, the addition with a staircase model is
hard: there exists no closed-form formula, only algorithms [6], and the computation requires
to unroll the function up to the least common multiple of the periods3 , leading to exponential
complexity.
Another problem is the absence of a closed-form formula. Closed formulae, and especially
those involving linear terms, allow to perform explicit and efficient optimisations.
A last problem is related to the implementation: not all tools are able to handle staircase
functions, and several only consider linear arrival curves, as presented in the next section.
The contribution of this paper is to give a rate-latency residual service that lies between
the staircase and the fluid residual service curves, denoted βR′ ,C/R′ in Figure 5.

3
3.1

Related work
Implementation of algebraic operators for network calculus

Practical application of network calculus requires an implementation of algebraic operations
on functions.
For years, work has concentrated exclusively on linear functions, using closed-form
formulae [20], and some tools were even only using affine arrival curves and rate-latency
service curves [3].
The subclass of concave or convex piecewise linear functions has also received some
attention [25, 7] and is the class currently used in the DISCO tool [26, 4].
A big step was the development of the (min,plus) library for the RTC toolbox [29],
representing piecewise linear functions (called VCCs) as a collection of segments [28, Sec. 7].
A major breakthrough has been achieved with the definition of the class of ultimately
pseudo periodic functions, generalising VCCs, and the development of the algorithms allowing
effective computation [6].
The problem of computation time has not yet received a lot of attention in academia.
In [9], the idea is to maintain a staircase arrival curve per flow, but to approximate it by a
concave piecewise linear function of two segments before summing, to keep linear complexity.
The notion of a “container” is developed in [21], with O(n log n) complexity on operations.
Another line of work is based on the fact that the computation of the bounds (the
horizontal deviation, hDev) is based only on the prefix of the involved functions, and that
one can maintain only a prefix and approximate the remainder of the function by an affine
segment [17, 18, 27].
Lastly, another way to reduce the computation time (at the price of getting larger upper
bounds) is to replace some periods Ti by a smaller value Ti′ but such that the lcm of the Ti′
is smaller than the lcm of the Ti [23, 24].
3

In practice, periods are often integers or rational numbers that can be mapped to integers once a
common denominator is found.
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Figure 5 Illustration of different curves, with R = 125kb/s, L = .75ms and ∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3} , νi =
νTi ,Ci ,0 , γi = γri ,bi , for the values of Ti , Ci , ri and bi given in Table 1, and G as in Theorem 5.

3.2

Coq for real-time systems

Coq is a proof assistant [13], i.e., a tool offering a language to state theorems and describe
their proofs as well as a software4 verifying the proofs. It can also be used to develop software
whose execution is proved to be conform to their (formal) specification such as the CompCert
C compiler [22] or the CertiKOS operating system [16]. When used as a proof checker, Coq
will complain when attempting to use a lemma without providing a proof for one of its
hypotheses or if the proved hypotheses do not match the expected ones.
Proving that a systems guarantees some real-time property is often a complex task,
requiring long and complex proofs. One way to build correct analyses is to use a proof
assistant, like Coq [11] or Isabelle/HOL.

4

Contribution

This section details the main contribution of the paper: given a rate-latency curve βR,T and
a set of staircase functions νTi ,Ci ,Ji , there exists a rate-latency function βR′ ,C/R′ which is a
lower bound, as shown in eq. (4), that can be used to compute residual service. The main
results are presented in Section 4.1. Since the proof of the main theorem is quite long, it is
presented in Appendix A. The statement of the theorem in Coq is presented in Section 4.2.

4

Think of it as a compiler (in practice it is indeed a compiler for a very strongly typed language).
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The problem is illustrated in Figure 5. It shows that each function γi is a good fluid
approximation of the function νi (e.g. γ1 (t) = ν1 (t) for t = 2.5 × k, k ∈ N) and even if there
are less equality point between the two sums ((γ1 + γ2 )(t) = (ν1 + ν2 )(t) for t = 17.5 × k,
k ∈ N), γ1 + γ2 it is still the best possible affine upper approximation of ν1 + ν2 . And the
distance between (β − γ1 − γ2 ) and (β − ν1 − ν2 ) is exactly the same as the one between γ1 + γ2
and ν1 + ν2 . But the non-decreasing closure has a major impact on the expression based on
staircase, but none on the fluid one, creating a larger distance between both functions (e.g. at
+
t = 11, (β − ν1 − ν2 )(11) is close to (β − γ1 − γ2 )(11) but far away from [β − ν1 − ν2 ]↑ (11)).

4.1

A quadratic rate-latency bound

▶ Theorem 5 (Quadratic rate-latency bound). Let R, L, C1 , . . . , Cn , T1 , . . . , Tn (resp.
Pn
i
J1 , . . . , Jn ) be a set of positive real (resp. non negative real) values such that i=1 C
Ti < R.
Then
"
#+
n
X
βR,L −
νTi ,Ci ,Ji
≥ βR′ ,C/R′
(4)
i=1

↑

with
n
X
Ci



n 
X
max Gl , Gq
Ci Ci
R =R−
,
W =
Ti + J i −
,
C = RL + W −
,
T
R
R Ti
i=1
i=1 i
!
n X
i−1
n
X
X
Ci Cj
Ci
Ci
l
G = min Ck
− max
,
Gq =
min {Ti , Tj }
.
T
Ti Tj
k∈J1,nK
i∈J1,nK Ti
i=1 j=1
i=1 i
′

In the context of a rate-latency server shared by several sporadic flows with a static
priority policy, the term R′ represents the residual rate, made of the initial rate minus the
i
utilisation of higher priority flow C
Ti , and the term C represents an upper bound on the
backlog of higher priority flows.
The expression of the function βR′ ,C/R′ involves only simple sums (sub-terms R′ , W and
Gl ) and one double sum (sub-term Gq ) leading to quadratic complexity O(n2 ). To obtain a
linear complexity, one may omit the term Gq , leading to a smaller curve (i.e. a worst service)
but in a shorter time.
Two proofs are given. In Appendix A is given a “pen and paper” proof. This proof being
non trivial, we chose to get a high level of confidence in its soundness by formalizing and
verifiying it with Coq. A feedback of this use is given at the end of the current section and
an overview of the Coq proof is given in Section 4.2.
The next theorem states that the previous result is an enhancement w.r.t. a fluid
modelling.
▶ Theorem 6. Let R, L, C1 , . . . , Cn , T1 , . . . , Tn , J1 , . . . , Jn , R′ , C be as in Theorem 5. Then
"
βR,L −

n
X
i=1

ri =

Ci
Ti ,

#+
γri ,bi



= βR′ ,C/R′ − G

+

with G =

n
X
C2
i

i=1

Ti

!


l

+ max G , G

q

(5)

bi = ri (Ji + Ti ), and R′ , C, Gl , Gq defined as in Theorem 5.

The term G is the global gain obtained with the new result from Theorem 5 w.r.t. a fluid
modelling.
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Proof. The first step consists in an expression of linear residual service. First,
γPn ri ,Pn bi , then for any t ∈ R+ :
i=1

i=1

γri ,bi =

i=1

"
βR,L (t) −

n
X

#+
γri ,bi (t)

"

n
X

+

= [R(t − L)] −

i=1

!
ri

t−

i=1

"
=

R−

n
X

!
ri

t−

#+

n
X

bi

(6)

i=1

RL +

i=1

n
X

!#+
bi

(7)

i=1

= βR′ ,C ′ /R′
with C ′ = RL + (

Pn

i=1 bi ).

(8)

Let now compare C and C ′

n
X

1
Ci
=C+
C = RL +
(Ji + Ti )
Ti
R
i=1
′

Pn

n
X
C2
i

i=1

Ti

!


l

+ max G , Gq

.

(9)
◀

Figure 5 illustrates the differences between the functions and highlights the influence of
the non-decreasing closure. As expected, since fluid modelling gives a larger arrival curve
than staircase modelling (γi ≥ νi ), then the fluid residual curve is less than or equal to the
P
P
P
+
staircase one: β − i γi ≤ β − i νi . As stated by the Theorem, βR′ ,C/R′ ≤ [β − i γi ]↑
P
but βR′ ,C/R′ is not smaller than β − i γi .

Comparison with [2]
This result is of course closely related to the one in [2], and once the equation is given, the
amount of generalisation can be detailed. Using network calculus, the response time of a
task of execution time C0 and period T0 on a CPU with speed one (R = 1) and no latency
(L = 0) can be bounded by hDev(γC0 /T0 ,C0 , βR′ ,C/R′ ) = C/R′ + C0 /R′ = C0 +W −max{L,Q}
R′
−Q
whereas the expression in [2, Thm. 1] is C0 +W
.
The
contribution
of
this
paper
is then:
′
R
the modelling of the speed R and the latency L of a server, the introduction of the linear
term Gl and the extraction of the residual curve, that can be used in more contexts than the
fixed priority scheduling.

Feedback on the use of Coq
The use of Coq gave us the opportunity to fix a few small mistakes in a preliminary version
of the proof of Theorem 5 and one of its hypotheses.
One of the last steps of the proof consists is showing that a value s is non-negative (step
11 in Appendix A). It was claimed as an evidence, even with negative values Ji of the jitters.
While trying to encode this “evidence” in Coq, we realised that the current proof holds only
for non-negative Ji values, and the hypotheses have been updated. We do not know currently
whether the property holds with negative Ji values.
One step of the proof (an index permutation, step 9.c in Appendix A) was using a wrong
argument, doing a confusion between values and indexes. The proof has been corrected.
Regarding the cost of the development, it can be considered reasonable as only 1400 lines of
Coq code were needed5 , requiring about two person×weeks of development6 , (including above

5
6

214 lines for statements, 989 lines for proofs and 49 lines of comment (the remaining being blank lines).
For a developper with a few years of experience with the tool.
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mentioned proof fixes). This was made possible thanks to the availability of a formalization
of the real numbers in Coq’s standard library as well as the nice Mathematical Components
library [15] and particularly its big operators [1] to manipulate the Σ notation for sums.

4.2

Coq statement of Theorem 5

While the Coq compiler checks that a theorem is well formed and that its proof is correct, it
can not check that the theorem conforms to the author or reader intuition. We will then
describe the formal statement of Theorem 5 in Coq’s language.
The full proof is available, along with instructions to automatically recheck it with Coq,
at http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4518843 .
First comes the loading of the libraries,
Require Import mathcomp.(*...*).
Require Import Reals (*...*).

and Coq is instructed to interpret all standard notations, such as +, −, ≤, as real number
ones
Local Open Scope R_scope.

We then give the hypotheses of the theorem
Section Theorem3.
Variable n’ : nat.
Notation n := n’.+1.

(* Be sure that n is non zero *)

Variable R T : R+∗.
Variable tC tT : R+∗ ^ n.
Variable tJ : R+ ^ n.

For convenience, the i-th element (tC i) of the n-tuple tC will then be denoted C‘_i
Notation "’C‘_’ i" := (tC i).
Notation "’T‘_’ i" := (tT i).
Notation "’J‘_’ i" := (tJ i).
Hypothesis R_large_enough : \sum_i C‘_i / T‘_i < R.

And we define the various constants and functions
Definition R’ := R − \sum_i C‘_i / T‘_i.
Definition W := \sum_i (T‘_i + J‘_i − C‘_i / R) ∗ (C‘_i / T‘_i).
Definition L := (\min_k C‘_k) ∗ ((\sum_i C‘_i / T‘_i) − \max_i (C‘_i / T‘_i)).
Definition Q :=
\sum_(i < n) \sum_(j < n | j < i) Rmin T‘_i T‘_j ∗ (C‘_i ∗ C‘_j) / (T‘_i ∗ T‘_j).
Definition C := R ∗ T + W − Rmax L Q / R.
Definition V t := \sum_i C‘_i ∗ IZR (Zceil ((t + J‘_i) / T‘_i)).
Definition beta R T := fun t : R+ ⇒ R ∗ ’[ t − T ]+.

Before finally stating the theorem itself
Theorem theorem3 : forall t, (beta R’ (C / R’) t ≤ ’[fun t ⇒ beta R T t − V t]+^ t)%Rbar.

where %Rbar tells Coq that ≤ is the one on R = R ∪ {−∞, +∞} since the non decreasing
closure contains a least upper bound that could be infinite.
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Table 2 Periods of flows (in ms).
Set name
Period values
lcm

S1
2,5,10,20,25,40,50
200

S2
2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10
2520

S3
2,3,5,7,11,13
30030

Table 3 Mean computed bounds and computing time.
Configuration
Method
Periods Jitters
Fluid
Linear
Quadratic
Staircase
Mean computed bounds, per flow, in ms, and gain w.r.t. fluid modelling
S1
Null
12.3
12.0 (-2%) 10.3 (-16%)
6.1 (-50%)
S1
Rand.
17.6
17.2 (-2%) 15.5 (-11%)
6.1 (-65%)
S2
Null
7.7
7.4 (-3%)
5.7 (-25%)
3.4 (-56%)
S2
Rand.
10.6
10.2 (-3%)
8.6 (-19%)
3.4 (-68%)
S3
Null
7.2
6.9 (-3%)
5.6 (-22%)
3.3 (-54%)
S3
Rand.
9.9
9.5 (-3%)
8.2 (-17%)
3.3 (-66%)
Mean computing time, per configuration, in ms
(and ratio w.r.t. lcm for staircase)
S1
Null
9
15
96
567 (2.8)
S1
Rand.
10
18
101
597 (3.0)
S2
Null
6
7
26
5239 (2.1)
S2
Rand.
6
7
24
4935 (2.0)
S3
Null
6
6
21
51657 (1.7)
S3
Rand.
6
6
21
50226 (1.7)

5

Evaluation

This section evaluates the quality of the approximation provided in this paper, in terms of
accuracy of the result and computational cost.
To do so, we test the expression on a large set of configurations. Each configuration
represents a non-static priority server, with a constant rate of 1Mb/s, no latency, and a set
of randomly generated sporadic flows. Let ci be a configuration, each flow fi,j has priority j,
a fixed packet size Ci,j chosen uniformly between 8 and 16 bytes, a period Ti,j also randomly
chosen in a subset of values, and a jitter Ji,j also randomly chosen. New flows are added up
to reaching a global load of 90%, and ni denotes the number of flows.
One hundred configurations are generated picking periods values from S1 of Table 2 and
with no jitter, another hundred using set S2 and also with no jitter, and another hundred
using set S3 of the same table and also no jitter. Three others sets are generated in a similar
way, but with a jitter uniformly distributed between 0 and the flow period (excluded).
For each configuration ci , let fi,1 , . . . , fi,ni be the set of flows. For each flow fi,j , four
bounds on the delay are computed using different methods. The two first have been used in
the illustrative example in Section 2.3.
fluid
fluid
1. dfluid
= hDev(αi , βi,j
), where βi,j
is computed using eq. (3) with αk =
i,j
γCk /Tk ,Ck (1+Jk /Tk ) . It is called the fluid modelling.
stc
stc
2. dstc
i,j = hDev(αi , βi,j ), where βi,j is computed using eq. (3) with αk = νTk ,Ck ,Jk . It is
called the staircase modelling.
lin
lin
3. dlin
i,j = hDev(αi , βi,j ) where βi,j is computed using Theorem 5 but only with the linear
l
q
term G (i.e. setting G = 0). It is called the linear modelling.
quad
quad
4. dquad
= hDev(αi , βi,j
) where βi,j
is computed using Theorem 5 but only with the
i,j
q
quadratic term G (i.e. setting Gl = 0). It is called the quadratic modelling.
Experiments have run on a laptop with 4GB of memory and a 2.7GHz Intel Core i5.
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Figure 6 Plots related to configurations with periods in S1 set, null w.r.t. random jitters.
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Figure 7 Computing time per mean delay, for configurations with periods in S1 set.

Figure 6a plots, for a given configuration ck with periods chosen in S1 (harmonic periods)
quad lin
stc
and no jitter, the bounds dfluid
dk,j computed by the four methods for each
k,j , dk,j , dk,j
flow. Since flows are sorted by priority, the plots are non decreasing. As expected, the fluid
modelling gives the larger, i.e. worse, bounds, whereas the linear approximation is smaller,
the quadratic approximation even smaller, and staircase modelling leads to the smallest
bounds. Only one configuration is plotted, but they all have the same shape.
Now considering the fluid modelling as the reference value, Figure 6c plots, for each
configuration with harmonic periods, the sum of all bounds
computed by a method divided by
P
ni

dX

i,j
the sum of all bounds computed by fluid modelling: Pnj=0
with X ∈ {fluid, stc, lin, quad}.
i
dfluid
j=0

i,j

Figure 6e plots the computation time required to analyse each configuration, depending on
the modelling, with a log-scale on time axis. Last, Figure 7 plots the computation time as a
function of the mean delay, for each configuration and each method.
In the same figure group are also plotted the same graphs but considering the jitter of
each flow picked up between 0 and the flow period. As expected, the jitter increases the
delay of the affine models, but has no influence on the staircase one (cf. Figure 6b). Then,
the gain obtained by the staircase model w.r.t. the fluid model increases, whereas the gain
of the quadratic model is less (12% instead of 16%).
The Table 3 summarises, for each set of hundred configurations, the mean bound on
delays for all flows, and the mean computing time for a single configuration. For the staircase
modelling is added this computation time divided by the lcm of the periods, showing that
this computation time is almost linear w.r.t. this lcm.
The same kind of information is plotted in the group of Figures 8 when the periods are
taken from the set S3. The relations between the methods in terms of accuracy of results are
in the same order of magnitude (from 16% to 22% without jitter, from 11% to 17% with
jitter), but the computation time of the staircase methods is three orders of magnitude larger
(50s vs. 21ms).
The results for the set S2 are not plotted but are summarised in Table 3.
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Figure 8 Plots related to configurations with periods in S3 set, null w.r.t. random jitters.

6

Conclusion

In network calculus, the computation of residual services with staircase arrival curves has
exponential complexity, whereas fluid arrival curves offer a linear complexity but give larger,
i.e. worse, upper bounds.
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This paper generalises a result from [2], and develops a residual service curve with either
linear or quadratic computational complexity. The correctness of the result is enforced by
providing a formal Coq proof. The different approaches are evaluated on 600 systems with
sporadic workload and non-preemptive static priority scheduling.
Whereas the staircase model computes bounds that are half of those of the fluid model 7 ,
at the expense of a computation time from 102 to 104 times larger, the quadratic approach
already enhances the results by about 20% while being only 10 times slower. The linear
model offers a limited enhancement (2%-5%). Having accurate results in short computation
times helps real-time system designers when exploring several configurations (in design space
exploration). A comparison with prefix-based approach [17, 18, 27] is left to further studies.
Moreover, the analytic formula of the residual service curves opens some opportunities.
First, having a residual curve allows to use the Pay Burst Only Once principle, to compute an
end-to-end network delay smaller than the sum of per switch delays. Second, a closed form
formula gives opportunities for optimisation. Third, getting rid of least common multiple
allows the use of directed rounding floating-point arithmetic that could lower the computation
cost by one or two additional orders of magnitude.
The formalization of the main result of the paper using Coq enabled to fix some glitches
and reach a very high level of confidence in this result. This was done at a moderate extra
cost and follows the direction impulsed by the call for action8 “Real Proofs for Real Time:
Let’s do better than “almost right” at ECRTS 2016 [14].
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A

Proof of Theorem 5

Regarding only correctness issues, we may have omitted this section since the Coq proof
already provides a formal correctness insurance. Nevertheless, this section can be considered
as the documentation of the Coq proof. But the main justification of this section relies in
the opportunity to adapt or generalise the results. The same way as we have converted and
extended the result on response time presented in [2] by a study of its proof, we provide a
human-oriented proof, as a complement of the formal Coq proof.
The proof presentation is inspired by [19]. Each sub-step of the proof will start with
some ordering value, followed by the statement of the sub-step, using bold font. Thereafter
will come the proof of the sub-step itself.
m
l
Pn
Pn
def Pn
i
i
For the proof, let V = i=1 νTi ,Ci ,Ji i.e. V (t) = i=1 Ci t+J
, and ρ = i=1 C
Ti
Ti the
long term rate of V , and recall that ρ < R.
1. Definitions of sM and first properties: For any M ∈ R, let
def

sM = min {t ∈ R V (t) + M = R(t − L)} .

(10)

This sM is the minimal solution to V (t) + M = R(t − L). The first step consists in
showing that sM exists (there are solutions, and there exists a minimal one), and the
second on their relative positions (cf. Figure 9).
a. The minimum exists: By
of the ceiling function, x ≤ ⌈x⌉ < x + 1. Then,
m
l definition
Ci
Ci
t+Ji
Ci
i
for any i, t Ti + Ji Ti ≤ Ci Ti < t Ti + Ji C
Ti + Ci . Making the sum for all i ∈ [1, n]

v6
v5
v4
v3
v2

R(t − T ) − M

v1

V (t)

v0

ρt + b′
ρt + b
T+

M
R

x

sM

x′

t

Figure 9 Illustration of sM definition, with n = 2, C1 = C2 = 21 , T1 = 2, T2 = 3, J1 = J2 = 0.
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leads to
∀t ∈ R : ρt + b ≤ V (t) < ρt + b′ ,

(11)

Pn
Pn
′
i
with b = i=1 Ji C
i=1 Ci .
Ti , b = b +
These are affine functions, and since R > ρ, there exists x < x′ such that ρx + b =
R(x − L) − M and ρx′ + b′ = R(x′ − L) − M (cf. Figure 9). Set y = ρx + b, y ′ = ρx′ + b′ .
From eq. 11, for any t ∈ [x, x′ ] : y ≤ V (t) ≤ y ′ . Set Y = {V (t) t ∈ [x, x′ ]} the set
of values of V on [x, x′ ]. This set is non-empty and finite. If (vi )i∈N is the ordered
set of values of the function V , there exists k ≤ k ′ such that Y = {vk , vk+1 , . . . , vk′ }
(Y = {v3 , v4 } on the example in Figure 9), and to each one corresponds one sM
k such that
M
M
vk = R(sM
−
L)
−
M
.
Then
the
set
{t
∈
R
V
(t)
+
M
=
R(t
−
T
)}
=
s
k
k , . . . , sk ′
M
is non empty and finite, and its minimum, s exists.
b. Before sM , R(t − L) − M is below V (t) i.e.
∀t < sM : R(t − L) − M < V (t):

(12)

By contradiction, assume there exists t < sM such that R(t − L) − M ≥ V (t). The case
R(t−L)−M = V (t) leads to t ≥ sM by definition of sM . In case of R(t−L)−M > V (t),
then R(t − L) − M > ρt, so t > x.
c. A lower bound on sM : In step 1a, x has been defined such that sM ∈ [x, x′ ], with
ρx + b = R(x − L) − M , then
s

M

≥x=

M + RL +

Pn

i=1

i
Ji C
Ti

R′

.

(13)

This relation will be used in one of the last step of the proof.
2. Definitions of qiM , riM and first properties: Let introduce for any i ∈ J1, nK,
def
qiM =




s M + Ji
,
Ti

def

riM = Ti qiM − (sM + Ji )

(14)

x
sM +Ji +riM
x
x
keep in mind
that qiM =
and that Ti > riM ≥ 0 (from L
<L
+ 1 comes
≤ L
Ti

x
M
0 ≤ L L − x < L, and setting x = s + Ji ).
3. Expression of sM in terms of riM : Since sM is a minimum, it satisfies R(sM − L) =
V (sM ) + M i.e.
R(s

M

− L) =

n
X


Ci

i=1

=

n
X
Ci
i=1

Ti
M


n
X
s M + Ji
+M =
Ci qiM + M
Ti
i=1

(sM + Ji + riM ) + M

⇐⇒ s (R −

n
X
Ci
i=1

Ti

(16)

) = M + RL +

⇐⇒ R′ sM = M + RL +

n
X
Ci
i=1

(15)

Ti

n
X
Ci

Ti

i=1
n
X

Ji +

i=1

(Ji + riM )

Ci M
r
Ti i

(17)
(18)

4. Two definitions for a reordering liM and σ:
def

∀i ∈ J1, nK : liM = (qiM − 1)Ti − Ji .

(19)
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Remark that sM > liM (from 0 ≤ riM < Ti comes 0 ≤ Ti qiM − (sM + Ji ) < Ti and
Ti (qiM − 1) − Ji < sM ).
M
Now, let σ : J1, nK → J1, nK be a permutation such that the sequence lσ(i)
is non-increasing,
M
M
M
M
i.e. s > lσ(1) ≥ lσ(2) ≥ · · · ≥ lσ(n) .
5. Forall k ∈ J1, nK it holds

Ck

s M + Jk
Tk




= Ck


lkM + Jk
+ Ck
Tk

(20)

 M

M
M
By definition qkM is an integer,
l M som qk − 1 also is and qk = qk − 1 + 1. By definition
l +J
of lkM , we then get qkM = k Tk k + 1 hence the result by definition of qkM .
Pi
C
M
6. Forall i ∈ J1, nK : sM ≥ lσ(i)
+ k=1 σ(k)
:
R

Let i ∈ J1, nK, Si = {σ(1), . . . , σ(i)} and S̄i = J1, nK \Si .
m
lM
m
l M
lk +Jk
k
≥
C
From previous relation, for any k in Si , Ck s T+J
+ Ck . But by
k
Tk
k

M
M
definition, (lσ(m)
)m∈J1,nK is non-increasing sequence, so for all k ∈ Si , lkM ≥ lσ(i)
, which

M
lM
m
l
+Jk
l +J
yields Ck k Tk k + Ck ≥ Ck σ(i)Tk
+ Ck . To conclude


∀k ∈ Si : Ck

s M + Jk
Tk

&


≥ Ck

M
lσ(i)
+ Jk

'
+ Ck

Tk

(21)

Now, consider k ∈ S̄i . By the definition of ljM (cf. proof step 4), ∀j ∈ J1, nK : sM > ljM ,
and in particular, for j = σ(i). Then, it holds

∀k ∈ S̄i : Ck

s M + Jk
Tk

&


≥ Ck

M
lσ(i)
+ Jk

'
(22)

Tk

Summing over eq. (21) and eq. (22), it comes


X

Ck

k∈Si ∪S̄i

s M + Jk
Tk

&



X

≥

Ck

M
lσ(i)
+ Jk

Tk

k∈Si ∪S̄i

M
i.e. V (sM ) ≥ V (lσ(i)
)+

'

i
X

+

X

Ck

k∈Si

Cσ(j)

j=1
M
By the definition of sM , one has V (sM ) = R(sM − L) − M . Conversely, since sM ≥ lσ(i)
,
M
M
from eq. 12, it comes V (lσ(i) ) ≥ R(lσ(i) − L) − M , so

R(s

M

− L) − M ≥

M
R(lσ(i)

− L) − M +

i
X

Cσ(j)

(23)

j=1

⇐⇒ s

M

≥

M
lσ(i)

+

i
X
Cσ(j)
j=1

M
7. Forall i ∈ J1, nK : rσ(i)
≤ Tσ(i) −

(24)

R
Pi

j=1

Cσ(j)
R

: This is a direct consequence of definition
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of liM , qiM and previous relation.
M
+
sM ≥ lσ(i)

i
X
Cσ(j)
j=1

(25)

R

M
− 1)Tσ(i) − Jσ(i) +
⇐⇒ sM ≥ (qσ(i)

i
X
Cσ(j)

M
⇐⇒ sM + Jσ(i) − Tσ(i) qσ(i)
≥ −Tσ(i) +

i
X
Cσ(j)
j=1

M
≤ Tσ(i) −
⇐⇒ rσ(i)

n
X

riM

i=1
n
X

R

i
X
Cσ(j)
j=1

8.

(26)

R

j=1

(28)

R


n i−1
n 
X
1 X X Cσ(i) Cσ(j)
Ci Ci
Ci
≤
−
:
Ti −
Ti
R Ti
R i=1 j=1
Tσ(i)
i=1
n

X
Ci
M Cσ(i)
=
since σ is a permutation
rσ(i)
Ti
Tσ(i)
i=1
i=1


n
i
X
X
Cσ(j) Cσ(i)

Tσ(i) −
≤
R
Tσ(i)
i=1
j=1


n
i−1
X
Cσ(i) X Cσ(j) Cσ(i)

Tσ(i) −
=
−
R
R
Tσ(i)
j=1
i=1
=

riM

n 
X
i=1

=

(27)

n 
X
i=1

Cσ(i)
Tσ(i) −
R
Ci
Ti −
R





n

(30)

(31)

i−1

Cσ(i)
1 X X Cσ(j) Cσ(i)
−
Tσ(i)
R i=1 j=1
Tσ(i)
n

(29)

(32)

i−1

Ci
1 X X Cσ(j) Cσ(i)
−
Ti
R i=1 j=1
Tσ(i)

(33)

Pn Pi−1 C Cσ(i)
The next step consists in having a lower bound on i=1 j=1 σ(j)
.
Tσ(i)
 q l
Pn Pi−1 Cσ(j) Cσ(i)
9.
≥ max G , G The goal in this step is to get rid of the σ
i=1
j=1
Tσ(i)
permutation, since it depends on M . :
a.

Pn

i=1

Pi−1

j=1

Cσ(j) Cσ(i)
Tσ(i)

n X
i−1
X
Cσ(i) Cσ(j)
i=1 j=1

Tσ(i)

≥ Gl :

≥

n X
i−1
X
Cσ(i) mink∈J1,nK Ck

Tσ(i)

i=1 j=1

= min Ck
k∈J1,nK

≥ min Ck
k∈J1,nK

n
X
Cσ(i)
i=1
n
X
i=1

(34)

× (i − 1)

(35)

Cσ(i)
× min(i − 1, 1)
Tσ(i)

(36)

Tσ(i)

and since one does not know the value of σ(1) (i.e. when i − 1 = 0)
!
n
X
Ci
Ci
≥ min Ck
− max
= Gl
T
k∈J1,nK
i∈J1,nK Ti
i=1 i

(37)
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b.

Pn

i=1

Cσ(i) Cσ(j)
Tσ(i)

Pi−1

j=1

≥

n X
i−1
X
Cσ(i) Cσ(j)

Tσ(i)

i=1 j=1

=

Pn

i=1

n X
i−1
X
Cσ(i) Cσ(j)
i=1 j=1

≥

Cσ(i) Cσ(j)
j=1 Tσ(i) Tσ(j)

Pi−1

Tσ(i) Tσ(j)

n X
i−1
X
Cσ(i) Cσ(j)
i=1 j=1

Tσ(i) Tσ(j)


min Tσ(i) , Tσ(j) :

Tσ(j)

(38)


min Tσ(i) , Tσ(j)

(39)
(40)

c.

Pn

i=1

Cσ(i) Cσ(j)
j=1 Tσ(i) Tσ(j)

Pi−1

def Ci Cj
Ti Tj

Let xi,j =


Pn Pp−1 C C
min Tσ(i) , Tσ(j) = p=1 q=1 Tpp Tqq min {Tp , Tq } = Gq :
n
o
def
2
min {Ti , Ti }, and X = (i, j) ∈ J1, nK i > j , and also

2

2

h : J1, nK → J1, nK

(σ(i), σ(j)) when (i > j) = (σ(i) > σ(j))
(i, j) 7→
(σ(j), σ(i)) otherwise.
Note that for all i, j, we have (i, j) ∈ X if and only if h(i, j) ∈ X and xσ(i),σ(j) = xh(i,j)
since x is symmetric. We thus have
n X
i−1
X
Cσ(i) Cσ(j)

Tσ(i) Tσ(j)

i=1 j=1

X

x(σ(i),σ(j)) =
min Tσ(i) , Tσ(j) =
(i,j)∈X

X

xh(i,j)

(41)

h(i,j)∈X

One can then prove that h is injective, meaning it is bijective, which enables the
following reindexing
X
X
xh(i,j) =
x(i,j) = Gq
(42)
h(i,j)∈X

10. sM ≤

(i,j)∈X

M +C
:
R′

This is just, going from equations (18), application of steps 8 and 9.

R′ sM = M + RL +

n
X
Ci

n
X
Ci

riM
T
i
i=1
i=1

n
n 
n i−1
X
X
Ci
Ci Ci
1 X X Cσ(i) Cσ(j)
≤ M + RL +
Ji +
Ti −
−
T
R Ti
R i=1 j=1
Tσ(i)
i=1 i
i=1


n 
X
max Gq , Gl
Ci Ci
≤ M + RL +
J i + Ti −
−
R Ti
R
i=1

=⇒ sM ≤

Ti

Ji +

M +C
R′

11. Here comes the M elimination: Let t ∈ R+ .
+
If t ≤ RC′ , βR′ , C′ (t) = 0, so βR′ , C′ (t) ≤ [βR,L − V ]↑ (t) trivially holds.
If t ≥

C
R′ .

R

R

By definition of sM , for any M ∈ R,

M = R(sM − L) − V (sM )
so, for any interval I

M

such that s

M ≤ sup {R(u − L) − V (u)} .
u∈I M

(43)
M

∈I

M

(44)
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Set M = R′ t − C (this can be done safely since there is no hidden M in R, R′ , L, V (·)).
From step 10, sM ≤ MR+C
= t, so
′
R′ t − C ≤

sup {R(u − L) − V (u)} .

(45)

sM ≤u≤t

But from t ≥
sM ≥ 0, so

C
R′

and M = R′ t − C comes M ≥ 0, and introducing it in eq. 13 yields

R′ t − C ≤ sup {R(u − L) − V (u)} ,

(46)

0≤u≤t

and by doing the maximum with 0

+
C
+
R′ t − ′
≤ sup [R(u − L) − V (u)]
R
0≤u≤t
+

⇐⇒ βR′ , C′ (t) ≤ [βR,L − V ]↑ (t)

(47)
(48)

R
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1

Introduction

Feedback control systems have been used as prime examples of hard real-time systems ever
since the term was coined. However, in the past twenty years, it has become increasingly
clear that the hard real-time task model is overly strict for most control systems. Requiring
that all deadlines of a periodic control task must be met can lead to very conservative
designs with low utilisation, low sampling rates, and – in the end – worse than necessary
control performance. Following this line of reasoning, researchers started looking into task
models in which tasks can sporadically miss some deadlines, and defined concepts like the
“skip factor” [45], i.e., the number of correctly executed jobs that must occur between two
failed instances. Task models with failed jobs eventually led to the definition of the weakly
hard task model [11], that specify constraints on the sequence of jobs that complete their
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execution correctly and the ones that miss their deadlines. Adopting the weakly hard model
allows a control task to opportunistically execute more frequently, which in general improves
reference tracking and disturbance rejection [41, 46, 55].
A recent industrial survey has shown that practitioners are used to work with systems
that experience deadline misses [5, Questions 14 and 15]. In a significant percentage of cases,
these systems are subject to blackout events that can persist for more than ten consecutive
task periods. Examples of such events are mode switches in mixed-criticality systems, resets
due to hardware faults, security attacks, specific types of cache misses, and connectivity
issues in networked control systems. Handling all of these situations by design could require
extreme resource over-provisioning.
In this paper we focus precisely on these sporadic system events, which may cause a
control task to stall for one or several cycles. To determine the effect of deadline misses on
the control system, it is of utmost importance to analyse the physics of the plant and the
effect of control signals not being delivered to it. For these systems, stability guarantees have
been given on the maximum number of tolerable consecutive deadline misses [48]. These
guarantees only consider stability of the closed-loop system as the property to be preserved.
In this paper, we demonstrate that while stability may be preserved, the control system
performance may be severely affected by the burst of misses. Performance and stability
have been considered simultaneously in the literature. For example, in [30] a controller is
developed that guarantees stability, accepting some level of performance degradation for
a given plant. However, we believe that a lot is left open to investigate, especially with
respect to general guarantees. In particular, in this paper we aim to understand the effect
that the deadline handling strategies jointly have on performance and stability, providing a
holistic evaluation. Furthermore, we evaluate our results on both simulated platforms and
real control plants. More precisely, we offer the following contributions:
We propose a new type of weakly hard task model, which specifies a consecutive deadline
miss interval followed by a minimum consecutive deadline hit (recovery) interval. This
model is crucial to properly assess the performance effect of a burst of deadline misses, as
the ones reported by practitioners [5].
We provide an analysis methodology for stability and performance of control tasks
executing under this task model using a variety of implementation choices to handle
deadline misses (Kill vs. Skip-Next, Zero vs. Hold). In particular, we separately consider
the two cases in which a miss pattern is repeated (which fits an increased workload
situation – for example due to a different mode of execution), and in which it is not
possible to specify constraints on the repetition of the miss pattern.
We compare experimental results obtained with a real process – a Furuta pendulum that
is stabilised in the upright position – with simulation results based on a linear model of the
same process, using the same controller. This shows that simulated data is representative
enough to draw conclusions on the controller performance, despite unmodelled nonlinear
dynamics and noise.
We present the result of a large scale evaluation campaign of commonly used controllers
on a benchmark of 133 industrial plants. From this evaluation we conclude that the choice
of actuation strategy (i.e., what to do with the control signal when a miss occurs) affects
control performance significantly more than the choice of deadline handling strategy (i.e.,
what to do with the control task when a miss occurs).
The rest of this paper is outlined as follows. In Section 2 we give a brief overview of
related work. In Section 3 we present relevant control theory and introduce the stability and
performance concepts. Section 4 describes the weakly hard task models and the strategies
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that are commonly used to handle deadline misses. Section 5 presents our extension to the
weakly hard task model, and the corresponding stability and performance analysis. Section 6
presents our experimental results, and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2

Related Work

The work presented in this paper is closely related to two broad research areas, namely, the
analysis of
(i) weakly hard systems and
(ii) fault-tolerant control systems.
Weakly Hard Systems. Deadline misses can be seen as sporadic events caused by unforeseen
delays in the system. Such delays could for instance be induced by overload activations [36,64]
or cache misses [6, 22]. The idea behind weakly hard analysis is that deadline misses are
permitted under predefined constraints. Such systems have been analysed extensively from a
real-time scheduling perspective [10, 15, 21, 37]. The weakly hard models have gained traction
in the research community as a tool to understand and analyse systems with sporadic
faults [4, 12, 13, 26, 29, 35, 38, 55, 59–61]. In a recent paper, Gujarati et al. [33] analysed and
compared different methods for estimating the overall reliability of control systems using the
weakly hard task model. Furthermore, the authors of [50] proposed a toolchain for analysing
the strongest, satisfied weakly hard constraints as a function of the worst-case execution time.
Fault-Tolerant Control Systems. Real-time systems are sensitive to faults. Due to their
safety-critical nature, it is arguably more important to guarantee fault-tolerance with respect
to other classes of systems. Some of these faults can be described using the weakly hard
model. Due to the nature of control systems, special analysis techniques can combine fault
models and the physical characteristics of systems.
Fault-tolerance has been investigated in many of its aspects, e.g., fault-aware scheduling
algorithms [16, 23] and the analysis of systems with unreliable components [43]. Furthermore,
restart-based design [1, 2] has been used as a technique to guarantee resilience. The fault
models are frequently assumed to target overload-prone systems, or systems with components
subject to sporadic failures. Bursts of faults have been observed to affect real systems [20, 63].
Gujarati et al. [32] proposed an analysis method for networked control systems that uses
active replication and quantifies the resilience of the control system to stochastic errors.
Maggio et al. [48] developed a tool for determining the stability of a control system where
the control task behaves according to the weakly hard model. From the control perspective,
there has been extensive research into both analysis and mitigation of real-time faults in
feedback systems [30, 31, 57]. Very often, this research produced tools to analyse the effect of
computational delays [19] and of choosing specific scheduling policies or parameters [18, 52],
possibly including deadline misses. In a few instances, researchers looked at how to improve
the performance of control systems in conjunction with scheduling information [14]. One
such effort analyses modifications to the code of classic and simple control systems to handle
overruns that reset the period of execution of the control task [53]. Abdi et al. [3] proposed a
control design method for safe system-level restart, mitigating unknown faults during runtime
execution, while keeping the system inside a safe operating space. Pazzaglia et al. [54] used
the scenario theory to derive a control design method accounting for potential deadline
misses, and discussed the effect of different deadline handling strategies. Linsenmayer et
al. [47] worked on the stabilisation of weakly-hard linear control systems for networked control
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wk
rk

+

ek

C

uk

P

yk

−1
Figure 1 Control loop: The reference value rk is compared with the output yk of the plant P.
The control error ek = rk − yk is used by the controller C to compute the value of the control signal
uk . The plant is disturbed by the stochastic process wk .

systems, with some extension for nonlinear systems [39]. In the considered setup, faults
compromise network transmissions, but do not interfere with the controller computation
(assuming that the computation is triggered). The work also focused on stability, with no
control performance evaluation.
To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has devised a combined stability and
performance analysis to understand how faults (even when they can be tolerated) affect the
plant that should be controlled when different deadline handling strategies are used.

3

System Behaviour in Nominal Conditions

In this section, we introduce the relevant control background needed for the remainder of
the paper, and we detail how the controller and the system behave under normal operation.

3.1

Plant Model

We first describe the model we use for the object we are trying to control. In control terms
– mostly due to historical reasons – this object is called a plant. Examples range from a
pendulum that we would like to stabilise in the upward position, to a chemical dilution
process, to the distribution of workload in a datacenter.
Plants are usually modelled as continuous- or discrete-time dynamical systems. All realworld plants are nonlinear, but for control design purposes they are often linearised around
their operating points. Around such a point, the resulting model becomes a Linear TimeInvariant (LTI) system. In this paper, we restrict our analysis to discrete-time LTI systems,
because we investigate controllers implemented with fixed-rate sampling and actuation in
digital electronics. To design and analyse these systems, we use the discrete-time counterpart
of the continuous-time physical model, which can be obtained with standard techniques [9].
We consider a plant P described in state-space form:
(
xk+1 = Ap xk + Bp uk + Gp wk
P:
(1)
yk = C p x k + D p u k
In (1), k counts the discrete instants that represent the plant’s sampling points. We
assume periodic sampling; the time between two consecutive samples k and k + 1 is fixed
and equal to sampling period ts . In the equation, xk is a column vector with dp elements.
These elements represent the state variables that account for, e.g., the storage of mass,
momentum, and energy. Similarly, uk is a column vector with ip elements. These values
represent the inputs that affect the dynamics of the plant. We also consider wk , a column
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vector with ip elements. The term wk represents an unknown load disturbance, modelled as
a stationary stochastic process with known properties. Finally, yk is a column vector with op
elements, that represents the measurements that are taken from our plant. The matrices Ap
(size dp × dp ), Bp (size dp × ip ), Cp (size op × dp ), Dp (size op × ip ), and Gp (size dp × ip )
characterise the dynamics of the plant.

3.2

Controller Model

The plant P is controlled by a periodically executing controller C with implicit deadlines, i.e.,
the deadline of each task instance (job) coincides with the next task activation. We consider
the class of all linear controllers with a one-step delay between sampling and actuation. 1 In
other words, we consider all the controllers that can be written as linear systems, according
to the following state-space equation:
(
zk+1 = Ac zk + Bc ek
C:
(2)
uk+1 = Cc zk + Dc ek
Here, zk is a column vector with dc elements that represents the state of the controller.
The input of the controller is ek , a vector of ic = op elements. Each element in the vector is
the error between the corresponding plant output and its reference value (ek = rk − yk , where
rk represents the reference values for the plant outputs). Finally, uk is a vector of oc = ip
elements, that encodes the output of the controller, which is connected to the plant input
vector. The matrices Ac (size dc × dc ), Bc (size dc × ic ), Cc (size oc × dc ), and Dc (size oc × ic )
characterise the dynamics of the controller. For every task activation, the controller first
applies the value of uk that was computed by the previous job and then reads the inputs rk
and yk . It then calculates the values of zk+1 and uk+1 that will be used in the next iteration.
The analysis methodology presented in the remainder of this paper is valid for all linear
controllers. The class of linear controllers includes some of the most frequently used controllers
in industry, in particular proportional and integral (PI), proportional, integral, and derivative
(PID), lead–lag compensators, and linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) controllers. Although
the performance analysis is presented for the time-invariant case, the formulas are valid also
for systems with time-varying matrices. Hence, it is possible to analyse plants and controllers
that transition between different local linear models.

3.3

Closed-Loop System Dynamics

We now analyse the closed-loop system shown in Figure 1. Combining the dynamical models
from (1) and (2), we obtain matrices that represent the closed-loop system. We denote the

T
state vector of the closed-loop system with x̃k = xTk , zkT , uTk , where T is the transpose
operator. In this way, we obtain a system that has the vectors rk and wk as input, and is
described by
(
x̃k+1 = A x̃k + Br rk + Bw wk
S:
(3)
yk = C x̃k ,

1

One-step delay controllers are controllers in which a control signal is computed in the k-th interval
and actuated at the beginning of the k + 1-th period. In the real-time systems jargon, one-step
delay controllers are often referred to as controllers that follow the Logical Execution Time (LET)
paradigm [25, 44]. From the real-time perspective, implementing the controller following the LET
paradigm improves the timing predictability. From the control perspective, one-step delay controllers
reduce activation jitter and allows the engineer to neglect time-varying computational delays.
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rk
S

yk

wk
Figure 2 Closed-loop system rewritten as a new linear system S. The resulting system has two
inputs, rk and wk and one output. The feedback loop shown in Figure 1 is hidden inside S.

where the closed-loop state matrix A is


Ap
A =  −Bc Cp
−Dc Cp

0dp ×dc
Ac
Cc


Bp
−Bc Dp  ,
−Dc Dp

(4)

the input matrices Br and Bw are





0dp ×ic
Gp
Br =  Bc  , Bw = 0dc ×ip  ,
Dc
0ip ×ip

(5)

and the output matrix C is

C = Cp

0dp ×dc


Dp .

(6)

Figure 2 shows the graphical representation of the closed-loop system S, with input and
output signals.

Stability
To assess the stability of the closed-loop system under normal operation, it is sufficient to
check the eigenvalues of the state matrix. According to the Schur stability criterion [9], if the
eigenvalues of A lie within the unit disc, then the system is asymptotically stable. Formally,
a closed-loop system is Schur stable if and only if
max |λi (A)| < 1,
i

(7)

where λi (A) is a function that returns the i-th eigenvalue of A.
If the system dynamics change at runtime (e.g., in the case of a lost sample, unexpected
delay, or computational problem), Schur stability is no longer a sufficient stability criterion.
Instead, switching stability analysis can be employed to check the stability of a system with
alternating dynamics [40]. There has been a lot of research on the switching stability analysis,
with multiple tools developed in order to simplify the analysis. Two main methods are
employed: (i) the search for a common Lyapunov function, e.g., as done in [46], (ii) the
computation of the Joint Spectral Radius (JSR), e.g., as done in [48, 62].

Performance
Alongside stability, it is important to look at the performance of the closed-loop system. Performance can be defined in different ways, often depending on the application [8]. Whichever
way is chosen, a common way to quantify performance is to define a cost function and
evaluate the cost function during the execution of the controller. In our work, we use a
quadratic cost function

Jk = E eTk Qe ek + uTk Qu uk .

(8)
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The cost function penalises deviations from the reference value as well as usage of the control
signal. E denotes expected value, and the positive semidefinite weighting matrices Qe (size
op × op ) and Qu (size oc × oc ) weigh the different terms against each other. A small cost
value means that the controller successfully makes the error approach zero, using a small
control signal.
If the stochastic properties of the external signals rk and wk are known, it is possible
to calculate the value of the cost function analytically. For simplicity and without loss of
generality, we will henceforth assume that rk = 0 (i.e., we want to regulate the output to

zero) and that wk is a zero-mean Gaussian white noise process with variance R = E wk wkT .
More elaborate disturbance models can be realised by adding extra states in the plant model.
We now detail how to evaluate (8). Let Pk denote the covariance of the closed-loop state
vector at time k,

Pk = E x̃k x̃Tk .
(9)
The state covariance evolves according to
T
Pk+1 = A Pk AT + Bw R Bw
.

Given Pk , we can calculate the cost for time step k as

Jk = E x̃Tk Q x̃k = tr (Pk Q) ,
where tr computes the trace of the matrix, and
 T

Cp Qe Cp 0dp ×dc 0dp ×ip
Q =  0dc ×dp 0dc ×dc 0dc ×ip 
0ip ×dp 0ip ×dc Qu

(10)

(11)

(12)

is the total cost matrix. The stationary cost of the system is defined as J∞ . This is the cost
that the system converges to when operating under normal conditions:
J∞ = lim Jk .
k→∞

(13)

This means that there exists an instant k̄ for which Jk reaches a value arbitrarily close to
the steady-state value J∞ , or ∀ε, ∃k̄ s.t. ∀k > k̄, |(Jk − J∞ )/J∞ | < ε.

4

System Behaviour with Deadline Misses

The analysis above holds when the control task meets all its deadlines. However, the presence
of deadline misses changes the behaviour of the system. The stability of controllers with
a number of consecutive deadline misses has been investigated in [48]. The results of this
investigation attested that, due to their inherent robustness, many control systems can
withstand at least a small number of consecutive misses.
To analyse the system, we need to clarify three aspects about the miss behaviour:
(i) What happens to the control signal.
(ii) What happens to the control task.
(iii) The computational model used for the analysis (how many deadlines can we miss, and
in what pattern).
For the first item, the actuator can either output a zero (uk = 0oc ×1 ), or hold the previous
value (uk = uk−1 ). The choice depends on both the plant dynamics and on the controller, as
no strategy in general dominates the other one [58]. For controllers with integral action, it
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makes sense to hold the previous control value, under the presumption that the system is still
disturbed and that a non-zero control signal is needed to keep the plant close to its operating
point. On the other hand, the zero strategy may be preferred for plants with unstable or
integrator dynamics, where outputting a zero control action may be the safer option.
Considering the second item, at least three different strategies can be employed to deal
with a control task that misses its deadline [18]:
(i) Kill,
(ii) Skip-Next,
(iii) and Queue(λ) (λ ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . .}).
When the Kill strategy is used, the job that missed its deadline is terminated, its changes
are rolled back, and the next job is released. Following the Skip-Next strategy, the job that
missed its deadline continues its execution. No new control task jobs are released until the
currently running one completes its execution. Queue(λ) behaves similarly to Skip-Next in
allowing the current job to complete execution, but also allows the activation of new jobs
(the queue of active jobs holds up to the most recent λ instances of the control task). In this
paper we only analyse Kill and Skip-Next. In fact, the results presented in [18, 48] suggest
that Queue(λ) is not a feasible strategy to handle misses. The presence of two or more
active jobs in the same period creates a chain effect that is hard to recover from and that
deteriorates stability and performance.
The last item refers to models of computation. The weakly hard task model [11, 34]
is usually considered expressive enough to analyse the behaviour of tasks that miss their
deadlines. The authors of [11] propose four definitions for a weakly hard real-time task τ :
▶ Definition 1 (Weakly Hard Task Models [11]). A task τ may satisfy any of these four weakly
hard constraints:

(i) τ ⊢ nℓ : there are at least n hits for every ℓ jobs,
(ii) τ ⊢ m
ℓ : there are at most m misses for every ℓ jobs,
(iii) τ ⊢ nℓ : there are at least n consecutive hits for every ℓ jobs,
(iv) τ ⊢ m
ℓ : there are at most m consecutive misses for every ℓ jobs.
There has been a lot of research on the second model, often also called m-K model [4,
12, 13, 26, 29, 35, 38, 45, 54, 55, 57, 59–61] (with m being the maximum number of misses in a
window of K activations). Recently there has also been an analysis of the stability of control
systems when the control task behaves according to the fourth model [48].
If the misses are due to faults or security attacks, usually the control task experiences an
interval of consecutive misses. When the fault is resolved, the control task starts hitting its
deadlines again. From the performance standpoint, a consecutive number of misses degrades
the control quality. We are interested in what degradation is acceptable and how much time
should occur between two potential failures. Specifically, we look at how many deadline hits
should follow a given number of consecutive misses for the system to recover. None of the
four models above allow us to formulate this requirement (as they specify either consecutive
hits or misses but not both), which leads us to introduce a different weakly hard model of
computation, together with its analysis, in Section 5.

5

Burst Interval Analysis

In this section, we analyse the stability and performance of a real-time control system that
experiences bursts of deadline misses. Section 5.1 introduces the fault model, Section 5.2
derives the control system behaviour subject to different real-time policies and delves into
both the stability and performance analysis.
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Fault Model

Faults can happen during the normal execution of tasks on a platform. Informally, as a result
of a fault, tasks miss their deadlines. When the fault is resolved, then the original situation
is recovered (possibly after a transient initial phase).
Specifically, given a system S, we define a burst interval M as an interval of controller
activations in which the control task executing C consecutively misses m deadlines, regardless
of the strategy used to handle the misses. We assume that the burst interval M is followed
by a recovery interval R, defined as an interval in which the control task consecutively hits
n deadlines.
During the burst interval, the deadline misses of the control task are handled using a
deadline handling strategy D (Kill, K, or Skip-Next, S). The control signal uk is selected in
accordance with the actuation strategy A (Zero, Z, or Hold, H). We denote the combination
of D and A with H = (D, A). For example H could be SZ to indicate that the Skip-Next
deadline handling strategy is paired with the Zero actuation strategy. The system recovers
once it operates close to steady-state.
From an industrial viewpoint, the proposed fault model is highly relevant. The common
approach is to treat faults as pseudo-independent events adhering to predefined constraints
on their incidence rate [42, 49, 51]. However, during the operation of a control system, faults
can be caused by events like network connection problems (e.g., cutting the connection
between the sensor and the controller), security attacks, contention on resources. Studies in
the automotive sector, for example, indicate that deadline misses can occur in bursts [56, 64].
In these cases, the controller does not execute properly for a given amount of time (e.g., until
the connection is restored, the attack is terminated, or the resource contention is reduced).
The analysis methods we propose allow us to address such situations and to provide tighter
bounds on the closed-loop stability and performance than under the previously proposed
weakly hard models. Moreover, following a burst interval, we are interested in analysing the
length of the recovery interval R that is needed to return to normal operation under each
implementation strategy H. Hence, we here extend the weakly hard models of computation
with a fifth alternative and then devote the remainder of the paper to its analysis.
▶ Definition 2 (Weakly Hard Fault Model With Burst Of Misses). A real-time task τ may
satisfy the weakly hard task model

(v) τ ⊢ m
ℓ : there are at most m consecutive misses, followed by ℓ − m consecutive hits
for every ℓ jobs.

This means that a real-time task τ behaves according to the model τ ⊢ m
ℓ , if, whenever
τ experiences a burst interval M consisting of m consecutive deadline misses, it is always
followed by a recovery interval R consisting of n = ℓ − m consecutive deadline hits.

5.2

Closed-Loop System Dynamics

In this section we derive the system dynamics for a closed-loop control system under the
assumption that we enter a burst interval of length m after time instant k, and after m
deadline misses we start completing the control job in time.
Normal Operation. Under normal operating conditions the system is not experiencing any
deadline misses. In other words, the system evolves according to the closed-loop system
dynamics (3).
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Kill&Zero. If a control task deadline miss occurs at time instant k, the plant states xk still
evolve as normal. However, the controller terminates its execution prematurely by killing the
job, thus not updating its states (zk+1 = zk ). The controller output is determined by the
actuation strategy and is here zero (uk+1 = 0). Now, consider a burst interval of length m

T
after time instant k. Recalling that x̃k = xk T zk T uk T , we can write the evolution of the
closed-loop system for the sequence of m deadline misses followed by a single deadline hit
as the product of a matrix representing the behaviour of the system for a hit and a matrix
representing the behaviour in case of miss elevated to the power of m to indicate m steps of
the system evolution.
The resulting closed-loop system in state-space form is


m  
xk
xk+m+1
Ap 0dp ×dc Bp

 zk+m+1  = A 0dc ×dp

zk  ,
I
0dc ×ip
uk
uk+m+1
0ip ×dp 0ip ×dc 0ip ×ip
{z
}
|


(14)

AKZ (m)

where AKZ (m) represents the system matrix for m misses under the Kill&Zero strategy,
followed by a single hit (the matrix A that is multiplied to the left of the equation). The
matrix A is the same specified in (4), and represents the first hit that follows the m misses,
hence, we determine how x̃k influences x̃k+m+1 (m misses and one hit).
Kill&Hold. Changing the actuation strategy to Hold, slightly alters the system matrix we
derived for the Kill&Zero case. The plant states xk evolve as normal and the control states
zk are still not updated (zk+1 = zk ). However, due to the change in actuation strategy, the
last actuated value is instead held (uk+1 = uk ). The resulting closed-loop state-space form
can be seen in (15), where AKH (m) is used to represent the system matrix for m misses
under the Kill&Hold strategy and matrix A is specified in (4).


m  
xk
xk+m+1
Ap 0dp ×dc Bp

 zk+m+1  = A 0dc ×dp

zk 
I
0dc ×ip
uk+m+1
0ip ×dp 0ip ×dc
I
uk
|
{z
}


(15)

AKH (m)

Skip-Next&Zero. When the control task misses a deadline under the Skip-Next strategy,
the job missing the deadline is allowed to continue its execution until completion. However,
no subsequent job of the control task is released until the current job has finished executing.
If the currently active job terminates during period k, the next control job is released at the
start of the k + 1-th period. We can then write the evolution of the system where the control
job experiences m misses before completing its execution, meaning that there is a subsequent
hit that uses old information for the error measurements. While the controller executed only
once to completion, the plant evolved for m + 1 steps. The resulting closed-loop state-space
form can be seen in (16), where ASZ (m) is used to represent the system matrix under the
Skip-Next&Zero strategy for m misses and one completion using old measurements.
  m+1
 
xk+m+1
Ap
0dp ×dc Am
xk
p Bp
 zk+m+1  =  −Bc Cp Ac −Bc Dp   zk 
uk+m+1
−Dc Cp Cc −Dc Dp
uk
|
{z
}


ASZ (m)

(16)
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Skip-Next&Hold. Similar to Skip-Next&Zero, one job finishes execution after m consecutive
misses. However, the actuation strategy holds the previous control value during the entire
burst interval. Therefore, the plant evolution is affected by a cumulative sum over the prior
control values. The resulting closed-loop state-space form can be seen in (17), where ASH (m)
is used to represent the system matrix for m misses under the Skip-Next&Hold strategy.
Pm

  m+1
 
i
xk
xk+m+1
Ap
0dp ×dc
i=0 Ap Bp
 zk+m+1  =  −Bc Cp Ac
(17)
−Bc Dp   zk 
uk
uk+m+1
−Dc Cp Cc
−Dc Dp
{z
}
|
ASH (m)

Equations (14)–(17) are inspired by the analysis in [48], but we have we introduced two
generalisations. The first one is that our controller is specified as a general state-space system;
therefore our method is able to address all linear controllers. The second generalisation is
that we could include estimates of the plant states in the controller. We can thus properly
handle the presence of an observer.2 Furthermore, we simplify the calculations by reducing
the number of states x̃k of the closed-loop matrices.

Stability
We now describe how the system matrices above can be used to analyse stability. Recall
that a closed-loop control system is stable if and only if the (fixed) system matrix A is Schur
stable. This criterion is also valid for cyclic patterns, where A represents the product of all
closed-loop state matrices experienced in a full burst–recovery cycle. Hence, we can search
for the shortest recovery interval length n such that

max λi An−1 AH (m) < 1, H ∈ {KZ, KH, SZ, SH}.
(18)
i

Recall that AH (m) already includes one hit, thus the left multiplication with An−1 . This is
a sufficient condition and not necessary, meaning that a miss occurring during the recovery
interval does not immediately imply that the closed-loop system is destabilised. We summarise
the analysis in the following definition.
▶ Definition 3 (Static-Cyclic Stability Analysis). We denote the stability analysis from (18)
with the term static-cyclic stability analysis. The system under analysis cycles through a
sequence of m misses followed by a sequence of n hits, indefinitely.
The static-cyclic analysis assumes a repeating burst–recovery cycle with no interruptions.
This works well for instance in case the misses are due to a permanent overload condition
caused by a mode switch (for example from low to high criticality mode in mixed-critical
systems). However, the setting is not very general. To foster generality, we complement
the stability evaluation with a less restrictive stability analysis, based on the proposed task
model in Definition 2.
▶ Definition 4 (Miss-Constrained Stability Analysis). To guarantee miss-constrained stability,
a system has to be stable under arbitrary switching between allthe possible m realisations
(i.e., closed-loop matrices) that comply with all task models τ ⊢ mℓ⊂ , m⊂ ∈ {1, . . . , m} and
also include the case in which the system does not miss deadlines.

2

In [48] the controller state is specified as part of the plant (e.g., when the proportional and integral
controller is introduced). This implies that the state is computed although the controller did not execute.
Our formulation fixes this by separating the plant execution and the controller states.
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In other words, a system is miss-constrained stable if and only if it is stable under arbitrary
switching of the closed-loop matrices in the set


Aℓ−1 AH (1) , Aℓ−2 AH (2) , . . . , Aℓ−m AH (m) , A .

(19)

Switching stability is unfortunately quite involved.3 However, many excellent tools have been
developed to simplify this analysis (e.g., MJSR [48] or the JSR toolbox [62] for MATLAB).

Performance
We now show how the cost function in Equation (11) can be used as a time-varying performance metric. Before a burst interval, we assume that the system is in the neighbourhood of
its steady-state covariance P∞ and performance J∞ .
When a burst interval of m missed deadlines occurs, the system will be disrupted and its
covariance matrix will evolve according to
T

Pk+m+1 = AH (m) Pk (AH (m)) + Ajn Rw Ajn

T

,

(20)

where
Pjm
i=0

Rw =
(
jm =
(
jn =


Aip Gp R GTp (Aip )T 0dp ×dc +ip
,
0dc +ip ×dp
0dc +ip ×dc +ip

m−1

if D = K (Kill),

m

if D = S (Skip-Next),

1

if D = K (Kill),

0

if D = S (Skip-Next).

(21)

Ap and Gp are matrices from the plant evolution in (1), R is the noise intensity from (10),
and A is the closed-loop matrix from (4). The cost will simultaneously change following (11).
In the recovery interval, the covariance is again governed by the normal closed-loop evolution
described in (10). The system is said to have recovered once the cost is arbitrarily close to
the steady-state cost. We evaluate this as
J∞ − Jk
< ε,
J∞

(22)

where ε > 0 is the recovery threshold.
▶ Definition 5 (Performance Recovery Interval). We define the recovery length interval n∗H
as the smallest n such that (22) is satisfied for all k ≥ n when using H to handle deadline
misses.
▶ Definition 6 (Maximum Normalised Cost). We denote the maximum normalised cost of the
system by
JM,H = max
k

Jk,H
,
J∞

(23)

where Jk,H is the cost computed according to (11) when using H to handle the deadline
misses.
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Figure 3 Illustration of normalised cost (Jk /J∞ ), performance recovery interval n∗H and maximum
normalised cost JM,H on a data trace. The example uses H = Kill&Zero and ε = 0.1.

Figure 3 gives a graphical representation of n∗H and JM,H for an execution trace in which
the controller experiences 3 misses and uses Kill&Zero as strategy H.
Compared to the stability analysis, the performance analysis also takes into account
state deviations and uncertainty due to disturbances. In Section 5.2 we used the system
dynamics to analyse the stability of the system. The disturbance term wk was neglected
as it does not influence the system stability. However, its presence (as the presence of any
disturbance) changes the dynamic behaviour of the system. For the performance metric,
the state covariance matrix Pk evolves according to both the noise intensity and the system
dynamics (20). The result is that the performance analysis provides us with a conservative
(but more realistic) recovery interval, that takes system uncertainties into consideration.
To find the length of the recovery interval, we evolve the state covariance during a burst
interval, using a specific strategy H according to (20). Thereafter, the state covariance is
evolved under normal operation, according to (10), until (22) is satisfied, allowing us to find
the performance recovery interval n∗H .

6

Experimental Results

In this section, we apply the analysis presented in Section 5 to a set of case studies, analysing
stability and performance. We first present detailed results with a Furuta pendulum, both
in simulation and with real hardware, using the same controller. The simulated results
are compared to the real physical plant. This shows that the performance analysis does
capture the important trends for real control systems. We then present some aggregate
results obtained with a set of 133 different plants from a control benchmark. One noteworthy
aspect is that the Furuta pendulum model is linearised for the control design and the
pendulum stabilised around an unstable equilibrium – the top position – while the control
benchmark includes (by design) stable systems. The difference between simulation results
and real experiments for stable linear systems should in principle be smaller than for unstable
nonlinear systems, making our pendulum the ideal stress test for the similarity of simulated
and real data.

3

We have devoted some research effort into the investigation of a suitable stability analysis for control
tasks subject to a set of weakly-hard constraints (of the type presented in Defintion 1). A summary of
our findings can be found at https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.11312.
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6.1

Furuta Pendulum

We here analyse the behaviour of a Furuta pendulum [27], a rotational inverted pendulum in
which a rotating arm is connected to a pendulum. The rotation of the arm induces a swing
movement on the pendulum. The pendulum has two equilibria: a stable position in which
the pendulum is downright, and an unstable position in which the pendulum is upright. Our
objective is to keep the pendulum in the up position, by moving the rotating arm.
The Furuta pendulum is a highly nonlinear process. In order to design a control strategy
to keep the pendulum in the top position, it is necessary to linearise the dynamics of the
system around the desired equilibrium point. We consider this as a stress test to check the
divergence between simulation results and real hardware results, because of the instability of
the equilibrium and the nonlinearity of the dynamics. In fact, the controller necessarily acts
with information that is valid only around the upright position, and there is only a range of
states in which the linearised model closely describes the behaviour of the physical plant.
We design a linear-quadratic regulator (LQR) to control the plant. Every ts = 10 ms the
plant is sampled and the control signal is actuated. Based on state-of-the-art models [17]
and on our control design, the plant model P is
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−2.943
·
10
0
1
+1.9120




yk = Ixk ,
the controller C takes the form

C : uk+1 = 8.8349 1.5804

0.2205


0.3049 xk

(25)

and is designed and analysed using the following parameters (see Section 3.3):
Qe = diag(100, 1, 10, 10), Qu = 100, R = diag(0, 0, 10, 1).

(26)

We first apply the stability analyses presented in Section 5.2 to our model. Figure 4
shows the results. Each square in the figure represents a combination of (at most) m deadline
misses (on the vertical axis) and (at least) n deadline hits (on the horizontal axis). If a
square is coloured with a dark colour, the corresponding combination of misses and hits is
both static-cyclic and miss-constrained stable, found using the JSR Toolbox [62]. The light
squares in the figure show combinations for which the system only satisfies the static-cyclic
stability condition. The white squares mark configurations for which stability cannot be
guaranteed.
We remark on the presence of peaks in the static-cyclic stability region of H = KH at
n = {1, 5, 9, 13, 19}. Similar peaks are also found for the other strategies, but for different
values of n. These peaks indicate that the system would be stable if that particular burst
and recovery interval length would be repeated indefinitely. However, this assumption is
not robust to variations in the burst or recovery interval lengths as can be seen from the
miss-constrained stability region being more conservative with its guarantees. Instead, the
peaks in the static-cyclic region can be explained by stable modes occurring due to the
natural frequencies of the open-loop (for the Zero actuation mode) and closed-loop (for the
Hold actuation mode) systems. It is also interesting to note that Kill seems to consistently
yield a larger stability region than Skip-Next, while neither Zero nor Hold dominate each
other in terms of stability guarantees. An example of the latter fact was given already in [58].
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Figure 4 Miss-constrained stability (dark coloured area) and static-cyclic stability (light coloured
area) when different strategies H are used in the example and the weakly hard model in Definition 2
is considered. Each square represents a window of size ℓ = m + n. The dark area satisfies both the
miss-constrained and static-cyclic stability whilst the light area only provides static-cyclic stability.
The white squares denote potentially unstable combinations of m and n.

For the performance analysis, we considered a one-shot burst fault of a specific length m,
followed by a long period of normal execution. Assuming that the pendulum starts close to
the upright equilibrium, with stationary cost J∞ , we calculate how the covariance Pk and
performance cost Jk evolve during and after the burst interval using Equations (20)–(21).4
These calculations assume an ideal, linear model of the pendulum. The simulation results for
different strategies and bursts of length m = 20 are shown in the upper half of Figure 5. For
Hold, it is seen that the cost grows exponentially during the initial fault interval (the first
20 ts = 0.2 s). This is true also for Zero, although the growth rate is too small to be visible.
The reason for the poor performance of Hold is that any non-zero held control signal will
actively push the pendulum away from its unstable upright equilibrium even further than
either disturbances or noise would already do without a proper control action.
The large spike in cost comes when the controller is reactivated at time 0.2 s. Here, the
Hold strategy again shows much worse performance than Zero, with the peak cost being
almost an order of magnitude worse. The difference between Kill and Skip-Next is relatively
small, with the latter strategy consistently performing slightly worse than the former. This
is due to the small extra delay caused by using old data in the Skip-Next strategy.
We conducted experiments on a Furuta pendulum, using the same controller for the real
plant rather than its model.5 Initially, we performed 500 experiments with 500 jobs each and
no deadline misses, to determine the nominal variance of the system – i.e., the stationary
variance used to find the static cost J∞ . For each strategy H we then ran 500 identically set
up experiments. In each experiment, the control task operated according to the task model

4
5

The analysis is implemented using JitterTime [19], https://www.control.lth.se/jittertime.
A video, showing experiments with the real system and bursts of deadline misses can be viewed at
https://youtu.be/0P0K_7lvKVU. The video shows a comparison of all the strategies for bursts of
(m = 20, n = 480). Furthermore, we have included additional experiments with (m = 50, n = 450)
and (m = 75, n = 425) for the Skip&Hold strategy. The results of the additional experiments with
higher values of m are not described in the paper, as stability could not be guaranteed (and in fact the
pendulum is not at all times kept in the upright position).
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Figure 5 Normalised performance cost Jk /J∞ obtained with the Furuta pendulum. The upper
part of the figure shows simulated data, while the lower part of the figure shows the corresponding
values obtained averaging the results of 500 experiments with the real process and hardware. Each
experiment corresponds to a 500 jobs of the controller (20 misses and 480 hits).

from Definition 2, experiencing a burst of length m = 20 misses, followed by by a recovery
interval with n = 480 deadline hits.
Due to system model uncertainties (e.g., friction) being significant, the rotation angle
around the arm axis displayed a considerable variance. We removed the state from the
covariance calculations, since the arm angle majorly impacted the variance despite its
inconsequential significance on the system dynamics (the pendulum can be stabilised with
the arm being around any position, provided that the pendulum itself is kept in the upright
position). Including the rotation angle would not change the shape of the performance
degradation seen in Figure 5. However, it would make the results obtained with different
strategies H not comparable (in some of them, the rotation angle could have varied less across
the 500 experiments). The covariance matrix Pk was derived by calculating the variance of
the closed-loop state vector x̃k according to Equation (9), in each time step k.
The resulting performance cost can be seen in the lower half of Figure 5, where the
cost Jk was calculated according to Equation (11) and normalised using the stationary cost
J∞ . Comparing the simulated (upper) and real (lower) performance costs in Figure 5, we
notice the similarities between the simulated analysis and the analysis performed on the
physical plant. Particularly, the strategies involving Hold actuation show similar behaviours.
For these strategies, the simulated and real values are very close for the transient burst
interval, the secondary cost peak (seen around time 0.4 s), and the maximum normalised
cost JM,H . However, the real cost is recovering slower than in the simulations – an effect
that arises due to the nonlinear effects present in the real process, but unmodelled in the
simulated environment. Instead, comparing the Zero actuation strategies, the performance
cost of the physical experiments during the burst interval seem to improve compared to the
simulations. This is again likely due to the unmodelled dynamics (e.g., friction) appearing in
the physical experiment but not in the simulations. The stiction component of the friction
reduces the variance of the states when the actuation signal becomes zero. With longer burst
intervals, a similar behaviour as for the Hold actuation strategies would appear. Despite
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this difference, both the recovery interval, the secondary cost peak (around 0.4 s), and the
maximum normalised costs JM,H are comparable.
We conclude that the results of the experiments performed on the physical process support
the validity of the performance analysis presented in Section 5.2.

6.2

Control Benchmark

In Section 6.1 we extensively discussed the results obtained with a single plant (the Furuta
pendulum), with the aim of showing that simulating the performance cost yields interesting
and relevant results. As the main novelty of this paper lays in the introduction of the
performance analysis as an additional tool to evaluate the behaviour of control systems that
can miss deadlines, we here focus on performance.
We use a set of representative process industrial plants [7], developed to benchmark
PID design algorithms in the control literature. The set includes 9 different batches of
stable plants, each presenting different features that can be encountered in process industrial
plants, for a total of 133 plants.6 For each batch, all systems have the same structure, but
different parameters. For example, the fourth batch is a stable system with a set of repeated
eigenvalues, and a single parameter specifying the system order, which can take six possible
values (3, 4, 5, 6, 7, or 8). Almost all the plants have a single independent parameter. The
only exception is Batch 7, for which we can specify two different configuration parameters,
the first one having 4 possible values and the second one having 9 potential alternatives,
with a total of 36 possible configurations.
The analysis methodology presented in this paper is valid for all linear control systems.
In Section 6.1, we introduced an LQR controller to analyse the Furuta pendulum. To
demonstrate the generality of the analysis, here, we focus on the most common controller
class: proportional and integral (PI) controllers. These controllers constitute the vast
majority of all the control loops in the process industry.7 We also performed the analysis for
proportional, integral, and derivative (PID) controllers obtaining similar results. Introducing
our tuning for PID controllers requires additional clarifications and details, which we omit
due to space limitations.
For each plant we derived a PI controller according to the methodology presented in [28].
In order to showcase the applicability of our analysis to different linear systems, controllers,
and noise models, we analyse the resulting closed-loop systems for m ∈ [1, 20], under the
assumption that the systems are affected by brown noise (in comparison to the white noise
applied to the Furuta Pendulum). The brown noise model integrates the white noise and
is thus applicable to systems where the noise is more dominant at lower frequencies (e.g.,
oscillations from nearby machinery). Figure 6 shows the results for m = 10.
The first result that the figure shows is that the plant dynamics plays an important role in
how the system reacts to misses. For example, the plants in Batch 4 and Batch 8 need around
20 hits to recover from a burst of 10 misses. On the contrary, the plants in Batch 6 and Batch
7 need a higher number of hits to recover from the same burst interval. The second result
that is apparent from the figure is that the Hold actuation strategy recovers much better
(performance-wise) than Zero. The reason why Hold outperforms Zero can be explained by
the brown noise. The control signal will actively counteract the integrated noise dynamics,

6

7

In our analysis, we present results with 134 plants. In fact, the test set was used in [28] to assess
a control design method, and an additional plant was added to the set during this assessment. We
included this additional plant in our analysis.
A 2001 survey by Honeywell [24] states that 97% of the existing industrial controllers are PI controllers.
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Figure 6 Performance Recovery Interval n∗H needed to recover from a burst of 10 deadline misses
for different strategies and all the plants in the 9 batches for PI controllers designed according to [28].
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meaning that zeroing the control signal removes the compensation against the integrated
noise. Finally, comparing the deadline handling strategies, Kill performs marginally better
than Skip-Next. Under Kill, the controller uses fresh data at the beginning of the recovery
interval, while Skip-Next uses old data. However, we assumed ideal rollback (i.e., zero
additional computation time for the rollback and clean state) for the Kill strategy. In real
systems, rollback is difficult to realise and the advantage provided by Kill over Skip-Next
may therefore become unimportant. These findings are consistent throughout all the plants
in the experimental set, regardless of the burst interval length m.
The plant dynamics and noise affect the behaviour and performance of the strategies.
Comparing the results of Section 6.1 with the aggregate results, it becomes apparent that
the actuation strategy (Zero or Hold) affects control performance significantly more than
the deadline handling strategy. For the Furuta pendulum (an unstable, nonlinear plant
influenced by white noise) Zero performed the best, but for the process industrial systems
(stable, linear plants influenced by brown noise) Hold outperformed Zero. These results
were apparent even with no consideration taken to the deadline handling strategies. Thus,
we conclude that the plant and noise model should be the ruling factor when choosing the
actuation strategy, while the deadline handling strategy is mainly limited by the constraints
imposed by the real-time implementation.

7

Conclusions

In this paper we analysed control systems and their behaviour in the presence of bursts of
deadline misses. We provided a comprehensive set of tools to determine how robust a given
control system is to faults that hinder the computation to complete in time, with different
handling strategies. Our analysis tackles both stability and performance. In fact, we have
shown that analysing the stability of the system is not enough to properly quantify the
robustness to deadline misses, as the performance loss could be significant even for stable
systems. We introduced two performance metrics, linked to the recovery of a system from a
burst of deadline misses.
A limitation of the presented performance analysis is that it only applies to linear control
systems. However, the approach can easily be extended to analyse time-varying linear systems
and can also be used for local analysis of a nonlinear system that should follow a given
reference trajectory. In fact, to illustrate the applicability to real (e.g., nonlinear) systems,
we applied the analysis to a Furuta pendulum and compared the results of simulations
obtained with a model of the process to the real execution data. The results support our
claim that the proposed performance analysis is a valid approximation of the real-world
system performance.
We performed additional tests on a large batch of industrial plants, using modern control
design techniques. From our experimental campaign, we conclude that the choice of actuation
strategy affects the control performance significantly more than the choice of deadline handling
strategy.
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1

Introduction

In the last decades, probabilistic timing analysis has emerged as an important concept for
assurance of real-time guarantees in various fields [10]. Compared to the deterministic-based
worst-case execution time model, a probabilistic model of time parameters offers more
expressiveness and a higher degree of representation of the actual system behaviour. Besides
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that, it can be more applicable for soft real-time systems, and systems with below-worst-case
provisioning, that in general are more present than the strictly hard-real time systems.
One of the major concepts that has been used in the analysis of real-time systems is the
linear convolution, which is also known as addition, when used on discrete random variables.
This operation has been studied and adjusted for the analysis of real-time systems in many
papers throughout the years [12, 19,20, 22], while its mere use is present in almost all research
areas of probabilistic real-time systems [10].
However, as shown by Davis and Cucu-Grosjean [10], one of the main obstacles for
probabilistic timing analysis is the fact that the linear convolution in the worst-case exhibits
O(n2 ) time and space complexity. This problem was first addressed with distribution downsizing techniques [19, 20, 22, 25], and later with the analytical methods [6–8, 27, 28] for the
determination of deadline-miss probability. There are many benefits of using analytical
methods, the major one being the reduction of the time and space complexity. However,
analytical methods come with some limitations: (i) they often introduce over-approximation
in the resulting deadline-miss probabilities [28], and (ii) the most accurate methods rely on
convolution, e.g., Pruning and Unify, proposed by von der Brüggen et al. [28]. Moreover,
analytical methods do not provide comprehensive information on the resulting probabilistic
distributions. This can be very important for many present problems in the analysis of
real-time systems since there are many more potential goals other than determining deadline
miss probabilities, e.g., computing cache-miss probability, analysis of random replacement
caches [11], analysis of the tasks with multiple probabilistic parameters [18], etc.
This research. There is a rich area of past and future research that is limited by the space
and time complexity of linear convolution. In this paper, we focus on further reducing the
space and time complexity of convolution-based analyses, as a fundamental operator for
the probabilistic analysis of real-time systems. One of the main exploration lines seized in
this paper is the concept from mathematics and signal processing known as the circular
convolution [15, 23]. The main contributions of this paper are:
An algorithm for optimal down-sampling of random variables in terms of probabilistic
expectation is proposed, which represents the quantitative degree of pessimism when
analysing real-time systems. (Section 3)
Methods which reduce the time complexity of convolution between two random variables
from O(n2 ) (linear convolution from state-of-the-art) to O(n log(n)). (Section 4)
The results of evaluation show that the proposed methods can be applicable for probabilistic
analysis of real-time systems even with large numbers of analysed entities.
Organisation. The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we describe
the basic terminology and mathematical notation used in the paper. Section 3 describes
the proposed algorithm for optimal down-sampling of random variables. Section 4 presents
algorithms to reduce the time complexity of addition between two random variables. The
evaluation is described in Section 5, the related work is presented in Section 6, and the paper
is concluded with Section 7.

2

Terminology and mathematical notation

▶ Definition 1 (Discrete Random Variable). A discrete random variable X on the probability
space (Ω, F, P) is defined to be a measurable function X : Ω →
− R such that the image X(Ω)
is a countable subset of R, and {ω ∈ Ω : X(ω) = x} ∈ F for x ∈ R.
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Table 1 List of important symbols used in the paper.
Symbol

Brief explanation

X, Y, Z
X′
V, W, Q
|V|
V⊙W
F {V}
F −1 {V}

Discrete random variables in form of two-row matrices.
Down-sampled random variable.
One-column vectors representing X, Y , and Z in the given order.
Cardinality of vector V.
Element-wise product between two vectors.
Fourier Transform of vector V.
Inverse Fourier Transform of vector V.

In the above definition, Ω is a sample space, the set of all possible outcomes. F is an event
space, where an event is a set of outcomes in the sample space. P represents a probability
function, that assigns each event in the event space a probability.
The image of Ω under X is denoted with Im X, and it is the set of values taken by X,
with positive probability.
Given a random variable X, we define the cumulative distribution function of X as
P
FX (x) = P(X ≤ x), and its expected value (expectation) as E(X) = x∈Im X x · P(X = x).
Throughout the paper, we will use a two-row matrix to represent the mapping between
the obtainable values (sorted in increasing order), and their respective probabilities:


x1
x2
···
xn
X∼
,
(1)
P(X = x1 ) P(X = x2 ) · · · P(X = xn )
where the symbol ∼ denotes that the random variable X has the probability distribution
described by the two-row matrix, and n is the cardinality of Im X.
▶ Definition 2 (Usual Stochastic order [26]). Two random variables X and Y , with cumulative
distribution functions FX and FY , are said to be in the usual stochastic order, denoted as
X ⪰ Y , if and only if ∀x, FX (x) ≤ FY (x).
▶ Definition 3 (Independence). Two (discrete) random variables X and Y are independent
if the pair of events {X = x} and {Y = y} are independent for all x, y ∈ R. Formally,
P(X = x, Y = y) = P(X = x)P(Y = y)

for all x, y ∈ R.

▶ Definition 4 (Convolution or sum of random variables). If X and Y are independent discrete
random variables on (Ω, F, P), then Z = X + Y has the mass function
P(Z = z) =

∞
X

P(X = x)P(Y = z − x)

for z ∈ R.

x=−∞

▶ Definition 5 (Element-wise product). The element-wise product (also known as, Hadamard
product, point-wise product, and Schur product) between two matrices A and B of the same
dimension m × n is denoted as A ⊙ B.
▶ Definition 6 (Discrete convolution between two vectors). Given two vectors V and W of
equal length n, the discrete convolution between the two vectors is defined as
(V ∗ W) =

n
X
i=1

V(i)W(n − i) =

n
X

W(i)V(n − i),

i=1

where V(i) (and W(i)) is the i-th element of the vector V (of W).
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(a) Potential paths for down-sampling.
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Figure 1 Graph representation of the additional expectations from the running example.

The majority of the above definitions are available in the book [13]. Definition 2 is cited
from [26], while it is described by Diaz et al. [12] as the first-order stochastic dominance. In
Table 1, we provide the list of the most important and frequently used symbols in the paper.

3

Down-sampling of Random Variables

We divide this section into two main parts. Section 3.1 describes the problem of optimal downsampling with respect to minimising the probabilistic expectation. We solve this problem by
proposing an algorithm that uses a dynamic programming approach. Section 3.2 proposes a
linear down-sampling algorithm, which exhibits an improved time complexity compared to
the optimal algorithm, at the cost of an increased over-approximation in some cases.

3.1

Optimal down-sampling of random variables

▶ Problem 1 (Optimal down-sampling of random variables). Given a discrete random variable
X where n is the cardinality of Im X, down-sample the random variable to cardinality s,
s < n, such that the expectation of the derived variable X ′ is minimised, while X ′ ⪰ X.
Upon down-sampling, the probabilistic expectation of the down-sampled random variable X ′
is often larger than the expectation of the original random variable X since the probability
mass in X ′ has to be shifted to the larger values in order to account that X ′ upper bounds
X (Definition 2). For this reason, Maxim et al. [19] showed that expectation can be regarded
as the metric of pessimism when the random variable is down-sampled from its original
cardinality to a lower one. Many down-sampling algorithms were proposed in the state-ofthe-art to reduce the probabilistic expectation upon down-sampling (e.g. Max-k re-sampling,
Pessimism reduce re-sampling [19], etc.). In this section, we show how the random variable
can be down-sampled to cardinality s such that its probabilistic expectation is less than or
equal to the expectation of any other potential down-sampling of the same cardinality. To
better clarify the problem, we introduce the following running example.
▶ Example 1. Initially, the random variable X contains the following values with the assigned
probabilities (expressed with the notation of Equation (1)):

X∼

10
0.6

20
0.1

30
0.1

40
0.1


50
,
0.1

E(X) = 20.

(2)
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The goal is to derive the down-sampled variable X ′ of cardinality 3 such that ∀x ∈ Im X,
FX ′ (x) ≤ FX (x) and such that E[X ′ ] is minimised.
Problem 1 can be solved in two steps.
Step 1. For any two values k, l ∈ Im X with k < l, compute the additional probabilistic
expectation that would be present in the resulting variable X ′ if k, l ∈ Im X ′ and no other
value between k and l is present in Im X ′ .
Regarding the running example, the additional expectations can be represented with the
weighted graph (see Figure 1a), such that vertices represent values, and solid edges represent
additional expectation considering the case when two connected values are selected to be in
the down-sampled variable.
Step 2. Use dynamic programming to select s values prior the last value of X, such that
the total additional expectation is minimised. Considering the graph representation (see
Figure 1a) the problem is equivalent to the problem of finding the path of size s from the
artificial zero node (denoted α), to the last node of the graph. The zero node is added such
that path can start from any node, i.e. any value in X, without necessarily starting from the
first value in Im X.
In the remainder of the section, we formalise different terms that are used in the algorithm,
which is followed by the pseudo code and the algorithm description.
▶ Definition 7. Additional expectation Ek,l (X) that is introduced in X ′ when only l is present
in Im X ′ within interval (k, l], is defined with the following equation
Ek,l (X) = l

l
X
i=k+1

P(X = i) −

l
X
i=k+1

i P(X = i) =

l
X

(l − i)P(X = i).

(3)

i=k+1

In the first equality term of Equation (3), we consider that Ek,l (X) is equal to the
difference between the following two terms:
Pl
1. l i=k+1 P(X = i), which is the expectation in the interval (k, l] when all the values
between k and l are removed. Meaning that for the removed values their probabilities
are accumulated to the value l in order to preserve safety (see Definition 2).
Pl
2.
i=k+1 i P(X = i), which is the original expectation of X within the interval (k, l].
The expression is further simplified in order to account for only one traversal from k to l.
From the example in Figure 1a, E20,40 = (40 − 30) · 0.1 = +1.
Considering the graph representation of the problem, where nodes represent values from
X, and edges represent the potential selection, a weight on the edge between two nodes, k and
l, is equal to the additional expectation Ek,l (X) defined in Equation (3). Thus, Problem 1
is analogous to the problem of finding a path of size s to the last value from X such that
cost (expectation) is minimised. We use plus symbols in the weights to express the concept
of additional expectation that is introduced in the down-sampled random variable (RV)
compared to the original one. To solve such problem, we propose Algorithm 1.

3.1.1

Algorithm description

Algorithm 1 takes the input variables: (i) X, which is the discrete random variable to
be down-sampled, and (ii) s, which is the cardinality for down-sampling. Additionally to
the down-sampled variable X ′ , the algorithm also outputs the difference En between the
expectation of the original random variable and the down-sampled one.
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Algorithm 1 Optimal down-sampling of a discrete random variable.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25

Data: Discrete random variable X, cardinality s for down-sampling
Result: Down-sampled random variable X ′
function optimalDS(X, s):
n ← max(Im X)
α = min(Im X) − 1
for l ∈ Im X do
El ← Eα,l (X)
Vl ← ∅
end
for i ← 1 to s by 1 do
for l ∈ Im X do
El′ ← +∞
Vl′ ← ∅
end
for k, l ∈ Im X : k < l do
if El′ > Ek + Ek,l then
El′ ← Ek + Ek,l
Vl′ ← Vk ∪ k
end
end
for l ∈ Im X do
El ← El′
Vl ← Vl′
end
end

Px′

X ′ ← RV such that Im X ′ = Vn and P(X ′ = x′ ) = x=prec(x′ )+ϵ P(X = x), where
prec(x′ ) is the value preceding x′ from Im X ′ , and prec(min(Im X ′ )) = min(Im X)
return X ′ , En

In line 3, the algorithm computes the artificial value α which represents the first value that
precedes the minimum value from Im X (see Figure 1a). Then, in line 5, α is used to compute
the minimum expectation El that is imposed if we select some value l from X as the first
selected for the down-sampled variable, without anymore considering the values that precede
l. The additional expectation of performing such a step is equal to Eα,l (X) (see Figure 1a).
Since at the beginning, no value is still selected, for each value l from Im X, we initialise Vl
which is the set of values whose selection yields the minimum expectation until the value l.
In lines 8–23, the algorithm computes and updates the minimum expectations that can be
imposed until any value l from X, upon selection of at most i values that precede l. Upon
accounting for each new selection, the minimum expectation until each value l is updated
(line 20), together with the set Vl of selected values that yield the minimised expectation
(line 21). After doing this step s times, the Vn represents the set that yields En , while En
represents the minimum additional expectation until the last value n (line 2) upon selection
of s values prior the last one. This is equivalent to the dynamic programming problem:
E[i + 1, l] = mink<l {E[i, k] + Ek,l }, where E[a, x] is the minimum additional expectation
until value x after a selections.

3.1.2

Algorithm correctness

We prove that the algorithm minimises the additional expectation by using induction.
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Proof. By induction.
Induction hypothesis: For l ∈ Im X, after the i-th iteration of the for loop at line 8, El
represents the minimum additional expectation that can be produced until value l, considering
at most i selected values prior l, while Vl represents the set of selected i values whose joint
expectation yields El .
Base case: Before the loop at line 8 starts, the number of iterations is i = 0, El is equal to
the expectation Eα,l (X) which is also the minimum additional expectation imposed without
selecting any value that precedes l, as follows from Equation (3). Also, Vl is an empty set,
representing that no value preceding l is selected. Thus, the base case holds.
Inductive step: We now prove that the induction hypothesis holds at the end of i + 1 iteration
of the for loop (lines 8–23). At the beginning of the i + 1 iteration, for every value l ∈ Im X,
Algorithm 1 identifies the respective preceding value k such that the expectation of selecting
k prior to l yields the minimum expectation (lines 13–18). This is the case because the
expectation is minimised over the all possible choices of k : k < l ∧ k ∈ Im X (line 13). Also,
it follows from the induction hypothesis that until value k the expectation is minimised
with at most i selected values before k. Then, the derived expectation El′ at the end of the
loop (line 18) is the minimum expectation that can be produced with at most i + 1 selected
values until l, where k is the additional (+1) selected value. This further means that El
also represents the demanded minimum possible expectation since after line 20, El = El′ .
Analogically, the same holds for the set of selected values Vl that yields El since the set is
computed as the union of 1) values which yield the minimum expectation Ek , as follows from
the induction hypothesis, and 2) value k which is the additional selected value that yields
the minimum El as shown previously. Finally, after s iterations, it follows that the algorithm
computes the minimum additional expectation En which is the result of selecting s values
prior the last one, n. Analogously, it holds that Vn stores the selected values whose selection
yields the minimum added expectation. Thus, the random variable X ′ (line 24) resulting
from the selected values in Vn , yields the minimum additional expectation En among the
other possible random variables of the same cardinality, constructed from values in X, also
upper-bounding X. This concludes the proof.
◀

3.1.3

Time complexity

The worst-case time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(n3 ) since there are at most ((n + 1)n)/2
expectations of form Ek,l to be computed, and for each such computation, Equation 3 has
linear complexity, which finally results in O((n + 1)n)O(n) = O(n3 ).

3.2

Linear Down-sampling

In this subsection, we propose Algorithm 2 for down-sampling of random variables, that
exhibits linear time complexity. The main idea behind the algorithm is uniform downsampling of a probability distribution. The algorithm starts from the first value of the
original random variable and it iterates until the last one (line 6). It assigns the subset of
values from Im X such that the cumulative probability between consecutive selected values
in X ′ is as uniform as possible, under the condition of X ′ ⪰ X. The considered terms are:
P un – unassigned probability sum, i.e., part of the distribution that is not present in the
current version of the down-sampled variable X ′ ,
s – number of values to be assigned to the down-sampled variable X ′ ,
pδ – probability sum threshold, which controls that the number of values in the resulting
down-sampled variable does not exceed the predefined cardinality s,
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Algorithm 2 Linear down-sampling of a discrete random variable.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17

Data: Discrete random variable X, cardinality s for down-sampling
Result: Down-sampled random variable X ′
function linearDS(X, s):
P un ← 1 // sum of the unassigned probability values from X to X ′
pδ ← P un /s
Im X ′ ← ∅
pΣ ← 0
for l ∈ Im X in an increasing order do
pΣ ← pΣ + P(X = l)
P un ← P un − P(X = l)
if pΣ ≥ pδ then
Im X ′ ← Im X ′ ∪ l such that P(X = l) = pΣ
s←s−1
pδ ← P un /s
pΣ ← 0
end
end

Px′

X ′ ← RV such that Im X ′ = Vn and P(X ′ = x′ ) = x=prec(x′ )+ϵ P(X = x), where
prec(x′ ) is the value preceding x′ from Im X ′ , and prec(min(Im X ′ )) = min(Im X)
return X ′

pΣ – probability sum from the last selected value until the currently observed one,
Im X ′ – set of selected values for X ′ .
Given the above terms, in each iteration the algorithm assigns the currently observed value
l ∈ Im X to the down-sampled variable X ′ , but only in case the probability sum pΣ , from the
last selected value in X ′ , exceeds the probability threshold pδ (line 9). Probability threshold
pδ maintains uniformity of the probability distribution and does not allow that more than
s values are selected within X ′ . This is achieved by constant re-computation of the still
unassigned probability P un , whenever a new value is assigned to X ′ (line 10). Also, whenever
a new value is assigned to X ′ , value pΣ is set to zero to account for the fact that no new
value and respective probability is assigned from the last assignment (line 13). In case when
l is not selected, pΣ is updated with the probability resulting from l itself (line 8). At the
end, the algorithm returns the down-sampled random variable X ′ (line 17).

3.3

Description of the algorithms using the running example

Given the random variable X from Example 1, and the process of down-sampling to the
cardinality of 3, Algorithm 1 selects the values 10, 30, and 50 as depicted in Figure 1b with
solid arrows above the values. This is the shortest path of size 2 until the last value 50,
with non-zero probability. Note that in order to select three values, Algorithm 1 should be
invoked with s = 2 since the largest value from Im X will always be selected (line 24).
Algorithm 2 selects the same two values using a different approach. For the desired
cardinality s = 3, it first computes that the probability sum threshold pδ is equal to
1/3 = 0.333 (line 3). Then, by trying to uniformly distribute the cumulative probability
sum, it immediately at value 10 (lines 6 – 8) identifies that the threshold is exceeded since
0.3 < P(X = 10) (line 9), and adds 10 to the down-sampled variable (line 10). By recomputing
the threshold (line 12), for the remainder of the distribution, it derives the new threshold
pδ = (1 − 0.6)/2 = 0.2 since 0.4 is the unassigned probability sum, and there are two more
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normalisation

(X, Y ) =========⇒ Z ′′ ====⇒ Z ′ =========⇒ Z
F {·}

addition

element-wise product

F −1 {·}

(X, Y ) ∼ (V, W) −−−→ (V̂, Ŵ) −−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Q̂ −−−−−→ Q ∼ Z

Figure 2 Overview of (a) linear, and (b) circular convolutions for computing X + Y = Z.

values to be selected. At l = 20, its probability is P(X = 10) = 0.1, thus the threshold is not
reached, but in the next iteration l = 30, it is (line 9, i.e. 0.1+0.1 ≥ 0.2). At the end, the sum
of the remaining unassigned probability mass is equal to P un = (1−0.6−0.2) = 0.2, and there
is only one value to be selected. This means that the algorithm selects the last value 50 and
10 30 50 ].
assigns to it the probability of 0.2. For both algorithms, E(X ′ ) = 22 and X ′ = [ 0.6
0.2 0.2

4

Efficient convolution

Probabilistic timing analysis techniques suffer from a large time complexity that is essentially
attributable to the linear convolution operator [10].
▶ Problem 2 (Efficient convolution of random variables). Improve the efficiency of computing
the exact result of the convolution between two random variables.
In the following, we describe different ways of computing the sum of two random variables,
and we present different improvements that can be used to reduce their time complexity.
Let X and Y be independent discrete random variables, such that




x1
···
xn
y1
···
ym
X∼
, Y ∼
.
P(X = x1 ) · · · P(X = xn )
P(Y = y1 ) · · · P(Y = ym )
The addition X + Y of the two random variables is the random variable Z whose probability
distribution is characterised by the convolution between the probability distributions of X
and Y , and it is defined as:
P(Z = z) =

+∞
X

P(X = k)P(Y = z − k),

Im Z = {z|∀x ∈ Im X, ∀y ∈ Im Y, z = x + y}.

k=0

Linear convolution. The linear convolution (also known as canonical convolution) is performed in three steps, as described by Milutinović et al. [22]. We show this in Figure 2(a),
v
where the symbol =
⇒ denotes that operation v is performed on the values of the random
p

variables (indicated above the arrow), and that operation p is applied to the respective
probability distributions (indicated below the arrow). Reading the figure from the left, we
start with X and Y , with their respective probability distributions. Then, the algebraic
addition of each possible pair of values in Im X and in Im Y is computed, and for each
computed value the multiplication of the respective probability distribution is computed,
obtaining the variable Z ′′ . Then, the values in Im Z ′′ are sorted in increasing order, and the
associated probabilities are sorted accordingly, thus deriving the variable Z ′ . At the end, a
normalisation is performed on the values of Z ′ such that the repeated values are combined,
and their respective probabilities are summed. Such algorithm has a time complexity of
O(n · m), where n and m are the cardinalities of Im X and Im Y , respectively. For more
details, refer to paper by Milutinović et al. [22].
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Circular convolution. To solve Problem 2, we build upon the idea of circular convolution.
There are many mathematical sources that explain the benefit of circular over the linear
convolution [15, 23]. The circular convolution idea is shown in Figure 2(b). Starting from X
and Y , we first compute vectors V and W, respectively, such that vector indexes represent
values, while the vector elements represent probabilities of the corresponding random variable.
e
Note that in Figure 2(b), we use −
→ to represent that operation e is performed on the vector
elements. On the vectors V and W, we perform the Fourier Transformation operation,
obtaining the new vectors V̂ and Ŵ. Then, we perform the element-wise product between the
transforms, deriving the transform Q̂. Next, we compute the inverse Fourier transformation
of Q̂, deriving the vector Q, which characterises random variable Z, i.e., indexes of Q
represent values of Z, while vector elements represent probabilities of Z. In Figure 2, this is
denoted with Q ∼ Z.
The above-described process of computing the Fourier and inverse Fourier transformations,
together with the element-wise product of two transforms, is known as circular convolution,
and it has a time complexity of O(d log(d)), where d = max(Im Z) − min(Im Z). We discuss
the whole process formally, in more detail, in the remaining part of this section.

4.1

Formal description of the circular convolution of random variables

Let us start from the convolution theorem [1,3,5]. In the following formulation of the theorem
we narrow it to vectors although it holds for more complex mathematical entities.
▶ Theorem 1 (Fourier’s convolution theorem [24]). The Fourier transform of the convolution
of two vectors V and W is equal to the element-wise product of the Fourier transforms of
the two vectors, i.e.
F {(V ∗ W)} = F {V} ⊙ F {W} .

(4)

In the above equation, ⊙ represents linearly complex element-wise multiplication between
vectors F {V} and F {W} of Fourier coefficients. To compute the convolution of V and
W, we can compute the inverse Fourier transform of the right side of the equality, and this
process is known as the circular convolution. However, the result of the circular convolution
cconv(V, W) of two vectors V and W is equal to the result of the corresponding linear
convolution, (as presented in [15, 21]) when the following equations hold
n
o
cconv(V, W) = F −1 V̂ ⊙ Ŵ , where V̂ = F {V⌢ 0v } ,
Ŵ = F {W⌢ 0w } ,

(5)

v = nptwo(|V| + |W| − 1) − |V|,
w = nptwo(|V| + |W| − 1) − |W|,
where nptwo(a) is a function that returns the first power of two greater than or equal to
some value a ∈ N, and ⌢ is a concatenation operator. In the above equation, vectors V and
W first need to be zero-padded to the same size, and that size must be greater than or equal
to the the sum of their respective sizes minus one, as shown by Langton and Levin [15]. This
size, in the equation, is represented by the following term |V| + |W| − 1. The zero-padding of
the vectors is performed with the vector concatenation operator (⌢). This operator is used
between the desired vector (e.g. V) and the zero-column vector (e.g. 0v ). The concatenation
of the zero-column vector to the desired vector leads to the desired zero-padding. Similar
computations are defined for the vector W as well, considering the zero-column vector 0w .
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Additionally, in the equation, the zero-padding is increased to reach the size that is equal
to the first power of two that succeeds |V| + |W| − 1. This step, of computing the nptwo(·)
function, is performed in order to allow for the linearithmic time complexity that can be
achieved by using the Discrete Fast Fourier Transformation, known also as Cooley-Tukey
algorithm [9].
Without the loss of generality, for the sake of the simplified equations and the running
example, suppose that {0, 1, 2, . . . , b}, where b ∈ N, is the support of discrete random variables
X and Y .
Considering sum Z of random variables X and Y , it can be computed using Equation (5)
such that for discrete random variables X and Y , their probabilities are represented as the
elements of vectors V and W respectively, as shown in the following equations.
V = (vj ) = P(X = j) ∧ j ∈ {0, . . . , mX } , where mX = max({x | x ∈ Im X}),
W = (wj ) = P(Y = j) ∧ j ∈ {0, . . . , mY } , where mY = max({y | y ∈ Im Y }),


0 . . . j . . . mX + mY
Q = cconv(V, W) = (qj ) and Z ∼
.
q0 . . . qj . . . qmX +mY

(6)

▶ Example 2.


200 300
X∼
0.6 0.4


150 200
Y ∼
0.6 0.4

350 400
Z∼
0.36 0.24


0
 .. 
 . 
 
0.6
 

V =
0
 . 
 .. 

500
0.4
0.16




450
0.24

0

200
201

300


0
 .. 
 . 
 
0.6
 

W =
0
 . 
 .. 
0.4


0

150
151

200

 . 
..


0.36
 . 
 . 
 . 


0.24


 .. 

.
Q =


0.24


 . 
 .. 




0.16
..
.

350

400

450

500
511

Starting from the random variable X, in Equation (6), we first define vector V such that
its index j represents all the values in the domain of X, starting from 0 until the last value
mX ∈ X that has non-zero probability of occurrence. Then, the j-th value vj in V represents
the probability P (X = j). Similar is performed for vector W but considering the random
variable Y . Then, using Equation (5) we compute the circular convolution of V and W thus
deriving vector Q, whose j-th value is equal to the probability P (X + Y = j). Finally, as
follows from Theorem 1 and Equation (6), the vector Q contains the combined information
on probability values from Im X + Y .
In the above example, the omitted numbers represent probabilities equal to zero. The
majority of computations between those zeros can be avoided, while still maintaining the
exact computation of the final result. This is the problem that we solve in the following
subsection by proposing two methods for vector reductions such that the computations derive
the exact result.

4.2

Fast and efficient computation of the exact result

Compared to the solution from Equation (6), it is possible to derive the resulting random
variable Z with more efficient computations.
▶ Improvement 1. Reducing the vector sizes using the greatest common divisor.
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In this solution, the improvement is made by using the greatest common divisor among
the values from Im X and Im Y . As follows from Definition 4, a value with zero probability
of occurrence cannot lead to the non-zero probability value in Z. The same holds for the
analogous Equation (6). Thus, we can improve the computation by considering the minimum
quantum that considers all non-zero values from both equations, as follows:
δ = GCD(Im X ∪ Im Y ),

(7)

V = (vj ) = P(X = j) ∧ j ∈ {0, . . . , mX } , where mX = 1/δ · max({x | x ∈ Im X}),

(8)

W = (wj ) = P(Y = j) ∧ j ∈ {0, . . . , mY } , where mY = 1/δ · max({y | y ∈ Im Y }),

(9)

Q = cconv(V, W) = (qj ),

0 · δ ... j · δ ...
Z∼
q0 . . . q j . . .

(10)


(mX + mY ) · δ
.
qmX +mY

(11)

With the above equation, the sum Z of X and Y from Example 2 would look as follows:
 . 
..
 
0
0


0 0
0.36 7
 .. 


 . 
 .. 
0.24 8
 
.





δ = 50, V = 
0.6 4 , W = 0.6 3 , Q = cconv(V, W) = 
0.24

 9
0 5
0.16 10
(12)


0.4 4
0.4 6
..
.
15

Z∼

350 = 7 · 50
0.36

400 = 8 · 50
0.24

450 = 9 · 50
0.24


500 = (6 + 4) · 50
.
0.16

The essence of the above described transformation is to change the base metric unit such
that unnecessary computations are avoided. Compared to Example 2, the vector sizes are
roughly 30 times less in the above equation, which also propagates to computation time.
▶ Improvement 2. Reducing the vector sizes by removing the starting zero intervals.
In this improvement we focus on the starting values of the vectors V and W. Consider
Example 2 and the follow-up Equation (12), both vectors V and W start with probabilities
equal to zero, followed by more zero probabilities that represent values that are not in Im X
and Im Y . We show that both vectors can be reduced by ignoring starting zero intervals,
thus starting from the probabilities of the minimum values in Im X and Im Y , without losing
computation precision. Let us start from random variables X and Y :




x1
...
xn
y1
...
ym
X∼
, Y ∼
.
(13)
P(X = x1 ) . . . P(X = xn )
P(Y = y1 ) . . . P(Y = ym )
▶ Proposition 2. Given two random variables X and Y , the convolution X + Y is

 
 

x 1 + y1
x1 − x1
...
x n − x1
y 1 − y1
...
y m − y1
X+Y ∼
+
+
. (14)
1
P(X = x1 ) . . . P(X = xn )
P(Y = y1 ) . . . P(Y = ym )
Proof.

 
 

x 1 + y1
x1 − x1
...
x n − x1
y1 − y1
...
y m − y1
+
+
1
P(X = x1 ) . . . P(X = xn )
P(Y = y1 ) . . . P(Y = ym )

  

  
x1
x1 − x1
...
x n − x1
y1
y1 − y1
...
y m − y1
=
+
+
+
1
P(X = x1 ) . . . P(X = xn )
1
P(Y = y1 ) . . . P(Y = ym )

 

y1
...
ym
x1
...
xn
=
+
∼X +Y
◀
P(X = x1 ) . . . P(X = xn )
P(Y = y1 ) . . . P(Y = ym )
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The benefit of using Proposition 2 is observable when we want
to generate
vectors


 V and

1001 and Y ∼ 1005 1006 .
W. Consider creating vectors from random variable X ∼ 1000
0.4 0.6
0.4 0.6
Instead of generating vectors of sizes measured in thousand units, we can simply apply the
proposition and derive the following term:
 1000 1001   1005 1006 
 0 1   0 1 
+ 0.4 0.6 = 1000 + 1005 + 0.4
(15)
0.4 0.6
0.6 + 0.4 0.6 ,
and therefore we can represent random variables with two vectors, each having size of two.
Based on Proposition 2 and Improvement 1, we introduce the following computations.
X ′ = X − x1 , Y ′ = Y − y1 , δ = GCD(Im X ′ ∪ Im Y ′ ),

(16)

′

′

V = (vj ) = P(X = j) ∧ j ∈ [0, . . . , mX } , where mX = 1/δ · max({x | x ∈ Im X }),
(17)
′

′

W = (wj ) = P(Y = j) ∧ j ∈ [0, . . . , mY } , where mY = 1/δ · max({y | y ∈ Im Y }),
(18)
Q = cconv(V, W) = (qj ),

x + y1 + 0 · δ . . . x 1 + y1 + j · δ
Z∼ 1
q0
...
qj

(19)


. . . x1 + y1 + (mX + mY ) · δ
.
...
qmX +mY

(20)

The above set of computations is almost the same as the one for the first improvement,
but the major difference is that we use Proposition 2 and therefore compute the circular
convolution only for variables X ′ and Y ′ which results in the furthermore reduced vectors
V and W. In Equation (20), the result of X + Y is restored by applying the proposition
(x1 + y1 + j × δ). We show the vector size reduction in the running example:




0 100
0
50
x1 + y1 = 200 + 150 = 350, X ′ ∼
, Y′ ∼
, δ = 50,
0.6 0.4
0.6 0.4
0.36 0
 
 
0.6 0
0.6 0
0.24 1
  1
V= 0
, W = 0.4 1 , Q = cconv(V, W) = 0.24 2 ,
0.4 2
0.16 3

Z∼

350 = 350 + 0 · 50
0.36

400 = 350 + 1 · 50
0.24

450 = 350 + 2 · 50
0.24


500 = 350 + 3 · 50
.
0.16

In this simple example we reduced the number of elements in vectors from 512 values (as
in Example 2) to 4 values at most, still deriving the exact random variable Z.
Impact of the improvements on the probabilistic timing analysis. Improvements 1 and 2
may simplify and improve the efficiency of many analysis types that are characterised with
the iterative computation of the increasing probabilistic distribution.
▶ Example 3 (Computation of the probability distribution). Consider the computation of the
probabilistic distribution from two tasks (τ1 and τ2 ) whose probabilistic
execution
times
are



1001 and C ∼ 1005 1006 . If we
defined with the following random variables C1 ∼ 1000
2
0.4 0.6
0.4 0.6
want to compute the probabilistic distribution that involves 100 jobs of C1 and 200 jobs of C2 ,
we can simply use Proposition 2 and derive the following result: 100·Cn1 +200·C2 = 100·1000+
o
J100
J200
200 · 1005 + S, where random variable S is characterised with F −1
V̂
⊙
V̂
.
1
2
1
1
Vectors V̂1 and V̂2 are the Fourier transforms of vectors that represent C1 and C2
(each having size of two). The important benefit is that the random variable S, which
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follows the summation of the deterministic values, can be derived from the inverse Fourier
transformation of the vector of 600 elements (2 · 100 + 2 · 200), compared to the naive method
from Equation (6), where the final vector size would be 301600 elements.
This is a huge improvement in the computation efficiency, while the magnitude of space
and time reduction becomes even greater with each new job that may be considered in the
analysis.
▶ Example 4 (Computation of the deadline miss probability). Let us consider the very same
two tasks (τ1 and τ2 ) from the previous example, and assume that we want to compute
the deadline miss probability at time instant D2 = 2000. Furthermore, τ1 can be released
at most two times until D2 , while τ2 can be released at most once. Instead of performing
the entire computation, we can first apply Proposition 2 and check where the image of
the resulting distribution starts, i.e. what is the first value s with non-zero probability of
occurrence in the final distribution. Thus we derive that s = 2 · 1000 + 1 · 1005 = 3005.
Since the image of the summed distribution starts from 3005, and since s > D2 , this implies
that P(C1 + C1 + C2 > 2000) = 1 and there is no need to perform convolutions. Such an
improvement reduces the number of probabilistic computations for such types of problems.

4.3

Efficient repetitive convolutions

In timing analysis, there are often cases when one variable is summed multiple times, e.g.
request bound function (RBF) of form RBF i (∆) = Ci · α(∆) where Ci is the worst-case
execution time of a task, ∆ is the time interval under consideration, and α(∆) represents a
function that upper-bounds the number of arrivals of jobs of τi within some time interval
of length ∆. It has been shown by Bozhko and Brandenburg [4] that RBF can be used
to concretize many existing types of response-time analysis, under various taskset model
assumptions, and thus it represents the fundamental computation in the analysis of real-time
systems.
Analogously, as shown in many probabilistic timing analysis papers, e.g., [12, 19], probabilistic request bound can be computed by consecutive addition of the random variables
that represent upper-bounded probabilistic execution time of a task. Similar computation is
necessary in many other areas of real-time system analysis, e.g., probability of cache miss
and hit, etc. Therefore, in this section we describe the algorithm that efficiently computes
consecutive additions of the same random variable, based on the consecutive Hadamard
product of the Fourier coefficients, using the powers of two1 .
Algorithm 3 computes the result of n convolutions of random variable X. This computation can be achieved by creating the sum vector V̂sum = 1, of all values equal to one, (line 5)
which is iteratively multiplied n times with the Fourier Transform F {V} of vector V, where
V characterises X (line 4). However, instead of that, we can perform fewer multiplications
by constantly computing the power vector V̂′ , which is initially set to F {V} (line 6). We
show it by the following example.
Let us assume that we need 9 multiplications of F {V}. In its binary form, 9 is equal to
B(9) = 1001, and let us traverse to each bit of B(9) one by one (lines 7 – 16). On each bit
shift (line 9), we first multiply V̂sum with V̂′ (line 11) if the bit at the i-th index of B(9)
is equal to 1 (line 10). Then, regardless of the previous computation, after each shift we
compute V̂′ as the power of itself (line 13). Following this rule, the computations are:

1

It has been shown by Milutinovic et al. [22] that the power of two technique reduces computation time
also for linear convolution.
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Algorithm 3 Fast computation of consecutive summations of a random variable.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Data: X – random variable, n – number of necessary convolutions
Result: Sum XΣ equal to n additions of X
function fastSum(X, n):
s ← n · min({x | x ∈ Im X} // direct application of Proposition 2
mX ← max({x | x ∈ Im X}) − min({x | x ∈ Im X}
V ← compute using Equation (6) and zero-pad until n · mX
V̂sum ← column vector of elements equal to 1, of size |V|
V̂′ ← F {V}
k, i ← 0
while k ̸= n do
b ← B(n, i) // B(n, i) is a function that checks the binary representation of n and
returns the value at index i
if b = 1 then
V̂sum ← V̂sum ⊙ V̂′
end
V̂′ ← V̂′ ⊙ V̂′
k ← k + b × 2i
i←i+1
end

V ← F −1 V̂sum // where vj is the j-th element in V


s + 0 . . . s + j . . . s + n · mX
XΣ ←
v0
...
vj
...
vn·mX
return XΣ

Initial values. V̂sum ← 1 and V̂′ ← F {V}
(i = 0 and B(9, i) = 1) : V̂sum ← (V̂sum ⊙ V̂′ ) = F {V} and V̂′ ← (V̂′ )2 = (F {V})2
(i = 1 and B(9, i) = 0) : V̂′ ← (V̂′ )2 = (F {V})4
(i = 2 and B(9, i) = 0) : V̂′ ← (V̂′ )2 = (F {V})8
(i = 3 and B(9, i) = 1) : V̂sum ← (V̂sum ⊙ V̂′ ) = (F {V} ⊙ (F {V})8 ) = (F {V})9
At the end of this process, V̂sum is equal to (F {V})9 . The very same principle is used in
the algorithm (lines 8 – 16). At the end of the algorithm (lines 17 and 18), it just computes
the inverse Fourier Transform of V̂sum , which then characterises XΣ .
Space-complexity reduction of repetitive computations. Although the time complexity is
improved with the above-mentioned methods, there may be the cases where space complexity
can still be an issue despite the vector reductions proposed by Improvements 1 and 2. E.g.
after k additions of some random variable X, the resulting random variable in the worst-case
may have the image that is k times greater than the one of X.
This problem can be further addressed by using the principles implied by the central limit
theorem in probability theory. In more details, considering the case when one random variable
X is added to itself multiple times, with each new addition the resulting sum tends more
towards the normal distributions, even though the X is not normally distributed. Consider
for the moment Figure 3, we show the original random variable X, the random variable after
three additions of X, and the random variable after 20 additions of X. You can see that by
each new summation, the resulting sum resembles more to the normal distribution, although
initially it has quite opposite properties compared to it.
Therefore, Algorithm 3 may be improved by applying the down-sampling methods on the
inverse Fourier transforms of V̂sum and V̂′ . The proposed down-sampling algorithms are
tailored to decrease the vector sizes by safely removing the starting zero tail that contains
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Figure 3 Consecutive additions of the same random variable. The points are connected in order
to show the resemblance to the continuous normal distribution.

close-to-zero probabilities. The removed zero interval can then be accounted by Proposition 2.
Additionally, the down-sampling method known as domain-quantisation [19] can be an
efficient way to further reduce the vector sizes and enable Improvement 1 from Section 4.2.

5

Evaluation

The evaluation is organised in three parts: (i) Evaluation of the down-sampling algorithms,
(ii) Evaluation of the convolution computations, and (iii) Computation of the deadline miss
probability. The code of the implementation is available (see [17]).
Hardware and software configuration. In all of the experiments, we used a PC with i7
4770k CPU with a frequency of 2.6 GHz, and 32 GB of RAM memory. All the algorithms
are implemented in MATLAB, using Advanpix Multiprecision Computing Toolbox [16].

5.1

Evaluation of the down-sampling algorithms

Goal of the evaluation and the evaluated entities. In this evaluation, we compared
the two proposed down-sampling algorithms, Optimal (OP), from Section 3, and Linear
(LN), from Section 3, with Domain Quantisation (DQ), and Pessimism Reduce (PR), both
proposed by Maxim et al. [19]). The later two algorithms are selected since PR introduces
the least pessimism in the down-sampled variables among the state-of-the-art algorithms,
while DQ is known as the fastest down-sampling algorithm [19]. The comparison between
the algorithms is made according to three criteria: (a) Computation time of the algorithms
as a function of the size of the initial random variable, (b) Probabilistic expectation, i.e.,
pessimism introduced upon down-sampling, (c) Probability of exceeding the median. The
later is evaluated since the probability of exceeding some value is often used in probabilistic
analysis, e.g., deadline miss probability, that is, the probability of exceeding the deadline.
Experiment Setup. In this experiment, we considered |V| ∈ {200, 400, 600, 800, 1000}, and
for every cardinality |V| we sampled 1000 realisations of the random variable X associated
with V, using UUniFast algorithm [2]. The experiments analyse the performance of the
down-sampling operation to the maximum size of 20 values, for all the 5000 realisations.
Experiment Results. Figure 4(a) shows the average computation time of down-sampling
as a function of the cardinality of the initial realisation of the vector V. The results show
that the average computation time of OP is impacted the highest (4.7s for the initial size of
1000 values), compared to the other down-sampling approaches. This is due to its cubic time
complexity. For the other algorithms, execution time did not exceed 0.01 seconds. According
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Figure 4 Results of the evaluation on the comparison of down-sampling algorithms.

to MATLAB documentation for tic toc functions, execution times which do not exceed the 0.1
seconds are not representative with enough confidence and for this reason are not reported.
The average execution time of PR (1µs for the cardinality 1000) seems to be greater than
the average execution time of LN and DQ (below 100µs for the cardinality 1000), but this
comparison demands for the further, more precise investigation.
Figure 4(b) shows the average probabilistic expectation, for the evaluated algorithms
and the expectation of the initial random variable (X in the figure). This figure presents
the data only for |V| = 600. OP succeeds to minimise the additional expectation the most,
compared to the other algorithms, followed by LN.
Figure 4(c) shows the average probability of exceeding the median, for |V| = 600. The
results show that the probability of exceeding 300, is least when using OP, followed by LN.
Discussion. In the above experiments, we showed that OP and LN can introduce less pessimism compared to the state-of-the-art algorithms. This is relevant when the down-sampled
variable needs to be used in the probabilistic analysis since the pessimism linearly grows
with each new addition to the other variables or itself. The improvements of OP come with
the computation cost. Since OP is a parallelisable algorithm, based on dynamic programming, the computation improvements can be further addressed. During the evaluation, we
also discovered that each of the evaluated algorithms may derive the best down-sampling
with respect to exceedence probability. Therefore, the potential improvement may arise by
combining DQ, LN, PR, and OP, which remains for the future work.

5.2

Evaluation of the convolution algorithms

Goal of the evaluation and the evaluated entities. In this evaluation, we compared
Algorithm 3, referred in the following as CC (for circular convolution) with the analogous
method that uses the power-based addition, for linear convolution, proposed by Milutinović
et al. [22], referred as LC (linear convolution). LC is the fastest method in the state-of-the-art
for computing the linear convolution of random variables and we implemented it with the
linear-convolution function (conv) in MATLAB. The comparison criterion in the experiment
was the average computation time as a function of the number of convolutions, analogous to
the number of summed jobs in the probabilistic schedulability analysis.
Experiment Setup. In this experiment, we generated three random variables, using UUniFast algorithm [2], with size |V| ∈ {100, 1000, 10000}. The results are shown in Figure 5. For
each realisation we report the computation time as a function of the number of convolutions
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Figure 5 Computation time as a function of number of additions, e.g., number of analysed jobs.

performed. The above-described generation of the probability distribution did not affect the
computation times, and therefore we used only one variable per setup. Since Algorithm 3
performs the least number of vector multiplications when the number of convolutions is a
power of two, and the largest number of multiplications when the number of convolutions is
equal to a power of two minus one, we reported those two lines separately. CC-WC represents
the worst-case computation time (worst-case number of vector multiplications) with ticks that
are by one less than the power of two, while BC-WC represents the best-case computation
time, ticks being powers of two. The two modes of computation do not significantly affect
LC, and therefore we reported only the results for ticks equal to powers of two.
Experiment Results. Figure 5(a) shows the case of |V| = 100. We observe that LC
takes 132s to compute 512 convolutions, while CC-WC takes only 5s for 8191 = 213 − 1
convolutions. Due to the smaller number of multiplications, CC-BC takes only 1.7s for
performing 8192 = 213 convolutions. A similar trend can be observed for |V| ∈ {1000, 10000}
in Figure 5(b)–(c). Finally, it can observed that the size of the V has a significant impact
on the computation time. In fact, looking at CC-WC for |V| = 10000, when the number of
convolutions is 1023 = 210 − 1, the average computation time is 83 seconds, while for CC-BC
when the number of convolutions is 1024 = 210 , the computation time is only 22 seconds.
Discussion. The difference of time complexities of linear and circular convolution can be
observed by the derived results. The proposed algorithm, based on the circular convolution and vector reductions defined in the paper, outperforms the linear-convolution-based
algorithm in this experiment setup. However, it should be stated that there are cases when
LC can provide better computation times compared to CC since the computation time of LC
depends on the cardinality of the images of random variables, while the computation time of
the circular convolution depends on the difference between the largest and the lowest values
within the respective images. Regardless of this, the scaling of the circular convolution is
better due to a lower time-complexity class.

5.3

Computation of the deadline miss probability

Goal of the evaluation and the evaluated entities. In order to show the applicability of
the proposed computations in the state-of-the-art probabilistic analysis, we implemented the
deadline miss probability analysis (DMPA), according to Equation (3) described by von der
Brüggen et al. [28], using however the circular convolution for variable additions, instead of
the linear convolution (as shown in [18]). In the implementation, we also used Improvement 2
from Section 4.2. Regarding the evaluation, we compared the circular-convolution-based
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Figure 6 Computation time as a function of a taskset size, measuring deadline miss probability.

approach (CDMP), with the two fastest DMPA approximations, i.e., the Hoeffding bound
(HDMP), and the Bernstein bound (BDMP), as defined by von der Brüggen et al. [28]. To
the best of the authors’ knowledge, these two approximation approaches are the fastest in the
state-of-the-art for the given problem. Their drawback is that they tend to over-approximate
the deadline-miss probabilities. Compared to the timing values reported by von der Brüggen
et al. [28], our implementations for HDMP and BDMP achieve an average speedup factor of
6; for the sake of completeness, we therefore report the average computation time also of
the other approaches presented in [28], scaling the timing values according to the speedup
factor. The additional methods are: Unify method (UM), proposed by von der Brüggen et
al. [28] and the method based on the Chernoff bound (CB), which was proposed by Chen and
Chen [6]. UM derives the exact deadline-miss probability, while CB is more accurate and
efficient compared to UM, but less efficient approximation compared to HDMP and BDMP.
Experiment Setup. In this experiment, we replicated the setup proposed by von der Brüggen
et al. [28]. Thus, 1000 tasksets were generated per each presented point, considering the
sizes of 5, 10, . . . , 35. For each taskset we generated the utilisations using UUniFast [2], with
the taskset utilisation set to 0.7. Task periods were generated according to a log-uniform
distribution ranging from 10ms to 1000ms. Normal execution modes were computed by
multiplying the utilisation and the period for each generated pair of values. The periods
and normal execution mode times were ceiled to be multiples of 50µs. This allowed for the
discrete random-variable support while not severely affecting the taskset utilisation given by
UUniFast. The implementation of the circular convolution did not include Improvement 1
from the paper, in order to not take the advantage of the experiment setup that considers only
two execution time modes. Implicit-deadlines were assumed. Probability of occurrence for
the normal execution was set to 0.975, while the probability of occurrence for the abnormal
execution mode was set to 0.025. Abnormal execution was set to be two times greater than
the normal execution. For more details on the setup, refer to their paper.
Experiment Results. Figure 6(a) shows that CDMP is applicable for computation of the
deadline-miss probability. With taskset size of 35, CDMP achieves to compute the deadline
miss probability of the lowest priority task, taking 4.3s, while BDMP takes 3.4s, and HDMP
around 1s. The projected computation times for CB and UM are still several times larger
despite the speedup scaling, although these results may be improved or worsened based on
the implementation choices in MATLAB and the underlined hardware. In Figure 6(b), we
show the average deadline miss result computed by CDMP, BDMP, and HDMP. Since the
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result of CDMP is the exact deadline miss probability, we observe that the BDMP estimation
becomes more pessimistic with the increase of the taskset size, while the HDMP bound is
still significantly worse than the result derived with CDMP (note the log scale).
Discussion. We conclude that the methods proposed in this paper are promising for the
deadline miss analysis since the computation time is low, while the results are exact. However,
the further empirical investigations should address the impact of the more complex execution
time distributions and taskset parameters. For example, using 1µs as the basic unit of time for
random variables may increase the computation time of the method due to necessary vector
increase. Also, further investigations should take into account more complex assumptions,
e.g. probabilistic executions and inter-arrival times, as proposed by Maxim et al. [18].

6

Related work

As described by Davis and Cucu-Grosjean [10,11], the issues of computational intractability of
the linear convolution in the probabilistic schedulability and timing analysis are investigated
for years in the research area of real-time systems. There are two main research directions
that tried to solve this problem: (i) Down-sampling methods, and (ii) Analytical methods.
The goal of the down-sampling methods is to approximate the random variables such that
its image size is reduced. Then, the linear convolution can be applied, however introducing
over-approximation. There are several works in this domain, e.g., Refaat et al. [25], Diaz et
al. [12], Kim et al. [14]. More recent improvement was made by Maxim et al. [19, 20] where
several down-sampling algorithms were proposed, among which are domain quantisation
and reduced pessimism. Both were used in the evaluation of this paper. Finally, the most
recent improvement was made by Milutinović et al. [22] addressing the cache-miss probability
analysis. In their work, several improvements for speeding up the linear convolution were
proposed, using parallel computations and power operations, while they also pointed that the
use of circular convolution may be relevant for addressing the tractability issues. Contrary
to the above methods, Chen and Chen [6] proposed an analytical approach for computing
the deadline-miss probability, which is based on the Chernoff bounds. Following this line
of research, von der Brüggen et al. [27, 28] proposed several algorithms for approximating
the deadline miss probability (based on the Hoeffding and the Bernstein inequalities). Next
to those, they also proposed two exact methods: Pruning, which is a multinomial-based
approach combined with the pruning techniques, and Unify, which is a combination of
Pruning with the approach based on the union of equivalence classes. More recently Chen et
al. [7] proposed the improvement for the Chernoff bounds approximation, which is solved
by considering an equivalent convex optimisation problem. This improvement reduces the
computation time of deriving the approximation, while it also improves its accuracy.

7

Conclusions

In this paper, we addressed two problems that consider random variables and their use in the
analysis of probabilistic real-time systems. The first problem considered the space reduction,
i.e., the down-sampling of a random variable. This is the problem of approximation, such
that the distribution of the random variable is preserved while its set of values is reduced.
Such process in the probabilistic analysis often introduces pessimism, that then propagates
towards the final results of the probabilistic response-time and similar types of analysis.
We proposed an optimal algorithm for down-sampling, which minimises upon probabilistic
expectation, i.e., pessimism introduced upon down-sampling.
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The second addressed problem considers the efficiency of computing the convolution
between random variables. This problem for years limited the applicability of many existing
and possibly future work in the domain of probabilistic analysis of real-time systems. In
this paper, we showed how the circular convolution can be used to address this problem,
reducing the time complexity of a single discrete convolution from O(n2 ) to O(n log(n)).
Using the circular convolution with the vector reductions proposed in the paper, we showed
in the evaluation that the proposed approach shows promising results with respect to its
applicability in the existing problems of probabilistic analysis.
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